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Dedicated to the memory of

Dr. Shiv Prasad D a b d
(13 November, 1912 - 26 November, 1999)
Shiv Prasad Dabral was born on 13 November, 1912 to Smt
Bhanurnati and Sri Ktishna Datt in &ge G a U in Garhwal district. He
graduated from Meerut College in 1935. Married to Bishweshwari in 1935
he sought admission to Baredly College for h s Masters the same year
but returned home due to bad health. Joined Sanatan Dharrna Sabha at
Lahore in 1938 and was appointed as Principal in 1940 in the Taranand
Degree College at Baijnath in Kangra. In 1948 he became the Principal
of DAV College, Dogadda and worked there till his retirement in 1972.
A poet, play writer, geographer and a historian, his doctoral thesis
was on: 'Alaknanda Basin: A Study of Transhumance, Nomadism and
Seasonal %ration7, which was later on published in the form of three
books. Then he directed h s attention to hstoriography and his 16 volume
History of Uttarakhand is considered a monumental contribution to the
understandmg of this regon. He lived a hermit-Ue life and hls works
speak volumes of his dedication and devotion to bringing out an objective
and comprehensive hlstory of Uttarakhand, for whlch he sacrificed almost
every thmg he had and worked dl the very last day of his dlustrious life.
He even had a d e h t i v e and proven premonition of hls day of departure
from this ephemeral world.

Map of Revenue Districts in N.W. P and Oudh (Sep. 1891)
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A Personal Prologue
'Whatever may have been done by the Viceroys, and Governors, and great
Commanders, the soldiers and civilians whose names have hardly bccn heard in
England have done much more in budding up the splendid fabric of our Indian
Empire.
It is by the everyday work of administration that the real foundations of
our power have been maintained and strengthened, and the steady progress of
the county has been secured."
Sir j o l ~ nStrachev
INDLA: Its Administration and Progress
The British ruled over Kumaon and Garhwal for slightly more than thirteen
decades. These decades fall into four distinct &visions. The f i s t two bear the
stamp of Commissioner Trail1 and the next two clearly belong to Commissioner
Batten. Commissioner Ramsay's tenure lasted nearly three decades and the
remaining six decades account for as many as seventeen Commissioners.
Edward Gardner and George William T r d laid the foundation of a totally
new form of admmistration. George Thomas Lushmgton and John Hallct Batten
silently ushered in several structural reforms. In the able hands of Sir Henry
Ramsay not only the p s of the preceding four decades were consolidated
but Kumaon-Garhwal was literally propelled into the man-stream of modern
India. The last six decades, not very surprisingly, appear status-quoist in their
character, as the officials merely followed the dictates of a hghly centralized
and remotely seated provincial government. The period covered in this book
deals with the developments whch took place during the tenure of the f i s t six
Commissioners, Edward Gardner to Sir Henry Ramsay (1815 - 1884). which
shaped and moulded the administrative fabric of the present day Uttarakhand.

A Non-Regulation Tract
The most prominent trait of Kurnaon-Garhwal's admnistrative history is
also explained by the rubric of Non-regulation system of governance. KumaonGarhwal, for quite some time, was admnistered as a Non - Regulation 'province'.
Here, the Regulations and later the Acts, in force in the Regulation tracts. were
not extended for quite some time. The principal officers were literally handpicked and their total number was also relatively very small. Unlrkc the Regulation
districts they exercised both executive and judicial powers. This mode of

administration was necessitated as much by this region's remoteness, relative
backwardness strategc location as by a shortage of covenanted civil servants
to administer a vastly expanded territorial area. Non-regulation territories were
open to the covenanted civil servants as well as the men in uniform.
In any study of a Non-regulation regon, therefore, a study of the principar
officers' background assumes considerable importance as without such an
examination the study of events remains less than complete. In the case of
Kumaon-Garhwal it is no wonder that the official tenures came to known by
the names of their catalysts, the Commissioners in this case. The fust six
Commissioners account for the frrst seven decades of the British rule in Kurnaon.
Just two years prior to the British annexation of Kumaon-Garhwal the East
India Company had applied to the British Parliament for h t h e r extension by
twenty years of its existing trading privileges in India. The Act of 1813 left the
government of the country in the hands of the Company for the next twenty
years, allowed it to retain the power of appointment of its servants as well as
the monopoly of tea and the C h n a trade. The British Parliament, however,
abolished the Company's monopoly of India trade and asserted the sovereignty
of the Crown. The appointment of the Governor-General, Governors and the
Cornmander-in-Chief, could now be made only after Crown's explicit approval.
The role of religous functionaries was also acknowledged by the appointment
of a Bishop of Calcutta and the expenses related to the ecclesiastical establishment
were now to be borne by the Company. Lord Framcis Rawdon Hastings, earlier
the Earl of Moira, assumed the office of Governor-General, under the new
post-1813 dispensation, and he was h s own Cornmander-in-Chief. The Supreme
Government, seated at Calcutta, discharged its functions through a Central
Secretariat, and the latter was divided into four Branches, viz., General, Revenue,
Commercial and Judicial. The General Branch was in turn divided into Civil,
Mhtary and Marine. Kumaon-Garhwal, was a part of the Bengal Presidency,
and during the fust two decades of the British rule, the official correspondence
was directly with the concerned Branch of the Central Secretariat. The shortlived fourth Presidency of Agra, under a Governor and later the North-Western
Provinces under a Lt.-Governor, came up only in N o v e m b e r , 1834,
decentralizing the governance of the newly acquited territories.

Emergence of Commissioners, 1829
As regards the territorial configuration, immediately preceding annexation
of Kumaon by the British; through Regulation I of 1809, 7 Ceded Districts

(Treaty of 1801) and 4 Conquered Districts (Treaties of 1803) were merged
into the Western or Upper Provinces. This name was given to dstinguish these
newly acquired territories from the existing Lower Province of Bengal, Blhar
and Orissa and the intermediate province of Benares. The Suder Diwani and
Nizamut Adawlut (SDNA) came into existence in 1801, at Calcutta. The control
of revenue administration, so far in the hands of the Board of Revenue
constituted in 1786, passed fust to the Board of Commissioners in 1807 and
later to a Special Commission in 1821. A year later, the Board of Revenue was
redesignated as the Sudder Board and the Board for Bhar and Benares, as the
Central Board. For the majority o f districts coming under the Ceded and
Conquered districts, a new Board of Revenue or Western Board was formed.
Dormancy of this Western Board and the urgency attached to an effective
supervision of settlement operations under-way in the newly acquired territories
gave rise to the creation of the institution of Commissioners of Revenue and
Circuit in 1829. Bengal Presidency, under this decentralrzation process, was
divided into 20 Revenue Divisions, each supervised by a Commissioner of
Revenue and Circuit. These Commissioners also discharged the function of
Superintendent of Police and they were drtectly responsible to the Sudder Board
of Revenue.
The powers htherto vested in the Special Commission were split up between
the Sudder Board of Revenue and the newly appointed Commissioners,
according to their jurisdiction. Soon the exigency to supervise the settlement
operations in the Ceded and Conquered districts forced the constitution of a
Sudder Board of Revenue on Deputation, in the Western Provinces, stationed
at Allahabad. In 1831 it was redenominated as the Western Board and all the
powers so far exercised by the Sudder Board of Revenue were conferred on
it. With added territorial jurisdiction of Benares, Sagar and the Nermudda
Territories this Western Board was now known as the Sudder Board on
Deputation. Between 1815 to 1829 Kumaon Commissioners corresponded
ditectly with Calcutta but after constitution of the Rohrlkhand Commissionery
of Revenue and Circuit at Baredly, the correspondence on revenue matters were
now routed through the new mechanism. Before rehquishmg h s charge in 1835
Commissioner T r d for some time even held the addtional charge of Rohrllrhand
Commissioner, as Commissioner Revenue and Circuit. However, the exact status
of the Commissioner for the Affairs of Kumaon was not to be determined
and changed before the departure of Commissioner Traill. It was during a
hurricane visit of the Senior Member of the Board of Revenue, Robert Mertinns
Bird to Almora in June 1837, that Kumaon was to be upgraded and converted
into a mainstream Commissionery, with two districts of Garhwal and Kurnaon,
with divisional headquarters retained at Almora. in 1839.

A Regular Commissioneiy, 1839
The so-called mainstreaming of British Kumaon in 1839, as a 'regular'
Comissionery, with two districts and land revenue settlement under Regulation
IX of 1833, ushered in the first phase of centralisation and the spate o f
regulations and rules flooding Kumaon courts were its manifestations. By 1853
the Court of Directors had also become a 'little more than a cog in the wheel
of government' and Commissioner Lushington's equivocation in handling the
controversial sadaburt and maafee tenures in the forties are clear signs of these
changes. Commissioner Batten's nostalgic r e c a h g of the freedom enjoyed by
Commissioner Trail1 but not daring to dffer or disagree with Commissioner
Lushmgton's interpretation of sadaburt tenures also reflect increased sensitivities
on the religious issues and the policy thereon. Lushtngton-Batten period exposed
the region to the settlement operations, awaeness of peasantry rights, revenue,
civil and criminal court procedures, as practiced in the plains. A corresponding
vertical expansion of the administrative machinery, now supported by native
officials and expansion of official activities into newer fields like education, forestmanagement, medical and health, road building and urban development become
clearly discernible. Batten's sudden elevation to commissionership accelerates
progress in all these directions, consolidating small and hitherto insignificant
initiatives in to highly demonstrable achievements. With James Thomason, a workalcoholic and deeply religious Lt-Governor of North Western Provinces, a wellversed and experienced Commissioner in Batten assisted by very able Senior
Assistant Commissioners like John Strachey and Henry Ramsay the regon
experienced unprecedented developments in a host of activities e.g. settlement
operations, Badrinath-Kedarnath Pilgrim route improvement, road and bridge
constructions, medical and health, tea plantation, Turai-Bhabar initiatives and
urbanization of Naini Tal.
Development of Naini Tal, considered phenomenal in comparison to both
Simla and Mussoorie, as acknowledged by Lt.-Governor James Thomason
himself, shifted the administrative foci of Kumaon from Almora to the new
hill-station, as it became the administrative foci of the North Western Provinces
also during the summer months. While the administrative activities became
somewhat constrained with the centralising tendencies openings were found in
several other directions, John Strachey and Henry Ramsay excehng each other,
ably prompted and guided by a highly pro-active Commissioner Batten.
\Y'esrward expansion by 1850 had secured the ever troublesome North-West
and t h i s cncoi~ragcdbolder initiatives, including increased missionary activities
in North I ncli;~.rxpecially through educational institutions and rurd upliftment
ac uviucs.

The Transition of 1858
The uprising of 1857 came as a rude shock and near anuchical situation in
the North Western Provinces and parts of North India during 1857-58 and the
rescue operations spearheaded by the Punjab and British Kumaon
administrations, by holding on against a hrghly dtsturbed n+bourhood &visions
of Delhi, Meerut, Rohilkhand and Oudh were destined to bring about
hndarnental changes in the governance of the regron. The direct rule of the
Crown again accelerated the process of transformation whch had been s t a l l e d
in May 1857. The very same period played a major role in ushering in the
Methodist missionary activities and the Kumaon Wssion, established in 1850,
now gained open support of officials and assistance from various foreign
evangelical missions.
Post-mutiny period witnessed unprecedented development in a wide range
of activities and for nearly next three decades Commissioner Henry Ramsay
p d e d the progress of the region and his unchallenged knowledge of the w o n
and prolonged stay, to say nothing of the stellar role he had played in salvaging
the British Empire from the jaws of certain defeac ensured that during IS tenure
the region received adequate attention of the provincial government. Direct rule
and supervision of administration by the Parliament made the Government of
India accountable and this resulted in a revolution of information of sorts. A
whole range of surveys and reports appeared regularly, notably annual reports
on trade, departmental activities, gazetteers and so on. This transformation in
access to information is also reflected in the referencing of sources of the two
parts in which this work is dvided. Whde the fist part, the pre-Mutiny period
as would be observed, is mainly drawn from the primary sources and
correspondence available in the archives and government record rooms, the
second or post-mutiny part relies on various official and private publications
The sheer range of activities and avatlabrlity of authoritative official publication
has compelled to follow that route. The post-mutiny part deserves much more
attention as many a aspects s d remain unattended from the administrative history
view point.
The f i s t six chapters of this book, the pre - 1857 period narrative, had
appeared earlier as British Kumaon-Garhwal more than a decade ago, in two
volumes. There was persistent pressure on the author to take this narrative nght
upto 1347, or even to 2000, the year Uttarakhand was born. The unprecedented
responsibilities this author had to shoulder rlght from the birth of the new state,
and thereafter for the next five years, came in the way of completing the original
design. So much so that the original idea was nearly abandoned. However, the

responsibhty of documenting the hands-on experience of shaping and mou1d.q
of the new state was partially realrzed through a trilogy of books; 'Food For
Thought and Action', Tatwari, Gharat and Chai' and 'Inside Uttarakhand Today',
these three being on-line records of the current administrative history of the
new state, parts of which also lies scattered in various fdes, documents and
publications of Uttarakhand, covering most of the major initiatives taken during
the fust five years (2000-2005). Sanjkev Chopra's two books on new initiatives
in industrialisation complete this picture. This accomplished, the author at least
felt free from the responsibility of documenting the same at a latter date. To
the best of my knowledge no such an on-line account has ever been attempted
before this and it is hoped that together with other materials e.g. the proceedings
of the State Assembly and Annual Reports of various departments these would
substantially address the needs of hture historians writing on any aspect of this
state. It was very fortuitous that the author chanced upon an opportunity to
prolong his stay in the state for another five years, as its Chief 1nforma.tion
Commissioner, from October 2005 onwards. It was this god-send opportunity
which helped in completion of this long over-due task of taking the narrative
to 1884.

A Broad Contour
An extended Introduction has been deliberately added to provide to the
reader a broad contour of the period covered by the narrative, within which
the local developments took place, thus allowing the reader an opportunity to
concentrate more on the details of the changes taking place here, without
dstracting his attention from the world outside. Further, the narrative has been
kept episodical viz., Commissioner-wise, so that the reader is able to closely
follow the precise flow of events and place hls fingers, as it were, precisely on
a particular change when it actually took place. Referencing given chapter-wise
help him to consult the original source material, official correspondence, or a
publication, as the case may be, so that he could delve further on the subject
himself, if he so wishes. This author was thrilled immensely himself when
Dr. Shlv Prasad Dabral informed hun about his dsagreement with one particular
interpretation of Commissioner T r d , the latter quoting no less a contemporary
authority than Mola Ram, as well as some other vernacular historical works
related to the incident in question. Two maps, based on original sketches avdable
in PMR records, have been added, to underscore the sense of unimaginable
remote-ness and inaccessibhty of &us region during the period under our review
and a vdlage-boundary 'rajinama', to take the reader back to 1838 and savour a
feel of hdl hand-made-paper and the Indian black-ink then used !

Manju, Preeti, Priyanka and Krishna allowed me the time and space rquked
for completing this work; Ajai and Shushma proved to be that crucial initid
spark whlch led me to persist with what I have enjoyed the most, going back
to the mountains again and again and Pushkin Phartiyal procured the
photographs, a b ~ gthank you to each of them. Abhimanyu and Rajesh Naithani
deserve my very special thanks for d u n g personal interest in seemg the material
through to the print. Frankly, it is really impossible to thank every one who haa
been helpful in putting thls together, directly and induectly, as they stand spread
out both in time and space, innumerable in number, in the dusty archves, libraties,
government record rooms and proud-owners of personal collections in scores
of cities and villages. A big thank you to all of them who per force have to
remain un-named.
As Sir John Suachey, who served as a Senior Assistant Commissioner
@resent day Deputy Commissioner) of Garhwal in mid-1850s, had observed
that it was indeed the excellence in the day to day administration which
distinguished and characterized the brighter side of the British rule in Indm and
ensconced India as the Jewel in the Crown' of the British Empire, it follows
that Uttarakhand, and thus India, would be able to make its mark in the
international arena only if both are governed well by those on whom lies the
responsibhty for its grass-root governance. It is fondly hoped that h s book
would be found of some practical use by all those who are in any way
responsible for the governance of Uttarakhand, its Administrative Officers,
Mimsters and Public Representatives alike.
Forest Guest House
Dehra Dun, Uttarakhand
26 January, 2007
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EDWARD GARDNER
Edward Gardner entered Company's ad service as a Writer in 1800 and as
Senior Merchant he was the Second Assistant to C.T.Metcalfe, the Resident at
Delhi. Lord Moira selected hun as h s special agent for negotiations with Bum
Shah; management of all political affairs in Kurnaun; and eventual introduction
of British authority after its annexation from Nepal. Thts order issued on the 23rd
October, 1814, made it clear that annexation of Kumaun had been finally decided,
in view of its important position and resources, as a compensation for the war
forced by Nepal on the Company. All the information furnished by Rutherford,
Captain Raper and Moorcroft on Kumaun-Garhwal, accompanied h s letter.
Gardner was instructed to assume total charge of civil administration of Kumaun
just as Fraser, the First Assistant, had been asked to do for Srinagar and Dehradun.
O n the 2nd November 1814 Gardner received necessary instructions from
Metcalfe and handed over his D e h Residency charge to Wilder.
The Governor General, accompanied with C.M. hcketts, John Adam and
Swinton, had himself left Calcutta towards the end of June 1814 and reached
Lucknow in October 1814. Lord Moira's entourage reached Moradabad on the
13th December 1814 and the very next day Edward Gardner received formal
instructions "to distract attention of Gorkha troops from Garhwal by forcing an
entry into Kumaun by troops under Colonel Gardner and Captain Hyder Young
Hearsey." Gardner was also authorised to issue a proclamation declaring the
intention of the Company to enter Kumaun.
Lord Moira closely followed the fluctuating course of the Gorkha War from
this point onwards and received the news of surrender of Almora on the 27th
April 1815 while camping at Fatehgath. O n the 3rd of May 1815 Lord Moira
approved the terms of the convention concluded with Bum Shah and formally
appointed Edward Gardner Commissioner for the Affaris of Kumaun and Agent
of the Governor General. He was authorised to draw a salary of sicca Rs. 1,500
per month, exclusive of h s salary as the Second Assistant to the Resident and
actual expenses (sumptuary allowance). Ws emoluments were given retrospective
effect from the day the day he was authorised to issue to prodamation to the
people of Kumaun.'
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POLITICAL AGENCY OF KUMAUN
Although Alrnora had fallen in April 1815 political settlement between the
Company and the Court of Nepal was far from complete. The existing maps
in possession of the government were so incomplete that no clear drrections
could be issued to Gardner to achieve the important object of securing the
trans-Himalayan trade by suitable adjustment of boundaries with the Gorkhas.
He was asked to ensure this while negotiating with the Gorkhas the terms of
the Treaty. A similar stipulation was to be necessarily made in the western sector
while negotiating the restoration of territories to the former r u h g l a d y of
Garhwal.
The Governor General with his team of senior most c i d servants remained
at Fatehgarh, from the 10th of March to the 21st of August 1815, during the
course of this settlement. The Supreme Government supplied a draft Treaty to
Gardner in May 1815 of which a copy had previously been supplied to Lt.
Col. Bradshaw, the Political Agent at Kathmandu. While negotiations continued
between Gardner, John Adam and Lt. Col. Paris Bradshaw, respectively
projecting the views of Choutra Bum Shah, the Supreme Government and the
Court of Nepal's emissaries Gajraj Mishra and Chandra Shekhar Upadhyaya, a
decision was taken on the 21st July 1815 in respect of the boundary between
British Kumaun and Tehri State. Annexation of all Garhwal territories east of
Alaknanda-Bhaguathi was frnally communicated to Gardner and he was asked
to assume its control immedately. The decision with regard to the territories
lying to the east of Bhagirathi was to be communicated later.
Protracted correspondence over faation of boundary along the foothrlls
and rehabilitation of Bum Shah took the negotiations to the month of December
1815. Col. Ochterlony informed Gardner in March that a treaty had been
concluded between the two states on the 2nd of December at Sigauli and the
hostilities had ceased. The Treaty was ratified by the court of Nepal on the 5th
March 1816 when Col. Ochterlony had reached the valley of Makwanpw in
view of intransigence displayed in its ratification. O n A p d 13th Gardner received
orders to assume the charge of Political Agent at the Court of Kathmandu,
where he remained till his retirement on the 1st May, 1829.4Much of Gardner's
time was spent in political negotiations and it is primarily his Political Agency
work which could rightly be called as his contribution to the foundation of
British rule in Kumaun. Other branches of administration accordngly receive a
less significant notice.

Edward Gardner
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REVENUE A N D GENERAL ADMINISTRATION
Establishment o f new tehsils and thanas, the Sudder Office, settlement of
land revenue, investigation of lakhiraji (mafi) lands and nankar lands were
completed. Soon after his arrival in Almora in May 1815 Gardner went ahead
with the task of establishmg new administrative jurisdictions and new institutions.
He submitted a rough estimate of the gross revenue Kumaun was k e l y to yleld.
The government accepted his proposal to continue the existing system of revenuesettlement and collection during the frrst year of occupation. The government
specially drew his attention to the various mines in Kumaun and asked hrm to
furnish detailed information on the trans-Himalayan trade. Gardner requested for
the services of an A s s i ~ t a n t . ~
An immediate and complete introduction of British authority in the newly
acquired tracts was Gardner's h s t priority. In Kumaun he set up 7 tehsils at
Alrnora, Kali Kumaun, Pali Pachaon, Kota, Shor, Phaldakot and Ramnagar. As
many as 5 thanas were opened at Almora, Kota, Kathkeemau, Chukata and Tlrnla.
A Sudder Office of Kurnaun Commissioner was also set up. All these institutions
meant a monthly burden of Rs. 4,986, for the Kurnaun part alone.'
In July the erstwhile Garhwal territories east of Alaknanda were annexed to
Kumaun and the new Assistant, George Wdliam T r d , joined h s duties on the
22nd August 1815. In October he was deputed to Garhwal for settlement of
1815-16 and full introduction of British authority. In Garhwal only two tehsils at
Srinagar and Chandpur were opened. In view of near absence of any crime in the
interior the Tehsildars were also entrusted with police responsibilities of their
respective jurisdiction. Due to frequency of robberies in the forests below
Kotdwara a thana was opened at that place. The Thanadar was also gven the task
of collecting transit-duties and supervision of chowhs established at Bhoori,
Bilasni, Chak and Siguddi, all hill-passes. A Sayer Jarnadar was also appointed to
visit these chowhs. A Sudder Office for the Assistant was also established. These
arrangements for Garhwal could be finalised towards the end of December
1815 and entaded a monthly expenditure of Rs. 740. T r d frlled up most of the
posts by Garhwalis and it was only due to ignorance of Persian (Urdu) language
that he could not frll up some of the posts by them.'
T r d made the frrst revenue settlement of Garhwal or, 1815-16, and sent it to
Gardner in March 1816 for h s approval and inclusion in the overall settlement of
Kumaun province, as it was then called. The last settlement of Garhwal was
undertaken in 1811 and prior to that no regular settlement had taken place. The
rates had been so high that the zarnindars found it cbfficult to honour, and hundreds
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of zarnindars' f a d y members were sold into slavery in satisfaction of the arrears
by the Gorkhas. Cultivation declined rapidly and vdlages were deserted. As duected
by Gardner settlement was primarily made with the Sayanas or where none were
present with small zamindars. Actual revenue receipts of the year 1813 were taken
into consideration but it fell far short of the demandable jurnma which had been
fixed by the Gorkhas. The Gorkhali jummas for the last 3 years had been Gorkhali
Rs. 87,724, whereas the actual realisations had been merely Gorkhali Rs. 71,819,
Rs. 57,735 and Rs. 51,623, respectively.
In Painkhanda sub-division, constituting 22 Bhotia villages, the Jumma stood
at Gor. Rs. 4,037, half of which was paid in cash and half in the form o f
merchandize. When the Sayanas were offered a lease o f Gor. Rs. 3,500
correspondmg to Farrukhabadi Rs. 2,625, on the old terms, it was discovered that
in the frrst kisht (installment) many of the items deposited in h d had no sale value
whatsoever, or it was far less than the market price, compared to the rates exhibited
in the engagements. T r d divided the hnd-part into three divisions and asked the
Sayanas to pay for just one division in cash. Other two divisions were allowed by
T r d as probable loss in sale. The jurnrna of Painkhanda was thus brought down
from Fur. Rs. 2,625 to Fur. Rs. 1,750.' T r d leased sayer-duty (custom) at Tapoban,
abkan' and intoxicating drugs for Srinagar town, minting of pice at Sayer Sudder
chabutra and Nayar-ghat ferries. An iniquitous tax on the Chamars, called Mujhari
and a nuxxerana levied on every marriage solemnized at Srinagar were abolished
by him. Fifty per cent exemption on all duties granted to Brahmins was withdrawn
while duties on all items of necessities for Badrinath and Kedarnath temples were
exempted on the request of temple authorities. Custom duties were levied on all
imported items at Tapoban, at the base of Painkhanda, and all goods passing
through Srinagar-town and Kotdwara.
In Kumaun considerable difficulty was experienced in collecting authentic
documents relating to actual realisation owing to the Gorkha system or assigning
pargunas to their troops. Records were either lost or destroyed during war operations.
Kali Kumaun and Baramandal, the two parganas which bore the brunt of the
recent war, suffered maximum destruction and were accordingly allowed liberal
reduction in their jummas. In several vdlages of theseparganas the fields remained
untended rendering any settlement impossible. The Timashi and Gorkha MaUi
coins also suffered considerable devaluation and Gardner allowed a discount of
25%. T r d S measures in respect of Garhwal Bhoteparganas, i.e., an overall reduction
in their demand and conversion of h n d part into cash, was recommended by
Gardner. Gardner thus made the frrst settlement of Kumaun, including Garhwal,
for Sonat Rs. 1,23,360 for the year 1815-16 (Sambat 1872). Separately speaking;
Garhwal was settled for Rs. 37,792 and Kumaun for. Rs. 86,071.

Gangoli and Sira mines were leased for Rs. 2,700 and Gardner expected
other duties to bring in another sum of Rs. 12,000 to Rs. 15,000. The total Kumaun
receipts were estimated at Rs.1,38,863. Gardner anticipated no dfficulty in realisation
as the demands had been pitched low.9
lakhiraji or mafi tenures of Garhwal were investigated by T r d . Bakshi
Dashrath Khatri and Kazi Bahadur Bhandari, who had been deputed by the Nepal
Court in 1811 A.D. to settle Garhwal, had nearly resumed a11 indvidual ma$-lands
and whenever they made an exception in any case the grantee had been issued a
document bearing a seal of one, or jointly of both, the Commissioners. As the
whole of Garhwal was assigned as jagir to the troops no subsequent grant could
be issued except by the Court itself. Accordmgly all the grants issued by Kazis
Amar Singh and Ranjor Singh were invahdated by Traill, as the former were not
authorised to do so. Two such invahdated lists were forwarded by T r d to Gardner
and the former was authorised to attach all such lands, all further orders. Gudner
recommended resumption of all such lands originating from the grants issued by
Choutra Bam Shah, Kazi Amar Singh, Hasti Dal and other Gorkha Burhadus.
Existence of a large number of s i d a r lands in Kurnaun was admitted by Gardner
but he pleaded h s inabhty to furnish d e t d s due to h s preoccupation with other
important matters."
The erstwh.de Duftrees or Kanungos of Garhwal also possessed certain rentfree lands, called nankar, whch had been awarded to them partly in consideration
of past services and partly present. T r d reported that Rarna and Dharni, held the
office of Duftrees and they were important members of late Raja's administration.
Due to their traitorous correspondence with the Gorkhas both of them were put
to death by the Raja. The Gorkha government, on their conquest of Garhwal,
granted nankar lands to Gajadhar and Kishandutt, the sons, and b h n a n a d and
Harakhpatr, brothers of Rarna and Dharni, amounting to a revenue of Rs. 6,000.
Later the amount was reduced to Rs. 2,000 in 1811 A.D., and Rs. 1,500 in 1812 by
the two Nepal Commissioners. When the Commissioners found these lands overassessed Dashtath Bakshi compensated it by an addtional grant of aghteen vtllages
six of which now lay to the west of Alaknanda in Tehri State. Traill recommended
resumption of these lands and money-payment in lieu to the Kanungos in order
to secure their efficiency and allegiance to the British government. He rejected
their additional claim of du~tvoriof one anna to a rupee, as these d d not bear
attestation of Nepal Court. Krishnanand and Harakhpati had accompanied Fraser
to Delhi from Srinagar and later returned with the Raja. A son of Krishnanand
was worlung with T r d as a Hind Writer, Gardner, however, recommended a
full claim of Rs. 1,500 without the ususal depreciation of 25% and an addtional
3% on collections, to compensate them from other losses, they might have been
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deprived of, on account of possession of nankar lands. It was also made subject
to their residence in the province and efficient discharge of duties assigned."
The zamindars were now engaged in Farrukhabadi mpees after allowing a
depreciation of 25%. Gardner was allowed funds from the neighbouring treasuries
in Company currencies for the payment of troops. Current inferior coins were
ordered to be withdrawn gradually from circulation and sent to the Company
Mint at Farrukhabad for recoinage.
The Gorkha Government had continued the practice of mahng offer of
clothes, oil, etc., at the annual opening of Badrinath and Kedarnath temples but
reduced the contribution to Gor. Rs. 280. Gardner, in anticipation of Government's
approval, allowed T r d to disburse Rs. 210, as a customary allowance. The articles
of consumption meant for these two temples, and of Kamaleshwar, were also
exempted from all transit duties.

MILITARY, HILL-LABOURERS AND FOOD GRAINS
In order to consolidate annexation, and owing to a totally unstable political
situation in Kathmandu, a heavy contingent of troops was maintained both in
Alrnora and along the Kali, in Champawat. The A r d e r y Detachment, I st battalion
of Native Infantry, 8th Company of Hill Pioneers, Engineers and Military
Commander's Headquarters staff was stationed at Almora, four battalions of
Native Infantry and two battalions of Granadiers were kept at Champawat. In
addition the Kumaun Provincial (Local) Battalion, mostly for guard-duties and
under control of the civil authorities, was headquartered at Hawalbagh. Most of
the irregular troops were disbanded as soon as Almora fell to British troops on
the 3rd May 1815. Even after conclusion of the Treaty at Sigauli, in December
1815, delayed ratification of the Treaty raised the need for a second Gorkha War
and Col. Ochterlony was ordered to march to Kathmandu. The war operations
and continued presence of heavy mrlitary contingents stretched the fragde resources
of Kali Kumaun. The condition of roads was pathetic and it did not permit any
carriage through the beasts of burden.
Mhtary equipments and hardware, supplies and foodgrains were all carried
by the hd-porters. The number of non-combatants was as large as the actual
troops and the burden of their supplies also fell on the hapless hd-porters. The
Kumaun Provincial Battalion, stationed at Chaupuha, was makmg recruitments
but "the ragged and uncomfortable state of the men composing the Battallon"
and the pittance they received as salary drove the prospective recruits away. They
were also frightened by the prospect of being posted at the hd-passes. Even

Edward Gardncr

7

though the entire Kah Kumaun tract had been razed by the last war and cultivation,
whatever little was practised, had nearly ceased, no able-boded person offered
himself for mhtary service. Desertion wen from the regular troops was increasing
at an alarming rate, an urgent need for civihan intervention was requested by the
d t a r y commanders.
Provision of ha-porters (Khusseeaha, in correspondence) became the most
pressing problem for the civil authorities. The Commissariat, who provided the
military supplies, made such a huge demand that Gardner made it clear to them
that it was beyond the capacity of the province to provide such a large number. The
Kah Kumaun M-men habitually rmgrated to the Bhabur during the winter months
whch reduced the number of available hands considerably. Work-men were also
needed at the same time for various construction and budding activities wluch had
been commenced at various locations and could not be deferred or stopped.
All the parganas of Kurnaun, excepting the dtstant Bho tia parganas, from where
no such assistance could be procured, were assrgned for various public works for
the supply of labourers. Addttional hands were eventually procured from the
contiguous pargonus of Garhwal. Gardner refused to accept Capt. Raper's demand
that pudhans be asked to remain present in person to ensure adequate supply of
labourers, as such a measure was likely to adversely affect cultivation and over-all
economy of the villages. O n being further pressed Gardner ultimately dvected
that the pudhans should nominate a person to act as a Jamadar for supply of
indentured labourers. Even those who reported for work, fled the site on first
opportunity, if supervision was not adequate. Commissariat demanded adequate
number of guards to prevent the labourers from running away, a request which
was not possible for Gardner to fulfd."
An unprecedented scarcity of foodgrains soon hit Almora in March 1816 as
the rabi crop faded to meet such a huge addttional demand for food-grains and
reduction in the cultivated area reduced the output. T h ~ was
s
interpreted by the
d t a r y authorities as a conspiracy by disaffected persons. The prospect of a second
Gorkha War meant further marshallulg and mobilisation of troops at Almora which
deterred zamindars from resorting to Almora for fear of being conscripted aa
forced-labourers. This further reduced induction of foodgrains from the
neighbouringpqanas, which would have taken place under normal circurnstances.''
Dak arrangements, to carry official correspondence, were improved between
Almora and Srinagar. A list $ post-offices was submitted to the Post Master
General. He was requested to send dak via Bareilly instead o/Moradabad, as
practised hitherto, saving 2 to 3 days in postal communication. Dak runners were
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established at Champawat-Bllheti road to fac~litatefaster dak movement via Pilibhlt.
This facilitated faster communication with the mhtary commanders, manning the
eastern border of Kumaun.I4
?'hat the 13ritish rule was now taken Jor granted by the local people was
demonstrated by the arrival of deputies sent by the Rawuls of Badrinath and
Kcdarnath at Almora in December 1815 to pay their respects to the new regune.
Gardncr prcscntcd to each of them, as was customary, a turban and a pair of
shawls." 'l'hc trans-Himalayan trade was apparently not much affected as the
military operations had been undertaken at a time when the Bhotias were s u l l in
the Tibetan marts and in the process ofcorning down to their winter-camping
ground and to the foothdls. Supplies of borax, the premium commodity of the
period, was definitely delayed and was perhaps also reduced in quantity t h s year
as Gardncr had to request Rutherford to ensure that h s employees did not interfere
with the mercantile operations g t h e agents ofa Mirzapur borax dealer, stationed
at Kashipur."
Edward Gardner handed over his charge to T r d on the 13th April 1816
reporting to the Government "the ready and valuable aid" he had received from
him, both in the management and settlement ofGarhwa1, which was under his
immediate superintendence, and in the general local duties of Kumaun proper."

CHAPTER 2

GEORGE WILLIAM TRAILL
T r d ' s , family came from the city o f Bath. Born on the 2nd October 1795 at
Bailley near V e r s d e s in France he was nominated to Hadeybury (1808-09). Traill
was awarded for his proficiency in classical literature. Out of his 25 years' service
in India he spent 20 years in Kumaun, retiring on 1" December 1835, as
Commissioner for Kurnaun. He was one of those officers who never avaded any
leave. Unmarried during his tenure in Indla he, however, sired a son and a daughter
through a local unmarried woman. While the daughter was born in January at
Hawalbagh and baptised in September 1834 at Alrnora,' the son seems to have
dled in Hawalbagh the same year.
After completing his training at Hadeybury he joined Company's service as a
Writer. As an Assistant to Magistrate of Farrukhabad he attracted the attention of
Lord Moira and when Gardner asked for the services of an Assistant, T r d was
the natural choice. His posting as Commissioner for the affairs of Kumaun on
13th April 1816 was definitely at least two years ahead of h s colleagues (confirmed
in August 1817) but his subsequent raise in salary, as a Senior Merchant, was at
least 5 year later than due. He took over temporarily from M e l d e as Commissioner,
Revenue and Circuit, Rohilkhand Division in April 1823 and handed over to
Robertson in September 1830. T r d proceeded on 3 months' leave preparatory
to retirement, from 1st December 1835. Back in London he had a quiet retired
life among old Indlan friends, and dled suddenly at the Oriental Club in November
1847.'
Whalley considered T r d ' s administration as essentially paternal, despotic and
personal. It resisted the centralising tendencies whlch the policy of the government
had developed. But at the same time, though arbitrary, it was a just, wise and
progressive administration. According to Whalley, Traill had left the province
orderly, prosperous and comparatively civrlrzed, but hls machnery was not easily
worked by another hand. He was an administrator of tried abrlity and equal to all
emergencies. Bishop Reginald Heber, who had occasion to meet several Magistrates
and Company officials and observe the behaviour of Indlan~,during the course
of h s travels through India in 1823-24, could not help compare "the c r o u c h g
manner and flattering address" of the Hindus of Calcutta and Benares with those
of the Kumaunese.
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"It is pleasing to see," wrote the Bishop of Calcutta, "on how apparent good
terms Mr. Tradl is with all these people. Their manner in talhng to him is erect,
open, and cheerful, like persons who are addressing a superior whom they love,
and with whom they are in the habits of easy, though respectful intercourse."
Tradl had told the Bishop that he loved the country and people where he had been
thrown and Sir Robert Colquhoun informed him that T r a d had d e c h e d several
positions of much greater emoluments for the sake of remaining with them. Heber
also learned that he travelled throughout the dry season and it was a mere chance
which gave the former an opportunity to meet him at Almora. "Bishop Heber did
not know everything about Mr. T r d , " added P h h p Mason (Woodruff) almost
110 years later "as he could not possibly guess that more than a hundred years
later the people of the h d s would set finality on discussion with the words: It was
so in T r d Sahb's day". P h h p Mason personally experienced it as the Deputy
Commissioner of Pauri Garhwal, in late 1930s.
In the higher official circles, Lord Hasting's "satisfaction of the f u l f h e n t of
his anticipations of Mr. Tradl's peculiar fitness for the confidential situation in
w h c h he was placed", continued to be shared through two subsequent Governor
Generalships of Lord Amherst and Lord William Bentink. His own service
colleagues considered his knowledge of hdl districts and hd-revenue system as
unrivalled. S d a r l y , the proceedings of the Board of Commissioners and the
Western Board are anythng but a long series of testimonials of T r d ' s able
management of the revenue affairs of Kumaun. The government of the day was
not prepared to accept the recommendations of even the Board of Revenue over
what Tradl had recommended for Kumaun hds, in respect of revenue-settlement,
even after his departure from the scene. Even decades later Kumaun officials
were asked to g v e due weightage to T r d ' s decisions in respect of maj-lands.
Officials even of the status of Sir Henry Ramsay, &d not hesitate to show T r d ' s
rulings, as if they were the last words on the subject.
Robert Merttins Bird, acknowledged think-tank behind the new mode of
settlement under Regulation IX of 1833, found the title of Kumaun Commissioner
quite confusing and of very undefined powers, "orignally constituted expressly
for Mr. Trad". Kumaun Commissionership, in his view, was specially assigned to
Commissioner Tradl and special powers were conferred on him with reference to
the seclusion of Kumaun from the rest of the province and the peculiar
qualifications possessed by him for its management.
P. Barron, the discoverer of Nainital, was amazed at T r d ' s "most extraordinary influence among the natives of the hills" and highly critical of his
"peculiarly illiberal ideas regarding the influence of European visitors into

province". Barron had heard anecdotes of T r d b jealousy of European travellcn
which exceeded even that of the Chmese! Batten recounted h s own cxpehnce
of an assembly of hd-men at Haldwani where he was told how T r d did not allow
the shghtest dukhul (interference) of Rolulkhand o f f i d and hu strong rcscnrment
of any attempt of the plain's people even to cultivate Kumaun Bhabur. "Had Mr.
T r d " , wrote Batten, who was to become Commissioner Kumaun himself one
day, "been born and bred a Kumauni Josh, he could not have shown a greater
partialtty to the M-side of the question, nor stickled more for every inch o f
ground in his controversy with Mr. Halhed. Mr. T r d spoke, acted, and wrote as
if it was a dstinct Rajaship." F.J. Shore, a zealous preacher of righteousness and a
vehement critic of administrative callousness of h s brother-officers singled out
T r d s administration of Kumaun, as a solitary exception. Strachey (later Sk John)
held that Garhwal had derived more advantages from the construction of Mroads by T r d and his successors, than from all the measures put together that had
been undertaken for the improvement of hdl areas, since the inception of the
British Government upto 1815.3
Whalley, Bishop Heber, P u p Mason, Lord Hastings, Bird, Barron, Batten,
Shore and Strachey paint for us a portrait of T r d from whch he emerges as a
strong pro-people administrator who was quite w i h g to go to any extreme to
enforce what he considered beneficial for them. Later, Batten h~rnselfand Sk
Rarnsay tried to o u t - T r d Trail1 and that appears to be T r d ' s b~ggestachievement.

REVENUE AND GENERAL ADMINISTRATION
Traill's observations on M-revenue matters acquire an almost unchallengeable
character for the simple reason that he had better means of judgrng of the tenures
which prevailed under the Rajas than any one since his times. All important
published works on hill land-tenures Wre Batten, Rarnsay - Beckett, Pauw, Goudge,
Upreti and Stowell only illustrate this simple maxim. Lesser, but administratively
equally important, notice has been taken of the manner in which he re-organued
the revenue administrative structure, converted feudahstic office of Dufttees into
comparatively efficient Kanungos; introduced a multi-dsciplmary v h g e offiual
called the M-Patwari; and included a far superior system of dage-responsiblkty.
It is, surprisingly enough, stdl less acknowledged that it was he who f i s t dovetarled
revenue-hsht payments with the paying capacity of the zarnindars, years before
the Board of Revenue prescribed it for the entire N.W Provinces.
The "Aggregate to detd", or the "Back-Process", considered to be the breakthrough in the history of revenue-settlement, and concretised by Regulation M
of 1833, was actually nothing but a plain's version of the "Dursar-system, practised
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by Tradl during the course of his seven settlements of Kumaun and Garhwal.
Notwithstanding Batten's critique of Traill's settlement-methodology, totally
d e h h g it from the state of art of settlement-philosophy whlch existed in the
Upper Provinces prior to early 1830s, and the plain's system in the hdls, it was
finally T r d , whose methodology appeared most suited.
"The old story is really told," wrote Commissioner Stiff in 1931, finally
vindicating Commissioner T r d , "in paragraph 102 of Mr. Pauw's report. Any
attempt to frx the revenue on the same considerations that apply in the plains is
clearly impossible." Without malung any attempt to belittle Batten's jud~cial-results
of settlements, or introduction of khasra-measurements by Beckett-Ramsay, or
the Circle rates, it would be safe to conclude that T r d implemented for several
years what his far better-assisted successors were to learn later at tremendous cost
initially to the government treasury, but eventually to the poor hdl-peasantry Stiffe
is, in fact, a bit too recent an authority to quote, as it was Batten himself
acknowledged that, "the opinions of Mr. Tradl on any subject relating to this
provincc. must be of higher importance than any which I can offer.") T r d ' s
separate and dstinct treatment of the Bhote Mehals was equally based on sound
revenue principles and not on "political considerations," as Batten's remarks might
lead one to believe. The revenue appeals of the Bhotias of Garhwal and paragana
Johar of Kumaun, both upheld by Commissioner Lushington against excessive
assessments underscored the fact that Tradl understood the fundamentals of
revenue-assessment far better than any of hls successors. The Western Board of
Revenue went as far as to event pull-up Batten on this score.
T r d inherited a revenue-cum-police establishment which was formed on a
disproportionately large scale, to fachtate speedy introduction of the British rule
in Kumaun. The annual charge of 9 tehsils alone amounted to Rs. 20,216 in 1816.
To economise government expenditure, the tehsils were reorganised four times
by him, excluding two occasions when they were reorganised due to territorial
changes ordered by the Supreme government. These re-organisations were effected
in 1816, 1818, 1821, 1825, 1829 and 1834. In 1816 three tehsils of Pali Pachao,
Phaldakot and Ramgarh were merged with Almora and the new tehsil was
redesignated as the Huzoor Tehsil. T r d was able to affect this change as revenue
collection was relatively easy and people peace-loving. Additional expenditure was
adjusted against savings affected in the Sudder Office. As Srinagar tehsil's
jurisdiction was unwieldy, a part of it was placed under an official at Kotdwara,
who was also gven charge of police and sayer-collection. These changes brought
down the cost of establishment by Rs. 888 monthly. As Kota tehsil primarily
collected sayer-duties, with the abolition of sayer-duties in 1818 it was also merged
with the Huzoor. Huzoor tehsil Peshkar's salary was raised by Rs. 10 per month,
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15 Chaprasis were added to Huzoor tehsil but sttll a monthly saving of Rs. 45 was
effected. In 1821 Shore tehsil was merged with Kali Kumaun, Gangoli paragana
went to Huzoor, and Sira at Askot was incorporated into Kali Kumaun. In Garhwal,
Kotdwara experiment d ~ dnot prove successful and therefore it was abolished.
The thrrd round further saved Rs. 147 per month for the government.
In 1823, popularly known as Sun Assi (Sambut Assi, 1880), T r d brought
about whole-sale changes in the existing revenue structure. A large number of
local sub-divisions were re-organised, into better defined revenue parganas
numbering twenty-six, fifteen in Kumaun and eleven in Garhwal. The basic reorganisation of revenue units effected in 1823 is given in Table I.'
By 1823, the number of tehsils had been brought down, from nine to just
four, and numerous local revenue sub-divisions given a concrete shape of twentysix revenue-parganas. For the frrst time an extensive revenue-survey, called Nuzzur
Undazee (Guess Estimate), was also undertaken throughout Kumaun. At this
juncture of time the tehsil jurisdiction, annual land revenue and cost of revenue
establishment was as given in Table II.6

Table 11: Revenue Tehsil Jurisdiction& Jumma & Cost, Kumaun, 1823
Tehsil (Region)

Kumaun:
Garhwal:

Hazoor Tehsil
Kali Kumaun
Srinagar
Chandpur
Total

N o . of Villages

Annual
Jumma Rupees

4,421
1,162
2,241
1,210
9,034

90,253
28,940
28,149
29,321
1,76,663

Ann.
Ev.
Rupees
3,030
2,106
2,148
2,148
9,432

The fourth and fifth modifications were necessitated, frrst at the time of
annexation of Dehradun to Kumaun in 1825 (Regulation XXI of 1825) and later
in 1829 due to placement of Dehradun in Meerut Comrnissionery (Regulation V
of 1829). Francis Shore was made an Assistant to Kamaun Commissioner and
invested with the powers of a Magistrate in criminal cases and a District Judge in
civil matters. Dehradun was separated from Saharanpur and Chandi pargana of
Moradabad, and four parganas of Kumaun, viz., Ganga Sulan, Choundkot,
Dewulgarh and Rajpur, were added to this new charge. With the constitution of
Revenue and Circuit Divisions, all over Bengal Presidency, Dehradun was added
to Meerut Circuit while Kumaun was kept under Rohilkhand Division. Chandl
pargana and the four parganas of Kumaun reverted back to Kumaun.

The sixth change came in 1834, when Traill merged Srinagar and Chandpur
tehsils into one, and made Klinyur, on Alrnora-Srinagar road, as the new tehsd
headquarters. Only a small police thana was retained at Srinagar. The additional
expenditure was met from the savings provided by the merger of two tehsils. Thu
re-arrangement was without any net savings in the cost of establishment and
came into effect in January 1834.' From nine tehsils in 1816 the number was
brought down to just three, over a span of 18 years, reducing the cost of
establishment considerably.
The tehsils were housed in former public bddmgs used by the Gorkhas, and
no new kutcheri butldmgs were constructed. Kali Kumaun tehsil was housed in
an old stone-fort, whde Srinagar was in the middle of the town and Chandpur,
before its merger, on a hillock.

All told six police thanas, five in Kumaun and one is Garhwal with four chowlus,
had been set up during the first year of the British rule with a monthly expense of
Rs. 761. Changes in police thanas followed those in revenue department Kotdwara,
Kathkinau, Chukata and Kota were closed in 1816, sayer-collection work of
Kotdwara police was gven to Kotdwara Tehsildar and police was replaced by
small parties of Kumaun Provincial Battalion. Kota thana was abolished in 1818
and added to Barnouri, the latter now had assumed considerable sqpficance
demandmg heavy calls &om all the travellers entering Kumaun. Now, there remained
four thanas at Almora, Barnouri, Dhikuli and Tirmla, with a total monthly charge
of Rs. 455.
Turai-forests in early 1820s were unhealthy and haunts of dacoits and bad
characters. Boulderson, the Magistrate of Baredy, had informed Bishop Heber
that not only monkeys "but everythmg whlch had the breath of life instinctly
deserted these forests and not so much as a bird could be heard or seen in the
frightful solitude". Ayeen Khan, Naheen Khan and Torub Khan led the gangs of
depredators and levied chowkidari dues. Seton, the Magstrate of Moradabad,
having faded to curb their depredations brought them round to levy chowhdari
dues and stop all acts of violence. They were supposed to guarantee safe-passage
to all persons and merchandue against these dues whch were officially fixed.
Towards the end of 1822 Halhed was appointed Magistrate of a newly carved
&strict called Northern Division of Moradabad. He put an end to the notorious
system of Heeris and Mewatis, i.e., the chowhdari dues, and also abolished the
jaws whlch had been glven to the Sardar of the gangs. Halhed took up the matter
of fixing Kurnaun-Rohllkhand boundaries with T r d . In 1829, Kotdwara, Dhikuli
and Tirnla were replaced by C h a d , Sunnea Man& and Path Dun, as a part of rearrangement of 1829, saving Rs. 53 per month. The last change took place in
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1834 when Srinagar was equipped with a small thana and the solitary tehsil shifted
to Kainyur. The six police thanas and four chowkis of 1816, were converted into
seven thanas, i.e., one at Alrnora, five at the foot-hdl passes, and one at Srinagar.n
Kumaun was placed under the Board of Commissioners in October 1816 but
regulations were not proposed to be introduced into the hill-tracts. Kumaun
Commissioner, in the capacity of Collector of the revenue, was placed under the
Board in all matters connected with revenue and collection. Kumaun was divided
into two Kanungoshps, manned by the Joshis and Choudhuries. They performed
the duties jointly and there &d not exist a formal &vision of parganas amongst
them. In 1819, like in Garhwal, the nankar lands of Kumaun Kanungos were also
resumed and a consolidated money-payment of Rs. 1500 per annum sanctioned
in lieu. The parganas were formally divided between the Kanungos, Joshis and
Choudhuries. Pali Pachao, Oochot., Baramandal, Phaldakot, Katyur, Kutoli,
Rarngarh, Deorsed, Rtuni, Agar, Khaspurja, Dhaniakot, Onchkot, Chlomichautha,
Sirnulkha, Kota and Chukot parganas were assigned to Mana and Narain Choudhuri,
Kah Kumaun, Chowbinsi, Dhianirow, Shor, Sira, Gangoli, Askot, Danpur, Khuria,
Bisodh, Chaugarkha, Salum, Muhrori, Silkhana, Johar, Darma and Byanse were
assigned to Ram Kishan, Tilakchand and Ratanpati Josh. Their allegance to the
British government was secured by fixing money-payments, i.e. Rs. 30 per month
for Ram Kishen Josh, Tilakchand Joshi and Mana Choudhuri; Rs. 25 for Ratanpati
J o s h and Rs. 15 per month for Narain Choudhuri. They now became government
servants and their designation was also changed from Duftrees to Kanungos. In
1829, the Kanungos were also made Munsifs to try civil cases.
The office of Kanungos was considered hereditary for all practical purposes,
being confined to a few f a d e s , i.e., four in Garhwal and five f a d e s in Kumaun.
The Dwarahat Choudhuries furnished two Kanungos, one for Shor, etc., and one
for Chougarkha, etc.; Khanduris alone provided Garhwal Kanungos. T r d found
all the Kanungos, by and large, active and intelhgent officers. As there was no age
limit for retirement of the Kanungos, like Ram Kishen of Shor, they kept on
working in name, although the actual work was discharged by their near relatives.
Some of them were down-right corrupt, like Kanungo of Pali. Those who were
employed as Munsifs after 1829 were reportedly doing satisfactory work."
There was no institution of Vdlage Patwari in Kumaun, as it existed in the
plains. Only Udaipur, Badhan and Nagpur of Garhwal had a functionary styled as
Lkhwar or accountant, who was a kind of sub-Kanungo. The Kumeens or the
Sayanas themselves wrote the accounts of the pattis for whch they engaged Dooms
for collecting government dues from the Pudhans. The Dooms in turn received a
small remission in jurnma for the services they rendered to assist the Sayanas.

George Willlam T
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When T r d resumed the nankv lands o f Kumaun Proper Kanungos in 1819
the jumma of the land added upto Rs. 1,978 and a surplus of Rs. 500 was expected
after the revision in process. He made use of this s q l u s fund to create nine
Patwaris for the largest parganas of Kumaun Proper. Baramandal, Pa4 Phaldakot,
Kota, Kali Kumaun, Johar, Danpur Dhanirow and Shor were the first parganas
to be glven one Patwari each on a monthly salary of Rs. 5.
The Tehsildars and the Kanungos resided at the Sudder Kutcheri and T r d
reahsed during the course of h s fourth settlement that it was futlle to expect
correct information from or through them. Without a government revenue
functionary on the spot it was impossible to know the real state of the potential
of the parganas. He added five more Patwaris in 1821 and met their expenses
from the increased jumma. All the fourteen Patwaris were appointed in Kumaun
Proper. He also increased the salary of Bhote Patwari from Rs. 5 to Rs. 8 when he
reahsed the difficulties of these tracts and hrgher cost of living. For the next four
years a relatively dormant Western Board failed to respond to Traill's
recommendations. Trail1 under the impression that perhaps h s demand appeared
excessive to the Board even revised his demand from additional five to just three
Patwaris and assured to meet the extra expenditure by surrendering posts of four
Chaprasis.
Suddenly, however, in 1825 instead of addition of just three Patwaris he
received a sanction for eight Patwaris. He had found the institution quite useful, as
the migration of the zamindars had d i d s h e d greatly. Where they had been
located they were found using their good-offices in resolving petty dsputes, whch
in the past had led to serious dissensions. The same year, he added sixteen more
Patwaris and surrendered twenty-four tehsil Chaprasis, raising their number to
thirty-three. By 1830, their number went up to sixty-three, covering both Kumaun
and Garhwal. All through a corresponding saving in Chaprasis-expenses were
offered. The exercise was to substitute Chaprasis with "a more efficient and
responsible class of revenue-collectors." T r d informed the Board that the job
was r e a d y taken up by educated and respectable persons who considered it infrabig "to wear a badge as a peon."
Their duties included collection of revenue, measurement of the &ges under
court's instruction, prevention of desertion of vrllages by the zamindars, adjustment
of quarrels and reporting of dsputes imrnedately to the Sudder Kutchery, care
of police, apprehension of offenders, reporting crime, casualties, suicides and
notes of all estates through the Tehsildars. T h s is what ultimately became the
Revenue Police of Kumaun and continues to t h s day, full 170 years after its
constitution. The hdl-Patwari was quite a distinct entity from the Village Accountant
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of the plains, constituted under Regulation XI1 of 1817. While the former was a
government agent, paid by the government, charged with multifarious duties in all
departments, quite independent of the vdages placed under him, the latter was
nominated by the zamindar and supported out of the revenue of the vdage.1°
It was not before Lord Wdlm-n Bentink assumed Governor Generalshp (182835) that Indans were inducted into higher echelons of administration. Deputy
Collectorship was opened to Indians only under Regulation IX of 1833. Before
1833 the hghest post an Indian could reach and occupy was that of a Tehsildar.
T h s post was usually manned by persons with proven record of efficiency, good
and loyal service to the British Government. Parmanand Choudhury, Tehsildar
of Huzoor Tehsil and Mangal Sein, Tehsildar of Kali Kumaun, had served the
British faithfully for years before they became Tehsildars. The Tehsildars were
transferred locally by T r d and it was only in 1820 that his attention was drawn
towards the provisions of Regulation of 1804 and VIII of 1809 whlch required
Board's prior approval before doing so.
The Kanungos were hereditary officials and if ever any departure was made it
was again from amongst collateral f a d e s . The Patwaris were proprietory landholders, influential in their areas, hardly requiring any salary and Rs. 5 was, at least
in the beg-nning, more of an honorarium than a remuneration for their services,
Most of the posts were manned by Brahmins and other upper castes of Kumaun,
and in Garhwal by Khanduris or Rajput castes, mostly the latter. The other posts
were those of Mutsudis or the Jemadars. The menial classes consisted of the
Chaprasis, Purkayees and Sayer Mutsudis, the latter meant for the Sayer-chowkis.
The Chaprasis were common to revenue and police establishments. Unlike in the
plains n o Tulubana-fee was levied but the revenue Chaprasis enjoyed other
perquisites, lrke a specified quantity of grains at each village they halted during
their government duty. Although officially prohibited repeatedly, it seems to have
become customary.
Then, there were the Sudder establishments of the Commissioner and his
Assistants. Serishtedar, Robkar Navis, Hindi Navis, Nazir and Stamp Daroga (for
some time) was open to the Indians and predominantly manned, as the fieldposts, by the upper castes and dominant f a d e s of Kumaun and Garhwal. All
the Government servants drawing a salary above Rs. 10 per month were confrrmed
by the Board. Until a short time before his departure Trail1 reported that he could
trace no instruction relating to the qualifications of Tehsildar or Kanungos in his
office. This was collectively known as the Native Establishment and Table I11
gves a comparative expenditure under this head during 1815-16 to 1829-30.

George William Traill
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Table Dl :The Native Establishment Expenses 81 Savings, 1R15 to 1830
Year

Sudder Estb.

Revenue

1815-16

9,840

20,216

19,464

40,520

1822-23

7,488

9,432

4,344

2 1,264

19,256

1829-30

7,752

13,140

2,868

23,760

16,760

POLLV

Total (Rr.)

Dcmarc

Considerable savings had been successfully effected in this expenditure.
Instructions to Lord Bentinck were to economise in public expenditure as Lord
Hasting's Gurkha War (1815-16) and Thud Maratha War, and Lord Amherst's
Anglo-Burmese War (1824-26) had drained the Company's coffers substantially."
The revenue and police functions were primarily carried out by non-official
vdlage functionaries like Pudhans, Sayanas, Kumeens, Thokdars and Burhas. Whde
there appears hardly any doubt in respect of the position and duties of the Pudhans,
the original nature of the Sayanas or Kumeens or Burhas and Thokdars had got
quite mixed up by the time British took over in 1815. During the Raja's time a
clear distinction existed between the Sayanas and the Thokdars but it got blurred
to such an extent later that a general appellation of Thokdar has been used by
Batten, while describing these functionaries. The Thokdar's ascendancy during
the early British rule is most apparent in the fact that Batten admitted them certain
dusturis over and above the prescribed 3% on the jumma. It is surprizing that
investigation made by Whalley, more surprizing that further investigations made
by Ramsay in 1855, fully clarifying the status of Thokdars more particularly, has
been totally ignored so far. Contrary to what Batten and Whalley have asserted,
the greater Sayanas or Burhas of the northern pattis of Kurnaun-Garhwal, and
Kumeens of southern Garhwal, were heads of proprietory f a d e s , who during
Garhwal Raja's time and Gorkha-rule, possessed much greater influence and very
often during the course of settlement, engaged with government for the whole
sets of d a g e s , sometimes even pams. Their ministerial duties in reporting offences,
casualties and deaths of individuals without heirs, seizing criminals, s e a r c h g for
stolen properties, assisting the government Patwaris at inquests, collecting coolies
and supplies for public-service, were the same as those of the so called Lesser
Sayanas or the Thokdars. The latter class was purely a public-official, charged with
almost same duties, paid by a fee of one rupee on the marriage of the daughter of
each Pudhan and a leg of the goat N e d by the said Pudhan.
Obviously while the distinction was clear to the d a g e r s and Traill, it was not
so to Batten and host of others, who went by Batten's official Settlement reports,
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including Whalley. Ramsay in 1855 fished out T r d ' s proceedings of 12 July 1825
by which he had relieved all Sayanas (the Greater Sayanas) and Thokdars (the
Lesser Sayanas) o f all police and revenue responsibhties and compensated them
by money-payments. All the dues received by the Sayanas, Kumeens and Thokdars,
as dustooris were stopped in 1825 (Gulab Singh Thokdar o f Putalya) except what
Trad had prescribed in the patta. Thus during 1825 to 1835 the Sayanas and
Thokdars received only money-payments, realised with land-revenue and paid
through government. Obviously by 1825 the Patwaris had been enrolled in a large
numb& and there was apparently now no need to duplicate and double-charge
the zamindars for the same set of services. Ramsay, however, fails to mention this
obvious development. Anyhow, from 1838 to 1855, the Kumaun revenue-officials
did labour under the impression that these classes continued to remain entitled to
the dues they received prior to 1825 and in a way the same received Batten's sanction
through his settlement pattas. While a submissive and ignorant peasantry paid
what was demanded from them; after Batten's settlement operations a collusive
band of Kanungos, drawn from the class of dlegal beneficiaries themselves, played
deaf and dumb. Commissioner Ramsay restored back T r d ' s orders of 1825 and
issued further injunction." Every Sayana and Thokdar, after 1825, was required to
furnish a stamp-paper on which a copy of T r d ' s order was given in respect of
l'hokdari-dues to which only they were entitled.
The pudhan was a vdlage ministerial officer, mostly one from amongst the
hlssedars (co-sharers) of the vdlage, appointed with general consent and removable
for proved malversation or at the request of the majority of co-sharers according
to an agreed quota, beyond which he was forbidden to make any demand. While
he paid rent for his own share of land he was remunerated for his duties by fees
o n marriage and a small piece of land. Although the post was not hereditary
generally the son acceeded, unless there existed an opposition due to hls immaturity
or lack of talents. If no other suitable co-sharer was avadable the assistance of
Sayana or Kumeen or Thokdar was sought for searching one. The land set apart
was called "Pudhan khangee" or "petoonds". If it turned out to be less than the
Pudhancharee huk, he received rent from the rest of the share-holders. Uncultivated
lands were managed by him and he distributed the rents rateably amongst the
share-holders. It was not rare to see land revenue falling in arrears as the cosharers refused to pay the agreed jumma to a Padhan about whom there was
some disagreement (Bije Singh Pudhan of Johar in 1816-17).'3
"The emancipation of the petty landholders," reported Tradl in 1823, from
the thraldom in which they were held by the Kumeens and Sayanas, has invariably
formed a most particular object of my attention. In the greater part of the province

thls measure has, through the mehum of village settlements, been entirely effccrcd."
T r d evidently used land-revenue settlements as a tool to restore K u m a u n - G a h d
peasantry back to good health whch of late had been devastated by the excesses
of Gorkha d t a r y Burhadars. He made hght assessment the corner-stone of )us
revenue-assessment policy. The fact that year after year Kumaun e h b i t e d nobalance proves h s relatively hght assessment and a prudent handlrng of collectionprocess; two significant areas in whch he definitely scored over Bird-Thomanson
school of "the leveller". In the maze of new experiments in settlement theories
(1833 through 1957) T r d ' s innovations appear primitive but whch were in fact
far in advance of his times.
Interestingly, T r d h d not consider the Gorkha assessment as excessive or
unreasonable but the fault lay in the process of collectiori. W e the authorised
demand was just the absence of c o n t r o h g power on the spot rendered an act
totally nugatory. The d t a r y chefs evaded the instructions with impunity and
imposed frnes indiscriminately. In Garhwal, these unauthorised exactions became
intolerable and according to one source upwards of 30,000 males and females
were sold or carried into slavery in satisfaction of the arrears and nearly 80,000
men and women emigrated in 1811-12. "A young jungle", says an eyewitness in
1814, "was already in a thriving conchtion, where beautiful cultivation existed in
1808."'4
T r d carried out seven out of a total eleven settlements conducted in the
hlstory of British Kumaun division. The first two were Annual, the next two
Triennial, and the last three Quinquennial. The Special Commission had advised
against a Permanent Settlement and it was not before 1822 that a modcum of
methodology was decided upon and even h s failed to deliver the goods. It was
not before 1833 that the "Aggregate to Detail" methodology was advocated by
Bird. In 1833T r d was already giving final shape to h s Seventh settlement following
a pragmatic Dursar System, survey and precise measurements whch were simply
not possible in the M s .
In 1823 "preparatory to a new settlement a general measurement of the whole
province" had been undertaken under the supervision of the Tehsildars, Kanungos
and Pargana Patwaris. The nature of the arable land had rendered the ancient
form of "measurement by estimate of seed" unavoidable. The mode of
measurement followed in the plains (Regulation chstricts), due to terraced nature
of the fields, was "far too complicated and difficult" for the M - m e n who were
unaccustomed to such duty. However, the h s t ever measurement of Sarnvat 1880,
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in the eyes of the hill-men, was such a novelty that it was destined to remain firmly
etched in the memory of generations of lull-men as the "Great Measurement of
Sun Assi", a reference point for all times to come. After completion of the Great
Survey in 1823 Mouzawar Regsters were prepared with a separate Book for
each mehal having been dispensed with. The hdl-vdlages were quite unlike those
in the plains and the proprietory holdings were very small owing to divisions and
sub-divisions, over the course of years under the Hindu Governments.
Financial results of the seven settlements conducted by T r d (The first of
Kumaun Proper excepted) are gven in Table IV.15
Table IV :FinancialResults of Revenue Settlements 1816-33
No.

First
Second
Thud
Fourth
Fifth
Sixth
Seventh

Year

1815-16
1816-17
1818-20
1820-22
1823-27
1928-32
1833-37

Duration

Annual
Annual
Triennial
Triennial
Quinquennial
Quinquennial
Quinquennial

Garhwal

hmaun

Rr.

Rr.

37,792
44,587
45,548
54,995
64,900
67,725
69,244

86,071
93,722
99,199
1,08,858
1,19,989
1,23,164
1,25,589

T r d adopted the mode of his revenue settlement according to the peculiarity
of the country. The M y nature of the terrain and "known partiality of the officers"
compelled him to address to the gross body of the Malguzars themselves. Actual
inspection of each vdlage was ruled out by him as it would have taken years and
Tradl, unlike his successors, did not have the services of a civil Assistant before
1830. In addition to the information provided by the officers he made use of the
last settlement made by the Gorkhas in 1807 (Kumaun) and 1811 (Garhwal), as
the basis of capabhties of each vlllage and pargana. The Gorkha assessment,
conducted by a Commission sent by Nepal Court, was based on actual observation
of each vdlage.
All the Malguzars of a pargana or a patti were assembled at one place, after
due notice and the sum total of their last year's jumma was gven to them for
equalisation amongst them on the basis of the land under cultivation and the
number of asamis in each vdlage but without reference to the former jurnma.
After this the signatures of the Malguzars were taken on the results, as a proof of
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their assent and fairness of estimate. To this a proportionate gross increase was
added for the pargana and dvided among vdlages. As the parganas were small
and the native officers were not involved in tlus exercise at all the mode of settlement
turned out to be satisfactory and quite equitable. The gross jumma was
communicated to the zamindars and they fixed up detaded assessment themselves.
This the vdlagers did with much equity and fairness.
In the border parganas o f Bhot, i.e., Johar, Darma and Byanse in Kumaun
and Painkhanda in Garhwal, T r d while refused to assess land revenue on the
basis of "profit in trade" and substitute a tax on h s profit in lieu of the actual
capabhties of agricultural land, also rationalised the mode of settlement. The
detaded assessment was made in a general panchayat of the Bhotias, who frxed
each person's indwidual jurnrna proportionate to the actual amount of trade carried
by hrm during the year, without reference to capital.'"
The Bhote pargana's jurisdction was increased by adding a few nerghbouring
parganas after the British take-over. The Bhote parganas had been assessed very
excessively specially owing to nine year long stiff resistance offered by Johari
Bhotias, even after the rest of Kumaun had been subjugated by Gorkha arms.
Captain Bhakti Thapa was sent by Nepal Court to rationalise the assessment. The
villages nearest to the passes derived their income primarily from the trade, the
middle villages partly from land and partly from sale of herbs and wild-life, and
those at the foot of the snowy range mainly from the land. With the abolition of
sayer-duties in 1818 the trans-Himalayan trade received a further boost. T r d
exempted the Bhot mehals from long term settlement and it remained annual,
whde the rest of Kumaun Garhwal became triennial in 1818. Obviously, T r d
traded-off an extremely liberal land revenue'on the Bhotias with the ready market
they provided to the agricultural community of Kumaun Garhwal by purchasing
their grains for export to the Tibetan marts. Except Alrnora there existed no
market offering remunerative prices for hill's agricultural produce. Srinagar acted
as a market only for the southern parganas of Garhwal while the border parganas
o f Garhwal preferred to go to Alrnora than to Srinagar. Haldwani mandi did not
exist, Birmdeo could support only southern Kali Kumaun and the road condition
was too primitive. T r d ' s allegedly liberal treatment of Bhote parganas has not
been appreciated in this over-all context.
The rates, fmed on Kanch-Masha-Ratti basis (Raja Baj Bahadur Chand had
fmed it @ Rs. 12 to a Kanch), and the liberal jumma frxed by hun in 1818 are given
in Table V Darma, which had suffered the maximum during the Gorkha War,
stood considerably depopulated and received a relatively low rate."
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Table V : Pargana-wiseJumma of Bhote Mehals of Kumaun, 1818
Paqana

Rnqba

Konch
365
Darma
353
Byanse
71
Choudanse 41

Johar

Niti

175

Mash
3
3
9
9
Dhumola

Rate of
cess
Rattj
3 Rs, 6/Kanch
4 Rs. 4/Kanch
0 Rs.4/Kanch
4 Rs. 5/Kanch
Rs. 2 Annas8
Dhumola

Jumma of Jumma
last sett. of 18 18

5,313
3,409
695
532
1,0005

2,200
1,400
280
250
440

Decrease

3,113
2,009
415
282
565

Again in 1818, with sayer-abolition all over Kumaun Garhwal, while the lower
Bhote d a g e s received a small remission on thls account the middle and upper
vdages got items of musk, bee-wax, and hawks struck-off totally from their
avadable assets. The net demand came down to Rs. 4,124 and this annual demand
was maintained throughout the triennial period of the entire Kumaun. The frrst
quinquennial shows a progressive rise in 1823 but it was due to return of the
tenants who had immigrated earlier during the war. Trad's priorities were so clear
that he initiated the practice of camping at Bageshwar, the great trade entrepot of
Kumaun and even budt a Commissioner's Kutchery on the banks of Saryu where
he disposed of all matters relating to the Bhotias, i.e., judicial, revenue and
settlement.
The government Chaprasis collected the jumma direct from the zemindars
and it was in nukdee (cash). Where the Malguzars engaged to collect rents in the
frtst instance they could make no demand over the jumma. Their dues were fixed
and established on long usage and consisted of a small portion of land and certain
fees on birth and marriages in the vdage. Battai, or the division of produce, was
the mode followed in newly cultivated vdage or with the newly settled asamis in
old vdages. T r d introduced just four kishts (installments) of the annual demand
as against eight or nine in the Regulation provinces. The Sudder Board of Revenue,
it must be noted, woke up to this evil much after Trad had left Kumaun. It was no
wonder that the annual demand in Kumaun was always fully realised as T r d had
backed up a reasonable assessment with an equally fair mode and period of
collection of government demand. The Board of Commissioners and the Western
Board had nothing but undiluted praise for T r d ' s management of revenue affairs
of Kumaun. N o h g dustrates h s measures successfully than the increase in
jumma he was able to show off in sixteen parganas, which had such a potential by
way of revenue increase in established vdages and new vdages. Table VI shows
this in full measure.
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Table W :Pargana-wise Table of Improvement in the Year 1829
Pargana

Jumma
1815

Jumma
1829

Total

Pah
Baramandal
Chougarkha
P haldako t
D haniakot
Ramgarh
Danpur
Gangoli
Kota-Chukata
Kali-Kumaun
D hianirow
Shor
Sira-Askote
Chandpur
Badhan
Tulla Sulan
Mulla Sulan

21,075
9,496
4,117
6,432

32,624
17,350
7,727
7,719

4,122
3,489
1,851
5,196
8,696
4,374
3,501
2,655
5,913
3,612
3,147
4,037

Total Land Revenue

91,715

11549
7,854
3,608
1,487

Inrreorr
in Vilfagcs
of Int. Sett.
9.870
4,781
1,860
1,010

new
Vilhyys
424
512
446
268

6,596
5,6 10
3,530
15,275
16,450
7,816
6,634
4,211
10,566
6,789
8,363
6,968

2,474
2,121
1,679
10,079
7,754
3,442
3,133
1,556
4,653
3,177
5,216
2,93 1

2,302
1,100
858
1,853
5,345
1,482
2,219
1,410
3,086
2,437
2,315
2,819

126
636
705
6,981
1,882
1,830
588
118
710
740
2,901
112

1,64,428

72,713

44,747

18,799

Fmm

T r d ' s opposition to long-term settlements in Kumaun M
s was based on
p r e v a h g migrating practice of M-zernindars, low cultivation and existence of
huge tracks of wastelands. According to him twenty year's lease was better suited
for fully populated and cultivated areas. The land-man ratio of h e U s was quite
dfferent from the plains and the policy meant for the plains could not be applied
mutatis mutands to the hill-tracts. The thud settlement was proposed by hun for
only two years and he made it triennial only after the Board informed hun that
even Dehradun had accepted a triennial settlement. He recommended maintenance
of thekedari system for the turai-tracts of Dehradun, when his opinion was
requested on Col. Young's measure of a b o l i s h g the asarni in 1830. In the turai
the thekedars provided the much needed capital for clearing the jungles, raising
embankments, makmg periodcal advances for cattles, etc., to the cultivators. The
ryotwari system in turai was k e l y to be dsadvantageous as the cultivator needed
substantial capital and without it the small leases were of no use to him. The
Government and the banks were definitely going to ask for a security before
advancing money and therefore, under the existing circumstances the thekedar
was the only substitute through whom this could be advanced." The plains, the
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turds (Bhabars) and the hill-tracts were three altogether different scenarios, each
with its uniques solution and approach. Only with the passage of time
prescription appears near prophetic. Commissioner Stiffe commented on the last
category in 19305, and Kham-Bhabur and Turai-Kham investments in 1850's,
proved his second formulation.
T r d ' s early views on hill-tenures are contained in his report on Pali pargana
o f March 1821 and the same were further matured in his report to the SBR in
January, 1829. H e himself considered the latter as h s final opinion. Paramount
property in soil vested in the sovereign, not only in theory but practice as well.
The zemindar's rights in lands were hereditary and transferable and as they were
derived from royal grants they could be also abrogated at will. As the land-holders
were extremely attached to their lands frequent resort to abrogatory power would
have been unpopular. Accordingly, in the interior it was infrequent, but in the
neighbourhood of the capital and on the borders arbitrary transfers were not an
uncommon feature.
The first category of land holders were those whose ancestors had received
grants of land for the maintenance of their f a d e s , in recognition of their service
to former sovereigns. These lands were subjected to rents under succeeding
sovereigns but the proprietory rlghts generally remained with the orignal grantees,
or their descendants. Grants of t h s nature were quite distinct from those in tenure
of nankar or jeadad, w h c h conveyed no property in soil.
The second class consisted of those who derived their authority purely on
the strength of long established occupancy. The tribal communities of the hdls
came under this category, while the frrst consisted exclusively of the emigrants
from the plains. The third category of land-holders was created by the Gorkha
rulers, who received zemindari rights by bringmg waste-lands under cultivation.
This practice had been continued, according to T r d , under the British rule.
The Dooms, almost invariably, were the property of the land-holder and they
resided in the vdlages of their owners. However, in the vdlages owned by the landholders of the frrst category, there were separate establishments for them, consisting
mostly of carpenters, masons, potters, lohars, miners and a variety of other trades
carried on by the persons of this caste exclusively.
In view of the smallness of good cultivated land the majority of proprietors
were also the cultivators, as it was not possible to share the profit of land with a
tenant. As a result 6/lOth, of the arable land was cultivated by the actual owners,
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who could be termed as Th'hatwan cultivators. Of the remaining 4/10th, about
1/2 could be assumed as cultivated by resident cultivators with no claim in the
property o f the sod. T h s class could be divided again into two clear categories.
The fust or Khakars, enjoyed as hereditary but not transferable nght of cultivation.
The second or Kueenees, were the tenants settled on the estates by the proprietors.
Owing to their long and continued occupancy they could also be considered as
Khaikars, from whom they actually dffered very Little except in the rent they paid.
The remaining 2/10th consisted of the lands cultivated by the non-resident tenants,
called Parkasht.
Wherever a share in any estate lapsed due to desertion remaining proprietors
hvided it among themselves and they also became answerable for its revenue
demand. To avoid excessive burden on individual proprietors the small hamlets
and paikasht-lands were leased with the uslee d a g e to whch they belonged.
The Th'hatwan paid about 1/5th of the gross produce to Government. The
Kharkar, in addition to the public demand in cash, paid another 1110th to the
proprietor as Sirtee Bhent or Dustur. The Kueeenee paid in Koot (or kmd) as the
Khaikar, which came to about 1/3rd of the gross produce. In Paekasht there was
no general rule and each tenant made h s own bargain. As the demand for labour
far exceeded that for land the terms were always favourable to the agnculturallabour. The rent paid by him, always in cash, was slightly less than that paid by the
Kharkars.
The share of the gross produce, as enjoyed by the various classes of the
cultivators, could be assumed as, Th'hatwan 80°/o, Paekasht tenant 7S0/o, Kharkar
tenant 70°/o, and Kueenee about 66.S0/o."
Kumaun and Garhwal borderland is to the Hindus what Palestine is to the
Christians, the home of their great gods. Q h t from the beginning of the British
rule this point had been made abundantly clear to the British Administrators.
W e almost all proposals made by T r d as Garhwal Assistant were approved by
the Government, it put its feet down in respect of his recommendation to resume
all Gunths and sadaburt tenures in Garhwal. It held that such an extreme measure
would not be possible without exciting a f e e h g prejudcial to the British reputation
for the respect whch it paid to the rights and privileges of the religious institutions
of its native subjects. N o aspect of Tra.l.Uk administration, not merely revenue,
reveals his approach to local-admistration more completely than h s controversial
handling of the gunth and sadaburt lands of Kumaun and Garhwal. But, at the
same time, no action of h s did more to immortalise him in the memory of the
local people than his bold handling of the resources generated by these tenures.
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Commissioner Gardner, it would be recalled, had communicated to Supreme
Government his own inabhty to investigate the mafi-tenures of Kumaun due to
h s preoccupation with other important matters.
Gunth were lands assigned as r e b o u s endowments to the temple and attached
to them, whereas sadaburt assigned vdlages were charitable endowments, the
proceeds of which were primarily dedicated to the feeding of pilgrims on way to
the holy shrines. Jhala sadaburt, in Kumaun, had been assigned to Badrinath by
the Gorkha Durbar in 1795 A.D. In 1830, on receipt of news about its abuse
T r d attached its revenues to Tehsil Huzur and ordered it to be kept in deposit.
The worship of Nanda Devi, the principal deity of the Kumaunese, had been
discontinued in 1815 occupation of the fort by the British forces the old temple
was destroyed. O n 29th May 1832 the chtaidar of the temple (Manorath Tiwari)
and other Brahmins moved on application for restoration of the discontinued
worshp and application of Jhala-grant to the same. T r d had made a reference
about the Jhala-grant to the Commissioner of Circuit and Revenue, Commissioner
Robertson in July 1831, but no reply was received by him about its future
application. When the Brahmins moved this particular application he made yet
another refercnce to the new Commissioner Campbell on 29th May 1832,
appending a copy of the application. When no reply was received again T r d
ordered payment of Rs. 250 for the revived worshp. This order was popularly
associated by Kumaunese with T r d ' s supposed vow made to the Goddess Nanda
in lieu of the recovery of h s eye-sight, whch had been impaired amongst the
snows of Nanda Devi mountains in Johar. The pass, negotiating whlch Tradl
nearly lost h s eyesight, today stands named after hun as the T r d ' s Pass, separating
Pindari Valley from Milam. It thus commemorates h s abortive attempt to reopen an ancient trade-route.
Far more controversial were his h a n d h g of Kutali, Marori sadaburt parganas
of Kumaun and Dasoli sadaburt pargana of Garhwal. The annual revenue of the
f i s t two sadaburts Rs. 1,173 and Rs. 1,006, respectively, assigned to Badrinath and
Kedarnath, was distributed in grain-form to the pilgrims at Pipalkoti, and Putun
dharmshalas on the pilgrim-route. Dasoli's proceeds were distributed at Badrinath
in charity to the pilgrims visiting the shrine. The proceeds of Purkhandi, Bamsu
and Matkhandi of Nagpur pargana of Garhwal were distributed to Kedarnath
prlgrirns. The total assessment of all these sadaburts amounted to Rs. 4,620 annually.
Tradl's interpretation was that these grants were religious only to the extent that
these assignments were connected with the names of Badrinath and Kedarnath
and meant to benefit only the pilgrims heading thereto but in all other respects
they were purely temporal. The grants had been addressed to the zemindars of
the assigned lands with directions for administration of the charity. The quantity

to be given to each pllgnm had been specified, a certain sum was also fixed for
the salaries o f the official functionaries and other contingent expen&tures meant
for the management. The annual surpluses were appropriated to a fund to meet
the contingency of a much larger number of persons m a h g the pdgnmage at
the time of Ardha Kurnbha and Purna Kumbha.
T r d s first recommendation made in 1816 for appropriation of the funds
and their deployment for construction and repairs of B a h a t h road had been
turned down furnly by the Supreme Government. T h g s remained as in the past
under control o f the Rawuls of Badrinath and Kedarnath. The servants of the
Rawul mismanaged the revenues, embezzled the proceeds and &d not feed the
pilgrims according to the old custom. Finally, in 1827 T r d took over the
management in )us own hands and decided to spend its surplus for repair of the
roads from Joshmath to Badrinath and Karanprayag to Joshunath, in 1829. Two
superintendents were appointed for disttibution of the charity amongst the pilgnrns
and one more superintendent was appointed in 1829 onwards. Approximately Rs
1,800 remained avdable on an average for the construction repair of roads.m
When the control o f the Board of Commissioners was extended to Kumaun
in 1816 although Kumaun Commissioner was made responsible to the Board for
management of revenue affairs of the region, it was also clarified that no
Regulations were intended to be formally introduced into Kumaun. This left
'1.ra1ll to devise his own mechanism to manage day to day affairs of Kumaun.
1 Ic did it by issuing ishtehars or Local Notifications or Rules. Interestingly none of
rhese ishtehars, except one, ever received any express sanction of the Supreme
Government, nor perhaps they were intended to be. The matters covered by
thcse ishtehars relating to revenue provided for compulsory signatures of the
Kanungo or Patwari on all sales of land by the proprietors, failure of whch
rcndered such a sale-deed inadmissible in a Kumaun court of law. By another all
thc Pudhans were required at then end of the year to settle with other co-sharers
thc amount of government-revenue and if any part was s d unpaid he was either
t o secure the acknowledgement of the defaulter or realise the entire amount. If
1 1 1 ~co-sharer faded to make such a settlement the Pudhan was to proceed agatnst
luin w i t h a specified time, f h g whch the Pudhan could present no claims later
on. The Pudhans were also enjoined to settle their Pudhancharee dues w i h a
specified time. The other Ishtehars covered subjects like complmts of cultivators
about damage to their crops by stray cattles, their complaints agamst their own
Pudhan and i n h d u a l s , claims agamst any public official for bribery. Some ishtehars
also covered certain c i d actions lrke sale of wives by husbands and sale of widows
by the heirs or relations of the de~eased.~'
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C M L , CRIMINAL AND POLICE ADMINISTRATION
For the first ten years, except for 1820, T r d handled Kumaun all by h s e l f
without a civil Assistant. B.H. Hodgson was sent to Kumaun towards the end of
1819. After a few months he joined Gardner at Kathmandu Residency as his
Assistant, replacing Robert Stuart. It was after having launched the Great Survey
of Sambut 1880, preparatory to the first quinquennial settlement, that T r d asked
for the services of an Assistant for miscellaneous duties Wre issuing pay-drafts,
bas, handhng hd-porter requisition from various quarters etc. and not for revenuejudicial matters. Fully conscious of the small revenue of his charge he requested
for h s help as all transactions were Wrely to be held-up owing to his long tours in
the interior, in connection with settlements. For h s he secured the services of
Captain Sir Robert Colquhoun, Commandant of Kurnaun Provincial Battalion,
avdable at Hawalbagh itself. From 1825 to 1829 the second civll court ofAssistant
to Commissioner Kumaun, Dehradun, came into existence, whlch was again
withdrawn in 1829, with the annexation of Dehradun to Meerut C~mmissionar~.
Mosley Smith, his first full time civil Assistant, joined Kumaun only in March
1830.
To be more piecise, upto September 1829 there was just one civil court in the
whole of Kumaun, that of Kumaun Commissiotler for the cognizance and
adjudcation of all civil claims. It settled all such claims expedtiously and there
were no arrears. Gross abuses had characterized the Native courts under the
precedmg governments when the administration of justice was an avowed item
of public revenue. Earlier the office of the judge was auctioned and farmed to
the highest bidder. Accordingly, it was not deemed expedient to have the lower
tribunals presided by the native judges. After a passage of full fourteen years it
was thought fit that local people might now be in a position to appreciate the
British judcial system. It was only then that on the one hand the local tribunals
were set up to meet the ends of justice and good governance, on the other the
increase in wealth and enhanced value of property had also given rise to increased
litigation.
Even so, in selecting suitable officers for discharge of the duties of Native
Commissioners the main consideration was to incur as little additional expense as
possible. With this view the duties of district Munsifs were delegated to the
Kanungos. By 1829, with induction of district Patwaris, they were also not left
with much work. By this arrangement all extra expenditure was saved and the
charge for stationary was defrayed by institution of a fee of eight annas on each
suit. The total income out of this fee, in cases decided on investigation, or adjusted
by raazinama or compromise, was paid to the Munsif. In suits dismissed in default
the revenue was remitted to the government.
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O u t of eight Munsifs, seven were the Kanungos and the eighth was the C ~ L .
Pandit, designated as the Suddar Amin, who resided at Almora. The Sudder
Amin's jurisdction was limted to Almora and Baramandal pargana. The second
Munsif decided cases relating to Phaldakot and Dhaniakot Kota, Chukata,
Ramgarh, Chowgarkha, Gangoli, Danpur and Katyur; Shor, Ska and Askot; Ka1.1
Kumaun and Dhianirow; Chandpur, Badhan, Dasoli, Painkhanda, Mulla Sulan
and Tulla Sulan, fell in the jurisdiction of the fourth, fifth, sixth and the seventh
Munsif respectively. For the remaining parganas of Garhwal, viz., Nagpur,
Choukot, Ganga Sulan, Srinagar, Barahsyun and Dewalgarh the elghth Munsif
was the civil tribunal.
The rules for the guldance of the Munsifs were framed, locally, in the spirit of
Regulation XXIII df 1814. The Munsifs were authorised to take c o p a n c e of
claims for the arrears of rent of the current year and hear complaints for damages
caused by cattles to crops of the d a g e s w i t h their jurisdction. The latter formed
the most common cause of quarrel in the interior. In the begmning the Munsifs
were empowered to try suits for money or other personal property upto only Rs.
25 worth of value, the cellrng was later raised to Rs. 50 in 1830.
The parganas of Painkhanda, Johar and Darma were retained by T i d to ~ L S
own civil court and he entertained all o r i p a l suits of the Bhotias, who inhabitated
these tracts. These civil suits mostly related to the disputes connected with their
trans-Himalayan trade and also civll suits connected with their transactions with
brother traders of adjoining border areas, like the Protected Hill States, the region
now termed as Himachal Pradesh. In one such dlspute T r d testified to Captain
Kennedy, Principal Assistant of Subathu, that Fateh Singh and Deb Singh, were
two of the most wealthy and respectable Johari Bhotias of Kumaun. As stated
earlier, he even set up a Commissioner's Kutchery at Bageshwar, where he settled
all revenue, civil and criminal cases of the Bhotias, obviating any need for them to
travel all the way down to Alrnora, in connection with litigation of such types.
This unique practice of makmg justice avadable at the nearest point, at the most
suitable and convenient occasion, i.e., at the time of annual Bageshwar Fair, was
retained by Batten and even Henry Rarnsay, even after the Assam Rules had come
into force in 1839. Mosley Smith, the frrst Assistant of T r d , recalled its evident
benefit later, as Registrar of the Suddar Diwani and Nizamut Adalut, and issued
exceptional savings in institution of origtnal suits in favour of Commissioner
Lushington. Administration of Non-Regulation tracts evidently was far more
beneficial for the border dstricts compared to Regulation districts, a fact whlch
John Strachey was later to openly condemn, albeit w i h the bounds of o f f i d correspondence. It also underlined importance of "local experience of M - a c t " ,
an argument C o d s s i o n e r Batten was to use successfully in securing the services
of Henry Ramsay, as Senior Assistant for Kumaun Proper, after there was an
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evident relative decrease in the emoluments of the Senior Assistant loohng after
Kurnaun.
A h t a t i o n period of four years was fued for t a h g cognizance of claims
and the right to appeal, from the decisions of Munsifs, to the court of Kumaun
Commissioner was also admitted. Two months was the period of h t a t i o n for
f h g such an appeal. Land-disputes formed the greater portion of civil suits and
their value rarely exceeded Rs. 100. The Sudder Arnin could investigate suits upto
a value of Rs. 100 and above this value suits could be entertained by the
Commissioner or one of his Assistants. The civil claims of real property could be
heard only by the Commissioner or hls Assistants.
Plaints were presented earlier on a paper without any stamp fee but after 1829
they were graded accordmg to the value of the suits and these helped defray
stationary charges. I n civil,judicature, simple procedure of the preceding
government was generally retained. While the plaint was to be written on a stamp
paper of Re. 1, eight annas or four annas, according to the value of the suit's
claim, no other fee was charged. A summon was issued on presentation of the
plaint and it was served by the plaintiff h s e l f on the respondent. If the
respondent d d not turn up an ishtehar was issued with a fixed meead, or period
for appearance of ten, fifteen, twenty or thrrty days, accordng to the distance of
the respondent's house. A copy was stuck up in the court and ;he second copy
was sent to the local Patwari for affixing it on the respondent's house-door. It the
respondent s d l failed to put up an appearance w i t h the time fued in the meead,
the plaintiff was called upon to present his claim and an ex-parte decision was
given. If the respondent put up an appearance he was required to f i e a reply, after
which both the parties were heard orally, their exhibits were examined, if necessary,
evidence was also called for. Examination on oath was ordinarily not resorted to.
O n a decision being passed, copies were gven to both the parties and the
decree was executed as soon as application was made to the court of the
Commissioner. In the event of a great delay in applying for execution the decreeholder was directed to enter h s suit de-novo. Cases were not uncommon where
the decree- holder was found keeping the decree in hls possession just to harass
the debtor.
Ejectments, attachments, plans of disputed premises, measurements, etc., were
ordered through the Nazir of the Court and executed through the local Patwari.
Debtor was confrned only unul such time when he could enter into engagement
for paying the amount of the decree in reasonable installments, providing security
for the same; or if insolvent, until his property had been wholly attached and sold.
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Imprisonment and sale in satisfaction of a decree was eomcwhat rue. The number
of Diwani prisoner rarely exceeded elght to ten, at the time.

A fixed sum of two annas tulubana was charged for warrants for execution
of decrees for land and houses, "tulub chlthees" to the respondents or witnesses
were served by regular Chaprasis and the tulubana was credted to the Tulubana
Fund. Out of h s fund were paid twenty-eight Malguzari Chaprasis at a rate of
Rs. 4 mensum. An extra allowance of Rs. 4 per month was paid to the individual
who maintained the accounts of t h s Fund. Contingent expenses of belts, badges
for Chaprasis were also defrayed from h s Fund.
"Ths omission of not examining witnesses on oath," clarified T r d , "&d not
arise from any rgnorance on the part of liugants of the nature of oath", but on
the contrary they were remarkably sensible of the relqgous obhgations and thus
generally averse to incurring the responsibhty of an oath. T r d dtd not favour an
indiscriminate application of it on all occasions whch would have reduced its
force in these law-abidmg M-tracts.
N o licensed Vakds, as in the Regulation provinces, were allowed to practice in
the courts of Kumaun but the parties who were unable to attend were permitted
to appoint any person as their agent. T h s greatly precluded all vexatious lingation
and prevented unnecessary delays in dtsposal of suits. Quite contrary to existing
civd, criminal and police administration of h s period of the British rule, Kurnaun
Commissioner regularly submitted annual reports on the state of civil, criminal
and state of police, to the Special Commissioners appointed under Regulation X
of 1817, the only Regulation introduced in Kumaun for a long time. Judge Master
was the first special judge to be so appointed for the trial of cases committed by
Kumaun Commissioner. R.T. Glyn, of course, received far better notice of such
an arrangement owing to his investgation of slavery cases and h s report on the
condition of forced labourers. In fact, after Judge Master, every now and then,
Special Commissioners were appointed, as and when a sufficient number of cases
accumulated for trial of heinous offences. After 1829, the Commissioner, Revenue
and Circuit, Rohrlkhand Division, at Baredly, was especially empowered under the
Regulation aforementioned.
Commissioner Kumaun, in addtion to committing cases relating to heinous
offences, also submitted a statement about c i d , criminals justice, in a detded
report on the state of police and jails. T r d in a s&
report to Glyn in 1822
reported that the first process called ittalanama, was sufficient to produce an
amicable settlement between the parties and a suit was not included in reports
submitted regularly untll the fust process was returned to the court by the plaintiff.
In 1821, i.e., the year under report, there were 273 suits, of which 193 were
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decided, 80 were withdrawn for razinarna and 2 suits related to dsputed boundaries.
Upto 1821, no suits had ever been instituted for a revenue or rent except when
the property or the possession on land was also claimed. The revenue was so light
that it was almost invariably paid in advance. As, by and large, the proprietors
were also the cultivators, suit for rent &d not become a cause for a claim. Upto
June 1822, only 164 suits had been entered of w h c h 76 had been decided, 40
withdrawn by razinama, after evidence had been taken, 48 were still pending, and
3 suits related to disputed boundary. There were, however, numerous disputes
pending along the frontier of the forests between the zernindars of Kumaun and
"those parties of the plains". These suits could be settled only after the survey of
Rohdkhand had reached these quarters whch was then undenvay.
The creditors of Kumaun were reportedly extremely lenient and except in
rare cases never required imprisonment of the debtors. Only two cases of civil
prisoners were reported in 1822. One case related to refunding of Rs. 550, forcibly
extorted from the plaintiff, on an obsolete claim of 80 year's standing. T r d ,
however, drew attention towards the custom of payment of bride-price by the
bridegroom to the parents of the bride, which customarily established a claim of
the husband on the wife, as if she were a property, to be freely dsposed off as
such. Thls led to institution of several claims in Kumaun courts for restitution of
wife from a seducer. Even if the wife had contracted a second marriage the
aggrieved husband fded a suit for the recovery of his bride-price. Regardless of
a second marriage the husbands sold of their wives to the hlghest bidder and in
the event of death of the husbands the heirs disposed off the widows without
any compunction whatsoever. While the courts entertained no such claims and set
the wife free it also did not punish the seducer or the purchaser. T r d , however,
did not consider it advisable to issue a legal enactment forbiddmg such a practice.
Sale of children origmated from the overall poverty of the lower classes who
had no other assets, under the former governments to satisfy the never ending
revenue demands. He help the view that lightness of the demand was the best
check against such a practice. Due to comparative improvement in the economic
condition of lower classes such sales were becoming extremely rare and it was
now becoming very difficult for the dancing-guls to procure young p l s at any
price. The activities of a few bad characters was now effectively checked by
guarding of all lull-passes. Transfer of slaves was not r e c o p e d and suits for
restitution of slaves were not entertained. As any regulation to immediately free
the slaves was ltkely to cause a great hardshp he considered it prudent to tolerate
its continuance for the time being. The courts were however to ensure "good
treatment of their slaves". The Bhotias were also reported to have slaves of this
description, purchased under the former government but they also were unable
now to procure any. Infantide of female. However, was not known.

Year 1829 marks a watershed in the hstory of civil justice of Kumaun. From
September the lower cid tribunals, first designated as Native Commissioners and
later as Munsifs, were constituted; and just six months later, in March, the fitst
regular Assistant to Commissioner's court (1830) came into existence. Thus, from
just one c i d court upto September 1829, w i t h a span of six months nine more
civil courts came into existence. During the h t e d period of 1825 to 1829 Kurmun
Commissioner and Assistant Dehradun dsposed off all the civil cases of Kurmun
proper and the newly constituted jurisdction of Dehradun, including Garhwal.
Table VII dustrates the phenomenal rise in civil-liagation between 1821 to the
year of Traill's departure (1835) from Kumaun, inter aha comparing the cases
p e n h g and disposed off by the various new revenue- court^.'^

Table VII: Comparative Civil Courts Business 1821,1830& 1835 AD.
~

Court
Commissioner
(Origmal)
App. from Ass.
App. from Mun.
Commr. Total
Assistant
Munsifs
Civil-Total

-

Year

Pending

Instituted

Dipsed

Pending

1821
1830
1835
1835
1835
1835
1835
1830
1835
(1835)

-

169
1,932
784
93
191
1,068
370
687
2,987
4,425

116
1,865
778
90
180
1,048
36 1
532
2,935
4,344

48
77
54
4
15
73
46
155
956
1,075

71
39
1
4
44
37
-

904
985

In other words, the pendency from zero went upto 985 civll suits, institution
from just 169 to 4,425 cases, disposal from 116 to 4,344 and pending cases at the
end of T r d ' s tenure from 48 c i d suits to 1,075 suits. It is would be fair to
conclude that T r d ' s tenure witnessed a sigruficant rise in the value of property,
both in land and other assets, and awareness among the hill-men of their nghts
relating to real estates, especially amongst the lower classes of zernindars. Another
sqguficant development in the his tory of Kumaunese civil-judcature was retention
of C i d Judge powers with the local cid authority. In 1829, with the change
brought about in Bengal Presidency by the constitution of the Commissioners of
Circuit and Revenue, Melville who took over as the first Commissioner of
Rohilkhand Division, expressed h s doubt about the legality of entertainment of
appeals from the orders of Trail1 to hts court. The government clarified that
the appeals from the orders of 111 lower tribunals of Kumaun were to lie with
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Kumaun Commissioner and it did not wish to entertain any change in the juhcial
affairs of Kumaun, whch had so long been conducted so ably by Commissioner
Traill, to the entire satisfaction of the G~vernment.~'
When Traill finally quit Kumaun he had doubled the land revenue in twenty
years, as he stated in h s last communication to the Government "without a single
remission, without the sale of a single zemindar." It needs to be, emphasized that
at h s stage of civil-juhcature land disputes fell into cid-justice. The 43 Rules he
had devised for the guidance of the Munsifs in May 1829 ensured that the justice
dispensation was quick, without vexation and t a h g full cognizance of the local
prejudices and shortcomings. N o Vakils for action and pleadings (Rule 6);
summoning of no females of rank or respectabhty by the Munsifs, as a witness;
but fonvardmg of such cases to the court of Commissioner for disposal; where
such contirigency arose (Rule, 22), referencing of suits where the respondent did
not turn up after service of the summons to the court of Commissioner (Rule
23); ultimate reference to the court of Commissioner execution of all decrees
(Rule 39); and reservation of right to recall any suit from lower courts (Rule 41)
although meant an avoidable taking of suits on hunself but it precluded all possible
attempts at harassment by the lower tribunals and added to confidence of the
liagants in this particular arrangement. T r d fully brought to bear hls local experience
of hill-tracts in all innovations introduced in judicial department and this ensured
their painless application. It was no wonder that P h h p Mason in the late 1930s
was stdl being informed about by the successor-generation of hd-men what
Traill so assiduously taught their ancestors in the course of h s seven rounds of
non-formal education, stretched over two decades of revenue-settlements.
Undoubtedly T r d was the greatest educator Kurnauni zernindars had ever had
were likely to have. James Thomason, the Lt. Governor was only echoing the
lessons of these early experiments in educating the teeming milhons of Inhan
farmers, when he advocated an elementary education based on educating the
farmers according to their priority needs in reading khasra and other documents.24
It was more so in the case of Kumaun where formal school education had a
much delayed entry compared to the plains where a cess was frrst levied as early as
in 1833 for setting up hulkabandi schools.
It was in the realm of criminal-justice alone that the British deemed it prudent
to introduce any Regulation in Kumaun at all. Even today, it is a matter of hotdebate whether the Revenue-police is the best agency to bring to the fore the real
state of crimes committed in the hill tracts. From the point of view of criminaljustice, the real issue is whether all crimes, whch do get committed, are taken
congnizance of and the guilty tried and convicted. The issue of investigation
agency is a different matter altogether. Going by the state of communication, as it
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existed in the first twenty years of the British rule, the mores of the society and the
method of reporting crimes gave an impression that the society was comparatively
free from crime. True, the number of reported crimes was quite small and heinous
crimes, as they were then defined, leading to wilful murder of a person, were
comparatively few as compared to such crimes whch were reported from the
Regulation districts. But, the lurid detads of crimes against hdl-women, if they are
any p d e and w h c h one comes across in the committal proceedings of the
Assistants to the Commissioner, after 1839, provide us a positive proof that the
magnttude and nature of crimes in cruelty of committed against women especially,
equalled or perhaps even surpassed those committed anywhere. The fact repeatedly
highlighted by several Commissioners and subordinate civil officers and Special
Commissioners, that one half of the Kumaun population viz., women, received
no better treatment than mere chattel and they were bought and sold lrke any
property. The number of crimes against wives and widows alone, whch necessarily
must have been committed before they were brought before a tribunal, is a matter
of independent investigation. For our purpose, it is sufficient to infer that the
number of actual crimes committed agarnst all human beings was many times
more than the figures made officially avadable lead us to believe. Even the Sudder
Diwani Adawlut forbid Henry Ramsay, as late as 1854, to proceed against the
Nark community for sellulg their young female chddren into prostitution, talung a
stand that it was n o t h g more than contra bonos mores. The dancing women of
A h o r a , the Paturs, openly bought young guls for bringmg them up for prostitution.
It is only in this back-drop that we assess the actual status of criminal-justice in
Kumaun.
Regulation X of 1817, prohibited the Kurnaun officials, who were otherwise
charged with the superintendence of police and criminal-judce, from a w a r h g
any punishment in heinous offences viz., murder, homicide not amounting to
murder, robbery, affrays and treason. They were required to commit all such cases
to a Special Commissioner, especially empowered to try such cases, by the express
orders of government. Whalley, who has been erroneously quoted by A h s o n
and a host of others who unquestioningly followed hun, draw a conclusion that
such crimes were so rare that for some years it was considered not necessary to
invest any officer with the powers of Special Commissioner under Regulation X
of 1817. Nothing could be far from this assertion as in the first year of the
Regulation itself, i.e., 1817, the first Special Commissioner, Masters, was appointed
to try all such cases as committed for trial by T r d . These Special Commissioners
not only tried committed cases but also furnished a report to the government on
the state of criminal-justice in Kuinaun and the police administration. Criminal
justice was certainly in a very nascent stage; as jail-deliveries were only twice in a
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year; the trial of criminal cases took unduly long time and it cried out for a reform
which was initiated by Lord Wdltam Bentink, after 1829. It was a situation not
particular to Kumaun but to the entire Bengal Presidency and, therefore, Kumaun
administration cannot be singled out for a callous treatment of apprehended
offenders, whch naturally included those who were ultimately acquitted of charges.
R.M. Bird's criticism, made out in 1837, has to be read with this perspective and
not with the hindsight of reforms which were to be introduced only in the later
half of 1830s.
While in 1829 appeals in c i d cases were retained with Kumaun Commissioner,
Regulation X of 1817 did not vest hun with absolute control over criminal-justice.
The trial of heinous crimes remained out of the purview of Kumaun Commissioner
throughout the frrst two decades. Masters, Elliot, Glyn, Cowell were all such Special
Commissioners and R.T. Glyn, more well known owing to h s deeper investigations
into various aspects' of criminal and police administration of Kumaun, was not
the only one, as has been the general impression gathered from the published
accounts of Kumaun administration. After 1829, Commissioner of the Circuit
and Revenue, started performing this role but they has been all s d had to be
specially notified for t h s under the said Regulation. Melville, Robertson and
Campbell, all Circuit and Revenue Commissioners of Rohilkhand Division, were
those other Special Commissioners who performed this duty in their ex-office
capacity.
Kurnaun Commissioner submitted to these Special Commissioners an annual
report on criminal-justice, police and j d s and the Special Commissioners in turn
submitted to the government their general comments on these points. The Calendar
of Committed cases gave out all the particulars of such cases, including the fact
of entry into prison of apprehended and committed prisoner. O n several occasions
the prisoner had already undergone a longer term of imprisonment than his
conviction ultimately necessitated, and the Sudder Nizamat Adawlut, who ultimately
confumed the punishment had to simply order release of such prisoners, after
frndrng them guilty.
Muchee and few others were the frrst criminals involved in heinbus crimes to
be tried by Special Commissioner Masters at Srinagar, in November 1817, in the
Sessions trial held here. Due to paucity of time, in the notice for trial, several
principal witnesses could not turn up to give evidence before the Sessions Court.
Judge Masters gave instructions to Traill to avoid recurrence of a s l d a r situation
in future. Traill o n his part informed the Commissioner about the peculiarity o f
the hill-tracts, which necessitated a much longer notice, as the prosecutor or the
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complainant and the witnesses had to be summoned from long distances and the
road-conditions were very difficult as compared to the plains. For oath taking a
Ganga+li was employed but Kumaun required no Korani-M~llb.~'
In h s early report on crimes, in 1819, T r d informed Judge Elliot that the
smallness in number of crimes was neither due to "want of information of crimes",
nor to "inefficiency of the police but because of universal detention of the hillpeople against theft or other heinous offences". If any offence was committed
"they themselves exerted to detect and apprehend the criminals. During the fust
two years of the British rule only one murder and eight thefts had occurred and
these too in the cities of Alrnora and Srinagar. Out of the sixteen persons confined
in jail majority were the "plainsmen". Sketches of Kumaun and other reports sent
to the Government declared it as a branch of minor importance, as far as Kumaun
administration was concerned. One has to further understand the real state of
affairs in 1823, i.e., the year of the much quoted statistical sketches of Kumaun,
which only details the state of criminal affairs upto 1823. Whde T r d ' s narration
is more or less correct, subject to the qualification already spelt-out about the
unspeakable state of crimes against id-women, the thanarof the southern frontier
presented a totally different picture of absolute lawlessness, necessitating
appointment of an officer of the calibre of Halhed; creation of a new jurisdiction
of Northern Division of Moradabad lsttict in 1823. It was so serious a situation
that T r d in September 1823 recommended to Walter Ewer, the Superintendent
of Police for North Western Provinces, extension of Regulation XX of 1817 to
meet the situation frontally.This free bootery was confined to the patch of forests,
of 6 to 12 d e s breadth, whch bordered Afzalgarh to the Ganga tract. The
southern side of this border was full of wood-cutters, transporters of timber,
baykra~and other herdsmen and shikaris. The patch of forests, without any water,
rendered deployment of any police force or guards impossible, malung it an ideal
haunt of the criminals, greatly facilitating )Ilghway robbery and other crimes. While
from Ghagra to Afzalgarh, there had been just two cases of dacoity during the
eight years of British rule in Kumaun, in Afzalgarh to the Ganges, the dacoities
were an annual feature. The timber merchants were special targets of depredations
and as many as seven d a g e s had been plundered during the past eight years. Kalu
dacoit and h s gang wrought such a havoc, from 1820 to 1823, that several marts
along Afzalgarh-Najibabad axis were severely affected. The M-people moved in
batches of twenty to hundred traders and tlus became a chef attraction for dare
devllty as they were all unarmed. These offences were committed without any
bloodshed but the M traders instead of lodglng complaint in the Rohrlkhand
courts or thana~preferred to "return with all speed to their homes", with their
p e c d a r fondness for safety, even though a fair prospect existed for recovery of
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the booty. The batyaras tribe were notorious for highway-robbery. Ostensibly
collected in the jungles for jungle-produce they stopped and stripped single
passengers, specially women. of their property and ornaments. Cattle h e v e s mostly
came from the doab, the herdmen were sometimes N e d or often conveniently
tied with the trees, to common any immediate pursuit. Cattle-stealmg, by far, was
the most prevalent crime in the forests. Main perpetrators were the Meerees and
Mewatis, who were attracted by large herds grazing in the jungles.
Special Commissioner R.T. Glyn's report covered a period of full two and a
half years, January 1920 to July 1822. T r d informed hun that the number of
crimes was small and out of five murders, three could be tried by Glyn, the 4th
having died and the 5th having prisoner having run away to the plains. There were
no affrays and only thirty-one cases of petty thefts had taken place, in all of whch
offenders had been arrested. The cases which occurred in the interior were notreported due to "very simplicity of the inhabitants." The inhabitants, except the
hgher classes, were "in no way scrupulous regarding the virtue of wives". Except
in cases where their wives had been inveigled away by the seducers the husbands
very rarely moved the courts for punishment of the adulterers. Only six cases
were reported and all adulterers had been punished. In 1821, four sutees and four
suicides has been reported.
The lund of offences which merited harsh punishment from T r d , during
1820 to 1822, included forgery by imitating Adawlut seal (Beerooa, 1820, one year
hard labour); affray with beating (Gungaram, 1820, five months); petty theft in
d w e h g house (Gungooa, 1820: six months); affray with death (Ram Singh, 1820,
one year); adultery (Krratna, 1820, eight months); several petty thefts (Khairati,
1821, three years); perjury (Bhimi, 1821, six months); adultery with the intention
of s e h g another man's wife into slavery (Kunmchu alias Gangooa, 1822, two
years' hard labour); receiving stolen property (Muglasi, 1822, six months' hard
labour); aggravated defamation and aspersion of caste (Doulia, 1822, six months'
hard labour); attempt at poisoning (Sitab Singh, 1822 one year's hard labour);
enticing away four persons for slavery (Umapati, 1822, three years) and burglary
(Bhaskar, 1822, one year). Defamation of caste, petty theft, gambling, apspertion
of caste; contempt of court, extor tion with violence, forcible seizure of cattle,
aiding offences of petty nature, assaults threatening the life of plaintiff, selling
female slaves, running away from public employment, assault and d treatment of
Chaprasis, were treated comparatively lightly.26
T r d brought it to the notice of the government that since 1815 on an average
three murders were committed in Kumaun annually and thefts above Rs. 50 averaged

about six, and going by the sentences passed by the Suder Nizamut Adawlut an
impression was g w g ground that under the British system of criminal-justice, a
murder was not punished by death, unless it was accompanied with plunde~
Imprisonment was viewed in Kumaun with "perfect indifference" and even
banishment &d not have much effect. During the native r c p e the penalty for
murder was fme but it was much more dreaded as it usually led to confiscation of
property and sale of the criminal and lus whole family into slavery, in Liquidation
of the fine imposed. When a jd sentry fell asleep, providmg a good opportunity
to escape, whde a criminal from the plains seized the opportunity the hill-convict
under going a sentence for murder, did not make any attempt at all.
Murders had stated taking place on the shghtest provocation even on petty
matters, like quarrel over a piece of land and two such wanton murders had taken
place in 1822. T r d furnished to Glyn all the information he required on slavery,
treatment of M-women, especially about sale of wives and widows and forcedlabour, hls suggestions on each evil custom and the efforts made by him to reduce
their incidence and malignancy.
Inclusion of Dehradun in Kumaun was clearly reflected in the crime figures
of 1826, where it far exceeded those committed in the hill-tracts. It brought into
sharp focus the difference in crime-profiles to the two tracts, i.e, the M s and the
turai-plains. As the subject of crime-management and police was being constantly
reviewed during 1829-1835, in the Presidency of Bengal, the criminal-justice
reporting underwent frequent changes, which makes an objective and comparative
assessment quite.&fficult. However, Table VIII gives us a comparative position
of crimes during 1820 to 1837.*'

Table Vm: Comparative Position ofCrime

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Crime
Murder
Dacoity
Highway robbery
Assaults/Affrays/Violence
Theft above Rs. 50
Theft below Rs. 50
Arson
Sehng
- of females
Sale of females

1820

1824

1825

1830

1837

4

3
3

-

3
10
31
10

7
28

-

24
3
29

-

7
8
18
1
1
168

11
1
15
1
-

234

-

-

8
31

7
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The figures of 1824 and 1825, taken from Tradl's report to the Government
in 1824 and 1825, term the offences mentioned in serial numbers 9, 13 and 14 as
of "trivial nature" which were on the increase. Their absence in subsequent years,
or relative smallness, is due to change in the formats for reporting whch either
omitted them altogether or did not lay sufficient emphasis on collection and
reporting of their incidence. Another-set of statistics is also avadable for t h s
period wluch lays emphasis on persons "apprehended" and "punished" during
the six months period under report.
T h s position, wluch provides a comparatively more accurate information
about criminal-justice during this period is given at Table IX. Years marked with
the asterick cover the total year's position under the concerned heading.'8

Table M :Number ofPemonsApprehended and Punished 18241835
Actitig
Persons Arrested
Persons Punished

1824
23
38

1826* 1829 1830"
340
147

70

NA

152
110

1831"
118
74

1832 1833" 1834* 1835*
58
40

207

172

NA

NA

155
123

During the early years the punishment was not only meant to be a deterrent in
its severity but also quite demonstrative. Roopooa was ordered by the Nizamut
Adawlut in May 1819, convicting him of highway robbery with wilful murder of
Chuttuneea, to be hanged by the neck unttl he was dead and "his body to be
afterwards exposed upon a gbbet, at the spot where the murder was committed."
Later similar punishments do not prescribe post-death display of the convicts
dead-body.'9
Ordeal-trials were continued by T r d , especially in the "loss of caste" cases.
After the Court Pundit pronounced his judgement such orders were treated as
fmal. Before the judgement, however, wherever recommended, Trad allowed trial
by ordeal, an ancient practice seems to have been applied for. N o higher sanction
than T r d ' s h s e l f was ever avded of in respect of such trials or the sanction of
any higher authority for continuation of such an ancient and archaic of the practice.
Cases of witchcraft were very common. The condition of the society being what
it was in early 1820s, such allegations were allowed to be entertained by the court
of Commissioner himself. Both the prosecutor and the offender were put in the
hawaht, u n d they produced a raxinama (compromise). In more serious cases the
sorcerer was required to furnish a personal bond to the effect that he w d not in
future molest the complainant, or anyone else, with his pretended incantations.
Unttl he agreed to tender such a personal bond he was kept in confmement.

However, T r d prohibited any other court from trying such cases. Evidently,
T r d believed in gradual introduction of new criminal-legslation but at the same
time ensured it that the old practices did not acquke a permanent f o o t h ~ l d . ~ '
In 1824, the sale o f wives and widows was prohibited by a proclamation on
the recommendation o f Trail1 and the practice started dymg out. Still in 1831
many ingenious attempts were made to evade the Regulation forcing hrm to
observe very strict adherence to the provisions of the rules. The new husband
tried to pay bride-price feigning as if it was for dischargng the debts of the
deceased husband, devolving on the widow. Whenever such cases became known,
the receivers of money were levied an equivalent amount as fine. The proclamation
issued on the subject also made it clear that it was not intended to discourage remarriage of widows and it said so in so many words. Glyn in his report to the
government lauded the efforts made by T r d in eradicating all these evils in most
pragmatic way and the government also issued its approbation ok the ways devised
by T r d for their gradual elunination."
Annually a large number of deaths took place due to other causes lrke lulling
by wdd beasts, suicides, suttee and self immolation. In 1826 such deaths numbered
69; in 1827, 103 and in 1830 as many as 236. Pilgnms came all the way from
Gujarat to Kedarnath to reach a snowy peak called Maha Panth, with the avowed
purpose of dymg on the way, as they left b e h d their clothes and took no provisions
with them. In 1825 as many as 20 went up and only one came back ahve to
Kedarnath.
Police arrangements were geared accordmg to the local needs and of course
gradually dovetaded the need of reduction in public expendture. Changes in
police infra structure took notice of a comparative freedom of the interior from
crime, which gave rise to system of community responsibhty. From 1819, the
revenue-police system came into existence with the introduction of the District or
pargana Patwaris. The main towns of A h o r a and Srinagar had a semblance of
police, i.e., a Kotwal at Almora upto 1823 and a Jemadar at Srinagar, with a posse
of Burkundazes (armed personnel), in view of a comparatively large civil and
d t a r y population and also the sole treasury at Almora and a Tehsil-treasury at
Srinagar. Srinagar justified such a system in view of its principal position on the
pilgrim-route. The hd-passes in the foot-hdls needed a relatively stronger arrangement. In 1822, the thanas at Birmdeo, Kota, Dhrkult and Kotdwara were manned
by a Jemadar and 6 Burkundazes each. Almora Kotwal was assisted with 25
Burkundezes and Bamouri Thanadar with 20 Burkundezes. From Provincial Battalion, a c i d force raised in 1815, 16 guards were deployed at the foot-lull passes
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and from Ganges to the Sarda, 150 manned the frontier, during the healthy season (middle of May to middle of October) only.
In September 1823, the post of Almora Kotwal was abolished and his duty
was given to the Peshkar of Huzoor Tehsil. The reason being that now Almora
had gates at all the outlets and it was now easier to control entry and exit from this
town. In 1823, in addition to Almora, tbanas also existed at Barnouri, Dhkuli,
Sunnea, Kangra, Kotdwara and Shore. All the three decoities reported in 1824
were committed by Kaloo Gujar's gang near Najibabad. In these two sepoys of
Kurnaun Provincial Battalion were looted, one sepoy was lulled and four received
wounds. With the addition of Dehradun the foot-hill police arrangement was
changed once more. Now, all foot-hdl thanas were abolished except Kotdwara,
Shorepur, Lachhiwala, Khurruck, Khansrad, Mohun and Sainspur, in the newly
carved Dehradun joint-magstracy.
Prior to 1823 custom Darogas were posted at Bilheri Mundi, near PdhbhtBaredly border, and at Chrlkia Mundi, north of Kashipur. As the trade slackened
they were withdrawn in January 1823. T r d opposed posting of custom-personnel for manning upper-ghats in 1833, as in addtion to being costly, this move was
likely to lead to additional molestation of traders, who were already facing "too
many natural obstacles." 3'
Kumaun7sfust mosque was bullt in 1829 and the Hindu residents objected to
its construction through a petition to the government. Under the Hindu rajas such
establishment was not permitted. While T r d respected the sentiments of Hindus
an about cow-slaughter but he considered their objection to construction of a
mu9d as frivolous. The government also rejected the petition fded by the Hindus
on this score. The British forces consisted of a good number of Muslim sepoys
and from 1815 onwards they used a place as the karbakz. Bhkworth, the Company's
Plant Collector, had dug up some part of it as an extension of the garden. The
sepoys got enraged and cleared that ground of all plants. Mosley Smith, the Assistant, was deputed to earmark the ground again as karbah, for burying the ta~ia?'.
The British troops consisted of Muslims and European officers but the Supreme
Government in deference to the sentiments of the Hindus had ordered that beef
should not be eaten, if sheep and goats were available. T r d asked the Assistant
Surgeon Bell to give him a written security that he w d not lull b e in future, when
it was brought to his notice that he had done so. The Nawab of Rampur was also
forbidden to krll kine during hls hunting expeditions in Kumaun turai."
Punishment for various crimes consisted of frnes or imprisonments with
l ~ a r dlabour in irons. Usually punishments upto two to three years only were given

but in certain cases T r d , as Magstrate, had given sentences up to seven years.
Heinous crimes were committed and the sentences were confirmed by the Suddcr
N i z m u t Adawlut on the recommendation of the Special Commissioner, prior
to 1829, and Commissioner Revenue and Circuit cum Specla1 Commissioner,
after 1929. The only jad was located at Almora and it had a capacity to house 100
prisoners. The final orders were pronounced either at B a r d y or Moradabad.
During the fust two decades there was not a single appeal agamst the orders of
Kurnaun Commissioner and his orders were final, as a Magstrate. S ~ d a r l yno
appeal ever seems to have been preferred agmst an order of the S p e d Commissioner or the Nizamut Adawlut.

WELFARE OF HILL-PORTERS
Freed from the Gorkha atrocities of over twenty-five years the Kumaunese,
especially its lower classes, soon found themselves condemned to an equally irksome tyranny of forced-labour. No one disliked it more than T r d himself. In the
Regulation districts, by Regulation XI of 1806, the Magstrates' and Collectors
had- been empowered to requisition coolies to f a d t a t e marchmg of troops and
even for private travellers. It became more intolerable in the hills on account of a
heavy concentration of troops in a man-power deficient country, a near absence
of roads or the beasts of burden, the undulating nature of the terrain and finally
the insalubrious climate of the turai. To cap it all, the Mhtary Board insisted on
changing the stationed troops every three years, for whch provisions had to be
laid out at every halting point. The incoming troops divided themselves at Bardy,
one headmg to the Sunnea Mundr, en route to Lohaghat-Pithoragarh, and the
other to the Bamouri Mundi, for marchng towards Almora. It was preceded by a
s i d a r movement, requiring all the arrangements at the stages, by the departmg
R e p e n t s . This requirement was concentrated during middle of October to middle
of May, when the turais permitted a safe passage to the hills. T r d considered it
purely as a local problem and manfully handled all the attendant pin-pricks, especially raised by the Station Commander and the CornrnandmgOfficers of Lohaghat
and Pithoragarh out-posts. As the Supreme Government was My conscious of
h s evil he raised only policy related issues. The objective was to reduce to the
minimum the dl-effects of this necessary e d .
Kali Kumaun was the worst affected region. The zemindars migrated to the
Bhabur in October, as they had done for ages, and now they did it deliberately for
avoiding conscription, as porters. An extensive rmgration to the adjoining regons
of Nepal was but natural, leaving several d a g e s deserted and a considerable fall
in cultivation. T h s was the alarming situation whch T r d inherited from Gardner.
Considerable time of Kumaun Commissioner was used up in these petty matters
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reducing h s role, as Commissioner Col. Gowan was to comment later, to that o f
a minor "Collectorate officer."
Trail1 got a government order issued in October 1816, by which all civil and
d t a r y travellers were prohibited from pressing ha-porters to carry their personal
baggage or performing any other service. They were asked to hire bearers or
coolies from the plains, when they commenced their journey upwards. Traill's
reluctance to encourage European travellers to undertake journeys into Kumaun
hills is much better appreciated in this context. Barron's Kumaun in 1840's was
quite different from the early decade of T r d , and a businessman was the least
qualified person to understand the ground-realities of local administration.
The Commissariat had employed a few mules for carrying d t a r y equipment
and supplies. The 300 mules they had employed in the initial years had either died
or became unfit for duties. Fahng in his requests to the Commissariat for their
replacement now T r d brought the issue to the notice of the Supreme Government
in 1822, requesting for a fresh deployment of 300 mules. The two Nusseeri
battalions posted at Lohaghat and Pithoragarh needed an import of 18,000 maunds
of grains. But, 3,900 hdl-porters could barely bring-up 3000 maunds and the
police officers reported serious difficulty in assembling the required number of
hrll-por ters.
T r d ' s handling of the vexatious porter-management issue reveals his deep
concern for the hdl-people and an unparalleled skdl in handling crisis of any
magnitude. His strategy consisted of reducing the over-all burden by induction
of expensive Mules Establishment for carrying heavy d t a r y loads, introduction
of a liberal rate of hire to make portage voluntary, preventing abuses in
requisitioning porters and ensuring an equitable mode of requisition. The heavy
demands of Public Work, like construction of d t a r y roads, bridges and public
buildings, etc., and the demands of the Commissariat and Ordnance Departments,
proved quite injurious to the agricultural sections of the society and the ha-area as
a whole.
In July 1817, Tradl divided and apportioned revenue parganas to the various
army units stationed in Kumaun, Commissariat and the Engineers. The Artillery
was allotted Phaldakot and Dhaniakot; the Native Infantrypargana of Pah Pachaon;
Lobha and Chandpur to the Pioneer; Kali Kumaun and Dhianirow to the h g h t
Wing of Nuseeree; Gangoli, Shor and Sira to the Left Wing; and Kota, Chougarkha
and Khurai to the Kumaun Provincial Battalion. The Commissariat were given
nine revenue sub-divisions @attis)and the Engneers also an equal number. Earlier,
the porters could be requisitioned by an order of the Commanding Officer of

the out-posts but now they were required to direct their reqwsition parties to the
allotted p q a n a s strictly. The number of porters which each prgana or ptti was
required to provide was also indicated alongwith the names of the p p n a or
Patti.
The number of houses in every vlllage was ascertained and a porter from
every four houses was Gxed. Villages having less than nvo houses were exempted
from such a porter-levy. A more liberal rate could not be adopted as it would
have yielded a very small number of porters for the over-a11 requirement. A
rotation of requisition was also followed according to the nature of the service
and the place where it was required. For indents, both public and private, for less
than 50 porters, the nearest and most convenient areas were selected, and for
which no vdlages were selected further removed than one day's journey from the
place for which the porters or labourers were required. In case larger indents of
labourers from more distant places were pressed, it was ensured that they were
not more than two days' journey from Almora. An exception to thls rule was
observed when the Corps were relieved from Kumaun duties and were replaced
by other troops.
Collection of labourers and porters was not left to the Native public officers
but the selection of labour-supply, the strength of men required and the nature of
the services was invariably specified in the allotment-cum requisition-order. A
copy of thls order was also sent to the zemindars in order to prevent any abuse
of t h s order. The bearers and coolies for private baggage were required to be
brought from the plains and Tradl expected that liberal scales of hue would
attract a larger number of plain's coolies to the M s .
The above-mentioned arrangement came about in 1822 after constantly
reviewing the experience gained over six years. The pnuana or the order was
issued to the concerned organisation and the supplies of labourers were provided
by the concerned pudhans. From the very bepnning the police of Almora were
forbidden to interfere, in any manner, in tlle supply of labourers and the supply
of labour from the pargana of Baramandal and other neighboring parganas was
made by the Peshkar of A l m ~ r aThe
. ~ ~Thanadar of Barnouri was also strictly
prohbited from interfering in these arrangements. Only after two sick sepoys
died at Bamouri in 1818 that an exception was made. for supply of coolies in case
of sick-sepoys only. In 1819, notwithstanding severalpanvanmissued by Trail1 the
Executive Officer o f Almora Cantonment could not secure 750 labourers required
by hun at a time, compelled the Station Commander, Lt. Colonel Lyons take up
the matter at the level of the Commander-in-chef. T d in h s explanation referred
to the smallness of Kumaun population and the fact that almost the whole area
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within three days' journey around Almora had been exclusively appropriated for
this purpose. This was such an exclusive appropriation that porters could not be
avadable for private purposes. T r d mentioned that even the supplies o f dady
necessities were frequently held up at Bamouri for want of porters for as many as
6 to 10 months.
Before 1819 the labour supply was not adequately looked after owing to
paucity of staff on full time basis. Trail1 suggested some additional staff which
could look after this important branch on full time basis. The patwanas could not
be effectively enforced as confinement of defaulters, by way of punishment, held
little terror for the zemindars. For, in both the cases, he was taken away from his
home and as a labourer he earned slightly more at official rate than the subsistence
allowance he received as a prisoner. The jd-diet at that time was on moneypayment basis. As a prisoner he was at least comfortably lodged while as a porter
he was forced to seek a precarious shelter in some ruined house in Almora.
Imposition of fmes also was fruitless as too small a fine could be easily paid. A
heavier fine, in any case, would have resulted in as an arrear of revenue, to be
ultimately remitted, on account of his inabrlrty to pay.
Frequent disputes cropped up between the civil and d t a r y authorities over
this seemingly small but highly ticklish matter. Whlle the d t a r y authorities
complained of civil functionaries taking away labourers working inside the
cantonments the latter accused the former of " d t a r y confinement" of no less
an official than the Peshkar of Huzoor Tehsil. T r d even had to warn against such
misconducts on the part of d t a r y functionaries to the Station Commander.
Doom Tulla mohalla of Almora, a ready source of labour, became a bone of
contention between the Peshkar of Hazoor Tehsil and the Executive Officer of
the Cantonment.'"
In 1821 T r d raised the hire-rates of labourers and prescribed additional hire
rates for detention of more than four days for a journey between Almora and
Bamouri. For every extra detention-day the labourers were to be paid 1/2 anna
extra per day. The zernindars of Kumaun mostly ate mundua which sold at a rate
of one and a half maunds to a rupee. The number of labourers which could be
requisitioned in various parganas and by the Commanding Officers was also
lirmted to a maximum of 15 at a time. This was strongly protested against by the
out-post Commanding Officers. The Commanding Officer pointed out that
between June 1817 to March 1819 as many as 30,080 labourers were employed
on public-roads excluding 8,758 boys. About 30,900 on public-buildings and
40,000 on private-buildings and 1,695 on the construction of Mhtary Bazar
godown. This gave an average of 4,897 adult labourers per month in constant
attendance. According to the new arrangement hardly 400 labourers would have
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been available as against a minimum requirement of two to three thousmd
labourers per month for Pithoragarh-Lohaghat out-posts. T d told the Commvlda
that the M-men were not averse to cvrylng loads, per se, in cane the wagu were
reasonable. The borax-dealers, for example, experienced no problems in regad to
the labourers as they gave them as wages sufficient money to take care of their food
and clothmg requirement for the whole month.37
Whrle thts tussel was going on Glyn, the Speclal Commissioner, visited Alrnora to
invesagate the overall situation of criminal justice and ma1of heinous crimes. As a t o d
stranger to the U s he was appalled to see "the s q d d , sickly, emaciated and halfstarved appearance of the Khusseeas". He had expected to meet hdl-men "of that
strong healthy aspect which one usually associated with the idea of mountaineers" He
was startled to see "all classes of M-men, from the zernindars to the Dooms, all
except Joshi Brahrmns, Choudhuries and heads of vrllages", irrespective of their age
and sex, employed in the hard, toilsome duty of carrying burdens from Bamouri to
Alrnora He estimated that anywhere between six to +t thousand Khusseeas were
pressed into transportation of grains and baggage
T r d accepted hunself that even the revised hue rate of 12 annas for carrying
baggage from Alrnora to Barnouri and back or of 8 annas for Pithoragarh to
Lohaghat and 10 annas from Birmdeo to Lohaghat was totally inadequate, when
Glyn enquired about the prevahng wages. He suggested to Glyn Rs 1 per porter, if
the number of labourers exceeded 40 and 12 annas if indent for the labourers was
less than 40, during 10 October to 15th May. For the remaining period of the year one
and half rupees, irrespective of the size of indent. He recommended the same rates
for the eastern parganas of Kah Kumaun.
Glyn being an outsider had the eye to compare the prevahng wage-rates of
Kurnaun with Bareilly, where he was stationed. He pointed out that 12 annas for an
absence from home for as many as 13 days was totally inadequate, as it was the actual
number on an average when a porter was requisitioned from his home for carrymg
loads between h o r a to Barnouri and back. This meant 12 seers of wheat for a
detention of 13 days away from his occupation. If the porter had a wife or
children or sick or aged relatives to support, 24 or 30 pounds of grain were
certainly inadequate. Even at Alrnora, he observed, a labourers easily received one
and half annas from the European residents and from the others, in adheion
some chabeena @arched grain). As even at Alrnora it was rather difficult to secure
a porter at this rate the labourers had to be forced for public-service urlth the help
of government Chaprasis. At Bareilly the wages were two and half annas per day
and even the prisoner o f Bareilly j
d received more than a hd-porter for h s d d y
sustenance. A private trader paid Re. 1 to the same labourers for a one way

the carriage due to sickness or any other reason, the money was to be immediately
restored on an application to the civil officer, in whose presence the money was
paid in advance. The days lrkely to be taken for performance of portage from
one point to another were h e d and an extra payment of one and half annas
were required to be paid to the labourer for extra detention over the h t fixed.
A minimum of 3 days was frxed for Lohaghat-Birmedo route, while for Alrnora
to Pithoragarh route was given six and a half days. The additional hire charge was
to be gven to the porters immediately after the expuy of the stipulated period, as
the porters usually took with them provisions only for the orlgmally requisitioned
period.3R
Traill's objection to a large indent of labourers became so well known that the
local d t a r y officials requested the incoming troops to very minutely re-evaluate
their porter-requirement and replace as many of them with mules as possible. His
solicitude to the welfare of M-porters made him request the Supreme Government to ensure that the supplies of the Commissariat and the Ordnance (clothing) departments did not reach the foot-hills during the unhealthy season.39
T r d , however, was not oblivious of the benefit this lund of work brought to
the overall economic improvement of the ha-men and his liberal hue rates were
duected towards achieving that end. The pudhans and lower functionaries were
fully aware of h s strict injunctions in h s regard and no provisions were made
available to any outsiders, unless accompanied with a panvana from the office of
the Commissioner. This gave rise to "several anecdotes about Mr. T's jealousies
about European travellers in Kumaun," lus " C h e s e system of government" and
a general reputation of an autocratic behaviour. So much so that a European
surveyor had to remain without food for two consecutive days as villagers refused
to provide him any provisions without a parwana from the Commissioner. Viewed
from the eyes o f the hdl-men Trail1 appears just the opposite and lus other image
was testified by Sir Francis Shore Jr. and later John Strachey, who also looked at
things from a view point s d a r to Trd's.
Closely h k e d with the issue of labour and porter supply was T r d ' s relations
with the army. There had been as many as eight Cornmandmg Officers with whom
he had to deal with during his tenure. In addition to the regular troops there was
the Provincial Battalion, composed mostly of Gorkhas and the local hd-men.
T h s Battalion was considered a civil force under European officers deployed in
guardmg frontiers, jail and doing other miscellaneous guard-duties. The Pioneers
constructed the d t a r y - r o a d s and the Commissariat looked after the supplies of
troops.
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He did not agree with Lt. Col. Lyon's suggestion to reserve the entire ground
lying to the north of Almora ridge for the cantonment. T h s was the only part
where Almora city was in all likelihood to grow, as it was not only the capital of
the province but also the only market. The western end of Alrnora ridge, in 1817,
was occupied by Fort Moira and the Sepoy Lines, the southern end by the Pioneers
and the eastern-ridge by a bazar of low-caste Hindus. Col. Lyon addressed a
letter to the Commander in-chief misquoting their discussion during a jointinspection. To a decision based on this reference T r d addressed a direct letter to
the Governor General. The Supreme Government, while agreeing with T r d ' s
objections also told hun that "the determination of a point of the nature is best
formed by a communication between the authorities on the spot.". Both the
officers were asked to work in concert, a golden maxim, valid for all times and all
officers, administering the districts in whichever capacity.
Supply of food-grains for the large number of troops stationed in Altnora
and the eastern frontier posed the biggest problem for the civil authorities of
Kumaun for a long time. It was perhaps at its worst during the days of Trad.
Kumaun was deficient in food-production and he had brought this to the notice
of the government as early as 1817. T r d to meet the situation, proposed 3 steps
viz., sale of grains to the troops from the public stores maintained by the
Commissariat in Kumaun, a substantial reduction in the army-strength and transfer
of Kumaun Provincial Battalion to Srinagar in 1818. Initially, the government
disagreed with his first two suggestion and deferred a decision on the third. But
soon afterwards allowed issue of foodgrains at a rate of 20 seers to a rupee,
subject to a total sale upto one half of the total Commissariat. The stocks issued
were to be continuously replenished by supplies from plains. Relations of T r d
with Col. Lyons worsened further on account of his talung Lt. Fordyce's side in a
controversy involving the two military officers. Trail1 soon received a strong
reprimand from the Supreme Government, reminding hun of Col. Lyon's position
as the C h e f Mhtary Authority in Kumaun, as important as T r d himself. T r d ' s
continued pressure mounted on the Supreme Government finally resulted in
withdrawal of 5 companies from Kumaun in 1818. The strength of Pithoragarh
and Lohaghat out-posts were also reduced to mounted half of their previous
numbers. Locally, the rate of food-grain purchased from the farmers was fixed
at 28 seers to a rupee and the troops purchased their requirement from them at
this rate. The Supreme Government directed Trad to ensure that the principle of
demand and supply was allowed to operate and no artificial prices were fixed.
The practice of forced requisition of foodgrains, with the help of troops,.was
prohibited from August 1817. In June 1818, all military parties deployed in
procuring foodgrains were ordered back to their barracks. In August 1818 another
withdrawal order of 5 companies was received.
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Col. Lyons and T r d , after they received Supreme Government's displeasure,
resolved to mend their ways by not addressing to each other, through publicletters, but only derni officially.Tlus practice was continued during Lt. Col. Garner's
time. Although strictly banned, complaints were st111 received from Chowbinsi,
Gangoli and Danpur parganas, about forced requisition of food-grains by d t a r y
detachments. Trail1 punished the defaulting sepoys and asked the out-post
Commanders to ensure that no recurrence of such incidents took place in future.
Doom Tulla mohalla of Almora was considered by the Executive Engmeer
of Cantonment fahng within lus jurisdiction and military personnel resisted
government Chaprasis when they got hold of some residents belongmg to the
low-castes. T r d brought it to the notice of the Executive Englneer (Garrison
Engneer) that the latter had always been considered under civil authorities and
most of the office bungalows o f Alrnora had been constructed with their help in
the past and they were required never to leave the town. T r d protested to Lt.
Col. Muat against his "assumption of an authority over any part of Almora town
and its inhabitant^."^"
Lt. Col. Muat's successor, Lt. Col. Alladin was surprized to find that even
though there was no apparent deficiency of food in Pali the farmers refused to
sell anything to the army without an express parwana from T r d . Col. Alladin
was informed by Trarll that the panvana system had been discontinued from
1817 and it was only due to some temporary deficiency of foodgrains that a
small establishment had been retained at Almora and the stock of grain was
continuously replenished by supplies from the plains. During the early days of
British rule in Kumaun the civil authorities were responsible for supplymg almost
all necessities of the armed forces bke foodgrains, twine, timbers, bamboos, chalk
and even grass for hutting the barracks.
The free market principle, as soon as it was applied, raised food grain prices
so high that from 28 seers to a rupee it went up to 15 seers to a rupee, in the
eastern parganas, forcing the Commander of Lohaghat suggest to T r d and the
Station Commander transfer of a Company to Pithoragarh to meet the situation,
in 1822. T r d in 1822, it would be recalled, had already requested the government
for r e p l e n i s h g the old Mules Establishment with a t o t d y new contingent of
mules and his request was acceded to.
T r d ' s Schedule of 9th November 1822, in regard to restriction of number
o f porters, restricted to just 15 at a time, further aggravated the problem o f
food-procurement in the eastern sector. With thts restriction it became well-neigh
impossible to procure whatever foodgrains could be imported from Birmdeo
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and all the supplies were held up. Time consumed in mahng porters avdable to
the d t a r y troops was one of the main reasons which prompted T r d to ask for
the services of an Assistant and after 1823 Sir Robert ~ o l ~ u o h b uas
n ,h s Assistant,
handled all these operations, wMe T r d hunself attended to the work related to
the Great Survey and quinquennial settlement of 1823.
Lt. Col. Duncan, the next Station Commander, was equally disgusted with
the behaviour of Kumauni zamindars and he swore that in his entire career he had
never "met with so disobeying set of natives, as the people of these hills." He
threatened Sir Colquhoun with bringmg the matter to the notice of the highest
authorities, if the huts of his men were not thatched with grass before the rains set
in. As he had feared, before porters were sent again, the vdlagers had set fire to the
grass and it had to be brought in from distant places. The people refused to
supply grains without a parwana from the Commissioner, he complained a g m s t
what appeared him "their chef delight, rendering the troops unfortable by refusing
to sell anything without an order from you p r d ) . " Duncan ultimately did refer
the matter to the Commander in Chief but the situation was by now too well
known to the government to cause a panic and Traill received a routine direction
askmg hun "to endeavour to assist the officers and men of the infantry in procuring
the materials," but adding simultaneously that no excesses should be committed
the owners of supplies receiving a full, fair and liberal compensation.
Sir Colquhoun's own officers of the Provincial Battalion, received no favourable
treatment either. The zamindars prevented labourers from talung a supply of fuewood for the officers when the labourers were accompanied by sepoys. The
officer in his explanation, demanded from him by Sir Colquhoun, complained
that the zamindars failed to appreciate the d d rule of the British as they felt free
to fde a complaint against all acts of omission and commission. H e considered it
"extremely disagreeable to be under the necessity of getting order for every stick
and every trifle," he might require. Sir Colquhoun, convinced that the standing
orders had been flouted, in the present case, issued a Battalion Order strictly
prohibiting sending sepoys to the vdlages on any pretext whatever. Lt. Whitekar,
of the Pioneers, was also forced to beg for a parwana of the Commissioner as he
had to more than once "to go to rest, exhausted with hunger and been several
times in distress for want of supplies." T r d ' s injunctions became severer and
severer, with the passage of time." Lt. Colonels Faithful, Ward, Murray and Cock
the station commanders to follow Col. Duncan, continued to struggle with this
never-endmg problem.
From 1829 onwards, various d t a r y establishments were being wound up
one by one. The Public Mules establishments was withdrawn in 1829 as a measure
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of economy, introduced by Lord Bentinck. To meet the new situation one company
was moved from Lohaghat to Pithoragarh where food-situation was sLghtly benu.
The mule-shed was handed back to the civil population whch gave rise to the
issue of recommencing Nanda Devi puja in 1830 after a lapse of 15 years. The
Artillery Lmes were also vacated in 1830 to be handed back to the people by the
Commissioner along with the temple and shed. The arms and accountrements of
the Native Battalions at Lohaghat and Pithoragarh were put to public auction. A
general ban on fresh recruits was imposed all over the Presidencies whch created
problems for Captain Corbett, the new commandant of the Kumaun Provinual
Battalion. The Old Fort of Almora was handed over to the civil authorities in
1832 and the Lock hospital was converted into a hospital for the troops. All the
military guns and stores were shfted to Fort M ~ i r a Commissariat
.~~
was also
withdrawn.
Monthly Courts of Requests were held for s e t h g the debts incurred by men
from Almora banias and merchants before pay-day. Almora banias requested for
frequent summoning of these Courts, especially before the triennial change of
R e p e n t s . That Trail1remained a strong and staunch loydsts to the British interests
in India is reflected in his opinion on the recruitment of Gorkhas in British Army.
T r d recommended opening of recruitment-depot at Pithoragarh, instead of at
Lohaghat, and recruitment of all M - m e n and not only Gorkhas. He informed
that the M - m e n possessed all soldierly qualities, as possessed by the Gorkhas. The
M - m e n were fond of enterprise and their induction in the army would enable
the proposed Corps ready to be deputed to any distant expedtion. S ~ f i c a n t l y
T r d pointed out that their "inherent distrust of low-landers" will preclude any
possible intimate combination with plain Regiments and make a counterpoise"
agatnst the present Native Regunents, ready to act agatnst them on an any sudden
emergency." Thls recommendation, made in 1825, was actually acted upon three
decades later by Sir Henry Ramsay in 1857, as we shall see later.43

THE BOUNDARY OF KUMAUN
The geographical boundary of Kumaun-Garhwal, as we see it today, is a
result of the Treaty with Nepal in 1815, towards the east; in the north a quiescent
Tibet allowed undisturbed control of five snowy-passes in the hands of the British;
in the west Alaknanda was initially taken as a general physical feature, dividuig the
Protected Native State of Tehri from the British Kurnaun. The turais, towards the
south, with a h c k belt of forests of six to twelve miles in breadth, was yet to be
precisely defined, as no precise d e t d s were as yet available about these dsturbed
tracts. Dehradun and Jaunsar-Bhabur were once to be h k e d with Kumaun in
1825 to be d e h k e d again in 1829 and made a part of the Meerut division. T r d ' s
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correspondence for every frontier boundary of British Kumaun, most extensive
on what he called Kumaun-turai, secured for Kumaun what was for ages an
integral part of Kurnaun, and no one fought for it more ferociously or emotionally.
Kumaon and Garhwal, as a single administrative and political entity, owe a great
heal to the administrative benefactor.
His stay in Fatehgarh (Farrukhabad) brought him in close contact with Wfiam
Moorcroft, whom he provided all assistance during his passage through Kumaun
on hls last fateful journey. He knew perfectly Lord Moira's mind when he secured
the Lipu Lekh and Mana-Niti passes for British Kumaun. It was the British
commercial interest in the so-called trade with Tartary, that made T r d demur
from handing over Tinkar and Changru, two Bhotia villages of Byanse, lying to
the east of Kali. After full two years of Treaty of Sigauli, Nepal preferred a claim
on these two villages. O n receipt of government orders the zarnindars of Byanse
pleaded, through a petition, that the remaining six villages, viz., Budhi, Garbyang,
Nabi, Rongkali, Gunji and Kuti were entirely dependent on the agricultural
production of these two villages and they would be forced to desert these vdlages
in the event of their transfer. They even suggested that they would be forced to
divert their entire trade to the Doti marts in Nepal. T r d was, however, advised
to explain the inabdtty of the government to the zarnindars in not complying with
their requests. Henry Strachey, when he visited these two vdlages two decades later
in 1846, called it a mistake on the part of the government. According to him the
true h e should have been the range of mountains to the east of Tinkar-Nampa
and Api, beyond which lay the district of Marma, the northern most division of
Doti. While the inhabitants of this side of the range were all Bhotias, lrke the
Byansis, the inhabitants of the other side were all Khasias, lrke the rest of Doti.
T r d was, however, helpless as the geographical knowledge about the region in
1817 was very h t e d . All that he could secure for the Bhotias of Tinkar and
Changru, through his Political Agency, was the permission of Nepal Government
for the Bhotias of these two villages fachty to pay their government revenue at
Bageshwar.
Nepal laid further claims on Nabhi and Kuti on the ground that the western
branch of Kali, i.e. Kuti Yankti, should be considered the main stream of Kah, as
it carried a larger stream of water. Lt. Webb, who was sent up, reported that the
lesser stream, flowing from the sacred stream of Kala Pani, had always been
recognized as the main branch as it gave its name to the river Kah. Equally important
was the consideration of the two passes whlch led into Western Tibet, also the
easiest except that of Niti in Garhwal, that made T r d reject the claims of the
Court of Kathmandu. Any decision taken otherwise would have resulted in creation
of a constant source of confict between the two states, in respect of transit
duties, etc., on the trade leading to the Tibetan marts through Lipu Lekh. T r d
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informed Bum Shah accordingly and his action was supported by the Supreme
Government. The land revenue of Rs. 140, already realised from 'Tinkar and
Changru, now to be transferred to Nepal, was refunded to the Nepalese offiualrU
The western boundary of British Kumaun was finhsed by Fraser in 1815
and the territories west o f Alaknanda, with the express reservation o f Nagpur,
Rawain and Dehradun, was gven to Raja Sudarshan Shah on hrs restoration.
Rawain was finally gven to him in 1824. Gardner had in fact suggested handing
over Rawain to the Raja but it was doubted whether he would be able to control
t h s wild-tract. In 1816, T r d brought it to the notice of the government that there
might be difficulties in future if precise words were not used in def&g the
boundaries between Tehri State and British Kumaun. Loose use of Alaknanda
and Mandakani (also known as Kali of Garhwal) words also meant cutting off
some valuable portions o f Nagpur pargana, including pattis of Bamsu and
Painkhanda and the mines near Dhanoli, whch lay west of Mandakani. In 1818,
T r d l complained of the disorderly state of Rawain, where the people had
commenced plundering the pilgrims to Gangotri and Kedarnath, now as they
were free a p n from the Gorkhas and the British control. The Raja did nothrng to
control the situation and it remained informally under his control. By thls time
uncle of the Raja, Pritam Shah, who had been released from Nepal prison, h s h d
also claims on Garhwal and Dehradun.
Raja Sudharshan Shah also reverted back to claims on Maithana in 1816,
located opposite Srinagar town but west of Alaknanda, o n the basis of the
agreement.
However, even upto 1823, the issue of identification of the British territory
along Mandakani and Rawain had not been formally settled. The Raja now h d
claim on the territory lying between M a n d a h and Alaknanda rivers. T r d made
it clear that even Mandakni river did not form the boundary between Tehri State
and British Kumaun but it included tracts in N.W. direction "full two days journey
beyond the Mandaluni and also included some 40 to 50 d a g e of Nagpur pargana,
west of Mandahni." Some of the d a g e s gven in religious asslgnrnent, however,
d d not pay rents into the British treasury. T r d refuted all claims of Raja Sudarshan
Shah and deprecated his efforts to take advantage of geographcal errors made in
a transaction in w h c h there was no reciprocity. T r d ' s treatment of Pritnm Shah;
h s opposition to Raja's efforts to resume all mafi lands confirmed during Fraser's
time; and a small issue of control of Jakhani-ghat jhoola (close to Srinagar town,
on the Alaknanda) enraged Sudarshan Shah to such an extent that he expressed a
desire to be relieved from the control of Kumaun Political Agency. The governmenr
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finally allowed annexation of Rawain to Tehri State in 1824 but once for all
defined the exact boundary of Tehri and British Kumaun, as Tradl had described
it. T h s ~ermanentlysecured Danpur pargana, the temple cjf Kedarnath and vdlages
of Bazpur lying to the west of Mandakani to British Kumaun, for which T r d
had to incur the displeasure of Sudarshan Shah and a temporary loss of Kumaun
Political Agency.45The same boundary continues between Tehri and Chamoli
districts, ull this day.
Far more acrimonious debate on the boundary of Kumaun was going on
towards the south, the turais. When Rohilkhand first came into British hands the
turai, for sometime was left in the hands of Nawabs of Rampur. In 1817-18
there was some correspondence about the wastelands of turai and application
from the Tharus, the tribals who inhabited this region for centuries, for rent-free
cultivation. Whalley is of the view that at this stage even the Supreme Government
did not possess exact information about the turais. Prior to Halled's posting as the
Joint Magstrate of the Northern Division of Moradabad district in 1823, Trad
had written to the Board about the need to adjust the boundary between Rohilkhand
and Kumaun. H e was advised to await completion of the revenue survey of
Rohilkhand which was then underway. But the notorious policing of the turai
reached its nadir when in 1823 several affrays rocked the regon, malung it totally
unsafe for the hill-men to graze their cattles. He reported completion of revenue
settlement of about 40 villages during the last five years. The turai was important
for the hd-men as they came down annually with their cattle in the winter months
for want of any pastures in the hills. The hill-men and the plains people were
already loohng at each other "with the jealousy of foreigners", as he put it, and
there seemed no scope for an amicable settlement between the two warring groups,
calhng for "the intervention of the controhng powers". T r d who considered all
turai as part of Kumaun reported in January 1823, that right from the Kali the
border with Brlheri had been adjusted, in Nanakmutta there existed no dispute
except in village Luddhiora, Kilpuri; Rudrapur posed few problems and in
Gadarpur there were no disputes. Near Bajpur, Bhumdarwala and Kutsan had
long been lying waste due to disputes with the zarnindars of the plains. Finally, the
dispute near Kashlpur related only to the churai rights.-'"
The Supreme Government at this stage was mainly concerned with the police
problem facing the turais and the notorious deeds of the Herees and Mewatees.
Ayeen Khan's recent death was to be used as the thin end of the wedge to undo
the arrangements made by Magistrate Seton of Moradabad in the past. A new
jurisdiction of North Division of hforadabad was carved out and Halhed was
hand-picked and posted as Joint Magistrate to reign in the notorious thekedars.

The jagus previously given to the three Heree and Mewatee chefs were abolished
and their bands were disbanded as the chowkidari system of the f o o t - U piusu.
Halhed's charge included Kashipur, Jaspur, Bajpur, Rehar, Thakurdwara and some
parts of the northern portion o f the Moradabad district. Halhed was also
authorised to communicate directly with Kumaun Commissioner, Board of
Revenue and Superintendent of Police, at the Board of Revenue headquarters."
Halhed's brief was very clear, i.e., to get rid of the lawlessness that prevailed
in the turais, which was generally considered a blot on the reputation of the British
administration. Trail1 looked at the whole issue simply as one of orderly
development, which naturally included suppressing the existing disorderlmess. The
turai problem could not be conceived purely as one of law and order alone.
Whde Halhed considered it as an unadulterated nuisance, committing atrocities,
after having managed to take leases from T r d of lands b e l o n p g to northern
Moradabad. T r d repeatedly laid emphasis on turai having been an integral p u t
of Kumaun from time immemorial. T r d termed the whole tract as Kumaunturai to which Halhed took strong exception and the former finding that Halhed
looked at the problem purely from a narrow police view point "begged leave to
decline entering further on the subject, in the present correspondence." As T r d
hunself was busy in his fust quinquennial settlement he could not spare time to
meet Halhed during the cold weather season of 1823.
T r d conceived of turai lands as a potential area for employment of "M
capital and industry for which otherwise very little scope existed in the U s . By
inclusion of the turai areas cultivated by M - m e n in Moradabad these people
were k e l y to be subjected to double-jurisdiction, as they also owned lands in the
hilly tracts. The correspondence between these two officers was extensive, each
refusing to budge from his stand and countering each other's arguments. T r d
highlighted the dread of turd clunate amongst the plainsmen and the number of
cattles owned by hill-men whtch came down annually for grazing. Halhed pointed
out the dread o f the summer months whtch made "the very few hill zamindars,
who no sooner felt the approach of the hot winds fled to their retreats in the
mountains," proving an equally great dread amongst the hdl men. He pooh poohed
the number of hdl cattles vis-a-vis the plain's cattles, whtch was far greater. He also
objected to T r d viewing Kumaun as if it was still a Ktngdom independent of
British-Indian territories.
Finally, Halhed suggested a line drawn from the extremity of each
"promontory of the hdls" in the lower ranges of the next, as the easiest demarcable
lunit of Kumaun and plains at districts of Rohilkhand. Equally exasperated bv the
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tenor of Traill-Halhed correspondence and increased gravity of the atrocities
being committed in the turai, the Board of Revenue reminded T r d that Kumaun
and Rohadkhand belonged to the same government and the revenue collected by
either of them went to the same treasury. This intervention cooled the tempers of
both the sparring parties. T r d , however, now referred the matter to the "fmal
conaolhng hand", i.e., the government, and informed Halhed that dl he received
the frnal orders he would consider Gadarpur, Bajpur, etc., as an integral part of
Kumaun. Now T r d brought it to the notice of the government that the M-men
were lrkely to deprecate an attempt to wean them away from a lenient system of
government and put under a complicated one, at the same time severing their
interest and property from a tract to whch they hid remained attached for such
a long time. Even this pleadmg, made in December 1823, faded to impress the
government, who was mainly interested in restoring order in t ~ r a i . ~ ~
Halhed completed demarcation in Garhwal sector by August 1824 but T r d
continued to refer to Kurnaun turai as a "dsputed tract" as late as October of
1824. It was not before December 1825 that a meeting between Tradl, Halhed
and Boulderson could take place regarding settlement about demarcation principles
and modalities. Traill-Halhed were able to jointly report in January 1826 about an
amicable settlement of a boundary from Ganga to Ramganga. They had been
able to include ' ' w i t h M-jurisdction all spots where goths (cow-sheds) were
established annually and enabhg the hlgh-landers enjoyment of all privileges of
pastures on payment of grazing dues." Both of them assured the higher authorities
that "the duty has been executed, with the most perfect unanimity and without the
slightest confhct of sentiments on any point." T r d ' s bitterest boundary-battle
was fought on turai and he now offered his services to superintend the work of
"clearing an unbroken avenue throughout the whole of the tract of forest, through
which the line was carried." The government was only too happy to see the last
of the controversy and granted Rs. 4,000 to T r d for establishmg permanent
boundary marks in January 1827. Out of this Rs. 1,000 were given to Francis
Shore for Chandi Dun boundary. The total length of the boundary was about
100 mdes and giving one full month every year to this operation, Traill completed
the task in next four years.
Pdlars of large stones were erected at an interval of four to five hundred
yards near the base of the hds. At remote points pucca-pillars of brick were
erected and where cultivation existed the line was marked either by trenches or
embankments. Traill "corrected some of the mistakes committed by the
subordmate staff earlier in Garhwal sector" when he himself visited some of the
boundary locations, said to have been settled by Halhed in 1824. Batten was to

recall later in 1841 the amount of heat generated by h s Trd-Hnlhed boun*
controversy and the indelible impression it had left on the minds of the hillpe~ple.~'

ROADS AND BRIDGES
Inaccessibhty of British Kumaun in the h a t quarter of the 19th century is
very difficult to visuahe today. Bishop Heber gves us a vivid description of the
internal roads criss-crossing the interior. Even in 1844 when John Strachey joined
North Western Provinces from Calcutta he had to be carried about 1,000 miles in
a planquin on men's shoulders and it took hun full 3 weeks to toil through a
journey which today takes less than one and half a days. The sketch appended
gives some clue to the status of roads during those years. Then there were riven
without any durable bridges. The Gorkhas had left behmd just one road wluch
passed through Almora and Srinagar and a d t a r y road of communication
extending from Kathmandu and maintained by the zamindars and n e i g h b o w
d a g e s . No attempt had hitherto been made to fadtate commerce by construction
of roads fit for beasts of burden."
All public construction activity was limited to facihtating movement of the
troops. Two companies of Hdl Pioneers were raised simultaneously with the
movement of British troops into Kumaun, one for Kumaun and the other for
the Protected H d States, in the west. The 8th Pioneer was sent from Subathu to
Alrnora in December 1816, to assist the 7th but was withdrawn after one year.
The most strategic frontier at thls print of time being the eastern Kumaun, d t a r y
roads were constructed through the Bamouri with Almora via Bhun Tal-Peun;
and the other linkrng Birmdeo with Pithoragarh, passing through Lohaghat
cantonment. Almora was also connected with Lohaghat. All these roads were
made practicable for the beasts of burden, espeually mules.
T r d considered it a waste of public money to construct roads purely from
military point of view. In his view Almora-Lohaghat and Bkmdeo-Lohaghat
roads were not of much use as they had not followed the existing alrgnment
through which the Tibetan commerce took place. The main Tibetan trade come
m u n d with Bageshwardown to the plains through Dhikuli pass, h k i n g C&
Munsiari-mum. C)lrlkia m u n d was to the west of Bamouri and north of Kashtpur,
going up along Kosdla river. In 1821 the thud road was w e d and it was the &st
military-cum-commercial road. It cut almost through the middle of British
Kumaun. Moving from the west to the east, Birmdeo, Tlmla, Barnouri, K o k
Dhrkuli, Kotdwara and Chandi were the main entry-points to the Kumaun Hills.
S d a r l y , Bllhari, Sunnea, Bamouri, Chillua were the main marts at the foot-hds in
Kumaun and Jeetput (Kotdwara) the only m u n d in British-Garhwal.
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Garhwal, not being under any imrnedute threat, from the mhtary point o f
view, received no attention whatever. Barron, the severest critic of T r d s system
of adminisation, showered hlghest praise on hun for lus enthuskm for a v e k
and road construction activity. T r d was the first European to visit Kcdvnath and
he went through almost incredible labour and danger of c h b i n g up to the
temple by the bed of the river, which in Barronb view was "an impossible
undertaking". Barron was told that T r d in the estimation of hrll-men was "second
only to Vishnu hunself" and that explms how he was able to construct "from
Srinagar to Kedarnath a splendd road, with substanttal bridges, over every river,
both large and small." T h s road was continued to Badrinath "in the face of
obstacles which could only be overcome by the application of all means and
resources, w h c h the art and science could muster." But there was not a single tool
of any description except the axe and pick-axe or perhaps saw. There were no
engineers except the hdl coolies occasionally superintended by T r d "who, it is
said, marked out with a hatchet every d e of the h e of the road, in the Kedv
Ganga glen". To do h s Barron was informed, T r d "had to be frequently pulled
up the precipices by ropes, and to be suspended over chasms, the v e q slght of
which would make you ~hudder".~'
T r a Barron records, by h s removal of the
great obstacles in the way of safe pllgnmage to Kedarnath even hazarded his
reputation as a Christian and there were imputations of h s being an encourager
of pagan idolatory.
The above is what a non-administrator and foot-loose traveller thought of
the Pilgrim Road, as it became known popularly, later. Trail1 reporting its
commencement in August 1829 to Bareilly Commissioner, hoped that its
construction would be of considerable advantage to the agricultural community
of Garhwal-ttacts through whch it would pass. Convinced of its benefit to the
agricultural community of southern Garhwal he involved the zemindars in
construction of a road "practicable for beast of burden" whch was also lrkely
to promote communication and fachtate hill-plains trade. It is indeed surprizing
that it has hitherto been looked at purely as a Pilgrim Road and not as a strong
catalyst of economic development. Lushington and his successors seem to have
entirely overlooked the prime motive behrnd its promotion and indulged in all
kmds of imputations, respecting control of sadaburt-funds for t h s purpose.
Strachey, another great enthusiast of good roads, considered h s act of T r d as
h s everlasting contribution for the development of Kumaun M s and the best
benefit of the entire British rule during these early.52
Fordmg of big rivers commenced in 1829-30, with the construction of the
first iron suspension bridge over Ramgarh river on Almora-Bamouri road.
Simultaneously m o bridges were built, all iron suspension, over Suwal and Kumni
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rivers. Before T r d left the province six more iron suspension bridges had been
constxucted over Ramganga near Rameshwar, Kosdla near Hawalbagh, over
Bulleea river; Saryu, Senril, on Almora-Lohaghat road and over Ramganga on
Pithoragarh road. All of them were meant to facilitate d t a r y movement.
Very insigruficant notice has hitherto been taken of Dehradun during the
short period for which it remained linked to Kurnaun during Francis Shore's
tenure, viz., July 1825 to 10th December 1828, when Dehradun was again merged
with Meerut Commissionery. Capt Young was the Joint Magistrate cum
Superintendent of h s tract. In 1822 Dun was absolutely without any roads but
before departure of Shore from Dehradun, 29 d e s of road, @ Rs. 300 a mile,
had been constructed with the help of convict-labour. In addtion, about 10
miles of road was constructed by the people themselves at their own expense.
Dehra's condition also improved materially. The tracts which during the rains one
had to wade through "gutters knee-deep with mud" could now be traversed
with perfect comfort. Shore had also commenced work on the Hardwar road
and T r d , who had seen its uthty personally, recommended more grants for its
construction. After Shore's departure, towards the end of December 1828, T r d
h s e l f took up its construction with the help of sadaburt surplus funds, one year
later. The Great Commea.r.ia1Road as the Chilkla pass road was called opened for
traffic in July 1830.53

FOREST MANAGEMENT
Traill viewed the turai-forests as the unquestionable property of government,
only part of whlch could be appropriated for its own exclusive purposes, ' h t h o u t
the slightest infringement of any rights or claims of an indvidual". This view, of
course, he had expressed in 1826. The earliest reference to the forests occur in
settlements of jungle-mehals, collection of Kutbans and Kutu-Mehal dues, and
in the abuses of the collection of Sayer (custom) duties by the Mewatis and
Heeris. All the timber cut withln the boundary of Kumaun wem liable to a duty
of six annas per load, in 1819.54
Asked to comment on Captain Hyder Young Hearsey's claims on certain
forest tracts in the taluq of Bdheri, situated in extreme south east of Kumaun,
Traill informed the Board of Commissioners in 1820, that the whole of it and
other jungle mehals of Baredly had once belonged to Kumaun Raj. For the
Kumaunese these jungles were of considerable significance although for the
government it might be immaterial whether they remained with Bareilly or Kurnaun.
From mid-October to mid-May, when the pastures of M s were all dned up, the
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N-rnen were forced to bring down their cattles for grazing. They were likely to
be subjected to considerable harassment if these tracts were delinked from
K-aun.
The hill-sepoys, alluded to in Hearsey's complaint, had been posted by
bun VrarlI) to protect hill-zamindars from the incursions of the decoits and exaction
of Hearsey's armed followers.55
The financial results of jungle-mehal settlements, from 1817, before they were
ordered to be made by the Joint Magistrate of Northern Division of Moradabad,
Halhed, are given in Table IX.

Table M :Financial Results of Jungle-mehalSettlements,
1817-18Z
Years
&pees

1817
2,841

1818
3,200

1819
3,987

1820
4,850

1821
5,503

1822
6,302

In Pat& Dun Garhwal, as permanent villages had come up in 1822, Traill
issued forest leases for the remaining years of the triennial settlement. Before fmal
orders of the Board of Revenue could reach hun T r d had farmed Katabans
and Kuth mehals for 1823. It was Halhed who settled these mehals for 1824 for
Batedy and Moradabad. After settlement of borders with Kumaun'the applications
were collected by him and engagements handed over to the respective Collectors
of Bareilly and Assistant Collector of Piiibhit, retaining Moradabad for himself.56
The issue of reservation of some parts of Sal-forests in turai for public
purposes was examined by the government in A p d 1825. The Board of Revenue
were directed to prepare draft rules for such a plan. In June 1826 with the help
of Captain Satchell of Bareilly Timber Agency, T r d submitted a plan for exclusive
retention of such forest tracts by the government. This covered the thaplas, i.e.
turai forest tracts in lower ranges with timber of superior quality, only and the
remaining forests were allowed to remain open for exploitation by individuals.
These thaplas were accessible to the hackeries (horse-driven carts) at only a few
points and during the next season the lessees were made duty bound to assist in
such operations. With the avadability of Sissoo, or Sesurn, becoming scarce demand
for good Sal-timber grew fast. The thekedar, however, created problems for
Commissariat agents by felltng trees marked by them, and sold them to local
people (see enclosed map for the existence of sal forests, during t h s period). The
demand mostly came from the Gun Carriage Agency and the Superintendent of
Public Works.

Forest tracts of Barnouri and Birmdeo regons were reserved from August
1826. Active enforcement of these orders commenced from August 1827,
although the promulgation had taken place in August 1826. For the next 3 years
massive worlclng of Sal-thaplas ensued forcing the government to enforce a ban
in 1830. The thaplas were closed for the next 6 or 7 years to allow regeneration.
Through a local ishtehar it was notified that henceforth no government gomarhta
were to be employed and the thaplas for government were to remain untouched.
It proved difficult to prevent private businessmen and hackerimen from
encroaching upon Bamouri and Birmdeo reserved tracts. Jalesar and Reala thaplas
were encroached upon by Phbhit people and T r d had to fmally order seizmg
the timber and labourers. Another ishtehar had to be issued in February 1832
defrning the boundaries of reserved thaplas. The Timber Agency issued separate
s was lifted
ishtehar clarifying to its own staff the bounds of such thaplas. T h ~ ban
in September 1834 with the closure of Baredly Timber Agency and the reserved
thapals became once more avatlable for free exploitation. T h ~ sfreedom was so
extensively used that in 1837 T r d ' s successor reported to the Mhtary Board a
near total absence of good Sal-timber from these areas. But apparently it was a
temporaq phenomenon as subsequent reports show existence of extensive Salforests in latter years.57
Dun forests were rich in Sal-timber. Due to their extensive nature Francis
Shore (July 1825 to December 1828), the Garhwal Assistant, drd not favour their
exclusive reservation for government purposes. It was rgorted by shore that
"years will pass before they would be perceptibly thmned." In the Regulation
drstricts plantation of Sissoo had been undertaken on an extensive scale and once
they were mature, in view of their more favourable location and far better quality,
they would be naturally preferred leaving these Sal-forests of no value. Not only
he recommended extensive working of Sal-forests but its export out of
Dehradun, as there it had no takers and its demand was too little, wen to cover
the cost of worlung the forests. To reduce the cost of supervision he preferred
leasing of the forests and confining government activity to p a r d the exit-chowkis
for reahsation of exit-duties. The leases were recommended to be grven c o l l e c d y
or separately to contractors.
The taxable products included Sissoo, Toon and ebony wood, Kolhu or
bottom part of s u g a r - d , bamboos, Lat or top part of sugar rmll made of
Khair, a heavy hardwood, Sal, Tassin or light wood of any lund for rafts, firewood or timber, Bhabur or Moonj-grasses for m a h g ropes, Bansee or Rrngal
reed of which hooka-pipes were made, Khut or Kuttha for mixing in pan, lac,
P u k h u - h e and charcoal. Excepting the h e all forest products were taxable. In
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view of considerable revenue kely to accrue out of these products, Shore opposed
abolition of transit-duties on these products. The government concurred with
the advise of T r d .
The hill zemindars could not benefit from these products as they lacked
transport-facdities. They were obhged to sell the products on the spot to the
merchants of Rohrllrhand, as they found it difficult even to meet the cost of
labour deployed and preparation. Hackeries, large buffaloes and mules were
used for carriage. Kuth or tera japonica was prepared by the lowest caste people
and for want of their own capital they were obliged to work on wages or take
advances. Kuth did not cost more than 5 to 8 rupees a maund whde the merchants
managed to secure as much as 10 to 14 rupees for the same in Rampur and
bigger markets. Forests near the plains had been nearly exhausted by 1823 and
the traders came to the foothills to secure supplies. It provided undoubtedly
good employment to the hill-men but complaints of delayed wage-payment by
the agents of Commissariat were frequent. T r d issued strict instructions for full
payment on the delivery of
The peculiar mix of territories which went into information of Dehradun in
1825 to 1829, i.e., part ex-Regulation (Saharanpur and Moradabad) and part
non-regulation (whole of Garhwal with four parganas of Kumaun proper) was
to pose certain judlcial problems after 1829 but during its association with Kumaun,
it raised queer situations. One of them related to the practice of elephant-catching
by pit-digging. The practice had been prohibited in the Kurnaun portion as far
back as in 1817; in Chandi pargana a duty of 25% was levied on purchase price
of elephants, while in the main portion of Dehradun government generally
encouraged thls to promote cultivation. Shore favoured it as the money earned
by the zemindars was going towards promotion of agriculture. The speculators
found it more beneficial to dlg the pit by hired labourers and an elephant gave a
profit of 650 to 700 rupees. As more than half of caught animals died before
they could be trained for duty, the actual margln was much less. The villagers kept
the pits to snare wild animals which was a good source of extra income. When
the speculators dug up a large number of such pits the hrll-zemindars protested
vehemently. But the real cause of complaint was to wrest monopoly of the pits
as Shore's proposal to ban the practice altogether was also protested against
more vehemently. W g of bears and tigers fetched them handsome income of
Rs. 5 per head, equivalent to one month's salary of a Patwari. A compromise was
found in banning it within cultivated vrllages and payment of frne by pit-owners
in case an agricultural animal was trapped. Rules to these effects were issued in
May 1827. In Alrnora a duty of Rs. 4 per cubit, as earlier, was reintroduced but
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in Dehradun the duty of 25'10, again as earlier levied, was revived. Tradl, on a
reference from the successor of Shore, Assistant Young, asked him to continue
25%, as operative earlier, as no decrease had been announced in the new rules.
This dichotomy prevailed throughout Dehradun's association with K u m a ~ n . ~ ~

POSTAL DAK, CURRENCY A N D TREASURY
An efficient postal-arrangement to carry government dak and orders was a
sine quo non for Kumaun administration. Paucity of good made-roads in the
interior compelled reliance on the vdlage-courier system and it was one of the
important duties of the vdlage pudhans. As soon as the Almora-Bamouri d t a r y
road became functional outside dak was diverted through Moradabad route
instead of Baredy. Between April 1816 to January 1818 Traill functioned as the
Post Master of Kumaun. O n detection that several officers departed for plains
without paying their postage the Dak Munshi was forbidden by him to deliver
any dak without prior payment of postage duty. A circular was issued to this
effect.
The inter-district dak during this period was managed by the Mhtary Board
whereas the District or Mofussil Dak remained in the charge of civil authorities.
The Mofussil Dak between Alrnora and Srinagar origmated in 1815 on a monthly
charge of Rs. 144 but a cut was enforced in December 1822 by reduction of
harkara-strength (catriers). In the plains a thana to thana system had been introduced
in that year. T r d brought it to the notice of the government that this arrangement
could not be worked in Kumaun as it would have meant a considerable increase
in the strength of government Chaprasis. The number of Chaprasis was already
being reduced to accommodate the new institution of government paid &strict
Patwaris. In 1832 for entire Garhwal there was just one tehsil at Kainyur and the
number of Chaprasis, just 15, was inadequate for several miscellaneous duties
entrusted to them. The Post Master General was requested to increase the number
of Chaprasis in 1832 to meet the requirement.60
Farrukhabad currency was introduced alongwith the introduction of British
rule in Kumaun. The land revenue was arranged to be taken in that currency.
Benaras Rupee was discontinued from 1819 and only Farrukhabad Rupee was
declared as the legal tender by Regulation XI of 1819.
A duty of 8% was levied on the coinage of copper pice to be paid by the
person bringng copper-blanks for coinage. Copper came from Dhanpur and
Gangoli mines weighed and stamped at the mine-site itself. The duty of coinage
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was included in the lease of the lessee. A stamp was kept at Almora for the use
of Gangoli thekedar. Garhwal and Kumaun maintained their individual pice and
one was not current in the other, necessitating maintenance of respective
establishments. Traill-maintained the small copper pice as it was cheaper and
obviated the need to import from the plains, except for Almora where the troops
and the plains-people preferred Rohlkhand pice. Coinage duty revenue was small
Rs. 300 in 1821 and the only expense incurred at Srinagar costing Re. 1 annually
for the repair of stamp. Regulation I1 of 1824 for Farrukhabad and Regulation
XIV of 1818 provided provisions for currency regulation. A deficiency of 2 pie
or 1.999 grain in weight was considered admissible. In 1831 orders were issued
for only officer level receipt of coins from landholders and farmers, in the fust
instance, for preventing receipts of clipped, fled or injured coins. During T r d ' s
tenure the official pice, current in the plains, was not introduced. Prior to British
rule, Mansurkhanee, Almora and Srinagar pice &re in circulation. The first brought
from Rohilkhand valued 80 pice for Farrukhabad rupee. Almora pice was valued
at 50% of the Mansurkhanee, Srinagar 160 rupees could be exchanged for one
company rupee, i.e. the same as Alrnora.
Pie circulation was mostly confined to Almora, Srinagar and the two military
outposts of Pithoragarh and Lohaghat. In the interior the barter-practice prevailed and the 'pice that found its way into the interior areas was melted for
making copper vessels. In 1834 the copper pice circulation did not exceed a value
of Rs. 10,000 in Kumaun. The local copper was dearer s e h g at Re. 1 and annas
10 as agarnst the British sheet-copper, w h c h sold at the rate of Re 1 and 4 annm
per ser. The latter variety was not considered suitable for making copper vessels.
Abkan and stamp receipts were accepted in Kuldar Rupee and the quantity of
copper coins paid into Almora treasury always fell far short of actual demand.
The deficiency was met by purchase of Munsuree pice, coined by the Treasurer
of Almora. It was, in fact, not before Act XVII of 1835 was promulgated that
Company Rupee became the legal tender for all Company tracts. This Rupee was
equal to Farrukhabadi and Sonat Rupee and 15/16 of Calcutta sicca R ~ p e e . ~ '
Treasury transactions was one of the most important and time-consuming
functions of the civd servants. The collection and safe keeping of government
revenue and miscellaneous duties, stamps and dsbursement of c i d d t a r y salaries
and political, treaty and super annulation pensions formed important part of
these duties. Various bills and drafts, monetary payment in lieu of grants and
nankar lands gradually increased and so &d the size of currency with increase of
revenue over the years. In addition fortnightly statements of collections monthly
and six monthly statements of revenue and miscellaneous dues increased the
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paper work considerably. In 1823 it was primady the urgency to deal with thu
kuld of work whch required an official at Almora that forced Trail1 to ask for
the services of Sir Colquhoun. For many years owing to the own small revenue
and income from other sources the Almora treasury was dependent on
Moradabad and other nelghbouring treasuries for fully honouring all salary and
other liabhties.
During the initial years presence of a comparatively large d t y g strength in
Kumaun and collection in just 4 Aishfs of land revenue, as a w n s t 8 to 10 kirhfsin
the plains, kept Almora treasury more preoccupied with transmission of currency
than elsewhere. It was not unusual, therefore, that often the salaries of the a
d
and d t a r y functionaxies were delayed by 2 months. The unhealthy season of
tumi forced Alrnora treasury to "import" adequate currency beforehand to meet
salary and other liabhties. Kumaun Provincial Battalion guards were sent down
to Barnouri pass to escort the chests containing sizeable treasure. Almora treasury
had to be exempted from several treasury rules to meet special circumstances of
the regon. In 1822 T r d was authorised to draw bllls on all treasuries of Bengd
Presidency. The bllls granted to the merchants and traders of Almora were entirely
drawn on Bareilly and Moradabad treasuries and only b a s of government servants
were applied for on Almora Treasury.
In 1822 the public expenditure from Alrnora treasury exceeded the gross
revenue of Kumaun by three hkh mpef and at least one and a half lakhs worth
of dfference was met from B a r d y and Moradabad treasuries. By talung recourse
to several measures by 1830 the actual remittance from the nelghbouring treasuries
ceased totally, even though the gross revenue had increased to two and a half
hkh nupces and total charge of Kumaun establishment to neatly four hkh of
tupees. T h s provided good opportunity to the local bankmg community, the
ingenious Sahs, to earn good commission on all drafts and bills.
Treasury management underwent major reforms in 1824 with the introduction
of double-lock system bedlock-system with one set of keys with the Collector
and one with the Treasurer), malung the Treasurer responsible only for the amount
which was needed for irnmedate dsbursernent. Daily accounts were now prepared
by the Gomashta of the Treasurer in Hind, by his Mutsudch in Persian and by the
Treasury Writer in English. The fitst 2 statements were slgned by the persons who
prepared them and accounts of the preceding day were examined and
countersigned by the Commissioner, the next day. The Persian copy accompanied
the Monthly Treasury Account, forwarded to the Revenue Accountant of the
Board of Revenue. Six monthly cash verifications had to be conducted in person
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and certificate transmitted to the Board and the government. Kumaun Records
bear testimony to thls important work and its load." Receipt of correct-weight
coins insisted by the Accountant later only added to the weight of argument for
an extra officer's need.

JAIL, MEDICAL A N D HEALTH ADMINISTRATION
Comparative freedom from serious crimes in Kumaun rendered pressure
on the jail of Almora upto 1827 relatively light. T h e jail of Almora was
constructed in 1816 and Pauri in 1827. Pauri jad need was justified by addition
of Dehradun, a district more prone to crimes. The capacity of Almora jail was
for 100 and the number of inmates was only 65 in 1821. O n an average the
number remained between 80 to 116, at a time. It consisted mainly of convicts
sentenced by the Commissioner and also to a small extent by ,the Court of
Sessions, upto 1829 by the Special. Commissioner and the Commissioner of
Revenue and Circuit after 1829. A small number sentenced by the Sudder
Nizamut Adawlut also served its term here if not ordered for Alipur, West
Bengal or banished to Meerut or Saharanpur. The jd-deliveries being few and
far between a good number of inmates awaited trial anywhere from one to
two and a half years before they were confirmed or acquitted by the Sudder
Nizamut Adawlut, in heinous crimes. After 1823 they were taken down to
B a r d y or Moradabad for standmg their Sessions mal. The long detention without
trial was more due to a defective jad-delivery system than a fault of local officials.
The inmates were allowed money and not l e t , for sustenance. Their allowances
were at par with those of plains prisoners. T r d mentions that imprisonment
held no terror for the locals due to the over all poverty and income from services
like portage and labour being so low.
Convicts were used in making roads and other public works under
supervision of guard. The subsistence allowance had been prescribed for the
fust time in 1805. The dady allowance was two and a half kutcha pice. Every
year a blanket, a dhoti, a cbudder and turban, twice a year, was provided. Two
mats and two prllows, stuffed with straw, were also gven to the inmates. Old
replaced clothings were burnt and the total expense of all these articles did not
exceed Rs. 3 annually, per prisoner. All in all, the expense on one prisoner came
to about Rs. 17 per annum. The convicts of Barerlly jad were deployed in m a h g
plains road to Bamouri and the d t a r y road Bamouri to Almora. The Nizamut
Adwlut ruled that only convicts below 45 years of age and sentenced for
"banishment" could be sent for labour on-roads in Kumaun. Elltot, one of the
Special Commissioners, had objected to transfer of plains convicts to Kumaun
jail in view of their much more degraded moral ~ t a t e . ~ '

It was a concern for the health of the troops manning Company Kegvnents
which introduced medical and health care in Kumaun. The Almora paturr,
suspected of veneral disease, were collected by Almora Kotwal for medlcal
check-up and treatment. T r d had h e c t e d the Kotwal to confme hu "operations
to the Musalmans and low Hindu" women. The patvrs were report d as
"extremely caste-conscious" and their being sent to the hospital was Ltk ly to
prove highly injurious to their caste if it did not absolutely deprive them of it!
Adequate arrangements were made in the hospital to remove objectionable
features and specially the European-superintendence part of it.

I

The Assistant Surgeon o f the Kumaun Provincial Battalion was paid an
allowance of Rs. 100 per month to look after medcal duties of civil functionaries
and jail inmates. The labouring classes found the air of krai very noxious during
.the unhealthy season. The vdlages with heaps of dung kept close to the houses
and gigantic hemp crops proved conducive to spread Mahamari fever.
Contagious and typhus fevers broke out occasionally, showing rapid and
malignant features of plague, as &d small-pox. The months of November 1827
to August 1828 proved most destructive in the history of Kumaun and Garhwal
accounting for 13,069 deaths due to cholera alone. The number of srrtteo
committed during 1828 was, as a result, one of the largest. Deaths due to wild
beasts averaged 100 every year and self-destruction by the pilgrims on Maha
Panth, beyond Kedarnatb averaged 20 every year. There was no count of
accidents due to fall from rocks etc., which must have been considerable on
the Pilgrim Road in Garhwal. Garhwal was totally unattended by any health
cover and the road condtions were pathetic.
Small-pox was the only disease for the prevention of which vaccinators
were maintained. The Civil Surgeon of Alrnora was authorised to keep a few
vaccinators in 1819, at an expense of 60 wpees per month. Even &us was objected
to and T r d , considering this extremely essential, had to write that he intended
to retain this establishment dl he received a reply from government, on his
reference. T h e Superintending Surgeon of Meerut undertook an annual
inspection round of Kumaun. From 1832 Native Doctors, chosen from native
vaccinators trained at native medical institutions, were provided all over the
Presidency. The fust Native Doctor arrived in Alrnora in February 1833, on a
monthly salary o f 20 per month. Bazar medicines, etc., used in j d s and mtlitary
hospitals, were provided by this Doctor, on a prescription by the Assistant
Surgeon. He was responsible for their consumption and his stocks and expenses
were audited by the Assistant Surgeon. The Commissioner passed the final bills
after authentication by the Assistant Surgeon.
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Cutaneous eruptions of various kinds were prevalent amongst all classes,
leprosy was not as common as in the plains and frting by means of an iton
was used in cases of strains, swelling and rheumatism. Goitre was a most
common disease and while various prescriptions were advised by local
practitioners, Gellur Patta (a kind of neck cloth) was most p0pu1a.r.~~

CHAPTER 3

GEORGE EDWARD GOWAN
Mosley Smith officiated as Commissioner for Kumaun from 30 November
1835 to 6 April 1836. Lt. Col. George Edward Gowan assumed charge of
Kumaun Commissioner on 7 A p d 1836.'Joining d t a r y service as a Lieutenant
on 28 March 1806 he became a Capfain in 1815 and a Major in 1831, Regunent
of Ardlery. He was serving as a Lt. Colonel at Neemuch before joining K ~ a u n . ~
HISgood personal equation with Alexander Ross, Governor of Agra Presidency
in 1836 and paucity of qualified civil servants to serve in the Regulation Provinces
were the main reasons behind appointing a d t a r y officer to the post of a
Commissioner in a non-regulation district.'

SLAVERY IN KUMAUN
The only correspondence of some significance, during Mosley Smith's
incumbency relates to the status of slavery in Kumaun and Garhwal. R.C. Glyn,
the Special Commissioner, it would be recalled, was the first offiual who applied
hunself to and investigated the issue of sale of chtldren, wives and widows, in
Kumaun in 1822. He brought it to the notice of T r d that not merely the practice
of s e h g children but even of grown up persons, by the Kumaunese amongst
one another or to the strangers, had continued even during the new government.
Acknowledging Tr&s "anxious exertions to abolish the barbarous practice" Glyn
had desired to know the possibhty of its total ban. The Supreme Government
had also examined Glyn's report on the C i d and Criminal Administration of
Kumaun and passed certain directions whlch have been noted in the last ~ h a p t e r . ~
Lt. Col. Young, the Superintendent of Dehra Dun, who was also the Political
Agent for the affairs of the Tehri State, brought to the notice of Government the
prevalent practice of trafficking in slaves in T e h as well as in Kumaun. Forwarding
his proceedngs to the Government of a case origmating with an application
from one Ultul for restoration of five slaves, Lt. Col. Young expressed his doubts
regarding the legality of the practice of sale of chddren and slaves existing in
Tehri and Kumaun. The custom of permitting Brahmins to purchase the so
called lower caste people for cultivation of their lands, according to him, was
also liable to gross abuse as it also encouraged prostitution or sale of women for
the vilest purposes.
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Kuzoo and his wife KaL, both belongmg to lower castes, had been sold by
Kuzoo's father during the Gorkha rule to Bhopalu for seventeen rupee Kutchha.
For thirty-three years they cultivated the land of their master and five months ago
Bhopalu had sold them to Ultul for 180 Rupees. Due to ill-treatment by Ultul theV
&d not want to stay with hun and fled to Dehra Dun. Setting Kuzoo, KaL and
their three young chddren free, Col. Young enquired from Raja Sudarshan Shah as
to how slavery had been permitted inside hts territory.
The Raja informed Col. Young that since the advent of the British he had
prohibited sale of slaves for the purpose of being taken out of Tehri. Lower caste
persons, however, were allowed to be purchased and transferred by sale from one
master to other, for the purpose of cultivation, which was carried on solely by the
lower caste people. As no labourers of any other caste were available in Tehri if
h s practice were to be abolished all cultivation was very k e l y to cease. The Raja
informed that this practice was not peculiar to his State only but was in practice
prevalent both to the west as well as to the east of hts state. Shore and Tradl, both
had allowed continuation of the practice, the Raja informed the Superintendent.
Col. Young annexed a letter sent by T r d to Raja Sudarshan Shah in which
the latter was informed that a young girl purchased by two prostitutes of Tehri
could not be sent to them, as it was against the orders to sell a slave to any person
residing in another district. In the same letter T r d had admitted that sale of
slaves w i t h Kumaun was not prohtbited provided that they were not taken out
of the district and that it was well known that in accordance with this rule thousand
of children, of both sexes, were annually sold and that without paying money a
wife could not be secured. These two customs, the letter pointed out, were not
prohibited by the British Government, if the slaves in question were not taken
down to the plains.
As this reply of T r d to the Raja, copy of which was sent by the Raja to Col.
Young as a proof, did not bear the seal or signature of T r d , Col. Young sent a
letter to T r d for its confumation. T r d confvrning the contents of hls address
to the Raja, added in his communication of 2 July, 1935, that this custom prevailed
from time immemorial and this h n d of slavery was not prohibited by the British
Government except in the instance of a husband dsposing of hls own wife to
another or the sale of a widow.
Mosley Smith was sent a set of all these papers and robkaris (proceedings)
drawn by Col. Young and was asked by the Government to submit a detailed
report.
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"Slavery", reported Smith, "in Kumaun appeared to be heredituy. There
were two distinct classes of slaves, namely, household slaves and slaves h p t for
cultivation of land. The former were Rajputs and the latter Dooms @crsonr
belong~ngto low castes). The practice appeared to be very old and the slaves
were dependent on their owners for food, clothmg, lodgmg and marnage expenses
The purchasers engaged such persons for carrying on cultivation, as well as the
purchase of females for the purpose of prostitution, were snll common and had
never been prohibited. Such transactions were accompanied by a sale-deed. The
cogillzance of slavery by the Kumaunees Courts was lmted, to the cases where
sale of individuals by their parents was involved. The c l m s for freedom or
servitude were heard lrke other suit^."^
Chrldren seized by the Gorkhas for arrears of rent were set free as the custom
had been prohbited by the Nepal Government. Transfer of slaves from one
owner to another took place with the consent of slaves. Complaints on the part
of slaves were rare from which it was inferred that they received humane treatment
from their masters.
The three types of sales whch atttacted penal provisions were:

(i)
The sale of wives by their husbands,
i ) the sale o t widows by the heirs and relations of the deceased husband, and

(ii the sale of chrldren for the purpose of being taken out of the hills into some
other districts.
As the practice of slavery was not countenanced by the Government Mosley
Smith solicited instructions for his future gudance. He recommended setting the
slaves at liberty gradually as the degree of civlhation reached by the society did
not warrant their immediate and unqualtfied enfranchisement. To them, in hls
view, it was Uely to prove of questionable benefit whrle it was also bound to
affect a large number of land owners in various ways.'
In order to understand the whole problem especially the nature of claims for
service and claims for freedom, Mosley Smith called for case files of two-three
cases of each category. Along with these records Smith sent a form of execution
exemplifying the mode in which decrees for slaves were enforced and brought it
to the notice that where a freedom was decreed by a court no enforcement of the
order was required, as a copy of the decree alone was considered adequate to
ensure the manumitted party from further claims.
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The Government ordered that in future no suits, either for restoration of
slaves or for enforcement of slavery, were to be received by the Courts under the
Commissioner of Kwnaun.'

Land Revenue Settlement
Extension of land revenue settlement to a duration of 20 years was the burning
question of the day on which Boulderson, the Baredly Commissioner, asked for
Gowan's clear recommendation. Alluding to T r d ' s origmal settlement report of
December 23,1833, Boulderson hmted that the late Commissioner T r d perhaps
himself considered a longer settlement feasible in some of the old and inhabited
parganas. Emphasizing the need for a "perfectly satisfactory" reply, Boulderson
advised him to consult Mosley Smith who had completed six years in Kurnaun,
Trdl's public and private letters and opinion of local intelligent officers in
preparation of his reply.8
Shadewell Morely Boulderson, as Commissioner of Gorakhpur in 1832-34,
had already come in conflict with R.M. Bird. S.M. Bounderson and h s younger
brother Henry Smith Boulderson along with a host of other officers like G.R.
Clerk, John Willlam Kaye, Henry Lawrence and F.C. Robinson, held a view totally
opposite to Bird and Thomason on the question of Taluqdari."
The Suder Board of Revenue, with R.M. Bird at the helm of affairs, was not
prepared to accept T r d ' s objections against an extended period of settlement
and reiterated their view that long leases and moderate rents were in fact the very
measures, best suited to counteract the grounds, which in T r d ' s views made their
introduction objectionable. The SBR in fact asked for time from the Government
to convince Kumaun Commissioner accept at least a partial extension of the new
measure."' Hitherto the settlements had been annual, triennial and maximum
quinquennial.
Blissfully unaware of both, i.e., the ongoing dvergent views held by Boulderson
and Bird on the most crucial issues of the day, revenue settlement and the seriousness
with whlch revenue settlement under Regulation IX of 1833 was being pushed all
over the Presidency, all Gowan did was to collect the views of all Tehsildars.
Boulderson very acutely missed absence of Trail1 and h s intimate knowledge of
the country and severely lamented the fact that a reply to the queries could not be
obtained from hun while he was s d in Kumaun. O n the basis of reports sent in
by the Tehsildars, Gowan reported unwrllrngness of Kah Kumaun Zamindars for
engagements over five years and partial w a n g n e s s of Askot Zarnindars for
settlement upto ten years. In Garhwal, wMe the Zarnindars of Choundkot, Ganga
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Sulan, Tulla Sulan and pargana Painkhanda h?d expressed their rePdvleas to mkge
for next twenty years, Gowan could secure no definite response from Buahsyun,
Nagpur, Chandpur, Dewalgarh and Mulla Sulan. Commissioner Gowan
accordmgly inferred that the majority of the Zamindar of Kumaun and Garhwd
were opposed to a long term settlement."
Boulderson expressed h s unhappiness over such a perfunctory reply as no
defrnite reasons had been advanced for the assumed aversion of the Kumaunese
land-holders. Careful reduction by T r d in revenue assessments and the markcd
punctuality with w h c h the past assessments had been paid during the past two
decades, Boulderson informed Gowan, on the contrary lead one to belreve that it
might perhaps be beneficial for the land-holders to hold-on to the present
assessment. Frustrated Boulderson advised Gowan to consult Mosley Smith on
the issue as the latter had been in Kurnaun now for almost six years.I2
To this Gowan replied very naively that he considered h s e l f to have been
called upon merely to ascertain the wishes of the landholders and was not aware
that he was also expected to find out reasons for not agreeing with the new t u m r
of settlement. Consultations with Mosley Smith was ruled out on the ground that
T r d had never taken any revenue work from h s Assistants and Gowan added
that Smith had "never quitted Alrnora or its itnrnedate vicinity" during h s entire
stay in Kurnaun.
The general result of the convas.sing, Gowan pointed out, was unfavourable
to any settlement over ten years. As more than four months had elapsed since the
query made by the SBR Gowan requested to Boulderson to fonvard a substance
of his recommendation to the Board. Besides this delay the appropriate time for
making a new settlement was also fast a p p r o a c h g as it had to be done before a
large number of land-holders left for the Bhabar in October."
So, a new settlement, as Gowan called it, was indeed formed but during his
Almora visit of February 1837, R.M. Bird, the Senior Member Suder Board of
Revenue rejected it outright. Gowan was instead asked to condnue the present
demand, i.e., the hghest of T r d ' s last quinquennial of 1833 for another year and
during whlch Kumaun revenue authorities were to make concreted efforts to
convince the Zarnindars of the great benefit whch was k e l y to accrue to them
from a long term settlement of twenty or forty years.14
It appears rather strange that in the face of such clev evidence and Batten's
readily available printed report Atkinson should have numbered Batten's settlement
as the ninth whereas it was actually the eighth. Interestingly, such a patent mistake
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has been faithfully repeated by several scholars of repute and continues to be
repeated in published and unpublished, o f f i d and unofficial works.15A fullchapter
on Batten's Eighth settlement and explicit numbering of subsequent settlements
of Kumaun and Garhwal should would now set this mistake q h t . Ninth settlement
of Garhwal and Kumaon was completed by James 0. Beckett and the Tenth
settlement of Garhwal by E.K. Pauw, sets this record straight.

RELATIONS WITH ARMY
Civll-Army relations have always been considered a delicate subject, requiring
close understanding of each other's needs and priorities, co-operation and suitable
appreciation of rank and status. We have seen how uncertainties relating to
availabibty of food-grains for the troops and local policy relating to the labouting
classes had kept this relationship very strained at its very best. Now, appointment
of a much junior d t a r y officer, as the highest civil authority in the province,
added yet another dimension to this already volattle inter-face.
Not surprisingly, within two months of Gowan's assuming his charge, Col.
Andree, the Officer Cornrnandmg in Kumaun, reported to the Army Headquarters
details of a sensational murder of an army Jemadar and an extraordmary decision
of the Commissioner, setting free all the prisoners whom Col. Andree considered
as implicated in the said murder. In the Court of Inquiry, according to Col. Andree,
all the accused persons had been, by and large, identified, but due to an unfortunate
delay in the proceedmgs held at the Commissioner's Court, the main witness turned
round and gave a totally opposite evidence which werit in favour of the alleged
culprits. This judgement gven by Gowan appeared to Col. Andree so extraordinary
that he brought the entire matter to the notice of the Army Headquarters. Locally,
heated exchange of letters took place between the civil and d t a r y officials prior
to and after the sensational trial." Not to be left behind Gowan communicated
his version of the story to the Commander-in-Chef.
The Army Headquarters informed Gowan that as the Civil Officer of Kurnaun
he was not under the jurisdiction of the Commander-in-Chief and the entire
matter was being placed for the examination of the Governor General in Council.
He was also advised that he too should transmit himself the proceedings of hls
Court, which had reference to the several solders of the 7th Native Infantry, to
Calcutta." Gowan was also sent a copy of the letter whlch had been sent by the
Army Headquarters to communicated by the Commander-in-Chief over the
conduct of two officers of the rank and experience of Col. Andree and Lt. Col.
Gowan. He lamented the fact that both the officers should have faded to conduct

an invesagation into the circumstances of a foul murder without the &cord and
personal disagreement, which their correspondence developed. The Chief
considered one paragraph in a reply of Lt. Col. Gowan as uncalled for as it was
"addressed to a much senior officer by a junior officer (although the junior wu
the Civil Commissioner) and was k e l y enough to produce the result whch
followed."
Major General Ramsay was asked to resolve the issue and a Court M m h d
was ordered for invesagating the charges agmst the European Officers mentioned
in the petition addressed to Gowan by the Sepoys. The Commander-in-Chief
held Lt. Col. Gowan primarily responsible for causing the entire controversy over
the murder.'' The Supreme Government also found fault with the conduct of L t
Col. Gowan for having become the channel of transmitting the complaints of
native soldiers against the Commanding Officer of their Regment to the
Commander-in-Chief, unbecoming of a Civd functionary. He was directed "to
discontinue the correspondence with Col. Andree on a subject on whch both the
parties have evinced such a decided want of that cordrality of feelulg whch should
invariably mark the conduct of officers in their respective situation.""
In yet another case lack of co-ordmation and understandmg was exhibited in
Kah Kurnaun by Edward Thomas, the Assistant sent to that dvision in January in
1837, and Captain Moody, the Officer Commanding at Lohaghat. Due to shortage
of food grains to w h c h the eastern part of Kumaun was prone, Sudder Board of
Revenue's instructions were not being strictly followed and the local Chaudhury
indulged in certain unwarranted practices. However, a relations between Thomas
and Capt. Moody soon deteriorated into an exchange of allegations and counterallegations. Thomas, unsuccessful in securing support from h s superior had to
tender a written apology whch indulged soured local c i d - d t a r y relations fur the^.^
Mosley Smith left Kumaun in September 1836 for Meerut and was replaced
in Garhwal by John Hallet Batten on 15 October, 1836.2'Captain Stuart Corbett,
Commanding the Kurnaun Provincial Battallon since 1829, did not pull on well
with Batten, as he believed that it was Batten who was responsible f o i
recornrnendng abolition of the Kumaun Provincial Battalron. Lt. Col. Gowan
himself did not take it kindly to be snubbed by R.M. Bird and Batten being entrusted
with the land settlement work of both Garhwal and Kumaun. For one year Batten
had also behaved as if he was totally independent of Gowan for the revenue and
settlement operations of Garhwal. So, it was not without a sense of vicarious
pleasure that in April 1838 Captain Corbett forwarded a written communication
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about a rumour of Batten having maltreated severil persons and one of them
having died three days thereafter.22For the next one and a half months it was a
p o d gnst for the European community gossip d of Almora and Hawalbagh.
Gowan's correspondence and notes indcate that Captain Corbett embellished
and repeated the alleged incident to such an extent that a majority of European
community in Almora and Hawalbagh started believing in the manslaughter-story.
Ultimately, one and a half months later Captain Corbett wrote back to Gowan
confirming that the rumour was without any foundation. Gowan reprimanded
Captain Corbett, typically first of having withheld a written communication about
the alleged manslaughter (whch Gowan believed had come during h s absence
from the headquarters), and later, after it was found to have been baseless, of
encouragmg rumour-mongering a p s t a colleague.23
In January 1837 Col. Andree sent down some soldiers to collect beef from
Bamouri for the use of European residents of Almora. A near riotous situation
developed when a hostde mob prevented the solders from lulling the bullocks
with the help of local butchers. Col. Andree sought c i d intervention, as there had
been no earlier objection and requested Gowan that necrssary instruction be issued
to the thanadar of Bamouri.
Gowan entrusted the e n q u q to Captain Corbett and prohibited slaughter of
cattle dl the completion of the e n q q ordered. The butchers and some of the
leaders of the mob w h c h had collected were arrested and sent up to Almora.
The butchers took shelter in Col. Andree's compound. Once inside the Cantonment
the butchers again N e d one bullock. This was also stopped and the remaining
seven bullocks were distributed amongst Col. Andree's men on the assurance that
no more cattle would be slaughtered. The butchers were sent down to Bamouri
under a guard ensuring their safe conduct out of the province.
Col. Andree quoted a letter of 14 December, 1814, relating to the kdlmg of
bullocks, whlch mentioned that slaughtering of cattle is highly revolting to the
feelings of the Kumaunese. T h s sentiment, the letter said, should be respected
and the cattle should not be N e d , if sheep and goats could be procured for the
troops. The other paper which could be traced during the enquiry was of
November 1830, in whch Dr. Bell, the Assistant Surgeon, had been called upon
by T r d to glve a security that he would not N h e withrn the h t s of the
province.
In h s report to the Government Gowan mentioned that undoubtedly T r d
and a few others d d slaughter bullocks but they did it privately and withrn their
own compounds and it was mentioned that the feehgs qf the inhabitants of
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Kurnaun were as strong agarnst the practice as they had every been. Thra fact, he
added, could be proved by the number of representations whch had been received
on the present occasion and which had created such a great sensation that it
continued to prevatl even after passage of a fortntght after the inudent. Gowm
h s e l f considered it highly unreasonable that for the mere gratification of a few
the f e e h g of so many should have been outraged. He suggested that if the
European sall considered it necessary to eat beef they could procure it fresh from
BareiUy and Moradabad, packed in baskets, without the Hindus knowing a n y h g
about it. He, however, agreed with Col. Andree's suggestion that the rule of
practice should be further clarified and should remain c ~ n s i s t e n tSlaughter
.~
of
kule for troops was restricted to the cantonment h t s in March, 1837.25
Evidence available does not sustain the contention of some scholars that
T r d had permitted cow-slaughter in Kurnaun.=
The communication gap between the civd and the army authorities and lack
of anticipation on behalf of the former of agricultural prospects of the province
resulted in a severe food grain shortage in Alrnora. Almost dady SOSs were sent
by Gowan to Davidson, Baredly Commissioner during August, 1838. From the
seasonal point of view it was most inopportune as not many merchants were
ready to carry food grains during the unhealthy season through the Turai. The
Baredly Commissioner had to duect the Magistrate of Moradabad to seize carriages
for the transport of grain and literally push it to the Barnouri pass by forced
marches. Davidson communicated his unhappiness over inabihty of Gowan to
anticipate the crisis and bring the whole matter to his notice when the season
permitted of an easy and ready supply. As much as 1,247 maunds of food grains
were imported into Kumaun in August, 1838 from Baredly. This incidentally was
the first ever import of food grains from the plains to the h.tll~.~'
Kumaud Provincial Battalion whch was raised at the time of the occupation
of Kurnaun and p r i m d y deployed on miscellaneous police and guard duties
was now proposed to be put under drtect d t a q control. By January 1838
separate arrangements had been made to improve policing of the Turai Particulars
related to deployment of Kumaun Provincial Battahon in March 1838 are p e n
in Table XI.
The grounds w h c h were forwarded by Gowan for its further retention were
considered by the Government as "military in its nature". Gowan was also
reprimanded for expressing his opinion on a d t a r y matter, even though writing
in a civil capacity, whch was "at variance with what, [he] must have been aware,
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was held by the hlghest Mhtary Authority in the Country." Gowan's opinion had
attracted strong reprobation of the Commander-in-Chief and he was warned
for h s in&suetion and asked to be careful in avoiding its recurrence.

Table XI :Details of Station Line, Regimental Guards,etc. K.P. Bn.
Pniod
of Change

Guard & Ordcrlier

Monthly

1.Jail Guard, Hawal Bag
2. JdGuard Almora
3. Treasury Guard, Almora
4. Bazar Guard, Almora

1
1
1

1. Quarter & Rear Guard.
2. Magame Guard
3. Bazar Guard
4. Hospital Guard
5. Bells of Arms

1

Daily

Night Gd.

Weekly

Dug

O/j: Naik

Dmmmer

StpV

I
2
.I
1

-

20
36
24

-

14

1
1

1

18

Hati/

1. Comrndg. Off. Orderly
2. Cornmdg. Officer
I. Hospital
2. Adjut. & Order Book

-

1

1
I
1
1

4

-

1
1

-

5
5
8

-

4
2

-

1
-

-

1
-

-

-

2

Kumaun Provincial Battalon for the last twenty-five years under the control
of Kumaun Commissioner was transferred' to the d t a r y department on 9
November, 1838.28

VISIT OF R.M. BIRD
"Kumaun being a remote province, seldom visited by any superior authority,"
wrote Bird, "it appears to me proper to put on record such matters as came
under my observation during my visit there, although not immediately connected
with our own department, for the information of the Government ... [and] .... as
the people are too ignorant to know anythmg of our mode of dviding business
into departments... petitions on every possible subject revenue and judicial cia1
criminal, and political, were pressed upon me, arid the matter brought forward in
these petitions fust attracted my attention to many points of enquiry."29
Bird's Note on the Administration of Kumaun has been made use of by
Atkinson. It is, however, doubtful whether any subsequent scholar had the benefit

of examining the full text of the report. Some confusion about the adrniniauative
history of this period is undoubtedly created by Whalley-Ahson stlttment on
implementation of Regulation X of 1817, whch is confounded further by dadministration of Lt. Col. Gowan, the subject matterDtomany points o f e n q u y "
by R.M. Bird. An absence of deeper examination of Lt. Col. go wan'^
administration of almost three years h k e d with the dwelopments in s e v d
departments, has also been responsible for its rnis-application by some scholusm
A simple readmg of paragraphs 30 to 35 of the main text gives out the burden of
the report and para 29 calls for examination of post-visit correspondence between
the Secretary, Judicial Department, the Register of Suder Nizarnat Adawlut and
the advise tendered by J. Thomason, Secretary to Lt. Governor, N.WP., to Lt.
Col. Gowan. Atktnson, who had access to Bird's full text, does throw a hmt when
he states that Bird was "pardonably influenced by the insubordmation of the
Commissioner [Gowan] in judging both of the past and b e present" but thrs hmt
could not be taken up by the later scholars who obviously &d not care to consult
the main report with the available evidence in records."

To understand the impact of Bird's note on the administration of Kurnaun it
is imperative to know a little about R.M. Bird rated as a k h l y successful c i w h
who speeded up stalled settlements. R.M. Bird had passed out from Harlebury
College in 1807, served the Suder Diwani and Nizamut Adawlut in 1810 and in
judicial service at Benares and Gazipur. He became the Judge of Gorakhpur in
1826 and its first Divisional Commissioner in 1829. Due to hls specidsation in
revenue matters he became the Senior Member of the Suder Board of Revenue,
Allahabad, in 1832. After the famous Conference of Allahabad presided by Lord
Bentinck he exercised absolute control over the Survey and Revenue Settlement
operations of the N.WP. during the next decade.
As Gorakhpur Commissioner be was imperious, guiding such men as Edward
Curie, J. Armstrong and J. Thornton whch d d not go down well with thek
irnrnedate seniors hke Shadewell Motley Boulderson. Bird served as a h k betheorists like Holt Machkenzie who developed Regulation VII of 1822, and
Thomason who consolidated what has been designated as a the school of 'prolevellers', and completed the settlement based on Regulation IX of 1833. By
1837, Bird was able to pull together officers lrke F. Curie, E.A. Reade, John and
Edward Thornton, J. Thomason and H.C. Tucker, H.M. Elliot, John Lawrence
and a host of others, as his model Settlement Officers and Collectors. O n Bird's
retirement in 1842 it was Thomason who took over the master's role. After 1843,
when Thomason became Lt. Governor of the N.WP., dlh s death in 1853, nearly
every covenanted civil servant h k e d h s fortune with Thomason.'*
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It is not difficult to visualize an imperious Bkd with more than t h t y yearss
j u d i d cum revenue experience and virtually the think-tank behind Regulation IX,
1833 relentlessly p u r s i n g settlement-operations by h s personal supervision durhg
his "cold-weather" tours, confronting an overbearing, insubordinate, Lt. Colonel
o f the army who was a total stranger to revenue, civil and judicial administration.
Read in context the above background Bird's report on Kumaun-Administration
is truly masterly, as Atktnson says, and it paved the way for Gowan's exist and
opened the door for the so-called "mainstream" administration of B e n p l
Presidency and North Western Provinces.
Bird's thirty- five paragraphs long minute dealt with subjects k e Settlement,
Record Keeping, European Establishment, an htherto u n f a d a r post of Kumaun
Commissioner and his Assistants, dtstribution of Judicial work, a review of all
Civil cases decided by Col. Gowan, Native Establishment, Turai Police and ahed
aspects of administration of Turai, Criminal administration and above all the
need to place Kumaun under the Suder Board. and the local Government.
Essentially, Bird made the following sixteen major suggestions to the Government:

(1)

Settlement operations under Regulation IX, 1833 of both Garhwal and
Kumaun, in that order, were to be conducted by John Hallet Batten, the
Assistant in Garhwal under the direct supervision and control of Revenue
and Circuit Commissioner of Baredly,

(11)

the English and Native record-keeping arrangements needed an immediate
and complete overhaul,

(iii)

the number of European Officers in Kurnaun, i.e., four, was disproportionate
to the revenue of the province, only Rupees 2.34 lakhs,

(iv)

the post of Kumaun Commissioner was one of undefmed powers whlch
needed to be placed on a regular footing,

(v)

Captain Corbett, the Commandant cum Assis tan t, could assist the Kumaun
Commissioner and Thomas could be placed under Batten in Garhwal,

(vi)

Lt. Col. Gowan in consultation with B a r d y Commissioner was to distribute
work between himself and Capt. Corbett,

(vii) young officers, in general, were not be sent to hdls directly on appointment
to the civil service and they were to be made to rough-it-out in the plains
before they are sent to the hllls,

(viii) the title of Kumaun Commissioner was' a bit confusing. Mr. Trail1 was
empowered with some special powers d u e to peculiar qualifications
possessed by him for its administration. It was now time to bring it down
to those of a District Collector, Magstrate and Zdla Judge,
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(ix)

Baredly Commissioner was to be given appellate powers and he was visit
Almora, make a catalogue of civil cases decided by the present
Commissioner of Kumaun and certify cases whch required specd notice
of the Suder Diwani Adawlut. The latter Court was also to call for detvls
of such cases, as it deemed fit,

(x)

the civll decisions of the Kumaun authorities needed to be immediately put
under some person experienced in j u d c d affairs,

(xi)the Native Establishment also required to be suitably reorganized. Barally
Commissioner, in consultation with Kumaun Commissioner, was to prepare
a schedule of moderate establrshment, on a proper scale of pay. T h e whole
of Tulubana receipts were to be deposited in the government treasury,
(xii]

the Turai-police was to be reorganized. Imperfect control was bemg exercised
by the hdl authorities. A special magistrate was required be appointed for
the Turai with adequate establishment, including a strong force of horses
under his orders, and possessing joint jurisdction with all the Magistrates of
Rohilkhand. From April to October he was to choose his own residence in
anyone of the neighbouring dstricts but from November to March he was
to be in the imrnedate vicinity of the forests,

(xiiii the regular troops were of no avad for the Turai, as the protection provided
by them did not extend further than the range of their muskets,
(xiv) the Turai deserved to be considered to belong to the plains and not to the
hills. Its revenue admmstration was recommended to be placed under the
Collectors of the adjoining dstricts. Commissioner Baredly and Magistrate
of Rohdkhand were required to furnish to the Government all necessary
details, for a decision on the subject,

(xv) for the civil administration of Kumaun a brief Code, as prescribed for
Assam, was to be drawn up; powers of the civil authorities d e f i e d and
regular periodical reports furnished to the Suder Diwani Adawlut, and
( m i giving a summary of a suit tied by Assistant Thomas and an appeal filed by
the defendants heard by Lt. Col. Gowan, Bird observed how the p h t i f f
was sentenced by the latter officer for five years in prison with labour in
irons and the witnesses to two year imprisonment in a h e manner. Bird
observed that the general root of the e d s whch prevailed lay in gmng
uncontrolled powers to those whose fitness for its use had not been tested
beforehand. 33

Ths Tour Note was an unequivocal condemnation of Lt. Colonel Gowan's
admirustration owing to his in experience of civil and judicd in experience. As it
came from one of the senior most civil servant it received wide publicity and later
got misquoted as a condemnation of the entire period of British rule. The
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suggestions contained in Bird's note were both of short-term and long-term
significance. Some policy issues, put forth in typically Bird-fashion, like the one on
the Turai or the one about not sending young officers directly to the hrll-&stricts
are highly debatable and to thls day the last word has not been pronounced on
either of them. Several suggestions were immediately carried through and action
on some of them was commenced by the related department/organisation. The
local administration of Kumaun was certainly put into a higher gear, for soon
after Bird's departure from Almora, Lt. Col. Gowan applied for a copy each of
Regulation IX, 1833, letter No. 40 of SBR on the Regulation and the Circular
Order on Thornton's Plan of sethng boundary disputes, etc., and other related
papers on settlement.34

CRIMINAL, CIVIL AND POLICE ADMINISTRATION
Bird during the course of his Almora visit asked Gowan to submit a detded
report to the Government on the present administration of Kumaun in the Civil
and Criminal Justice Departments. The report sent by Gowan in March 1837 was
primanly based on the various memorandums left behind by T r d and this report
also summarises the state of affairs as they stood on the eve of T r d ' s departure
from Kumaun.
Murder and theft were sttll very rare although almost all other crimes were
reported as being on the increase. The total number of criminals confrned in the
Alrnora Jad in January 1837 was 142. Table XI1 gives a comparative position of
crime compared with the year 1821.
The decoities were reported from the Bhabar and the Turai only, all perpetrated
by robbers from the neighbouring dstricts of Rohdkhand. Complaints against
individual for sorcery and witchcraft were very common. Often cases of unusual
or sudden sickness and mortality were ascribed to witchcraft, and murders were
committed on suspicion of having occasioned such calamities.

Table XII :Compamtive position ofCrime in 1821 and 1837
Number o f Crimes
Murder
Decoity
Thefts
Forgery & Perjury
Adultery

Petty thefts & receiving
Stolen property
Assaults, defamation &
other petty misdemeanors
Affrays with wounding
Petty affrays
Selling & hdnapping women

34

-

7
8
21
7

Total

75

139

Commissioner Gowan reported that the period of imprisonment rarely
exceeded two or three years but there were instances of T r d having sentenced
offenders to even seven year imprisonment. The only Regulation whch had wer
been recognized was Regulation X of 1817. Out of the three Assistants to
Commissioner, Batten and Thomas belonged to the C i d Services whde the third,
Captain Corbett, Commandant Kumaun Provincial Battahon, belonged to the
Army. Capt. Corbett held his Court at Hawalbagh and tried all such cases which
were made over to him by Commissioner Gowan, for the Huzoor Tehsil or the
central parganahs. During the Commissioner's absence from the Suder he also
held charge of the Treasury and the Suder Station generally. Thomas resided at
Alrnora and tried cases relating to Kah Kumaun or the eastern parganahs. No
appeals lay beyond the Commissioner's Court and his decision was final.35
The Government had, however, received complamts that "persons in Kurnaun
[were] apprehended, retained in jad and worked for years upon the roads, not
only unsentenced or untried but even without any recorded charge." Gowan was
asked to submit the grounds for such allegations reachmg the Lt. Governor and
provide d e t d s of any instances of the nature whch may have occurred during h s
administration or come to hls knowledge otherwise. He was specifically asked to
state the scale of punishments attached to crimes of a less degree than those
specified in Regulation X of 1817 and the instruction under whch these punishments
were awarded." Reviewing the Annual Police Report for 1836 the Lt. Governor
observed that Kumaun had hitherto not been considered subordinate to the
Commissioner of Rohilkhand Division. The statements submitted were so
incomplete that they faded to provide any criterion of the state of the police.
Steps were afoot, Gowan added, to place the entire police administration on an
entirely new footing."
The Suder Diwani Adawlut, in reply to a reference made by Gowan, informed
him that the SDA had no jurisdiction over civil matters in Kurnaun. He was
directed to make hls references to the Lt. Governor on the issues relating to the
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administration of civd j~stice.~"
By December 1837 the Suder Nizamaut Adawlut
(SPJA)was able to their investigations of "the five civd cases tried by Commissioner
Gowan" which were referred to them by Commissioner of Rohilkhand on the
direction of R.M. Bird. The cases were sent to the Suder Court for revision and
amendment but the Court questioned their own power to alter the Comrnissi~ner'~
decisions and final orders were ultimately passed by the Lt. Governor on the
Court's report. T h s is the only instance of its type, i.e., where the appealed cases
from Kumaun had to be dealt in this manner. A special appeal was allowed from
the Commissioner's decisions to the Suder Diwani Adawlut, under Act X, 1838,
(Sec. 4, Clause 4, Kurnaun Civil R~les).~"nall these cases, viz., Kurku vrs. Jumna,
Jeevanand Pant vrs. K h Singh Lulluva vrs. Natthu, etc., it was discovered that
"the plaintiffs having failed to establish their claims in the civil court [they were]
treated and punished as criminals!" In some of the cases the witnesses of the
plaintiffs had been considered by the Commissioner as accomplices and awarded
s d a r punishments. The sentences awarded to the plaintiffs and witnesses were
as heavy as five years with labour. It was noticed that nothing in the shape of a trial
was held.40Bringing these serious irregularities to the notice of Gowan, Thomason
observed that "the result of this investigation wdl not fad to impress upon Firn]
the importance of observing greater caution and regularity in future in F s ] criminal
proceedmgs." A s h g hun to keep his cia1 and criminal proceedings entirely dstinct
and to take particular care in, not assuming that "the fadure to substantiate a civil
claim, necessarily [involved] criminality, in the assertion of the claim."" Bird's
doubts regarding Gowan's fitness to hold the civil charge were thus amply
substantiated by the inqlllry conducted by SDNA.
Police administration of the Turai-Bhabar during early months of 1837 had
become exceedingly vulnerable. Magistrates of Bijnor, Saharanpur and Dehradun
reported several daring dacoities and in May 1837 sensational docoities were
committed at Bheegoura and hshikesh. Both the thanas of Chandi and Kotdwara
had become totally helpless and especially after the withdrawal of the guards of
Kumaun Provincial Battalion, "the decoities had been dady increasing in violence
and impunity." Garhwal valleys and forests had become hiding places for the
bandits. T h e alarm caused by these dacoities seriously impeded agricultural
operations in the entire belt and Batten acknowledged his "utter impotence to
assist the Plain's Magistrates". The condition of the Kumaun Turai was not much
different. The guards of the Local Battalion provided to the thanas between the
Kali and the Ganga could at best provide protection at the thanas themselves to
those seehng safety and shelter there. Some of the "worst decoities and murders
committed within short distances of these police posts proved total inefficiency
of these guards. The fear of decoits combined with the fear of death from

jungle-fever seemed to paralyze the energes of the mountain-guards as t h q were
totally unaccustomed to the kind of crimes committed by the Turai bandits. Battm
favoured handlng over the entire jungle-tract, upto the foot-Ms, to the P h ' s
Mag~strate.~'
Criminal administration during 1836- 38 seems to have reached irs nadu. One
murder in Naya Chukata in 1836, five murders respectively at Peepal Rrao, Tub
Des, Dharchula, Tanda and Puttin in 1837 and one murder in 1838 had been
committed in which the murderers could not be apprehended. Dacoities in forests,
murders of traders and dlsputes over land were the main causes for commimng
heinous crimes. Only six murders during h o s t twenty years of T r d ' s rule and
eleven murders during nine years of Lushington's rule, in which the perpetrators
of crime could not be apprehended, presents the sense of insecurity whch these
sensational crimes must have generated in the minds of M-people, generally
considered a peaceable lot."
Inadequate and ineffective policing of the Turai-Bhabar compelled the
merchants of Almora and Haldwani to engage private-guards to protect their
person and merchandue. Batten believed that these private-guards were in league
with the bandits either "by ensuring the safety of some travellers at the expense of
others" or by acting as informers allowing the actual decoits to escape. "Himrnat
Khan", concluded Batten, "who undertakes by an agreement, enforced in Almora
Courts, to give security to as many as employ hun agarnst robbers and violence,
must either be a most patriotic person, or in league with the robbers, as h s
remuneration was quite inadequate to provide a force equal to the duties he
undertakes and he must therefore, spend his own resources in t h s underdung, or
his treaty with the bandtry enables him to fulfil partially all his agreements with the
traders at Haldwani, at the expense of great crimes elsewhere and great injustice
to the really innocent."44
Deeply concerned with the ever deteriorating condtions in the Turai, Lord
Auckland, the Governor General of India, convened a conference at Mordabad
on 29th January 1838, on the subject of police in the Turai. It was attended by T.J.
Turner, Commissioner Rohilkhand, Okeden, Magistrate,' and Collector,
Shahjehanpur and Judge of Moradabad, WW Blunt, Magistrate of Moradabad,
and WR.K. Dick, Magistrate and Collector of Bijnor. As decided in the conference,
Commissioner Rohilkhand was directed to coordinate and assist the Kurnaon
Commissioner and the Magistrates of Moradabad, Bijnor and Pilibhit rearrange
the h t s of their jurisdictions, according to the following plan.4s
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(i) the entire Turai attached to Garhwal, including Chand, Kotri and Pa& Duns,
under the jurisdiction of h d thaplas of Chandi and Kotdwara, were now
made part of Bijnor district,
the parganas of Thakurdwara, Kashpur, Jaspur and Bajpur, whch had htherto
formed part of Thakurdwara Joint Magistracy, were now added to
Moradabad, with as much. of the Garhwal and Kumaun-Turai whch lay
adjoining to these Parganas." Part or whole of this part was so far considered
attached to the h.ill thana of Kota, and

(hi the parganas of Gadarpur, Rudrapur and' Ktlpuri, with the Turai of Kumaun
opposite this entire h e , so far attached to the police thanas of Bamouri and
Bhun Tal, were now annexed to Phbhlt &strict.
It was left to Turner's dscretion "to assume and determine suitable stations in
the U s to which the neighbouring police of turai [could] fall back, during the
unhealthy season, for the better management of turai." He was, however, instructed
to carefully assure that "on no account, [this rearrangement] should expose the
inhabitant of the U s to any unnecessary vexation from requisitions to attend on
the Magstrates in the Plains, from the 15 April to 15th November." All summons
by the Plains' Magstrate to the hill-residents were expressly prohibited during h s
period and investigations were now to be conducted by the Hdl authorities. This
was to be made well-known to all concerned and the public with the help of a
public proclamation.
In addition to mahng Turner personally responsible for the execution of
these orders he was also asked to suggest "any other measures, roads, avenues
through the jungles, etc., for promoting security in the turai." Services of Lt.
Anderson who was conducting survey of Bijnor preparatory to the excavation
of canals for irrigation were also made available to hun. The Suder Boards were
also to make necessary fiscal re-adjustments, post-facto, to the new Magsterial
divisions of the district. Obviously, the Turai problem was no more considered a
purely police problem the view whch was so noisily and forcefully advocated by
Commissioner Traill in h s correspondence with Halhed, the Suder Board and the
G~vernrnent.~~
In November 1838, the Government approved the exchange of territories
between Kumaun-Garhwal, Bijnor, Moradahad and P h b h t . T h s rearrangement
and revised establishment resulted in a net annual saving of Rs. 18,648. Under a
novel arrangement, Chandi, Kotri and Path Duns were placed under concurrent
jurisdiction of Kumaun Commissioner and Magstrate of Bijnor. The conduct of
the police was the sole responsibllrty of the former, wMe the fiscal responsibllrdes
lay with the latter. The private Chokidari tax was now abolished, speedy disposal

of criminal trials was to be ensured and the co-operation of the Nawab of
R m p u r , offered voluntarily, made full use of, under the superintendence o f
Rohilkhand Commissioner. A separate report on the opening of new roads and
repair of the old ones was to be furnished. Appreciation of the Government was
also communicated to Turner, Dick, Blunt, Wdltams and Batten for the "zeal and
judgment displayed by them in the formation of their respective parts of the
arrangement". Commissioner Gowan's name, in the appreciation communicated
by the Government, was conspicuous by its absence."
Gowan's inexperience in legal matters was further hlghbghted by the m m n u
in whlch Batten questioned each and every procedure and practice followed in the
Courts of Kumaun which the latter considered violative of any legal sanction. O n
being approached by the Munsifs of Garhwal for being permitted the use of
"ordeal of hot-iron", as a proof in certain cases, he requested Gowan to check
up "whether the permission of trial by ordeal Fad] ever been actually given by
the Almora Court, and if so, whether the practice in the Province Fad] received
any higher sanction than that of the local Commissioner!"
Batten was told that Commissioner T r d treated as criminal any use of ordeal,
except on his own express order, and the Court Pandit was the person who
superintended its actual operation. This method was resorted to mostly in the
"loss of Caste cases". Batten strictly forbade its use forthwith ull it could be
shown that the Government had excluded Kumaun from the operations of its
legal system, "so much opposed to any sanction of the crudities of native
superstitions or to the perpetration, by means of its judcial courts, of worance
and barbarism." O n Batten's refusal to summon the accused in cases where
accusations of witchcraft (jadoo) were levelled against indviduals, he was informed
that such cases were actually taken up in the Alrnora Courts. Both the accuser and
the accused were compelled to sign a personal bond that they d not molest each
other. Requests for handling such jadoo-cases and practices h e the ordeal by hotiron baffled Batten no-end and he requested Gowan to be "furnished with facts
as to the real state of the law, if any [existed), or of the practice, in the- absence of

The Governrnenb in consultation with the Suder Diwani and Nizamut Adawlut,
was seriously examined reforms in the Judicial administration of Kumaun.
Questioned about the need to bring forward a legislative Act to meet this end the
Court drew Government's attention towards the provisions of Regulation X of
1817, whereby the administration of police, civil and criminal justice of Kurnaun
was conducted by the Commissioner under instructions duectly issued by the
Governor General in Council. The Court as the next logcal step asked Gowan to
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furnish the instructions issued by the Governor General in Council to Kumaun
Commissioner on these subjects. The SDNA were requested to suggest measures
to the Government to reform the Civil, Criminal and Police Administration in
Kumaun.'"
small establishment for police thana at Pithoragarh was sanctioned
from 1 April, 1838.5"

Out of the eight Munsifs appointed in July 1829 seven were the Kanungos.
The Court Pandt, who was the eighth Munsif, was designated as the Suder Amin.
Gowan found the hereditary succession system of Kanungos repugnant and
wanted to do away with i t . ' ~ h ecase of Ramkishan, Kanungo and Munsif of
Shore, nearly eighty years of age, presented a good opportunity. Gowan secured
h s resignation, on the ground of his unfitness for the duties of h s office, rejected
the claims of his two sons and recommended the name of Baldeo J o s h who
was not related to the outgoing Kanungo. Gowan's correspondence with Bareilly
Commissioner hghlighted the fact that quite like Kanungoships the office of
Munsif was becorning hereditary owing to its genesis out of the office of
Kanungo. Dissatisfied with the protracted correspondence on the subject Gowan
referred the matter for consideration of the Government.
'What stimulus," asked Gowan, "has a Kanungo and Munsif to conduct
hmself in an upright and exemplary manner, if the office be hereditary? He
knows that if he behaves dl, h s brother, some other relative wdl obtain the situation
should he be removed. Among a people so noted for clanship this is no
punishment. The man removed is in fact as powerful as before and as much a
Kanungo or Munsif as he ever was, except in name." He made a forceful claim
for being allowed to make h s own selection of a Munsif on the ground that he
was a much better judge of the candidates "being on the spot, than Mr. Turner,
residing at Bare~lly."~'
While all h n d of explanations were being requited from Gowan, that is how
Gowan considered the whole issue, Batten in Garhwal had secured. the removal
of a Kanungo on the plea of incapacity from youth, "with much easems2It was
left to Commissioner Turner to clarify to Gowan "the difference between [a]
dsmissal, which [reflected] disgrace, and retirement, free and uncontrolled, to
which no stigma a t t a ~ h e d . " ~ ~
Interestingly, Batten considered the office of Kanungo as heredtary. He had,
in h s case, recommended retention of Harakpati Khanduri as Kanungo but
separation of a Munsif for Bhim Dutt Khanduri. The official stand, however, lay
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somewhere between the two extremes. R.H. Scott clarified to Gowan that wMe
the situation of the Kanungo was certainly not hereditary "it always seemed
advisable, in cases where quahfications admitted iq to select a successor from the
~ ~ in Gowan's view
sons or the members of the f a d y of the K a n ~ n g o . "This
was a case of sheer hair-splitting.
Government, however, approved separation of the offices of the Kanungo
and Munsif and asked Gowan to appoint the fittest person for the office of the
Mun~if.~'
Irked by Bud's order, a s h g Batten to report to the Rohrlld.land Commissioner
directly, both in settlement as well as revenue matters, instead of through him,
Gowan, requested for Government's existing orders on the subject. He was
informed that Batten was required to submit all correspondence through him
only, except on settlement matters, a practice which was applicable in the plains as
well. He was further apprised that the Joint Magstrates and Deputy Collectors
were under the Magistrate and Collector. Appeals lay with the Commissioner.
The Maglstrates were empowered to restrict, resume and extend jurisdrction of
the Joint Magistrates and Deputy Collectors. The Maglstrates and Collectors could
also issue general instructions for the guidance of the Joint Maglstrates and the
Deputy collector^.^‘ This clarification from the Suder Board corrected the
aberration which had been temporarily caused by Bird's order and brought
settlement correspondence with the Suder Board routed through R o w a n d
Commissioner.
As instructed by Bird Gowan frrst recommended credting Tulubana Fund
with the Treasury in March 1837. However, soon after, realising that h s was
likely to dsrupt payment of monthly salary of twenty-seven Mulazi.cn Chuprasis
and seven Mutsuddis he retracted his recommendation and requested for being
allowed to continue the past practice until the Kumaun establishment was !idly
r e o r g a n i ~ e d . ~T' h e Suder Board also favoured remodelling of Kumaun
establishment in its totality rather than do it piecemeal. Gowan's attention was
also drawn towards the irregular mode of remunerating part establishment in
fixed salaries and part out of the Tulubana Fund. Rohdkhand Commissioner was
directed to review the whole matter and put up a composite proposal.58
Relations between the Suder Board and Gowan soon deteriorated to such
an extent that the latter refused to furnish certain information to the Board. The
Board took up the matter with the Government and the latter had to draw
attention of Gowan towards provisions contained in section 3, Regulation XXV,
1803, for strict c o m p l ~ n c e . ' ~
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In 1836 detailed instructions were issued by the Suder Board for arrangement
of papers and records of the District Native Departments. The Collector with
the help o f his Serishtedar was to divide the business into departments. These
departments were to be placed under different officers. Papers were to go to the
assigned officers and separate arrangement for receipt and despatches were to
be made. The Serishtedar was responsible for distributing all receipts daily among
the concerned officers. The references required by the Collector were to be brought
from the concerned offices on a fixed date. Record Keepers were to preserve
papers after final orders were passed.
Pargana and Mouzawar records were to be maintained and Muhafrz Duftar
was responsible for furnishng of requisitioned papers. Collectors were directed
to pay personal attention to carrying out of these order^."^' The modern-day
Collectorate could be said to have started taking its present shape with the issue
of these directions.

JaUAclmhisttrationand Postal Communication
In 1836, Lt. Colonel Gowan sent to the Commissioner of Rohilkhand a
report on the Mahamari pesulence in the northern parts of Garhwal which was
published by the medical authorities. T h s report gave a fearful account of death
and misery.61
The irregular practice of including European medicines required for Jail
Hospital in the annual Regunental Indent was discontinued. Now a special indent
for these medicines was furnished to the Superintending Surgeon, located at Meerut.
A demand for hospital establishment, one dresser and one hill Bhishti, was
Gowan was asked to establish Jail Hospital on
submitted to the Go~ernrnent.'~
the same footing as other Jail Hospitals in the N.W Provinces and procure a
suitable accommodation for it. The European medicines were now to be indented
by the Assistant Surgeon on the nearest Medcal Depot. Country medicines were
to be supplied on the mode indicated in the Government order of 26th October
1830. While the posts of a bhsti and a sweeper were sanctioned, he was asked to
make use of the services of one of the convicts as a Dresser." Pending introduction
o f the system o f rations instead of money payment to the prisoners an increase
o f six pie daily on the diet allowance of the prisoners was authorised. T h s was a
temporary dspensation and was to continue ull such time as Gowan was able to
reduce the ordinary allowance to the ordinary rate."
Thanadari or the District Dak now made available to the public in the plains
districts could not be introduced in the h a s as there were no indigo planters,
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merchants and European traders in the hills. The only Disuict Dak, between'
Srinagar and Alrnora, was used for carrying orders and reports to and fro from
several offices. The peons were paid by the Government and no revenue was
derived from it."

GOWAN'S DEPARTURE
Gowan's handling of judicial matters and several administrative lapses hUy
vindicated Bird's apprehensions that he was perhaps unfit to step into the shoes
of G.W. T r d l . His handlmg of the outcry generated by the murder of an army
Jamadar dismissals o f Conway, the Head Clerk, Vijay Ram, a Mutsuddi, whom
he simply asked "to quit Alrnora and repair to his own village", and Ramkishan
Kanungo-Musif, are some o f the examples showing h s incapacity and ineptitude.
The raucous complaints made by the affected parties, during Bird's visit to Alrnora
in 1837, resulting in "the five referred c i d cases" and an adverse f i n h g by the
highest Court sealed Gowan's fate. Relations between the civil and the army
authorities, from which even T r d had been unable to escape unscathed, reached
its nadir, thanks to Government's own unmindfulness in appointing a relatively
junior officer as the chief Civil Authority to a station which had a senior d t a y
officer as its chief Mhtary Authority. The case of Lt. Sherif, whom Gowan
ordered to be present in h s court on a frxed day at a fixed time, demonstrates
fully the anamoly of the situation. Gowan, to some extent, was hunself responsible
for aggravating certain situations. His fuehng of Corbert-Batten controversy, is a
case in point. While he was unfortunate enough to be a successor to Commissioner
Traill, a legend o f sorts during h s own lifetime it was h s sheer bad luck to have
run so early into a microscopic examination of an official of the standing of
Bird. R.M. Bird, a no non-sense officer who provided leadership and was a
mentor to a class of officers, was also well known for h s strong k e s and d ~ l i k e s . ~
Lt. Col. Gowan's appointment as Kumaun Commissioner was cancelled on
the directions of the Court of Directors. The Governor General issued
orders to the Government of the N.W.P., removing Gowan from h s office on
3 September 1838.67The Court of Director's despatch, dated 25 May, 1838, was
also discussed in the Supreme Council on the 7th of November, 1838, i.e., after
the Governor General had already ordered his removal. A. Ross, now a Member
of the Supreme Council, explained the circumstance under whch he had appointed
Gowan as Kumaun Commissioner, when he held the office of the Governor of
Agra. He basically justified h s appointment o f Gowan on the belief that "among
a rude and wild people M h t q Authority is more respected and more efficient
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than any other" and the economy such an appointment was hkely to effect. He
cited s d a r appointments of Major Kennedy, in Subathu, Col. Tapp and Lt.
Col. Young, in Dehra Dun. W Morrison and T.G. Robertson, the other Members
o f the Supreme Council endorsed Ross's recommendation, in favour o f
continuation of Gowan. However, the Governor General held other views. The
temper, patience, sound judgement and a knowledge of the common principles
of justice, which Ross credited Gowan to posses were exactly the traits which
"the simple people of Kumaun" had found wanting in Gowanab8

CHAPTER 4

GEORGE THOMAS LUSHINGTON
G.T. Lushington completed his training at Hdebury College during 182324 and joined Company services as a Writer in 1824. After serving as Assistant
to the Persian Secretary, Secret and Political departments, on being promoted
as a Factor, he became the Political Agent at Bharatpur in 1833. O n leave in
England during 1836-37 he joined as Kumaun Commissioner on 30th of
November, 1838. He breathed his last in Naini Tal on 25th of October, 1848.'
Compared to T r d ' s or Henry Rarnsay's periods the tenures of Lushington
and Batten have been characterised as uneventful.' Batten's contribution, however,
to the development of Kumaun-Garhwal gets ample r e c o p t i o n through his
settlement operations.' But for Lushmgton Atkmson merely adds that he "appears
to have been Commissioner from 1839 to 1848".4 He was a man with a literary
bent of mind and his lengthened tenures with the secretariat made him consult
the Suder Board, the Suder Court, and the Government, in all sensitive matters.
He appears to have been sensitive to a fault and " h s point of his characteristic
delicacy sometimes led him into an error of judgement." He consciously avoided
interfering with the workmg o f other departments e.g., road construction by
the Mhtary Department, which even his subordinates like John Suachey openly
castigated. His reservations about resumption of individual tnaaj-tenures,
interference in religious matters, assumption of sovereign rights of government
on all streams and waters speak volumes for his own personal convictions but
overlook a concern for wider public interest. These very charactenstics, however,
made him go deeper into each and every new rule, whch was being introduced
now for the governance of Kumaun, resulting in several supplementary rules
for revenue, civil and criminal justice administration. His behaviour and style
were apparently contrasted sharply with those of T r d , Gowan, Batten or John
Strache~.His so-called liberality and hndness, confined naturally to a selected
and privileged few, earned him kudos of poets ltke Gumani Pant. It goes to
Lushington's credit that several rules and regulations which were introduced in
Kumaun-Garhwal for the fust time were smoothly inter-woven into a polity
which had been accustomed-to a personal and paternal rule for almost a quarter
o f a century. H e provided a firm foundation by systematisation of
administration for Batten and Ramsay to r i s e an administrative monument which
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commemorates their names and tenures. Administratively speahng L u s h g t o n
and his period has been totally neglected and ignored by the hstorians.

ACT X OF 1 8 3 8 AND RESOLUTION OF 1839
Act X of 1838 was passed on 30th of April, 1838 but no follow-up action
seems to have been taken till 1839. Partly the Governor General's order on the
Court of Director's direction of 25th of May cancelling Gowan's appointment in
September 1838 seems to account for this delay.' Lushngton was sent a draft of
the proposed resolution s p e c i f p g the rules proposed for the judicial and fiscal
administration of Kurnaun with a set of Assam Rules mentioned in the draft
resolution for his opinion and remarks.'
Act X, 1838 of the Bengal Code repealed Regulation X, 1817. The functionaries
were now placed under the control and superintendence of the Suder- Diwani
Adawlut (SDA) in civil cases, the Suder Court of- Nizamut Adawlut (SNA) in
criminal cases and the Suder Board of Revenue (SBR) in revenue matters. The
overall control and superintendence rested with the Government of the North
West Provinces (NWP) of Bengal Presidency. Earlier respective jurischctions were
exercised by Regulation VI, 1831, in criminal cases and Regulation X, 1831, in
revenue matters by the SNA and the SBR, respectively. The only novel feature
introduced by t h s Act was the control given to the SDA over the civil courts of
Kumaun. Accordmg to Whalley hardly any practical good seems to have resulted
from this enactment.'
By the Resolution of 26 January, 1839 passed by the Governor General under
the authority vested in h m by Act X, 1838 Kumaun was divided into two districts
of Kumaun Proper and Garhwal. In each district was to be stationed one Senior
Assistant, one Suder Amin and one Munsif. The Commissioner could post the
Junior Assistant anywhere w i t h h s division. In revenue affairs the Commissioner
now occupied the same position and powers, in subordination of the SBR, as any
Commissioner of a division in the Provinces. The Assam Rules, with certain
modifications, were enforced for civil and criminal justice. The Senior Assistant
now exercised the powers of a Collector and the Junior Assistant those of a
Deputy Collector. The new arrangement came in force on the 1st February, 1839.
The Kumaun Local Battalion was transferred from the civil to d t a r y department
d from the sepoys. Captain Corbet,
and the burkandazes took over guarding of j
the Commandant, vacated hS civil appointment as an Assistant to the Commissioner.
A copy of stamp-rules in use in Simla, levying stamp-fee on a percentage basis
and paid by the losing party, was sent for implementation in K u r n a ~ n . ~
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John Hallet Batten who joined Garhwal as an Assistant on 15 September,
1836 and Capt. H. Huddleston who joined Kumaun as Assistant on the 28th
March, 1838 took over as the fust Senior Assistant of Kumaun Proper and
Garhwal, respectively, on 15th February, 1838.1°

REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
Whlle reforms in other departments were simultaneously introduced the most
striking change in the system of policy which came about on the departure of
T r d took phce in the system of revenue assessment. The Board of Commissioners
had been constantly pressing for an assessment for longer terms, a more minute
and exact invesagation of the rrghts and liabhties of the landholders and the
extent and capabilities of their estates. Batten's settlements, notwithstandmg theu
imperfections, have been regarded as the first solution of the problem of applymg
the principles of the regulation in frxing the revenue demands in the ~,II.I
tracts."
The problems faced by Batten in their implementation, with a critique of the past
settlement, have been discussed in Chaper 5.
The SBRYsscheme of settlement envisaged close superintendence of the
&visional Commissioner. Not only was the tardy pace of settlement operations
activated by Lushington but he also took such a keen interest that it elicited
unqualified acknowledgement of its worth by Batten. "I may truly say", recorded
Batten, "that the settlement has been made, or at least remodelled and improved
in a great measure, by yourself, and that your opportunities for observing the
system attempted to be delineated in the above rules have been greater than my
own.'' During 1840 and 1841 alone he decided as many as 111 appeals filed by
the aggrieved parties. Of these eleven were connected with alleged frxation of
hrgh juma and the rest for parties desiring pudhancharee leases in their own names,
on the ground of dissatisfaction with the recorded Pudhans at the settlemenb or
appeals for orders affecting the rights and obligations as Thokdars, Pudhans, and
co-par~eners.'~
When Batten, now a Senior Assistant Commissioner cum Settlement Officer,
suggested a possibhty of his (Batten's) undertaking lesser number of tours and
personal inspections, considering h s past experience as the Settlement Officer of
Garhwal(1837-38), L u s h g t o n advised h.un against it. "It appears to me," remarked
Lushington in his typical style, "that were it possible to do the settlement-work
satisfactorily without personal inspection it would by no means be expcdent to
abstain from it. Unaided as you are by a correct professional survey and well
aware how little reliance can be placed upon reports of the native officials, or of
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the people in a matter of t h s Iund, it is, I think, obvious that by locomotion and
personal inspection alone can you arrive at satisfactory results, satisfactory a k e to
the people and the Government. I am strongly of the opinion that the more
villages can you visit the greater and better founded will be your knowledge of
the resources of the country, and of the rights, claims and the interest of the
people.""
Bird's decade at the SBR (1833-42) was undoubtedly the most fruitful and
productive in its entire history. Thomason (1843-53) continued to push the revenue
administration on the same lines. This period i.e., Bird-Thomason (1833-53)
coincided with Lushington-Batten period of Kumaun administration (1838-56)
and witnessed introduction of a host of instructions and circulars on revenue
settlement matters. These were subsequently consolidated into the Directions for
Settlement Officers (1849), and Directions for the Collectors of Land Revenue
(1848). Revenue instructions, issued prior to these two publications were also
compiled as Selections from Revenue Records (1822-1833). The compendium
meant for thc Collectors contained Rules on as many as thirty subjects, viz.,
Collector's Office, Collection Record Office, Patwari Records, Maafi lands,
Malguzari Register, Registration of Deeds, Waste-lands, Alluvian and deluvian,
Compensation for land taken for public purposes, Perguna Regsters, Summary
suits, Sale of lands, Tehsildari Accounts, Nuzul lands and Pensions. Rules were
also published on Uncovenanted servants, Balances, Summary settlements, Rain
gauzes, Tuccavi advancement, Dustuks, Kham Tehsil, Transfer of Pattidars, Sales
for areas of land-revenue, Excise and Abkari and Conduct of suits in which the
Government was a party. Instructions on settlements under Regulation IX, 1833
provided a separate series of instructions.14
Although a good number of these instructions were irrelevant for Kumaun
they were nevertheless sent to the hill-authorities and "deposited in the
Commissioner's office." Lushington questioned their despatch to the hill-tracts
and the SBR confirmed that "the mass of Regulations and orders in force in the
Provinces, is altogether unsuitable to the state of things in Kumaun, and it is not
intended to have effect there." These were supposed to keep the hill-authorities
kept abreast "of what is going on, and not for currency unless specifically so
stated."" Almora Treasury, which kept revenues of both Kumaun and Garhwal
and hit1ic1.1fd~rcctlgunder the Commissioner, was now placed under the charge
o f Senior ,\>51>t:11it
of Kiima~in.'~

,.Iprotracted correspondence spread over two years was exchanged between
the S n l l 2nd I<umni~nofficials 011 furinginstallments of land-revenue (krsht-band).
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While seven to nine installments existed in the plains &strict in Kumaun the landrevenue was realised in four equal installments from the very inception of the
British Rule. In April 1839 the SBR recommended its reahsation in four installments
and the period of hshts were "to be so faed as to allow the landholders dispose
of their grains before they were called upon to pay government revenue" vk.,
15th November and 15 December for the Kharif crops and 15 April (or May)
and 15 May (or June) for the Rabi. The 15th of June was the very latest and only
one for sugar-cane tracts, the thud Kharif hsht was allowed to commence on the
1 February." Batten shifted the existing lushts, fahng m Kuwar (Sept-Oct), Aghan
(Nov-Dec), Magh aan-Feb), and Chaitya (Mar-April) to correspond to SBR's
dates and amended some of the pattas whch were being issued m settlement
operations. As the Kumaun Civil Rules prohbited institution of suits in summary
suits courts if they were not instituted one month ahead of the close of the year
Lushmgton recommended acceptance o f revised dates proposed by Batten, thus
the SBR did
rejecting any further laxity in a date later than the 15th of July.'"en
not agree to t h s Lushington stressed the futhty of comparing conditions in the
plains with the hdls where "the clunate, the soil, crops were all and each different
from what obtained e l s e w h e r e . " ' ~ s h n ghim to reconsider the whole issue the
SBR questioned M-authorities' "wisdom in fixtng four equal installments for tracts
like the Turai where there was hardly any Kharif cultivation and from whom
demandmg half of the annual jurna was patently ab~urd."'~
The information supplied by Huddleston and Batten on this specific issue
throws interesting light on the economic condition of the hdl-people and their
views on revenue administration of that time. The Garhwalts preferred four hshts
in Dec-January and Jun-July as the mands (markets) in the Turai were generally
not established ull early in November and the frrst Kharif hsht, f a h g on the 1st
of November did, not allow people going down to the market and return to
their homes untd after both the Kharif ktshts had been collected. A delay of one
month in the Rabi h s h t would allow them accommodation for the late harvest
and greater f a d t y in ~ a y m e n t . ~ '
Kumauni landholders favoured four equal kishts "because four equal &visions
were more easily understood by all." As to the periodicity of the hshts they
preferred to pay at a time, "when their trafficking of all hd-commodities and not
only agricultural products put money into their hands." It was not inconvenience
with reference to the harvests but related to the mode of collection wluch troubled
them most. Batten was informed that T r d "very rarely inficted on any defaulter
the punishment of Dustuks untll very late in the year." They wanted the Tehsildars
to be piohibited from issuing Dustuks in November, hlay, December and June.
In Kota Tulla, Chukata Tulla, Tulla Des and Chowbisi the land-holders requested
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for a delay in the fust h s h t dl December. With hardly any Kharif cultivation in
Tulla Des and Chowbinsi the Kharif h s h t was suggested for Jan-Feb; 3 Annas
for each kisht and 10 Annas to be divided between May and June. Rabi kishts was
to be delayed "till after the Bhotias descending to their winter marts had
commenced their annual system of barter and money-purchases with themselves."
The Bhotias in their turn suggested fixing of kishts in January and March so as
to correspond to the great fair at Bageshwar and in May to the time of their
leaving the Thul fair on way to their homes in the several passes. While the JanMarch hshts could be equal at 4 Annas each they wanted the Rabi h s h t of 8
Annas to be reahzed in one call. They strongly "objected to any second call upon
themselves after the close of all their transactions in the central Ms." Any Malguzar
who could satisfy the Patwari of the remaining 4 Annas, could be permitted to
escape all coercive processes on his paying 4 Annas, as the first Rabi installment in
May, at Thul or Munsiari. The Gangoli pargana, Danpur M d a and Tulla pattis
also favoured the Bhote-pattern." For the majority of Kumaun-Garhwal parganas
Lushington recommended four equal hshts of 4 Annas each, but two hshts of 4
Annas for the Kharif and one h s h t of 8 Annas for the Bhote Mehals and "parties
living in or frequenting the turai for the Spring crop."23
This explains the difference in the date of hshts i.e., one set for the plains and
another for the M s , referred to by some scholars. In fact in the pattis issued by
Batten, in the course of hls settlement of Garhwal and Kumaun, there should
exist three sets of dates, the fust issued before 1840, the second issued after the
receipt of SBR's instructions in 1840 and finally those issued after 1841.24
The SBR strengthened its control over revenue administration with the help
of ever increasing number of periodical statements. In 1839 it consisted of two
Annual Statements viz., list of Bakaya Balances and LVasil Baqi Naksha; one twomonthly viz., Patwari-war Towji and four Monthly Statements on Towji, Jama
Khurch, Urz Irsal and Ma1 revenue and Sayer." Abuse of power by the Tehsildars,
Jemadars and Patwaris, in using hukmanamas not only against the defaulting
Malguzars but also in collection of rent-duties merely on the requisition of the
Pudhans, was sought to be checked by Dustuks. N o Dustuks were now permitted
except under the seal of the Senior Assistant. The Dustuks and all the registers
issued by the SBR were translated from Persian into Hindi in Kumaun.'" The
records which had been found "in a state of admirable confusion" by Bird in
February 1837 were now rearranged systematically. An entirely new classification
had to be adopted for the settlement misls of the former years "as no mouzawar
arrangement had ever been made of them." In Garhwal, Shore's fdes had been
kept a t Dehra Dun and upto 1837 all records were kept in Almora. As there had
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been no permanent cid officer located there after the departure of Shore md
prior to Batten's arrival, the Garhwalrs managed to adjust their dfferences without
the aid of courts. Consequently there existed only a small number of settlement
files. These files were now sent to Garhwal both from Dehra Dun and A h o r a , in
April 1840.27
The activities o f the districts came under much sharper supervision o f the
SBR though the Divisional Commissioner with the prescription of still another
Monthly Statement in April 1839. It was ostensibly prescribed "to keep the
Commissioner informed o f the state of business in the offices of the Collectors
of their &vision" but its intent soon became clear when right on its heels a Q w l y
Index of Revenue Correspondence was prescribed for the Commissioners
themselves on the 13th December, 1839. The monthly statement consisted of
twenty-six heads on subjects varying from the settlements to complaints agarnst
officers and the Quarterly Index was meant "to keep the Board acquainted with
all orders w h c h Commissioner q h t issue to Collectors and with all references
submitted by the Collectors." The SBR considered the Index important whlch
was expressly calculated "to expose the internal arrangement of every disvict and
afford the Board ready means of checkmg proceedings contrary to their views
of correct administration." The Commissioners were also enjoined to submit
with h s Index "copies of all circulars that they q h t issue during the c o p s a n c e
and control." Even when no circulars were issued during the quarter the
Commissioners were required to intimate the circumstances to the Board through
a separate letter. The SBR picked references from t h s index and requisitioned
connected correspondence for its perusal."
To this unabated torrent of instructions Lushmgton added h s own orders
insisting that every person should be provided with a full copy of all orders and
this proved to be proverbial last straw to an establishment of just two Mutsuddis
in Huddleston's office. They resorted to employing friends for malung out the
panvanas and copies of orders. Demand for additional Nakal Navises was
irnmedia tely voiced.'"
Aware of the fact that the actual area of land and forests in Garhwal far
exceeded the quantity so recorded during the settlement operations and anxious
to increase cultivation Huddleston proposed leasing such areas after actual
measurement "leaving ample space for grazing and supply of wood for all
purposes." To meet possible objections of the existing owners it was suggested
that they could be gven the &st option of bringmg such wastelands under cultivation,
as clearing leases. Lushngton turned down the suggestion on the ground that a
settlement was "a solemn contract between the state and people for the term of
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years specified therein, neither party having a right to annul or deviate from the
con&tions laid down." The Government, according to h,
had no right arbitrarily
to exclude from the ruqba (area) any Pudhan-land, formerly made over to hrm at
the settlement, inclusion of which may have been one of the main reasons that
induced hrm to make an offer.30It contrasts sharply with the way Batten went
about obtaining resignations of forest and land lease-holders once he had made
up his mind that holding Bhabur Kham would be in public interest, only five years
later. To be fair to Lushington doubts a h n to his were to be set at rest by the SBR
in November, 1838 only but this h n d of inflexible attitude towards existing
directions only set apart a Lushington from a Batten and an obvious lack of drive,
a Huddleston from a Batten3'
Regulation VII, 1831 invested the Collectors with summary jurisdiction over
the proprietors to enforce payment of government dues. In the plains the
proprietors mostly cultivated their lands through their co-parceners, subordinate
proprietors or tenants. This regulation provided for summary decision of all
disputes between the Suder Malguzar and his subordinates, including payment of
their quota of the revenue or of their rents and all connected questions. Even
eight years after its enactment the courts in Kurnaun had never regularly aied such
cases. In Kumaun the practice was to simply order the Tehsildars to collect revenue
or rent indiscriminately from a co-parcener or a tenant.3'
From 1839 onwards summary suits began to be heard in the courts of
Kumaun. These were suits of proprietors against tenants for rent claimed or due,
suits of tenants against the proprietors for exactions of more than what was due,
suits of tenants against the proprietors for ouster from their holdings and suits of
proprietors against the Patwaris to compel production of account^.^^
Table XI1 provides the position at the end of 1839, broken up district-wise.'-l

Table X1I: Summary Suits position in Kumaun Division in 1839,
for the Last Quarter
Oficers

Perrdt'g at

Anjusted

natiorr

of last Q t .

the Qtr.

Rev.

ReR

Exa. ReR Exa. ReR

Exa.

41

1

41

1

3

-

51

3

54

3

11

2

Kumaun

-

'Ihtal

3

E.wa

-

Total

Derined

Anju~ted

Tofa/

draw11
ReR E x a ReR Esa. ReK E r a

-7

-

3

-

38

1

-

13

2

41

1

(Rev: I<cvcnuc; Rclk I k n t ; I Cxa: 17xnct1011)
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The number o f summary suits grew steadily over the years, as was the c u e in
the rest of the North Western Provinces. The SBR expressed its serious concern
over the mounting number of these suits as it impeded collection of revenue.
Table XIV exhbits this phenominal rise in revenue lihgation during 1839-1845."

Table XIV :Summary Suits Disposalin Kumaun Divlshm, 183,1845
Decided on Merit

Year

Rev.

Exaction

Ouster

or Rcnt.
1835-38
1839
1840
1841
1842
1843
1844
1845

No
151
126
211
188
158
179
149

15
14
16
15
22
15
4

6
1
9
5
7
2

Adiusted or
Withdrawn
Rev. Exn. Ou~ter
or R
Reports
173 5
9
284 13
445 29
428 37
9
458 81
8
460 89
17
524 53
14

Total
Rev. Exn.
or R

324
410
656
616
616
639
673

20
27
45
52
108
104
57

Onsh

6
10

18
13
24
16

A marked reduction is summary suits took place in Kurnaun Proper during
1847 which was ascribed to completion of settlement operations in Kumaun and
resultant education of the landholders about their rights and liabhties. It was
accompanied with distinct improvement in the speed of collection of several
installments of the land revenue.%The number in Garhwal was much lower as
settlement had been completed there in 1842. In 1842 there were only sixty-two
suits in Garhwal compared to 624 in Kumaun Proper.
The Annual Revenue Adrninistration Reports fumshed by the Senior Assistants
to the Commissioner at the end of the Fasli year consisted of Collection and
Balances of the Year, an Abstract, a Statement of Irrecoverable Balances, Previous
Outstanding Balances, an Abstract of the preceding Dustuks, Tulubana Statement,
Summary suits Statement, Abkari and Drugs, and Stamp Revenue Statement. T h ~ s
arrangement provided an opportunity to the Senior Assistant to highhght revenue
events of the year and raise important issues. The Commissioner sumrnarised the
same for the whole division and added his own views and recommendations.
The SBR also reviewed it for the NWP and submitted it to the Government for
persual and order^.^'
Unlike in the plains the system of transferring whole vdlages in default to a
farmer for a number of years was not in force in Kumaun as "there were no
Capitalists in Kumaun." The only course adopted therefore was to collect as
much of the balances as possible and recommend the remainder for remission.
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Lushmgton considering the overall poverty and smallness of population wondered
at the wihngness and regularity of land revenue payments in K ~ m a u n . ' ~
Commenting on the revenue administration of Kumaun the SBR in 1842
criticized the heavy cost of collection, irregularities practised by the subordinate
revenue officers and the delay in defining and recording the rights and obligations
of the tax-payers. Lushington protested against inclusion of the entire salaries of
h s own and his Assistants towards the cost of collection w h c h was being shown
at 36% in the SBR reviews. As 75% of h s own and his Assistants' time was used
in the civil and judcial matters the charges at the highest could be shown at 1 8 O I 0
i.e., half of their combined salaries. Admitting that even t h s was higher than what
it ought to have been i.e, 10°/o, he recalled that "the province was never expected
to be advantageous to the British from a fiscal point of view and that it was on
political and d t a r y grounds that its retention was considered advisable." However,
success of Chinese tea in Kumaun augured well and was lrkely to answer even this
criticism. The twenty year settlement was nearing completion and the rights and
liabrlities of the vdlagers had been distinctly recorded.
Acknowledgmg irregularities and exactions practised by the Patwaris he drew
SBR's attention to their low salaries and recommended the same being raised to
Rs. 8 or Rs. 10 per month.39
With the introduction of the Dus tuk-system the responsibhties of the Patwaris
towards collection reduced considerably and it was thrown upon the Tehsildars.
After the due date of payment the Patwaris furnished a list of defaulters after
whch a Dustuk or double Dustuks were issued. After the issue of Dustuks the
Patwaris were strictly forbidden to exert themselves in collection work. Defending his strict action i.e., resort to coercive action Batten once reported that even
T r d was not infrequently obliged to have recourse to severe measures against
some of the principal land-holders. Batten was prepared to quote instance of
imprisonments and frnes all unreported to superiors and often ~nrecorded.~'

Table XV:Showing a comparative accountof the
totaldemand of Kumaun and Garhwalduring 1835-36to
1 w 5 with the collectionin correspondingyearP1
Year

Di~tt.

Demand
Land Rev. Other Rev.

V)
1835-36 Kum.
Gar.
1836-37 Kum.

1,33558
70,163
1,33710

fl)

Total

PI)

12,876 1,46,434
9,345
70,508
12,765 1,46,475

Collection Current e9 Arrears
Land Rev. Other Rev.
Total

01,33533
70,164
1,3371 0

@I)

(rlr)
12,876 1,46,409
9,310 79,474
12,765 1,46475
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Gar.

70,204
1,33710
Gar.
70,204
1838-39 Kum.
1,33710
Gar.
69,370
1839-40 Kum.
1,33,700
Gar.
69,370
Total
(Kumaun) 6,68,388
(Garhwal) 3,49,468
184041 Kum.
66359
Gar.
69,310
1841-42 Kum.
1,33823
Gar.
69,494
1842-43 Kum.
,3411
Gar.
69,455
1843-44 Kum.
1,34,709
Gar.
68,804
184445 Kum.
135,700
Gar.
68,935
Total (Kumaun) 6,04702
Total (Garhwal) 3,45,998
1837-38 Kum.

9,366
15,330
9,697
16,833
9,977
15,699
9,977
73,503
48,155
15,764
10,804
15,325
12,755
13,896
9,152
20,574
8,079
20,438
9,403
85,997
50,193

79,570
1,49,040
79,901
1.50.543
79,347
1,?9,099
79,347
7,41,891
3,97,623
82,123
80,114
1,49148
82,249
1,48,007
78,607
1,55283
76,883
1,56,138
78,338
6,90,699
3,96,191

70,205
133674
70,204
1,33460
69f 70
1,33018
69,370
6,67395
3,49,468
66,044
69,310
192,770
69,494
132,412
68,998
1,33044
68,743
1,33754
68,869
5,98,024
3,45,414
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9,017

79,222

15,330
9,697
16,458
9,977
15,699
9,977
73,128
47,771
15,764
12,528
15,325
11,754
13,896
5,718
20,574
8,079
20,438
9,403
85,997
47,782

1,49,004
79,901
1,49,918
79247
1,48,717
79,347
7,40,523
3,97239
81,808
81,838
1,48,095
81,248
1,46,308
74,716
133,618
76,822
1,54,192
78,272
6,84,021
3,92,896

Serious efforts were made during 1838-41 for cornmerual exploitation of
copper in Garhwal. Captain Drummond after visiting some of the G v h w d
mines recommended working one of them under European superintendence.
W h s was entrusted this job and Rs. 2,415 were sanctioned for this experiment.
Wilhns commenced h s operations on Pokri mines of Nagpur pargana in
December 1838 and continued it upto 1841. A further sum of Rs. 1,000 was
sanctioned for experimenting extraction in Chowmittee mines. Chowmitee, Raja's
mines, New-mines, Kota, Thala, Danda, Salpoongla, Khuma, Danpur and Dobri
mines were also worked. But the experiments faded completely as far a profitable
return for the capital invested was concerned. Discouraged by the poorness and
scarcity of ores found Lushington did not recommend further exploration.
Distance of the mines from the plains, slowness and expense of transport,
comparative abundance and cheapness of English copper, superfdaLty of known
mines and want of coal were some of the important factors quoted by
Lushngton as unfavourable to the e~periment.~'

HUDDLESTON'S ROPE-BRIDGE SETTLEMENT
Annual great concourse of Hmdu pllgMls on Haridwar-Badnnath road popularly
known as the Pilgnm Road excited the itnagmation of the British admuusaton &om
the very bepning. T r d had taken over the sudaburt funds of B a h a t h temple and
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b d t the Pilgrim Road at great personal risk earning gratitude of d o n s of h d u
devotees, L u s h g t o n , as we shall see later, reversed this decision and handed back the
funds to the Rawd, taking away whatever funds were avatlable to the local authorities
for repair of roads and sanga bridges.
In 1843 revenue of Chandi ferry yas separated from the revenue of Chandi
vdage and settled for Rs. 25. At the Haridwar fair the government customarily
provided two boats to ferry passengers to visit Chandi Devi temple. The Badrinath
pilgrimage used to commence from this point. As the old boat provided by T r d
had worn out Huddleston requested Lushington for funds to replace this boat.
Then he turned his attention to the maintenance of the jhoolas or the rope-bridge.
Lushington's decision of handng back Badrinath deposits to the Rawul, thus
having deprived means for repair, Huddleston resorted to the provisions contained
in Regulation VI of 1819. He commenced a settlement of the jhoolas and ferries
to create a fund for each one of them. Its proceeds were to be strictly confrned to
the improvement, repair of these bridges and their approach roads. Table XVI
give details of the settlement made by him in 1843.43

Table XVI:Jhoola-Settlementof Garhwal, 1843
]boola/ Ferry

Rrver

Name of road

1. Tapoban
3. Bvasghat
3. Deoprayag
4. Jakhni
5. Dhari
6. Rudraprayag
7. Chutwa Peepal
8. Karanprayag
9. Seemi
10. Okhirnath
Ferrles :
1. Ranihath
3. Kothur

Ganga
N yar
Alaknanda
Alaknanda
A\laknanda
Xlaknanda
Alaknanda
Pindar
Xlaknanda
Mandakini

Pdgrim Road
Pilgrim Road
Deoprayag
Mussoorie-Dehra
Tehri
Kedarnath
Nagpur
Badrinath-Niti
Kedarnath
Kedar-Badrinath

.

Aaknanda
Alaknanda
Total

Amount (Rr.)

25
12
30
21
5
25
No offer
35
Incl. in 8.
25
5
5
188

The settlement was principally made with the Donars or persons who were in
acnial possession, holding parwanas of Commissioner T r d . The rates of tax were
leviable for the pilgrimage season. The amount reahsed was to be mainly returned
to t l ~ cIcsses, in exchange of labour. Their greater efficiency was hkely to be beneficial.
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1843 being the Kumbha year the settlement shot up to Rs. 268 and the next
two years brought in Rs. 298 and Rs. 355. The deposits in 1846 had reportedly
increased to Rs. 662.44

DETERMINATION OF PUBLIC HOLIDAYS
The civil courts o f Kumaun like other districts of N.W.P. were closed on a
large number of days on account of Hindu and M u s h holidays. In 1843 the
Government consulted local authorities in order to fix the number of such public
holidays. Dessehra vacations were avaded of by the native civil officers to visit
their homes and the Europeans also used th.ts opportunity to "enjoy a little recreation
once a year." Huddleston considered eighty-three native holidays a bit too high in
view of the fact that the English courts were also closed on Sun days. Thus out of
365 days for 132 days, more than one thud, the civil courts remained closed.
Europeans were not allowed the benefit of celebrating their own holidays We the^
Queen's Birthday, Good Friday, Easter Monday and Chnstrnas etc. He recommended
c u r t h g in all eleven Hindu and twenty-one Muslun holidays, or thuty-two out of
the eighty-seven mentioned in the Government List (Gazette), "without any offence
to the religious prejudices" and in lieu thereof seven days could be allowed for Holi
festival. Batten recommended only forty-three holidays. Batten did not consider any
need for Moharrum holidays in Kumaun but the two or three Muslun servants
working there could be permitted leave on those days. In place of thuty-four days
gazetted for Dussehra, Batten suggested nineteen days. Lushgton recommended
fifty days for the &vision under the first class holidays. Takmg twenty-four days for
Kumaun and fifteen days for Garhwal, under the second class of holidays, Lushmgton
recommended a total of 124 days for Kumaun and 109 days for Garhwal, as the
total number of holidays.
Diwali (eight days), Holi (eight), Tri Magh (five), Nunda Ashtami (three),
Durga Puja (three), Shiv Chaturdash (two),Janmashtami (two), Ashatuk-Anushtak
(two), after the great Dussehra, were the other major festivals of Kurnaun. In
Garhwal, next to Dussehra ranked Holi (seven days), Diwah (five), Durga Puja
(three), Ashtak-Anushtaka (two), Janmashtami (two) and Shiv Chaturdashl, as the
major fes ti~als.~'

FOREST MANAGEMENT
The double jurisdction of the Turai-Bhabur introduced in 1838 i.e. criminal
with the adjoining plains' dstricts and fiscal with hill-authorities was dtctated Gom
the law-order point of view. The interests of Katbans (forest) and Churai (pasturage)
lease-holders had been completely overlooked. During the visit of a SBR Member
it was further represented that the Katbans and Churai farmers harassed the traders
and the new settlers. Allegedly t h s created hurdles in granting land for cultivation.
Totally unware that it was likely to create difficulties for the leaseholders of M s
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the SBR abolished these two taxes from the end of 1840. Kota landholders had
in the meanwhile separately represented to the Government a w s t this decision
and added that splitting Katbans leases from Churai, and awarding separate leases,
one going to a plains-man from Moradabad and the other to a hill-man, created
practical difficulties. In the past both the leases were held by a hdl-man. The issue
of forest-leases, in 1840, had thus assumed a complex character. The SBR sought
the views of the hdl-authorities on t h s complex issue.
The Katbans (forest produce) revenue in 1840 for the whole division was Rs.
10,273 and Churai (pasturage) Rs. 9,077. Huddleston favoured continuity of both
the dues while Batten felt strongly against the pasturage. Pasturage leasing occasioned
considerable dfficulties for the people whde t h s was not the case with Katbans
which in fact facditated increase of cultivation. Recounting the past hlstory of
both the dues Batten strongly recommended m a h g the system less obnoxious.
Lushington, supporting abolition of the Churai dues, described his own difficulties
in deciding suits which were frequeptly brought forward in his court by both the
parties. These suits were generally iristituted by the leaseholder "against the poorest
and the most helpless subjects." Further, there was no documentary evidence to
go by and both the parties were ready with a host of witnesses. Batten also
suggested urgent measures for the irrigation of Turai lands "to render crops
certain and more abundant." Services of technical persons lrke Capt. Cautley,
Superintendent of Canals, Dr. Falconer, and other irrigation experts, were suggested
by Batten to explore the possibrlity of "conducting streams of water from Kosilla,
Sarda and Kah through the forest tracts, which only needed h s adchtional advantage
to become surprisingly fertile." Lushington whole-heatedly seconded Batten's
propositions to the SBR.46
In 1844 the whole issue of Jungle-Mehal settlement came under sharp focus
of the SBR and the Government with a view to hold it Kharn i.e, under government
management. In Garhwal these Jungle-Mehals consisted of Path Dun, Kotri Dun
and Udaipur Bhabur and in Kumaun the parganas of Kota, Chukata, Tulla Des
and Chowbisi. The condition of various forest leases in all these Jungle-Mehals, in
1844, is summarised in Table XVII.47
Thomason, the Lt. Governor, took very keen interest in the development of
the Turai-Bhabur. He personally dscussed the whole issue in its entirety with
Lushmgton, Batten and Huddles ton, during h s Kumaun visit of 1844. In order to
fachtate a decision he suggested settling the revenue parganas of Chukata, Kota,
Chowbisi and Tulla Des for term of five years, instead of the usual twenty years.
S d a r l y he duected dovetding the existing forest settlements of Kumaun in such
a manner that all of them expired simultaneously in 1848-49 i.e., with those of
Kotri Dun and Udaipur. Padarn Singh's lease had so far not been approved either
by the SBR or the Government, and the latter now wanted one policy for the
entire Bhabur tract.

Table XVII: Bhabur Jungle-Mehals of Kumaun-Guhwd, 1844
Name o/ Mthal
or Puqanar

Garhwal:
1. Path Dun

Famr

] m a Setthd

Rrmorks

Padam Smgh

Katbans. 1,649
Churai. 1,101
Katbans. 701
Churai.
100

Lease granted for 20 yrr.
by Batten, in 1839
1st year....801
2nd year...601 (conditional
for 5 years)
For 5 years ( c o n c h t i 4 for
5 Y-)

2. Kotri Dun

Chabi Negi
(Koh to Rewasu river)

3. Udaipur
Ram Singh
(Rawasi river to Ganga)

Katbans.
Churai.

551
51
4,153

Kumaun
1. Kota

:

2. Chukata

Dharmanand Belal Land-revenue
& Ratan Singh Bisht and Katbans
Gopi Sah, Moti Ram Churai.
Sah.
Debi Dutt & Ram
Kishan Uniyal

7,979
8,207
8,276

Land-revenue
leases to 142 persons

3. Chowbisi
(I'da Des)
4. T d a Des
(Kali Kumaun)

Huddleston &d not see any merit in h o l h g the forest Mehals under Kham
management and feared a sizeable reduction in government revenue. In the went
of a decision to continue these Mehals under private management he suggested
appointment of armed Foresters to prevent indiscriminate destruction of forest
by the wood cutters.
Huddleston presented an alarming picture of Garhwal forests. While there
was a total absence of good forest in the lowest range and the plains h e Sd
forests now remained only in the valley of Path Dun saved by its inaccessibhty to
merchants. Patli Dun forests were also being cut down but as the traders could
not carry out the timber they were left in the forest to be burnt. Huddleston
feared abolition of private forest leases to result in the increase of wastes makmg
them a refuge of the criminals. He vehemently opposed the prevalent concession
of free timber to the Nawab of Rarnpur as it was lrkely to make Rampur an
entrepot of the timber tnde, to the detriment of the interest of British jungle.
farmers. He advocated quantification and d e h t i o n of the Nawab's demand of
timber.47
I.J. Turner, Senior Member of the SBR, on Thomason's order, made an in
depth study of the Bhabur tracts. In h s report of July 1844 he pointed out that
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the best of Bhabur land entirely fell inside Kumaun division but except the forest
dues it yielded almost no revenue. While the whole of Bhabur was chiefly forest
land it was bereft of any valuable timber. In some cases large tracts of land in the
forest were found to have been assigned in proprietary rights to individuals by a
declaratory order which in his view had no judicial backing and could be simply
ignored. The .survey of Bhabur lands, ordered by the Government on the 20th
of December, had been partly completed in 1844, and it was, imperative that the
forest-leasing policy should be determined by the Government early.49
The Government approved in March 1845 proposal of Batten to commence
a five year settlement of Chukata and Kota Bhabur and reduce those of Tulla
Des and Chowbinsi from twenty years to seven and six years, respectively, making'
all these to expire simultaneously on the 30th o f April 1850. This arrangement
covered an area of approximately 800 square d e s , containing 17,000 acres of
cultivated land, with a land-revenue of Rs. 7,969 and sayer revenue of Rs.16,
483.50
The Nawab of Rampur who had taken out as many as 6,000 cart-loads of
timber during the past three years without paying any forest duty was now required
to make use of this customary concession for his own personal use and submit
hls future annual requisitions through Commissioner Rohilkhand.''
Owing to general u n d n g n e s s to hold the forests under Kham management
as expressed by the hill-authorities it was decided in August 1845 to continue with
the present arrangements. Chandi-taluqa was allowed to be in possession of Padam
Singh, the lessee, if he had entered into actual possession, but if not, he was to be
disallowed and the forest farm held Kham. More important were the Government
orders to assert Government's own rights over all forests much more forcefully
either by h o l h g them Kham or by farming. Under no circumstances it was to be
allowed to fall in abeyance afforlng people opportunity to advance their individual
claims over them.52
Batten viewed some of the reports on alleged devastations of forests of
Kumaun Proper somewhat exaggerated. The operations of Sal-fellers were,
according to him, mostly c o n f i e d to the lower range of the hills, where alone Sal
forests existed between the Kosilla and Deva, and where even a considerable
increase in timber trade would not have made any visible impact. Path Dun was
already protected by nature but protection of Shivanathpur forest, near
Moradabad, was important. In Dhanirow and Chowbinsi Bhabur at least sixteen
sites of good Sal forests s d existed in 1847 as these were far away from any big
town or a major route. He suggested reservation which meant separation from
Katbans farms of Nanakmutta and Ktlpuri areas. Tulla Des also had six patches
of Sal forests but their timber was not valuable. As Sissoo was lsappearing very
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fast between the Sarda and the Jamuna, called for precautionary measures. Good
forests also existed near Biimdeo but they were being constantly cut down by
wood-cutters and the agriculturists. S d a r l y the vdlagers of Putulti, Kotcean and
Birmdeo were rapidly clearing the tracts and malung profits by their sales in
Birmdeo and Sunea mandir. Of the Sal tbaplar, earlier reserved by Trail1 but dereserved in 1834, eight existed in Tulla Des and twenty-six in Chowbinsi. Tulla
Des t b a p h needed protection whde Chowbinsi supplies could be indefinitely
increased by construction of good roads through the excessive thickness o f Khair
thorn-jungles.53
Forest settlement of Kurnaun Bhabur was made q u i n q u e n d and synchronized
to terminate on the 30th of Apnl 1850. Batten now a firm votary of Khammanagement looked around for an opportunity to introduce it in any tract at the
disposal of the Government, even before April 1850. He associated himself fully
with the suggestion made by Capt. Jones for appointment of a Committee of
Wood and Forest, whch could be entrusted with the task of examining the entire
tract between the Sarda and the Kosilla, authorised to reserve for government
purposes, preservation of timber in certain tbaphr, and to award compensation
to the leaseholders for the loss of revenue. Chukata, the sole repository of Sa1
forests, was indicated as a good example for t h s partial separation-reservation
exercise. Batten made good use of cold season of 1847 in the company of Capt.
Jones and the revenue authorities of R o w a n d "in acquiring a minute knowledge
of the lower Bhabur and Turai and the occupants of the soil.""
Captain Henry Ramsay, Senior Assistant of Garhwal for almost two years
now, did not feel confident enough in 1847 to express any definite opinion on the
issue of holding the forests under Kham-management. However, he felt sure that
the revenue could be safely doubled, after paylng all expense^.'^
After altering the lease-period to terminate in Apnl 1850, Batten now applied
some pressure on the lessees to resign their respective leases. Chukata, Tulla Des
and Chowbinsi farmers w h g l y handed in their resignations but Moti Ram Sah,
the Chukata lessee, later fded an appeal before Lushington a w n s t t h s arbitrary
change of lease-period by the Government. However, as he was in default h s
lease was resumed. As the Kota Bhabur Sal forests were rich enough to supply all
the needs of the Carriage Department, Lushington recommended all measures
proposed by Batten.5'
In October 1'847 the Government annulled all forest leases fahng in balance
and authorised Kumaun authorities to accept all resignations tendered by the
farmers. They were also directed to hold in Kham all forests coming in their
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possession in the same manner as pursued by the private farmers. The Government
d d not agree with the suggestion of appointing a Committee and the Lt. Governor
desired to discuss the entire issue of forest management during his proposed visit
of R~hrlkhand.~'
Ramsay submitted h s report on Garhwal forests in April 1848. Sizeable forests
were said to exist in Rawasupar, in Udaipur, although all good trees had already
been removed years ago in areas w i h n the reach o f hackeries. Chandi area was
without any trees worth cutting. In 1848 the merchants were bringng timber on
buffaloes from the upper forests. Ramsay recommended closing of these forests,
including the Chandi half of the Sal Ban, against all timber merchants. Finding the
lower portion of the Sal Ban sadly thnned he feared utter ruin of these forests
unless some immediate measures were not initiated. In Rawasu Par, east of Chand,
he d ~ dnot find the forests very valuable. In Rawasu War, a great portion of Sal
could not be removed because of a difficult feature, but nonetheless wood
merchants carried on their business at great labour. Khair was earlier in much
abundance and was still much sought after. As there were "no passages near
Udaipur Kham holding of forests was likely to prove quite expensive. S ~ L U
Bijnor
authorities could grant the Rnwannas or exit-passes. M a p f i c e n t forests existed in
Kotri and Patli Duns, but the pathway leading to the former had' badly damaged
ha-sides, maktng any entry very difficult. H a ranges, Ramsay reported, extending
for miles had a thick coating of finest trees and, except near the Ramganga, the
forest remained untouched by the years of cutting it had been exposed to. The
Ramganga did not contain sufficient water for floating down rafters and the
forests were too extensive to suffer much. The Path Dun farmer, holding a twenty
year lease, objected to any change in the terms. Therefore, if Kumaun and Udaipur
forests were decided to be held Kham a new tariff would have become essential
and Padam Singh, the lessee, required to observe the same in his area. Otherwise
the merchants were most likely to resort to Path Dun where the tax was lighter,
making Kham establishment a net revenue loser. While the revenue under Kham
was likely to be doubled no extra expenses were likely to be incurred on the
Government side, as the Senior Assistant of Garhwal would not be required to
entertain any establishment."
The Government in May 1848, ordered revenue survey operations by the
Great Trigonometrical Survey for the R o w a n d districts of Shahjehanpur, Bareilly
and Moradabad. Parts of the Kumaun Turai were also included in their operations.
The survey operations were required'to cover the boundaries of all jungle tracts,
both belonging to the Government and the adjoining villages, division o f
Government forest land into convenient allotment for grants, each was to be
named a n d numbered, boundary marked off on the ground, and separately
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mapped. Early completion of Kdpuri, Radrapur, Gadarpur and Kumaun-Turi
was specially sttes~ed.~"

BHABUR AND TURAI
The hdl-men were k h l y dtssatisfied with the transfer of magistend jurisdction,
ordered in January 1838, from h d s to the plains' authorities. T h s &ssatisfaction
was clearly discernible in reduction of cultivation in the older clearings and
u n w h g n e s s to cultivate new grounds now attached to P h b h t magistracy. These
facts were ascertained by Batten personally. Hdl-men stdl remembered and recalled
the days of Commissioner T r d , who never allowed R o W a n d &strict authorities
the slightest interference in Kurnaun-Turai. Even after fixation of boundary between
Halhed and T r d , the latter resented any attempt of plains' people to cultivate
Kumaun-Bhabur. Hill-men considered their +ty
injured by the transfer of an
old and integral part of Kumaun to the plains. The native official also encouraged
these jealous feelmgs. Hdl-men who had seen the pomp and expenses under whch
the boundary was settled during T r d ' s time found it hard to reconcile themselves
with the ease with whlch the plains' authorities had now acquired jurisdction.
Colonisation of the Turai-Bhabur was too important a subject and these sentiments
could not be ignored.
Lt. Governor desired to discuss the Turd issue with Rohllkhand Commissioner
during his proposed visit to Barellly in March 1841. O n Connonly's request Batten
transmitted, through Lushington, h s own opinions on grievances of M-people
in regard to the existing system.60
Batten listed several disadvantages under five broad categories, i.e., firstly the ,
delay, vexation, expenses, risk of health, and long journey to Pdibhit, Baredly and
Moradabad, in the administration of justice; secondly, diversity in respect of
language, custom, and habits; thrrdly, ignorance of the laws and practice of the
courts to w h c h the U-people were now amenable; fourthly, constant vexations,
interference, extortion, and the general bad character of the police, and concealment
of the crime by the hd-people from fear of visitation from the official employees;
and fifth, inconvenience and anomaly of the same people being subject to the
same jurisdiction of separate :illah officers in transaction of civll and criminal
business. O f these, Batten observed, so far as bad conduct of the police was
concerned, appointment of a separate Turai Magstrate or an annual deputation
of an experienced Assistant from Bijnour, Moradabad and Pllibht to the respective
Turais of these districts could be remedied but with reference to grievances
connected with language, habits. feelings, and prejudices of the hd-people no
step could suffice short o f restoring magisterial jur~sdictionof the hd-authorities.
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Connolly, Commissioner of Rohdkhand, and R.H. Clarke, Magistrate o f Baredy,
both favoured handing over of the Bhabur to the Kumaun authorities. T.C.
Robertson, the Lt. Governor, by his personal observation and specially after his
discussion with Major Sleeman, Superintendent for Suppression of Dacoities,
was fully convinced that these grievances were not e~aggerated.~'
The Bhabur tracts were a p n annexed to Kumaun in March 1842. The plains
Magistrates were allowed concurrent jurisdction to the foot of the M s for pursuing
an offender or a fugitive. The police with theit augmented strength were transferred
to the hill-authorities. An Assistant from Kumaun was ordered to visit the Bhabur
between 15 November to 15 April every year.62
Handing over of the Chandi-taluqa to Garhwal, eventhough Connolly always
considered it to be a part of Garhwal-Bhabur, was deferred when the Joint
Magistrate of Bijnour raised certain objections to its transfer. Ultimately in October
1842 it was decided to transfer not only criminal, but also fiscal jurisdction of
Chandi-taluqa to Bijnour district. Nothing was mentioned specifically about the
status of civil juri~diction.~'
The c h e f problem related to conlonisation of the Bhabur has always been
water. During Tralll's time there were conflicting clahns between villages and
individuals over sharing of the Gola water. T r d in his capacity of a C i d Judge
passed several decisions on these disputes, all based on the fact of possession, as
there was no other evidence. Lushington followed the same practice in a few
cases which came up before him. The SBR, however, held that it was the
Government wkch had paramount right over all streams and rivers and the interest
of the community at large required and judicious distribution of the Gola waters.
l'raill's systcm of separate gools (water channels) was considered wasteful leaving
little water for a11 prospective cultivators. Lushington's serious reservations were
overruled by the SBR. Lushington finally suggested appointment of an engineer
to manage the Gola waters on behalf of the Government or alternatively leave it
to Traill's arrangement, which with d l its deficiencies sull managed to produce "six
miles of land under beautiful ~ u l ~ v a t i o n . ' " ' ~

I.J. Turner, Senior Member of the SBR, conducted an enquiry into prospects
of irrigation in the Turai parganas of Rollilkhand under Tholnason's order in
lanuary 1844. Me found thc result of Lt. ]ones' investigations of the KumaunBhabur very valuable. Lt. lorlcs' demonstratcd the utility of drainage 01.1 scientific
lines, stressed the need to Il;~ndlethe I3habur problems differently from those of
the Turai, assessed potential of thc 13ll;lbur to yield as much revenue as the Turai,

prospects of a better pasturage in the Bhabur, and above all, identified s c a r c i ~
of water as the c h e f obstacle in achieving all the above objectives. Batten also
mentioned to Turner about many offers he had received for forest lands below
Dewalchaur but how he had failed to close it primarily owing to mismanagement
of the Gola waters. The Gola waters, at the time of enquiry, irrigated only 8,680
acres, while Lt. Jones felt it had a potential to irrigate as much as 49,724 acres.
Turner did not consider T r d ' s arrangement of distributing its water with the
help o f eighteen gools fully backed by any judicial orders and thus these were
ignored.
As for the forest tracts, which had been assigned in proprietary right to an
individual, Turner recommended application of the principles adopted for Dehra
Dun. Henceforth the occupants were to be gven occupancy rights over lands
cleared and cultivated by them, leaving the remainder at the disposal o f
Government for leasing to other applicants. The Gola waters were to be managed
judiciously, water-rate was to be rationaked as htherto a very small juma of Rs.
1,600 only was assessed on 8,680 acres, and engineering works were recommended
to precede settlement operations. Turner felt Lt. Jones and Batten as the fittest
persons to be entrusted with the job "for most beneficial results." Development
of the Bhabur now became intrinsically linked with management of forests on
the one hand and fullest exploitation of the Gola waters, i.e., irrigation, on the
other. For the fust time the hd-authorities were entrusted with policing-work of
the Bhabur with an adequate police e~tablishrnent.~~
Decisions taken in regard to
forest management in October, 1847, cleared all hurdles in the way of
development of the Bhabur.
The Kumaun-Turai, during 1838-48, however, continued to remain in a
fragmented state. P h b h t district, before its merger with B a r d y &strict, controlled
Kdpuri, Nanakrnutta, and Bilheri parganas which after merger remained with
Bareilly already had within its jurisdiction parganas of Rudrapur and Gadarpur.
In Kumaun-Bareilly sector, some portion of the Rudrapur-Gadarpur-Turai,
however, fell under hill jurisdiction. Moradabad district administered Bajpur and
Kashipur parganas. As these dstricts were regulation dstricts, their administration
was on the pattern followed in the rest of the N.W.P. The history of the Turai
from 1818 to 1858 has been described as a mournful dustration of futhty of
introducing refinements of legislation among a people unprepared by previous
training to receive them. The police question was, as we have seen, the chef
problem o f management of the Turai. The Bhabur reverted back to Kumaun in
March 1842 but the Turai was destined to follow a much more tortuous c o ~ r s e . ~
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C M L , CRIMINAL AND POLICE ADMINISTRATION
It is in the field of introduction, institutionalisation and adoption of the British
system of civil and criminal justice to the h a y tracts of Kumaun that Lushngtonys
contribution seems most enduring. Admittedly, it has neither the palpable gratitude
of the d o n s of pilgrims on the Pilgrim Road constructed by T r d , a hghly
visible transformation of malarial Bhabur nor an unknown Lake into a healthy
resort made possible by Rarnsay. One must miss in t h s process equally the mass
contact necessanly a part of settlement operations conducted by Batten and concrete
benefit of rights and privileges handed to thousands which flowed from it. It is
little wonder that the reform brought about by Lushington in dreary field of civil
and criminal justice receives such a low-key acknowledgement as having been
"uneven thl."
Soon after introduction of the Assam Rules, the Regster of SDNA (Suder
Diwani and Nizamut Adawlut) forwarded to Lushngton the forms of civil and
criminal statements in use with copies of circulars connected with their preparation
and submission, asking for his views before their implementation. These included
seventeen circulars, issued between 20 December 1837 and 15 December 1838,
and blank statements covering civil statements, criminal trials, statement of prisons,
summary suits, jd delivery, etc. For c i d justice L u s h g t o n suggested modfications
in some of the civil statements and substitution of c'Comrnissioner" for Judge
and "Senior Assistant" for the Principal Suder Amin as it appeared in the Assam
Rules. "However feebly and imperfectly the statements may be prepared," opined
Lushington, and however feebly and imperfectly they may answer for w h c h they
are framed they still tend in some degrees to check the abuse of power, to correct
or at least record negligence, to stimulate sloth, and prevent injus ti~e."~'
He found the civil and criminal rules on the whole excellent and well adapted
to the wants and wishes of the hdl-people but "from their brevity and conciseness
they fad to embrace the whole of cases which come before the courts." Was he
authorised to decide cases according to the Regulations, in force where they are
not printed in the Kumaun Printed Rules?, asked Lushmgton. Accepting the modfied
forms supplied by Lushington the SDNA advised him to seek instructions from
the Government under Act X, 1838, as they were not competent to g v e an
opinion on this s u b j e ~ t . ' ~
The "brevity and conciseness" of the Kumaun Printed Rules, as the modified
Assam Rules came t o be generally known, occasioned issue of several
Supplementary Civil or Criminal Rules, over the years, The SDNA also exempted
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Kumaun courts from "the literal compliance of several rules contained in various
circulars by them from time to time" but they were required "to adhere to the
spirit of the instructions", e.g., in providing copies of all final decrees in orders to
all parties in suits, with "as much expedition as possible."b9 The brevirg and
conciseness of the Rules were made good use of both by the SDNA and the
local authorities.
Batten favoured locating Munsifs in distant parts of the district for the
convenience o f the litigants and disUed centraltsing tendencies brought in by the
new rules. T h s kind of arrangement, he pointed out, was not prevented by the
Kurnaun Printed Rules. But when in 1845 L u s h g t o n deputed a Munsif of Kumaun
for holdmg his court in the Turai and later in the western part of Kumaun, the
SDNA questioned his authority to do so. He was informed that no authority in
the entire Province, including the SDNA, enjoyed t h s authority in respect of
subordinate courts.70 Lushington was specially invested with powers o f
Superintendent of Police, under Regulation XVII, 1816, and powers to give award
for apprehension of offenders, under Regulation XVI, 1810. But later in 1847 the
SDNA prohibited him to exercise the powers of gving awards as the Kumaun
Criminal Rules did not provide for it.7'
Absence of certain provisions at times occasioned consultation with the Suder
Nizamut Adawlut of Calcutta for any precedence and even advice. The Assam
Rules had no provision for use of stamp-paper in court proceedings and the
SDNA was not clear whether it could entertain any appeals preferred to it agamst
orders of the Commissioner, without stamp-papers, which its own procedure
mandatorily required. O n referring the issue to the Calcutta Court and Government
of the N.WP., fust the Government exempted any use of stamp papers for
plaints and pleading in the courts of Kumaun in 1839, and later for purposes of
appeals filed with the SDNA. However, the system applicable in Subathoo, namely,
payment of a percentage of the value of claim filed by the losing party was
introduced in 1839.72
What was the position of the Kumaun Printed Rules vis-a-vis the new
Regulations which were passed subsequent to introduction of the former, was
another question that continued to begurle the local authorities. Did or &d they
not supercede the relevant provisions contained in the Printed Rules? Huddleston,
for exafnple, once returned unexecuted a process issued by Batten for sending a
witness of Lobha. His contention was that Batten should have issued a commission
according to the provision contained in Act VII of 1841. Batten on the contrary
held the view that Huddleston was duty bound to cause all legal processes, as
provided in the Kumaun Civll Rules. Several instances of the nature arose needing
resolution by the Commissioner, the SDNA or the G~vernment.'~
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Changes in the Kumaun Printed Rules, both on the civil and criminal sides,
were mostly engineered by the local authorities. Lushington in some cases objected
to the provisions contained in the Rules whch could safely be done away with.
The practice of fhng rejoinder papers were denounced by hun as "mere iteration
of the arguments contained in the plaint and reply" and not suited to the
conditions where a simpler mode was the need. The SDA turned down h s request
but Supplementary Civil Rules were issued to this effect when the Government
found h s suggestion un~bjectionable.~'
Batten s d a r l y pleaded for invoduction
of the provisions contained in the Act XIX of 1843 for Kumaun Courts.75By
applying himself closely to the provisions contained in the Kumaun Civil and
Criminal Rules and those in various regulations issued in the N.WP., he was able to
suggest from time to time, addtions, alterations or deletions concerning the new
Rules. His exertions in this direction won hun unqualified appreciation of the
SDNA that mostly accepted h s recommendation^.^"
Notwithstandng all these ambiguities and hiccups by the end of the third
year of promulgation of the Assam Rules, it was reported to be working well in
Kumaun &vision under able management of Lushington. The fact that no appeals
had so far been preferred in the SDNA proved that justice was being adequately
dispensed with in the
We now take up some of the major developments
whlch took place in the civll justice administration and performance of civil courts
in dispensing justice. Shivanand Khanduri and Trilochan Josh1 were appointed
Principal Suder Amins (later redesignated as Suder Amin, o n Lushington's
suggestion) of Garhwal and Kumaun, respectively. First, the SDNA desired
nomination by the Commissioner of prospective Munsifs, to be confimed by
them, but later the confrrmation by the SDNA was dispensed with on Government
orders.7nFrom 1st of July 1839 use of Persian in all court proceedings was
discontinued and replaced by Hindustani. Persian translation of evidence, in a
separate "natthi"(enclosure), was done away with. A clear and i&omatic Hindustani
style was recommended for use.79An eight anna stamp for a copy of any order
was introduced locally w h c h receivedpostfacto approval of the Court of Directors
and the Government.'' In July 1839, Captain Phdhps, the Assistant, was invested
with powers to try orignal suits upto a value of Rs.100, as Batten was frequently
required to be on tour in connection with his settlement duties, and the courts of
Suder Amin and Munsifs were already overloaded with court work." The Suder
Amins were initially made responsible for Registering Deeds, but later in 1840,
this duty was passed on to the Senior Assistant themselves."
Commissioner Traill used to decide civil cases of the Bhotias, living close to
the perpetual snows, when they used to descend to Bageshwar fair in January
every year, and it saved them the trouble of going to Alrnora or Pauri. O n a
reference from Lushngton he was also authorised to try origmal suits himself or
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leave them to be instituted in the lower courts whenever he happened to be
touring in those parts, away from the Suder office." In 1840 oaths by Gangajalor
on the Koran were replaced by affirmations prescribed in Act V of 1840. All
Gangs-Jalis and Koran Mullas were discharged in June 1840." Rules for
arrangement of civil court records were issued in January 1843.m5
O r i p d institution
of suits in Munsifs' courts was introduced in 1845.'L6
The abolition o f stamp-paper led to a vast increase in the number of peations
and the Senior Assistant's time was occupied in attendmg to them. The fee imposed
on the losing party in suits in no way helped in reducing the number of litigants as
it did not affect very presentation of the petition. Frustrated by his failure to
control lnvolous petitioning and "licentiousness, a matked character of hd-people,"
Batten proposed its reintroduction in 1845. Stamps were accordmgly reintroduced
in Kumaun in 1845, but only for court purposes and not for bonds, deeds or
other legal documents. The Stamp Rules used in Saugar and Nerbudda, other
non-regulation tracts, which provided for stamps on copies of decrees, plaints,
mukhtarnamas, etc., were sent to Kumaun for adoption. The Stamp Rules were
fially approved and introduced in April 1846."
Annual Civil Administration reports were submitted by the Commissioner to
the SDNA and the latter issued drrections and comments on the state of civiljustice administration. SDNA's f i s t review given in Table XVIII covered both
civd and criminal case-work.ns

Table XVIII : Civil and Criminal Case - Work in Kumaun, 1839
-

~

Misce. Exec. of Cn'minal
&mes

hgukar Suits

Commissioner
Sr. Asstt. (2)
Jr. Asstt. (1)
Sudder Amin (2)
Munsifs (3)

Tots/

@

Original

Appeal

11
153
4
498
1,926

23
50
116
110
1
10
411
102
1632
294
(@ on uid/othenvise)
62
73
7
15

323 1,961 195
341
44
-

95
267
297

In its review of 1841 the SDNA appreciated the role of Panchayats
(community) as very useful in dealing with cases relating to caste and religon. In
that year fifty-three cases were decided by these Panchayats. In their next review,
however, the courts were advised to be more careful in classification of civil and
criminal cases. The SDNA review was not only separated for gving precise
information about each court's disposal during the year. Table XIX shows h s
more ~learly.'~
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Table XM : Court-wise statement of civil cases, Kurnaun, 1842
Court

Desniption

Commr.

Original suits
Appeals
Total
Original suits
Sr. Asstt.
Appeals
(Batten)
Total
Original suits
Sr. Asstt.
(Huddleston) Appeals
Total
Original suits
Jr. Asstt.
Appeals
(Ramsay)
Total
Original suits
Suder Amin
Appeals
Total
Original suits
Suder Amin
Appeals
Total

Pending
31 2 4 1
7
24
31
52
29
81
10
8
18
153
4
157
666
2
668
51
1
52

Total
Bejore
112

Decidcd
Tnal
47

Othenvirc
dispo~edof
64

Pending

1

-

Commenting on relatively low rate of disposal of suits monthly by the Kurnaun
Civil Courts in 1840, the SDA desired Lushington to fix a minimum rate of suits
d~sposalfor the Senior Assistant, Assistant, and the Suder Arnin, at hls own dscretion.
In the plains, he was informed, the Civil Judge was required to dispose of a
minimum of twenty, Suder Amin twenty, and a Munsif twenty-five suits. Later in
May 1843 the SDA determined it to be eight, fifteen and twenty suits per month
for the Senior Assistant, the Suder Amins and the Munsifs, respectively." And
soon after the SDA in November 1843 itself severely criticized over pendency of
c i d cases in Kumaun c i d courts. It called it "a case of carelessness,mismanagement
and indolence on the part of Ramsay, the Junior Assistant", and called for hls
explanation. The reasons for delay which the lower courts had glven, the SDA
found them "discreditable and reprehensible" and did not fad them to be warned
By' 1843, the Kumaun Civil Courts had come
for "harsher measures in f u t ~ r e . " ~
under a very close scrutiny of the SDA and were made to fall in line with the
regular pattern of report, review, and directions.
O n the criminal justice side, from the list of statements sent by the SNA,
Lushington selected only those forms which appeared appropriate. As against a
list of thirty-four hnds of crimes mentioned, he suggested just eight, viz., murder,
homicide no amounting to murder, thefts (including cattle stealmg), receiving stolen
and plundered property, affrays, assaults, forgery, and miscellaneous crimes not
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included in the above." O n hls pointing out discrepancies in dealmg with c e r t m
cases like "abduction and elopement o f women," a fruitful source of crime in the
M-districts, he was allowed to modfy the existing practice in handlmg such cases.93
In 1840 Lushmgton's attention was particularly drawn towards Garhwal where
"statistics of summons, acquittals and dscharges of a large number led the Court
to an inference that many were subjected to vexation and expenses of c o m p u l s o ~
journey to the court on insufficient ground." Huddleston explained that large
number of dismissals was on account of people's disposition to file razinamas
(compromises) after defaulters had been summoned and answered the charges.
Sometimes cases were fded even to discover the cause of dispute by compelhg
attendance. Otherwise, largely criminals cases were of petty nature, needmg only
admonition to the defendant^.^^ The SNA advised Lushington to direct
Huddleston's attention to the provisions contained in Act XXIV, 1841, for checlung
vexatious l i t i g a t i ~ n . ~ ~
In their Annual Criminal Justice Reports the SNA uniformly recorded "an
absence of serious offences" in Kumaun. The report of 1845 specially referred to
a remarkable absence of crime in the Turai where at one time it was so prevalent
"as to render the tract as a disgrace to the British name." Table XX provides
consolidated position of criminal justice work in Kumaun &vision."

Table XX : Performance of Criminal-Courts o f Kumaun, 1842-45
Dist.Div.
Year

Magir/cnal Court
Under Tned Commitfed
Kurrmunmpg:
1842
525
522
261
1843
329
195
89
1844
367
359
236
1845
361
358
238

Con.
fed

Acqnitfed

7
3
9
5

254
103
114
115

74
89
111
123

4

3
5
2

101
103
177
106

335
266
347
361

11
17
14
7

355
229
291
221

vic-

Sersions
APP~~
Con/:
Acqui- ConRcurre9
ttcd
jnned sed
kt.

Garhwal:
1842
1843
1844
1845

180
195
295
252

179
195
293
231

-

KumaunDMsion:
1842
1843
1844
1845

705
524
662
593

701
512
652
589

14
15
13
8

10
9
3

37
31
68
98

12
17
19
13

(Conf.: Confirmed; Ret.: Returned)
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Kumaun Criminal Rules empowered the Commissioner right o f revising
every criminal order passed by his Assistants within six months of its date. T h s
gave to Kumaun Commissioner powers whch were not provided to the Sessions
Judges of the plains districts. Supplementary Rules were passed in 1848, investing
the Commissioner with powers to pass punishments upto fourteen years with
labour in irons or banishment, in heinous offences and a frne of Rs. 500 with or
without labour upto seven years, in case of affra~s.~'
From 1840 the Government commenced direct review of police administration
with the help of an Annual Report on Police Administration. It made it clear that
he Vdlage Police system was not proposed to be interfered with. While noticing a
total absence of many heinous crimes it expressed great concern over adultery
and abduction of women reported from Kumaun. Table XXI gives relative position
of these crimes committed a p n s t women in 1841 and 1842.98

Table XXI.Adultery, Abduction and Sale of Women in Kumaun, 184142
Crime

Year

Cases

l.Adultery&
Abduction
2. Sale of
women

1841
1842
1841
1842

167
213
11
28

Persons
concerned
75
77
14
20

Apprehen
ded
71
61
14
13

Acquitted

Punished

51
47
8
9

19
13
6
4

The Government inferred that either "avoidable vexation is caused by enquiries
instituted by police with no satisfactory or beneficial results or the system in force
is insufficient and inapplicable to the nature of the offence." Huddleston, as Garhwal
exhibited a preponderant number of such cases, explained that hitherto "mere
presentation of petition has so far been considered adequate for such an entry
and no other proceeding was considered necessary, untll the woman summoned
had been taken to ascertain the ground." Many cases turned out to be for restoration
of widows, or wives separated for years, sisters, sister-in-law. As women in Garhwal
were more valuable than cattle every relative, however distant, filed an application
for restoration. The thanas of Haldwani and Sunea with the mounted police of
Phbhi't was transferred to Kumaun in 1843. The salary of Kota police was also
increased on par with those of Haldwani and Sunea, who had got it while s d
with Baredly, on ground of "unhealthy police station." In Garhwal the thana of
Kanur was shifted to Srinagar for guarding the Tehsil treasury.')''
Kumaun Commissioner, who acted as the Superintendent of Police for the
division, entertained appeals of police officers receiving a salary not extending
Rs.10 per month, removed by the district officers for neglect of duty. Drawing

his attention to the circular of the SNA of 10 October 1834, he was advised by
the Government that "interference should be cautiously and discreetly exercised
as the local officers were the most competent judges of the fitness o f such
functionaries and the manner in whch they dscharge their duties."'*' Tanda and
Kaladhungi thanm were sanctioned in 1845."'

EDUCATION
Captain Huddles ton established the first formal school of Kumaun &vision
at Srinagar in 1839. Its expenses were defrayed from deposits of the Lawaris
Fund, unclaimed proceeds of the pilgruns' assets who died on the Pilgnrn Road.
It is only after 1845 that these proceeds were deposited in the treasury, as provided
by Regulation I11 of 1803. A young Brahmin, who knew little English, assisted
Pandit Raghubar Dutt, in running the school. Batten contributed some books to
the school and it was visited by the Lord Bishop of Calcutta with Lushington in
1840. In the same year a new house was purchased for Rs.100. Only Sanskrit and
Hindi were taught and its strength varied between fifty and sixty.'" The residents
of Alrnora also petitioned the Lord Bishop for a p t h r h a b at Alrnora as "the
teaching of the Shastras was fahng to decay in an area whlch particularly required
to preserve its Hinduism." When Lushmgton forwarded a modified plan prepared
by Batten for such a school, he was' asked to apply to the Committee of Education
at Calcutta directly as the N.WP. Government had no scheme for general support
of education.lo3
In May 1842 a sum of Rs. 38 was sanctioned for establishment of two
vernacular schools, one each in Kurnaun and Garhwal. Rs. 24 were earmarked
for Kumaun and Rs. 14 per month for Garhwal.lo4
From the reports furnished by Lushmgton, Batten and Huddleston it appears
that in Garhwal a few chlldren of the upper caste fanulies of Srinagar and
surroundmg vlllages attended the school. The attendance was irregular and an
absence of any regular system of teachmg was apparent. The clddren of lower
castes could not even attend the classes and the teachmg was mostly confined to
study of the Shastras and Hind. Whrle the people of Srinagar were too poor to
pay for the education of their chddren, the well off gentry usually employed
private tutors. The Bhotias were also "not unmindful of the benefits of a little
reading and writing." Huddleston informed that teachers were employed in almost
every Bhotia village instructing the children while their parents were engaged in the
trans-Himalayan trade. Huddleston was not very sanguine about introduction of
a regular vdlage education system in a near future date.'05

BADRINATH AND KEDARNATH
From the very begmning British Government took a stand of no-interference
in religous matters. But in Garhwal, a place full of religious institutions par
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excellence, it was difficult to maintain that stand for long. In February 1840,
Lushington consulted the SDA about the course to be adopted in deciding cases
connected with allegations against priests of Hindu temples, the mode, the nature
and extent o f interference whch the civil and criminal courts could exercise. The
court 'while asbng hun to consult the Government on thls sensitive issue also
asked hun to consider the provisions contained in Regulation XIX, 1810, and
comment on its suitabihty for adoption in Kumaun.lo6
The Government asked the Commissioner to dissociate hunself from direct
interference and to frnd some way by whch the task of appointing temple officials
could be handled by a non European functionary. The SBR, in a s d a r vein,
advised that dsputes connected with temple lands should be got settled by mutual
agreement or arbitration, and only in cases k e l y to affect breach of peace should
local authorities intervene, always takmg prior approval of the Government.lo7

A petition against resumption of Sadaburt lands was presented to T.C.
Robertson, the Lt. Governor, during or soon after h s visit to Kumaun, towards
the latterhalf of 1841, and he quietly drew attention of Lushington to the subject.
T r d ' s actions not entirely "hidden from men within the recesses of the mountains",
had become known to Batten as Garhwal Assistant, as early as 1838, when visiting
the camp of Lt. Governor at Dehradun. There he heard the late Sir (then Mr.
Secretary) Macnaughten inveighg into what he called an unauthorised usurpation
of Mr. Traill. Batten had mentioned h s fact to Gowan and later Lushmgton.
Batten acknowledged that when Lushington restored lands to Rawuls he too had
considered the order as justified. His realisation of difference between religlous
and charitable grants was a later &sc~very."'~
The Jhala grant was now placed under management of the titular and
pensioned Raja of Kumaun, Pratap Singh. After 1841 exercise of authority by
British in regard to Nanda Devi ceased ull in 1852 the Accountant N.WP., after
examination of all pensions granted in perpetuity, declared that Nanda Devi pension
did not appear to be religlous pension. Batten on this disclosure asked Ramsay to
enquire into the whole matter. Ramsay recommended its discontinuance and
&version to Alrnora Dispensary. It was resumed on 3.12.1852.1°"
The Rawul of Badrinath petitioned to the Lt. Governor for restoration of
sadaburt parganas of Dussooli and Kutooli in 1842. Considering clear drrections
which the Court of Directors and the Government had issued on the subject
Lushington restored back these parganas to the Rawul in 1842, reversing T r d ' s
orders of 1829.11°
Several dsputes existed among the temple officers of Badrinath and Kedarnath,
and the Rawuls forwarded them to Lushington for resolving them. The Rawuls
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also insisted on issue of Sunnuds in their names by the local authority on temple
lands and even temple affairs. L u s h g t o n s d l not very sure about the action to be
taken, in view of the Court of Director's clear injunctions, reiterated by the SBR
on the 14th o f December 1841, agam consulted the Board."' He hunself felt veq
strongly agamst holdmg general enquiries into reltgious matters and reLgtous m+.
"The immunities hitherto enjoyed by the Hindu maa/idan of Garhwal and
Kumaun", he wrote, "is and ever has been a constant theme of praise and
admiration to the pilgrims and by them the indulgence shown by our Governmmt
in the provinces is reported in all quarters." Slrmlarly the parties which had enjoyed
and profited by the liberality were not insensible to h s and "they were not slow
in praising the advantages they enjoyed."Il2
In Garhwal both the Rawuls and the landholders were keen to make their
own settlements whereas in Kurnaun the land-holders favoured a twenty year
land-settlement.Il3
As the Rawuls kept pressing him for a formal confirmation of their authority
by the local officials, Lushingron brought it to the notice of the Government that
whrle actual nomination rested with the, living Rawul who selected the new Rawul
in consultation with the heredtary temple officials, a subsequent confirmation by
the local authority was essential for the satisfaction of the pilgrims and the
landholders. Lushingron pressed the need further on purely political grounds.
Pointing to the location of Badnnath temple in extreme north with passages opeinto Western Tibet, he hinted at the possibhty of inmgue between Nepal and the
Court at Lahore in which the Rawul could playa not too insrgnificant a role.
Confirmation by British Government could rule out such a possibhty, he
suggested.Il4The Government laid down duections regarding the mode in which
civil rights of the Rawuls should be recognized on their succession on 3rd of
September 1846.'15 In May 1847 L u s h g t o n forwarded to the Government a
d e t d e d report on r e b o u s and civil qualifications required of the Rawuls of
Badrinath, Kedarnath and Gopeshwar. The Rawul of Badrinath had to be a
Namboori Brahmin from the South, well-versed in the Shastras and Sandlya-pya,
and in the age-group of thuty to forty five. A decent knowledge of the place,
acquaintance with accounts and revenue matters, and intelligent &sposition were
the c i d qualifications. From amongst the resident Namboori Brahmins possessing
these qualifications the living Rawul and the temple officials selected the successor.
The heredtary temple officers consisted of the Vaxfr (Mmster), Lkhwar(Secretary),
Bhandarir, Mehtas preasurer), Dimris (Cooks) and the Sqanas of Mana d a g e . The
S9ana.r had acquired consideration on account of the services rendered by them
to the temple. Many of the Sqanar were wealthy and the temple was at times
stated to be greatly in debt to them. The Kedarnath Rawul was also a Southerner
but from the J u n p sect. He d.td not necessady come from B r h caste but
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could also be selected from the Vaishya or Rajputs o f the South. The Gopeshwar
arrangements were s d a r to Kedarnath.'16

MEDICAL AND HEALTH
In early 1840 Dr. Playfair, the Superintendent Surgeon, who visited Badrinath,
submitted an alarming report on the state of health on the Pilgrim Road and
Mahamati, which was sent to the Kumaun authorities for comments and action.
He concluded that there was no need of any government assistance for the
measures suggested by him, i.e., posting of two Native Doctors as the local
authorities had sufficient resources at their disposal. Pilgrims' sickness, whlch
accounted for several deaths in the upper reaches, accordrng to him, was caused
by sudden change of the clunate and not on account of lack of proper food or
old age. Batten whde contesting the conclusions arrived at by Dr. Playfair, both in
regard to the availabhty of local resources and some of the medical conclusions,
admitted that the local officers had been remiss in sending regular reports on sick
pilgrims. However, Col. Gowan's report on the Mahamman had been published
by medical authorities in 1836. According to Batten it was primarily farlure of
local medcal authorities to do any thmg effective agamst deaths of local landholders
caused by the Mahamari, even though successive Civil Surgeons of Kumaun had
been approached, whlch prevented local authorities in suggesting medcal measures
for "far less deserving pilgrims." In 1837 Dr. Sandham travelled with Batten
through the country and lamented on the condition of pilgrims' feet and general
sickness. S d a r l y during Dr. Darby's tenure help of the Native Doctor was taken
not only for vaccination but also as a helper in Nagpurpargono where the Mahamon
was most virulent. Dr. Dempestor, predecessor of Dr. Playfair, also recommended
provision o f a Native Doctor for assisting Garhwal's Senior Assistant for
vaccination as well as general medcal assistance. As the Rawul of Kedarnath
continued to show his apathy towards assisting such measures it was difficult to
sustain a Native Doctor at Okhimath.
The accumulated Road Fund of Badrinath, Rs. 4,600 in December 1839,
could not be tapped for this purpose owing to their other ~ommitrnents.~"
Huddleston agreeing with Batten that maintenance and repair of the Pilgrim Road
was a far more important work, recommended that the posts of Native Doctors
at Okhimath and Joshimath be provided by the Government."' One Native
Doctor was sanctioned for Garhwal in April 1840. When 209 deaths occurred in
1840 in Garhwal, mostly confined to Badhan and Nagpur, Huddleston asked for
the services of a European Doctor. In August 1843 in Borahrow, Mahaman'
claimed t h t y lives, and its dread was so great that exact information about the
losses could not be ascertained. The Mahaman was reported for the first time in
Badhan in 1837 and was believed to have been carried by ghee and salt. The first
victim was reported to be an importer of these items.""
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The request of the Provincial Government for posting a Medcal Officer at
Naini Tal, on the pattern of Sirnla and Mussootie, on account of its having become
an established sanatorium of d t a r y invalids, was turned down by the Governor
General in June 1845. The local authorities were asked to induce a medical
practitioner to settle there. An Assistant Surgeon was finally sanctioned for Naini
Tal in October 1847. A dspensary with a Sub Assistant Surgeon was ~anctioned
for Alrnora in March 1848. A ~ l s ~ e n s aCommittee,
ry
with the Commissioner as
its Chairman, the Senior Assistant, Kumaun, the Cornrnandmg Officer o f the
Station, and the Judicial Officer as its Member Secretary, came into existence. A
building was also secured for the hospital and the savings were duected to be
used for opening of branch-d~pensaries.'~~

ROAD CONSTRUCTION
There is no denying the fact that Garhwal remained neglected during the fvst
twenty-five years of the British rule, as far public investment in that reglon was
concerned. It is only after it was created as a separate &strict in 1839 that some
investment was made for constructing some offices. Except for 1840-41, there
was hardly any investment during the next four years. Table XXII, makes this
point clear.

Table XXII: Disbursement on Public works, 1835-36 to 1844-45

Year

1838-39
1839-40

Average for 1st
five years
Average for 2nd

Road
Not Ttunk

Kumaun
Other

Wwh

Total

Road
Not Tmnk

Garhwal
Other
Worh Total

6,612
1,075
9,508

694
625
3,026

7,306
1,700
12,534

Nil

Nil

Nil

1,901

605

2,506

Nil

Nil

Nil

4,488

260

4,748

120

360

480
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But T r d , during 1829-35, spent considerable sums out of the Badrinath
Sadaburt funds on the construction of Haridwar-Badrinath Road, which was
171 miles in total length, fit for beasts of burden."'
The above table does not include the cost of masonry and iron works which
were incurred on construction of fourteen Iron Suspension bridges over rivers
like the Ramgarh, the Suwal, the Ramganga, the Kosda, the Bullea, the Saryu, the
Senril, the Kurnni, the Kah, and the Rtnia. In fact over the Ramganga two and
over the Kosilla as may as four Iron Suspension bridges were constructed between
1829-30 to 1847-48. O n these fourteen bridges, Rs. 19,644 on iron works for
bridges, and Rs. 29,272 on masonry works, or a total sum of Rs.48,916 were
spent by the Mllitary Board. All these rivers flow in Kumaun. During this period
not a single suspension bridge was reported to have been constructed on Garhwal
side. This was naturally to fachtate movement of troops w h c h during t h s period
were stationed at Almora, Pithoragarh and during the earlier stages at L ~ h a g h a t . ' ~ ~
Batten, as Garhwal Assistant in December 1838, prepared a set of rules for
management of the Pilgrim Road. These rules were approved by Lushington in
April 1839.'" In the Garhwal Bhabur only a twelve mile path existed between
Kotdwara mandi and Dada mandi. Kotdwara was a flourishing mandi, the enttepot
for exchange of commodities between hdl-people of Barahsyun, Chandkot and
Tulla Sullan parganm. Batten during his Assistantship made a good road within a
mile of Dada mandi. A good road had been prepared by the Bijnour Fund. By
completing this twelve mile patch Najibabad could be directly connected with
Srinagar. Moreover, during the rainy season Kotdwara thana was moved up to
Dada malldi. Bidasni thana, under Bijnour jurisdiction k e Kotdwara, was also
moved up to Chandi during the rainy season. Construction of these two roads
was important from the law and order point of view. The Government sanctioned
Rs. 500 for construction of Kotdwara road."4 Tools were indented from the
Mrlttary Board. The road constructed by T r d in 1835 was also in need of constant
repairs. Although people were very keen to construct roads the only tools in their
possession were the agricultural ones. Huddleston indented axes, pick-axes, augurs
for blasting rocks, sledge-hammers, etc. Road construction activity had almost
ceased after T r d ' s departure. T r d after constructing the Pilgrim Road rather
strangely left off his labours at the very point where a road was most wanted, i.e.,
the route between Joshimath and Niti pass. According to Batten, TraLU almost
totally neglected all roads between Almora and Garhwal, Srinagar and Najibabad
and other important parts of the division. Trad was averse to resort to corveesystem, and not without good reason. It was only during Lushington's period, as
Batten said, "a government road was being contemplated for the most enterprizing
of our people the Johari Bhotias, between their residence and marts in the cisHi.rna1a~a.l~~
Funds were sanctioned in 1845 for construction of the road between Khairna
and Naini Tal. Upto 1848 the main entrance to Naini Tal was from Kaladhungi

side. When due to heavy rains in July 1848 the old road was totally damaged near
Sookha Tal, the Local Committee of Naini Tal moved the Government for
assistance. In July 1848 Rs. 2,000 were sanctioned by the Government for opening
a new approach road via Hanee Banee pass.lXBatten took personal interest in this
new approach road and desired to make it fit for passage of carriages and palahs.
The entire length of fifteen nules, from Bamouri to the end of the Lake, was
a b e d , mile by rmle, by him. In fact the ahgnment was so well described by
Batten that Capt. Glassfurd, the Executive Engineer, remvked that "there remained
little for him to do except measuring the &stance."
During his visit of Alrnora the Lt. Governor sanctioned the bridge over river
Gomati at Bageshwar. It was completed in September 1848, at a cost of Rs.
1,043. Bageshwar was fast developing, being an emporium of trans-Himalayan
commodities like borax, salt, ponies and shawl-wool. The products imported by
the Bhotias were purchased by merchants of Almora and others. Many substantd
shops and store-houses came up during 1842-48 and the bazar extended on both
sides of the Saryu. The need for a permanent Iron Suspension Bridge over the
Saryu, costing Rs. 6,000 was strongly urged.12'

NAINI TAL

P. Barron, a businessman of Shahjehanpur, moved an application on 26th
February 1842, for a lease of land on the banks of Lake Naini Tal. As he was the
Grst applicant, Batten recommended that he should have option of selecting any
good land, except the fair-ground. Steps for an early survey of the area and the
mode of granting grants were also suggested. Recornrnendmg h s application to
the SBR the Commissioner indicated that there was ample building ground for a
number of houses and hdl people were anxious for their construction. The rentrates prevalent in Kusooli were considered to be on the hlgh side and one half of
The SBR approving Barron's grant in December
the same was re~ommended.'~'
1842, asked the local authorities to carefully measure it, frx the boundaries and
prepare a map. Their attention was also drawn towards the new assessment rates
and framing of rules with reference to proposed instructions under the rules.ltg
W i t . next three months there were as many as nine applicants. In Apnl1843
Batten proposed the draft rules, containing seventeen clauses. Authorisation of
the rules was deferred until survey of the new settlement. Barron's application for
a grant of entire Sher-ka-Danda was turned down by Lushmgton as it was contnry
to Government's orders.13"
Mosley Smith, Assistant under T r d and Gowan, and later Register at the
SDNA, was the fust donor who gave Rs. 2,000 for public purposes. Out of t h s
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sum Rs. 1,600 were spent on works of public u d t y and a sum o f Rs. 400 was set
apart for construction of a church on the request of Lord Bishop of Calcutta to
Lushington. In March 1844 site for the first church of Nlini Tal was selected and
earmarked. The frrst house was built in Naini Tal in May 1843 at a cost of Rs.
50,000. It belonged to Major H.1-I. Arnaud (Shenvood in Gaiwala Khet)., The
Local Committee submitted draft Local Rules with a memorial to the Lt. Governor
in January 1845. Three months later survey work of Naini Tal was entrusted to
Lt. Jones and Rs. 1,000 were sanctioned for establishment of a market at
Kaladhung. Kaladhung during h s period was considered w i h n jurisdiction of
the Local Committee. In April 1845 local authorities were directed to constitute a
Municipal Committee as provided by Act X of 1842."'
The first by-laws of Naini Tal Municipal Committee were based on draft
rules approved by the Government on 12th April 1845. The draft rules provided
for a rent of Rs. 2 per acre, maximum area of a grant upto seven acres, those' who
had taken sites but not constructed houses to be liable for rent for a value equal to
Rs. 5,000 from the date of passing the rules, unappropriated or forfeited lands
liable to be divided by the Commissioner or the Senior' Assistant to suitable
allottees, forfeited lands also liable for public auction, realisation of rent as land
revenue by revenue authorities, a fine of Rs. 50 for every offence of tree-cutting,
grantees required to maintain their boundary marks and effacing of the same
punishable, all rents and revenues to be appropriated for the purpose of health
and public conveyances and all grants were to conform to the rules passed by the
Municipal Committee, constituted under Act X of 1842.13'
The fitst Municipal Committee, elected under Act X, 1842, had Maj. Gen. Sir
W hchards as its Chairman, and G.T. Lushington, H. Wilson, Major Arnaud, J.H.
Batten, P. Barron, WP. Waugh and Lt. Clifford as its Members. O n 8th May 1845
the Committee passed draft rules and agreed to enactment of Act X, 1842, in the
new settlement. The need of a Medical Officer was also communicated to the
Government.13'
As the Municipal Committee was yet to be approved by the Government and
it was likely to take some time to organise itself into action Batten moved for
sanction of a small establishment for preservation of public timber, police for
prevention of crime and guarding bazar whlch was increasing daily in size and
value, regstration and assembly of coolies and attestation of sites. One Jemadar
and four Burkandazes were temporarily mobhsed from Kota and Haldwani thanas
and stationed at Naini Tal during summer and rainy seasons.
Turning down the request Government considered present arrangements as
adequate and promised to reconsider the proposal for staff "when the state o f
settlement is more fully known and determined.13' "The Government accorded
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its approval to the elected Municipal Committee on 7th of June 1845, and
forwarded approved Rules for Grant and Building Leases with a copy of the
Resolution introducing provisions of Act. X, 1842, in the settlement. The Municipal
Committee approved by the Government, however, had only Sir Rtchards as the
Chairman, and Lushmgton, Arnaud, Waugh and Barron as its other four member^."^
The survey work was now being conducted by Capt. Waugh who acted as
secretary of the Municipal Committee also, and needed assistance of several
Ahah~ees(coolies) to carry chain and cut the jungle whlch in some parts was extremely
dense.'" Table XXIII furnishes interesting facts on sizes of grants held by various
people at Naini Tal in October 1845."'

Table XXIII :Details ofCapt. Waugh's Survey of Nainit.11845

Name
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

Major Arnaud
Barron
Barron
Barron
Beckett
MacCleans
Col. Moutans
G.T. Lushmgton
Lt. Clifford
Capt. Hicks
Peerzalds
Peerzalds (two sites)
Fields
Capt. Hermees
Capt. Waugh
Capt. Jones
Sir lhchards
Wilson
Capt. Glassfurd
Capt. Drummond
Capt. Rarnsay
Col. Weston

Area ( A m )
280
32
9

3
7
5
5
8
15
4
7
17
I
27
28
21
7
29
7

7
7
10

(Rr-)
Gmund rent

(RrJ
Howe rent

560

800
80
20
20

64
18
6
14
10
10
16
30
8
14
34
2
54
56
42
14
58
14
14
14
20

20
20
20
20
40
20
20
40
20
80
80
60
20
80
20
20
20
30
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This survey account did not include large property of Jamoochie's and those
of Major Colquhoun and Capt. Montgomery. In addition to the above, Waugh
reported several properties which had not been mentioned by hun.The Municipal
Committee passed its bye-laws on 17 September, 1845, whtch contained seventeen
rules. Besides the usual provisions it provided for one vote for each site, two
votes for four sites, three votes for eight sites, and a maximum of four votes by
a holder having twelve sites or more, a tax @ 5% on all houses, a small establishment
for keeping the lake free from all weeds, coolies for roads, the Magstrate was
not to be a member, rules 10 and 11 of Mussoorie by-laws were adopted,
to be paid from
appointment of a Ranger for preserving all trees, dawk ~%loudhuy
public fund and establishment of a public nursery.138
As available land was, very rapidly being appropriated by individuals Batten
felt need for setting apart land for public purposes and "ornamental scenery".
Lushmgton indicated tracts around the lake which should be set aside for public
purposes, including "all lands as yet unappropriated on the east and west side of
the Lake, situated below the road myde by himself buslungton] on Sher-kaDanda and Ayarpata." Site for the proposed church was also earmarked.I3%oad
construction was commenced by the Committee inside the Municipal area in
December 1845. Sir Richards moved for construction of a new approach road
.after the one via Kaladhungi was badly damaged by heavy rains of 1848, as
already menti~ned."~'
European officers were in the habit of accumulating heavy debts. The assets
of Major Arnaud, builder of Sherwood in Gaiwala Khet and the largest owner
o f land in Naini Tal, were attached by Batten in satisfaction of various debts
incurred by hun from the local bunniahs and money-lenders. His debts were reported
to be around Rs. 4,000. Withtn a span of only five and a half years of Barron's
application for a grant of land forty houses were already built, two were under
construction, sixty-one visitors resorted there during the season of 1847, and
twenty-six causal visitors reportedly visited the Lake."''

CHAPTER 5

JOHN HALLET BATTEN
Four years junior to Lushington at Hdebury College (1827-29), J.H. Batten
joined the Company's Civil Service in 1829. At home during 1831-33, on being
as a Factor, he served as Assistant to Commissioner of Meerut Division
(1835-36). In 1836 he was Assistant to Magstrate of Saharanpur when he applied
for a hill-posting on health ground. He joined Kumaun on 15th October 1836.
'Batten has but a short time held office in the hds," observed Bird after h s
tour of Almora in 1837, "but he is a man of well cultivated mind, much abhty,
great zeal, indomitable energy, and an earnest desire to promote the welfare of
the people under h s charge. His danger would be impatience of unavoidable
errors and imperfections, and using his designs beyond the bounds o f
impracticability. As h s health would oblige him to retain his appointment in the
hills for a considerable period, we should endeavour to turn h s services to the
best account." Bird's canny assessment of 1837 nearly sums up Batten's person&ty.'
For Two years under Commissioner Gowan (1836-38), during the next ten
years he was with Commissioner Lushmgton; first three months as h s Garhwal
Assistant-cum-Settlement Officer and later as h s Senior Assistant Commissioner
j r Kumaun cum-Settlement Officer (12.2.1839 - 26.10.1848). O n Commissioner
Lushington's death on 25.10.1848 he took over as Officiating Commissioner.
Confirmed as Commissioner on 6th of November, 1848, he ended h s nearly
two decade long association with Kumaon-Garhwal on 20th of February 1856.'
His intimate and minute knowledge of Garhwal and Kurnaun, on record in
several official Settlement Reports, Notes, articles he so enthusiastically contributed
himself or edited for the Asiatic Society of Bengal, was a result of h s indefaagable
industry as the Settlement Officer for these districts and h s unsatiable hunger for
knowledge and information. One gets a g h p s e of his own method of work
through the instructions he gave to Horace, young Junior Assistant Commissioner
who had just assumed charge'. '7 recommend'', he wrote, "you read the Printed
Rules for Kurnaon and supplements thereto, study of the printed Oordoo version
in Nagri character, examination daily in your leisure hours, of one or two crirninal
cases decided by your predecessor. For duties of Treasury and Post Office, constant
and attentive consultation of the Accountant's Manual." And not and attentive
consultation of the Accountant's Manual." And not less important were "the
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propriety and necessity of a regular and punctual attendance at your actual Kutche1-y
and office during the business hours." For inspiring activity and attention of the
subor&nates, "yours own example of sedulous attention to routine duties, in
which the JAC alone of the European functionaries in this Province, has
uninterrupted time at his di~posal."~
It is not surprising that "he was consulted in every step by the Government,
and it was his influence more than that any single officer which gave its stamp and
character" to the period which has rightly been distinguished by his name. "The
influx of Codes and Rules and a predominancy of official supervision", says
Whalley, "gradually subsided as Batten gained influence, position and e~perience."~
By the time Batten became Commissioner his settlements were working well, the
changes introduced in 1839 ceased to be a novelty and people become f a d a r
with the settled system of procedure based on Assam Rules.
It would be unfair to adjudge Batten by or confine his contribution merely to
the benefits bestowed by his settlement operations. The inherent quahties described
by Bird drove him to undertahng one reform after the other. Reforms in revenue,
civil, criminal-justice administration, Kham management of the Bhabur, road
construction, health and sanitation, education; just to name a few, brought about
such a sea change that several landmarks of present-day Kumaun are traced back
to his period, and not very often mixed up with Ramsay's long innings as the
Commissioner. Undoubtedly it was his singular luck, as he hunself admitted, "to
possess in Messers Ramsay and Strachey pesser known than Ramsay, but later to
become Sir John Strachey, Lt. Governor of the N.WP., in 1875-771 Assistants
from both the districts, not only distinguished for enlarged and liberal views, but
for great personal and active benevolence of character."
Extremely liberal in his praise of capable officers he at the same time did not
suffer the waywards. "It occurs to me," passing on the Punjab papers on land
measurements by Messrs. Barnes, Temple, Davis, etc., just reaching him in 1853,
to Strachey he wrote, "that you might gather some valuable hints with that your
peculiar talent for accurate investigation, scientific comparisons, combined with
your practical turn of mind and kind feelings for the hdl-population you might
even perhaps succeed in dscerning local and popular modes of estimating quantities
of land, an accurate system of village-management, which would be understood
by the people." O n the other side of the spectrum he ensured a government
censure for Bramley and upbraided Somnath Mukherji for not going "from house
to house" when cholera razed Alrnora town and the latter did not stir out from
his dispensary.
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His deep concern for M-men made hun seek the good offices of the Lt.
Governor to intervene in setting aside an order passed by the Commander-inChief, who happened to be visiting Agra in 1851. Batten strongly argued that hrllmen of Kumaun and Garhwal were no less in soldierly qualities than the Gorkhas,
who alone were being recruited by recruiting officers to the strict exclusion of
other puhanes.
Ramsay, the Senior Assistant Commissioner almost half-way through his
Bhabur Annual Report for 1854, cut short h s narrative by adding, 'You have so
often examined all the canals, roads, bridges, and other works that I can tell you
nothmg connected with them that you are not already acquainted with. And as
we had the satisfaction of showing all the most important of works to the Lt.
Governor, in April last, the Lt. Governor knows, what has been done and how
the works have been executed." It was only natural for a Commissioner to feel
so emotionally involved with these developments, who only a coople of years
ago had himself been juggling with forest lease periods, seekmg resignations of
existing leaseholders, inspecting malarial Bhabur forests with Capt. Jones, just to
hold it Kham and run Gola river waters through reclaimed Bhabur tracts. The
very annexation of the Bhabur in 1842 to Kumaun would not have been possible
but for brAant exposition of hdl-men's grievances by Batten. To T r d ' s emotional
empathy Batten successfully added a pragmatic-procedural-presentation of hill
men's cause. C e r t d y not as flamboyant as T r d but in sheer range and magnitude
Batten's contributions to development of Kumaun are much more e n d ~ r i n g . ~

REVENUE AND GENERAL ADMINISTRATION
The changes whlch occurred during Batten's Cornmissionershp in the field
of revenue and general administration primarily fall into eight categories, namely,
revenue proper, the Bhabur Kharn- Tehsil, constitution of Kurnaun Commissioner's
office, general administration, kha~rameasurement, Sadabut? management, forest
management and naibadgrants. Developments in the fields of examination, census,
ilbkati and drugs, stamps, etc., also deserve notice. The First eight categories
underwent fundamental changes.
Batten's Final Kumaun Settlement Report could reach the Government in
March 1849 although the demand fixed by him had already been approved in
June 1845. Appreciating Batten's "penetration and industry" the Government fully
endorsed his opposition to "the periodical repstration of the state of landed
property." The Government d ~ not
d intend to precipitate an immediate change in
the existing arrangement or bring hiU revenue to conform to plains' practice. The
Governor General's appreciation was also received in 1854.'
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On conclusion of Garhwal settlement in August 1842, as the Settlement Officer,
Batten recommended re-deployment of the four hereditary Kanungos on land
measurement-cum verification duties lest they fell back " a p n into the state of
somnolency and idleness", in which he had found them in 1837. Whlle the Garhwal
revenue staff was thus activised, Kumaun revenue staff received written warnings
"about a day of reckoning" even prior to the commencement of actual settlement
operations. Introduction of the Kumaun Civil Rules in 1839 did not prove helpful
in improving the efficiency of collectoral establishment (as the revenue staff was
then called). O n the contrary it encouraged centralisation as all disputes relating to
land revenue and rent fell in its purview and not the revenue courts. Batten's
suggestion to make the Munsif's court mobile when attempted by Lushington
was stalled by the Suder Diwani Adawlut. The work of summary suit increased
enormously leading to delays, vexation and corruption. Ramsay was forced to
move for dismissal of a Munsif when he found that his Serishtedar and two of
his court-staff were either his close relatives or friends of doubtful character. The
Munsif could do anything he liked without any fear of detection.' After two
years, when the post of Munsif again fell vacant in 1852, Ramsay observed that
there did not exist adequate work for two native judicial functionaries and it
suffered from "dl effect of creating litigation that otherwise would not exist."
The civil courts of Kumaun disposed of a great deal of work which actually
belonged to the collectorial department, pardy because of inefficiency of revenue
establishment and partly because litigation was invited in civd courts. Strachey, the
Garhwal SAC, found "cid courts as purely mischlevious and the increasing business
as an additional reason for its abolition." The SDA reacted sharply to "the
unmeasured style and sweeping generalisation" of Strachey and Batten to justify
his own concurrence with the views of his SACs, especially with reference to
annul civil justice returns which showed a dsposal of 3,079 and 1,942 original
suits by the Suder Amin and the Munsif during 1849-50, in Kumaun alone.
Ramsay's stand was to make revenue establishment more efficient whereby
all the suits of revenue and rent,pudhanchari, thokdari dues, malikana, etc., could be
disposed off by the Collector. Strachey pointed to total inadequacy of just one
Tahsildar for a sprawling charge spread over 5,000 square d e s , especially when
the officer was also the Thanedar of the district. The money spent on keeping up
one Munsif could be much better spent on maintaining one or two Peshkars, to
supervise work of the Patwaris and assist in general administration. To prove his
point Strachey drew up a list of 370 vdlages from his civil case files, where land
disputes were mostly concentrated. The SACs stressed that the Tahsildars and the
Peshkars could visit the spots s e t k g boundary hsputes, revenue, rents and various
dues, whlch stood unnecessarily accumulated in the civil courts. The SDA felt
alarmed at large number of dismissal of suits in default and asked Batten to
conduct an enquiry into the causes as they thought it was calculated to reduce civil
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court establishment. Explanations of Ramsay and Strachey were called to explm
their mode of dismissing civil suits in default. Both Ramsay and Svacheg stood
their ground and proved that they strictly followed the Kumaun Civil Rules which
contained no provision for it, but they followed the spirit of regulations. While
the SDA kept deliberating the matter ashng for tabula" statements, etc., Batten
drew attention of the SBR and the Government to the subject.'
"Each step we take in this direction", Batten wrote to the SBR in 1853, "d
h n i s h the necessity of litigation and the evils of our civil courts." He urged
them "not to wait for any final opinion of the SDA but address the Government
warmly and strongly in support of local authorities who are anxious to reduce
purely civll court establishment and increase that of revenue department, a recourse
to revenue courts on all matters o f land." The Punjab model, another Nonregulation Province, was cited as a good example where "the tribunals to do not
meddle with questions of possession and current liability." The SDA still not
convinced with the need for a "sweeping alteration in civd administration", now
did "admit that evils may exist, they do not dispute but the remedy did not lie in
closing of the civil courts by drrect pressure in dlscouragmg litigation." Finally, the
SDA bowed before the combined opinion of experienced civil servants and
ordered transfer of all cases from cia1 to revenue courts in October, 1855, followmg
Government's order of August 1854."
The Rules for Guidance of Revenue Courts of Kumaun and Garhwal in
Summary and Regular Suits were approved by the Government in October 1855.
Divided in VI parts it contained forty-five Rules for the revenue courts, whde
future jurisdction of the Kurnaun-Garhwal civil courts was described in part 111.
The summary suits, i.e., suits of malguxars, hmbardars, farmers of duties, on
abkari, etc., suits of cultivators agamst the malguqars, lombardars, etc., were now to
be filed in revenue courts, w i t h twelve months of f a l h g due (Rule I, Summary
suits, to VII). Suits regarding the ma&uxan'rights,ouster, enhancement of rent, etc.,
termed as Regular suits, now also fell w i t h jurisdiction of revenue courts (Rule I
to V, Regular Suits). The civil court's jurisdiction was h t e d to Regular suits for
orchards, gardens, wells, houses and other b d h g s , private property of individuals,
lands on whch such properties were situated and enclosures thereof @art III).
Rules for practice in Regular suits, twenty-seven in all, were prescribed (Rules I to
XXVII, Part. IV). Appeals in summary and regular suits were set out in Parts V
and VI (Rules I to 111, and Rules I to 111, Patts V and VI). T h s was a fundamental
reform in &vision of work relating to land between the revenue and civil courts,
whlch is followed to h s date in Uttar Pradesh."
Batten strictly followed directions of the SBR on all revenue matters, includtng
those relating to revenue establishment. He disagreed with Ramsay's departure
from the principle of hereditary succession to the office of a Kanungo when the
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latter proposed a nominee from collateral branch, rejecting claims of sons of the
deceased on the ground of "debts incurred by their father." He pointed out to
Ramsay that it would be equally incumbent upon him to prove that his nominee
was free from "any personal or hereditary debt." "It has htherto been considered,"
Batten remarked, "more praiseworthy for an official, especially a Kanungo at the
end of a revision of settlement to die poor than to die rich. To punish sons of a
Kanungo dying poor by depriving them of the means of subsistence and leaving
them their father's debts to pay, dcertainly act as an excitement to future Kanungos
to make a purse at the expense of the public, during their life time." Ramsay
withdrew his nomination."
No aspect of revenue administration was considered insignificant. When a
large number of SBR's periodical statements became overdue from Kumaun he
advised Ramsay to drop all items on hand and undertake a review of his English
0fih.e. For the past ten years the SBR had turned a deaf ear to remonstrances of
the h d authorities that "such and such returns are not applicable to t h s Province",
the only alternative left was to devise a time saving methodology. He was asked to
prepare a roster showing due date of all SBR and SDNA periodical statements,
keep one at hand and hang one in the English Office. All the Blank Returns could
be printed only leaving the "trouble of signature and despatch." "Even the Blank
Statement", Batten reminded Ramsay, "were, if correct, quite valuable in the
statistical point of view, as fded up statements, and without them no general
tables for the country could be prepared. Local officers lose sight of thls fact."I2
Ramsay and Strachey were asked to jointly investigate the vexed question of
the thokhn'rights by Batten. In their joint report of 6th of October 1853, tracing
the orign of the office, they made a clear distinction between the office of the
Sayana and the Thokdar. W e the Sayanas headed land-proprietory families,
answering closely to the Taluqadars of the plains, the Thokdars or Kumeens did
not possess any proprietary rights at all but derived their privileges from their
official position, as the servants of the Government. Under the British Government
due to s~mdarduties and remuneration the two classes had been confounded
under the common name of Thokdar. They also voiced the general view that
"the thokdars are for the most part worse than useless and their general influence
very mischievious." Their hindrances had grown to such an extent that they had
become the principal source of worry to the &strict 0fficers.h careful examination
of each case, properly classifying them as Sayanas and Thokdars, and conversion
of their dues into money payment to be collected with the governmentjuma and
to be paid by government offices, was recommended. The present incumbents
were recommended to be continued, provided they behaved and conducted
themselves properly, but their successors were to be paid money payment on a
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graded scale. This measure, the team felt, was unlikely to weaken the bonds that
existed between the hereditary chefs and the people. "We trust," added Ramsay
and Strachey, "that time may come when the Sayanas and Kumeens wd learn that
they have duties as well as the nghts." Batten was s d not too sure. Ramsay continued
his investigation and finally in 1855 dug out from Almora Court records T r d ' s
robkati (proceedmgs) o f 12July, 1825, whereby Traill had relieved all the Thokdars
of all their revenue responsibilities and strictly prohibited them from levying cesses
of every h n d from 1825. "I thmk you wdl consider it advisable," wrote Ramsay,
"to adopt Mr. Traill's view on Thokdars and you will be more than satisfied o j the
propriety of abolishing all Thokdari dues, as opportunities offer.""
The Court o f Directors had clarified their stand of noninterference by
Government in religious endowments, way back in 1841, and where such an
interference was necessitated it was to be in temporal concerns only. Regulation
XIX, 1810, provided for constitution of a Local Agency and a Sub-committee,
constituted of respectable persons belonging to the rehgon; for managmg even
these temporal matters. The Collector was ex-officio one of the Local Agents
responsible for the care of public endowment. lJ
O n Batten's direction Strachey re-investigated the sadabud tenures attached to
the Badrinath temple, in 1850. The oripnal sunnads granted by the Gorkhas,
documents mentioned in T r d s letters to John Adam, 23 May, 1816, particulars
,
Bamsu
of sadaburt food dstribution at Pipalkoti, Nala Pattan, B a d ~ a t hPurkhuncG,
and Markhand, Patogurh, all native and English records from 1816 to 1850 were
reexamined by Strachey before he submitted h s report to Batten. Batten wlule
admitting great benefit which construction of the Pilgrim Road conferred on the
ha-people expressed his reservations about the propriety of Trail's action in
diverting ~adaburtfunds to making and repairing of roads in 1829, especially after
clear injunctions of the Government agmst it. However, &g
cooperation of
the Rawuls, "so completely dependent on uvll authorities," and no fears of "exciting
any r e b o u s alarms concerning British connection with idolatory" at home, rendered
it easy for T r d . In h s view the alleged mismanagement of Badrinath in 1820s
was nothlng as compared to what existed in early 1850s. Batten also expressed h s
reservations about Lushmgton's decision to hand back sadab~dmanagements to
the Rawuls, once the distinction between temporal and r e b o u s control over
temple-tenures became amply clear. He defended Lushington's decision of 1842
on the ground that the officials managrng the funds had started dverting funds to
roads other than the P i l g m Road and their officious behaviour lowered reputation
and standmg o f the Rawuls who in the eyes of Hindu gentry were considered no
less than "petty princes". Lushmgton had in fact preceded h s orders of transfer
of control with handng over actual responsibrlity of road construction road
construction and repair, around the temples, to the temple officers with injunctions
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to the government officers not to interfere in any manner with the charitable
management. T.C. Robertson, the Lt. Governor, was presented a petition by the
Raw&, during h s visit of Dehra Dun in 1841, and he quietly drew Lush.tngtonb
attention towards thls "injustice." The fact of T r d ' s "usurpation of sadaburt"
funds for road-malung was fairly well-known in the official circles.
Strachey's recommendation for taking over sadaburt income under a Local
Agency, with the help of a notification, was supported by Batten who felt convinced
that an interference was fully justified. The system o f food distribution was to be
continued, subject to future modification, under supervision of the Rawuls of
Badrinath and Kedarnath. The surplus funds were authorised to be deployed in
construction of a dispensary at Srinagar, for which public also made private
contribution, on the repair of roads and construction of roads and bridges "in
the h e between the plains and the shrines", as per Strachey's detaded plan. The
proceeds of Kutauli, Dasoli, Mahrauri, Purkhundi and Bamsoo amounting to Rs.
5,127 annually, were proposed to be collected by the government agency and the
SAC Kumaun was to remit the amount after deducting the cost of collection, to
the local Agents. The Government approved the proposal and addressed a robkan
on 10th December, 1850, to both the Rawuls, communicating them the
Government's decision. The local officers were authorised, as provided under
Regulation XIX, 1810, to take over control of all the vdlages of sadaburtparganas
and connected Khalsa vdlages of Khola, etc.15
O n the discovery by the Revenue Accountant of N.WP., in 1852, that the
Nunda Devi grant of Jhala village in Pal$argana of Kumaun was not one of the
pensions granted in perpetuity, Ramsay was asked to conduct an enquiry into its
background. Ramsay dug out its history and after allowing annual grant of 250
rupees for 1852 recommended its discontinuance and diversion to Almora
dspensary. Batten allowing release of grant for 1852, left the matter at the dscretion
of superior authorities, but added that its resumption would be unpopular. The
Jhala mafi was ordered to be resumed in December 1852.16
Soon after tahng over commissionership Batten drew attention of Strachey,
SAC of Kumaun (27.10.1848 - 4.5.1849), towards several matters connected
with the Bhabur. Thls memo covering subjects ltke civil-justice, police, cattle trespass,
trade, ferry over the Kali and Birmdeo, irrigation, forests and roads provides us a
status paper on the Bhabur in 1848 before it was propelled on its course to
development two years later.
A Munsif was now posted for Bhabur, at Haldwani, as heinous crimes were
now almost unknown, thanks primarily to the efforts of Col. Sleeman against all
robber gangs. As the existing leases did not expire before 30th of April, 1850, it
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turn the Gola water into canals for irrigating culturable lands of Chukata Bhabur
was approved by Thomason and the latter expressed h s wish to drscuss it personally
on the spot." Ramsay commenced his Kham tehsil management by engaging a
staff in December 1850, and his superintendence of forests was h t e d to
Chukata and Kota forests only, as Rohilkhand Collectors agreed to levy all dues,
remitting hun all the collections proportionate to Kumaun share. But, the levy
fixed by Wilson, Collector Mordabad, was considerably lower than that fixed by
Bijnour or Dehradun, who kept them high both to increase revenue as well as for
preventing destruction of Sal forests. As there was no arrangement for drinking
water, wells were bored at Tanda, located between Haldwani and Rudrapur."
Thomason, the Lt. Governor, accompanied with Francis Robinson, Junior
Member of the SBR, visited the Bhabur during frrst week of January 1851, and
drscussed the plan prepared by Ramsay. Construction of roads was to be given
top priority for consolidation of prosperity, increased cultivation and improving
salubrity of the Bhabur. As Kumaun, unlike the plains districts, had no 1 '10Road
Fund he was authorised to spend one tenth of his entire net revenue from all
.sources. It was lrkely to be around Rs. 5,000 SUU leaving a clear increase of Rs.
17,000. Moumi Asamee rights at fixed rates were proposed to be given to the
aramees to p&tect them from being ejected. In the newly settled tracts they were to
,be recognised as share-holders, as soon as the tracts were more definitely settled.
In the meanwhile their possession was to be recorded. All extra cesses and dues
were to be abolished and substituted by a consolidated rent. The payment of
rents was to be adjusted against their produce. The rents of the tracts, proposed
to be given irrigation, were to be hgher than the existing ones and irrigation dues
were not to be credited to land revenue account but to irrigation revenue. Out of
t h s fund all irrigation expenses were to be defrayed and the surplus was to show
the profit o f irrigation works. Better and more substantial houses were to be
constructed to improve health of the settlers and conferment of occupancy rights
was likely to induce them to do so. Ramsay was authorised to assist them in t h s
activity also, and charge the expense to the Vdlages Expense. One Tahsildar, two
Mutsuddis, and ten Chuprasis were sanctioned and half of their charge was to be
met from irrigation account, as t h s establishment was to serve both the revenue
and irrigation department^.^^
Measures of irrigation for Chukata Bhabur were approved by holding Chukata
pargana Kham tehsil. A malzkana of five to ten percent of the net collections of
the malguxars was agreed, and Rs.10,000 were sanctioned as advance for irrigation
purposes. Appropriation of net surplus was agreed to by Thamason for road
construction to develop resources of the estates and opening of new markets.

The SBR prescribed a detded Annual Report on the Bhabur operations, showing
the acres brought under cultivation and acres fallen out of cultivation. A Specla1
Account was to be opened and the balance was to be carried over to next year.
Necessary amounts were to be advanced by Alrnora Treasury and placed in the
Inefficient Balances, to be made good later from the collections. 25 Detded
discussions also took place on the issue of forest dues. In the meeting held on
10th of February, 1851, participated by Robinson, Commissioners of Rohllkhand
and Kumaun and the District Officers, Thomason explained that it had been
decided t o assert Government's rights over the forest products from
unappropriated tracts as their discontinuance gave rise to chsputes over sayer rights,
whch had no foundation whatever. It was primarily to assert these rights more
effectively that they were being held Kharn. The forest dues were categotised into
two kmds. Those levied at certain points, e.g., pasturage dues at thegothr (enclosures),
dues upon chunam and catechu (bhuttee kqrar), levied at the places of their
manufacture from limestone or Khyr trees. These dues were to be collected by
the concerned collectors. The second category of dues related to those levied on
removal of forest produce from forest along the usual routes, e.g., timber and
woods of all sorts, bamboo, wax, honey, charcoal, lac, etc. These belonged to the
custom category, which could be levied only once and this required special
arrangement between the hdl and plains authorities.
Between the Sarda and the Sookhee, from forests belongmg to Pilibht and
Kumaun, the dues were to be collected by P h b h t authorities and Kumaun portion
remitted to Alrnora Treasury. Between the Sookhee and the Kosdla, opposite
Rudrapur, Gadarpur and Bajpur, as no forest tracts belonged to ~ ' r e d l and
~
Moradabad, the dues were ordered to be collected by Kumaun authorities, and
no extra levy was to be made by any other authority. North of Kashpur and
Thakurdwara, the forests of Sheonathpur in Jaspur were to be protected and
closed. Collector Moradabad was duected to prohlbit cutting of wood and block
all approaches to the forests. At the foothds Kumaun authorities were to continue
collection of dues and Collector Moradabad was not to interfere with those
goods on which levy had already been paid in Kumaun. Collector Moradabad
was to help Ramsay in shifting his chowki further southwards. In the Bijnour sector
Collector Bijnour was to continue collection of all forest dues for his own &strict
as well as for Garhwal, as the hitter maintained no chowkis of his own. Ramsay's
rates' were approved as they were s d a r to others, on the line. The poorer classes
were to be allowed the privilege of carrying head loads of drugs, lacs, dyes, for
their own consumption. But the fachty was not allowed to be misused. The
Kharn management was expected to ~ i e l drevenue whch was aga.ln to be deployed
in opening o f roads and development of resources of the tracts. Any surplus
receipts, over three year's average revenue, was to be made avdable for opening
of more roads.
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The surplus revenue between the Sarda and the Sookhee was to be divided
into five equal parts, one part going to Collector Barielly for improvement of
roads through his portion of forests leaving four parts to Ramsay for o p i n g
out the forests in h s portion. Between the Sookhee and Garhwal border all surplus
was again to go to SAC Kumaun, again for opening of roads. Surplus collections
of Bareilly and Moradabad were also to go to SAC Kumaun. Commissioners of
Rohllkhand and Kumaun were required to supervise these arrangements.16
During this visit Thomason also sorted out boundary problems between hills
and plains districts. The principle of "all vdlages cultivated from the U s and all
lands likely to be brought into cultivation by the hill people was to remain attached
to Kumaun and the rest to Rohllkhand" was to be followed. Minor changes all
along Kumaun-Rohdkhand border were affected. Substantial border pillars were
erected, a record of the boundary so fixed was kept in Hindi and boundary pillar
numbers were shown on the survey-maps."
Tahsildar of the Bhabur, Moo1 Chand, was invested with Deputy Magistrate's
powers and Thanadar of Haldwani was put under his control. Tenputtis (a revenueunit) of nine pargunas, whch were closer to the Bhabur than the lulls were taken
out of Huzur Tehsil and added to-the Bhabur Tehsil. All told 267 vdlages, with a
revenue of Rs.18,328 were added to the Bhabur Tehsil."
'Although the Kharn-tehsil arrangements," remarked Ramsay in h s fust Annual
Report on Kham tehsil, "have given the greatest trouble, I do not in any way
regret having undertaken direct management of the mehals, for I feel confident
that all my labours will be well repaid by increasing and permanent prosperity of
the villages and the people. The chief difficulty has been overcome and the novelty
which well neigh frightened the old proprietors has worn off and sensible part of
the men now see that improvement of the estates and not increased revenue only
is the object aimed at."
Khasra measurements were undertaken and old proprietors were persuaded
to make asameespucca khaikars. Ramsay deliberately settled only five new villages
during the first year where the settlers were recognised as share-holders and they
committed themselves to bring more land under cultivation every year. The land
was gven rent free for the first two years after which they were to be assessed at
fair rates. The hill-men were used to shlft from field to field every year and the main
problem was how to put an end to this practice. Improvement of estates was not
possible if the cultivators &d not improve the same field, year after year. Rarnsay was
not trusted when he asked them to settle down as they took it that the advise was
prompted by a desire to harvest more revenue. The villagers of Khera, near
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Kathgodam, were the most intractable. Ramsay handled them with a heavy hand.
Khera people not only tendered their resignations but also incited other v h g e s to
follow suit. Ramsay quickly accepted the resignation put other malguzars and
made the asamees pucca kha~kars.This had the desired effect and all others fell in
line. Instead of produce, or battz' as had been agreed upon, Ramsay took money
rents, as he did not trust dl paid Moharrirs with the task of c&llectingproduce
from cultivators spread and one Anna per bigha on fallow land was fmed. A
rather h g h rate of one Anna for fallow land was fmed in order to preempt any
one from tahng more land than he could possibly cultivate.
"Puharees are very found of fruits", Batten was informed, "and take great
care of their fruit trees. A garden is the thing to take a Puhari's fancy. They are
only to be managed like children, and when so treated they may be brought to do
anythmg." At Haldwani a nursery garden was established and it was stocked with
Bombay mangoes and other fruit trees. The trees were bound to keep the hrll
asarnees attached to their lands and houses, so a large number of seedlings were
distributed in the vdlages. He could not get sugar cane for plantation in 1851, but
planned to try both sugar cane and cotton next year.29The results of the G s t year
of Kharn tehsil are glven in Table XXIV

Table MYIV : Kham Tehsil Bhabur Collections, 1850-51
Name $Meha/

] m a of h t 5yrs.

Realished in 1850-5I

-

Katbans :
KOta
Chukata
Kali Kumaun

4,600
1,451
3,705

15,845
6,327
8,026

Pasturage dues :
KOta
Chukata
Chowbinsi

3,801
2,650
2,522

Total
After deducting Rs. 12,427 from the total collection of Rs. 41,453 the surplus
of Rs. 29,016 was deposited in the treasury. The burkundazes (sepoys), attached
to the thanas, were placed under the Moharrir. W e the latter collected the revenue
the former were used for carrying it to the thana, on return bringmg information
to the Moharris regarding the condtion of the roads, bridges and the hackeries
waiting in the forests, etc. After having seen the forests Ramsay prohibited f&ng
of young Sal trees altogether. The yearly f e h g programme was also lunited to
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rejecticn for sawing and carting of timber. Rawannas were printed and
gven to hackeries at the export chowhs. After some hackery men misused the
facPty of gving one rawanna for a set of hackeries, only one rawanna per hackery
was given. A very heavy fine was imposed on attempts at smuggling, the hackery
was f i e was imposed on attempts at smuggling, the hackery was frned ten times
the normal duty due, if caught, and it nearly stopped such a practice. Ramsay
lodged a strong protest a p n s t "when he dscovered that the Khansama of Nawab
Rampur misused the facility gven to the Nawab for tahng as much timber free
of duty as he needed for himself and his family, and had developed a near
monopoly o f timber trade at Rampur. The Moharrirs were checkmated when
Ramsay permitted them to accept any Rupee from the hackery men "that was
not worse than doubtful in point of weight."
All major roads were taken up for construction and repairs and a sum of Rs.
4,828 was spent during the fust year. People evinced great interest in the nursery
and applied for it. Thomason was thoroughly pleased with all the measures initiated
by Ramsay and ordered that only that much h e and timber should be allowed
to the Nawab which was required for his bona fide use.3"
"The Haldwani Mandi," reported Ramsay next year, "was surrounded with
thlck jungles and trees which prevented free circulation of air and made the locality
unhealthy during rains. I cut down the underwood, levelled the Mandi so as to
prevent water-loggmg in the bazar and keep the place always dry and clean." But
at Kaladhungi not much could be done due to cholera as" all the coolies ran
away, walls were left unfinished, drains unmade" and heavy seriously injured Ndana,
the high road from Haldwani to Naini Tal. Due to this cholera "the h d men fled
the Bhabur from the hds, sick men were left behind, dead bodies had to be burnt
and medicines distributed through the hospitals." Work could, however, be
commenced on Nuliana, Tanda, Sumda, Bhim Tal, Haldwani mandi to Kaladhungi
and the two mandi of Haldwani and Kaladhungi. Ghats and roads in forests were
repaired. About Rs. 15,000 were spent on road construction and Rs. 4,000 on
miscellaneous works. Irrigation works of Khera, Powalgarh and the Gola canals
were commenced and so was the work of Bhim Tal bundb. About Rs. 13,000
were spent on irrigation activities. Taqavi advance of Rs. 1,379 was made out of
which Ks. 1,000 were gven through Dharmanand. Gul!construction of the Kosi,
projected to irrigate about 5,000 acres, was not taken up by Ramsay himself as
"Dharmanand has power and influence to occupy all the lands to which its water
could be applied and he had the means of doing work cheaper than I could."
From the Gola canal a branch canal for Bamouri to Tanda was being planned.
The khusra survey was executed, although it proved rather expensive, but it put to
an Bhabur "so commingled that I would like to manage the whole ilaqa as a large
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zemindari-estate". The revenue from all sources would thus be available to
consolidate the progress of the Bhabur and extend cultivation.
"Captain Rarnsay has quite changed the appearance of Haldwani Man& and
the neighbourho0ds," reported Batten, "by h s clearing-operation, by his budding,
gardening and road-malung exertions. I have no doubt that he wdl soon make
Kaladhungi also a salubrious and c i v h e d location". The remission sought by
Ramsay was given in November 1852, salary of the Bhabur Tahsildar was raised
to Rs. 15 per month, so long as the Bhabur was held Kham, and Capt. Jones was
asked to report on the progress of all canal works and funds requisite to complete
tl-~en.A fterm *g
ajuma of Rs. 18,729 towards 1851-52 and accounting for a
surplus collection o f Rs. 5,295, a sum of Rs. 51,049 was sull available for
developmental activities. Out o f h s Rs. 13,170 were spent on canals and Rs.
23,086 on all other works. Moo1 Chand, the Bhabur Tahsildar was adjudged "an
excellent officer, going to all patts of Bhabur wand Turai, at all seasons of the
year, and he collected under h s own supervision Rs. 85,000." The Government
considered the results as lughly satisfactory."
The Boksas bore the brunt o f Ramsay's Bhabur operations. They were
displaced from nineteen d a g e s of Kota, Chukata Bhabur and Chowbisi parganas.
The Gola waters whch htherto irrigated their fields in Bela Koth, Bmkhera, Bankati,
Bhoora, Douli, Kuria Tanda, Koryi Khera, Kaliahoz, Khushbhoj Populia,
Nayagaon, Tullra, Koryi Gyanpur, Dudhvora, Majhola, Baiduas, Chooramutti,
Chindt, Jalonbi and Sunadpur, was taken down and dverted to ~ a d a r ~ and
ur
the erstwhde proprietor was allowed a compensation of Rs. 300 per annum. In
Chukata Bhabur Capt. Jones induced Boksas to s h f t to the Turai Pargono and
refused to settle any new asomees there. "All the water," reported Ramsay, "is now
taken down to Turai vdlages and these mouzas now cease to exist in my list of
v~llages."~~
Batten now considered it essential that Ramsay should be given complete
control of irrigation works if the speed of extension of cultivation in the Bhabur
was to be accelerated. "Hitherto he has been compelled by circumstances," Batten
informed the SBR, "to abstain from interference with village gools and yet at the
same time he has been obliged to furnish water to h s niabad locations, without
the command of public canals of sufficient size and extent to meet the demand."33
Canal works specially the Gola-head, presented considerable difficulties but they
were overcome, and J.R. Colvin, the new Lt. Governor, expressed h s satisfaction
over h s achevement in November 1854. The revenue payment for 1853-54 was
postponed and an advance of Rs. 10,000 was allowed as a loan for early completion
of the Gola-works. Paddy cultivation was commenced for the frrst time whch
demonstrated that the fear of the Bhabur was on the wane, but stdl M - m e n &d
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not remain there for more than four months. The area of nzabad, at the end of
1853, irrigated by the Dubka waters, shot UP to 8,000 b&ha~:All construction
works had to be completed during these four months as with the onset of rainy
season "every ravine became a river capable of sweeping away in half an hour the
work accomplished by 500 coolies in six months." In some parts of Chukata,
wives o f the asameer started residing throughout the year. With supply of
wholesome water, Ramsay was convinced, the "fear of heat wdl soon be forgotten
when it wdl enable the cultivators to remain in Bhabur without the evils news
caused by stagnant and impure water".
Now rates in good lands were increased to four Annas a bigha. Rs. 34,747 had
so far been spent since 1852-53, work on Khera canal was commenced in 1852.
atacheera and Kaladhung water courses were enlarged to accommodate the
Boer waters, and Bhun Tal bundh was completed. Camels were employed where
hackeries could not go. Two elephants from the Commissariat were taken on
loan to travel inside thick forests. Nulleea road was bridged all the way to Naini
Tal. Baheri road was fast over talung the old Tanda road, big d s were replacing
old punchukkzs and now a nursery was established at Kaladhungl. Ramsay in his
anxiety to complete all works during the healthy season spent everything he had
without paying thej m a due. Canal works were preferred over cross-roads to the
Turai, as the latter in no way affected prosperity of the Bhabur. As the Bhabur
trade was helped by the roads from Birmdeo, Baheri, Tanda-Haldwani,
Moradabad-Kaladhungi and Kashipur-Ramnagar, they received Ramsay's priority.
Kashipur-Ramnagar was extremely important "as all the Garhwal exports go to
the plains from that route, also all the borax and much of the produce of the
western Kumaun." Demand for another advance of Rs. 10,000 was applied for
and also "permission to borrow from the treasury upto Rs. 30,000, if needed."
J.O. Beckett, the Deputy Collector, received highest praise for his exertion from
Ram~ay.'~
"Gola canal", exclaimed Ramsay in his report of 1855, "has attained a
magmtude I never anticipated, when it was frrst commenced:" Except the wdd
elephants, who frequently destroyed the canals, no engneering difficulty was
envisaged in carrying the Gola waters to the borders of Rudrapur. Kalidhungi
canal was now luled with puca masonary and the work was by no means easy as
"the large boulders required deep digging and were removed with great difficulty".
The water was required not only for irrigation but for drinkmg purpose also as
the police and the Mand people had no fachty for potable water. The Lt. Governors,
first Thomason and later J.R. Colvin, Batten, Ramsay, Capt. Jones, and J.O. Beckett,
not to forget Moo1 Chand, took extremely keen interest in development of the
Bhabur, and but for their interest it would not have been what it is today, the
gateway to Kumaun. The Government and the SBR, in turn, provided all the
fachties they
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The Patli and Kotri Dun forests were transferred from Bijnour to Garhwal in
September 1853. It was now to be held Kham by the SAC Garhwal and the
surplus revenue was to be used for construction of roads. Pudam Singh, the
leaseholder, was allowed a compensation of Rs. 15,000. Before the year could
end all forest-cbowkis were established. All Garhwal hill Putti.r contiguous to
Kotdwara Kham were also transferred from Srinagar Tehsil to Kham Tehsil."

SEPARATION OF OFFICE
Commissioner Kumaun acquired hls full-fledged powers as early in 1839,
but for almost a decade he continued to share hrs English office with SAC Kumaun.
Ramsay moved for a separate office for the Commissioner at an additional cost
of Rs. 100 per month. Batten chapproved of the proposal, wluch had kept the
Serishtedar of the Commissioner's office, at a junior level than hls own. Batten
made it clear that the Commissioner's English Office was in no way less important,
and such "a lad or young Babu as Ramsay proposed would be a sorry head of
my office" and he should be superior to SAC'S.
In February 1950, Batten pointed out to the Lt. Governor inabhty of the
local officers to furnish to the SBR and SDNA returns with the same minuteness
and attention as they expected from larger Commissionerslups and Judgeships.
" K s Honour, with his great knowledge in all departments," wrote Batten, "d
perhaps s d e at our having even attempted to obey all requisitions and to present
even a tolerable appearance to the superior officers and tribunals, presidrng as we
do over two English clerks and one Baboo." He justified the change on the
ground of addition of Kurnaun and Garhwal Political Agency, SessionsJudgeship,
the record and transmission to the SDA of the civil Judge decisions in English and
correspondence between the Commissioner and the Assistants.
The separation of offices was sanctioned, after full five years, in May 1855.
This overhaul of the existing offices incorporated in it not only the need "to
ensure the efficiency and separate responsibhty of each officerJ', namely, by
separation of the offices of Commissioner and Senior Assistant Commissioner,
Kumaun, but also the demands which were made by local officers for
improvement in revenue machmery, abolition of the office of Munsif, addtional
hands repeatedly requested by Garhwal Senior Assistant, adchtional revenue courts
taking over juchcial work now transferred to revenue department. Colonisation
of the Bhabur and resultant extension of cultivation therein was expected to
increase local resource to offset an extra expendture of Rs. 633 annually. Table
XXV gves only parts of establishment whch were altered by the new urulgemmt."
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Table IYXV : Changes in Revenue and Judicial Estb.
Kumaun & Garhwal1855
Scale 4 Establishment
Present Proposed Incmase Demase

1. English Office
2. Suder Amla & Rev. Jud. Courts

II. Sr. Asstt. Commr. (Kum.)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

English Office
Suder Amla & Rev. & Judg. Courts
Rev. Est.. Huzur Tehsil
Kali Kumaun Tehsil
Judicial Establishment
Estt. for charge of Raja's
seat, Hawalbagh
III.Sr. Asstt. Commr. (Garhwal)
1. English Office
2. Suder Amla, Rev. & Sud. Courts
3. Rev. Establishment
4. Jud. Estt., lower Courts
Total

2.059

3.089

1.193

173

Tahsildar's salary was increased from Rs.50 to Rs.100 per month. Garhwal
Senior Assistant was able to effect considerable modifications in his Sudder Office
and the Tahsil establishment. With the help of Rs. 95 per month increase in his
Suder Office he created a post of Serishtedar and a Naib Serishtedar, an Assistant
Record Keeper, converted the posts of Robkar Navises into those of Moharrirs
and added a Duftaree. In his Tahsil establishment, increased salary of Tahsildar
did not allow him much leeway, but a Peshkar was added and the posts of
Mutsuddis were converted into Moharrirs, with hlgher scales of pay.
The number of field staff, i.e. four Kanungos and twenty-one Patwaris, as
well as their salaries, Rs. 31, Annas 4, and Rs. 5, respectively remained unaltered,
even though repeated requests had been made to effect an increase especially in
the latter.

A few other changes and events in the field of establishment and general
administration of Kumaun Division deserve our notice. So far there was no
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formal recognition o f Kumaun Proper charge of the divisjon being a superior
=huge than Garhwal. T r d , before he relinquished h s charge received their salaries
according to their seniority in their services. Batten, after 1848 received salary of
a regular Commissioner and before that he drew Rs. 1,000 per month extra for
settlement work, in addition to his salary of Rs. 700 per month, the salary of the
SAC. T h s reduction in salary was felt by Ramsay when he assumed charge of
Kumaun Senior Assistant Commissioner in May 1849. Batten fully conscious of
relatively heavier duties of Kumaun Proper charge seconded the request made
by Ramsay. Batten in this proposal stressed the request made by Ramsay. Batten
in this proposal stressed the need "of securing local knowledge and experience in
hill-appointments" which in h s view was much more valid than in the plains. In
the plains there existed the posts of Joint Magistrates for whch there was no
parallel in the M s . Whde Rs. 700 were adequate for SAC Garhwal, the same
galary was certainly inadequate for SAC Kumaun who also held charge of the
only Treasury in the entire division, revenue collection almost twice as b ~ as
g that
of Garhwal, the Turai involving considerable labour and responsibility, two
European Stations of Almora and Naini Tal, and three Mhtary Outposts at
Alrnora, Pithoragarh and Lohaghat. What deserved special consideration was
"the personal claim of Mr. Rarnsay", which he termed as of the hlghest order.
Ramsay's salary was raised, duly recognised more onerous duties of his charge,
to Rs. 1,000 per month from November, 1851. Similarly, J.O. Beckett, an
unconvenanted European Deputy Collector received a raise in his salary after
Batten pointed out that he occupied a post equivalent to a Sub Assistant
Commissioner in Assam, another non-regulation province."
Half-yearly examinations of the Assistants by Divisional Examination
Committee were started by the Government from April 1854. No Divisional
Committee could be assembled in Kumaun due to inadequacy of all the officers
nominated in this Committee. Beckett, who appeared in one held at Bareilly
"was questioned about the Regulations and Acts in force in the plains." Batten
had to certify that Backett was asked by Rarnsay and Batten not to quote these
Regulations and Acts "whlch were not applicable in Kumaun" and he was not
required t o be well conversant with those. The hill-Assistants were "not
accustomed to the plains' Urdu and the technical terms of plains' collectonal
courts" which could only be acquired by experience.'"
"The record prepared at the last settlement," reported Ramsay in 1851, after
completing Khusra-measurements in fifty-one vdlage of Muhrori and -forty-two
villages of the Katoli Bhabur, "were such a novelty in this province" that the
people who without a murmur paid as they were asked by the Pudhans and
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Thokdats, being too ignorant of the records which were being prepared to
protect their rights,'were now talung frequent resort to the civil courts as they
now discovered incompleteness of these records. But for a few cases it was
proving difficult to alter the Rent Rolls as it caused greatest inconvenience to all
the asamees o f the vdlage. If the decree which were passed by civil courts or
even the areas shown in the existing phants, were to be enforced it was k e l y to
harm the interests of the poor. Ramsay brought forward a few files connected
with his sadaburt settlements which proved that khusra-measurements were
possible in the hdl tracts, containing all requisite information, even if not perfect.
He suggested doublulg the salaries o f the Patwaris enabling him to procure
adequately intelligent persons to undertake such a task, by degrees, replacing all
existing records before the next settlement. Thls was expected to bring down the
number of court cases. During his khusra-measurements in Muhrori and Katoli,
in 1850, Ramsay used the phants and pattas issued by T r d in 1829. Batten, fully
conscious fully with Ramsay's proposal as he had "no paternal affection for the
defects" nor did he wish "to cover them with any shield." However, he favoured
a gradual displacement of existing Patwaris, f f i n g up all future vacancies with
incumbents possessing educational qualifications of an Arnin, as summarily
terminating services of all Patwaris would have been a harsh measure.
The Khusra-measurements were to be undertaken where required by a civilcourt with the aid of Amins trained by Rarnsay. "The mistake of the hill-authorities
has been," referring to poor salary of the existing Patwaris, Batten clarified, "in
superseding the locally influential men and appointing chuprasis and their own
men to these offices." The earlier appointees, being influential proprietors
themselves, hardly needed any salary and Rs. 5 paid to them was more in the
shape of an honorarium. The new appointees, being ordinary persons, did not
enjoy that financial security and on the other hand during this period work also
increased phenomenally, makmg their present salary ridiculously low. Batten hunself
pleaded guilty of this accusation. Strachey also pressed for an urgent need to
undertake khusra-measurement in 1853 whde conducting settlement of Dasoli
sadaburt pargana for which he was sanctioned Rs. 600. In Garhwal Strachey
identified 307 villages out of a total 4,500, in which litigation about land was
rampant. The Government appreciating this selective approach, asked Batten to
complete this list for the division where khusra-measurement could be considered.
O n Batten's orders Ramsay and Strachey prepared a Patwari-wise statement of
eligible and ineligible Patwaris, who could be trained to undertake khusrameasurements. It showed that only fourteen out of thirty-eight in Kumaun and
fourteen out of twenty-four Patwaris in Garhwal could possibly be trained to
do it. Interestingly in Kumaun, as the statement shows, two Patwaris looked after
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more than 200 village each, and nine Patwaris between 100 to 200 vdlages m their
jurisdiction. In Garhwal. two Patwaris covered more than 300 villages,
seven Patwaris between 100 to 200 vdages and ten Patwaris more than 100
vrllages in their jurisdiction. Average geographical area of their jurisdiction. In
Garhwal, two Patwaris covered more than 300 vdlages, seven Patwaris between
100 to 200 vlllages and ten Patwaris more than 100 &ges in their jurisdiction.
Average geographical area of their jurisdiction was 212 square d e s in Garhwal
and 187 square mdes in Kumaun, per Patwari.
Ramsay disagreed with Batten's approach as he considered it absurd "to
divide in indefinite quantity of land into several defmed shares," and "tahng the
phant as correct when the total land area had not been ascertained." An urgent
need for Khusra measurement was expressed in order to reduce litigation as well
as prepare the cultivators for the next settlement. Finally, in April 1853, Rs. 2,000
were sanctioned by J.R. Colvin for carrying out experimental measurements in
Kumaun and Garhwal. During the next settlement Khusra-measurementswere to
be undertaken in the whole province, Shjras (Geld-maps) were also to be prepared,
malikana dues were to be converted into money payments at the rate of 10°/o to
be reduced to 6% on succession, Pudhans were to be gven specific money, or a
portion of land in lieu, the principal of one of Rs. 1 in Rs. 64, and a school-cess
at 1% of the jitma was decided. Moreover, poorest people were to be exempted
from the school-cess, lesser number of schools (central schools) in place of
buika-bun& schools were to be established and the khaikai rights were to be
made transferable. The presentation made by Strachey on most of the abovementioned issues received special appreciation of J.R. C~lvin.'~'
The district administration, prior to 1854, I d not follow the present patter
of &viding a district into sub-&visions each under total charge of the sub-&visional
Magistrate. In May 1854 Colvin duected that the sub-&visions should be manned
by separate officers who should be assigned all duties whde the overall control be
exercised by the Magistrate and Collector. This was expected to provide to
subordinate officers "Best training for the performance of every class of duty."
The general direction of police, however, was kept as the personal responsibrltty
of the Magstrate. Ramsay reported his inabhty to comply with it as it would
have meant repeated changes without achieving the intended objective. The JAC,
in Kumaun, remained at Naini Tal during the summer and rainy months whde the
Deputy Collector remained in the Bhabur for almost half of the year. The officers
were given all the work relating to that part of the district where they resided,
and as the occasion demanded.4'
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From the s u v e r of 1854 the Lt. Governor started camping at Naini Tal
and so did the Government also temporarily. Ramsay's proposal to purchase
Landslip House was turned down by the Government and it was clarified that
the SACS office and Kutchery need not be shifted, as it would be far removed
from the rest of the district, and people would experience great hardship. In May
1854, the permission to shift the JAC's office, and in March 1854 purchase of
Victoria Hotel Moti Ram Sah was received. In October 1855 the Government
finally sanctioned funds "for the purchase and repairs of a building" to
accommodate Kumaun Commissioner's office at Naini Tal.42

MEDICAL AND HEALTH
"The attention of my predecessor had latterly been attracted," Batten
informed the Government, "to the state of Almora dispensary, and that if Mr.
G. Lushington had lived to revisit that station he would have called an early
meeting of the Dispensary Committee." Batten discovered that the frrst six
monthly statements of the dispensary were submitted directly to the Medical
Board by the Sub Assistant Surgeon, and not through him. As an Officer who
believed in tahng active interest in everything happening within his charge he
summoned an urgent meeting of the Committee. The dispensary opened in
April 1848, was housed in a buildmg of Tula Ram Sah the treasurer, and apart
from being inconveniently situated, it lacked even basic fachties like water. It was
now moved to a central place in Almora and by May 1849 it was treating 700
patien ts.43
Garhwal was served by just one Native Doctor. O n Capt. Huddleston's
strong representation one more temporary Native Doctor was sanctioned in
September 1848. Ramsay and Egerton repeated the request for a permanent
Native Doctor. The Garhwal Assistant and his staff were constantly "in camp"
during the greater part of the year and it took a minimum of eight to ten days
for the Native Doctor to reach the place of requisition, in case of any emergency.
The Native Doctor was stationed at Pauri Jail, where the prisoner population
had now gone up to forty, in place of ten or twelve earlier, Egerton now felt the
need for a dspensary in Garhwal as the number of applications for medical aid,
during the course of his tours, had increased considerably.
Mahng a strong plea for establishment of a dispensary at Srinagar, aided by
one Native Doctor as superintendent at Pauri and one accompanying the Garhwal
Assistant on tour, Egerton remarked, "the number of accidents and wild beasts,
falling from rocks etc., requiring surgcal aid, are probably greater in this than in
any other district, and no assistance is within the people's reach. One's feelings on
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witnessing cases of this description, with an utter inabhty to afford any relief arc
most painful." He did not think that any expense incurred in this duection would
be uneconomic as it would be eventually reimbursed by the repopulation of the
deserted villages and cultivation of wastelands. Batten &d not consider Woodcock's
plan of temporary "marching Doctors" as relevant for the hills and commended
establishment of a dispensary for the people as well as "the government servants
serving in Garhwal and the convicts"
The Second permanent Native Doctor for Garhwal was sanctioned in
February 1849, and branch dispensaries of Almora opened in July 1849 at
Pithoragarh and Lohaghat. The branch dispensaries at Pithoragarh and Lohaghat
were looked after by the Mhtary ~ e d l c a Officers,
l
already stationed at these
posts, only additional supplies of medicine were available from Almora, and
public were allowed access. The Government of India permitted a branch
dspensary at Srinagar, on Bareilly pattern, where public contribution was also
raised to meet part of the expenses. Within five months Garhwalis contributed a
sum of Rs. 2,580, as Ramsay clarified, specifically for establishing a fully-fledged
dspensary and not a branch &spensary of Almora. The public were prepared to
raise more funds provided the Government agreed to defray the salary of the
Sub Assistant Surgeon and the cost of medcines. Srinagar being 100 mdes away
from Almora the Sub Assistant Surgeon at the latter place was not likely to be any
help.
A dispensary for Srinagar was finally sanctioned in October 1850, after
Strachey's proposal to take Badrinath sauhb~(rtfunds under the Local Agency was
approved by the Government and Rs. 47 per month were allowed from the
sadaburt revenues. It was shfted to its new budding at Srinagar, constructed
under the supervision of Bramley, the Garhwal Assistant, in April 1852. A branch
dispensary for Naini Tal was sanctioned in April 1851, and the Municipal
Committee was directed to raise "resort subscription" from the visitors for
construction of a separate hspensary bulldmg.
Construction of the new dispensary b d d m g at Srinagar, accordmg to Strachey,
was viewed with great suspicion by most of the local people who seriously
believed that it was meant for extraction of "Adomi-ka-tel" by b o h g men in a
cauldron. Their suspicions turned into conviction, when they saw a big cauldron
type vessel being carried inside the building under construction. This belief was
shared by some of the moat respectable people of Srinagar, comments Strachey
"a fact w h c h most forcibly dustrates the urgent necessity of doing something to
furnish that true "Adomi-ka-tel': i.e. education."
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Strachey took very keen interest, like in every other welfare activity, in the
worhng of the dispensary. After having necessary funds for it, through the sa&bu~
funds, he involved the Sub Committee of the Local Agency members, to
popularise the dispensary among local Hindu gentry. The Sub Assistant Surgeon,
under vigilant eyes of the Sub Committee members, exerted himself much better.
The Superintending Surgeon treated the interest taken by Strachey in the affairs
of dispensary as a case of interference. The Medical Board, while thanking Strachey
for hls keen interest, clarified to Superintending Surgeon, that just as Commissioner
Kumaun had "the right to examine books and to interfere at any time, in any
"way he considered conducive to successful worktng of the establishment", without
being mentioned formally in the Medical Regulations and instructions, the SACS
enjoyed a s d a r position in regard to establishments within their districts. Strachey
added another wing to the dispensary out of the funds received from private
donors. Branch dispensaries were opened out of surplus sadaburt funds at
Karnaprayag in 1853. Branch dispensaries were also sanctioned at Ukhimath,
Joshimath and Mahalchauri. One dispensary was also approved for Kumaun
Bhabur, by the Local Agency. Now a dispensary was avdable to the pilgrims at
every twenty d e s over the entire stretch of the Pilgrim Road. At Karnaprayag
dispensary indigent pilgrims were not only provided food but arrangements
were also made to carry sick pilgrims to the nearest dispensary, at Local Agency
cost.JJ
Here a notice must be made of charitable contributions of some prominent
persons of Kumaun and Garhwal who carne forward and regularly contributed
to all public works, medical, roads, drinhng water or dharmasalas. Tula Ram
Sah, the Government Treasurer, was a regular donor for Almora Dispensary.
From 1849 onwards, he contributed almost annually. In 1854 out of Rs.1,575
collected from private donors except Rs.240, which was the legacy of a patient,
the rest o f it was contributed by him. He also contributed for construction of a
road in the city. In Garhwal, Strachey not only collected a substantial amount for
the dispensary at Srinagar but a sizeable for Srinagar Iron Suspension Bridge also
came from private doners. Several all were either constructed or repaired by
private donors, a few names are known."

Mahmnan broke out in Choprakot patti of Garhwal during the rainy season
of 1847. It claimed ninety-one lives within a span of four months and substantial
part o f population of Murrora and Dudoli villages and surrounding vdlages fled
their homes. Strachey lamenting an already overdue enquiry into the disease,
requisitioned services of a medical officer in whom "medical knowledge and
skdl alone w d not suffice but he must combine in him uncommon judgement
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and determination to face personal risk, which may not be an imagmary one."
Batten tracing history of the disease over the years observed that it was coming
down "lower and lower". It was alarmingly present in 1837, came down to the
sources of the Ramganga at Lobhapatti in 1847 and the same year a village
fourteen d e s away from Almora was attacked. In 1848 a few villages of pargana
Danpur on the Pindar were affected. Dr. Renny, the Superintendent Surgeon,
was drected to study the disease on the spot. Strachey reported a fresh outbreak
in March, aslung Dr. Renny to hurry to Garhwal.
Strachey endorsed the recommendation of Dr. Renny to "burn every house
where the disease had appeared," and recommended grant of compensation to
the affected persons as it affected the poor most. Strachey issued orders that no
person should remain in houses where Mahmnan'had appeared and not to return
to hls house before expiry of six months. In June 1850, the Government sanctioned
Rs.1,000 for executing the plan. Stratchey did not execute the plan to bum the
houses but instead appointed a person "with the powers of a Thanadar in the
affected vdlages" and he was given a peon to assist h,
to enforce the sanitation
regulations he planned to enforce in Garhwal. He was to determine the amount
of compensation in consultation with the Pudhans and Thokdars. His salary was
kept higher in view of the alarm caused by the dsease. Mahaman' had already
claimed 125 lives in nine villages of Choprakot, twenty-five lives in three vdlages
of Chandpur and of nine persons in two villages of Buddhan. The Lt. Governor
desired to hscuss Dr. Renny's report with Batten before other sanitary measures
could be sanctioned. Dr. Renny assigned the cause to "the poverty, filth and bad
food of the people". Dr. Renny's report was circulated among officers and
pamphlets were distributed warning people of the causes leadmg to spread of
the dsease. Strachey was sanctioned a Darogah and a peon for "enforcing the
regulations, burning the bodes of the dead, destruction of the less valuable houses"
preventing access to affected valuable houses. Monetary compensation was to be
given to "poor classes" of the sufferers.
Dr. F. Pearson, accompanied with Sornnath Mukherji, visited Danpur pargana
and reported "existence of personal fifth seen to be believed, fdth in and around
the d w e h g s , accumulation of dung, the terror and anxiety of the inhabitants,
past description, strongest f a d y ties were broken, fathers and mothers f o r s a h g
their children, wives left their husbands, one and all abandon their homes, leaving
property behind." Dr. Pearson employed eight persons of lower caste from the
plains for bringing dead bodes from infected houses, removing sick from their
houses or jungles and for erecting huts for their protection and attend upon
them. Dr. Pearson could not induce a single vlllager to assist them and they were
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"to burn bodies and houses" with their own hands. He recommended
sending medical officers, not alone, in March to the snowy reaches.
Government of India, on being warned by the Provincial Government that
Mahamati " might burst the barriers and slip down to the plains", sanctioned two
Assistant Surgeons with establishments for the hills, for rendering assistance in
Mahamari and vaccination. Dr. Pearson, stationed at Pithoragarh, and Dr. Francis,
on holiday in Naini Tal, were deputed in September 1852, on special duty. In
October 1852, Strachey convinced that Mahamari was to be checked by sanitary
measures rather than medtcal, decided to destroy affected houses in eleven affected
villages, give compensation to the affected persons and launch a massive
whitewashng drive of lime in every village of Garhwal. In Kumaun, Ramsay
ordered burning of all houses of village Pinglaon (pungraon), where the Pudhan
and greater part of asamees died of Pootkeea (Mahamari) disease. Here all the
efforts of tea nursery and plantation made by Ramsay during the past two years
were swept away by the dsease.
Strachey in the meanwhile undertook several measures to combat Mahaman
in Choprakot, Dewulgarh, Chandpur and Lobha paths. The cattles were moved
from the houses and their vicinity, dungheaps and other fdth surroundng dwelltng
houses were removed, proper vendation and whitewashing of every house, both
outside and inside were ordered. The whole district; was divided into twelve
parts and each part was assigned to an intehgent Chuprasi who in concert with
the local Patwari was ordered to visit every village and explain the measures to
the people which they were expected to adopt. Whitewashing in all villages was
completed. Special measures were adopted in villages affected by Mahamari Every
house in which the disease had appeared was destroyed by burning and the
remaining houses were properly expurgated. Where the disease reappeared the
vdage site itself was shifted. Lime was discovered in the shape of a local substitute (kumeta) in ample quantities. Compensation was distributed to the affected
persons. Dr. Pearson personally visited every house in the affected path, personally supervising execution of the sanitary measures.
Ramsay considered the measures proposed by Dr. Francis as "obnoxious to
the feelings of the people, h g h and low". He ordered only removal of dunghdls
and enclosures in front of goths or lower stories, where cows were kept. The
Garhwal system was adopted in Johar, Danpur, Upper Katyur and Pinglaon, but
he was not very sure how long his orders w d be carried out by the people. Poor
people, he held, could not afford to build good cbuppers and in bad ones cattles
were sure to die from cold in winters or lulled by wild animals. The people were
according to hun,too attached to keep them away and were likely to move away
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with them. Strachey totally disagreed with Ramsay and considered removal of
cattles essential for success of the sanitary drive. In Garhwal, he reported, in nine
tenth of vdlages the cattle sheds, outside the v~llages,had been builr months ago.
Strachey considered the sanitary measures not only usehl for preventing Mahamon'
but also for better health of the people. Dr. Pearson submitted lus detailed report,
enumerating the steps taken in Garhwal from November 1852 to September
1853. He had personally visited 103 villages affected by Mahamn'and personally
enforced the Standing Orders, issued in May 1853. While during May 1852 to 30
April 1853 no less than 663 deaths occurred after May not a single case of Mahaman
was reported. Strachey's unstinted support to his measures made h s task very
easy. Batten had nothing but undisguised praise for Strachey's sanitary measures.
Dr. Pearson undertook vigorous vaccination drives during spare time avdable
to h.
Dr. Francis developed vaccine in the upper reaches of Kumaun and the
vaccine proved hrghly successful during trials at Bareilly, Moradabad and Mainpuri,
when the supply of Calcutta failed. Dr. Francis was asked to remain in Kumaun
for another year for extending the sanitary measures in Kumaun Proper. In 1854,
Dr. Francis visited Darma and Byanse for establishmg vaccine in the snowy passes
but was unsuccessful, as the inhabitants were afraid that hls operations might raise
the suspicions of the Tibetans affecting their annual trade. Dr. Pearson met a
s d a r resistance at Mana, in Garhwal. It left only Milam, in the Johar pass, which
readily accepted the measure and Milam became the only depot for vaccine
during the summer months. From May 1853 to April 1854 as many as 10,000
people were vaccinated in Kumaun. Dr. Francis was rather disappointed with
Ramsay's initial response, but was confident. that "by and by he d become a
most zealous promoter of the measures."
In 1851, Cholera broke out near Kaladhungl and after causing great havoc in
the Bhabur followed the hill-men to the hds. It raged in great virulence in Pah and
Bararnandalparganas. The mortalities were so considerable that Batten compared
it to that of 1828 in which as many as 13,070 persons had perished. In July, after
it ceased for a wMe in Kumaun, Garhwal was also suffering from cholera. Great
personal efforts were made by Ramsay, Batten and the collectorial staff in
dstributing medicines to the people of Almora. Ramsay earlier had undertaken
measures to tackle it in the Bhabur, where it affected his operations. The JAC and
the Civil Surgeon of Almora were asked to inspect the sanitary condition of
Almora. Interestingly, the joint team found Doom Tulla, generally considered to
be "the sink of Almora", much more clean compared to some other parts of the
city.' Drastic sanitary measures were undertaken. The Sub Assistant Surgeon,
Almora Ispensary, was harshly pulled up by Batten for hls lethargy during the

operation^.^'
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EDUCATION
One vernacular school each was functioning in the districts at Almora and
Srinagar since 1842. A private English School was opened by the Missionaries at
Almora in 1844. In 1850 Batten made some attempts to improve the functioning
of the vernacular school. The Maulavi was replaced by two good scholars of
Hindi, mahng a total of four Hindi teachers. The services of Mr. Roberts, the
Head Clerk of Almora combined English Office, were also made available to
this school. Hindi books were purchased from the Nagari Society. Ramsay
observed absence of any system in running of the Government School, as "students
were neglected and those who were disqualified by poverty or low caste" were
denied any instructions at all. Instead of being a charitable institution it was
monopolised by a few who could afford to give their children private education.
Ramsay mentions that for the poor the Government School did not exist at all.
Ramsay' viewed the school a failure as it was neither accessible to all nor the
students' qualifications were adjudged on the basis of abhty but caste and religon.
In his view those who objected to sharing the school with the lower castes or
Musluns should have been asked to stay away. Inspecting the School again in
1851 Ramsay found the old practice being continued. In that year just one student
belonging to the ~ e m i n h (cultivator)
r
class was admitted and the rest belonged to
the Brahmin, Negi and Bania castes, all residents of Almora city.
With the establishment of the Mission School most of the intelligent boys
left the Government School. In the Mission School, where they were required to
pay for their books, etc., the number of students was about 100, while the
Government School had just fifty-nine, and of this only half regularly attended
the classes. Housing problem in Alrnora was also very acute and that was one
reason why there were not many students from outside the town. In view of
u n w h g n e s s of the zemindars to send their wards, existence of a good Mission
School and abhty of the upper classes to engage private tutors for their children,
Ramsay recommended closure of the Government School.
In Garhwal twenty-four boys attended the Government School, and regular
attendance was barely 50%. Privately seventy-six boys were receiving education,
of whom forty-nine were Brahmins, nine Bunias, eleven Rajputs and seven Jogis.
In the neighbouring village of Khola thirteen Brahmin boys, and in Somadi fifty
Brahmin and four Rajput boys received private education. Bramley considering
the majority of students belonging to Brahmin caste recommended the services
of a Pundit for a teacher than of any other caste. Neither the Pundit took any
interest in his work nor the people had any confidence in his capabhties. Bramley
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was hopeful that with the provision of a good teacher there would be no dearth
of students. He recommended diversion of Almora school funds in the event of
Almora Government School closure. The ~erninhrclass was not likely to send
their chddren to the school but children of the government servants could be
benefited and in the long run it could serve as a model for other schools in the
interior.
In 1852, Strachey found the Srinagar school "not only useless but a disgrace
and a laughmg stock". Due to panic of cholera in 1852 no student turned up.
Strachey desired to start afresh and issued an order that the school would not
assemble during the next season, and a new school would be opened as soon as
possible. He &d not want to open a school unal all arrangements for a good
schoolmaster, books, maps and a new school building had been made.
Construction of the new buildmg was 'already in an advanced stage when cholera
stopped all work. He obtained permission to accumulate the grant for purchase
of books. He made plans to open the school with the help of private funds and
apply for government assistance afterwards. Strachey favoured educating chddren,
of upper classes first as against the Khussias. "Towards h n i s h m g their [upper
classes) power", wrote Strachey, "we have done, perhaps done too much already,
towards increasing their. knowledge we have done notlung, or perhaps worse
than nothing, for I think highly probable that 40 years ago the upper classes of
the province possessed more knowledge and made a better use of it than they
do now."
Batten approved o f Strachey's measures but delayed sending his
recommendation about Alrnora Government School and discussed its problems
with Ramsay. He did not recommend its closure. He also admitted that "hls own
and Mr. Rarnsay's private associations with the Mission School were well known";
a good number of Brahmin boys stdl attended the Government School and it
would be unfair to deny whatever fachties the Government School offered to
the Hindu wards and parents. The Hindu chddren were not sent to the Mission
School for fear of conversion into Christianity and it was better if two school
existed, generating a sense of competition. He also recommended further grant
of books to the Government School and extension of its supervision by H.Reid,
the Visitor of Schools, N.W.P. The Government approved accumulation of funds
for opening of Srinagar School but desired that students should be requited to
purchase their own books, which were now freely available throughout the
province. Inabhty of the Government to provide larger funds for education, as
Batten had suggested, was expressed and he was also informed that Reid's
superintendence could not be, at h s juncture, extended to Kumaun. In January
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1853 the VIDYARRTHI KI PRATHAM PUSTAK designed to "supply very
cheaply that amount of instruction in s p e h g , letter writing, arithmatic and
mensuration" whch was usually deemed sufficient for ordinary purposes of
d a g e r s , was re~eived.~'
The Census of Kumaun and Garhwal conducted in 1853 provides an
interesting insight into the level of literacy. Out of a rural population of 3.67
lakhs in Kumaun 10,207 males and twenty-nine females were shown in !'Can
Write" category; and in Garhwal out of total population of 2.34 lakhs of "rural"
population 7,386 males and twenty-four females were returned in "that category.
While the literacy figures of Almora city have not been furnished, in Srinagat 363
males out of a total of 1,421 and two females out of 1,132 females could write.
Srinagar literacy figure of 25.54% in 1853 for males, by any standard, is highly
creditable. The women literacy figure of 0.17% only shows a marked difference
and is dustrative of the status of women during 1850s.These figures were d e h t e l y
shown on a lower side as Ramsay hrmself clarified that "the patwaris in most
instances fmed too h g h a standard and rejected those who were not considerably
less than it ought to have been."4%s already noticed, in 1855 decisiori was taken
to levy 1°/o of land revenue as school cess from the next settlement and
establishment of a small number of schools at central places.

ROADS, BRIDGES AND DAK BUNGALOWS
In the plains districts during the settlement operations a provision of 1% of
t h e j m a was assessed, realised with land revenue and pooled into Road Fund.
This commuted the responsibiltties of the xemindars to maintain the roads which
passed through their estates. The funds were managed by a Local Committee,
constituted by the Government Resolution of 10 February 1841. The Collector
was its ex-officio Treasurer. No such deduction was made in Kumaun and in
view of the smalijuma it was considered as meaningless.
Collectors of Baredly took keen interest in developing their road connection
with Naini Tal as it was k e l y to open market for the Turai, w h c h was held Kbam
by them. The Local Road Fund Committee spent considerable sums of money
to improve communication links with Bamouri-Haldwani. T h e Gola river
considerably damaged the pass through which a new approach road for Naini
Tal was being planned. The Road Fund Committee also helped in forming the
first Kaladhungl-Naini Tal road. During the first year of Batten's commissionersh~p
not much progress was reported by Rarnsay on the new approach for which
Rs.2,000 were advanced. Capt. Jones had spent just 329 Rupees, according to
Ramsay, in "construction of a zig-zag road down to the slope".
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Strachey launched a vehement assault on road m h g activities o f d t n r g
department in h s Annual Valuation Report of 1848. Based on his four year long
experience in Kumaun as Junior and Senior Assistant Commissioner he c o n s i d a d
the roadways and bridges in Kumaun as "unsafe and disgraceful", and referred
to constant complaints made about the condition of Suspension Bridges. "The
state of roads. In Kumaun", reported Strachey, "is so lscreditable that it h a
become the duty of the civil authorities to bring about a change." He considered
roads advantageous both to agricultural and commercial communities. He cited
how agritultural prosperity of Srinagar, a place well h k e d with road and thw
market, and its neighbouring villages improved by the sale of wheat at a rate of
twenty-two seers to a Rupee whde the farmers of T d a Nagpur, a place barely
thuty miles &stant, found it difficult to dispose off their wheat at hty-three
seers to a Rupee. Comparing conditions of Military roads, for whch annual
grants were received, and the District roads, which were constructed locally by
civd officers with the help of vrllagers, he l d not find any material difference
between the two. The best of the existing mrlit.ary roads, according to hun,were
very bad. The best d t a r y road was Almora to Barnouri, where some pretence
was made of keeping it in order but even on t h s road the repairs were such that
"few hours of rain was sufficient to undo everythmg that had been done and the
portion of road close to Almora was as bad as it is possible for them to be."
Mentioning the roads from Kota, between Dubka and Khairna, he wondered
where they went at all, and the condition was such that at best it could be termed
a bad pagdandi. He strongly recommended removal of bridges and their reerection where they were actually required. He recalled the entrance to Lohaghat
Cantonment "disgraced by the rotten sanga whch was dangerous four years ago"
and though already sanctioned four years ago had not as yet been commenced.
The District roads were equally bad but considering that there was no
Government assistance it was really credtable "that they are as good as they really
are." He strongly recommended transfer of road construction work from d t q
to civil authorities and constitution of a fund from whch the c i d authorities
could draw, as and when necessary. Without supporting forced labour Strachey
pointed on that vdage responsibhty for maintenance of roads was also practised
in England and most of the civrlrzed countries of Europe. He was happy that
there was no 1°/o Fund in the M s as he knew that in the plains it was mostly used
for the benefit of resident European communities. The cid authorities knew
where exactly the roads and bridges were required and even with s m d funds
they could mobihze more funds and work. He was sure that no one who knew
Kumaun well was ltkely to regret "the loss of professional supervision of the
e n p e e r , " nor were the civd officers likely to choose "these h e s worse or execute
repairs more carelessly." Strachey pleaded in h s report for "better roads and
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more of them, nor should we see the roads whch lead no where, or bridges
which are crossed by nobody."50
Batten, who had himself protested agans t erection of expensive iron bridges
over the Kosilla but &d not get any support from Lushngton who never asserted
h s e l f , commended Strachey for his courage and energy in coming forward so
strongly. Forwarding Strachey's report to Ramsay, on former's request as the
report related to a period when he was SAC Kumaun, Batten asked Ramsay to
freely communicate his views without having' any "scruples concerning other
departments" in h s desire for reforms in public works. He drew Ratnsay's attention
~
he wanted Ramsay to concentrate.
towards many roads, whch he listed o u where
The part of road f h g within hd jurisdiction, between Barnouri to Rudrapur,
hitherto with Bareilly Road Fund Committee, was transferred to Kumaun
authorities in February 1851. In March 1851, owing to strong protests made by
hdl authorities on the quality of hrll roads constructed by d t a r y authorities, all
roads falltng in Kumaun &vision were transferred to hill authorities. Senior Assistant
Commissioner Kumaun was authorised to draw Rs.1,400 per month for repairs
of hill roads. This sum was equivalent to annual average expense incurred by
d t a r y authorities during last five years. Seven main roads whch stood transferred
were: Almora to Bamouri, Lohaghat, Hawalbagh, Pithorgarh and Kota, LohaghatPithoragarh, and Lohaghat-Birmdeo. The total length was 259 d e s , giving a
small sum of Rs. 5, Annas 6, Pie 6, for every mile. In view of wretched state of
the roads Ramsay decided to repair them in stages, as funds admitted, instead of
spreadmg the whole amount thinly. He commenced h s repair works with Almora
to Bhim Tal patch and, followed it up by takmg up Pithoragarh-Lohaghat road.
In the meanwhde Kham Management of Bhabur also commenced which saw
several arterial roads being taken up simultaneously.
In Garhwal, Strachey investigated sadaburt funds of Badrinath; and
recommended and secured its control for the Local Agency in 1850. The
Government cleared his proposal to deploy the surplus funds on the dispensary
at Srinagar as well as construction and repairs of roads between Haridwar and
the temple of Badrinath. During Strachey's absence on leave from Garhwal,
during October 1850 to March 1852, we observe a comparative lull, but soon
after his return to Garhwal in March 1852, Strachey got the Local Agency
constituted and a Sub Committee formed to push through h s construction
activities.
Strachey's brother Lt. hchard Strachey, an engineer, suggested construction
of a wooden bridge over river Satyu at Bageshwar instead of an iron suspension

bridge whlch was proposed to be imported from England. During tus leave in
England Strachey even made technical enquides to keep Bageshwar brididgc cost
cheaper. Enquiries into the cost o f iron suspension bridges led into hectic
correspondence between Mtlitary Board, P r o v i n d Government and Kumaun
authorities. Mhtary Board was asked to supply d e d s of fourteen iron suspension
bridges constructed by them since the inception of British rule in Kumaun. This
bridge was finally completed in 1855.
Survey work on Bamouri-Alrnora road via K o s h (Kosi) was commenced
in September 1850, and in June 1855 Rs.5,000 were sanctioned to complete the
road between Naini Tal and K o s h valley via Khairna. In 1855 again funds were
granted for construction of a permanent road to Naini Tal (from Bamourii and
expenses for its maintenance were borne by the Government and not by Kham
Bhabur funds.
A new road was also constructed through A h o r a city "at the back of the
bazar, from Tiria Khola to the gab [lane] opposite Kutchery entrance". Rarnsay
deployed only prisoner convicts and no public expenses were made. In the
Municipal Committee's new bye-laws, under Act XXVI of 1850 ,approved in
July 1851 for Naini Tal, construction of internal roads was deemed a valid chatge,
and the Committee gave priority to improvement of internal roads. Ramsay
objected to any control of Naini Tal Committee over the Disttict road he was
constructing, linlung Naini Tal with A h o r a via Khairna, as these funds were not
provided by the Municipal Committee.
Bridge construction activity was also speeded up considerably. In Garhwd
Strachey constructed the fust iron suspension bridge at Srinagar at a cost of Rs.
17,078. Completed in 1853, Strachey raised as much as Rs.9,586 through private
contributions and friends. He also pooled the sadaburt surplus fund with the
ferry fund commenced by Huddleston, for construction of 180 feet long wooden
bridge at Karnaprayag and another over the Birhrganga at Rudraprayag. As he
was otherwise preoccupied he applied for the services of a Deputy Collector, an
engineering graduate from Roorkee. Thomason recommended hls proposals to
the GO1 and the Court of Directors. The Court of Directors appreciating efforts
of Strachey accepted all the proposals. Lt. Rtchard Strachey's enquiries about the
cast of an iron bridge of 180 feet span established it to be prohbitive. Decision
went in favour of a wooden bridge. First a wooden bridge of erghty feet span
was tried at Rudraprayag and on its successhl execution work on Katnaprayag
bridge was commenced in October 1854. It was supervised by Anderson,
Engineer, Deputy Collector. The Raja of Tehri also advanced money for
construction" of an iron suspension bridge at Tehri.
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In September 1853 the Patli and Kotri Dun forests were transferred to
~ ~ h w and
a l in December Strachey assumed complete charge of the forests.
Adddona1 funds, surplus over the past revenues, were made available p & d y
for construction of roads. Considerable inputs to road construction activity were
provided by J.R.Colvin, when he sanctioned substantial funds for construction
of Almora-Hawalbagh-Katyur-Bageshwar,Ramganga-Ganai-Bageshwar and
Sfinagar-Pauri-Kotdwara roads in November 1855, to promote tea cultivation
and marketing o f . tea ,products.''
The Staging Bungalows or Dak Bungalows were under the Post Master Gener;ll.
In 1849 there were four Dak Bungalows on Bamouri-Almora road: at Bamouri,
Bhim Tal, Rarngarh and Peura. From April 1849 the new rules proclaimed for
N.WP., i.e., throwing open bungalows for all travellers and chargrng for each
traveller in place of a group as a whole, were also made applicable to Kumaun.
Each Dak Bungalow was earlier served by a IUutmatgar and a Chowkidar, now.
the Chowkidars were replaced by bearers. Another Dak Bungalow, in a dilapidated
condition was located at Kaladhungl. Kaladhungi Dak Bungalow was handed
over by the Municipal Committee to the postal department after it was constituted
as Municipal Committee in 1850, and Kaladhung went out of its jurisdiction. At
Almora, in 1852, there existed four Dak Bungalows managed by the civil
authorities and one Sarai. No Dak Bungalows existed in Garhwal during this
period as the regular Dak arrangements did not extend to Garhwal. Watson, the
Garhwal Assistant, requested for funds for repair of dharmashalas on the Pilgrun
Road. Batten suggested him that he may send h s requirements from time to
time, but, the Government felt that this was a right channel in w h c h the well to
do communities (Hindus) could contribute to help their less fortunate brethren

TEA CULTIVATION
In June 1834 Traill was informed by the Committee of Tea Culture about
Kumaun having been selected for tea cultivation trials and the seeds were expected
to arrive from China before the end of the year. Traill expressed his wish to assist
the Committee in this venture in a letter to Sir Colquhoun. Tradl recommended
Hawalbagh and sites near Bhrm Tal for establishment of tea nurseries. Dr. Falconer,
Superintendent of Botanical Garden, Saharanpur, and Blinkworth, a plant
collector, posted in Almora since 1822, surveyed the sites. Towards the end of
December 1835 the tea plants arrived in Kumaun. The fust two nurseries were
established at Burha Lakshmeshwar near Almora and Bharatpur near Bhim Tal.
By 1839, all the plants were reported to be in a thriving condition. Capt. Corbett's
garden at Hawalbagh was purchased in 1841 and converted into a Government
Garden, with one Head Gardner and seven Gardners. Thls garden was maintained

by civil authorities and technical guidance was provided by the Superintendrnt of
Botanical Gardens.
, Ten Chmese tea experts arrived in Aprd 1842, and mm a n u f a c t u ~
a p~p u a m
arrived in May 1842. The tea leaves were declared by the Chmese tea culavators
as genuine culture plants and far superior to those grown in Assam. L u s w n
sent a small sample packet of black-tea, out of 6.5 pounds produced in 1842,
for the examination of the Lt. Governor. The Chmese described the vvicry ns
Pouchang. Capt. Huddleston established tea nurseries at Pauri and G a d o h in
February 1843, and Rs. 10 per month were sanctioned for their maintenance. The
Government of Indn made enquiries about the import of Tibetan tea through
Garhwal and Kumaun passes; and they were informed in 1844 that barely 7.5
maunds of brick-tea (Dooma) found its way into Kumaun, worth about 600 to
800 Rupees, and about 75% of h s imported quantity was consumed by the
Bhotias themselves. Hardly twenty or thrrty Doomas (one Doorna containing
about three seers of tea) were sold at Bageshwar and Almora. As the Tibetan
officials were known to make sizeable profits out of compulsory sale of tea,
Lushington did not see any prospect of pushmg Kurnauni tea into Western Tibet
markets, even though the Kumauni tea was much better than the brick-tea.53

In 1848 the Government announced a scheme for extension of tea cultivation.
Under this the land revenue on lands under tea cultivation was remitted for three
years or till the plants yielded leaves fit for pickmg, kutcha tea leaves were to be
purchased at the nearest tea manufacturing plant at 8 Rupees per rmund, after
revenue free period was over the revenue was to be assessed at the usual
agricultural rates. The Senior Assistant Commissioner was authorised to render
hnancial assistance to tea cultivators for weepurposes at the rate not exceedlng
8 Annas per family per month, the assistance of tea Choudhury could be availed
for weedmg at the fixed rate of 8 Annas, the tea plants were to belong to the
cultivator whether he cultivated it on h s own land or otherwise. The other incentives
provided provision lrke glving six months' advance notice by the cultivator of his
intention of abandoning tea cultivation, etc. In case the cultivator desired to continue
cultivation he was required to enter into a written agreement regardmg delivery
of tea leaves, remission of hgher revenue and grant of proprietary q h t s if the
cultivation was on government wastelands. A Chaudhury was also engaged for
rendering advise to the cultivators. The Rules for the Grant of Wastelands were
issued by the Government in November 1848.
As Ramsay assumed charge of SAC Kurnaun in May 1849, he took sometime
before he recommended Katyur and Gangoli pattis suitable for the new
experiment. He accepted resignation of Ayartoli Malguzar for establishmg a tea
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nursery. He did not employ a mah for the nursery but secured permission to
dsburse funds from time to time in order to encourage d a g e r s "to take care of
their plants and manage it themselves." Approximately half of ten lakh seeds
supplied by Dr. Jameson turned bad and the seeds were planted only in Katyur
valley.
"I was presenc" reported Ramsay, "when the seeds were put into the ground
in the village of Pinglaon, the land was properly prepared and I have made
arrangements with the villages to water and mud them, which is the only attention
they require, dl the hot weather. I shall do all in my power to interest the people
of Katyur in a tea speculation and there is every prospect of success." A good
beginning was made at Pinglaon and they were further encouraged by Ramsay to
take up the adjoining village land Mamgree, when its Malguzar d e d and others
refused to take the patta. Ramsay also offered to remit its land revenue if theJ
could take part of its land under tea cultivation. In 1850 about 1,62,000 seeds
were sown.
The rules for grant of wastelands development were liberal, and for the first
three years no rent was charged. The lease was for fifty years after its e x p q the
grantee was to be conferred proprietary rights. Rarnsay vehemently opposed
settling European speculators on these lands for extension of tea cultivation,
which according to him required only adequate supply of free tea seeds to the
hill-men. The European settler was likely to harm the interest of hill tea cultivators
and there was bound to be dscontent among them. He favoured Europeans to
come forward in establishmg tea manufacturing plants. If at all it was decided to
give grants to the Europeans its term should not be beyond the present settlement
period. O n the other hand he did not favour the hill cultivator going for tea
manufacture due to their careless habits at home, want of method, indfference
to smoking and dirty habits. And once the Kumauni tea earned a bad name the
plantations were likely to be of no value.

"I should be sorry to see," remarked Ramsay, "European settlers permitted
to have land at low rates than those on whlch the hill-people hold their and I
repeat that no outlay is required, no risk is run, and the profits are certain." There
were a large number of European applicants for Kumaun wastelands and there
was not enough seed to go around. Moreover, in Kumaun there was not enough
land fit for dsttibutioh for tea c u l t i v a t i ~ n . ~ ~
In February 1852, Batten forwarded his recommendations for promotion
of tea cultivation in Kumaun division. His package consisted of free seed
distribution on the recommendation of the SAC, seedlings at the proper season,
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sufficient number o f Choudhuries for the gudance of cultivators, distribution
of taqavi by the SAC subject to approval o f the Commissioner not to be
recovered before the fourth year o f sowing of seeds or temporary remission of
land revenue for three years or more, in case of f d u r e of crop foregoing o f
realisation of taqavi, in niabad cases settlement to be made with the cultivators
with certain condtions, a guarantee by the Secretary to the Government of N.WP.,
for buymg wet leaves at the factory at Rupees 8 per maund, the guarantee to
remain valid till the end o f the present settlement, and provision for granting of
prizes, not exceeding Rs. 100 to one zemindar, by the Commissioner for
extraordinary success in raising plants.
The Government concurred with the view that there was no need to give a
fifty year lease in htlls to the European speculators, as was being done in the
plains; and the rates were to rise from fourth to sixth year, terminating with the
present settlement in 1864. Pointing out that 22,701 beesees in Garhwd and 52,383
beesees in Kumaun of culturable wastelands existed fit for t h s purpose, the
Government demonstrated its eagerness by not only raising the cellrng of fist
prize to Rs. 200 for one cultivator each in Kumaun and Garhwal by adding
second and third prizes of Rs. 150, Rs. 100 etc. A total sum of Rs. 1,000 was
placed at the disposal of the Commissioner. The zernindars were also assured
that they will not be assessed at a hlgher rate for tea cultivation at the next settlement
Strachey favoured "avoiding all authoritative interference" in tea cultivation
and allowing the farmers to do every thing by themselves. He reported good
progress in tea cultivation in Lobha patti especially by Jwala, the Pudhan of
Suniyara. "Whether the interference takes the form of official displeasure,"
observed Strachey, "or of injudicious patronage, it must, I feel, prove fatal to the
success of the experiment." He recommended a taqavi of Rs. 50 for Jwala, who
although poor and affected by cholera, was st111 desirous of going ahead. The
Mahamari wrecked havoc in Pinglaon, W g the Pudhan and a large number of
asamees, forcing Rarnsay to order burning of all houses. Ramsay's labours of
past two years thus came to a nought.
'Your own good sense and good feeling," wrote Batten consoling Ramsay,
"and your well known zeal and interest in all plans for the benefit and increased
prosperity of the Hill people will, I feel convinced, make you forget your
disappointments and thwarting at Pinglaon, and induce you to gnTeyour continued
attention to spread of tea cultivation in your &strict." Ramsay's abhorrence of
Dr. Francis' measures for sanitary measures are to be understood in the context
o f his tragc experience of Pinglaon.
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In 1852, tea plantations and nurseries o f Government existed at Burha
Lashmeshwar and Kupina in Baramandal; Chalar at Hawalbagh and the
Government Garden; Russeea and Bharatpur near Bhim Tal, in Kumaun; and
Chopra, Gadolia, Rawatgaon, Daireeta, Chandolarai, Chulogaon, Marolu, and
Murwara in Barahsyun Pargana o f Garhwal. The tea manufactory and the
Overseer's house was at Chopra. The private nurseries existed in patti. Lobha of
Garhwal and Katyur patti of Kumaun.
Strachey's efforts at Lobha continued to do well and he now felt the need of
a separate nursery at Lobha as the cost of transporting seeds from Hawalbagh
was proving prohibitive. He obtained a grant of Rs. 250 and established a nursery
from which only seeldings were proposed to be distributed and no seeds. Suniyara
plantations were reported doing quite well and he recommended a further taqavi
of Rs. 200 for Jwala P ~ d h a n . Three
~'
years later Watson, the Garhwal Assistant,
reported a highly satisfactory tea cultivatoin at Lobha and cultivation was entirely
in private hands. The plantations at Pharkandiyal and Silkhet yielded four maunds
of leaves enough to yield forty seers of manufactured tea. A small tea manufactory
was worlung at Pharkandiyal, worked by two well trained local persons, and the
factory had been built from private funds of Strachey who 'st111 took benevolent
interest in the success of the experiment." The tea cultivators of Pharkandiyal
and Silkhet were keen to manufacture tea themselves. Six more zemindars started
growing tea on a small scale, and were keen to expand it. Same was the case at
Chandpur, and a small plantation was stdl reported at Pauri and they sold a few
seers of leaves to the factory. Watson advised against a survey at this juncture of
tea platnations lest it should raise any doubts in the minds of the cultivator^.^^ J.R.
Colvin discussed the status of tea cultivatoin with Batten, Rarnsay, and Dr. Jameson
at Naini Tal in 1855. It was now decided to invite private speculators for cultivation
of tea on liberal niabad grant conditions. While lands were to be provided by the
SACS o n liberal terms, seeds and seedlings were to be provided by the
Superintendent of Botanical Gardens. About 2,000 acres of land was earmarked
for this purpose. In October 1855 Dr. Jameson made recommendation for
construction of several major roads in Kumaun-Garhwal for opening up potential
tea cultivating areas and carriage of tea products. Immense wastelands available
at Baijnath was reported suitable and available for tea cultivation. According to
Dr. Jameson it was about the best land suited to tea cultivation in the entire
Himalaya. Baijnath-Someshwar road, when made, was likely to become "an
excellent exit for export of tea to good and profitable markets." All the roads
suggested by Dr. Jameson were likely to make Kumaun and Garhwal "in a
comparatively short time a great grounding and tea-exporting country." Batten
submitted a separate list of important roads required for Kumaun and Garhwal.
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Colvin held another meeting at Hawalbagh whch among others was also
attended by John Strachey and hchard Strachey. The roads already noticed, were
sanctioned after this conference. Dr. Jameson and Ramsay's proposal of
establislung a tea factory at Katyur was accepted. Jameson suggested repayment
of taqavi in tea leaves. It was also decided that the factories and plantations d
finally be handed over to private entrepreneur^.^'

BADRINATH AND KEDARNATH
In lus robkari of 10 December 1850, addressed to both the Rawuls, Batten
explained the circumstances under which decision was taken by the Government
to take over sadaburts o f Kedarnath and Badrinath. Brarnley, the new Garhwal
Assistant (29.10.1850 to 17.3.1852) was asked to assume full charge but Batten
apprehended an adverse reaction. The Rawuls represented against certain measures
taken by the officials, and Batten, already worked up, directed Bramley to report
w i t h ten days whether these representations were an outcome of a "bona fide
ignorance of the Rawuls about present position or a d f u l ignorance of the new
system in spirit of &saffection." Batten made a quick visit to Srinagar ostensibly
for inspection but in fact to assess the overall impact of the extreme measures.
Soon in July 1851, he forbae Bramley to go to the regions surrounding the shrines
as Strachey's interference with the faffairs of the temples dunng last year "apparently
had done more harm than good." The Rawul of Kedarnath fled a representation
with the Lt. Governor on the ground that there had never been any allegations
about mismanagement of Kedarnath sadaburt lands, neither during Traill's time
nor during 1850s as admitted in the robkari of Batten itself, and yet actions were
being taken against his possessions. However, the Lt. Governor turned down his
appeal. His appeal to the Court of Directors also met the same fate.
During Brarnley's tenure no further action was taken and Batten referred the
matter to the Accoutant of Revenue, seelung clarification about the mode of
financial management. Soon after resuming his charge in March 1852, Strachey
got the Local Agency under the Chairmanshp of the Commissioner, constituted.
The Local Agency consisted of two European officials, i.e., the Commissioner
k d the SAC, and five eminent Hindus, namely the two Rawuls, Umba D u n
Ghildiyal, Shivanand Khanduri and Rudra Dutt Pant, the last three the Suder
Amin, Munsif and Tahsildar of Srinagar, respectively. A Sub Committee of the
LA, consisting of the Rawuls, was also constituted to assist in distribution of
food to the pilgrims.
Now Strachey focussed h s attention on hstribution of food to the pilgrims.
With his minuteness of investigation he hscovered that in the SBR's letter of 8
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October 1850, a possible closure of distribution of food was contemplated as
some future date. After detailed investigation he recommended its complete
abolition. He argued that the Pilgrim Route involved no less than a journey of
nearly 350 miles from Haridwar to the shrines and back, and even the most
in&gent p i l p could not possibly undertake this long and d~fficultjourney induced
merely by the prosect of receiving a seer o f atta and little ghee at four places. As
a general rule no respectable Hindu, however poor, would availa himself of
sadaburt as there were religious prejudices a w n s t it. The only party who demanded
the charity were "the rapacious troops of jogs and bairags who took rather than
received" what they themselves though entitled to. It was how annually more
than Rs. 2,000 were frittered away which could be used in a much more fruitful
manner for the benefit of the pilgrims at large. There was not likely to be any
resentment against t h s measure and present settlement was the best opportunity
of effecting this change. Strachey considered Batten to be fully competent to
order this change and in case of disagreement he could refer the matter to the
SBR.
Strachey's next examination involved status of the hereditary temple officials
who, Lushington had reported, formed an Elective Body to select the Rawuls.
He pointed out that whde the mode of recognition of the Rawul's was prescribed,
the matter of h s appointment had been clearly left our. In the meanwhile the c i d
courts decided in 1853, after full investigation, that the Rawul of Badrinath
possessed no authority either to appoint a Vazir or Likhwar or dismiss them
from their offices. There was no question of investing the Rawul with such powers
now as it would have been against all ancient customs and gven rise to endless
disputes and litigations. The officials could take cognizance of a dispute between
two individuals, in the capacity of a civil court, but were not required to interfere
otherwise. The rules about the succession, in his view, remained quite ill-defined
and going by the current reputatoin of Badrinath establishment future dsputes
were expected to be fought very viciously. Strachey pointed out that the right to
appoint the Rawul and Temple Officials exclusively belonged to the Temporal
power o f the day, and it was so during the Raja's time and even Traill's. He
suggested a plan which would ensure compliance of the ancient customs as well
as the present injunctions of the Government forbidding any official interference.
The plan, consisting of ten rules, w h c h was approved by the Government
consisted of constitution of a Sub Committee, comprising the Hindu members
of the Local Agency, namely the Sudder Amin, the Munsif and the Tahsildar of
Srinagar, and the two Rawuls. T h s SC was to settle all the quarrels relating to
temporal affairs of the temples. These ten rules provided that in the event of the
Commissioner knowing that no successor to the Rawul had been selected, notified
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the SC through the SAC about it, the SC required the Rawul and the Temple
Officers to select one. If the decision was unaknous it was fmal and if not the SC
was required to hear the parties and decide the matter. The decision, in either
case, was then to be referred to the Commissioner through the SAC; and the
Cornmissoiner notified the decision formally both to the Rawul concerned and
the SAC. When a vacancy occurred the new Rawul applied to the Commissioner
to be registered in that capacity as head of the estates belongmg to the endownment.
The Commissioner in h s reply informed the Rawul about his r e c o p t i o n and at
the same time issued proceedings to both the SACS informing them about the
succession and regstered the new Rawul as the owner of the estates. The vacancies
in the temple officers were ta be settled by consultation by the SC members
themselves. The aggrieved party was required to apply to the Commissioner
through the SAC, and the SAC on receipt of the petition referred the matter for
SC's decision, which was fmal. The SC was forbiddw to take up such disputes
suo mot0 and all dismissals of temple officials had to be unanimous. Any appeal
a w n s t their decision was in a lrkewise manner to be decided by the SC itself. In
this manner the so called Elective Body was given a legal status and the SC
worked primarily as a Court of Conchation.
"The existing state of the Badrinath temple," Strachey commented forwarding
his report, "is in the eyes of respectable Hindus a standig reproach to our
administration and the plan proposed to a great degree wdl remove the reproach
while at the same time the European officers of the government would be
separated far more completely than they are now." The SC was subsequently
authorised to regulate its proceedings by such by-laws as the Commissioner and
the SAC approved. It was also expected that they would modify their by-laws
from time to time on the basis of their experience."
Civil, Criminal and Police Administration

Recognising special circumstances of hill-districts the SDNA specially
authorised Lushington to entertain original suits whde camping far away from hls
Sudder station. N o place was mentioned except the annual fair of Bageshwar
where the Bhotias came down to exchange their imported commodities with the
traders of Almora and other places. This dispensatoin was specifically granted to
help the Commissioner settle simple disputes of the Bhotias, close to their homes,
avoiding the need to go down all the way to Almora or Srinagar.
In June 1854 Batten taking recourse to h s provision entertained an origmal
suit (Sunkar of patti Ultiguli, only twelve miles from A h o r a ) . Ramsay objected
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to this misinterpretation of the Government order and also reminded Batten of
Lt. Governor's verbal refusal of his request for being thus empowered to take
up "regular suits, in all occasions, while marchmg through the country." The SDNA,
who were referred the matter on the request o f Ramsay, upheld R a m ~ a y ' ~
contention. The SDNA reiterated "it is essential that the locality (except one instance
of annual fair at Bageshwar) should be remote from the head station of the local
courts." Incidently this welcome provision was allowed primarily owing to Mosley
Smith's understanding of hill situations, who pleaded for it as SDNA's Register in
1839. Hill administration, in almost all branches, did require liberal doses of
"local experience" as Batten once put it himself.
Another instance of lack of appreciation of special hill circumstances became
evident in another case, where the opinion of one Register differed materially
from his predecessor. Ramsay transferred work o f execution of court decrees
from Patwaris to Chaprasis under the Nazir. Pearson, the Regster, appreciated
"the system introduced by Ramsay as judicious in reference to peculiar
circumstances of the province, and a very decided improvement upon the system
previously in force." Regnald Thornton, his successor, however, pulled up Batten
for having allowed his SACs "to draw up, and on their authority put in practice
for more than a year, a new system of procedure in an important department" in
supercesion of rules approved by the Government. Thornton also condemned
delegation of important duties previously performed by the Nazir himself to
the "dl-paid and irresponsible chaprasis," providmg "increased facilities for extortion
and fraud." The SACs were also required to observe careeful conformity with
the injunctions of the existing rules.
Strongly protesting against this undeserving and indirect rebuke, Strachey
brought it to the notice of the SDA that "the Printed Rules are observed without
further modification than the nature of the country renders unavoidable. The
Nazir could not in this wild and extensive country perform in person all the
duties entrusted to him and the chaprasis attached to the courts were the only
persons to whom he could delegate the duties. The hill chaprasis, in point of
intelligence and position at least, were a very superior class of men to the chaprasis
of the plains. Probably thee fourths of the patwaris in this district and a large
lumber of other native officers were once chaprasis." In fact the so-called new
procedure only filled up a deficiency in the Printed Rules and except in their form
there was nothlng new in them. The responsibility of the Nazir had now increased,
as the Chaprasi was under his direct control. Earlier everything was done through
the Patwaris which practice was now abandoned by the Printed Rules.
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N o procedure was laid down in the Kumaun Civil Rules for dismissing suits
in default. Ramsay pointed out that he dismissed a plaint when the plaintiff failed
to pursue h s case for six weeks. Strachey's court "was so locomotive and the
extent of country so large" that he did not observe any rule at all strictly and did
not strlke off cases from his file unul there seemed no possibility of their being
carried on. The rule for refunding the value of stamps where the cases were
adjusted by razinama (compromise) were introduced in Kumaun Division in July
1849, and their reception was favourable. The arrears of civil suits were increasing
but the SDNA found the explanation of the officers "quite satisfactory", as no
injury was apprehended to the community in view of an efficient agency. The
litigation was mostly of uncomplicated nature.
T h s increase o f business definitely led to corruption, vexation and delays.
The lower courts appointed staff of theit own choice. Ramsay sought &smissal
of his Munsif when several complaints were made by the public against h s
deahgs. He found that the Serishtedar of the Munsif was h s own brother-inlaw and two other officials of the court were h s or hls brother-in-law's close
relatives. Their character was desuibed by h m as doubtful. The position in Garhwal
was not much dtfferent and the f e e h g of casteism or "clanshlp" was rampant.
Batten hunself deemed it necessary to warn the s u b o r h a t e against these practices.
The c i d courts beca.me notorious. How Batten, Ramsay and Strachey moved the
SDA, SBR and the Government for changlng the existing system and finally got
the post of Munsif abolished from Kurnaun division has already been noticed
adq~ately."'~
"The more I see of this province," commented Strachey, "the more do I
become convinced that our system of law, comparatively simple as it is, is far too
artificial, formal and complicated, to afford any but most imperfect justice to an
ignorant, indolent and uncivilized people." The British jurisprudence an the
machinery to dtspence justice accordmg to its principles were still too complicated
for the simple people of the hills. The energy, judgement and the devotion to
duty displayed both by Strachey and Ramsay came for repeated appreciation by
the SDNA, year after year. The general impression that Ramsay ruled at will is
patently wrong if the proceedings of the SDNA and their watchful yearly reviews
are any guide. The way Batten, Ramsay and Strachey strove to remove the alleged
malpractices prevahng in the lower courts in fact prove the position as quite the
opposite. Strachey's statements also indicate the appreciation of these officials to
make the laws simpler and justice easily dispensable.
The SDNA sull considered the Assam Rules as the model for Kumaun, and
its procedure the one to be followed. For example in cases whlch prime facie
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fot for eventual reference to the Commissioner, if the jury returned a
ver&ct of conviction, the SAC sent it to the Commissioner. Hitherto the practice
had been that the Cornmissoiner held a fresh trial by empanneling another jury. In
one such case (Dhonklu and Others) the Suder Nizamut Adawlut, doubting its
conformity with Assam Court's procedure, referred the matter to SDNA, Calcutta.
The Calcutta Court held that the Assam Commissioner Courts did not hold a retrial but based their decisions on the basis of the SAC's court proceedings. Batten
was returned the case for re-trial accordng to the procedure followed in Assam.
Batten's remonstances that "the introduction of a system different from that
which had been hitherto followed could have occured with better grace after the
completion of the present trial," or "the statute book being silent on the subject,"
the past practice which had been sanctioned and enforced by the Sudder Court
and thus legahzed," etc., cut no ice with the SDNA. It stoutly defended its order
referring to AcSX, 1838, w h c h stated that the civil and criminal rules current in
Assam remained the "strict law in Kumaun."
As Kumaun official conducted their judicial work in Hindi the SDNA
experienced considerable difficult in reading the proceedings. T h e SDNA
proceedings were conducted in Urdu. Batten was duected to ensure that alongurlth
H i n d proceedings an Urdu translation was also sent. Ramsay pointed out that he
staff in the SAC's and JAC's court used and knew only Hindi. Strachey, whlle
indicating that execution of the order wdl require a total remodelling of existing
establishment, added that Urdu of plains "especially the official Urdu, is in Garhwal
a foreign language." Sanctioning an Urdu translator was not k e l y to be helpful as
it was difficult to frnd such a person in Garhwal. He was of the view that there
was actually no need for a translation of all criminal orders as in h d s neither the
officials concerned needed to write their judgements in Urdu nor any of the
litigant parties wanted it. Apparently the SDNA did not accept Lt. Governor's
suggestion to employ an Urdu translator at the SDNA. Strachey in addition to
apparent want of a translation in Urdu objected to the measure as "yet another
element of doubt in the suspected honesty of all the jdudicial proceedings,
which was bound to be most injurious to the reputation and efficiency of a hill
court," The SDNA now formed an opinion that the SACS had exaggerated the
dfficulties in complying with their wishes and withdrew their earlier request. On
the other hand the SDNA did not agree to appoint a Nagari Translator for the
SAC's courts. The SDNA by and by required all the courts to follow one procedure
and this affected and altered some of the court practices. Llke his predecssors,
Batten used to pronounce his decision fust in vernacular and sign the order written
in English later. The SNA drew Batten's attention to the provisions contained in
Act XI11 of 1843 which specified that judgements should be written, pronounced
and signed in English and asked him to ensure its compliance.
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Now the SNA's instructions were gradually becoming more and more specific
and dispensation of justice was becoming more formal ddy. Ramsay bemoaned
the fact that as a Magistrate he could not take cognizance of a crime whde touring
distantparganr like Johar, Chaudans and Tulla Des, as now c o p a n c e in the first
instance could only be taken by the JAC who was stationed six to ten days away
from place of occurrence of crime. In plains as there were more officers available
to the Magstrate and travelling difficulties were comparatively of a lesser
magnttude such a situation did not arise normally. Ramsay also found it rather
embarrassing to act simultaneously "as a prosecutor and a judge." Strachey also
mooted several suggestions in his annual criminal justice reports with which the
.SNA generally concurred.

The SNA deferred their ruling on the issues raised and asked Batten for his
view on a comprehensive reform of Kumaun criminal justice administration.
Comments offered by Batten on Annual Criminal Administration Reports
of Strachey and Ramsay provide us problem connected with criminal justice of
Kumaun. ,At the same time it is an eloquent commentary on worhng of the
Assarn Rules which were operative from 1839 to 1851. Section I of the Assam
Rules needed incorporation of the office of Deputy Magistrate (Clause I),
6 unaggravated perjury" required to be omitted (Clause 11), and provisions
g

contained in Section 111, Regulation I1 of 1834, which rendered all sentences of
labour in addition to imprisonment not coornrnutable, appeared necessary to be
included. Clause IV also needed amendment as it omitted powers to award
labour punishment by theSAC while the same could be given by the JAC. S d a r l y
in Clause V, addtion of provision in Clause I, Section 111, Regulation of 1834 in
regard to fine in lieu of all labours needed to be added. Clause V, addition of
provision in Clause I, Section 111, Regulation I1 of 1834, whch rendered all
sentences of labour in addition to imprisonment not commutable, appeared
necessary to be included. Clause IV also needed amendment as it omitted powers
to award labour punishment by the SAC while the same could be given by the
JAC. S d a r l y in Clause V, addition of provision in Clause I, Section 111, Regulation
of 1834 in regard to fine in lieu of all labours needed to be added. Clauses 9 and
10, which subsequently gave enhanced powers to the Comrnissoiner needed to
be included in the revised Criminal Code. Operation of Section I1 had been
found inconvenient and difficult in Kumaun. Iniual magisterial enquiry by JAC or
Deputy Magistrate only, according to its provision, rendered both SAC and
Commissioner a nominal Session Judge. The SAC who became Judge Magistrate,
rolled in one, made an impartial trial impossible.
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The issue was, Ramsay and Strachey contended, that Judges could not be
expected to do justice to a criminal case by "mere persual o f the proceedings of
the lower court and English letter o f the Assistant." The same applied to the
Commissioner, which meant that in all heinous crimes the accused did not undergo
a real trial. Strachey's proposal that Commissioner should not be given powers to
accept any evidence, however material, was objected Strachey that Commissioner
had powers to remand cases back to SAC, ask for taking further evidence, and
even frame specific questions which needed elucidation. This obviously met the
objection. Strachey's reservations, Batten ironically added, applied with far greater
force to the judges of the Sudder Nizamut Adawlut who in addition to the
handicaps mentioned by him passed judgements exclusively based on Session
Judge's report and a file of Hindustanee proceedings. Further more, "they did
not posses the knowledge of local circumstances or the force of meaning of
local expressions, which the Non Regulation Commissioners were ordinarily
supposed to possess." Batten considered the power o f remanding cases as crucial
for true dispensation of jus tice, even though the Sudder Nizamut Adawlut decried
its frequent use. The basic flaw in the Assam Rules was that it assumed that the
accused had undergone a trial, with which the Kumauni officials disagreed totally.
In reply to Batten's own recommendatoins the SNA decided against frequent
alteration and amendments in Kumaun Criminal Rules, and forwarded sections
10-15 of Regulatoin VI of 1831, for hts and SAC'S views. These regulations were
in force in Saugar and Nerbudda territories, another non-regulation tract. After
the views of Kumaun officials were received the Revised Rules for Administration
of Criminal Justice in Kumaun were passed in 1851.
The Revised Kumaun Criminal Rules were simple. Divided in just four sections
and thirty-two Clauses, it dealt with the jurisdiction of four grades of functionaries
employed in Kumaun, i.e., the Commissioner, the SACS,the JAC and the Sudder
Amin (Sec. I); Rules of Procedure (Sec. 11); Perjury and Forgery (Sec. 111) an
Police (Sec. IV). The power of Sudder ilmin was restricted to the trial of cases
referred to him by SAC and passing of sentences under Rs. 50 or imprisonment
upto six months; the jurisdiction of JAC was restricted to the trial of cases referred
to him by his District superior and a power to sentence upto Rs. 100 or an
imprisonment upto twelve months. The Sudder Amin was required to send up
proceedings of cases which in opinion merited severer punishment than he was
entitled to award. Appeals against the orders of Sudder Arnin lay with SAC of
the respective district. The SAC held the charge of the district generally and that
of police. The trial of all cases charged with the offences triable by him also
rested with him. He could pass sentences upto Rs. 200 and award imprisonment
upto two years. The proceedings in forgery and perjury cases were to be referred
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by him to the Commissioner. The Commissioner tried all cares referred by SAC
and he had revisionary powers to review all criminal cases within six months of
hte order o f SAC. Even at a later stage he could summon any file from any court
and after obtaining formal approval of the SNA proceed with review proceedinp.
He could pass a maximum punishment for fourteen years and even banishment.
He was also empowered to invest a JAC with the powers conferred on SACS for
trial o f cases depending on the need of the district. The Sudder Nizamut Adawlut
had only dissenting powers and'there too they had to refer the case to the
Government for final decision. Confessions in heinous crimes could be taken
only by SAC and JAC but "never by the Sudder Amin", and it was to be attested
by two competent witnesses.
Regulation XX of 1817 was now declared to be the Police Law in Kumaun.
Kumaun officials were now required to adhere to the spirit of two Regulations
and seven Acts, "which had already been recognized in Kumaun". These
Regulations and Acts were, Regulation VII, 1818 and Regulation I of 1824; Act
V of 1840; XXI of 1841; V of 1843; I1 of 1844; V of 1849; XVI of 1850, and
XXVI of 1850.""
Strachey's objection about reassembhg of jury was countered by Batten by
suggesting that in case old jury could not be reassembled new jury could be read
out the evidence recorded in presence of the Fist jury. Ramsay in his report
contended that the biggest problem a Magistrate faced in Kurnaun was "effort
from all sides to conceal the crime and shield the prepetrator of it.'' Batten
viewed it as Ramsay's temporary difficulty which arose from the fact of his not
having been able to solve a current murder case under investigation." Iri whole
of India, Batten pointed out, a general f e e h g prevded that the police and criminal
justice system was only a lesser evd than injury to persons and property whlch
they are intended to avert. In his view the revenue police system and involvement
of local people was the best system for Kurnaun. The clannish jealousies and
party factionalism prevalent in these hills made it impossible for any one to hide
a crime. He quoted Francis Shore's "Indian Affairs" which lauded "unpaid
Magistracy system of Kumaun-Garhwal and Puharee System of Police as worthy
of imitation in districts assumed to be more civllrzed."
Strachey's objections to alleged inconvenience of litigants attending
Comrnissoiner's court after a journey of fifteen days prompted Batten to narrate
entire development of criminal justice in Kumaun. He pointed out that between
1817 and 1837, it was not though by any one harsh or unjust, under Regulation X
of 1817, to give them a Sessions Judge who "neither knew their language nor the
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custom of the country an whose jail deliveries were held on the extreme border
of llte province (Bareilly or Moradabad), and whose trials were few 2nd far
between." Again between 1836 and 1848 no one complained of two full trials
and two juries (one at SAC'S and the second at Commissioner's) till the Sudder
Nizamat Adawlut decreed just one at SAC'S court. Lushington's appointment
which for the fust time gave Kumaunese their own Sessions Judge was hailed by
every body. Lushington took his court to Lobha, the most central position in
Garhwal, and Batten took his court to Rae Kot also near Lohaghat, just to take
justice to the nearest point possible. Batten also pointed out that right from the
beginning great emphasis had alwasy been laid on constant touring by officials
and he had continued the practice. Batten suggested that only jury should be
assembled at Commissioner's court and SACS should not be allowed to try
"unaggrevated perjury" cases as it was likely to be soon misused and abused "to
cover prevarications, equivocations and even hesitation" (Sec. IV). Batten pointed
out that it was likely to inflict injustice on witnesses "belongng to higher classes,
who were already too unwdhng to enter our courts." Batten suggested introduction
of an altogether new Criminal Code instead of introducing so many amendments.
This convinced the Sudder Nizamut Adawlut of the ncessity of the same.
The revised Criminal Rules, the Regulations and the Acts mentioned therein
were translated and sent down to the subordinate officials. In Garhwal the two
Regulations mentioned could not be found in office and their copies had to be
procured from Almora. Two years later the Commissioner was further
empowered to pass sentenced upto seven years for all offences not specially
declared punishable by the Regulations. He was not required to make reference
to the SNA now as he was forced to do in absence of only blanket provision of
this nature.
After enactment of the Revised Criminal Rules in 1851 the SNA in its annual
review found arrears reduced in number and diary of witnesses with shortened
duration of cases as creditable but result of appeals at the higher courts in Kumaun
reflecting discredit to judgement of lower courts. In Garhwal the number of
criminal trials increased from 217 to 352 and it was not considered to be due to
superior judgement and energy of the SAC but a case of indiscriminate
summoning of defendants by him and by the SNA, as indicated by 44% of
acquittals. However, by 1855, the SNA were convinced that "courts were freely
resorted to for redressal in abduction of women cases but more than 50%
offenders succeeded in securing their acquittals." In Kurnaun, in cases of abduction
of married women, "as against 37 convictions there were as many as 47 acquittals
and in Garhwal only 27 convictions againsts 47 acquittals.
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Ramsay launched vigorous action against practice of child prostitution
prevalent amongst the Naik community and Patturs or dancing women of Almora.
He banned this practice in 1854, after ascertaining from the pundits that it was
not a practice prescribed by the Shashtras. In his Annual Police Report for the
year 1854, he drew attention of the Government towards t h s practice and the
fact that the Suder Nizamut Adawlut did not consider t h s pracuce as punishable
but merely a case o f contra bonos mores, i.e., an immoral practice. What 1s
worse, he pointed out, having been banned once if it was not prohibited it was
likely to be constructed as a sanction to the practice by the "Sarkar". Fervently
pleading for the "case of the unfortunate chtldren of the district who happened
to be pretty or children of poor parents" he asked not only for h u n g it but for
a total ban. All young children bought by the Patturs were being exported to the
plains and not one in a hundred remained in the hds.
Rarnsay also disagreed with Batten and refused to dstinguish between private
and public gambling. According to hun garnbltng in any form had been considered
punishable right from the time of T r d l in Kumaun. Batten duected Almora
police not to interfere with private gamblulg whereas Ramsay &d not distinguish
between the two forms. He f i s t withdrew his own instructions to the police, in
deference to higher orders and to save embrassment to the police, and reported
"if the instructions htherto imposed be removed garnbltng wdl spread to such
an extend that it is difficult to say what demoralisation will ensue. The sons of the
respected people will be seduced, corrupted and ruined before they are old
enought to know danger of playing. The fact of the police not being permitted
to seize a gambler d be considered throughout the &strict as a new order
sanctioning g a m b h g and hundreds will be speedy ruined."
Sanitation regulations were enforced in Almora city by O'Beckett by
authorising Almora Peshkar "to seize the lotas of all persons committing nuisance
on the roads of Almora". The offenders were fined one rupee on serve twentyfour hours in the hawalat.
Counterfeiting of coin on a very large scale was discovered in Garhwal and
a large number of counterfeit coins were said to have been in circulation. Baijroo
and Kharkoo were hauled up. Baijroo was punished with the loss of hand when
he was caught during the rule of Gorkhas. Very serious punishment was
recommended by Strachey to prevent this practice totally. Crimes against women
continued unabated. The bestial nature of crime ag-iunst women can be gauged
from the fact that one offender punished so-called "misconduct" of his wife by
first tying her up with coils and ropes and then thrusting "a hot iron up her
pudenda and inficting a number of burns in the nelghbouring parts of the body."
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Hill-menys mistreatment of their women folk was proverbial during t h s period
of their lustory. Drive against hardened criminals and proclaimed [ishtehari]
offenders seems to have been launched. Ramsay apprehended Koona Mahur
after "1 8 months of constant attention" and who had been declared a proclaimed
offender as far back as in 1820.
Police administration was tightened up and thana buildings started coming
up all over the districts. Haldwani and Kaladhungi thanas came up in 1852,
Pithoragarh and Naini Tal in 1855. Kotdwara thana was also transferred back to
Garhwal in 1855. A revised Annual Police Administration Report was prescribed
in 1855, and it reflected depth of examination now conducted by the Government.
Watson, the Garhwal Assistant, found it impossible to fdl up requisite police
statements. He observed that there was no system to regster the number of
crimes in Garhwal in which guilty person had not been apprehended. Only in
1852 six thefts were recorded in which the offenders had not been apprehended,
only due to special efforts of Bramley.
Watson decried to total absence of police in Garhwal, except at Srinagar,
and condemned "the ill paid, untrained, overworked" Patwaris who were also
described as ignorant and totally useless as officers o f police. The heinous crimes
were infrequent and the few which occurered became so ilotorious that the
perpetrators if not convicted were generally apprehended and brought to trial.
But in other cases, unless people themselves apprehended the offenders, they
looked in vain for any assistance from Patwaris. The village Pudhans were described
by Watson as totally inefficient and he recommended development of extensive
police force during pilgrim season on the Pilgrim Road. According to him serious
cases of robberies or violent breaches of peace did not frequently occur among
the pilgrims, was not only a mater of daily but hourly occurrence. Not one case
in fifty was reported and the number of offenders caught was even far less. He
recommended appointement of four police officers, among whom the district
was proposed to be divided, accompanied with a posse of Burkundazes. These
officers were recommeilded not to be kept under Thanadar of Srinagar as he
was already preoccupied with his double charge of Thanadar cum Tahsildar of
Srinagar.
Ramsay reported easy detection of thefts due to Pudhan's cooperation in
detection which was better than plains where paid personnel were employed for
the same work. Under reporting of cattle thefts was admitted by him but he
pointed out the difficulties which the police encountered in chasing Rampur cattle
thieves during unhealthy season in the Turai. The stray cattles were sold to butchers
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and disposed off in their shops long before enquiries could be made. Uniform
circular could not be issued as conditions in different parts of the district
varied considerably, and what was relevant for the Bhabur police was not so for
Almora, and the strength of police at different thanas varied considerably. He
drew attention of the Government towards the evils of Naik girl
prostitution.
Batten requested Strachey to offer his comments on Watson's police report.
Strachey pointed out that the Patwaris must not be looked at a badly paid
Thanadars. Agreeing with Watson that in Garhwal and Kumaun there was no
police at all, in the ordinary acceptance o f the term, but this very fact had been
considered right from Tradl downwards "a matter for congratulatiojn." He again
agreed that the existing system of village responsibility was not perfect but it was
much better than anything which could possibly be substituted for it. He pointed
out that detection of heinous crimes was by any standard easier in the lulls than in
the plains and the "state of hill police was far from unsatisfactory when contrasted
with what existed in the greater part of India."
"I cannot conceive of regular police establishment withn the hills," Strachey
added, "Mr. Batten and Mr. Ramsay would agree with me that the effect o f such
a measure would be most mischievous. Everything ought to be most carefully
avoided which would weaken to the smallest extent the vdlage responsibdtty." He
observed that extreme poverty o f the pilgrims and the difficulties of pilgrimage
prevented the professional thleves no proceed beyond Haridwar. In h s view the
Sepoys gave more trouble to the Garhwal Assistant than petty h e v e s by their
behavious towards the people. It was unwise in h s opinion to do away with the
Patwari system and in his opinion anything that is done should either be done
through them or by the SAC Garhwal himself, in respect of policing. As regards
the maltreatement of hdl-women he blamed the Kumaun Courts for having
degraded their lot. The abduction of women was treated as a mere civil case in
which the husband at best successfully claimed a compensation. He suggested
that the offender should be tried criminally first, and on the strength of the
criminal proceedings the aggrieved husband should be allowed monetary
compensation. As regards women he was in favour of their being asked to go
back to their husbands and he was sure, given the current moral values, ninetynine out of 100 women were likely to follow District Officers' orders. The
hundredth woman, he opined, would be as u n w h g to return as the husband
concerned to take her back.
'We must take the society as we frnd it," opined Strachey, "and the practices
of our courts ought to be such as a good Indian husband and a virtuous Indian
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woman can approve. I have no doubth that the position which woman held in
society in the hills has been seriously lowered by the operation of our courts."
The Lt. Governor fully concurred with the views o f Batten, Ramsay and
Strachey a p n s t any attempt to replace the revenue police with regular police.
During the pilgrim season only special measures were to be taken in Garhwal.
The Magistrate was to be empowered to institute prosecution in respect of child
prostitution cases of Naik girls, and Ramsay was authorised to take effective
measures, in concert with the enlightened community in hills, to marry off
unmarried Naik girls, and the daughters of Paturs.
J d conditions became a matter of concern. Backett was asked to visit Almora
jail as frequently as he could and report on the state of its upkeep and
implementation of circulars. The system of diet in place of earlier money payment
was introduced in June 1852. The J d of Pauri was abolished in August 1855,
and the prisoners were transferred to Almora Jail.61

NAINI TAL
The frrst Local Committee of Naini Tal, as elected by its house holders on 8
May 1845, was approved by the Government on 7 June 1845. By-laws under
Act X of 1842, consisting of twenty-one clauses were passed on 17 September
1845, and soon the Committe through its Chairman Sir W Richards, Major
General, started presenting its various requirements to the Provincial Government.
The services of a Civil Assistant Surgeon were provided to the residents as "a
g ~ f of
t the Commander-in-Chief' in October 1847.
Unlike Mussoorie, Simla and Landour, Naini Tal was not a regular sanatorium
for the invalids of the services, but most of the original settlers were either
military officers o r civil servants who had connections with Kumaun on
neighbouring Districts ,s especially Rohilkhand Division. The local trading class
was also not oblivious of the business potential of this new settlement. It freely
provided funds and other fachties to serving government officials. We have
already noticed how assets of the biggest householder of Naini Tal, Major Arnaud,
were put to auction when debtors pressed for their claims in the civil courts.
Moti Ram Sah took leading part in the settlement of Naini Tal by advancing
loans to British officers and through his banhng fachties. In January 1848, Moti
Ram Sah and others money lenders approached the Provincial Government for
enacttnent of similar rules as prevailed in Simla and Mussoorie for realisation o f
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debts from the European officers before they left Naini Tal. Before 1848, the
Local Committee refused to entertain such requests made by the money lenders.
O n the direction o f the Government, the Committee passed by-laws which
started this settlement. Its influential members, having failed in their attempts to
secure services o f a regular doctor locally, got it sanctioned from the Court of
Directors in March 1849. The first Church of Naini
was ready by 1850,
constructed by the Executive Engneer of Kumaun, but raised entirely from
public subscriptions.
Moti Ram Sah's business interests clashed with those of P. Barron and officers
like Wilson, Collector o f Moradabad. h g h t from the very b e p n i n g Barron and
Wilson were on the Municipal Committee Board. In the very first Committee,
Moti Ram Sah was elected as its Treasurer but Wilson and Barron prevaded upon
Lushington by showing some case a p n s t Moti Ram Sah. Lushington in May
1846 ordered the Committee to dspense with the services of the treasurer.
The new municipal notification under Act XXVI of 1850 brought Naini Tal
its purview in October 1850. The existing Committee was allowed to continue
pro tempora and the Lt. Governor expressed h s wish to dscuss the draft rules
with Batten during his next visit to Naini Tal. The by-laws, approved in July 1851,
contained thuteen Clauses. It described the limits of the Sanatorium (as Naini Tal
was then generally called) as "the natural watershed of the Naini Tal basin" (Clause
IV), authorised the Commissioners (as the Committee members were then
designated) to entertain staff for police, making and repairing ef public roads,
bridges, drainage, etc. (Clause V), empowered the Commissioners to levy fines
upto Rs. 20, on any person bathing or committing nuisance in or near any streams
from w h c h water was drawn for the community, or d e s t r o p g road by throwing
down loads or rubbish (Clause VII), and frne upto Rs. 50, for dstroying or injuring
forest trees (Clause ZC). A Superintendent of Works and a Forester alongwlth
other staff were to be employed (Clause XIII).6'
Naini Tal developed phenomically fast compared to any other sanatorium
even though strictly speakmg it was neither a civil nor a military station. In
September 1850, Batten informed that while a congregation of fiteen persons at
St. Marks Church at Alrnora was though very good, one of even seventy at St.
John's of Naini Tal s d l left our thirty adult Europeans out of Church in Naini
Tal. The hstory of its develoment came out from no less than a person than
Thomason himself when he &+d
h s secret in exonerating Wilson of allegations
made in a complaint lodged by Moti Ram Sah. Moti Ram Sah alleged that Wilson,
the Collector of Moradabad, was engaged in trade at Naini Tal, lending official
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aid and support to the tenants of shops owned by him by obtaining supplies for
them through government officers, and in employing government servants
construction of his houses at Naini Tal. After receiving the reports of Batten and
Pidcock, the Commissioner o f Rohilkhand, the Junior Member o f the SBR
recommended framing of charges against Wilson under Act 37 of 1850.
Thomason exonerated Wilson of "tradmg or traffickmg in merchanize" charges
for hls personal g;uns. He considered Wilson's inhgnant refutations of these charges
fully justified in view of Wilson's general character and the steps he had so far
taken for development of Naini Tal. In recording hls views Thomason spoke
from his own personal knowledge "rather than from written records." He had
hlmself visited Naini Tal in 1844-45, when it was quite in its infancy. He was
convinced of the advantages which were Wrely to accrue from its development.
It was Wrely to lead to development of roads through the Turai and increased
frequency of visitors to the Turai whose dangers had been magnified. It was
obviously possible to connect Naini Tal with wide roads on one side with Baredy,
and Moradabad on the other, providing good opportunities of a good market
to the vdlagers having abundant supply o f very cheap grain. The money spent on
Naini Tal was likely to benefit not only Kumaun but to hitherto wastelands of the
Turai, by arousing the industry of the people. All these expectations had been
realised to the fullest extent. An excellent roads had been opened to Moradabad,
through the pargana of Bajpur from Kaladhung to Naini Tal, road from Baredly
to Bamouri was begnning to be more frequented and a good road had been cut
to Phbhit through Ktlpuri. Naini Tal itself had developed into a flourishlng
settlement, exerting a salutary impact on the M-men. The markets were abundantly
supplied and labour was freely available at a place where once good food could
only be purchased by commission and porters could only be procured with the
help of authorities. Thomason revealed that in effecting all these changes Wilson
played the most important role. Thomason fully supported and encouraged him
in all his efforts. "Wilson's spirit, energy, and determination, which have
surmounted great obstacles, and rendered Naini Tal, a cheap and healthy residence,
easy of access, and the cause of wealth and prosperity to the neighbouring country"
repeatedly called forth the highest admiration. Wilson's constant objects had been
to promote free labour, to prevent distress to the people and to suppress
monopoly. Thomason considered him successful in all these objectives.
Thomason compared development of Simla, Mussoorie and Landour with
that of Naini Tal. Compared to the difficulties faced by the settlements cited he
thought that Naini Tal has been supplied free labour and cheap supplies much
more faster and conveniently, all through the efforts of Wilson. The supply of
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provisions and protection of roads were legtimate objects of the care of all
Magstrates, and Wilson rendered it with his characteristic energy. Commissioner
Batten was aware of the help rendered by Wilson in supplying the markets. With
h s help hundreds of persons had travelled to Naini Tal in perfect safety. He even
provided protection to the goods supplied to Naini Tal from the markets of the
plains. Thomason replied to a possible charge that Wilson should not have taken
interest in extra jurisdiction territories by saying that Moradabad did not suffer
from all these exertions. He testified that the affairs of Moradabad were in excellent
condtion. However, now as Naini Tal was fully established there was no longer
any necessity for Wilson to exert himself and it would be better if he devoted his
energes to his own charge. Thomason concluded h s remarks by expressing his
wish that all roads leading to Naini Tal would one day be as good as the one
leading to it from MoradabadaG3
Batten's report reveals that Wilson owned several houses at Naini Tal and his
position at Moradabad enabled him to let his houses to persons visiting Naini
Tal, to the detriment of interest of persons ltke Moti Ram Sah who also owned
a few houses. His position also enabled his tenants in various ways but his houses
were better b d t and better Furnished than those of Moti Ram Sah. Wilson was
also proprietor of a large number of shops which he had built on clear
understanding that he should give priority to the tenants likely to be beneficial to
the residents of Naini Tal and h s according to Batten had been fulGUed by
Wilson. While the duect benefit accrued to Wilson had been the rents for hls
houses, Batten considered the indirect benefit from a greater resort of visitors
shared by all, including the petitioners. Batten revealed that unal recently all the
shopkeepers and merchants were dependent on Wilson's help for faultties for
supply of cornmodties and carriage. Wilson had also induced bankers to settle in
Naini Tal from Moradabad. Thanks to Wilson's efforts Naini Tal's artificial
dependence on Moradabad ceased from 1847 onwards and the evils of monopoly
and scarcity of supplies vanished. The workmg of the principle of supply and
demand ensured a cheap supply of labour. For the benefit of Kurnaun authorities
Batten admitted that they were absolutely dependent on Wilson for carriage.
Batten, however, also defended Moti Ram Sah for h s contribution in supply
of the free Paharee labour to such an extent that at one time but for hls help not
a single house could have been built. Ignoring Moti Ram Sah's "sins of the youth"
Batten certified that of late years h s behaviour had been ideal, and mercantile
integrity beyond doubt. Lushington held Moti Ram Sah in h g h esteem. Batten
deprecated any vindictive action against Moti Ram Sah but recommended a severe
public reprimand for "the gross impertinence" of lus request at the end of h s
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peation "with such a splenetic effusion" for having faded to let a few houses at
Naini Tal and "secure excessive rates of discount in his banking business."64
The Lt. Governor started camping at Naini Tal with the Secretary to
Government of the N.K!P., and office, from the summer season of 1854. The
office of Junior Assistant Commissioner, Kumaun, was established in May 1854,
Victoria Hotel was purchased from Moti Ram Sah in March 1855 for the office
of the JAC, and in October 1855 the newly separated office' of Kumaun
Commissioner shifted to Naini Tal. Sir K! Richards, now promoted as Lt. General,
continued to retain his Chairmanshp of the Municipal Committee, without a
break for the tenth year in s u c c e ~ s i o n . ~ ~

CHAPTER 6

BATTEN'S REVENUE SETTLEMENT
The Official Reports on the Settlement of Garhwal and Proper Kurnaon,
1842, and 1852, are the best testimonials of Batten's zeal, insight and industry.
These were considered as landmarks in the series of reports published on the
Revenue Settlements of North West Provinces. Batten wished to follow thts up
with a concise account of the developments whch took place during the years of
h s Commissionershp (1848-1856).
It is very essential for fuller appreciation of the efforts put in by Batten in thts
Herculean endeavour, to recapitulate evolutionary stages htherto covered by
settlement operations in Bengal Presidency.

PERMANENT SETTLEMENT
By the time British authority was furnly established in Kurnaon the Court of
Directors of the East India Company had already resolved not to extend
permanent settlement to other territories. The permanent settlement, it was reahsed,
had very extensively deprived the d a g e communities and inferior-holders of
their rights and (in turn) created new and absolute rights on behalf of the persons
who had previously possessed only a h t e d interest in the produce of land.
Hence, it was now decided to leave it open to revision after the resources of t'
counuy had been better ascertained and individual rights established.'
Lord Willtarn Bentinck, the Governor General, hunself addressed a brief
hstory of revenue operations in the Ceded and Conquered Provinces (as North
West Provinces were known earlier), prior and subsequent to promulgation of
Regulation VII, 1822, to the Sudder Board of Revenue on Deputation. In 1802,
it pointed out, a settlement for a term of three years was made out and it was
decided that after another triennial, a quarterennial would be concluded, and after
ten years a permanent settlement would be concluded. Accordmgly, a second
triennial settlement was made in 1805-06. Regulation X of 1807, providmg for a
permanent settlement was &sapproved by the Court of Directors in February,
1810. Again, in November, 1811, the Court, &sallowing permanent settlements
proposed for Saharanpur, Kanpur and Gorakhpur, directed that revenues of the
Ceded and Conquered Provinces be administered under a renewed lease for a
term not extendmg five years. T h s direction resulted in rescindmg provisions of
Regulation X of 1807, i.e., revokmg permanency of settlements concluded under
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its provisions and reverting back to declarations contained in the Regulations of
1803 and 1805. The decennial period, in the Ceded Provinces by that time having
nearly expired, actually came to an end in September 1812.
The Board of Commissioners, on receipt of these directions, now went
ahead with a general settlement o f the Ceded Provinces for 1813 to 1817,
correspondmg to Fasli 1220 to 1224. In their exercise they were required to ascertain
the extent o f estates which were in a state of cultivation, warranting conclusion of
permanent settlement, after leaving the proprietors a profit o f 10°/o, and a report
on the estates not in sufficiently improved state of cultivation to admit of a
permanent settlement, without a sacrifice of public resources. O n the basis of
these guldelmes, together with those of wastelands, etc., Board of Commissioners
concluded settlement of Kanpur. The Board, doubting accuracy of the accounts
on which Kanpur settlement was formed, prompted the Government to
recommend it as a temporary settlement. It was, in all probabiltty, in response to
this hesitant recommendation, that the Court of Directors expressed their fum
determination not to confirm the settlement in perpetuity. In short, this was the
state o f affairs of settlement operations in North Western Provinces, at the time
of annexation of Kumaon from Nepal in 1815.

FROM 1815 TO 1839
The interval between 1815 to 1820 seems to have been occupied in collecting
information required by the Court of Directors. A s the existing settlement in the
Ceded Provinces was coming to a close in September 1822, the Government
solicited instructions from the Court. Simultaneously,instructions containing salient
features of the plan for revenue administration of the unsettled provinces were
issued.'
O n Court's suggestion, Regulation I of 1821, appointing a Special Commission
for the Ceded and Conquered Provinces, was passed. The Special Commission
was to investigate claims on wrongful dispossession of lands, ascertain tenures,
interests and privileges of the agricultural communities. Due to delay in receipt of
Court's reply on the principles of settlement, Regulation VII of 1822 was
promulgated, whlch prescribed detailed mode of settlement.'
Progress of revenue settlements, under Regulation VII of 1822, during the
next ten years was so tardy that Lord Bentinck summoned a review conference at
Allahabad in January 1833. In this Conference of 21-2 3 January concrete measures
to accelerate pace of settlement operations were &scussed. One such mode, tried
by Robert Mertinns Bird, as Commissioner Gorakhpur, was adopted and
advocated. R.M. Bird was now Senior Member, Suder Board of Revenue. In
essence, it was the Aggregate to Detailed method, a total reversal of the 1822
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system, whlch was Detaded to Aggregate. T h s permitted requisite acceleration in
settlement operations.?
Bird's methodology, essentially a guesstimate, was entirely dependent on
professional survey and malung payments a collective responsibhty (co-parcenary)
in every joint mehal(esfafe).Further, whereas no new nghts were to be created, 11)
the old ones were to be recovered and guaranteed by a detiuled recordmg of
these rights, regardless of their nature, i.e., talugdari, xamrndari, or pattidari
Henceforth, protection of rights and rates were now to become responsibhties
of those who were engaged for the revenue.

ROBERT MERTINNS B I R D

RM. Bird joined newly constituted Suder Board of Revenue, Allahabad in
February 1832. For the next ten years or so he gwded and pushed settlement
operations in the province. He undertook extensive tours in winters and covered
as many as 1841 d e s in 1836-37 alone. Bird was also credited for having
introduced a far more efficient system of conducting the d e t d s of revenue
management, in all branches, than by anyone else ever.
The circulars issued by the Suder Board of Revenue during h s incumbency
were later published in 1839 and also as the Dimctionsfor Settlement O$cers in 1849.6
Thls brief account of the progress of settlement operations, in the Ceded and
Conquered Provinces, helps us in understanding a relatively quiet scene on revenue
administration front during Commissioner Traill's stay in Kumaon (1815- 1835).
Sudden flurry of activities during Col. Gowan's incumbency (1836-38) includmg
Batten's arrival as the Garhwal Settlement Officer, followed by "flood of
instructions" alluded to by Whalley, stand better explained. Commissioner
L u s h g r o n and Settlement Officer Batten, braved all these instructions, even though
most of these were "not meant for application in Kumaon."
R.M. Bird's visit to Almora in 1837 during Col. Gowan's Cornrnissionershp,
therefore, was not a routine visit. During h s visit he immediately spotted Batten as
"a man of well cultivated mind, much abihty, great zeal, indomitable energy,"
who could push h s designs under the judicious gwdance of matured information
and experience. But, in Col. Gowan, Bird found "a man (without) any offiual
experience in any department" and "who hrmself required both guldance and
control."' After the visit Batten accompanied Bird to Baredly and participated in a
meeting called on settlement. Batten was duetted to commence settlement
operations in Garhwal, in anticipation of frnal orders.'
Land revenue settlements, it is important to understand, basically rest upon
the principle that every d n g power, i.e., the government is entitled to a certain

portion of an annual produce of every hgh of land; and the mode in whch the
rulingpower exercises h s right constitutes the system of revenue administration.
Theoretically, there is no other h t to demand upon the land than the power of
the government to enforce payment, and the ability of the people to pay. It is only
inthe interest of the government to limit the demand to what is just, so as to
create a valuable property in land and encourage its improvement. And to do so
it is necessary to determine persons to whom all the benefits belong. To perform
these operations is what is known as "makmg a settlement.'*
Now, formation of a settlement consists of two hstinct operations. The &st
is fiscal, ie., determination of the demand, and the second is judicial, i e , formation
of the records of nghts. It is very obvious that ordinarily both the operations
should be performed simultaneously.
In actual practice, settlement is conducted in four steps; (a) adjustment of
boundaries, (b) Survey, (c) Assessment, and (d) Record of Rrghts.lo
This theoretical and practical framework of settlement-operations were set
out in a Circular, issued by Ehot; of the Suder Board of Revenue, addressed to
the Commissioners, on 9th of Aprd 1838. In context of hstorical evolution of
revenue administration in Kumaon, the year of issue is of particular significance.
It is, as would be noticed, after the departure of Commissioner Trail!. These
Circular Orders of SBR (Suder Board of Revenue) were also precursors of what
came to be later compiled as Direction for Seftletllent Oficer~and Colhctor~$Land
Revenue. These compilations, issued dunng Thornason's Lt Governorshp of N.W.,
also superceded all previous orders on the subject."
It is no wonder that Batten, who before joining Kumaun had served in
Saharanpur, in Meerut Comrnissionery, was taken aback a bit at the state of affairs
in Kumaun. Batten records:
O n taking charge of the Garhwal in 1837, I had every thing to learn in regard
to the peculiarities of the Hill system, and everything to teach, as far as my experience
acquired in the plains would allow me, in regard to the revision of settlement
required. It is difficult to say whether the Garhwal Tehsildar, the Canungoes and
Patwaries were more astonished at the terms Regulation IX of 1833, my own title
of Deputy Collector, and my confident proposition of a settlement for a period
of 20 or 30 years being about to take place, than I myself was confounded at the
circumstances of having to wander over more than 4,000 square miles, in order
to revise 70,000 rupees of juma, which I was told Mr. Trail1 had, at the last

occasion, revised in less than a month, on the road between Haridwar and
Badnnath.12
Batten's labours were, thus, confined not only to actual labours of a totally
novel mode of settlement and understandmg features of a non-regulation area,
but facing the aftermath of Bird's short visit of Alrnora as well. Further, unlrkc
other drstricts" the whole of the settlement duties of Garhwal and Kurmon"
were entrusted to him1', independent of Kumaun Commissioner. The orders
, in revenue and settlement matters, to Maerut Commissioner,
subordinating hm.both
were set aside later by the Government. The SBR were later duected to modify
their orders and restore Gowan's authority throughout the province" Interesmgly,
notwithstanding Government's clear orders SBR continued to refuse sendmg any
orders duect to Kurnaun Commissioner, forTurner to duect Commissioner
Gowan to ensure that Batten corresponded only through him. Thrs controversy
resolved itself only with the matter going right up to the Supreme Government,
the Court of Directors, and culmmated in departure of Gowan in December
1838,15Obviously, there was no love lost between Commissioner Gowan and
Senior Member, Bud. Commissioner Gowan, &us needs to be clarified here, was
not a solitary case as Penner points out that "the 1833 settlement generated centripetal
bureaucratic forces whose influence only a few c i v h n s escaped."16
Returning to our narrative, back from Bardy, Batten apprised Commissioner
Gowan of the decisions taken in the meeting. The revision of settlement was now
to be conducted on much less summary principles than those lutherto applied and
a deeper invesagation of disputes, addtion of greater d e d s in the statement of
habilities. This naturally meant more work and requirement of extra staff. His
estimate was one English Writer, a Head M u n s k a Nazit, a Record Keeper and
two Writers on a monthly extra salary of Rs. 135. He made no extra demand of
Chuprasis, as there were quite a few around already. Some changes were suggested
by him in relocation of Garhwal Tehsildars. The Tufbanasystem was to be mdfied,
carrymg that particular fund to the Government Treasury instead of being used
for an increase in the salary or creation of new posts without the sanction of the
Government. He expected to set it off with the help of this measure nearly half
of the additional expenses proposed by hrm for Garhwal establishment."
Batten observed that of the four Kanungoes in Kurnaun two also functioned
as Munsifs, all clairmng heredtary nghts of service. The villages their ancestors
had held as Duftarees under the Gorkhas, had been resumed by the present
Government without paying them any compensation o r any recorded
understan*
that their ngh ts to the offices would remain intact. CommissionerT d
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had continued the practice of appointing Kanungoes from-the members of the
same f d e s .
O n the death of Krishna Dutt, Kanungo, Batten recommended appointment
of Damodar, uncle of Badri Dutt (the boy sinecurist), who actually carried out
Kanungo function on a salary of Rs. 5 per month as fued by T r d . Kanungoes
were paid a salary of Rs. 31 per month. Thrs arrangement was recommended by
Batten ull Badri Dutt came of age. Kanungo-Munsif of Srinagar, who was actually
the Serishtedar (Office Superintendent) of Kumaun Commissioner's office, was
found conducting Kanungo-work with the help of two agents. Batten strongly
recommended an end of all these archaic practices and introduction of a much
more efficient system.''
After three months of hectic fields visits and review of all past settlement
operations Batten prepared a set of ten Gueries for clarification from the Suder
Board. These queries are contained in hrs exhaustive address of 1st January 1838.
Seehng gutdance for the mode of settlement he also apprised the Board of the
methodology adopted by T r d .

TRAILL'S SETTLEMENT
No scientific revenue survey, observed Batten, had been under taken and
whatever native measurements were at all taken bore no approximation to any
certainty. Accordingly, the past settlements could not be considered settlements as
per the provisions of Regulation IX of 1833, thereby rendering submission of
prescribed statements virtually impossible. The general measurements taken in the
year 1824, or Samvat 1880, with the assistance of Tehsildars and Kanungoes, was
made with a view to ascertain the quantity of assessable land, determination of
d a g e boundaries, and wherever possible, recordmg of existing interests of various
agricultural communities. But, Batten opined, that it had singularly faded even in
this objective.
The Books of Record, prepared after the Great Survey of 1824, "to which
people have for 12 years been accustomed to refer and be referred," owing to
their inherent deficiencies, were not held in high esteem, as far as the officials
themselves were concerned.'TThls Great Survey of Samvat 1880 Batten found
weak on three counts, namely, quantification of land, inexact determination of
boundaries, and absence of record of interests and possession.
One dlustrative page from T r d ' s Books of Measurements looked something
lrke this :
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Village Kuldor
Boundaries : O n the North side such and such tree, on the South such and such
ravine, on the East land called so and SO,and on the West the land
called so and so.
Division of Ruqba:
Name of
hnd or Tok

Nos. oj' Pathas

Baraon
Kaphul
Ranghera
Lukdeo
Netoo
Guwar
Doonagur
Lahdeo
Total

130
26
10
20
60
12
62
20
340
Pathas

Remark

In possession
of village Rutgot

Mouzah Kuldor 320 Pathas = 16 Beesees
Included in Rutgot 20 Pathas = 1 Beesees
Total

340

17 Beesees

Batten found that the Books of Measurements mostly had only entries like
the above, excepting a very few whch had post scripts to the effect saying &at A,
B, C and D were shareholders in this estate, and sometimes that A, B and others
were share-holders.
Although in the survey value of Beesee was always taken as 10 Pathas, in
actual practice it varied considerably all over G a r h ~ a l . ~ '
In the Great Survey land was classified into three categories; frrst, in a level
with or w i t h reach of source of irrigation, second, low or otherwise well situated
though not irrigatable, and thud, those near top of mountains. The quantity of
seed required for sowing in different kinds of soils was supposed to dffer slightly.
It was assumed at 10 Pathas for the first type of soil, 12 Pathas for the second and
14 Pathas for the thud. In actual practice, however, h s ratio was never exceeded
and hardly ever e q ~ a l l e d . ~ '

Whde around 1824 Trail1 had come to believe and take one Beesee, containing
20 Pathas, as a common standard, it was only in 1832 that he felt a need to
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standardize it. After a detailed investigation of existing differences and careful
suutiny of various answers supplied to his queries, Commissioner Trail1 dedared
an average Beefee as the o f f i d standard of land area contained in a Nab.
1 N a h or Patha, in whatever land = 20x12 = 240 yards

20 NaIeej or 1 Beejee = 240x 20 = 4,800 square yards
Batten acknowledged a strange approximation of this measure to En&h
acre of 4,840 square yards. Reduced to yards square it was scarcely dfferent, a
Beefee being 69% and an acre 69112 and a little more. Batten felt that representation
of land area, at the time of the Great Survey in standard Bcc~ee,had it been
declated official earlier, would have been far useful than N a h in its sub-divisions,
.
disputes relating to quantity of land were
as was done in nqxar u n k ~ eThe
handed over to the panchqafi of nqhbouring land-holders for resolution. The
fact that the nuRar undqee method was not' helpful in resolving drsputes of thrs
nature, "hardly [needed] a better demonstration than the nahle applied", Batten
observed.
As the settlement of dsputes was not preceded by a regular survey,
determination of boundaries was very perfunctory, The boundaries certainly could
have been determined much more precisely. The survey should have also shown
what was settled, what was still under dispute and what remained uncertain. On
the contrary every community named its boundaries and as they were generally
beyond the land included in the measured ruqba (area), few took the trouble to
point them out and s d l hardly any survey officer took the trouble of verifping his
records. 22 As a result the name became a fixed and immutable part of the decrees
passed by the courts, whde the actual whereabout of the land named very often
remained a difficult matter of dscovery. Thus an easy matter of mistake led to
fresh bouts of case in court, whenever someone wanted an execution of any such
decree.23
As the Great Survey left no useful record of interests and possession, in most
cases absolutely nothmg was attempted and in others the insertions and omissions
of names were "as notoriously a matter of favour or otherwise on the part of
the Kanungoes and the Mutsuddres, as the fidelity of those officers employed in
the surveys had been a subject of suspicion." Many decrees were won in the
courts by persons simply on the strength of mention of their names in the survey
books and as many cases were lost by those whose names or those of their
fathers d d not appear on them. Erroneous mention of facts of drspossession
was also a great source of ~omplaint.~'
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In cases of dsputes, Nazir was directed to make a fresh nuRar unhxet, with
the help of peons and assistance of path' Patwaris. The Patwaris were a paid
police and revenue government servant. Resolution of such disputes was a long
drawn affair as customarily the party adversely affected was invariably allowed to
dispute the fairness of fresh nuxxar anhxee by the Patwaris and allowed another
and yet another verification. Interestingly enough, records Batten, none of the
parties to the dispute would over agree to a rope-measurement. The measurement
hooks and dowIs, or periodcal accounts of cultivation and waste, were found to
have been indiscriminately recorded all wastes and culturable wastes as Wyran.
Much culturable land had been concealed and was not measured at the survey.
The last survey had to deal with several deserted estates, e.g., desertion caused by
the tyranny of the Gorkhas, mountain slips, inundation, incapacitation by wild
beasts, diseases, deaths, alleged enchantments and deprivation of castes etcetera.
The fear of wild beasts was so great and rampant that Padhans very often fled
their villages with all the inhabitants. O n the other hand, Padhans abandoned by
hls asameer were left to pay the revenue, as they could. In abandoned villages,
arable lands and the boundaries were registered, pattas were granted to any
hereditary claimants or in their absence to anyone else prepared to cultivate the
land. Later the village became hkhilee to some neighbouring village or if its area
was large and population increased the vlllage was numbered in the next settlement
as Udee. Management of wastelands at public disposal, Batten felt, leftrnuch to be
desired and its bad management seriously retarded progress of cultivati~n.'~
The fact that no balances or arrears of land revenue, ever occurred in the
government books since 1815, proved basic soundness of the principles followed
for hill-settlements. Any shortcomings in data were counter balanced by the
judgement, long experience and intimate acquaintance of Commissioner T r d
with the region.2"
Batten found it regrettable that notwithstandmg completion of two more
settlements since the Great Survey, so many questions of interests, possessions
and liabhties, should have been left to the mercies of the courts, especially when
Commissioner Kumaun enjoyed unrestricted powers of a Judge, Magistrate and
Collector, rolled in one.?' The question of liabhties, in particular, had never been
settled by general principles applicable to all villages. Even where there was no
dispute, no phant, or a paper showing such a distribution, was required to be
prepared and absolutely nothing was put on record. Only where some serious
dispute was raised a measurement of actual possession was ordered, a
correspondingphant was prepared by the court Nazir, on a request by the parties,
after payment of certain fees. There were more villages without any such phant
and yet the Padhans and Suder Malguzars were constantly suing their brother
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shareholders for their quota of revenue. There were suits by and against Padhans
for over collection of rents, pending for three to four years, and these suits were
tried exactly lrke recovery of private debts. As there were no balances or arrears
of land revenue, the government was never impleaded as a party.
Batten felt convinced that if these suits for rents could be dsposed of as
summary suits it could have saved hun at least half of the time whch he devoted
on these in 1837.28
Batten could find no m i d (frles) containing settlement proceedings to guide
hun on the principles followed by T r d in decidmg various issues which arose at
the time of last settlement. Not a single vdlage statement, English or H i n 4 was
forwarded by Trail1 to Bareilly Commissioner, with the last settlement r e p ~ r t . ~

BATTEN'S SETTLEMENT
After erght months' stay in Garhwal it became apparent to Batten that minute
ascertainment of the quality and quantity of lands in each estate of the M s m a s
nothulg but a waste of energy and expense. However, he went ahead with a
system of s e t t h g boundaries accordmg to Regulation IX of 1833. He was doubtful
of its utihty not in cases where there existed a tangible dispute to settle but where
none appeared. Garhwal, in 1838, was then abundant in large wastelands and
there existed no immediate plans for fresh cultivation and appropriation of lands
by the cultivators. He also felt handicapped in tryrng suits for the rights or recovery
of land shares, as was the practice in the plains, as he combined in hunself powers
of a c i d judge and a collector. He could hear cases only in one capacity or the
othersw
Batten did not entertain new applications (durkhart~)for niabad lands but only
confirmed those in their possession, if no one came forward to rebut it or proved
Tying down all the shareholders for twenty years, under a
a better claim over
system of joint responsibhty for revenue with their Padhans, however just and
necessary for the latter, Batten now felt, was likely to be opposed by the shareholders. T r d , Batten reported, held the view that before commencing a long
term lease in the U s it would be advisable to bind to the soil all holders of land,
whether Thatwan, a hereditary rightful occupant, or Sirtom and other cultivators
occupying a more temporary t e n ~ r e . ' ~
Giving a resume of the settlements conducted in the past Batten sought Board's
clarification on the following points:
1.

Was a new survey to be made in the M districts?

2.

How were all boundaries to be hally settled?
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3.

With whom and how-were the wastelands, at government disposal to
be settled?

4.

By whom were the wastelands belonging to the villages to be cultivated
and on what terms? Both as concerned government revenue and the
relationship of the cultivators with the village shareholders?

5.

Was assessment of revenue to be made on the basis of the (inadequate ?)
data available?

6.

Was the principle of joint responsibhty for the revenue to be enforced, in
all estates, irrespective of their size, and how?

7.

What was to be the period of the next lease and was it expected to be
universally the same?

The other queries made by Batten related to questions of mines, fonus and
statements to be used and settlement of Turai and Doon lands.3
Commissioner Bareilly and SBR insisted on conformity with the formats
prescribed by the SBR as also use of acres over Beesee. Batten explained the
difference between an acre and a Beesee and suggested doing away with several
irrelevant forms.34The Suder Board advised against a professional survey, in view
of huge costs involved, and undertakmg measurements wherever required with
the help of Mutsuddies and Mirdahas (Kanungoes). The actual areas and estimates
were allowed to be recorded in Beesees. Alternatively the actual area was allowed to
be divided into low, middling and high, and converted into Beesees.
Settlement of boundaries was declared to be indispensable. Where there was
ng dispute these could be recorded by lines, recording the landmarks as " along
the ridge of such a hill" or "the bank of such :1 stream", always noting down
permanent marks. All disputes were to be decided either by the officer himself or
a punchgat (jury). Possession of any standing was to be allowed but in doubtful
cases, decisions were to be taken and they were to be deemed as fmal. Such
decisions were not to be questioned in a court as the government would at once
pass the order and it would be law. In the cases of dfferent thoks, in one mehal,
held separately, the boundaries were not only to be fixed but recorded as well.
The cultivators were required to make their own adjustments of possessions
and liabhties, whlch once recorded were to stand. Further, whatever was done
during the current settlement was to be considered as final. Subsequent suits, it
was made clear, could only contest interests and not a n y h g fmalised at the
settlement. The pasturage right was also to be determined together with the
boundaries, and duly recorded. Nothing was required to be taken for government
from the lands brought under cultivation during the period of ~ettlement.~'
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Batten was required to judiciously fix thejuma, warhrch was not only to be f&
but well apportioned also. The adjustment of revenue on each ~hokwas to be left
to the people to settle. If the cultivators decided to divide the land, the
responsibilities were also to be divided or else the option was not to f r a p ~ n t . ~
The SBR exempted Batten from h g periodcal settlement statement in prclcribed
formats but required it in a general form. Use of Beesee for acre was also allowed
but the Beene was to be treated as a "native measure" and not as adjusted by
Settlement of mines was separated from revenue settlement
Commissioner Tra~ll.~'
and was to be treated separately later. Batten was not to bother about Turai or
Doon lands for the time being and the SBR considered it Illogical' to measure
Doon wastelands "without anyone coming forward to cultivate it". In Doon,
cultivated tracts were to be measured and settled on moderate terms, on a clearinglease basis, just lrke Dehra Doon. These leases were to be for uniform period and
moderatejumo was to be fixed on doubtful lands. The SBR felt that measurement
of cultivated lands and their dstribution into three classes would be most desirable
but before undertaking it, cost of such operations and practicabhty aspects must
not be o~erlooked.'~
Concludmg their exhaustive direction on each point raised by Batten, the
SBR emphasized" that the object of measurement was not so much to increase
jummas, as to settle possessions, liabhties, tlghts and management". Absolute
correctness of records was, therefore, to be accorded hrghest priorityJ9
The SBR simultaneously informed the Government about the drrections issued
to Batten and theit positive opinion agarnst general measurernenq in view of heavy
expenditure and delay it was likely to e n d . In view of a total absence of proper
investigation in the past 'Batten had been asked to proceed leisurely, carefully
recordmg what he found and communicate freely with the Board," the SBR added.
The SBR also expressed its surprise at "the total absence of any regulations for
Kumaon, lack of any fmed principles b e h d judcial decisions, any careful e n q q
into the habits and usages of the people, and any established principles to guide
decisions". The Government readily stamped its approval to the SBR's proposal^.^
Batten commenced h s Garhwal settlement operations during the first week
of October 1837, from Painkhanda pargona In September, Thomas, Assistant
Commissioner, joined Srinagar to assist him in h s judicial, magisterial and
collectorial duties. In December 1837, the SBR's guldelrnes and Government's
approval were received."
It became apparent to Batten, whde preparing for h s settlement operations,
that there was a near total absence of statistical data on "quantity of &&on (imgated)
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and upraon lands", although &vision of lands into uplands and valleys was sometimes
attempted in Kumaun, but never in Garhwal. In Kumaun it was also recorded in
revenue papers but T r d never used this information for assessment purposes.
Settlements made by T r d " were without any base of visibly ascertained data
and the result of Traill's own private judgement were declared and enforced
without the reasoning being disclosed to the Tahsildars or Malpzars." O n being
confronted by Batten on these points the native officers very close to T r d " were
able to only point to general principles o f justice to the people and attention to the
government interest". The very idea of any reason appeared" to shock the loyalty
of the officials and affected persons alike. The very idea of new enquiries was
being met with loud complaints and even the reference of a civil suit was bitterly
opposed and resisted, in nine cases out of ten."4'
Even after receipt of the SBR's clarifications on issues raised by hun Batten
sull entertained several doubts. His doubts related to revenue liabdtties and land
revenue, and he was stdl of the view that any new measurement would not only
be useless but also rnischlevious too unless conducted with a large expenditure
and time. Any survey excluding uncultivated lands or even wastelands, a very
potent source of dispute everywhere, was not k e l y to serve any purpose. Even
for a very experienced person it was nearly impossible" among the hundred fured
terraces of a Mside, to &stingush old wastelands from the new one." The scattered
nature of cultivated patches posed another problem for a quick measurement. A
d a g e yielding a revenue of only Rs. 130, Batten pointed out to Commissioner
Gowan, needed a minimum of three days for being measured from its highest to
lowest cultivation. Any new survey was likely to leave more disputes unsettled
than resolved. Batten felt that a survey made after rather than before completion
of settlement would be more s refer able.^^
To relieve European Officers for more important works Batten proposed
empowerment of Munsifs to deal with suits of more than Rs. 100. To do so, if
the Munsifs were to be paid fixed salaries, stamp value of judicial papers would
have necessitated an increase. Alternatively, if Munsifs were to be continued, they
were to be paid out of the proceeds of institution fee, as was the practice. It was
a simple case of raising their salaries.'"
In Painkhanda pargana, one of the seats of Hindu religion, Batten delved
deep into issues relating to maafi-lands, goonths and sadaburt. Loohng into the
correspondence exchanged between Trail1 and Rawuls of Badrinath and Kedarnath
he found that in most of Badrinath land cases no sunnuds were avadable or were
ever perhaps issued. Dasoli in Garhwal and Kotoli in Kumaun were granted by
the Gorkha Government for maintenance of sadaburts or road-side distribution
of food to pilgrims. The grant was confirmed by a copper sunnud and the only
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other documentary evidence were the panvanas of the local rulers or civil court
decisions of T r d , passed during early period of British rule, directing that every
Kameen or other land-holders were to continue paying old established dues to
these religious shrines.
The fact of non-resumption of these lands after British conquest and T r d ' s
general assurance of perpetual confirmation provided unwritten titles to the rentfree estates of the Badrinath establishments. Kedarnath, Dewalgarh and Nanda
Devi also exhibited s d a r tenures. A large number of local idols and other Hindu
divinities were endowed with s d a r rent-free lands in a large number of d a g e s .
As the Garhwal Rajas benefited greatly by the annual pilgmnages these rent-free
lands were never resumed by them. During the Gorkha rule rigld rules were
enforced in regard to individual rent-free lands and each case was sent to Kedarnath
before confirmation.
Batten addressed a set of six questions to Kurnaun commissioner's office.
From the answers received it was revealed that most of the fdes on maafi-lands
were incomplete and these contained no frnal orders. No general principles on
maafi-lands and tenures had either been finalised or pursued by that office.
Commissioner T r d had forwarded a list of such lands and d a g e s in religious
assignment in Kumaun temples on 20th of May 1819, but no such list had been
forwarded for Garhwal. The list of d a g e s held rent-free by individuals, said to
have been under preparation at the time of reporting, was also not avadable. As
Assistant Commissioner, T r d did not send a statement of rent-free lands to
Commissioner Gardner on 25th of March and 2nd of A p d 1816, but the latter
never forwarded it to the Government. Information regarding inclusion or
exclusion of goonth lands from the measurement boo kwas also not avadable. As
T r d never recorded any proceedmgs (robkaree) at the time of settlement, people
were in 110 position to know whether such lands had been included in the rent-roll
or not during settlement operations. The people, on the other hand, were to pious
to enquite about it and were the last persons to burden such lands with a government
revenue. Nevertheless, a fair attention had always been paid to regster all such
lands in one form or the other. The records did indcate their mode of acquisition
and of theu possession during 1816,1819 and 1825. The record of 1825 was the
most up to date and complete and the list sent to Commissioner Baredly office
was drawan from the 1825 list. Interestingly these three lists did not agree with
each other and certainly they were not prepared for legal regstry as provided in
the Regulation of 1803, in the plains. It was the Tahsildars and not the officers,
who had prepared these lists and, therefore, not much attention was paid to
procuring the sunnuds. In a majority of sunnuds. T r d had appended hls signatures
The pujaris sunnuds were avadable. In the absence of any maafi regulations
applicable for Kumaun, Batten felt that 111 the above-mentioned documents
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establishing tenures could not be brushed aside, nor could these lands be resumed
now.
Batten confessed that had a greater attention been paid to the subject during
the past twenty-two years of British rule, when the office work of all types had
been much lighter compared to the amound and expense of establishment in any
other &strict of Upper India, the present task of investigation would have proved
much lighter and less difficult in its commencement, and much more satisfactory
in its frnal results. A large portion of Badrinath lands, he estimated, would stand
resumed if he proceeded to include, all goonths registered in any one of the three
lists, as being gfts of zemindars. O n the other had all t h s area was covered by
T r d ' s assurances or confirmations, written evidence of whch was produced
before him (Batten). In the absence of any authority based on set rules,
untrustworthness of the records obtainable in Alrnora office, untenabhty of a
move to distinguish between the lands of different idols and religious
establishments, with every chance of revenue department landmg itself in a state
of embarrassment, coupled with Batten's hesitancy to commit h s e l f to a set of
principles adopted for lands incorporated by resumption into the rent-rolls of
d a g e s , discouraged him to order resumption of these lands forthwith. It was
also discovered that in these tracts the settlement was based on estimates of
fluctuating number of population instead of the quantity of lands or quality of
soil.
From all this exercise Batten came to the conclusion that in Garhwal
"capabhties of vdlages" must enter as a major factor in h s calculations as a basis
of assessment. Thls seems to be the main reason as to why he does not seem very
keen on showing a large addtion to the assessable area, i.e., recourse to resumption
of maafi-lands. To prove t h s assertion he compared varying statements in the
records of former settlements of 1816, 1819 and 1825, where without any
proceedings, many goonth lands were included in 1880 Samvat and excluded in
1855 Samvat, "without affecting the assessed revenue in any manner." In contrast,
for the rest of pargana, a gradual increase was affected by T r d as usual.
Perhaps, much more than all these theoretical considerations, was "the danger
of hurting the sentiments of a religious minded people" and a possible annoyance
on the part of the government. So, Batten stayed h s hands on the issues of
resumption of such lands, and preferred to await government's confirmation.
Wherever religous lands were found excluded from the assessable areas of estates
a detaded enquiry in the presence of the pujari or h s agent and the zamindars was
conducted. Where alienation was of recent origin, or where the goonth-holders
colluded with zarnindars and other evidences proved that the revenue was not
being used for any religous purposes, the land was assessed and resumed.
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Maafi-lands, held by indviduals, were rare in Garhwal and &d not affect
settlement proceeding^.'^
Batten devised a form o f Vdlage Statement for reporting purposes and got
printed 10,000 copies of the same. T h s number corresponded to the number of
estates in whole of Kumaun and Garhwal. T h s form was so devised as to take
care of all forms of tenures. Batten furnished to the Board detaded reasons for
deviating from the form prescribed by them. As no measurements had ever been
made of the uncultivated wastelands, such as the village sites, paths, forests, rocks,
etc., this shortcoming was to be accounted for under "rnindee" head. For any
tenure resembhg Seer of the plains was to be met, entry was to be made in table
three. S d a r l y separate columns were provided for pudhancharee and malguzaree
possessions of Suder Malguzars. In table four the column prescribed for arrears
of land revenue was considered necessary as no balances had ever been known in
Kumaun. Table six was prepared in such a fasluon so as to accommodate all
h d s of tenures. A model rnisl (fde) was also sent to the Suder Board so that the
senior officers may also have "a glunpse of the whole system of engagement and
records" attempted by Batten for the settlement in hand.
Having completed these preparations Batten demanded one Naib Tahsildar,
especially for settlement of Kumaun wluch was to be taken up after Garhwal.
Batten favoured a Naib Tahsildar over what ordulady would have been the charge
of a Deputy Collector under Regulation IX of 1833. Batten felt many native
officers, serving in the plains as Peshakars, would be quite &g
to take up thrs
job on a salary of Rs. 100 per month. Patwaris prepared Phant No. 3, supervised
thok measurements by Nuzzar Undazee, and the Kanungoes settled boundary
disputes. As now panchayats were to be used for dstribution of ltabilities and
settlement of chsputes, all that was required to be done was verification of decisions
of the panchayats (rajinamas) at the time of settlement. All these rajinamas were
made a part of the settlement files.
Commenting on a total absence of land revenue arrears in Kumaun, Batten
observed that h s admrrable situation owed its existence as much to the excellence
of T r d ' s individual assessment as to the honesty and other commendable qualities
of M-men. T r d had opposed long term settlements on the ground of local
people's ignorance but Batten discovered that "the alleged indolence of the Mmen was balanced by their sense of honesty and other commendable qualities.
The h e n had not allowed their alleged indolence to interfere with their obhgation
to the state". The gratitude of the M-men towards the Government was a marked
feature of their character and non-proprietor thokhr made up the dfference in
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juma out o f their own ministerial dues. Batten mentions that "a hdl peasant would
have rather sold hls wife or daughter to avoid becoming a defaulter". It was a
matter of honour for the entire village community to avoid any occurrence of an
error. Batteri even provides an dlustration:
A thokdar was asked by me to prepare h s papers of readjustment, or his
Dowl o f Tootguyai~h,for one of the worst vdlages in h s hulka, one of the most
over assessed and straightened in circumstances. The thokdar placed three rupees
in the column of increase. O n being asked why he has done so, he at once replied,
"Where was I do to replace the decrease if not here? True the vdlage is a bad onebut the government must not be a loser through me".
Batten deprecated the practice followed in previous settlements of not allowing
reduction in revenue under any circumstances without a corresponding increase
elsewhere. This rule of compensation had always been combined with that of
overall addition in governmentjirma. Considering the extortionist and repacious
system followed by the Gorkhas barely twenty-two years ago, the oft repeated
claim of doubling of revenue between 1815 and 1837 was not considered by
Batten as flattering. He felt now convinced that there was a genuine case of decrease
of revenue in Garhwal and sparing it from the rule of c ~ m p e n s a t i o n . ~ ~
Waste vdlages and wastelands not included in anyone's patta were offered to
public by public proclamation. For the frrst three years it was given rent-free and
for the next two year with a nominal rent. Thereafter the cultivated areas were
measured and longer lease given on proper rates. Before any offer was accepted
boundaries were settled and all claims on it were also disposed
Investigations into the past settlement practices and tenures existingin Garhwal
made by Batten are contained in his dispatch of 12th April 1837. Minutes on
Garhwal Settlement is the fust detaded report on the methodology adopted by
Trad in hls settlements and an acknowledgement of peculiar condtions confronting
settlement operations in the hdly terrain. "The process adopted in the plains",
Batten informed the Suder Board, "as a substitute for the former method of
arriving at individual capabdities could not be used in the h d s as no survey of land
had ever been undertaken. It was impossible to work out the rates especially an
account of arbitrary alteration that had been made in the record of Guess Survey".
The general impression and the complaint of the public was that the assessment
of 1880 Samvat was very inaccurate and injurious to the public. In the settlement
undertaken immedately after the Great Survey a great increase in the revenue
took place. T r d , without any measurement, doubled the area of every estate in as
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many as five parganas of Garhwal "by a mere scratch of h s pen". Interestingly,
records Batten, T r d had declared in several papers that h juma had never been
based on an estimate of lands.
It became apparent to Batten now, after fill six months' invesagations in
Garhwal, that "no English officer, however painstakmg or possessed of miraculous
abhties, could so cautiously and unerringly make an estimate of land and quality
etcetra of even two villagees in a hundred. The exercise, at best could be
accomplished in 10 vdlages in every 100, unless he were to march every day for
about ten years."

Td now the headman of parganas. who were very intimately acquainted with
the state of every village, had been m a h g settlements locally called as Dnnar
process. It was done every fifth year. Under this process they allotted the increase
or decrease for different estates. As the entire patgana was responsible for the
revenue and was required to make good the lossess, somehow or the other, the
headman generally were fair in their allotment. T r d was more than aware and
now Batten felt fully convinced that very settlement had some difficulties in
continuing even for five years. There was absolutely no doubt that if any
quinquennial settlement was to be extended for another five years, without
adjustments, at least half the area would have been depopulated and rendered
uncultivable. This situation contrasts very sharply with the plains condtions where
the Suder Board was vigorously pushing a settlement for twenty years and
Commissioner Gowan, during the &st year in his office, faced embarrasing quieries
frofn Commissioner Boulderson of Barellly.
Thokdars in M s were a class of middlemen, officially known as Thokdars
but also known as Kurnrnens, Sayanas and Burhas. These Thokdars had apatta
declaring him to be a ministerial officer for reporting crime and he was paid
certain dues by the Pudhans of the village, named in h s patta. A three percent levy
on the d a g ejuma was given by the Pudhan for the purpose. T r d had held that
the Thokdars had no fiscal duties whatever, hls dues could not be shared and h s
office was not heredtary. Brothers, sons and relations of the Thokdars were
generally the persons who called themselves the bissedars of certain d a g e s and
sued each other in courts for their bissar (shares). Batten entertained h s doubts
about T r d s ' s interpretation of Thokdar's status. He felt that these Thokdars also
had, at least initially, fiscal as well as police duties.
In the majority of old established villages, Batten found, the actual cultivators
possessed the right to hold their lands at a fixed rent, i.e., their share of the
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government revenue. Sometimes these cultivators called themselves Thatwan &sIhrS,
sometimes only Hissedars, and sometimes Khaikars. Theoretically, a Thatwan held
his land on the strength of some sunnued of a native government, gving hyn a
proprietory and disposable right in the soil. O n the other hand a Khaikar was a
heredtary cultivator who could not be dispossessed o f his land but who had
"su,~kin name bacause his vdlage had been given in That to someone else." In
newly established vdlages the earliest cultivators, unless some headman had settled
them (basaaoed) as his asamees, were the propreitors.
During Batten's settlement i.e., the eighth, open declarations were made, on
behalf of the Settlement Officer, regarding the propreitors of the village and
only they were expected to make good any deficiency in the government demand.
These propreitors alone were authorised to levy other dues, in addition to the
dues for Thokdars. The other dues, i.e., dues other than land revenue and ministerial
dues for Thokdars, consisted of malikana or bug Zamindari. After a very careful
scrutiny of all decrees passed by Trad, miscellaneous orders. English reports,
examination of native officers and public at large, petitions and claims filed in his
court, confessions made in proceedmgs, Batten entertained serious doubts about
legality o f malikana or bug xamindz' dues. In this estimate in ninety cases out of
100 its legality was doubtful.
By not separating Thokdar's ministerial and proprietory dues Trail1 had
unwittingly allowed Thokdzripatta's permanence dependent upon his realisation
of hls own share of dues and paying for any shortfalls of revenue in his thok.
Batten considered this as a case where T r d ' s contradicted his own theory of
Thokdars' status.4RThokdar, in Batten's opinion, were actually Talukdar farmers
of revenue, vested with police powers, who shared all their dues with their brethren
and relatives. Because if it were not the case very few Talukdars would have been
found wdhng to pay for the shortfalls of any other estates other than those for
which they had malguxaripatts, or in whlch they possessed actual fields and ploughs,
cultivated by slaves of khynee o r P a i k d e t c . but not Khaikars. Till the last settlement
of Trad the Thokdar never had a malgrtzaripattas, or in which they possessed
actual fields and ploughs, cultivated by slaves or kbnee or paikasbt etc., but not
khaikars. Tdl the last settlement of T r d the Thokdar never had malguxaripatta for
an area more than his own vdlage or d a g e s . During his last settlement T r d tried
to increase as many leases as he could and accepted many petitions against an
excess of j m a or resignations of Pudhans. Such vdlages were leased by him to
Thokdars without mentioning the period for which these were leased. Further, it
was not made clear by h.un whether thse Thokdars were to be considered as
farmers of the estates liable to future loss of lease in a revenue settlement. They
were also not declared rightful proprietors by adding these extra leases to their
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pattm, Majority o f vdlagers were not prepared for a twenty year lease in favour of
their Thokdars. They, on the contrary, preferred a separate patfa contaming their
amount bf revenue fixed by the Settlement Officer.
The dues, Batten observed collected in the vdlages were invariably in excess
of the amount mentioned in the Thokdariptta Th.u excess was called the Sganmhan'
dues. This was meant for the person, called Sayana or Thokdar or some one of
lus f a d y who claimed it as his hereditary h i m (Share). The Sayacachari rights
were, at least prior to 1880 Samvat, as much a matter of f a d y inheritance and
division, as the land itself.
Batten was of the view that the service money of the Thokdar, shareable by
name, was an invention of the British rule p r d ' s ) and the main cause behind
violent dsputes raging between brothers of several Sayanas. However, the vdagers
at large, were very clear of the distinction between a proprietory rlght in the soil
and the Thokdati dues, but their ignorance of names led to a great harm to their
interests. They 'were forced to conest court cases against powerful and much
more knowledgeable persons. Several Thokdars were contesting their rlghts to
the malguxan'patta and the profits accruing from newly lands, as the leases were in
their own names. Only in the abandoned d a g e s the Thokdars preferred no clauns.
Based on these principles, all set out and dscussed in hls Minute on Garhwal
Settlement, 12 April 1837, he proceeded with settling Garhwah cultivators for the
next twenty years. For ascertaining facts on ground he drew up a questionnare for
hunself before assessing a demand. The issues whlch he framed were as follow^.'^
1. Who had the right to hold the lease of the estate?

2. What in future were to be the recorded Thokdori or ministerial police
dues?
3. Were there any other dues derivable from the estates and, if so, what
were to be considered Thokdari dues for the purpose of paying a
middlemen allowed by government, the sum whlch he may expend for
improving and assisting the d a g e s and what were to be considered
;aamindan' or hissedori dues, showing a proprietory and dsposable right in
vdlages and shareable accordmg to the laws of Hindu inheritance?
4.

Were the malguxaripatlas and the rights to enjoy the benefits of new
cultivation necessarily in terhked?

As the last quinquennial settlelment of Tradl, 1889-90 Samvat, had not been
confirmed by the Government so far, entire Kurnaon was without any legal rentroll. Batten recommended that the existing settlement be considered as a s u m m v
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settlement and the local authority permitted to extend it for a short period. He
also wanted to review his own work in the light of "various points which have
been impressed upon him by subsequent experience and consultation with othersH.
These also included various references which he had addressed in the meanwhile
to the Suder Board. While he was quite satisfied with the actual settlement completed
in the thirteen patris since October 1836, he was still labouring under several
doubts on essential points.''
Shivanand Khanduri, substantively a Seishtedar in Kumaon Commis~ioner'~
office, but presently worktng as Kunungo cum Munsif of Srinagar, joined Batten
as his Naib Tahsildar. Batten found his work quite satisfactory. Shivanand Khanduri
agreed to accept a salary of Rs. 50 per month as refused a salary of Rs. 150 per
month as too high. Although substantively to remain as Munsif of Srinagar he
was taken on deputation."
Overburdened with extensive field visits, investigations and administrative
arrangements by August 1838, Batten became a nervous wreck. The Suder Board's
continuous insistence o n periodical reports and reminders from Bareilly
Commissioner Davidson brought out a frustrated report from Batten that no
progress report, on prescribed proforma, was possible on Garhwal progress
before October 1838. Extra ordinary discoveries of false estimates of population
clistribution, between those recorded earlier by the native officers and those
exhibited by phants and other papers, drawn by the people themselves, made
Batten very cautious:

I have found it necessary to go over my old ground, in the task of
revision of my own assessment, far more carefully and lagboriously than
I had anticipated.....I will have the satisfaction of knowing that my present
toilsome and sometimes dsheartening occupation w d lead to valuable
results in e n a b h g me to estimate recorded and apparent circumstances
at theit true appreciation.
By now he had fully realised that now henceforth he had to be his own gude
and advisor, such was the contrast between ground conditions existing between
hill and plains situations:
The remarks on the subject of beesess made by the Sudder Board ...have
thoroughly convinced me how impossible it is for the authorities at a
distance suddenly to change all their notions derived from common [plain?]
experience and, on the mere perusal o f paper statements, to accomodate
their instructions, to an unusual state of things.
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The principal followed by T r d in lua past assessments and procedures adopted
by him continued to thoroughly baffle Batten and it was simply not possible for
to furnish various clarifications sought by lugher authorities. Frustrated, Batten
wrote:
If with all my advantages of locality, I cannot even pretend to understand
many of the past assessments in h s province, as to see my way through
contradictions of present conficting statements, how, can I hope to
enlighten my own superiors as to reasons of my own conduct, founded
as it must ...be on the vary past assessments and those very present
statements? The responsibility of my unsupported office is rendered doubly
heavy by the resonsibhty of full instructions tlus very weight of responsible
duties adds to my humble self-reliance, and determines me to prove that
the trust of my superiors has not been rnispla~ed.~'
Four years later Batten was able to reflect on his experience of fitst two years
in office as Settlement officer of Garhwal:
During. ..1837, when my actual labours of settlement officer had hardly
commenced and during 1838, when I was personally at work in chfferent
camps, all my difficulties, whether real or imaginary, arose from the vision
of a complete, according to line and rule, constantly floating before my
eyes, interfering with my view of the actual local facts with whch I had
to deal and i n c h g me to turn a deaf ear to all the representations of
those native officials, who had carried into effect Mr. T r d s plans. The
report made by me to Mr. Tuner (and the Board) ...propounding question,
rather glunpes were given of the real nature of the chfficulties which I
thought surrounded and to whom I s d wrote in the language and tone
of the regular Settlement Officer of a regular surveyed distti~t.~'
However, thls recapitulation made by Batten comes much later, in 1842, but
tlus has been inserted here deliberately to avoid clarifications at many places in
our present narrative. Our present narrative is by way of process writing, t a h g
step by step the stages through which Batten had to pass in h s hdl settlements.
Now when we pass over to settlement operations in Kumaun, Batten "is st111
writing in the language and tone of the regular Settlement Officer", to use his
own words.
Having set in motion Settlement operations in Garhwal, Batten turned his
attention towards preparatory work for settlement of Kurnaon proper and KaL
Kumaun. Commissioner Gowan was requested by hrm to "gve weight by h s
authority to a set o f warnings and injunctions" prepared by hun to the Tahsildars
and Kanungos of Kumaun Proper and Kali Kumaun. "Traill prior to any
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quinquennial settlement," Gowan was informed, "asked the Tahsildars to submit
to hrrn a Dowl Book for each patti. It used to contain statistics on the state of
cultivation in the vdlages of the patti". These statistics were then compared with
the Dowl of the precedmg settlements and increases or decreases in the capabfities
of the estates were worked out. These Books were thereafter returned to the
tahIilstaff with the newjuma to be taken. T r d used to record the n e w j m his
own hand writing, opposite the names of the vdlages. These Books, contain the
new juma, were also accompanied with an order from him that applications
darkhasts) should now be procured and sent to him by dak. Batten reminds Gowan:
Your own recollection o f 1836 may perhaps recall to your mind the
great importance attached to the Dowl Book as an authority for
assessment, under a system which made the duties of a settlement officer
to consist rather in a waiting for darkhasts than in an active course of
e n q q and decision.
"These Dowl's", Batten informed Commissioner Gowan, "were utterly false
records, in short fudge-statements, the work of officials' imagmation." Since 1880
Samvat measurements the Kanungos and Patwaris, by whose aid the Tahsildars
had drawn up the papers had found out, in these measurements, ready made
recorded total area of the estates and manipulating a reasonable proportion they
had been unhesitatingly inventing fanciful accounts of actual cultivation. A very
caustic Batten adds :
The Kanungoes, in particular, have the persumption to glve the farce of their
authority to the Tahsildars p r e h n a r y papers, without visiting more than one in
300 vdlages, nay, frequently without stirring from their houses at all. Nothing can
exceed the impudent incorrectness of the present figured tables and statements
referring to the village capabhties in Garhwal, except their inconsistencies.
In support of h s d.tscoveries Batten provides an dlustration.
Extract from Statement No. 1 by Tahsildar
Vilhge CuLtiuated Waste
Beesees

Hug Pudhanee

Total

25

3

38

A.

10

Remarks
Two Beesees added to
cultivated area since
last settlement, cultivators,
as usual, and revenue
easily paid.
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Statements of 1st and 2nd Soils, prepared by Kanungoes and Paovaries by
order of Settlement Officer.

Vilhge
A.

1st Soil

2nd Soil

3rd Soil

15

10

13

Rcmarki

Of the 1st soil, 2 Beesees
are sera. This village was over
assessed. Its total ruqba is really
not more than 22 beesees, of
which 15 are cultivated.

According to Batten, on actual verification, several cases of over assessment
were discovered. Such instances were more in those five pattis where T r d had
doubled the ruqba of every d a g e in five pattis of Garhwal. Population figutes
were also found incorrectly recorded. In one place for 100 beesee of cultivated
atea only four labourers were shown "whlch was an irnpossibhty unless at least
one of them had a hundred hands." It was owing to such glaring inconsistencies
which were dscovered in Garhwal settlement that Batten though it fit to issue
warnings to the Peshkars, Tahsildars, Jamadars, Kanungos and Patwaris. Now
they were required to be ready at the time of settlements, in the presence of
people, to g v e a satisfactory explanation to any allegation of untruth.
Notwithstanhg all their repeated references to the books of measurements
as an imperishable monument of wisdom and an infahble guide, I have
never acquiesed in the propriety of considering the Record as sacred, or
using it as a nominal standard by whch to estirnat actual facts. If any of
the officers..... know that the total area has been over estimated, why
should he record as cultivated a larger quantity of land than that in whch
the whole estate i n c l u h g waste is contained?
The native officers of Kumaun, who were the chef landed propreitors
themselves, knew the real worth of 1880 Samvat survey, "a perfect hunbug".
Batten certainly did not expect them to acknowledge it as it would proclaim
them and their s u b o r h a t e s as "overpaid performance in a farce lrke proceehgs",
or "the perpetrators o f real and htherto successful dainy". Batten considered
Kumaun settlement glving them an opportunity to atone for their past mistakes
and collusive acts.
I shall not, so long as I am here employed, permit my measures to be
thwarted by such sloth or such fraud in any subordinate government
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servant. The Kanungccs in particular may be assured that I shall in
no
case recommend to higher authority the dismissal only of such an officer,
The Kanungoship to which he belongs must share his fate and be totally
abolished..... It is far better to have no office of the h n d .... than to foster
therein a breed of vdlains. The Joshees o f Kumaun are a race whom
continual patronage has rendered almost forgetful of the possible day
of reckoning..... they must be taught to act in their official capacities,
under a greater sense of responsibility, and a greater check of fear.

Commissioner Gowan was requested to direct the officers to "continue
preparing and amending, upto the last moment the Dowls, the preliminary
statements, the tables, etc." None o f these papers were to be produced d l sent
for by the Settlement Officers, and the ones already received were to be returned
for revision. The Dowls were to contain the recorded area of every estate, its
divisions at last settlement into cultivated, culturable and pudhancharee, lands,
and these were to be contrasted with the present division of lands, prepared
according to present circumstances, copied from s d a r columns in the Statement
No. 1. Further, the remarks in the Dowl should contain the Tahsildar's opinion
ofthe capabhties of the estates, in every particular, especially the Irghtness, heaviness
or equalibhty of the existing revenue burden, especially whether, at any time, on
the regisnation of the Pudhan, a farmer has held the lease of any village, if so,
whether that farmer was the hereditary Kameen or some other person, and
whether the people have been again allowed the choice of managing their own
estates.
It was with great difficulty, Batten informed Commissioner Gowan, that the
Almora office and other subordinate offices of Garhwal had parted with te
records of every village of Garhwal. Local officers were also required to be
warned that this work was quite within their capacity, without any extra staff, and
no excuses were to be entertained either. And this was not all. In the table of soils,
the nature of the fust h n d of soil, source of irrigation, proximity to the homestead,
and status of manuring was not to be overlooked, and finally the Book of the
last settlement was required to accompany the record with a copy of those book^.'^
Batten's requirement preparatory to the settlement of Kumaun proper show
hrm in full cry as a regular Settlement Officer. Obviously his experience of Garhwal
had not been an easy one. Maintenance of records was such that it drove hrm to
exasperation; and the spirit of co-operation extended by staff, both of Almora
and Garhwal, doused his pen with acid rather than the Indian ink.
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Before finall; concluding the assessment o f Painkhanda parpna in Garhwd
Batten ascertained views of the Board on the existing revenue arrangements of
the Bhote Mehals. Along with h s own recommendations Batten appended the
original manuscript of T r d ' s Report on the Bhote tracts. T r d ' s was an exhaustive
record not only of the upper and lower Niti but also for the entire Bhote tracts.
Batten estimated the capabhties of a real Bhotia village, big or small, in
nearly exact proportion of its vicinity or distance from the snow. In other words
its proximity corresponded to rigor of the c h a t e , the barrenness of the soil,
and the impracticability of cultivation, for the more daringly were the latter evils
encountered, that is, nearer the vdlage was to the Tibet frontier, the greater was its
trading advantages. He felt that Commissioner Traill had made an excessive
sacrifice of revenue, by introducing a nominal land tax and calculations of beesees
into the upper vdlages of Bhote ghats (valleys or passess). Since there was no
surplus produce from which rent or revenue could be derived a land tax appeared
to Batten as absurd. He considered the form of lease could be a settlement per
vdlage, according to its tradrng prosperity, viewed with reference to the government
demand paid previous to the abolition of the custom duties, and to the
consolidation of all demands into theso called land revenue.55
The Suder Board, however, observed that there could be no tax estimated
on production, when there is no produce, nor founded on comparison of
cultivated extent where cultivation does not exist. The Board further remarked
that there were no custom houses nor custom duties and customarily the people
had been assessed with a demand on each village, reckoned as land revenue. The
Board strongly objected to setting up any false standards or misrepresentations
and, therefore, directed that the earlier practice be continued to be pursued and
for these d a g e s a moderate demand be assessed. The Board also observed that
"Settlement Officer must be careful and not make h s demand o p p r e ~ s i v e . " ~ ~
O n receipt of these clear instructions and also recollecting the duties levied
on the Bhotias by the Tibetan Government, for the priviledges of trading, Batten
"did not consider hlmself authorised to make any greater account under the head
of profits of trade than Commissioner Traill had though not nominally, into his
calculation of the juma demanded from the Bhotia vdlages." The demand for
Malla Painkhanda thus remained unaltered."
With the introduction of Act X of 1838 major changes were introduced in
Kumaun, both in the administrative structure and civil administration. Kumaun
was divided into two districts, i.e., Kumaun Proper and Garhwal. Now in each
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district were to be posted one Senior Assistant, one Suder Amin and one Munsif.
The Commissioner was now au thorised to post the Junior Assistant wherever he
so wished. The Rules for Assam, with a few amendments, were enforced for
administration of civil and criminal justice. Commissioner Kurnaun, under the
Suder Board o f Revenue, was now made at par with other Divisional
Commissioners. The Senior Assistants were to exercise the powers of Collectors
and the Junior Assistants those of Deputy Collectors. These rules came into effect
from fust of February 1839.5"
O n the departure of Commissioner Gowan, G.T. Lushington assumed charge
of Kurnaon in January 1839. Batten became Senior Assistant of Kurnaun pr~per.~Y
In Garhwal Captain Huddleston became its fust Senior Assistant or Collector.
Batten was also authorised to undertake settlement of Kumaun Proper.60
Failing to procure a suitable person from the plains notwithstanding his
requests to R.M. Bird, the Senior Member of the SBR and Commissioner
Rohdkhand, J. Davidson, Batten fmally asked for the services of Kunwar Bhagwan
Singh, as his Deputy Collector. Kunwar Bhagwan Singh, brother of the then
titular Raja of Kumaun, had been appointed Tahsildar of Srinagar by Tradl in
1833, and was continuing in the same capacity prior to his elevation as Deputy
Collector."
Soon after assuming his charge Lushington gave a vigorous push to settlement
operations. Batten squarely blamed it on Shivanand Khanduri, the Naib Tahsildar,
who proved to be sluggsh and procrastinating in reporting progress. Batten's
own residence at Almora, about 100 miles away from the scene of actual
operations, added to the new burden of judicial and general duties, were gven as
reasons for slow progress.62
Kumaun settlement operations commenced in September 1839. Danpur and
other parts of northern Kumaun, towards Milam, were planned before the onset
of winter months. Alternatively Batten desired to settle their regions from
Bageshwar, during January-February 1840,when the inhabitant assembled at annual
Bageshwar fair. O n the return of the Kumaunis to M s from Turai, during the
hot weather, Askot and Baramdeo, were to be settled during April to October.
Darma, Byanse and Johar regions or Bhote were to be taken up in the autumn
months of 1840. The central and lower regons of Kumaun were proposed to
be settled from Almora itself. With the experience of Garhwal settlement behind
him, Batten proposed that this frne arrangement would save him "the necessity
of such continual locomation and proposal inspection" as had occupied him in
Garh~al.'~

This apparent sence of complacency, coming over Batten, was not missed
on Lushmgton. Approving his tour plan he added:
There is one part only of your letter which appears to require explanation...
you speak o f the possibhty of avoiding "continual locomotion and
personal inspection which have hitherto occupied your time." It appears
to me that ..... were it possible to do the settlement work satisfactorily
without personal inspection, it would by no means by expedient to abstain
from it.... unaided as you are by a correct Professional Survey and of
course well aware how little relevance can be placed on the reports of
native officials, or people in a matter of h s ktnd, it is I dunk obvious
that by locomotion and personal inspection alone can you arrive at
satisfactory results - satisfactory ahke to the people and to government ....
I am strongly of the opinion that the more allages you can visit consistently
with a reasonable progress of the settlement the greater and better
founded wdl be your knowledge of the sources of the country, and of
the rights, claims and interests of the people .... I do not perceive any
obstacle to your adhering to your former system of locomotion and
personal inspection.'j4
What Batten had perhaps faded to appreciate or muster necessary courage to
enquire directly either from Commissioner Turner, Davidson or Gowan,
Lushmgton achieved it by a pointed reference to the Board of Revenue in July,

1839.

I take this opportunity of soliciting the Board's opinion as to what
Regulations are or are not considered by them of force in Kumaun, as I
have considerable doubts on this point. The Board are aware that new
Rules for the admrnistration of uvrl and criminal justice have lately been
introduced ...but no revenue Regulations have been sanctioned, as far as
I know. Is it considered by the Board that the whole of the Revenue it
considered by the Board that the whole of the Revenue Regulations,
Circulars and Statements, in force in other provinces, ought also to be in
force in Kumaun, where the tenures of land and revenue practices are in
many respects dfferent from those of other d s t r i c t ~ ? ~ ~
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Such circulars, Lushington brought to the notice of the Board, were being
unf&gly received from them and "deposited in the Comrnissioner's office at
Almora," but until recently no attention had been paid to them.
In case these were not applicable or if partially applicable, a selection could
be made out of them and duly promulgated for information of all parties. He
though it a bit unjust to expect an observance of these rules by the Mulguzars
and others when the same had not even been made known to them. Obviously
he d d not expect either the officials or the public to observe such rules, in view
of thls major lacuna.66
The reply of Suder Board of Revenue was most revealmg:
The mass of Regulations and Orders in force in the Provinces, is altogether
unsuitable to the state of t h g s in Kumaun, and it is not intended to have effect
there. The Circular Orders which have been transmitted to you from time to
time, were intended to keep you informed of what is going on, and not for
currency, unless specifically so ~ t a t e d . ~ '
Approval for appointment of an unconvenanted Deputy Collector was
received in June 1839 and a notification on duties and powers of this officer
were issued in S e ~ t e m b e rOrders
.~
were issue in H i n d and a copy was made
avdable to the Board. The set of rules, called Dustoorul Amal of the Deputy
Collecotr, were framed by Batten hunself to suit local hdl condtions.
The Deputy Collector was authorised to appoint his own staff, a copy of
which he was required to send for the information of the Settlement Officer. He
was also required to restrict his staff expenditure to Rs. 50 per month. His
designation was to be embossed on the badges of his Chaprasis. Control over
the Tahsildars, Kanungos and other revenue officers was given to him on all
revenue matters and also on summons purposes. He could also punish the
defaulting staff for neglect of duties to the extent of one month's pay, on the
sanction of the Senior Assistant. In the cases of contempt of his office he could
impose of fine upto Rs. 10.
He was also empowered to verify Form No. 1, the Dowl Book and other
papers preparatory to settlement, which were now required to be sent to him.
He could also send these papers back for necessary amendments. He was also
made responsible for the accuracy of all statements. Applications (darkhasts)
were now to be addressed to hrm by the Pudhans after specific approval of the
Settlement Officer. Division of the juma was to be supervised by him with the
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assistance of panchayats whenever there was any dispute. Asamee-wise phmu
were to be verified by him and wherever two or more villages were included in
one lease he was to resolve the ltababilities of shareholders with the help of pmchayam
Thereafter. he was expected to fonvvded the applications and phants, alongwith
his proceedings (robkari) to the Settlement Officer.
In a few pattis the Deputy Collector could even be entrusted with the work
or power of fixing juma. In such cases he was required to take the Dursar of the
Thokdars and Pudhans and the assistance of the entire pat$ assembled as a
panchayat. After f k g a proper juma the Deputy Collector was expected to
send the darkahsts and phants, with h s own proceedtngs, to the Settlement Officer.
After the approval o f the Settlement Officer a patta was to be issued and the
remainder were to be sent back for further investigation.
At the time of collecting darkhasts of any vdlage the Deputy Collector was
required to verify the boundary settlement, shown either by a razinama or
faisalanama of a panchayat. In every case of boundary dispute or irregularity he
was required to send a report, with his own opinion, for the inspection of the
Settlement Officer. In case the boundary settlement required to be cancelled the
entire matter was to be sent up to the District Senior Assistant by the Settlement
Officer.
The Pudhans of the vdlages were to be elected by the shareholders, who in
any case of dispute were to appoint a panchayat. Darkhast for the new juma was
only to be received from the elected Pudhan. A written agreement, from the
shareholders in regard to payment of Pudhanchari dues, was a must. The Deputy
Collector was also to record the wihngness of the vdages for payment of
Thokdari dues, regardless of the amount claimed.
O n the petitions presented to hun the Deputy Collector was to pass an
order. Thereafter he was required to send the file to the Settlement Officer for h s
concurrence. O n the petitions presented to the Settlement Office the Deputy
Collector was required to make enquiries, as per directions issued. O n the petitions
received from the Thokdars, regardmg maltkana or Sayanchari dues, he was agam
required to make inquiries, but he wa not supposed to pass final orders of these.
He was to submit h s report to the Settlement Officer along with his proceedmgs
for necessary orders. He was not authorised to issue either Thokdari or Pudhanchari
pattas. This was to be fiialised at the Settlement Officer's level.
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In Garhwal while the headquarters of the Deputy Collector was to be decided
by the Settlement Officer, for hearing summary suits he was under District Senior
Assistant or C~llector.~"
From these orders it is obvious that the officer of Deputy Collector was
considerably strengthened with delegated powers and this office became a key
office to push settlement operations.
Thes elocal arrangements were based on Batten's own local experience and
were "founded on its own preparatory enquires and its own experience .... as no
former record, at least of the . h d procurable from any Collector's office in any
other district of India" was available in Kumaon. Batten admits of having used
"some severity towards the Kanungos and Tah~ildars."'~
By November 1939, settlement statements started arriving in Commissioners
Kumaon's office, patti by patti, each accompanied with a brief English letter,
and each patti paper consisted of an average sixty to 100 mouzas (vdlages). Batten
assured Commissioner Lushlngton that he would be "constantly and at the same
time not excessively supplied with settlement matter for revision and for report.""
There is ample evidence to suggest that Batten had tough time controlling
government staff on the one had and the Pudhans and the Thokdars on the
other. He did not spare either of the two groups in the larger interest of the
peasantry. As the Settlement Officer of Kumaun Proper and Garhwal, he advised
the District Senior Assistant, Captain Huddleston:
Where at the time of any dispute a roll of revenue and rent liabhties
properly attested (phurd phant) is not forthcoming, o r where if
forthcoming it has not been published to the vdlagers, you will make an
example of the padhan, by the infbction of a fine or other suitable
punishment.
And insofar as the Tahsildars and the Patwaris were concerned :
They should be called upon for their defence... [and].... if the padhans
should plead as their excuse that no roll of the h n d had been given
them, under the attestation of these officers and .... [if the defence of
these officers is] not satisfactory an adequate penalty should be attached
to the neglect of the duty.... unless some severity is exercised .... I cannot
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hope that the present settlement danswer its chef purpose in afforchg
a curse for uncertainty in the matter of vlllage management."
Batten was fully aware of the treatment meted out by revenue o f f i d s to the
poor peasantry:
to submit them [the tenatly] to any process
I have been and am un&g
of e n q u q which may infict on their inhabitants the visits of Kanunpes
and Patwaris and other officials.... already I fear that just grounds of
dissatisfaction have arisen among the agricultural community from the
necessity to which I was reduced of employing such persons in the
numerous preluninary investigations which have preceded the present
settlement."
Now with a Commissioner authorised to entertain appeals and a Deputy
Collector to do most of the touring, prelimary and in many cases f i a l settlement
operations, the settlement work gathered momentum. Cornmissoiner Lushington
was constantly touring various parganas of Garhwal and Kurnaun Proper himself.
Hitherto the appeals were being preferred with the Settlement Officer only. O n
Lushmgton's directions appeals now could also be lodged with the Commissioner
directly, as the appeals were prima.rily on the merits of actual invesagation. T h s
arrangement, i.e., appeals against the orders of Deputy Collector, fded with the
Commissioner, was likely to afford the latter greater insight into the very nature
of the settlement and "merits and demerits" of his settlement principles.
Moreover, as now Batten was more preoccupied with matters of general
administtation, mostly requiring his presence at Alrnora, it would have been more
convenient for litigants to prefer appeals with Commissioner's court, while on
tour of Garhwal. For people it would have also been dfficult to appreciate as to
why their appeals against the Deputy Collectors' orders should necessardy be Gtst
heard by Batten at Alrnora."
In consultation with and on their approval Commissioner Kumaon was
authorised to entertain appeals drrectly in seven categories of cases a p n s t an
order of the Deputy Collector. Henceforth the appeals could be preferred in
cases involving right to be recorded as proprietors or occupant asamees, amount
of individual rights according to a nominal division of the estate, mode of di~lsion
of liabhties, amount of remuneration to the Pudhan, right of Tahsildari dues,
right of indviduals to hold Malguzari patta and the right to elect new Pudhan
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and dsrniss former ones, and rights of mouzahs as non-dakhih to another mouzah,
demand of separate patta and their own P ~ d h a n . ~ '
District Senior Assistants were also empowered to pass final orders in certain
cases. The Deputy Collector was authorised by Batten to fix jumas for Choundkot
and Malls Sulan, owing to hts own preoccup,ltion at Almora. Such occasions
only increased in number with the passage o f time, Lightening the burden of
District Senior Assistant cum Settlement O f f i ~ e r .The
' ~ zamindars of Choundkot
and Mulla Sulan were informed that the appeals could now be heard both by the
Commissioner or the Settlement Officer, during the tour of Commissioner in
Garhwal. The appeals remaining undecided were now sent to Lushington's camp
at P a ~ r i . ' ~
That the office of Deputy Collector proved extremely useful is clear from
Batten's admission that "if his [Deputy] Collector's services had not been available
or if had proved less trustworthy and active, no progress would have been in the
Garhwal settlement." His recommendation to increase salary of the Deputy
Collector was only natural."
One major exception was allowed to Kurnaun administration in preparation
of record of rights in this settlements relates to Khewat papers. The SBR was of
defrnite view that some concrete rules for recording changes occurring in vdlage
holdings and liabhties, between one settlement and the next, should be laid down.
Pudhans of Garhwal were vehemently against an arrangement which forced
them to keep vdlage account books, and Batten could see no ulterior motive
behnd their protest. The lull districts, he informed the Boad, had no vdlage
accountant comparable to the Patwaris of the plains dstricts. Further no substitues
were readily available. The only alternative left for the District Senior Assistant
was to refuse to listen to the pleadings of a Pudhan in a summary suit brought up
by hun,unal he managed to produce it in some shape or the other a p n s t someone
who had violated condition laid down in the patta.
Batten suggested that a dstinction should definitely be made between a private
and public change in a village record. He was strongly opposed to a system
which compelled the vdlages to compulsorily publicise their internal changes, if
they unanimously agreed among themselves to such changes. Only in those cases,
he felt, where a drspute had been brought forward, the publication should be
made mandatory. He was totally against such a government interference, i.e.,
enforcing record of periodical changes.
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Citing Commissioner Tradl, who would refuse to order a measurement of
possession and record Qstribution of liabhties untd a well ascertked vdage
majority demanded it, pleaded against the measure. In Garhwal, as a result, a very
few d a g e s , "one vdlage in hundred", possessed what was popularly known as
"Sarkari Phant". This issue was so contentious, he informed the Board, that Traill
had to change three superintending official usually a Patwari. In the Great
Measurement of 1880 Samvat individual holdings were not recorded but merely
an attempt was made to ascertain the quantity of land in all the nominal thoks,
which made up the whole area of mouzahs.
Commissioner Traill, Batten records, "dreaded a greater degree o f
inconvenience and injury in the employment of native officials among the vdlage
communities than he envisaged in the courts, or from the absence of any regular
system of records.'' Batten openly admitted :

I would really anticipate great evils if any system is introduced whlch by
bringing the people into compulsory contact with native officials, or even with
the courts of European officers, and by afforQng periodical opportunities of
dspute, shall foster rather than discourage that unfortunate spirit of clanship and
mutual suspicions which already prevds among the hrll communities.
He preferred more reliance on the discretion of European District Officers
and a good workmg of the summary suits tribunals over any specific rules for
continual adoption.'?
He very openly admitted "the Qfficulties of feedmg, l o d p g and carrying
the baggage of officials hke the Tahsildars, Kanungos or Patwaris" on the public
involved. T h s was also ltkely to increase the work load of Patwaris who were
paid "a pittance of 5 rupees per month and collected Rs. 3,300 jurna annually, in
four installments from about 100 vlllages widely dispersed in a mountaneous
country." Thls was in addtion to "superintending inquests and invesagations,
reporting accidents, offences and crimes, wait on camps with coollies and supplies,
furnish statements on all points referred to by civil and criminal courts, service of
and execution of decrees." The Sayanas, Burhas and Thokdars were also not
capable of conducting the work of attestation, superintendence of changes of
records and it presented a severe practical dfficulty. Further, the Pudhans were
not impartial and were interested parties with vested interest.
While the Board generally agreed with the points raised by Batten they s d
felt that without some record of internal arrangements, as an evidence of the
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nature and mutually existing relations among the villagers, it would not be possible
to judiciously intervene, where such a need did arise. Board allowed Lushington
"to give effect to a system wherein whde no compulsion would be
enforced to keep a vdlage account" but the Pudhans would be clearly told that
the phant drawn up at the settlement would be deemed final and invariably acted
upon, unul the District Senior Assistant had sanctioned a new one. Those Pudhans
would not be assisted in discharge of their duties who failed to produce such
phants which were drawn up at the time of settlement. The Board also expected
from the Commissioner to encourage the people to record in the District Office
the arrangement formed by the vdlagers so as to enable the administration to
assist them "in their concerns accordmg to their own usages.""
The Settlement Report on Garhwal was submitted by Batten on 10th of
August, 1842. O n 15th of August his Appendces, g~vingpargana-wise settlement
were signed. His Report on the Bhote Mehals and Northern Parganas of Kumaun
Proper was with Commissioner Lushington by 30th of June, 1843. But, his
detded Report on Kumaun was not to reach Lushington before 1848. These
reports, it bears repetition, were the &st settlement reports, attempted on the
lines of Regulation IX of 1833, and these were to last for next twenty years.''
Soon after submitting his Garhwal Report in 1842, Batten recommended
deployment of the four herediary Kanungos of Garhwal, on Kanungo work, at
Pauri and Srinagar, as assistants in revenue collection and accounts department
for Suder and Tahsildars offices, and continuances of their services lest "they all
agam into the state of somnolency and idleness in w h c h Fe] found them in the
year 1837.""
Batten, it is necessary to add, in the course of his settlement confirmed 376
Thokdars, appointed 4,755 Pudhans, leased 3,350 separate mehals, granted 516
newly separated pattas, decided thirty-three cases connected with Thokdari pattas,
settled 1,521 disputes connected with appointment of Pudhans settled sixty-seven
cases relating to remuneration of Pudhans. All told, he settled 1,437 claims of
hssedari, 277 pertaining to k h d a r s , 103 cases of maltkana, 115 niabads, resolved
151 boundary disputes, and last but not the least, finalised 140 cases connected
with bardaisht levy of coolies and supplies, etcan3
The revenue fixed by Batten for Garhwal, it would also be interesting to
know, though fixed for twenty years, fell short by 701 Rupees, over the one fixed
by Tradl in his last settlement. The increase in Kumaun Proper was Rs. 1,828, a
margnal increase of Rs. 1,256 for both the hill districts. He preferred to be
remembered "as a friend of light assessment."

BATTEN'S CHARGE-NOTE*
As I am about to vacate my appointment altogether, I take the liberq to
for the consideration of his Honour the Lteut. Governor of fou suggestions
on my part which may perhaps be not altogether without value.
In the Forergn Department, I humbly thmk, that a distinct settlement of the
future destinies o f the protected state of Garhwal in case of the death of the
Rajah without legitimate heirs should be made without delay and communicated
authoritatively to the Commissioner and Agent Kumaun Division and to the
Commissioner Meerut. The former orders and correspondence have been
inspected by the Lt. Governor, and need not be referred to further, than to point
out the uncertain state in whch affairs are left. Even if it should s d be thought
necessary or proper to awaite the orders of the supreme Government of Indm
on the lapse occurring, there ought, I humbly conceive, to be some decided
opinion of the Local Government on record as to the distribution and
arrangement of the territory, in case the state should be absorbed into the British
~orninions.
As I am acquinted with the whole of Foreign Garhwal as also with the Hdl
Districts of Jounsar and under the Superintendent of Dehra Doon, I myself
entertain in all the country West of Bhagirathl River should go to the Doon
jurisdiction for its and with the Commissioner of Meerut as the controllmg
authority. O n the North the Jhannabee river above the ..... of the Bhaguathl ....
Gangotri should be made boundary, and the h e extended to the Neelung pass.
The Surveoyr General Col. Waugh can, I believe, furnish a d m a b l e maps of the
county in that direction.

2. To the Kumaun Commissioner's Division should be added that part of
ForGarhwal w h c h lies west of Jhamnotri and Bhagrtah Rivers, i n c l u h g
the Gangotn, the whole basin of the Bullung [Bhrlang?]river, and peninsula between
the Bhagirah and Alaknanda Tehri. A very good site for a Deputy Commissioner
and convenient with reference to the road (During the life time of Raja Sudarshan
Shah, a good h e of road, from Mussoorie to Stinagar should be carefully surveyed
and commenced upon) between Alaknanda-Mussoorie and the Pilgrim route to
Gangotri could be on the lugh range of Chandrabadni, not far from Tehri itself
is of no importance and is uninhibitable due to its hot clunate.
- -

*]. H. Batlen, CommissionerKumoon, on h u e to V?

Muir, Semtary to Gout.,N.K Pmvin~es,
Agra: the 9th Febtllagt) 1856) M L Q Vol 107. Ltter mttenfmn the Orient, steamer oJ
Keilgrec.
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3. Neither in the case of Eastern Garhwal, nor of Garhwal (as the districts
should be named, one of whlch belong to the Pauri senior assistant and the other
to the intendent) would it be necessary to appoint extra servants. In each of the
new territory a Junior Assistant, a Deputy Collector and one Native Judge would
suffice. I am of opinion that the pay both of the doon and ....
4. For the Hd part of the Doon Territory i.e. for all Western Garhwal, and
Jhounsar etc., I am of opinion that the existing Kumaon Code, especially the
Revenue Courts system should be in traduced.

5. I may here also record my decided conviction that the settlement
Establishment, should be separate from the fixed Established, necessary for the
ordmary management of the Hill Districts in the whole Territory under the Kumaun
and Meerut Commissioners from the Kalee rivers to the Rupin i.e. from Kalee
Kamaun to Reewain.

6 . It is quite impossible for the District Officers to devote a sufficient portion
of hls time and labour to extra work of such importance as the preparation for,
and actual revision of land Revenue settlements.
7. In the Revenue Department, I may further suggest that not a day should be
lost in commencing on a Khusrah survey of the whole of British Garhwal, the
period of settlement in which District d soon expire and the survey should
undoubtedly, include the rent free villages belonging to Temples. The object of
the measurement and record is not Revenue but the prevention and cure of
litigation.

8. In regard to the management of the Bhabar tracts, I hope and trust that my
successor Capt. Ramsay may not become a mere appelate authority or a channel
of epistolary communication. Owing to our peculiar local education and personal
history Capt. Ramsay as Senior Assistant, and I as Commissioner always acted in
concert, with a senior assistant new to the Province and inexperience I humbly
think that the Commissioner should assume a great deal of direct management in
the Bhabar, until such time Mr. Watson acquires local knowledtge. In
recommending it I have no wish to throw out any objection to the Assistant
extraneously of hls local inexperience or by want o f influence. I believe Mr.
Watson wdl soon be a valuable officer in all Departments and everywhere.

9. To enable the senior assistant to become thus it is absolutely necessary that he
should constantly tour the length and breadth o f his District, in order that he may
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form the acquaintance of the people and acquire personal influence with t h m . ~t
is equally necessary that he ttavels in such a manner as to cause the least possible
inconvenience to the vdagers in the matter of labour for carrying supplies for
camps. But even on this proviso the costing in the Hllls is great and is rvcly
covered (where is a liberal man) by the allowance of Rs. 5/per diem.
omm missioner's Annual tour through the whole Province is equally necessary.
Hitherto no travehng allowance is granted. Only the expenses accruing on tents
and belongmg to Government are paid for by Contingent. The expenses of the
Commissioner are very great, when on tour, and are certainly greater than those
by the Commissioners in the plains, who do receive consolidated traveUtng
allowance (Tour Coolies cost as much as Cart and carry twenty times less). I do
not know the rule in the Punjab Hill Districts, but there the pay o f the
Commissioner is many hundred Rupees lugher than that of the similar functionary
in Kumaon. I cannot benefit by the change, but I urgently recommend that an
allowance in some form or other be made to my successors for purposes of
tour.

10. The Deputy Collectorshp in Garhwal should, I thlnk, be entirely separated
from the appointment o f superintendent of Forests, or the fixed Deputy
Collectorshp (i.e. independent of settlement operations) should be converted
into a Civil Engineer's appointment. Capt. Ramsay, will, I am sure, be able to give
good reasons for recommending a change in the terms of Capt. Reade's
appointment, and he will agree with me that Upper and Central Garhwal require
an Engmeer whose duties do not take hun into various d~stictswith many masters.
I leave to Capt. Ramsay to point out other anomalies connected with Capt.
Reade's position. That officer himself is in his proper h e most efficient and
most useful.

11. It is my intention, if spared, to furnish a supplement to the VoL of Kumaon
official reports, shewing all that has been done in the way of improvement and
progress during the last six or seven years throughout the province. We shall thus,
I hope, have a second landmark, the first being the Vol. alluded to. T h s work is
an easy one for me, and may be made very concise. There is therefore, no necessity
for my further intrusion on Government on the present occasion. I have here
only mentioned prominent points whlch in my opinion require knmednte attention,
and some o f which perhaps can be more appropriately brought forward by
myself than by my successor.

12. In conclusion, I beg leave to thank )us Hon. the heut. Governor for the
honourable and lctnd acknowledgement of my poor services in Kumaon in the
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prosperity of which province and its people, I shall always until death retain the
most sincere and abiding interest. I, from my heart, thank the Lieut. Governor
for his choice of' my successor.

I have the honor to be
O n Board the Oriental
(sd) J.H. Batten
Commissioner, on leave
Steamer off Kedgree
the 9th Feb., 1856
(1856 Enclosure of Govt. letter No. 138 of 16 March, 1856)

CHAPTER 7

HENRY RAMSAY
Henry Ramsay belonged to a Scottish firmly, known as the Ramsays of
Dalhousie, whlch had contributed significantly to the consolidation of British
Empire in India. The founder of the family was ennobled by James VI and the
ninth Earl was made a peer of the United Kmgdom for hls services at Waterloo
and he succeeded Lord Combermere as Commander-in-Chief of the Indian
Army. His son - the &st and the last Marquis of Dalhousie- fust became the
President of the Board of Trade and later the youngest and the last of Company's
Governor-Generals, Lord Dalhousie. Many of Lord Dalhousie's kinsmen
commanded in the British and the Company's armies. General John Fkamsay,
Henry Ramsay's father, had a division in Bengal; Colonel James Ramsay was the
Commissary-General there and Colonel U. Maule Ramsay was Bngader at Gwahor.
It was Henry Ramsay's eldest brother, George, who succeeded to the united
honours and estates of Dalhousie and Panrnure, as the twelfth Earl. Henry Ramsay
thus was a ktnsman of Lord Dalhousie, the Governor General, and was four
years his junior.
Born at Arbirlot, co. Forfar on 21 September, 1816 to Lt.-General Hon. John
Rarnsay and Mary as their 5&son, Henry Ramsay was baptized at Arbirlot on 4
October, 1816. John and Mary had the d.tstinction of having James Ramsay, their
3'* son and elder to Henry, also serving in the East I d a Company army, who
retired as a Hon. Major General on 11 November, 1858. Trained at the Edrnburgh
Mhtary Academy (1829-32) Henry Ramsay became a Cadet in 1833 and joined
as an Ensign on 14 June, 1834. Arriving in Madras on 26 September, 1834 he
joined duties on 9 October, 1834 with the 69 Native Infantry (N.I.). He remained
with the 13 N.I. between 17 October, 1834 and 1 March, 1835, then the 30 N.I.
at Meerut from 2 Mar 1835 to 22 Apl, 1835 and thereafter moved over to the 7
N.I. at Almora. After remaining with 7 N.I. from 23 Apl 1835 to 15 Aug, 1837
and then sought transfer to the 53 N.I., where he stayed from 16 Aug, 1837 to 22
Dec, 1837. He took leave from 15 Sep, 1837 to 10 Nov, 1837 in order to remain
at Almora. Thus, from Apnl1835 to November, 1837, for more than W and a
half years, when he was in Almora Commissioner T r d , a living legend, was at the
fag end of his dustrious two-decade old stay in Kurnaon. Between A p d 1835 to
December 1835, nearly seven months, he must have come in contact with
Commissioner T r d , as both were Scotts. Commissioner T r d s unusually long
innings as Commissioner Kumaon certainly must have left an indelible imprint on
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the young officer's impressionable mind. He remained attached to h s father, as
his Aide de Camp (A.D.C.) for nearly two years, between 23 Dec, 1837 1839.
Thus, from 14 June, 1834 when he reported at Madras ttll August, 1840 when he
joined as Junior Assistant to Kumaon commissioner, say for the h s t six years of
h s career, he remained with the East India Company's army.
Ramsay temporarily repaired back to hls 53 Native Infantry in October 1848
when Lord Dalhousie, who had assumed charge in January, 1848 from Lord
Hardinge, declared war a w n s t the Srkhs and m o b h e d 50,000 trained soldiers
along the Sutlej, pursuing his annexationist designs. Battles of Chlhanwala of 13
January, 1849 and Gujarat on 21 February, 1849, respectively saw the end of the
Sikh kingdom being declared in a Durbar held at Lahore on 29 March, 1849.
Captain Henry Ramsay thus also participated in an active d t a r y operation in the
Second Anglo-Srkh War, earning a Medal for h s services. T h s end of a very
powerful native kulgdom, the Punjab, to the west of North-Western Provinces in
1849, strategcally secured for the British the ever turbulent north-western frontier,
providing a great sense of security to the British rule in Northern In&a. These
developments in the Punjab, including the manning of the administration in these
newly acquired territories, were to sipficantly impact on the progress of missionary
activities in these parts, including British Kumaon.
This is apparent that young Captain Ramsay had made up h s mind to try h s
hand at civil administration, whch was possible only in a non-regulation tract like
the British Kumaon Ms. He took leave to visit the Presidency (Calcutta) headquarters
and for joining his deputation to the Government of North Western Provinces
(9 Dec, 1839 to 1 May, 1840) at Almora. The months of June and July, 1840 he
spent in Almora and he joined duties on 22 July, 1840. Temporarily he functioned
as the Adjutant of the Kumaon Provincial Local Battalion, wMe awaiting transfer
to the civil government. O n 8 August, 1840 he took over as the Junior Assistant to
Commissioner Kumaon and was relieved from h s Provincial Battalion charge.
Henry Ramsay spent h s next 44 years in the service of British Kurnaon, in various
capacities ending with the Cornmissionershp of the division. He got married to
Laura, daughter of Sir Henry Lushmgton, 3 Bart., and niece of Mathew Lushmgton.
Thls marriage was solemnized at Naini Tal on 11 November, 1850. Laura was to
outlive Henry Ramsay by as many as 21 years, b r e a t h g her last on 29 July, 1914.
Ramsay deputed to civil administration from the d t a r y wing received his
progression in terms of military ranks. This progression commenced with
Lieutenancy (8 Jan, 1840 to34 Dec, 1849) to Captain (15 Dec, 1849 to 14Jul, 1857),
Major (15 Jul, 1857 to 1 Nov, 1861), Lt.-Colonel (2 Nov, 1861 to 17 Feb, 1866),
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Colonel ( 18 Feb, 1866 to 30 Sep, 1873, Major General (1 Oct, 1877 to 30 Dee,
1879))).
Lt.- General (1 Jan, 1880 to 21 Jan, 1889) and fmdy General 22 Jan, 1889.
Henry Rarnsay, starting h s career from Jan, 1834, served for 50 long years, 44 of
them in Kurnaon, ultimately handmg over h s charge on 31 May, 1884 to Colonel
I. J. L. Fisher.
From 1 July, 1881, he was 'placed (on) unemployed supernumerary Est,
promoted General on 22 Jan, 1889' and decorated with C. B. (Civil) on 18 Mag,
1860 and with K.C.S.I. on 31 December, 1875, respectively. One of hu biographies
mentions that he " spent 45 years in the Himalayan province of Kumaon of
whch he was Commissioner for many years, he was known as Ramjee Sahb and
his decisions gave universal satisfaction, during the mutiny 1857-8 he kept his
province tranqd." He was "granted a patent of precedence e n t i h g hun to rank
as if his father had lived to be Eat1 of Dalhousie from 15 Oct, 1874 ". He also
presided over the Missionary Conference held at Calcutta in 1884, the year he
retired from active service. Another biography records that from being " Adjutant
Kumaon Local Battalion and Junior Assistant Commissioner in Kurnaon 5 Aug.,
1840 he spent the next 44 years in Kumaon and Garhwal, Senior Assistant to
C o m m in Garhwal 23 Nov, 1845; Commr in Kumaon 20 Feb, 1856 ull 1884.
Was called the " Kmg of Kumaon". Rejoined h s R e p e n t temporarily, Oct,
1848. Second Sikh War; Capt 53 N.I., in garrison at Lahore (Medal). Transferred
to Staff Corps in 18 Feb, 1861."
Henry Ramsay breathed his last at 4, Turnham Road, Gypsy Hdl, Norwood
on 16 December, 1893, at the ripe age of 77. The Times issue of 21 December,
1893 published a full page Obituary, noting that " In Lieut.-General the Hon Sir
Henry Ramsay, C.B., K.C.S.I., who died at Norwood, there passed away a
distingushed representative of the old style of " paternal government ", whch
contributed so largely, in its day, to the budding up and consolidation of our
Indian Empire."

A man of great simplicity of character and earnest piety, he was utterly careless
of rank and honours, which, however, came to him unsought; but he would
s
often say that the honour which he sought most of all was the fact of h ~ having
been asked to preside at the great Missionary Conference held at Calcutta in
1884."
Henry Ramsay's career of 44 years in a single administrative regon and post
could easily be a world record but its real sipficance far transcends a mere
tenurial statistics. British Kumaon became witness to an administration which was
served by an officer who was trained to serve d t a r y but chose to serve as a
civihan, an administration which became a link to the foundations laid by a
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benevolent and modern administration ushered in by Commissioner Traill, nurtured
and matured by Commissioners L u s h g t o n and Batten, consolidated for nearly
three decades under his own personal administration and modern Inda. His tenure
began immediately before the great upheaval of 1857 and felicitated a seamless
transition from the East India Company rule to one by direct administration by
Parliament. Less mentioned very often is the fact that Major Rarnsay was the fast
Conservator of forests and it was indeed he who abolished the forest contract
system in 1858 and gradually introduced a better forest management by which the
cultivation of patches of land in the forest proper was discouraged and cultivators
were induced to leave the valuable forests in the northern parts untouched.
T h s administration also encouraged both introduction of western education
and missionary societies' initiatives in the field of education and rural development.
Commissioner Ramsay happens to be the only British administrator besides
Commissioner T r d whose tenure is remembered by naming physical features
and institutions after their names. While T r d ' s Pass, linlung Milum valley with
Kapkot, recalls Commissioner T r d ' s audacious effort to revive an old traderoute over a 17,000 feet pass, Ramsay Inter College at Alrnora and Ramsay Hospital
at Naini Tal are testimonials of peoples' gratitude towards what Ramsay initiated
in the fields of education and health for them.'

NEW ESTABLISHMENTS AND OFFICES
New types o f offices and establishments were established during
Commissioner Ramsay's tenure, whch were to be expanded and upscaled later. It
has been noted that it was only in May 1855, full five years after the original
proposal was submitted, that the office of the Commissioner Kumaon was
separated from that of the Senior Assistant Commissioner, Kumaon 'proper'.
Commissioner Kumaon shared his office with that of the Senior Assistant
Commissioner Kumaon, where it was anchored since its creation in 1839. However,
when the separation did come it did not merely separate the two offices but it
also overhauled the offices of the two SACS as well. It was so designed as 'to
ensure the efficiency and separate responsibdtty of each officer', by separating the
offices of the Commissioner and SAC Kumaon, also to cope up with the demands
made by local officers for improvement in revenue machinery, abolition of the
offices of Munsif, demand for addtional hands repeatedly requested by SAC
Garhwal et cetra, from time to time.
Economy in administrative expenses was a policy which was very scrupulously
observed. N o one was empowered to create any post, however small, and
sanction o f the highest was required for every single post. Colonisation of the
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Bhabur and resultant extension of cultivation therein was expected to increase
local resources to off set an extra expendture of Rs. 633 annually. A g h p s e of
this fust major rearrangement and establishment of offices in British Kumaon can
be had from the table below :

0f/icc

Scah o/ Estubli'shmcnt

Pmcnt

Pmposed

Inmarc

100

188
182

188
82

280
384
227
210

41 5
397
482
348
140

41 5
117
98
121

33
1134

1782

751

54
149
412

60
238
499

6
89
87

510
825

140
937

182

70
70

&@!3

3kw

1J93

r;S

Demure

1. Commissioner's 0ffice

Engltsh Office
Suder Amla & Courts
2 SAC Kurnaon
English Office
Suder Amla & Courts
Rev Est, Huzur Tehsil
Kali Kurnaon Teh
Judicial Es tablishrnent
Establishment for change of
Raja's seat, Hawalbag

3 SACGarhwd
English Office
Suder Amla & Courts
Revenue Establishment
Judicial Establishment, &
Lower Courts

Total

70
33
103

It was from the summer of 1854 that the Lt.- Governor started camping at
Naini Tal and with hrm the Government as well, albeit for a brief period. Ramsay's
proposal to purchase Landslip House for SAC'S office and kutcherry was turned
down by the Government and it was clarified that SAC'S office and kutcherry
need not be shifted from Almora to Naini Tal as it would be far removed from
the rest of the district, causing people great hardshlp. However, permission to
shift the Junior Assistant Commissioner's ( JAC's) office was received in May
1854. Earlier, in March 1854 purchase of Victoria Hotel from Moti Ram Sah was
received. Batten in October 1855 moved the Government to purchase Ousely
Grove for commissioner's office and kutcherry and on the 27 October 1855 Rs.
2,500 were sanctioned by the Government for the same (G.O. No. 2197,27 Oct,
1855, P.WD). Thus Ousely Grove, "purchased and repaired', became in October
1855 the new Kurnaon Commissioner's office and kutcherry, at Naini Tal.
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After this physical separation and shifting from Almora in October 1855
Batten remained in Naini Tal for barely four months, as he departed for England
on the 9 February 1856. The story of establishment and expansion of Kumaon
Commissioner's office, thus, for all practical purposes, is the story of Henry
Ramsay's tenure as Kumaon Commissioner. By the time he demitted h s office the
institution of Mrlttary Civilian had all but died. Admittedly Lt. Col. George Edward
Gowan (7 April 1836 to 29 November 1838) and Col. I.J.L. Fisher (1 June 1884
to 14 April 1885) were the other two Milttary Civhans, who also later became
Kumaon Commissioners, but as we have already seen Colonel Gowan had to
quit h s office due to h s sheer incompetency while Fisher's exit was caused by the
great pressure exerted by the members of the Civil Service. If Tradl excelled his
other covenanted brethren and became a role model for the Civil Servants of the
Company days, Ramsay provided an example of the best specimen amongst the
Military Civilians.
As to who was best suited to administer a remote, relatively undeveloped and
uncivhzed Non-Regulation reglon like Kumaon, a covenanted Civil Servant or a
Mhtary Civhan, was a question which was debated right through Lord Dalhousie's
tenure in 1856 to the end of 1877. Nontheless, Sir Henry Ramsay outlasted and
outlived all such speculations and debates, doggedly building the institution and
office of Kumaon Commissioner, and other a u d a r y offices and establishments.
In due course of time, given the background of the office and its unique history,
the office of Kumaon Commissioner came to be looked upon as one of the two
most coveted jobs in the enrire province.

The pemnanent staff
To appreciate the growth of bureaucracy in modern administration it would
be worthwhile to examine in some detad the profdes of all those who constituted
this office. The salary statements kept in Kumaon Commissioner's office for the
period April 1863 to April 1893 reveal that during the entire Ramsay's
Cornmissionershp all told just 99 persons served in various capacities, in permanent
service at one time or the other.
In Kumaon while the Commissioner himself was a Military Civilian
(uncovenanted), employment of uncovenan ted European and East Indans civhans
was exclusively confined to the English Office. The only exception to this rule
seems to have been one William Hexter (1 April 1875 -1892), the Court Badltf of
Naini Tal Court. Ganga Dutt Pant on 10 November 1864 become the first Indian
to occupy a clerical post, that of the Second Clerk, in this English Office.
Throughout this period, however, the post of the Head Assistants / Clerks, the
Second and Third Assistants/Clerks was most of the time occupied by the
European or East Indan uncovenanted civil servants.

Some other significant features of permanent employees appear u follows:

(j]

(i]

The English Office Assistants were exclusively drawn from the uncovenantcd
European and Anglo Indian (East I n k ) civil servants. The Head Assistant,
Second and Third Clerk were invariably Europeans. Indians d d occasiondy
fill up the Second Clerk position but it appears that it was at best a stop gap
arrangement,
Cornmissionery's other sections were nearly monopohed by the Kumaoni
brahmin class, Joshis among them outclassing 111 others, by a huge m a r p ,
The most prominent gazetted posts, open to Indians, were the Sudder
Aminshps of Kumaon and Garhwal. Garhwah brahmins, GMd~yds,appear
to have monopolized both the posts dl 30 December 1869. Thereafter
Kumaon Sudder Aminship went to Maulvi Syed Mohamrnad Nazk and B&
Dutt Ghrldyal opted for Garhwal Sudder Aminshp. From January 1869 to
October 1872 this position remained unchanged and from November 1872
Sudder Amin Ganga Dutt Upretr, a Kumaoni brahmm, occupied the Garhwd
post. In December 1879 Badri Dutt Josh succeeded Ma& Nazar in Kumaon
and Ganga Dutt Pant replaced Upreti in Garhwal. From April 1878 onwards
both the Sudder Aminships went to Kumaoni brahmins, both Joshs. Badri
Dutt J o s h became Sudder Amin of Kurnaon on 2 December 1879 and Jai
Dutt Josh1 Sudder Amin of Garhwal in May 1881; both continuing in these
posts all April 1890, as per the records,

(iv) Other than Maulvi Syed Nazar, Sudder A m of Kumaon (1 January 18691 December 1879), the only other M u s h employee in Commissioner's office seems to have been one Mussaruf Ali ( 10 December 1855 - A p d 1892).
The d e t d s of the permanent staff, with changes which took place from time
to time, are as under :
1.

Henry Ramsay; Commissioner

2.

C. Riche; First Clerk. 1 Feb 1860. Rs.110. Upto Nov 1864.

3.

C.E. Gwrllun; Second Clerk. 1 Apl. 1863. Rs.70. Head Clerk from December
1864 to Jul 1865. Second Clerk from Aug 1865.

4.

Badri Dutt Joshi; Serishtedat. 1 Feb 1863. Rs. 85.

5.

Ganga Dutt Pant; Naib Serishtedar. 28 Apl 1860. Rs 25. 3rd Clerk, Rs.70
(1865); upto 18 Feb 1866.

6.

Gauri D u n S a n d (1867); Appointed Moharrir 19 Feb 1863. b.15

7.

Lachchi Harbola; Appointed Nazir. 20 Dec 1856. Rs.15.

I
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Sukkut Singh Bisht; Appointed Daftaree, 10 Dec 1856. Rs. 10
8.
Moosafalee; Appointed Daftaree, 10 Dec 1855. Rs8.
9.
10-17 8 Chaprasis @ Rs. 4 per month w.e.f. 3 July 1862.
18-25 8 Burkandazes 2 Rs.4 per month. w.e.f. 3 July 1862.
26. Bala Dutt Ghddiyal; Sudder Arnin, K w a o n . Appointed w.e.f. 1 Feb 1863.
Rs. 100. Salary increased to Rs. 300 w.e.f. 12 Jun. 1867. Transferred to
Garhwal30 Dec 1868; replaced by Syed Moharnmad Nazir, Sudder A&,
Kumaon, 1 Jan 1869. Remained Sudder Amin Garhwal all 31 Oct 1872
and was succeeded by Ganga Dutt Upreti.
27. Amba Dutt Ghddiyal; Sudder Arnin, Garhwal. Appointed w.e.f. 1Feb 1863.
Rs. 100. Salary increased to Rs. 200 w.e.f. 12 Jun 1867. Replaced by Bala
Dutt Ghildyal.
28. James Fraser; b. 16 Dec 1833. Head Assistant. Appointed 18 Head Clerk.
From 18 Aug 1865. Rs. 250. Upto 31 Dec 1891.
29. Enoch Jeffries. b. Second Clerk. 1-17 Aug 1865. Rs.110.
30. Manorath Pande; Appointed Naib Serishtedar w.e.f, 19 Feb 1866.
31. Charles Henry Clegg; b. 21 May 1838. Appointed Second Clerk. 1 Mar
1867. Rs. 110. Additional charge of Local Fund Clerk. 1 Oct 1883, with
additional remuneration of Rs.20.
32. Durga Dutt Josh; Appointed Thud Clerk. 19 / Feb 1866. Rs. 70
In 1867 substantial expansion of supporting staff took place especially in
the Nazarat establishment. Post of Nazir for the Courts Commissioner;
Senior Asstt Commissioner, Kumaon; Asstt Commissioner, Kumaon; Jr.
Asstt Commissioner, Kumaon; Deputy Collector's Court; Sudder Amin,
Kumaon; carrying salaries of Rs. 40,40,30,30,20 and 20 per month; and
for those of SAC, Garhwal; ~ e ~ bCollector,
t y
Ga~hwaland Sudder A&,
Garhwal, carrying salaries of Rs. 40,20 and 20 per month were sanctioned.
T h s added a total monthly expenditure of Rs.260.
These posts were filled up in July 1867 and the position of incumbents was
as follows:
33. Lachchi Harbola. Appointed 1Jul1867. Nazir. Commissioner's Court. Rs.
40. Retired on 31 Mar 1884.
34. Lakshmi Dutt. Appointed 5 July 1867. Nazir. SAC, Kumaon's Court Rs.
40. Replaced by Sri Krishna Joshl. 1 Feb 1869. Rs. 40
35. Vishnu Dutt. Appointed 5 July 1867. Nazir. Asstt Commissioner's Court.
Rs.30. Replaced by S h v Ram Negi. 1 Feb 1869.
36 Tula Ram Choudhary. Appointed 5 July 1867. Nazir. Asstt Commissioner's
Court. Rs.30.
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Shiv Ram. Appointed 5 July 1867. Nazu. Deputy Collector's Court. Rs.20.
Replaced by Ravi Dutt Ghildiyal 1 Feb 1869.
Gauri Dutt. Appointed 5 July 1867. Nazir. Sudder Amin's Court. Rs.20.
Replaced by Ishwari Dutt Josh. 1 Feb 1869.
Rameshwar. Appointed 5 July 1867. Nazit. SAC, Garhwal's Court. Rs.40.
Roop Singh. Appointed 5 July 1867. Nazir. Deputy Collector's Court. Rs.20.
Hari Ram. Appointed 5 July 1867. Nazir. Sudder Arnin, Garhwal's Court.
The position of s u b o r h a t e staff with Sudder Amins of Kumaon and
Garhwal, though in position for a long time, become avadable for the &st
time in 1868.
Padam Singh Negi. Appointed Serishtedar 17 Jan 1850. Sudder Arnin
Kumaon Office. Rs. 20.
Keshab Dutt. Appointed Moharrit 12 Sep 1850. Sudder Arnin Kurmon
Office. Rs. 10.
Nidha Upreti. Appointed Moharrir 1 Nov 1841. Sudder Amin's Officc
Rs.10. Replaced by Poornanand Upreti. 3 Sep 1868.
Brijmohan Naithani. Appointed 13 Nov 1847. Serishtedar. Sudder Amm's
Garhwal Office. Rs.20.
Lalmani Nautiyal. Appointed 6 May 1843 Mohartit. Sudder A m Garhwal
Office Rs. 10.
Poornanand Upreti. Appointed Moharrir. 3 Sep 1868. Sudder Amin Kumon
Court.
Molvi Syed Mohamrnad Nazir. Appointed as Sudder Arnin, Kumaon.
1 Jan 1869. Rs.300; in place of Bala Dutt Ghildyal, who was transferred to
Garhwal.
Following changes took place in 1869:
Bhawani Dutt Joshi. Appointed Reader. 1 Feb 1869. Rs.50. Commissioner's
Vernacular (Hindi) Office.
Shn Knshna Josh. Appointed NnzL 1 Feb 1869. SAC, Kurnaon Court Ra
40. b. 24 Mar 1855. Local Funds Clerk. 21 Jul1879. Rs.80. Record Keeper,
English Office. 1 Jul 1883. Rs. 80.
Shiv Ram Negi. Appointed Nazir. 1 Feb 1869. Assn Comm Court. Rs.
30.
Ravi Dutt Ghdchyal. Appointed Nazir. 1 Feb 1869. Depuv Collector's Couh
Rs. 20.
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Ishwari Dutt Josh. Appointed Nazir. 1 Feb 1867. Sudder Amin's coutt,
Rs. 20.
Kash Ram Nautiyal. Appointed Nazir. 1 Jan 1869. SAC, Garhwal's Court.
Rs. 20.
In 1871 Commissioner Ramsay recommended names of subordinate staff
who had attained the age of 55 years and were drawing a salary more than
Rs. 10.
From his own office he recommended Lachi Harbola's name who was
promoted to the post of Nazir in 1867. Harbola had started his career as
Peon in 1839; became Jemadar in 1855, Moharrir in 1856.
From Turai office he recommended the names of the following :
Syed Mohammad, Jemadar, aged 55 and drawing a salary of Rs. 12.
Gaje Singh, Jemadar, aged 58 and drawing a salary of Rs.10.
From Garhwal office following names were recommended :
Rudra Dutt Pant, Tehsildar Srinagar, aged 65 years 9 months.
Jawahar Singh, Thanadar Kaladhungi, aged 56 years.
From Kumaon office, other than Tula Ram Choudhury, who had recently
prompted to Nazir. JAC Kurnaon's court (Moharrir Tahsil 1840, Almora
1857, Moharrir JAC 1857, Nazir JAC 1864) the following names were
recommended for extension:
Dayadhar, 56 years (Moharir Garhwal SAC 1850, Kumaon 1857, Peshkar
Almora Tahsil 1863, Reader JAC, Nazit SrAC 1870, Reader Dy Collector
Court 1870) Last pay Rs. 40.
Hardushan Bhatt, 62 years (Wasil Baqi Nawis 1850, Income Tax Accountant 1860,Wasil Baqi Navis 1865, Lcense Tax Serishtedar 1867,Wasil Baqi
Navis 1867 7 1869). Last pay Rs. 40.
Ganga Dutt Joshi, 61 years (with Mr. Lowder, Civil Engineer). Freasurer's
Gaomasha 1834, Offg Stamp Daroga 1838, treasurer's Garnosha 1839,
Jamadar Bazar Alrnora 1837, Treasurer's Gamashta 1840, Moharrir Tahsil
Almora 1849, Moharir SAC 1855, Wasil Baqi Navis 1860 7 1865, Moharrit
SAC 1866, offg Accountant Civil Engineer's office 1868.)
Jeevanand Pant, 57 years. (Registry Navis, paid from free, 1836, Moharrk
Settlement Office 1837, Robkar Navis 1841, Robkar Navis Collector's Office 1851, Peshkar 1855, Peshkar Pali 1869.)
Rewa Dhar, 55 (Regis try Navis, paid from fee, 1839, Stamp Vend or, paid
from commission 1852, Mohatrit SAC 1855, Asst. Record Keeper 1856,
Record Keeper 1866 and 1869)

Ganga Ram Kanungo, 55, Kanungo Shore (18 Aug 1837 - 31 Oct 1871)
Alam Shan Khan, 67, Thanadar Kaladungi (14 Aug 1843-1871). Runsay
wrote" Bad climate has told on the man and he will be pensioned from 1
January 1872.
In 1872 following changes took place:
Rai Singh Bora. b. 5 May 1849. Appointed acting Reader 10 Dec 1971
Rs. 50 Moharrir h d i Office 2 Dec 1879. Rs 25.
In 1873 following changes took place:
Gopi Ballabh Pande (28 years). Appointed Thvd cluk 25 Feb 1873. Rs. 70.
Ganga Dutt Upreti. Appointed Sudder Amin Garhwal 1 Nov 1872. Rs.
200.
Vidya Dutt Ghildyal, Appointed Serishtedar, Sudder Arnin Garhwal 1 Fcb
1873. Rs. 20.
Ganga Dutt Tewari (44 years). Appointed Nazir SAC Court, Garhwal 1
Feb 1873. Rs. 40.
Hans Ram (44 Years). Appointed Nazir Jr. Asstt's Court 1 Feb 1873 Rs. 20.
Vishnu Dutt Joshi (36 years). Appointed Nazir SAC Kumaon. 20 Jan 1873.
Rs. 40.
Keshab Dutt (29 years) Appointed Nazir Extra Assistant's Court. 7 Oct
1873 Rs. 20.
Pratap Singh (32 years). Appointed Nazk Sudder Amin's Court, Kumaon
25 Aug 1873, Rs. 20.
Purushottam J o s h (41 years). Appointed Nazir, Turai Superintendent's
Office. 1 Nov 1873, Rs. 30.
Vishnu Dutt (31 years). Appointed Nazir. Turai Asstt Suptd's Office 1Nov
1873. Rs. 20
In 1874 the following changes took place:
Keshab Dutt (53 years). Appointed Serishtedar Sudder Amin, Kumaon. 15
Jan 1874. Rs. 20.
Gaje Singh (36 years). Appointed Moharri Sudder Arnin Kumaon. 13Jpn
1874, Rs. 10.
Brij Mohan (46 years). Appointed Serishtedar Sudder Amin, ~ a r h w a l .
1Jan 1874, Rs. 20.
Changes whch took place in 1875 were the follo&g:
Devi Dutt J o s h 25 Feb 1841. Appointed Third Assistznc English OfGce.
1 Nov 1874. Rs. 70
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Dharma Nanad Josh, 22 Mar 54. Appointed Moharrir in Hind Office. 1
October 1874 Rs. 25.
Bishen Dutt Upreti (32 years). Appointed Nazir Turai Suptd's Office. 1 act
1874 Rs. 30
Rata Mani Nautiyal. Appointed Moharrir Sudder Amin Garhwal Office 1
Feb 1875 Rs. 10.
Following changes took place in 1876.
Kishan Dutt J o s h (31 years). Appointed Nazir Extra Asstt. Commi~sioner'~
Office. 1 Oct 1875. Rs. 20.
No. changes occurred in 1877.
Changes of 1878.
Ganga Dutt Pant. b. 21 Jul 1837. Appointed Sudder Arnin Garhwal. 5
Apnl 1878. Rs. 200.
Sohan Singh. b. 9 Dec 1834. Appointed Jemadar Cornrnt's Office 7 Jul
1878. Rs. 10.
Atrna Ram Gairola b. 9 Dec 1856. Appointed Serishtedar Sudder Arnin
Kumaon, 8 Jun 1878. Rs. 20. Nazir JAC Kum. 8 Jan 1881. Rs. 30.
Krishan Chand Harbola. b. 13 Mar 1851. Appointed Moharrir Sudder
Amin Kumaon. 8 Jan 1878. Rs. 10. Serishtedar Sudder Amin, Kumaon. 8
Jan 1881, Rs. 20.
Changes in 1880:
Dharmanand Josh, b. 22 Mar 1854. Appointed Serishtedar Hindi Office. 2
Dec 1879. Rs. 150.
Badri Dutt Josh. b. 4 Oct 1830. Appointed Sudder Amin Kurnaon 2 Dec
1879. Rs. 300.
Ishwari Dutt Ghrldyal, Appointed Offtg. Sudder Amin Garhwal, b. 4 Aug
1844, Rs. 90.
Changes in 1881:
Charles Edward Browne, b. 5 Apl 1861. Appointed Third Assistt. English
Office. 1 Feb 1881. Rs. 70.
Name of the menial staff employed in the Commissioner's Office the
d e t d s provide an interesting insight:
Soban Singh, b. 8 Dec 1834, Jamadar, Appointed 7 Jul 1878. Rs. 10
Mussaraf Ali, b. 15 Feb 1833. Off. Attedt. App. 10 Dec 1855 Rs. 10
Radhe Bhandari. b. 13 Dec 1819 Chaprasi. App. 18 Jun 1853, Rs. 5.
Mahendra Singh, b. 20 Oct 1837. Chaprasi. App 9 Feb 1863. Rs. 5
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Karnalpati Harbol?, b. 6 Ju11840, Chaprasi. App. 21 Jd1874. Rs. 5
Jayanand Harbola. b. 9 Dec 1817. Chaprasi. App. 20 Dec 1856. Rs. 5
Mani Ram Kanyal. b. 2 Jun 1841. Chaprasi App. 1 May 1870 h.5
Jai Singh Bora. b. 14 Mar 1851. Chaprasi App. 5 Aug 1874 Rs. 5
Lachan Singh. b. 4 May 1851. Chaprasi App. 19 Jul1878. Rs. 5
Padi Thatola b. 6 Feb 1827. ~ h a ~ r a sApp.
i . 12 Jan 1859. Rs. 5
Mohan Singh Negi b. 19 Sep 1827, Chap. App. 20 Dec 1856. Rs. 5
Satoop Singh b. 9 Aug 1843. Chap. App. 3 May 1876. Rs. 5
Jeeva Sah. b. 8 Jun 1818. Chap. App 7 Jun 1842. Rs. 5
Bijey Singh Bora. b. 7 Apl1832 Chap. App. 12 Jan 1859. Rs. 5
Bach Bora. b. 14 Nov 1848. Chap. App. 12 Dec 1877. Rs. 5
Gopi Negi b. 12 Jul 1825. Chap. App. 5 Jun 1853. Rs. 5
Chinta Mani Hatbola. b. 21 Jun 1853. Rs. 5
Bacha Sitola. b. 12 May 1845. Chap. App. 23 Jan 1880.
Besides a Jemadar and an Office Attendant the Cornrnissionu's main office
employed 16 Chaparasis. One Office sweeper's post was sanctioned in
March 1869. The total burden of the menial staff amounted to just Rs. 105
per month, in 1881.
Lachi Harbola, the Nazir of the Commissioner's Court, now dose to 67
years in age, was the.only person older than the commissioner himself, by
shghtly over two years.
Shlbdeb Dhoundiyal. b. 12 May 1854. Appointed Moharrir Suddu Armn
Kurnaon 13 Jan 1881. Rs. 10.
Bala Dutt. b. 9 Jul 1844. Appointed Moharrir Sudder Amin Garhwal. 25
Jul 1880. Rs. 10.
Changes in 1882.
Lachi Barua. b. 29 Sept. 1855. Appointed Chaprasi. 17 November 1881.
Rs. 5 in place of Gopi Negi.
Jai Dutt J o s h b. 25 Nov 1842. Appointed Sudder Arnin Garhwal 16 May
1881, in place of Ganga Dutt Pant.
There were no changes in 1883.
Changes in 1884:
Hari Dutt Pant, b. 29 Jun 1861. Appointed Clerk Local Funds Office 1 Oct
1883. Rs. 30.
Trilochan Harbola. b. 16 Jun 1862. Appointed Nazir. 1 Apl 1884. Rs. 40.
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Evolution of Commhsioner's Establishment
The status of the establishment of Kumaon Commissionership can be gauged
from the Statement of Salaries maintained in Kumaon Commissioner's Office
for the period April 1863 to April 1892. The same statement also provides us
d e t d s of Tahsil establishments of Kumaon and Garhwal districts after April
1871 (Finance Department Resolution: 230 of 10 December 1870; received with
Board's Circular Order 29 March 1871). This Statement provides us a good
insight into the structure of the sub district establishments of Kumaon Division,
especially relative pay scales of field officers, subordinate staff engaged in district
and sub district establishment vis a vis the Commissionery This aspect of the
office establishment is also proposed to be dealt towards the end of the essay.
In April 1863 the Commissioner's Office consisted of just three sections
namely an English Office, Native Office or Hindi Office and Record Guard.
The English Office had one Head Clerk assisted by the Second Clerk and one
Servant. The Native or Hindi Office had just one Serishtedar assisted by three
clerks, one Jarnedar and eight Chaprasis. The Record Guard consisted of eight
Burkandazes (guards). From April 1863 to July 1865, the statements were
presented in Budget Head B I and F I11 formats; gave both the salaries drawn
and deductions of the Commissioner only towards his Military Fund, Orphan
Fund and F a d y Contribution Fund. Salaries of the staff drawing an amount
less than Rs. 50 per month were clubbed for each section and shown as Salaries
Not Assessable. From May 1865, however, the names of the incumbents
occupying the posts even under the Not Assessable category commence appearing
under a separate statement entitled Detailed Statement.
From August 1865 a new set of formats, Form Nos 6 and 7, were introduced.
Form 6, Statement A contained Salary List of Gazetted Officers of Kumaon
Commissionership, which meant those of Commissioner himself and the Sudder
Arnins of Kumaon and Garhwal. Form 6 also carried a Memo of Funds and
other Deductions for the Gazetted Officers. At this stage the contributions were
made only by the Commissioner hunself. The Commissioner also appended a
certificate at the end of Form 6 to the effect that all the salaries drawn in previous
month's Abstract had been actually paid. Form 7 Statement B, gave out salary, list
of sanctioned establishment of the Kumaon Commissionership, which now was
reclassified into Commissioner's English Office and what was now called the
Vernacular Office. Whde the English Office continued to show the Head Assistant
or Clerk and two other Clerks, the Vernacular Office included the staff engaged
in the Commissioner's establishments and those of the two Sudder Amins'.

In May 1866 these salary returns were further modified and &vide into A,
B and C categories. While Statement A gave out the detaded statement of salaries
and establishment o f Commissioner Kumaon, B was meant for the h s t of th&
Sanctioned establishment of the same office. Apparently the objective was to
find out if there were any persons employed against posts which were not
sanctioned. In May 1866 the entries for Statement B was the same as for
Statement A in Kumaon. Statement C was meant for Uncovenanted Civil
Servants, both European and East Indian, in the Commissioner's Office. In may
1866 James Fraser, the Head clerk and Enoch Jefiies, the Second Clerk, drawing
salaries of Rs. 250 and 110 per month respectively, found mention. From May
1866 another significant entry which enters these statements is the Head of
Service Chargeable. The Gazetted Officers' list and Kurnaon Commissioner's
establishment is entered as Public Department. From July 1866 Category A is
further divided into two separate lists, Commissioner's post is shown under
Public Department, whereas the two Sudder Amins, though Gazetted, are shown
chargeable under Law and Justice head. In category B also the Sudder Amins'
establishment is put under Law and Justice head. Likewise Commissioner's
establishment in category B is shown under Public Department head. In short,
from May 1866, one observe two district improvements, namely, classification
between Gazetted ranks divided into dstinct departments, Public and Law and
Justice, in Form 6; and non-Gazetted or Uncovenanted, both European and
Indians, again separated by department, in Form 7.
From Aprd 1867 another improvement in Detaded Statement of S h e s
and Establishment is effected in as much it calls for three additional informations
in Statement A.
Department and date of Govt. Order (GO) constituting each office in the
(i)
establishment existing on 1 April 1867,

(4

Date of appointment of each incumbent, and

(iiii Designation of post (appointment).
Statement B and C are continued as earlier. From May onwards are
additionally furnished in Forms 6 and 7. In statement C also an amendment is
effected by a d h g one column calling information about the period of residence
in India of Uncovenanted European and East I n h Civil Servants. Thus we
find that in April 1867 Fraser had completed 9 years 4 months and 3 days and
Clegg the Second Clerk 5 years 8 months and 12 days of residence. It appem
from June 1867 statements of deductions that for other categories of Gazetted
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C i d Servants like the Sudder Amins, and those in Commissioner's establishment
drawing a monthly salary of Rs. 50 per month or higher were commenced,
These deductions were of same amount 1.e. Rs. 20 per month. U n d 18 August,
1865 the salary of the Head Assistant or Head Clerk of Commissioner's English
o f i c e , a t Rs. 110 per month was higher than those of the Sudder Amins of
Kumaon and Garhwal, both Rs. 100 per month. But from that date onwards it
was increased to Rs. 250 per month. This actually commenced with the
appointment of James Fraser, the Head Assistant (new appointment vide Finance
Department Order No. 1358, 15 July 1865). S d a r l y the Second Clerk's salary
was also enhanced from Rs. 70 per month to Rs. 110 per month. Thus by
November 1865, the Head Clerk and the Second Clerk, both uncovenanted,
drew a salary hgher than Indian Gazetted officers, the Sudder Amins of Kumaon
and Garhwal, who drew Rs. 100 each.
This anomalous situation was ultimately rectified in September 1867, with the
increase in the salaries of the Sudder Amins. Here too a distinction was created
between these posts as well. Whde Sudder Arnin Kumaon's salary was raised
from Rs. 100 to Rs. 300, that of Garhwal Sudder Arnin's was raised to Rs. 200 per
month only. By thls measure whde Sudder Amins .KumaonYssalary was kept higher
than that of the Head Assistant, by Rs. 50, that of Garhwal was pegged lower by
the same amount.

SudderAmins
It is interesting to note that in September 1867 Bala Dutt Ghildiyal, Sudder
Amin of Kumaon, drew an increased salary of Rs. 300 and Amba Dutt Ghddiyal,
Sudder Arnin of Garhwal, Rs. 200 per month. In January 1869 Bala Dutt Ghddiyal
was transferred to (or sought transfer to) Garhwal and h s salary was reduced
from Rs. 300 to Rs. 200, the latter being the salary of Sudder Amin Garhwal. For
the next three years and nine months, i.e. till October 1872, Bala Dutt Ghddiyal
continued to received the same reduced salary. Obviously, a salary was attached to
the post, and each post carried a salary corresponding to the work load.
Nazamt Establishment

A major expansion of establishment took place in May 1867 when the entire
Nazarat establishment was created for almost all offices headed by Gazetted
officers, both covenanted and uncovenan ted. The Judicial department sanctioned
posts of Nazir for the following officers, an unmistakable indication of growing
work all round :

Cout?
Commissioner
Senior Assistant Commissioner
Assistant Commissioner
Junior Assistant Commissioner
Deputy Collector, Kumaon
Sudder Amin. Kumaon
Senior Assistant Commissioner, Garhwal
Deputy Collector, Garhwal
Sudder Amin, Garhwal

Month4 Sahry

Rs.40
Rs. 40
Rs. 30
Rs. 30
Rs. 20
Rs. 20
Rs. 40
Rs. 20
Rs. 20

This e n d e d to additional monthly salary of Rs. 260 and the incumbents were
appointed agamst these posts on 5 July 1867. The establishments of both the
Sudder Amins were also expanded by the sanction of Judcial Department of 10
July 1867. Each Sudder Amin's court was sanctioned one Serishtedar and two
Moharrirs each, the formers at a salary of Rs. 20 and latters Rs. 10 each. For these
courts a stationery allowance of Rs. 15 per month was also sanctioned for the first
time in July 1867. These sanctions entaded a monthly expendture of Bs. 55 for
each court. Against these posts old incumbents were adjusted.
Correspondmgly from April 1869 in the Commissioner's Office the Detaded
Statement of Salaries and Establishment, in addtion to the English and Vernacular
Offices, a Miscellaneous office gets added i.e. newly created Nazatat merged with
what used to be hltherto classified as Record Guard. The Miscellaneous office or
the Nazarat, now consisted of a Jamadar and an Office Attendant, at Rs. 10 each,
8 Messengers and 8 Watchmen, at Rs. 5 per month each. The post of Jamadar, or
Head Peon, thus dates back to 1869. From 1870 onwards Kumaon Commissioner's
Office shows the following clear statements :
CommissionerS English Office
Commissioner's Vernacular Office
Commissioner's Miscellaneous Office
Kumaon Nazir
Garhwal Nazir
Kumaon Sudder Amin's Office
Garhwal Sudder Amin's Office
All these particulars, with adLtional columns, are furnished in Detailed
Statement A, as on 1st Apnl of the year; Statement B is recorded as same; and C
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provides details of the European and East Indian uncovenanted Civil Servants .
From 1869 onwards monthly statements are dispended with and an annual
Statement, A, B and C is furnished at the begvlning of the year i.e. as on 1st A P ~
of each year. From 1870 all the statements are sent in duplicate from the
Commissioner's office itself, except C whch is sent in triplicate. From 1871 the
names of the Gazetted officers are not included in Statement B.

The Age of Superannuation
In 1871 a list of persons who had attained the age of 55 years and drawing a
salary of Rs. 10 per month or above, is sent to the Government for extension in
service, with Commissioner's recommendation, as required by G.O. 1206, 23
November 1871. This indicates that unless extended the subordinate staff retired
on acheving an age of 55 years. From the Detailed Statement of Salary of April
1871, it appears that in addition to his consolidated salary of Rs. 2,000 per month
the Commissioner drew Rs. 250 monthly traveling allowance debitable to Forest
(Fin Deptt: No 3489, 9 November 1868); and a personal allowance of Rs. 500
per month from Bhabur Funds (Home Deptt: 730, 7 February 1871 and G.O.
NWP No. 867, 28 February 1871 ). In August 1873 Nazarat establishment was
sanctioned for Turai district as well (G.O. No. 1089,2 August 1873). One Nazir
each for the office of the Superintendent and Assistant Superintendent, on a monthly
salary of Rs. 30 and Rs. 20 was sanctioned. Age of the incumbents began to be
entered from 1871. During the fust year it was entered only for the non-gazetted
staff of the English, Vernacular and Miscellaneous offices. Thus in the Detailed
Statement of Salaries for 1871 we see ages of James Fraser (37 years), C.G. Clegg
(32 years), Durga Dutt J o s h (33 years), Badri Dutt J o s h (40 years), Bhawani Dutt
Joshi (23 years) and Gauri Dutt Sanwal(29 years), Sugut Singh Bisht (52 years) and
Mussaraff Ali (37 years) alone entered. Age of the Commissioner, Col. Henry
Ramsay, and Sudder Amins i.e. Maulvi Syed Moharnrnad Nazar and Bala Dutt
Ghrldyal, among the Gazetted staff; and those of 8 messengers and 8 watchmen
and the sweeper are not mentiohed. Finally in 1876 the format was again changed,
providing a column each for information about present incumbent's promotion
to the present pay and age of each incumbent on birth day last before 1st April
1876.

Improvements in maintaining Personal Files
From this revised statement one frnds Major General Ramsay attaining an age
of 59 years and 7 months, Maulvi Nazar 43 years 6 months and Ganga Dutt
Upreti 41 years and 5 months, on 1st Apnl1876. From 1879 financial year formats
for salary of establishment were prescribed by the Civil Accounts Code. Form 3

was prescribed by Rules 3 and 4 of Chapter 4 in Volume I of the sid
T k s format had columns as under:

we.

1. Govt Order creating post

2. Present incumbent's date of
a. Appointment to present post
b. Promotion to present pay

3. Name of post
4.

Date of birth o f d t a r y and uncovenanted officer including ministerial
servant

5. Name of incumbent
6. Pay of post
a. Minimum
b. Maximum

7. Pay of present incumbent
As prescribed by these Rules 5 types of Statements were submitted by the
Commissioner a l o n p t h a Salary List of Kumaon Commissionership, as under:
1. Detailed Statement of the Establishment of the Commissioner of Kumaon
as it stood o n 1st April of the year.

2. Detailed Statement of the Est. of the Local Fund of Kumaon Division as it
stood on.. ..

3. List of Uncovenanted Civil Servants (European and East In&)

in the office

of Commissioner Kumaon on the 1st Apnl.. ..
4.

Detailed Statement of the Establishment of Nazarat of the Kumaon and
Garhwal as it stood on 1st April. ....

5. D e t d e d Statement of the Est. of the Sudder Amins of Kumaon and Garhwd
as it stood on 1st April. . ...
and, Salary list o f Kumaon Commissionexshlp for.. ...
According to the Salary List, which was compiled month-wise, the total
annual salary of the various offices for 1879 was as below:
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1. Commissioner's salary
2. Commissioner's Office Establishment
(a) English Office
Head Office
Second Asstt
Thud Asstt
@) Vernacular Office
Serishtedar
Reader
Moharrir
(c) Miscellaneous
Serishtedar
Dufteree
8 Chaprasis
8 Watchmen
Sweeper
(d) Local Funds Clerk
(e) Stationary Allow
TOTAL Rs.9254
3. Sudder Amin's Establishment, Kumaon
(a)
Serishtedar
Moharrir
Moharrir
4. Sudder Arnin's Establishment. Garhwal
Serishtedar
Moharrir
Moharrir
5. Stationary Allowance
6. Commissioner's Deductions
(4
Military Fund Rs. 750
@ Rs. 62/8 p.m.
(b>
Orphan Fund Rs. 362/8
@ Rs. 21/14 p.m.
(4
Famdy Contribution

Rs. 24000

Rs. 3000
Rs. 1320
Rs. 840
Rs. 451
Rs. 600
Rs. 462
Rs. 120
Rs. 120
Rs.480
Rs.480
Rs.60
Rs.960
Rs.360
Rs.9254
Rs. 240
Rs. 120
Rs. 120
Rs. 240
Rs. 120
Rs. 120

Fund Rs.84
@ Rs 7 p.m.
Total
Deduction
Rs. 1096/8

Rs. 480

Rs. 480
Rs. 360

Thus, while the total annual salary of the Commissioner hknself alone
amounted to Rs. 24000, that of his entire establishment stood at just Rs. 9,854 ! In
addition to these salaries the only other expense of the Commissioner's office
was the Stationery Allowance, whch was Rs. 360 each for the four offices under
him and those of the two Sudder Amins. The Commissioner, as mentioned
earlier, received Rs. 250 per month from the Forest Department as hls persond
allowance and Rs. 500 from the Bhabur Fund. These latter added another sum
of Rs. 3500 annually to his emoluments. Finally, he was allowed his Military
allowance, accordmg to h s rank. All told, his annual emoluments were as under:
From 10.2.1856 to 8.11.1868
From 9.11.1868 to 6.2.1871
From 7.2.1868 to 17.2.1873
From 18.2.1873 onwards

Rs. 24,000 per year
Rs. 27,000 per year
Rs. 27,500 per year
Rs. 27,500 per year
plus Colonel's Allowance

Ramsay was allowed a traveling allowance of Rs. 250 p.m. from Forest vide
Finance Department No. 3498,9 November 1868; Rs. 500 from Bhabur Fund
vide Home Department No. 7 February 1871 and Govt. N.WP. No. 876, 28
February 1871 and admitted to Colonel's allowance from 18 February 1873 (See
From A: 1876 Statement, 15 May 1876).
Henry Ramsay ended h s long tenure of Kumaon Commissioner s h p on 31
May 1884 and was succeeded by Col. J.F.L. Fisher. Col. Fisher stayed as
Commissioner for only 10 months and 14 days and, in turn, was succeeded by a
civdtan Hercules Grey Ross. Ross handed over charge to James Robert Reid on 7
November 1888. Barely 7 months later Reid handed over charge agam to George
Elphinstone Erskme on 24.6.1889. So w i t h a span of 5 years of Ramsay's
departure Kumaon saw as many as 4 new Commissioners. Except, of course,
Col. Fisher they were all civhans.
Henry Remsay was a Mditaq C i d a n and by May 1884 he as more than 77
years old, of w h c h he had spent nearly 42 years in. Kumaon; more than 28 years
as its Commissioner, 8 years as Senior Assistant Commissioner of Kumaon and
Garhwal. Could he have continued any longer? His departure was precipitated
a p s t prolonged
by the resentment which was brewing among the ci&s
deployment of Mllttary Civrlians in Non-Regulation regons on c i d work. The
continued and extensive employment of officers of the Indian army in the NonRegulation provinces was for some time a grievance of the Civll Service. Lord
Dalhousie in 1856 had Gxed the proportions of officers to be employed at one
half d t q and one half civil, and in 1867 the proportion of the C i d a n s was
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raised to two-thirds, that of d t a r y and uncovenanted officers being reduced to
one thud.

MiUtaty offlam in Cfvit posts
The Non-Regulation provinces, having been excluded from the purview of
the Act o f 1861, were a field for the exercise o f patronage, which excited
resentment. C i d a n s fded posts in the lower grades, whde appointments to higher
grades were made in India from outside the Civil Service, with a consequent
stagnation of promotion. Complaints were made that a cavalry officer with no
experience o f civil work could be appointed to Deputy Commissionershp in a
province in w h c h ten out of eleven Deputy Commissioners in charge of dstricts
were already d t a r y men; that even men who had not served in the army but
had the bachng of interest were jobbed in the very abuse to guatd against whch
the Civil Service was created.
In 1875 it was expressly laid down that the claims of Civhans should be
brought forward and considered by Government of I n d a when any office fell
vacant in Non-regulation provinces. As the country became more settled, and the
methods of administration more regular and precise, military officers were
gradually superseded by members of the Civil Service, and mixed Commissions,
as the administrative corps were called, fell into desuetude.
The employment of military officers for civil work was given up in 1876 in
Oudh, the Central Provinces and the Non-Regulation areas of Bengal and the
North-West Provinces, in 1885 in Sind, in 1903 in the Punjab, and in 1907 in
Assam. Its worth noting that Henry Ramsay, a d t a r y civilian continued to retain
charge of Kumaon for another eight years, even through the rest of Oudh and
N.W Provinces and the province re-designated as United Province of NWP and
Oudh. However, it did not affect Kumaon and Ramsay continued in his office
the next 7 more years. It is widely believed that even in 1884 Henry Ramsay did
not intend to lay down his office and was literally forced to do. Even after
rehquishing his charge he continued to stay in Alrnora.

Districts, Tahslls and Ranikhet Cantonment Establishments
From the details of reorganisation and strengthening of Districts carried out
by the Government in August 1874 in appears that the Collectors in Kumaon, i.e.
Kumaon and Garhwal, had following five district offices :

1. English Office
2. Treasury

3. Revenue Vernacular Office
4. Judicial Vernacular Office, and
5. Menial Establishment
The revised schedule of headquarters establishment in the dlstticts of Kumaon
and Garhwal, as approved by the Government in August 1874, office-wise was
as under:

Disttict

Head
junior
Clerk
Clerk
No Pa_v No P

Treasury
Ckrk
No Pay

Second
Ckrk
No Pay

Ckrk
No
Pq

1
1

200
200

2
2

90
90

1
1

2
4*

10
1

-

-

1

100

1
1

50
50

]d&I
- -

Class IV

Kumaon
Existing
Approved

100
100

100
190

65
65

Garhwal
Existing
Approved

The approval was conveyed with Board's Order No. 1, 25 August 1784,
enclosing G.O. No. 1063,l August 1874.
*One of these 4 clerks, on Rs. 50, received Rs. 20 p.m. from the Ranrkhet Cantonment Fund, as a part of h s pay, Government paying only Rs. 30 p.m. vide
G.O. 219, 5 January 1872, received with Board's Order No. 11,30 January 1872.

Treasury

:

Dijtrict

Trear~~rer Naib Tna~urn Mong Tester

Trearuty

No

Pay

1
1

75 3
loo* 3

No

Pay

No

Pay

No

Pa_y

75
75

1
1

10
10

1
1

15
15

Class IV

KUMAON
Existing
Approved
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Revenue Vernacular Office :
-

Posts
Class IV

KUMAON
Existing
Approved
No. P q No Pay
2
200 2
200
2
90
2
90

1. Serishtedar
2. Naib
Seritedar
3. Reader
3
4. Deptt Clerk 5

Kanungo
6. Statistical
Clerk
7. Wasil Bah
1
Navis
8. Naib Wasil Bah Navis
1
9. Record
Keeper
10.Record Lifter 1
Daroga
12.Abkari&
Stamps

1

2

GARH WAL
Approved
pay
No
Pay
140
2
140

-

-

-

-

Existing
No

105
105

3
5

105
105

1
4

35
80

1
4

35
80

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

35

1

35

1

30

1

30

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

30

1

30

1

25

1

25

6

1

6

1

6

1

6

15

1

15

1

15

1

15

Judicial Vernacular Office :
Postr
Chss IV
1. Serishtedar
2. Naib
Seritedar
3. Deptt Clerk
4. Treasurer
5. Record
Keeper
6. Record
Lifter

KUMAON
Existing
Approved
No. Pay No P q
-

GARH WAL
Existing
No

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Approved

Pay

No

Pay

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1

25

1

25

1

15

1

15

1

6

1

6

-

-

-

-

Henry Ramsay

Menial Establishment

:

Posts
Chss IV

KUMAON
Existing
Appmved
No. P q No Pay

Existing
No

1. Duftarees
2. Jemadar

3

23

3

23

1

-

-

-

-

3. Chuprasis

20

100

20

100

15

75

15

4. Khalasis

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

5. Bhlshtis

-

-

-

-

-

6. Sweepers

2

9

2

9

1

5

1

DISTRZCT
Kurnaon
Garhwal
Kumaon & Garhwal
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GARH WAL
Appmved
I'ay
No
Pay
7
1
7
-

75

5

TOTAL NO
Existing Approved
56
58

TOTAL PAY
Existing
Approved
1,479

1,594

30

31

483

583

86

89

1,962

2,177

Taking both the districts together, in all the five offices, through all the
reorganization conducted between January 1872 to November 1880, eight years
and ten months, just two posts in Kumaon district and one post in Garhwal was
added entailtng an addtional monthly salary increase of Rs. 215. Thls increase was
Rs. 115 im Kumaon and Rs. 100 in Garhwal.
Treasury transactions were carried out from Kumaon (Almora) &strict only,
and as the work load increased in the treasury whde on the one hand the pay of
the Treasurer was raised two accountant clerks were added. Thus the increase in
Kumaon district was in Treasury only. Garhwal's increasing work load, in the
English office, was acknowledged by addtion of one Head Clerk, whose addttion
in 1874 accounted for the increase of Rs. 100.
Kumaon Senior Assistant Commissionership was comparatively more
important than Garhwal, as it would appear from a larger number of staff in the
former, in additional to being the financial center for the Cornrnissionery.
In March 1871 there were two Tehsils in Kumaon &strict, namely Alrnora
and Champawat; whde Garhwal &strict was coterminous with the only Tehsil it
had. The relative position of these Tehsils is reproduced below:
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Posh

KUMAON
Almora
No

1.
2.
3.
4.

Tahsildar
Peshkar
Moharrir
Moharrir

5. Kanungo
6. Patwaris
7. Jarnadars
8. Chaprasis
9. Tahvildar
10. Rev

Pay

Champawat
No

Pay

No

1
1
1
2

150
50
20
3

1
150
1
50
1
20
1
15
@ 15 each
4
125
@ 1514 each
21
105
@ 5 each
1
8
22
110
1
15
1
15

1
150
1
50
1
30
2
20
@ 10 each
3
75
@ 25 each
32
160
@ 5 each
1
8
20
100
1
15

@ 15 each
2
50
@ 25 each
10
50
@ 5 each
1
8
14
70
1
15

-

-

-

G A R H WAL
Garhwal

-

Pay

Accountant

11. Stationery

10

10

10

Allowance
It would be recalled that when the Commissioner's office was separated from
SAC Alrnora, in 1855, it was expected that the extra expendture would be offset
by increased resources from colonization of Bhabur and extension of cultivation
therein.
Here we examine the official structures whch indeed had emerged by 1883,
clearly indicating sigruficant transformation in Bhabur, its extensive cultivation and
increased population. A comparison between the development of official structures,
during the same period, in the h a y tracts of Kumaon-Garhwal and BhaburTurai, clearly indicates that the two regions have their dstinct characteristics, as far
as their development potentials are concerned.
In six decades of their development under the British Kumaon and Garhwal
in 1871 had just three tahsils, Almora and Champawat in Kumaon and Garhwal
in Garhwal. Further, hilly reglon being peace loving, almost free from serious
crime, required virtually no police, the institution of Revenue Police or Patwaris,
set up by T r d , fully meeting the requirement.

Henry Rvway
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O n the other hand, Bhabur during the first three decades of its development
(1856-1883), created a need to have two Tahsils and as many as three Police
Stations, in addition a separated Head Office for Bhabur Establishment.
In Turai, s d a r l y , in addition to the Turai Headquarter Establishment, there
were as many as six Tahsils, six Police Station, five First Class and one Second
Class. In Turai, in addition to the above, under the Surplus Funds establishment,
there were five establishments to monitor export of forest-products, management
of irrigation systems and Native Doctors to control epidemics.

Bhabur Establishments
These establishments, as they stood in August 1883, can be dvided into three
categories.
Head Office & General Establishment
Tahsils, and
Police Station

The Head Office & General Establishment:
Posts

No

Head Office :
1. Clerk

2. Accountant
3. Asstt Accountant
4. Office Attecdant
5. Chaprasi

1
1
1

5
General Establishment :
1. Supervisor
2. Overseer

3. Jamadar
4. Writer
5. Store Keeper
6. Store Keeper
7. Chaprasis

pay
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Tahsils:
Post

No

Haldwani

PY

Chilkia & Kota
No
pa^

1

150

-

-

-

1
1
1

100
30
20

-

-

1
1

15
15

1. Tahsildar
2. Peshkar
3. Head Moharrir
4. Accountant
5. Siahnavis
6. Nigarrur
7. Tahvildar
8. Jabybgi
9. Surveyor & Leveler
10. Jamadar
11. Irrrgation Jamadar
12,IrrigationJamadar
13. Irrigation Jamadar
14. Chaprasis @ 5 each
15. Sawars @ 18 each
16. Sepoys, Tah Guard @ 7 each
17. Havildar, Tah Guard @ 8 each
18. Fixed Contingencies

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
18

30
20
20
15
15
30
20
10
25
15
10
90

-

-

-

1
3

20
30

-

-

-

10

80
36
35
8
10

460

99

-

16
2
5
1

:

1. Irrigation Jamadar
2. Jamadars
3. Chaparasis @ 5 each
4. Fixed Allowance for Stationery

1
2
4
3

25
20
20

Thanas, Outposts & Police Guards :
Haldwani Police
with 4 Outstns

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Naib Thanedar
Peshkar
Moharrir
Jamadars @ I 0 each
Dafedar @7 each

No

pa^,

1

30

-

-

1
5
1

20
50
7

Kahdhungi
Thana
No
Pay

Baramah
Thana
No
Pa_y

Barkandazes @5
Dafedar (Mounted)
Sowar (Mounted)
Sepoys (Tah/Police
Guard @7 each)
10.Havildar @10 each
11.Fixed Contingency

6.
7.
8.
9.

20
1
1
8

100
21
18
56

1

14

70

18

90

1

18

-

10
5

-

-

5

317

173

5
182

-

The total monthly expenditure of the Bhabur Establishment, all offices
included, amounted to Rs. 2,201.
These establishments i.e. the Head Office, General Establishment, Haldwvli
Tahsil, Chrlkta and Kota Tahsil, Haldwani Police and the Thanas of Kaladhung
and Bararndeo were sanctioned by G.O.; Financial Depattment No. 1824, 22
August 1883, which was communicated to the Commissioner's Office by Board's
Order No. 979 N/W. A. 4,28 August 1833.
All these institutions, in their totahty, was called the Bhabur Establishment, in
1833. Development of Bhabur, from a malarious no-man's land into a hrghly
productive region, development of Haldwani as the gateway to Kumaon, extensive network of irrigation channels etc are some of the landmarks whch can be
directly credited to Ramsay.
Another institution called the Bhabur Police Force consisted of a body of 72
men. The members of the Bhabur Police Force were drawn from the Burlcandazes
and chaprasis who were otherwise deployed as under:

Bhabur Police Force
Haldwani Police

20 Burkandazes

Kaladhungl Thana

14 Burkandazes

Bararndeo Thana
C W a & Kota Tahsil

18 Burkandazes
16 Chaprasis

Bailparao

4 Chaprasis

The member of the Bhabur Police Force were allowed to draw pay at the
rate of Rs. 6 per month vide G.O. No. 3220/X. 587, 21 July 1885.
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Turai
Turai region has been a bone o f contention between the Kumaon and
Rohilkhand administrators, right from the beginning of British rule in Kumaon.
T r d , Batten and Ramsay very strongly held that Turai rightfully belonged to
Kumaon. Officers k e Robert Mertinns Bird or Halhed, who had no knowledge
of the hds, temporarily tilted the argument in favour o f Rohilkhand; but always
ultimately the futhty of its linkage with Rohilkhand was realized by the provincial
Government. Plains' administrators looked at Turai issue essentially as one o f law
and order or controllrng crime, while the hill administrators looked at Turai as a
region where M m e n would be in a position to invest their capital and where hillmen would be migrating to, during the winter months. Turai being contiguous to
Bhabur, has always been considered as an inalienable entity, always referred to as
Turai-Bhabur, and from time immemorial. The inhabitations, which today dot
the length and breadth of Turai, have been settled by the royal house of Kumaon,
and bear their names.
Presently also Turai, called Udham Singh Nagar, forms an integral part of
Kumaon Commissionery.
Commissioner Ramsay through his exertions in the field of forest
management, a novelty way back in 1850s, took special measures for the protection
of immensely rich Sal forests. In fact he became the first Conservator of Forest
of the North West Provinces. He h k e d Dehra Dun forests with those of Garhwal
and Kumaon, wresting its control from Canal Irrigation Department. As the
Political Agent for the Native Tehri State he also checked the activities of Tehri
officials who had obviously colluded with that notorious timber merchant,
Frederick Wilson.
Management of Turai was handed over to Commissioner Ramsay after the
Great Mutiny of 1857. O n the eve of Ramsay's departure, i.e. in 1883; Turai was
a flourishing area, if the institutions existing in 1883 are any guide. Like Bhabur
Establishment, all the institutions set up and worked by Ramsay, in their totality,
was called the Turai Establishment.

Turai Establishment
In 1883 the Turai Establishment consisted of the following institutions or
offices:
Headquarter Establishment
Tahsil Establishment
Turai Police, and
Surplus Funds, Improvement Fund

Henry Ramnay

Turai Headquarters Establishment :
No

PCY

1

200

3

290

4. Munsarirn

1

100

5. Reader

1

30

1

20

7. Naib

1

40

8. Reader

1

20

24

764

O$ce/ Posts

English 0ffice:
1. Head Clerk
2. Judicial Clerk
3. Clerk
Superintenden t's Vernacular 0ffice:

6. Deptt Clerk
Ass tt Suptd's Vernacular Office:

Actt & Record Officer:
9. Sadar Kanungo
10.Rev Accountant
11.Asstt Accountant
12.Record Keeper
13.Astt Record Keeper
14.Record Lifter
15.Excise Clerk
Menial Establishment:
16.Duftari
17.Tent Pitcher
18.Chaprasis
19.Sweeper

Grand Total

263
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Tahsil Establishment:
Port5

ICI~hgur
No Pay

Bqpw
No P q

Rndrapur
No Pay

Gaahpur Kilputi
NO P q No P q

Bilhcti
No Pq

Tahsildar
Peshkar
Naib Peshkar
Kanungo
Wasil Baki
Navis
6. Siah Navis
7. Moharrit
8. Tahvildar
9. Jamadar
10. Chaprasis
@ 6 each
11. Chaprasis
@ 5 each
1.
2.
3.
4.
5..

The Headquarters Establishment was sanctioned by G.O. No. 1770, Financial
Department, 16 August 1883; received with Board's Order No. 9061. 81, 18
August 1883.
The Tahsil Establishment, with the exception of Bilheri Establishment were
sanctioned by G.O. No. 219, 6 February 1883; received under cover of Board's
Order No. 1541 IX. 85, 13 February 1883. The Bilheri Establishment was
sanctioned by G.O. No. 1696, Finance Department, 6 August 1883; received
under cover of Board's No. 818 N/IX. 85, 8 August 1883.

Twai Police :
Posts

Kashipur

No
I'ERSONAL
Guards
1. Ilcad

Constables
No I'ay

Pg

Jqbur

No

Pg

Bq$r

No

Rudrrrpur

Pg

No

Pg

Gahrpur

No

Pg

Kilputi

No

Pg

Constables
No Pay
10 50
11 60
Police
Stations
1. Sub
Inspect
2 Grade
2. Sub
In 3Gd
3. Head
Constable.
1 Guard
1
4. Head
Constable,
3 Guard
5. Head
Constable,
4 Guard
6. Constables 8
@6
7. Constable

9

1

50
1

30

1

1

25

12

1

30

1

30

30

15

1

15

1

15

1

15

1

10

6

36

15

1

1

10

48

4

24

8

48

6

36

6

36

45

4

20

7

35

6

30

6

3 0 6 3 0

1

10

1

10

@5
8. Constable
4 Guard
Outposts

9. Head
Constable
3 Guard
10.Constable
11.Constable

1

10

1

15

Klchha Khatima

Sultanpur
1

15

81

203

1

15

Constable,
2 Guard
13. Head
Constable,
4 Guard
14. Constable
IS. Constable
Total
Grand Total

60

168

121

121

200
991
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~~~i
Police establishment thus consisted of Personal Guards consisting of
11 men. Kashpur, Bajpur, Rudrapur, Gadarpur and Krlpuri were five First Class
Thanas. Jaspur was the only Second Class Thana and it was under Kashpur
Thana. While Kashlpur and Rudrapur had no outposts, Bajpur had Sultanput and
makhera outposts; Gadarpur Thana had Kiccha outpost and Krlpuri Thana had
two outposts at Khatima and Majhola respectively. Sanction for these establishments
was received by G.O. No. 756, 19 September 1883.

Surplus or Improvement Fund Establishment
Although a part of Turai Establishment the Surplus Fund or the Improvement
Funds Establishment was for all practical purposes and independent office and
as it dealt with several development schemes it was called Improvement Funds
Establishment. It had the following offices:

Head Offlce and Improvement Funds
The Head Office dealt with Pargana offices whlch were established at Kashpur,
Bajpur, Gadarpur, Rudrapurm Krlpuri and a sub division was maintained at Bilheri.

Surplus Fund Head Offlce & Pargana Offices:
S.No. P0sf.r

PARGANAS
KoJhipllr
No
Pg

1.

Head
0 ffice
Treasury
Clerk
No
1

2.

Kanungo

3.

Forest
Ranger
Forest

4.

5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

E ~ P
Moharrir
Asst
Kanungo
Irrigation
Jarnadar
Compounder
Native
Doctor
Suptd
Forest

Pay
75

Bq)ur

No

g

Gahpur

Rudrqur

No

No

Pg

Pq

Kilpuii

No P q

Henry Ranuay
10.
11.
12.
13.

14.
15.
16.'
17.

1 8.

19.
20.

Export
Patrols
Chaprasis

5

25

3
1

15

2

5

2

1

10
0

Forest
Kanger
Patrols

1
Total
Improvement
Fund
English
Clerk
Surveyor
Overseer
Overseer
Moharrir or
Vernacular
Accountant
Asstt Moharrir
Chaprasis

75

6

45

10

120

7

20
6
5 2 5
1
Rilhcri Sub Div
1

4
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30

5
20

70

No

1
1
1

1

5

Total

220

Grand Total

860

Sanction for Surplus Funds Establishment was received by G.O.No. 2547 of
16 November 1883.
W

e

t CantonmentM a g M m W s Establishment

A new type of establishment to deal with Cantonment habitant's problems
was created in 1883. Its establishment was as given below:

S.No

Posts

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Serishtedar
Nazir
Moharrir
Moharrir
Duftari
Peon @ 5 each

No

pasl

1
1
1
1
1

55

4
9

30
20

15
8
24
152
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~ t sanction
s
was received by G.O. NO 1565,4 May 1883. T h s institution later
on became a Joint Magistracy.'

Bhabar - C W a Estates Administration
In 1850 lieutenant-Governor James Thomason had placed the Bhabar under
Henry Ramsay's charge with power to spend as much as he could realrze in excess
of the Government demand which was credited to Government as before. The
Taccavi advance of Rs. 10,000 which was gtven to h c k start the development,
was paid back in a short time. Ramsay frrst took out temporary canals whch
enabled him to make a little money and by the introduction of duect management
the old vlllages yielded more than their jummas. At the end of 1852-53 the receipts
were a little short of Rs. 20,000. Canals were made as fast as funds were made
avdable and new villages were established wherever water could be supplied.
After the Mutiny Ramsay got the permission of Government to offer a
zernindaree in the plains to Raja Sheo Raj Singh in exchange for his estate on each
side of the Kosi river known as the " Chdua Ilaka ",which paid a jumma of Rs.
1,800. Soon after a few other villages were transferred from Kashipur and Bajpur
to Kumaon, the whole of these transfers carried a jurnma of Rs. 4,055. The
Bhabar jurnma of last settlement, which expired in 1849, was Rs. 8,953, of t h s
sum Rs, 1,911 belonged to the Boksar land whch was thrown waster in order
that the water might be taken to the Turai, and to cowsheds chiefly on the borders
of the Turai, which had not cultivation, but were called villages to enable the
settler to get off grazing tax. Thus the Government demand on bona fide villages
was only Rs. 7,042 for the Bhabar, and Rs. 4,055 for other transfers, makmg a
total of Rs. 11,097. The receipts from the Bhabar, includmg C h h a in 1883-84,
from October 1883 to 30fhSeptember 1884 was estimated to be not less than Rs.
1,80,000.

In 1849 there was only one substantial house at Haldwani. The mundee was
composed of grass huts. In 1884 there was a thriving mart with good stone
bddings roofed with iron or slates, and a population of 4,012. The clunate in the
Bhabar in 1854 was bad. In February or March all the non-cultivators used to
return to the hills and those who cultivated returned as soon as their crop was
secured. By 1884 the clunate, as far as the cultivation was extended, had changed
significantly. Most vdlages had rice crops and cultivators stayed back at all seasons
without suffering. These cultivators had lands back in the hills also whch also
required their attention and they moved up and down as their presence was required
in the hills or the Bhabar. Even in 1884 the clunate in Chorgullta direction was s d
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and the cultivators, with a few exceptions, were suu not properly
not
seasoned. One reason for ChorgulLa cultivation not having picked up was the
fact that the land in the pargana immediately above it was excellent and h s made
cultiirators leave it relatively undeveloped. However, since the supply of water
was abundant and land quahty was also excellent there was every hope of future
extension.
~ e v e l o p m e not f Bhabar and ChiUua estates can easily be identified as Henrg
Runsay's one of the many contributions as besides clearing the malarial jungles it
lead to firming up hrll-plains economic nexus, it provided a frrm base for evolution
of many a townships like Haldwani, Ram Nagar, Kala Dhung, Kotdwara,
Tanakpur and above all facilitated a round - the - year communication to the
interior reglons of British Kumaon. It required a sustained and arduous effort
over more than three and a half decades and it was fortuitous that Henry Ramsay
was there to commence, sustain and supervise these multi-&sciplinay and complex
operations. Ramsay in his Final Report on the Administration of the Bhabar and
Chrllcla Estates has explained the methodology followed by hrm.

" As a rule," explains Ramsay, "I allow a new village to have the land free for
two years, that the settlers may clear the jungle, budd their huts and get the land
into order. The thud year 4 anas a bigha is charged, next year 6 annas and then 8
annas. With the exception of a few d a g e s the rate per brgha is 8 annas or Rs. 3
per acre. The cultivators may grow sugarcane, leave it fallow, or take two crops
out of it. My objective was to induce the assamese to cultivate in the kharif, and
the idea that they had that free, induce a great many to sow rice. Now it has
become quite the rule as the cultivators have found out what a paying crop good
rice is."
The most paying crop in the Bhabar was mustard, wherever manure was
avadable. The land was prepared in August and the crop was harvested in February.
Ganara (millet) was sown imrnedately thereafter and it ripened in May. In 1884
the mustard crop was splendid and fetched excellent returns, as the prices were
very hgh. The cultivators who had land under mustard fetched Rs. 50 to Rs. 60
per acre, and had the Ganara crop to supply them with food. The Bhabar produced
very fine wheat and excellent sugarcane. The latter became popular at one time
and a good many "Behea mills" were purchased but as there existed no arrangement
for their repairs, people had to go back to mustard and Ganara. In 1884 informs
Ramsay, "mustard is carried away by Banjaras who collect it at Tanda and other
depots, they sell to Moradabad and B a r d y traders who again sell to men at
Cawnpore, and from that place the seed goes to Calcutta. All these middlemen
through whose hands the mustard passes take a profit, but, when the Rylway
works the whole, profits now shared by the middlemen w d go to the producer."
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According to Ramsay the prosperity of the Bhabar cultivation depended
enurely on manure and that meant "large herd of buffaloes and cattle." " They
are located," wrote Ramsay, " on the vdage land as long as possible, and after that
they are ~ e n n e don the outskirts of the vdage as long as they can find food. When
the dry weather commences they are all taken down to the lower edge of he
Bhabar where the springs supply water and the moist land produces green grassan
Cattle which had paid grazing tax in the Bhabar were not required to pay a second
time when they grazed in the Turai and in the same way Turai cattle that had p i d
below grazed free in the Bhabar. By an arrangement with Mr. Macdonald, the
Collector and Magstrate of Moradabad, the waste lands on either side of the
boundary were kept for grazing. The Turai Superintendent took the water of he
springs and the waste land was considered pasture ground. Ramsay was of the
view that in Chdlua cultivation must not be allowed lower down the village of
Ampokhra on the Jaspur road or " below the present cultivation on the east of
Kasheepore (old) road. The country below that is unfit for hill cultivators as water
is found very close to the surface."
The Bhabar had sufficient pasture land and according to Ramsay it did "not
require any management on the part of the Forest department," as it would have
been impossible to close any part of it. " As cultivation increases the cattle will
have to go further, but however cultivation may extend - it is h t e d by irrigation
- the jungle w d be sufficient. These dlstrict jungles contain no trees of value as
what Haldoo there was in the Haldwanee jungles have been cut by the Radway and
the few that have been reserved w d be required for the vdlages-these jungles, i.e.
grazing ground, must remain under the officer in charge of the Bhabar and Forest Department should have nothing to do with conserving them."
The water arrangements, Ramsay was frrmly of the opinion "must always be
in the hands of the officer in charge of the Bhabar and cannot, without certain
ruin, be placed in the hands of the Irrigation Department." Every river that passed
through the Bhabar between the Pheeka on the west and Chorgullia on the east,
had been taken into canals, and substantial works had been constructed by which
as much water as required or all that river could give was taken off from every one
of them. The canals from the Gola river were the most important and it was
expected that the cultivation would extend as far as the canals could supply water
for irrigation.
'There is u n h t e d land,' recorded Ramsay in his Final Report on administration
of Bhabar, ' and thousands of cultivators will be forthcoming. The Gola river has
a good supply o f water up to February and the quantity can be supplemented as
requited from Bhim Tal and Sat Tal, in which very large quantities of water can
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now be stored.' The deluge of 1880 scoured out the bed of Gola and lowered it
several feet which made it very difficultto carry water into the canals; but substand
were butlt which was k e l y to f a d t a t e easy
of both canals during the
r&s. For other seasons also there was no difficulty and proper arrangemenu had
been made for t a h g out of the river, however, Ramsay felt a great deal sd
remained to done in redistribution.
'Every cubic foot of water per second,' recorded Ramsay, 'that is saved from
absorption in the s h g l y watercourse is worth Rs. 500 of cultivation. A great
many Rajbahas require to be made pucca." New extension h e s were required to
be made every year but extreme care was to be taken to ensure that ''every one
should be constructed so as to be a part of those above it, and of others that may
be subsequently required, by putting these Rajbahas a foot or more under the
surface they can be increased when required and the slope is so great the water cm
always be brought on the surface without difficulty. On the east bank of the G o h
river every village gets water from a pucca channel, and if tlus system be carried
out everywhere else there will be immense saving of water and a great increase of
cultivation." By 1884 more than 125 miles of masonary channels had been
constructed in the Bhabar.
The Bhabar land tenures could be dvided into two categories. "In the d a g e s
which existed under settlement there are proprietors as elsewhere in the Ms,"
informed Ramsay, ''but in all others (i.e. whch came up after the last settlement
of 1864-65, the Beckett-Ramsay Settlement) the tenure is heritable but not
transferable." According to Ramsay this prevented "gamblers ruulrng a village by
throwing it into the hands of Bunyas. A son is not left a pauper by h s father's
extravagances, and in every way the system works admirably." T h s ensured that
"troublesome strangers cannot thrust themselves on a quiet brotherhood, and
those only come as cultivators who intend to remain. This is very important in the
Bhabar villages, and the inabdity to mortgage or sell lands keeps the people out of
the Bunya's hands.'' Ramsay illustrates the point by pointing out that " In ChrlkL
where 'Desee' ( plains) assamees are, procurable there is a tendency on the p u t of
'Sirguohs' or Padhans to elbow out Paharees and get Desee cultivators. The
reason is that they screw more out of a poor Desee than an independent Puharee."
Ramsay warned that "this ought to be checked, because at any time there may be
an exodus of these 'desees' to the plains and the village would suffer."
The 'excise' also formed an important part of Bhabax administration. The
Excise revenue also increased immensely during the past 30 years. In 1853-54 it
yielded only Rs. 3,941 for the entire British Kumaon ('Province), in 1883-84 it
went up to Rs. 63,680, of which Rs. 23,049 came from the Turai. In round numbers
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of liquor and drugs in Kumaon rose from 4 to 40 thousand,
the
but " h s belongs only to the stations and to the mundees at the foot of the
Ramsay was "happy to say that there is no consumption among the rural popuhtion
of the U s , " and he "sincerely hoped there never may be : shops ought never to
be dowed except at stations. It is very easy to make drunkards but impossible to
turn them into sober people."

us.-

A 'great failure' in Bhabar
Ramsay was sagacious enough to admit of an apparent failure in his great
Bhabar operations. "Not that the work was a failure," recorded Ramsay, " but the
object for which the canal was made never was gained. The Kalee Kumaon
people (above Baramdeo) are the only bad cultivators in the hills, and in cases of
scarcity they used to go down to P h b h t district to purchase grain in May and
June. A great many died of jungle fever. A was asked by a great many of the
inhabitants of eastern Kumaon to make a canal at Baramdeo, so that the people
of the h d s above might cultivate as others did at Haldwanee and elsewhere.
Offers for 100 vdages were gven and I took a canal from Sarda. After it was
completed and in worhng order these people would not cultivate and the canal,
as far as Kumaon is concerned, was useless." In 1878-79 a landslip from the top
of the hill about two miles distant came down and fded up two of the Lanternsit also deposited debris to a great depth for some distance above the canal but as
it was at least 15 feet under ground the tube was in no way injured. T h s canal
which was inspected by Colonel Brownlow and fully reported on at the time cost
nearly three lakhs of rupees paid for from Bhabar funds. The floods of 1880
whch washed away two vdages fded up the lower part with sand but with the
exception of t r i h g damage the canal was all right. It was arched over for nearly
a rmle and a half, had an admirable head work, and Rarnsay considered it fit
enough for utLLization for Bdhari or P h b h t , in the plains and he recommended it
for being handed over to the Irrigation Department on the condition "that if
hereafter the U people could be persuaded to cultivate they should be supplied
with water 'free'."
Ramsay was convinced that Bhabar had "a great prospect of prosperity. The
judicious expenditure of Rs. 50,000 at least yearly ought to extend cultivation
steadily." He expected the Railway to improve the price of mustard and other
products and "fifteen years hence the Bhabar w d probably yield as much as the
whole of the land revenue of Kumaon and Garhwal." The Mutiny and on an
another occasion a very fatal fever retarded cultivation in Bhabar but excepting
these two occasions there has been a steady increase n the revenues of Bhabar.
Ramsay acknowledged valuable services of J. 07Beckett,who had retired before
1884 and during later years Colonel Garstin in administration of the Bhabar
C h a Estates3

-

Jummas of Kumaon, Bhabar and Chilkia for
184-6
1851-52to 1883-84
(As on 30th May, 1884, rounded to the nearest rupee)

No. Pmgana
184546
1. Kota,
8,953
Chhakata,
ChowbhinseeTda-Des
2. C k
1856-57
1857-58
1. 27,289
15,253
2. 1863-64
1864-65
1. 43,115
51,742
7,978
2. 7,978
1870-71
1871-72
1. 79,928
77,622
2. 17,433
17,109
1877-78
187879
1. Kota, 86,265 91,759

1851-52

1852-52

1853-54

1854-55

14,611

19,398

22,425

25,742

1858-59 1859-60
15,986 24,445

1860-61
25,018

1865-66
46,743
8,969
1972-73
74,513
17,923
1879-80
1,02,149

1866-67
45,824
11,135
1873-74
73,705
19,381
1880-81
1,01,813

1867-68
48,841
13,342
1874-75
76,646
20,612
1881-82
1,01,474

1861-62
37,535
5.586
1868-69
51,556
15,039
1875-76
80,939
21,544
1882-83
1,02,382

1862-63
45,275
5,927
1869-70
78,601
16,318
1876-77
83,342
24,674
1883-84
1,04,045

33,034

34,496

36,819

37,123

38,288

-

-

1855-36

25,930

etc,

2.

Chilkia 27,12831,406

-

--

-

MANAGEMENT OF THE WASTELANDS
Ramsay observed that as the value of land appreciated 'a growing tendency
among the proprietors to imagine themselves as zernindars with zernindari nghts'
appeared and they started attempting to 'appropriate all waste and Forest land
within the boundaries of their dages.' He wished to check t)lls as it would have
led to serious complication and retarded prosperity. Some village boundaries, he
observed, contained upwards of 50 miles, and 'Government had an equal nght
with the d a g e in all jungle land with power to appropriate any that may be
requited', while the vrllages were also allowed to increase cultivation, if Govemment
had no objection otherwise. "T)lls assumption on the part of proprietors', Ramsay
observed, was of a recent origin and on every occasion when such a clam was
brought to his notice he 'refused to recognize it.'
The d a g e boundaries described (Nazar Andazi or eye guesstimates) in 1823
or Vrkrarni Samvat 1880 (Assi Sah), at the time of the fourth land settlement,
became a permanent point of reference for the M people, as far as their ancient
rqhts o n village commons are concerned. These customary q h t s , as they perceive
them, have come to survive to the present times: The vdlage boundaries,
notwithstanding several subsequent settlements, stdl continue to be referred as to
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the Assi Sala boundaries. Not only the forests, whlch stood within these h t s , but
the land also which remained un - measured (or Benap in Hind)was also perceived
by the people as their common property, where they could legtimately extend
their cultivation.
The entire landmass of Uttarakhand can be divided into two heads viz., (i)
Measured, and (ii) Unmeasured land. The measured land presented no problem
as it could be dealt by the various relevant land laws and rules. Un-measured land,
however, had to be considered with reference to:
(a) fights and customs relating to cultivation of it:

@ as between the State and the d a g e r s , and
(iii as among the vdlagers inter se, and
(b) fights and customs other than those relating to cultivation in two s d a r
subdmsions.
Rights in meamred land

As only a small fraction of the area of Uttarakhand belonged to the people
and was cultivated, the settlement surveys and measurements were practically
confrned to these areas of village cultivation.
Waste land was known as benap, un -measured, because h~thertosuch estimates
or measurements of were as had been made at succeeding settlements had only
taken account of cultivated or cultivable and terraced land.
In common phraseology nap, 'measured land' meant settled land which was
private property, as opposed to benap, 'un-measured land' which was always the
property of the State. During the Ninth Settlement of Kurnaon Beckett followed
different standards for Almora and Nainital.
In Almora, all areas shown in the settlement maps and records were considered
the property of the villagers, excepting only roads, streams, camping grounds and
the like, though such areas included land whlch had relapsed into forest for many
years and other land which had never been cleared at all. Beckett, m d y in the
tracts where forest abounded around the vdlages, measured up and recorded in
the names of vdlagers rough blocks of cultivable land as unassessed 'lark awad',
whlch they might cultivate if they wished to extend their holdings. These blocks
and the relapsed lands stood in the names of villagers as hissadars, and could be
cleared and cultivated by them, by mutual agreement when, as was usual, the land
was recorded as 'Gaon Sanjait'.
Nayabad grants, once they had been sanctioned, became ordrnary measured
land, subject only to any special condtions that may have been laid down when
the grant was made.

Free-simple grants and the pants under the waste land rules were the only
instances in which proprietary q h t s were conferred over uncleared waste uld
forest land. Only subject to any special conditions prescribed for i n d v i d d cases
.IIthe grants ranked as ordinary measured land and the owners had full proprietary
fights over it. In such lands rights of the state in mineral alone were reserved.
Survey and rough measurement records existed for all such grants.
w
t inun-mezwwd

land

Un -measured land and Kaisar-i-hd, whether forest, waste or broken up
for cultivation, were considered the property of the State (This was later asserted,
on a legal basis, through the Notification No. 8691F.638-44, dated 17 October
1893, wherein all un-measured forest and wastelands were declared as District
Protected Forests. The State as supreme proprietor could do anythmg it chose
with such lands, and d ~ dexercise its powers freely, so far as the interest of the
forests and of the public require, in accordance with the Forest Act).
At the same time, however, the State r e c o p s e d the ancient and customvy
rrghts of the villagers in forest lands and only regulated their exercise, and in
exceptional cases interfered with them, when such action became necessary, in the
interest of the forest and of the people themselves. The adjustment in practice of
the balance between the vdlagers' rights and their free exercise on the one hand
and the proper preservation of the forests on the other, so as to produce a fair
and beneficial equipoise with as little friction as possible, formed the most delicate
task of district admirustration in the hills and one that always depended largely on
personal e q ~ a t i o n . ~
The question of wastelands, especially its management, has always remained a
matter of utmost importance in British Kumaon. From the time of the first
revenue settlements conducted by Commissioner T r d , and regular settlements in
line with the rest of the North-Western provinces, it has always remained a matter
of greatest importance. For a thinly populated population the wastelands, and the
forests situate over it, have always appeared as a major nahud resource to be
judiciously deployed for the livelihood of the local people. Commissioner Ramsay
opposed its allocation on liberal terms to the European investors and preferred
its allotment to the local people, especially for raising commercial crops like tea.

LAWS AND LEGISLATIVE ADVANCEMENT
The Criminal law of Kumaon was the same as elsewhere, Penal Code and
the Procedure Code and Kumaon was under the High Court of Allahabad but
the Revenue and C i d law of Kumaon was distinct and different from the rest.

his two very able Senior Assistant Commissioners, John S a c h e y and H q
Ramsay, has already been covered in the chapter on Batten Years (1848-56).

K u m a n Revenue Rules, 1855
These Rules issued for the gurdance of the revenue courts of Kumaon and
Guhwal in summary and regular suits were issued by the Government by Orders
No. 4085 on 6& October, 1855 and were stdl force at the h e of review of
Kumaon Laws in 1869-70 and these have been listed up by WhaUey in the h s t of
Orders, Rules of a 'Legislative character' passed by the 'executive Government
prior to August, 1861, in reference to Kurnaon. Whalley mentions that these Rules
'are the only rules now in force whtch can be held with any certainty to have
acquired the force of law under the Indian Counds Act in 1861.' These Rules are
appended with Whalley's Kumaon Appendces at K m . and may be seen at pages
93-100. Thts has already been alluded to in the chapter d e h g with Batten's revenue
administration. Commissioner Batten and SACSStrachey and Ramsay had played
major role in providing inputs to the Government during its adaptation, after the
had received the reforms whtch had already been carried out in nelghbouring
Non-regulation province of Pun jab, where cream of NWP officials had been
deputed by James Thomason on the request of the Governor General. These
were the revenue Rules whtch received Ramsay's approbation as being 'admuably
suitable', along with the Assam Civil Rules.

Assam Civil Rules,1856 andJhansieRules, 1863
The Suder Diwany Nizamut Adawlut, as has already been observed in the
chapter d e a h g with civil administration during Batten's period, considered most
suited for situations lrke Kumaon. The Assam Civil Rules remained in force till
they were replaced by the Jhansie Rules which came in force with effect from 1"
January, 1863 (G.O. No. 2207A., 22ndAugust, 1862).
The Assam Rules had eleven sections viz.,Section I on Jurisdiction and created
an employment opportunity for 'Native Judges' in Kumaon known as Sudder
Amins, with powers to try and decide cases of onginal suits referred to them for
property not exceeding in value the sum of one thousand rupees. These Sudder
Amins were to be appointed by the Commissioner, subject to the confirmation
of the Lieutenant Governor of the North-Western Province. These Suder Amins
were officers directly under the European functionaries employed in the
administration of the civd administration in the districts into whlch Kurnaon was
dlvided, Kuman and Garhwal-the Junior Assistants and the Commissioner. The
Assistant, who was to receive all petitions of plaint were to be submitted in the
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on his own file all suits for property of a value exceeding
one thousand rupees, as well as all suits for land claimed as lakhuaj, and suits of
lower value could be referred to this new class of officials, the Sudder Amins.
k t instance was to retain

Sudder AmLns of Kumaon and Garhwal, 1865-1884
After 1829, whch had thrown open public employment to InQans for the
posts of Deputy Collectorships, under the Senior Assistants to Cornmissioner,
the only other post opened for higher emoluments was that of the Sudder Amins,
opened through the application of the Assam C i d Rules in 1856. In Kumaon
and Garhwal its only from August 1865 that we find officials appointed to these
new posts. The h s t two appointments were Bala Datt GMQyal and Amba DatGhrldiyal, as Sudder Amin Kumaon and Garhwal, respectively, drawing a salary
of Rs 100 per month each. Their salary was less than James Fraser, the Head
Assistant in the Commissioner' English office, who was also appointed in August
1865 on a s a l q of Rs 112, but higher than C.E. Gwillam, Second Clerk in the
same office which was Rs 60. It was ordered to be raised to Rs 110 from August
1865 itself. The only other European Officer, Enoch Jeffries, another Second
Clerk, all now drawing Rs 49 also received a raise to Rs 110 from August 1865
itself. But Ganga Datt Pant who drew Rs 70 per month, as Thud clerk, did not
get any raise. It appears that only Europeans worhng under Commissioner directly
received a raise of a salary higher than allowed to the two Sudder Amins, in 1865,
who were allowed a salary of Rs 100 per month.
Bala Datt and Amba Datt Glddiyal remained in theses posts as 'Gazetted
Officers of Kumaon Commissionership' category, drawing the same salaries all
July 1867, when their service started getting charged under the head 'Law and
Justice'. Bala Datt's salary was later raised to Rs 300 per month and Amba Datt's
reduced to Rs 200 per month. In fact in July 1867 they even received arrears of Rs
126 and Rs 63, respectively being the difference in their salary raise and actuals
received. O n 1st January 1869 Maulvi Syed Mohd Nazar joined as the Sudder
Arnin of Kumaon whereas Bala Datt Glddiyal was transferred from Kumaon to
Garhwalon 1" February 1869, replacing Amba Datt GldQyal. Ganga Datt Upreti
replaced Bala Datt G l d d i ~ a las the Sudder Arnin Garhwal on 1'' November
1872, wlde .Maulvi Syed Mohd Nazar continued as SA Kurnaon in 1874. From
Aprd 1876 the reporting format of establishment was changed again to show
more d e t d s about the employees. This years' return shows Maulvi Syed Mohd
Nazar, Sudder Arnin of Kumaon, as being only 43 years 6 months old whereas
Ganga Datt Upreti's counterpart in Garhwal was returned as 41 years 5 months
old.
Badri Datt J o s h replaced Maulvi Nazar in Kumaon on 2 Dec 1879 while
Ganga Datt Pant replaced Upreti in Garhwal on the 5 April 1878. During Gang2
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Datt Pant's eight month sick leave in Garhwal in 1880 Ishwan Dart Ghildyd
~fficiatedfor hand thereafter I'ant resumed duties. G m p Dan Pant was rrpbced
by Jiu Datt J o s h , in Garhwal, on 16 May 1881. On 1 April 1890, Badn Datt J o s h
was Sudder Amin o f Kumaon since 1879 (11 years) and Jai Dan Joshi w u Sudcr
Amin of Garhwal since 1881 (9 years). The Sudder Amins could be fmed for
their misconduct by the Assistants of the &strict concerned (rule 10) and the
Suder Amins were also competent to punish any arty g d t y of contempt of their
authority upto a sum of Rs 50, commutable in the event of non-payment to a
term of imprisonment of one month. Section I1 dealt with Orignal suits and had
12 rules, Section 111 dealt with Appeals, with 11 rules, Section IV with VaUs or
Pleaders; and it provided that there were to be no regular VaMs attached to any
of the courts in Kumaon and partes could plead in person. The Commissioner
had powers to declare any individual competent to act in the capacity of Valul in
any court in Kumaon. Section five had 17 rules on Execution of Decrees, while
Section VI on the Nazir and his Peons had 4, Section VII on Records again had 4
rules, Section VIII on Mortgages 12, Section X on Returns by Assistant to the
Commissioner and finally Section XI on Registry of Deeds just one. A readmg of
the Assam Civil Rules, appended by Whalley as Appendix K.p. support Ramsay's
contention regarding their simplicity of application and suitability for a reglon Like
Kumaon. These Rules also duected the Commissioner, his Assistants and the
Native functionaries that 'in cases not specially provided in the preceding rules,
they were 'to conform, as nearly as the circumstances of the provinces subordinate
to the Presidency of Fort Wharn (Bengal), applymg in a l l doubtful matters the
instructions to the Court of Sudder Diwany Adawlut, or to the Suder Board of
Revenue, according as the question at issue may be of a judicial or of a fiscal
nature."
When Whalley reviewed the legal situation in 1869, " the rules were s d in
force," and were "pronounced by the officers who apply them to be simple in
their working and adrnirably.adapted for the people" From 1" January, 1863 the
Jhansie Civil Rules, with some mo&fications, were substituted for the Assam Rule
which existed o n the subject, by G.O. No. 2207A, dated 22"' August, 1862.

Restmints brought about by the Indian Coundls A a 1862
Lyrhalley draws our attention towards an important fact that, " it was held by
the Supreme Government that from the date of the In&m Counul Act, August
1861, the Lieutenant Governor of the North Western Provinces ceased to have
authority to frame rules for the Non-Regulation Districts, and that the new Civll
Rules, whether Jhansie or Kumaon, required special legslative sanction". This
effectively and legally means that since August 1862 the special powers which the
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Lt. Governor o f the NWP enjoyed since 1834 ceased after the enactment of the
Indian Councils Act, 1861. This was the first major change effected in the
governance of the Non-Regulation tracts i.e. henceforth 'special legslative sanctionp
was required to 'extend or introduce' any new law, rules or regulations even in
a
Non-Regulation region or province.
Consequently an Act, Act XXIV of 1864, was enacted 'legahzing retrospectively
the operation of the rules from the date on whch they had taken effect, and
continuing them in force so far as related to the constitution of the several Civil
Courts, the distribution of judicial business, and the period of appeals.' The
remainder of these rules was also superceded by section 4 of this Act and the
'proceedng in civil suits were henceforth to be regulated by the Civll Procedure
Code.' The Limitation Law, Act XIV of 1859 had been extended by Notification
No. 5 7 4 dated 20fhMarch 1862 and the Code of Criminal Procedure came in to
force by virtue of a s d a r notification from the beginning of the same year. The
Revenue Courts continued to be gulded by the amended rules of 1855.

No organic law for Kumaon
There was no organic law for Kumaon like the one which had been enacted
for Jhansie i.e. Act XVIII of 1867. Consequently, in revenue matters the
Commissioner Kumaon exercised the same powers as a Commissioner of a
Division in the Regulation Provinces, as per the Resolution of 26"' January, 1839.
He was a Sessions Judge under the Code of Criminal Procedure, and his civil
powers, and his civil powers, as also of those of the officers subordinate to him,
were defined in sections I and LXIII of the Civil Rules of 1863. Sidarly, the
police functions of the Commissioner were those of a Superintendent under the
old Regulations; and Regulation XX, of 1817, so far as applicable, had been
declared to be the police law of Kumaon (Section IV, Criminal Rules, passed
under Act, X of 1838). Even though a police law did exist, Whalley reviewing the
entire legal situation of Kumaon in 1869, enquired, " though how it can be
applied at all in the absence of any organized police is a matter of question ".
Kumaon, till 1884, as would be seen in the portion dealmg with the Revenue
Police, hardly had any organized police.

D e b Dun andJaunsarBawur
Dehra Dun and Jaunsar Bawur, both now part of the district of Dehra
Dun; presented after 1815 legslative problems of two different genres altogether.
The portion of Garhwal today known as Dehra Dun was ceded by the Raja of
Nepal by a treaty dated 2"" December, 1815. Regulation IV of 1817 annexed the
Doon to the district of Saharanpur and declared the laws then applicable to the
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Ceded and Conquered Districts to be in full force, with the single reservation of
the ~ e r i o d sof the settlements which were to be fixed later. The pergannah of
Jaunsar Bawur were then not included in the limits of Dehra Dun but were
'formed part o f the reserved tracts between the Jumna and the Sutlej, which were
placed under the Commissioner of Kumaon, and subjected to the criminal
provisions of Regulation X, 1817.'
As we have seen earlier, by Regulation XXI of 1825 Dehra Dun was
transferred to the jurisdiction of the Commissioner of Kumaon; the operation
of the regulations was suspended within its boundaries; and the system established
in Kumaon, with its local rules and usages, took the place of the general law. An
Assistant to the Commissioner of Kumaon was placed in charge of the Doon
and invested with the powers of a Magstrate in criminal, and of a Zillah Judge in
civil cases. The Peshkar and Tahsildar were to have the management of the police.
The Assistant's jurisdiction extended over several pergannahs of the province of
Kurnaon, whch were specified in the instructions issued by the Governor-generalin Council, and 'probably over Jaunsar Bawur', though no mention is made of
this tract. However, t h s arrangement lasted four years only and by Regulation V,
of 1829, the Doon was again removed from the jurisdiction of the Commissioner
of Kumaon, and from the laws whch he was authorized to administer. To recall,
this was made a part of the exercise, the greatest exercise of decenttahation of
administrative powers in the Bengal Presidency of 1829, when the entire Bengal
Presidency was divided in to twenty Commissioneries, each headed by a
Commissioner Revenue and Circuit, the Commissioner also made the
Superintendent of Police for his Circuit. This 'decentraluation exercise' also
witnessed a major departure in the police administration, as compared to police
administrative reforms simultaneously takmg place in England, whch srgnaled a
direction w h c h was destined to leave an indelible imprint on the development of
police administration in Inha.
This regulation also severed connection of Jaunsar Bawur with Kumaon,
and the former tracts thereafter seems to have been treated as an integral part of
Dehra Doon &strict. It created doubts as to what was the legal effect of Regulation
V, of 1829, as regards the law to be administered in the Doon proper, to the
exclusion of 'the reserved tracts'; and whether or not it revived the clause of
Regulation IV of 1817, which subjected the Doon to the operation of the general
regulations. Whalley, in his chapter on Dehra Dun and Jaunsar Bawur, points out
how this situation later led to much complication and some blundering'. Accordmg
to him it was probable that some legislation was intended but due to other
pressing matters the subject got dropped out of sight and the Doon was left
without any further law than was contained in the executive orders of the 12&
May, 1829, issued simultaneously with the regulation.
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Under these orders the Commissioner of hleerut was invested with the civil
appellate powers of a provincial court in respect o f Dehra Dun. However,
when the powers of the provincial courts to hear appeals were transferred by
Regulation of 1833 to the Sudder Diwany Adawlut, the effect of the orders of
1829 became doubtful. In 1838, the Sudder Court placed the matter before
Government and elicited an ozder that the Superintendent o f Dehra Dun should
be &ectly s u b o r h a t e to the Sudder Diwany Adawlut, and not to the Commissioner
of Meerut.
This resulted in an order of the Governor - General in Council of 29"1
June, 1839 which provided for; the Agent invested with the powers of a Principal
Sudder Ameen, and his Assistant with those of a Munsif. The decisions of the
former were appealable regularly to the Judge of Saharanpur and specially to the
Suder Diwany Adawlut; those of the latter frrst. to the Agent and secondly to the
Judge o f the Saharanpur. The Governor-General did not see any need for bringmg
this out through a legslative enactment. T h s led into the Allahabad Court consulting
the Calcutta Court and the latter held that 'section 2 of Regulation IV of 1817
having been virtually revived by the removal o f the Doon from the jurisdiction
of Kumaon Commissioner, and the Judge of Saharanpur and the Sudder Diwany
Adawlut possessing civil jurisdiction under the law', no new legal enactment was
called for. As the Allahabad Court continued to differ and felt the need for a
legslative enactment it re-submitted the mater to the Supreme Government. The
Council did not consider the reference as of a serious nature but merely a point
of technicality and desired that the Sudder Court should issue instructions to gve
effect to the orders the Governor-General had already passed in June 1839.

A scheme for a G e n dGxIefor allNon-Regulationpmvinces, 1840
H.S. Boulderson, Commissioner Meerut, who was then on leave in Mussoorie
was asked to 'investigate the nature and extent of duties of the Political Agent in
the Dehra Doon in all departments and to recommend to the Government his
suggestions o n revision and improvement of the system.' Commissioner
Boulderson's report was submitted alongwith a draft of rules for the civil
administration of the Doon, whch after revision by Government, were forwarded
to the Sudder Diwany Adalwlut for their observations and thc Court availed this
opportunity to raise the quesuon whether the Doon was to be regarded as a
regulation province. The North-LVestern Provinces Government consulted the
Government of India and only then the Legislative Department took the issue
of proposing an enactment in September 1840 for including Dehra Dun in the
Regulation Provinces. Even t h s proposal for legslation got somehow merged
into the scheme of a general Code for all the Non-Regulation Provinces and as
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'this scheme proved hpracticable and the difficulties which gave rise to it*r e i n
threw the issue out of srght !
Commissioner boulder son*^ efforts, however. did not go in "ail1 and in
December 1842 a resolution was framed 'abolishing the office of the T'olitical
Agent of the Doon, and transferring all political functions connectcd with the
territory of the Garhwal Raja to the Kumaon Agency, and also dcciding that
Dehra Doon, with the station of Mussoorie, should be attached to Saharanpur,
and administered by an officer subordinate to the Magstrate and (:ollector of
Saharanp~r,with the title of Superintendent, on a salary of Rs. 1,000 per mcnsern'.
Next year, in February 1843 it was also declared hat the powers o f the
superintendent, in revenue and magsterial duties, to be those of a Joint hlagstratc
and Deputy Collector in separate charge o f a portion of a district, and continued
to hun in civil matters the powers earlier exercised by the Political Agent, pending
the revision of the civil branch of administration.'
By 1860 the Sudder Court was exercising its jurisdiction on the civil side
'consistently and unhesitatingly' and no distinction was being made by the Court in
deahng with Doon and the other districts under its authority and thus by the
influence of the Court 'the Doon was silently drawn within the sphere of the
operation of the general law, and the regulations were accepted and acted upon as
if they had been formally extended'.
The question of the applicability of the regulations to the Doon was incidently
started afresh by H.G. Keene, then Superintendent but this time the doubt related
to the criminal law. The Sudder Nizamut Adawlut drew the attention of the
NWP Government towards and order of the Governor general of 23rdFebruary
1832 addressed to the Judge of Saharanpur wherein it was directed that the
'commitments made by the Superintendent of Dehra Dun and the Magistrate of
Muzaffarnagar will be cognizable by the Sessions Judge at Saharanpur and the
tract of country comprised within the former jurisdrction shall be considered as
forming portion o f the First Division'. Meerut Division was referred to as the
First Division, as all the Revenue Divisions constituted in the reorganization of
1829 were numbered. This doubt perhaps rose on account of the fact that
Regulation lV of 1818 had restored the Diwany Adawlut of the Northern Divlsion
of Saharanpur, and it specially reserved to the GG-in Council the power o f
determining the local h u t s of the Court's jurisdiction; and it was probably a
doubt concerning the Doon which had led to the insertion of this provision.
Whalley points out that even though 'there seemed no sufficient reason to
question the authority o f the Nizamut Adawlut but in the course of the enquiry a
suggestion made by Muir, then Member of the Board of Revenue. got approved
and that related to the removal of 'the wild hilly tract of Jaunsar Bawur from the
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jurisdiction of the Judge of Saharanpur and the Sudder Court '. This later resulted
in the enactment of the concluding sections of Act XXIV of 1864 (sections 11 to
14) which vested the administration of justice and the collection of revenue in
Jaunsar Bawur in such officers as the Lt. Governor might appoint, and directed
that those officers should be guided by the rules framed for the Turai Districts
under Act XIV of 1861. To be noted here is the fact that in 1832 it was the
Governor General in Council who had 'the power of determining the local h t s
o f the Court's jurisdiction', under Regulation IV o f 1818, which in 1860s got
vested to the Lt. Governor of NWP (as NWP had come into existence in June
1836). Through a supplement to the act issued vide Notification No. 1170 of
1864 o f the Local Government, the Superintendent of the Doon was invested
with the whole administration of Jaunsar Bawur, in suborhation to Commissioner
Meerut, and empowered to assign duties to his Assistants. 'This also included
det;uls o f the functionaries to be employed by him and the application o f the
Turai Rules was also defined by substituting the Judge of Saharanpur with those
of Judge of Moradabad and Bareilly.
Act XXIV of 1864 did not deregulationize Jaunsar Bawur, as it was not
intended, and the fact that 'those pergannahs were from the frrst without the pale
of the regulation law was clearly recognized by the Courts of Judicature, the
Government and the Legislature'. All that was designed and effected by the Act
was to empower the Lieutenant Governor to prescribe the organization best
suited to the judicial administration and to apply rules of procedure which had
already been tried and approved in the s~rmlarlyplaced districts of the Turai.

Dustoor-ool-urn1 ofJaunsarBawur
Whalley must be credited for officially bringing it to the notice of the
Government the local code of common law which was drawn up by the Seanas,
or the headmen of the villages, under the supervision of A. Ross during the
settlement concluded in 1852. This has also been reproduced by G. R. C. Wdhams
in his Memoirs of Dehra Dun. When the question of legslation for Jaunsar Bawur
was under consideration in 1862-64 this "Dustoor-ool-uml " was brought to the
notice of Government but as the form in which the rules had been cast was too
rude and some of its provisions were so s t a r t h g that they were not considered
suited to receive legslative recognition. However, it embodies 'the whole civil and
revenue law which has grown up among the people, but it exists now simply as an
authoritative record of local usages, which may or may not be enforced according
to the judgment of the Courts'.
British Kumaon, it may be mentioned, had to wait tlll 1920 for Codification
of its customary law when Panna Lal, I.C.S. published his Customary Law in
Kumaon (which included whole of Uttarakhand except Tehri, Uttarkashi and
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Haridwar districts). Panna Lal's assignment was triggered by J. M. Clay, OBE,
ICS, who was Deputy commissioner of Garhwal for seven long years and who
later hunself wrote a book on Naini Tal, as its Deputy Commissioner. This work
was based on the earlier works of V.A. Stowell's 'Kumaon Ruling for Civil Courts'
HillPattis)', E.K. Pauw's T h e
(1916) and 'A Manual of Land Tenures in Kumaon (
Tenth Settlement o f the Garhwal District' (1896) and H.L. Maine's 'A Treatise on
the Hindu Law and Usages' (1914). Panna La1 consulted more than 20,000 persons
and it took him nearly one year to complete his work. It- was only in 1942 that it
was officially clarified that The Customary Law in Kumaon was an official
publication. Its title was also altered (earlier, Kumaon Local Customs) as it had led
people to believe that it was a treatise of anthropology or sociology and not an
official publication !
The Sudder Court and the Board of Revenue were of the view that an act
should be passed declaring the Doon proper, i.e. the portion lying to the left
bank of Yarnuna, subject to the regulations. The Sudder Court was of the view
'there was no doubt that technically h s portion of the Doon was extra-regulation
though practically speaking it had for many years been administered in conformity
with the general law. They proposed that 'it should be declared by a legislative
enactment that the portion of the district on the left of the Yamuna should be
deemed to have been subject to the regulations in regard to civil and criminal
justice, from the date of the passing of Act X of 1838'. Government held that
'Act X of 1838 was a special law for Kurnaon, having no reference to Dehra
Doon' and therefore the Lt. Governor ' saw no necessity for a declaratory law
such as that (was) proposed by the Court '.
This entire legal mess and confusion ended with the Court's admitting their
mistake about Act X of 1838 and that 'a district legally removed from the operation
of the regulations should ( have been) administered as one under their operation,
without some order placing it under them.' Therefore as in their view 'the state
of the previous legislation relating to the Doon proper (did) not necessitate a
declaratory act, all that the Government was required to do was by order declare
that the Civil and Criminal Procedure Codes have been in force in the portion of
the district of Dehra Dun lying on the left bank of the Yarnuna from the dates
on whlch the above Codes came into operation, viz., 1"July, 1859, and 1"January,
1862.' A notification was accordingly issued, not extending the codes, but 'simply
declaring them to be in force', on 17"'January, 1863.'

The Scheduled Districts Act, 1874
The Indlan Councils Act, 1862 took away the legslative work' from the
executive hands of the Governor General, as also from the Lieutenant Governor,
in the case of the North-Western Provinces. How inefficient and legally deficient
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the legslative mechanism could have been we have had occasion to examine it in
the case of both the Doon and the Jaunsar Bawur tracts. A scheme set afoot to
bring about a common Code for all the Non-Regulation provinces in 1840 proved
impractical and was given up. The Scheduled Districts Act, 1874 finally answered
the need to ftll the legdative void that confronted those serving in such tracts. This
~ c t being
,
Act XIV of 1874, was amended by section 14 of Act XIV of 1881
and finally by section 8 of Act XX of 1890. The Scheduled Districts which were
listed in the First Schedule of this Act were : "
1. The Province of Kumaon and Garhwal,
3. The Tarai Parganas, comprising Bazpur, Kashpur, Jaspur, Rudrapur, G a d q u r ,
Kdpuri, Nanak-Mattha and Bilheri (known as the Kumaon Division, vide
Notification No. 644/VII-281, dated the 271hJune, 1894),
3. The Mirzapur District, and
4. The tract of the country known as Jaunsar Bzwur in the Dehra Dun District.
The enactments which were declared in force, or extended, by notification
under this Act, in respect of each of the District were as follows :

K-n

and Garhwal

1. Bengal Regulations : From 1793 to 1833
2. Acts of the G G in Council : From 1837 to 1882
The Tarai Parganas
1. Bengal Regulations: From 1793 to 1833
2. Acts of the G G in Council: From 1837 to 1882
Jaunsar Bawur
1. Bengal Regulations : From 1793 to 1833
2. Acts of G G in Council: From 1836 to 1882

(19 in number)
(70 in number)
(89 in number)
(18 in number)
(94 in number)
(1 12 in number)
(22 in number)
(74 in number)
(96 in number)

Comparison between Regulation and the Scheduled Districts :
upto 1884
Bellgal Regulations

UP of Agra & Oudh
Kumaon Garhwal
Ti~ralPargana

24
19
18

l a u n s a r 13n\\.i11.

-33

act^. of GG in Council

Total

If the Scheduled Districts, as of in 1884, are considered as the legal successors
to the former Non- Regulation tracts (whch were added to the e x p a n h g territo&
of the East I n h a Company, where the Bengal Regulations were not extended
automatically on the ground o f their relative 'backwardness' and with a view to
keep administration simple) the initial purpose seems to have been served, as all
the three former Non-Regulation tracts had smaller number of Regdations whch
were extended, or declared to be in force there. Even here, wide the number of
Regulations 'extended' or 'declared to be in force' is lesser, it is only m a r p d y .
However, the paper-work whch does get generated and the time of the personnel
whch gets taken up with the introduction of my new law, must have been a great
relief to the officials serving in these Non-Regulation tracts.
However, this process o f 'extension' or 'declared to be in force' in the
subsequent periods soon became counter-productive, as these Notifications
'extending' or 'declaring to be in force' added up to a list of Acts of GG in
Council w h c h far exceeded the number of basic Acts whch were in force in the
Regulation Tracts. Post 1836 number of such Acts shows that as compared to
only 33 Acts the Acts of 'extension' and 'declaring to be in force' made t k
number 70 in Kumaon Garhwal, 94 in Tarai Pargana; and 74 in as backward a
regon as Jaunsar Bawur ! In its totality, the Scheduled Distticts in 1884, now
constituting Uttarakhand, carried a number of enactments as Regulations and
Acts far exceeding the nurnber.of Acts existing in the Regulation Districts, as the
above table shows. The Scheduled Districts Act, 1874 even though legally strapped
the former Non-Regulation tracts with the mainstream Regulation Districts but it
failed to make things easy for those who worked these hws, or parts thereof,
both outside and inside the courts and offices. An a b s t r a t i v e innovation of
1815 had grown into a major legislative problem by 1874.

HANDLING THE GREAT UPRISING AND THE TRANSITION
Commissioner Rarnsay faced perhaps the strongest challenge of h s entire
career stretchmg over 42 years in Kumaon, 28 of them in a single post as the
Commissioner of Kumaon, in tackhg the aftermath of the uprising Ignited by
the mutiny of Indian sepoys in May 1857 in the neighbouring division. The
annexation of the Punjab in 1849 had extended the writ of the Company all over
the northern India and thus secured the north-western opening which had for
centuries repeatedly threatened the dominant power at Delhi. The Punjab had
also received the 'cream of the North Western Provinces' cia1 servants to man its
administration courtesy James Thomason. Thomason as the Lt-Governor of
N.W Provinces (1843 - 53) had ensured that the British administration in the
newly annexed territories of the Punjab received all possible help, includrng time
tested administrators, to a b s t e r yet another Non-regulation province of North
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India. The Kumaon division of the North Western Provinces and the Punjab
were destined to play the most important role of not only wresting back the
threatened regions around Delhi but also in restoration o f the direct rule of the
British in Ind~a.'
The uprising of 1857, ignited in Meerut on Sunday, May 10"' owed its origin
to the annexation of Oudh, religious sensitivities of both Hindus and Musluns
and equally to the ever growing power of the Company w h c h was also perceived
as o v e r t a h g the role of an effete Mughal empire. Utter chaos and confusion
engulfed the northern parts of the country and fiercest passions had been aroused.
For the administrators the first obvious task was to maintain law and order with
a firm hand and try to smoothen the enraged feelings. All this required fimness,
dedication, a sense of anticipation and great admmstrative and political leadership.
Under these circumstance the administrative acumen and qualities of mobLLizing
man-power and other resources were tested to the full, especially in the regions
around Delhi.

Devastation ofRoldkhand Divlsion
Rohilkhand division, with Bareilly as its headquarters, was one of the worst
affected regions being adjacent to Meerut, the epicenter of the upheaval, and
with its dominantly Rohrlla background. Bareilly, Moradabad and Shahjehanpur
fell prey to an utter failure of law and order. Bijnor held out in the b e p n i n g for
some time but was later abandoned by Shakespeare, its district magistrate. W.
Edwards barely escaped with his life from Budaun. T.C. Wilson, who as the
Collector of Moradabad had taken keen interest in the development of Naini
Tal during its formative years continued as its Judge and volunteered to direct
affairs of Moradabad during t h s crisis, as other were quite new to the place. But,
after 1" of June, the situation became so bad that even he was forced to abandon
the station and depart for Meerut. O n 30"' May the situation became so desperate
that Alexander, Commissioner Bareilly division, also gave up the station and
covered 75 miles to Naini Tal in 24 hours with the other European survivors of
the carnage. Bareilly was overtaken by Khan Bahadur and arson, murder and
rapine ensued irnmedately. Judge Robertson, who had played host to the Methodist
Bishop Wilson on his arrival in North India; Raikes, Hay, Deputy Collector Orr,
doctors Hansborough, Bach and Hay were all slain during the carnage. Brigacher
Sibbauld was shot dead by his orderly. Shobha Ram, who had served the British
commissariat, was appointed the Diwan. O n the 2nd June the rebel left sepoys
left for Delhi. Khan Bahadur was able to raise an army w h c h rose to 29 battalions
and 42 squadrons. The unmolested state and a very large presence of Europeans
at Naini Tal all through this difficult period acted as a perpetual menace and
thorn-in-the side for the rebels of Baredly."
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The news of Meerut reached Henry Ramsay on the 22"' May when he wm
on a tour of Niti Mana valley in remote Garhwal. He at once hurried back to
Alrnora, made whatever arrangements appeared advisable with Col. McCausland,
the station commander, and reached Nlini Tal on the 23" rught. Considering the
road conditions even as late as 1874, described elsewhere in t h s chapter, it is truly
amazing how Ramsay could have done it in 1857, as the only carrier could have
been a sturdy hill-pony and the road no better than a bridle path ! Rvnsay fvst set
about preserving order at the foot-hdl, secure necessary funds a procure adequate
food grains for a long drawn operation ahead. Unfortunately the Rabi crop of
1857 had been a f d u r e whch required suspension of October revenue demand
but the Kharif crop had been better than average. Harsh recovery measures by
the Tahsildar forced Beckett, the Garhwal Assistant, to take over the Dustak
department."

Nainl Tal as a Refuge
Commissioner Alexander and the other Baredly European ci&n refugees
reached Naini Tal on the 1st o f June. Moradabad refugees reached Kaladungi on
the 4& June on their way to Naini Tal. All those who had started from B a r d y
reached the hills safely except Sergeant Haptio. From the bh June onwards for
nearly a month Naini Tal and Kumaon were cut off from all communications
with the plains. Intehgence of news about the outer world became of cruclal
importance, especially news about the movements of the rebels, and it had to be
correct and reliable. Ramsay engaged Kudelu and Jaisukh, two jats of Brkenpura,
near Baheri, for this important assignment. These two made several journeys
between Baheri and Naini Tal, throughout t h dsturbed period, on every occasion
passing numerous outposts of the rebels but never farlmg to bring in useful and
accurate information. Their inputs proved to be of immense use as Ramsay had
a very small force at h s disposal. The wheat, gram and rice, whch Ramsay was
able to collect from Bhabar was stored at Jeokot, 7 mdes from Naini Tal, the last
point up to which wheat carriages could come. J e o k o t became the storing point
for grains purchased from time to time, camp equipage and other necessary stores.
Later two large godowns were constructed at h s point.

Jai Kishan J o s h , who had been sent to Garhwal as a Deputy Collector for
the ninth revenue settlement duty and was known to Ramsay for more than 20
years by now, was withdrawn to Almora at once. J o s h was made responsible for
guarding all passes in to the hills and the western parts of Naini Tal. He carried the
addtional responsibkty of procuring supplies from the dstricts, procure labourers
using his influence and counter all possible intrigues of dsaffected persons. Colvin,
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the Deputy Commissioner, for the time being was for the time being kept at
Almora, C.H.M. Batten, stationed at Naini Tal managed Garhwal, wMe Ramsay
h s e l f concentrated on the frontier at the foot-h.tlls, as he was quite well conversant
with the tract h s e l f . Padam Singh Negi, the old forest contractor, with the help
of a small force of untrained men, was entrusted with the task of keeping the
Bijnaur rebels out of British Garhwal. Sumat Singh was entru~tedwith the protection
of Tehri Garhwal, Dehra Dun and the frontier. Dharma Nand Joshi was made in
charge of Kumaon passes. Hari Singh Chaudhuri o f H Jdwani brought valuable
information when Haldwani was in possession of the rebels in June-July and
agarn later in September, 1857. Alam Sher Khan, an ex-policeman, was re-appointed
by Ramsay in May, 1857 itself. He was the only Muslun amongst the Hindu
employees, Madho Ram, Hari and Khem Karan were the messengers who carried
Ramsay's message to Bareilly, Phbhit and elsewhere, and brought for hun the
latest news from all the places wherever they went on errands. Such communication
was maintained continuously even though official communication during JuneJuly 1857 was totally cut off.

Moti Ram Sah
Moti Ram Sah, who had rendered useful service in establishment of the new
hdl town, especially m a h g available local lull labours for construction of houses;
and had led a representation of local people complaining about the involvement
of Collector Wilson in the affaits of Naini Tal, rendered extremely useful service
to Ramsay. He advanced money to nearly all the European residents and supplied
requisite funds to Ramsay on several occasions, when the treasury was empty and
was always ready to pay upto Rs. 30,000 on Ramsay's call. He also performed the
duties of a treasurer, from June onwards, without any payment for his services.
Kundan La1 Sah, who had considerable dealings with the Bhotias, was as helpful
as Moti Ram Sah. He procured supplies at the risk of his life and even led the
police on two occasions against the dacoits. Throughout 1857 he did not attend
to his own business in order to be helpful to the government, he went down to
Bhabar during the deadly season of May and June and recovered government
property, which was exposed to plunder. He provided valuable intelhgence during
the disturbed period. Shah Mohammad, a Naini Tal merchant not very rich, placed
all that he had at h s disposal, nearly Rs 10,000 for credt to European at Almora,
when all others had refused to lend on any terms.
In early July Ramsay learning that Mussoorie had uninterrupted postal
communication with Meerut he opened up postal communication through the
Garhwal hills with the help of Raja Sudarshan Shah. The Raja, who remained
loyal throughout t h s period also advanced 7B,000 rupees as a loan. Nawab of
Rampur sent Rs 64,000 through Bareilly Commissioner Alexander and foodgains

for the beseized Europeans at Naini Tal. Raja Sooraj Singh of Kashipur also
rendered full support through Commissioner Alexander. After loUJune complete
disorder prevded in the plains below Kumaon M s and large hordes of dacoits
from Rampur and Moradabad fded the Bhabur villages of lower Kota. They
stole cattle, removed thousands of maunds of grain and did as much damage as
was possible. In Kumaon the d t a r y strength was too meager to counter act and
protect the whole of Bhabar. Ramsay decided to concentrate his efforts to Chukata,
in the vicinity of Haldwani. The M cultivators of Bhabar returned to the M s
after a few attempts at resistance in whch about 20 rebels were lulled. As no
resistance was offered the rebels plundered the d a g e s at w d and the entire tract
was left as a desert.I2

Anticipating that the government will need as many Gorkhas solders as could
be mustered in view of revolt of the Rohdkhand Native Infantry and consequent
desertion and disbandment Ramsay took the matter in h s own hands. With the
help of Col. McCausland, Lt McIntyres was sent to Pithoragarh on 13&July and
with Lt Rogers, Lt Clifford and Garstein by lBth150 Gorkhas had been collected
and withn two months 2,000 more were expected to join. The situation was
helped by the fact that several Gorkhas had been discharged from their Tibet
campaign and were in the look out for employment. Permission was also sought
from the Army headquarters for enrohng hill-men, Kumaon and Sirmour
Battahons, wdhng to take up mhtat-y assignment. Fund situation soon became
very critical as salaries of Nepal recruits and future levies were immediately required,
all the Europeans who were now camping in Naini Tal had to be paid subsistence
allowances, Meerut Commissariat was also issuing drafts on Almora treasury,
defence works were being raised, as Garhwal had no military and Garhwal
Assistant's headquarters at Pauri and Srinagar required protection, funds were
required for informants, paid guards at various foot-hd passes, addttional houses
were taken on l ~ toeaccommodate the refugees from all over the country. Ramsay
and Colvin drew up a scale o f allowances for all and rationahzed all kmds of
expenses. It is here that extension of fmancial assistance by Moti Ram Sah, Kishan
La1 Sah and Nawab of Rampur came very handy. Around December 1857 funds
position became extremely critical and that stage Ramsay approached the
government who authorized Superintendent of Dehra Dun to advance pound
10,000 and he was also authorized to raise money bdls on Calcutta @ 7O/'0."

Kaila Khan Cantonment and Total Mobilization
As Lt. McIntyre's Ranbirs, as the 'loaned Gorkhas' were named, were ready
to take over Almora duties and if' necessary guard the eastern passes (Birmedo-
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Tanakpur), K d a Khan was now selected for camping o f the European R e p e n t
and Captain Hurne was assigned the task of erecting the barracks. Rs one lakh
from Dehra Dun and Rs. 1,25 lakhs from the Meerut Cornmissionery were received
for the purpose. Around January, 1858 news was also received about British
=my moving into Rohdkhand. Ramsay had also pressed into service every civil
and d t a r y official who happened to be in Naini Tal at the time of the uprising.
Captain Maxwell of the E n p e e r s , Captain Baugh for the Commissariat, mopping
up elephants in Khedda, Carmichael of Phbhit holidaying in Naini Tal was not
well so in his place EReid, Superintendent of Forests, was sent to Haldwani to
take part in Churpura operations and again to accompany Maxwell at Sitagunj. C.
Shields, L.Wilson, both pensioners accompanied Captains Baugh and Carmichael
to Kilpuri with 260 cavalry and foot, to resist the rebels who had gone there to
collect revenue. The rebels were surrounded and destroyed.I4

Conflicts,engagement.and M k d a l Law
District authorities were asked by te Army headquarters to recall all men on
leae from Kumaon Battalion and march immediately to Delhi and on 22ndJune
Ramsay issued parawans to that efeect to all patties of Kumaon and Garhwal;
some were collected at Alrnora by McCausland and directed to proceed to Delhl.
Some refused the order and some pretended that they had not received orders
from McCausland and these tell-tale signs were immediately read by Ramsay who
immediately proclaimed Martial Law on the 4thof July, 1857. Thus within a
fortnight of the news reaching Kumaon the Martial Law was imposed. Martial
Law Courts were set up by McCausland and frrst some dacoits and dl lsposed
persons were arrested in Kumaon. The frrst few were glven long term sentences,
however, as lawlessness grew, stiffer sentences were imposed and when even 'this
I d not have the desired effect, some dacoits were hanged and the fact given
widest publicity. T h s frightened the bad characters and "the good men" felt safe.
Thls restored peace and all signs of unrest subsided.

Kota
O n the 27'I1June,1857 the rebels collected near Kota. A party was dispatched
under Dhan Singh, Jemadar, to defend the place. Musta Khan of Rampur came
with an overwhelmng force of horse and foot. Dhan Singh, Harak Singh and
Karim were kded and several burkundazes were very seriously wounded in defence
of Kota tahsil. Rs 717 were looted and rebels retreated at once without destroying
the village. Around middle of June disaffection among hill people, especially in
the adjoining regons along the plains, started showing up as the weakness of
Kumaon foces became apparent. Ramsay felt the need of some strong and
demonstrable measures, extreme measures to preserve order, as he figured out
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that if any part o f the province became cbsorganized the position the position of
N h i Tal would become extremely vulnerable. As there was no regular police in
the event of a single pargana getting out of control it was lrkely that others would
have followed suit.I5

Rampur, N W Tal and S r h g a r
O n 4'July the Martial Law was imposed, on 13' July recruiting parties were
dispatched to Pithoragarh for enlisting man-power to counter any possible threat
and replenish the depleted forces due to desertion etc, by 18&July troops were in
place to take on duties and it was in July only, during the Bakra-id festival, which
fell in July, that Ramput went extremely tense. Serious disturbances were expected
and it was rumoured that after b g the Nawab there rmght be an attempt by the
rebels at Naini Tal itself. By way of abundant caution Rarnsay sent all European
lades and children, numbering about 200, to Alrnora under escort safety. While
the Id passed off peacefully but thereafter some trouble was reported from
Srinagar in August, 1857 where some Bijnauri Bishnoi Sunars and Sirogls of
Nazibabad caused trouble. Beckett was instructed to turn out the troublesome
Bishnois Sunars and Siarogs and prohibit them from returning back. One company
of the Gorkhas was sent over to restore order in Garhwal.I6

Haldwad and Kala Dhungi
O n the 9"' September some Police Sawars and butkundazes decamped with
1,167 rupees feigmng that dacoits had seized the money. After enquiry they were
sentenced to 10 years' imprisonment but once inside jad these 17 convicts tried to
kill the jador and effect an escape. All were caught .and summanly hanged. Hill
bukundazes remained loyal but the police station of Haldwani could be retained
only all the 1" September when a 1,000 strong rebel party captured it. O n the ISh
September Captain Maxwell, with a party of Gorkhas and 40 Cavalry, composed
of 8 Irregulars defeated the rebels, W n g about 150 of them. The 66' Gorkhas
and the 8" Irregular Cavalry protected Haldwani but as the weather turned unhealthy
after cessation of rains they were withdrawn to the hds. The police were retained
to watch and guard the hill-passes and these guards were kept mobile in the lower
reaches of Haldwani.
O n the 6"' of October the rebel, 5000 strong, again took possession of
Haldwani. Hari Singh Choudhuri kept the authorities posted with the movements,
seriously rishng his own life. He also arranged necessary supplies to a few parties
that were sent down to trap the rebel cavalry. Alam Khan Shah, who had been reemployed by Ramsay, remained steadfastly loyal even though his f a d y living in
Darsu, near Rudrapur. suffered terrible losses. His brother Ahmad Ynr Khan. the
thanedar of Kala Dhung, was lulled b\r the rebels and they carried off hls head.
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In this attack of Kala D h u n g thana Kharag Singh, Jemadar, Nee1 Dhar etc. lost
their lives. Nandiya Balooni lost both hands."

Kall Kumaon
During this occupation of Bhabur by the rebel, Kalu Teriya informed the
authorities about all rebel movements. Kalu's cattle sheds were destroyed by the
rebels but he remained undeterred, risking his life. In the eastern Kumaon P a d m
Singh Taragi, Thanedar of Birmdeo police station, held h s post even though for
months a party of rebels was camping only a few miles from his thana. Kali
Kumaon showed signs of disaffection towards the end of the year 1857. P a d m
Singh Taragi's several relations were sympathetic to the rebel's cause. Nar Singh,
Bishna, Kishan Singh Mehra, Khern Kabadwal patrolled the passes and repelled
rebels' repeated charges. Some of them forfeited their estates which were in Pilithit
district. The rebels attacked Birmdeo in October.
Colvin, the Senior Assistant Commissioner, Kumnon issued summons to Kali
Kumaon people and Bishna, with his armed folloders, was the frrst to respond
to h s call. He was entrusted charge of guarding Bayal Cheena pass; Kalu Mehra,
leader of the Bishang patti of Kali Kumaon, received a secret message from
Fazlul Huq to join the rebel's cause. Anand Singh Fartyal, Kalu Mehra, Bishna
Karait, Madho Singh, Nur Singh and Kusha Singh were d in Bhabar, when Colvin
was sent to Kah Kumaon, after attack of Birmdeo thana. Anand Singh Fartyal
went over with some others to the rebel camp at Khatima. Anand Singh received
700 rupees of which he gave 100 rupees to Bishna. When Fazlul Huq received no
assistance he seized Kalu Mehra and some others and deprived them of their
property and arms. Thky all were detained by the rebels and demanded back the
money which they had gven to Anand Singh and Bishna. By the 8'hJanuary thulgs
became quite serious and Colvin issued proclamations of the Kali Kamaonese to
return back to their homes within 7 days. Most of the hill-men repaired back to
their homes, leaving Kalu Mehra etc. in the custody of the rebels. Anand Singh
and Bishna were hanged after being arrested. Kalu Mehra and others were tried
by Senior Assistant Commissioner Kumaon, Colvin for treason. Kalu Mehra and
Anand Singh etc had in fact entered into a conspiracy to collect and divide the
money, colluding with both sides viz. the rebels and the British. Madho Singh
Fartyal, Khushal Singh ofJhalgaon etc. parded Tirnla pass and other neighbouring
regons of Kali Kumaon and helped Colvin with supplies and coolies etc, as per
the agreed conspiratorial plan. *4fterJanuary, 1858 Kali Kumaon remained undisturbed and peaceful."

In December, 1857 Colvin himself came down to Birmdeo and received
Gorkha continp~lr\vll~chthe Governor o f Doti had loaned to the Rritisli. Padam
Singh Thanadar. Gai~riI > u r ~joshi, scrisI~tc.d~lr
of Colvin also acco~npat~ic.tl
Iiiin
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and ~layedan active role in these negotiations. The Supreme Government was
suspicious of movements of certain European nationals, especially foragn rmlrtary
personnel, as such adventurers were moving about offering their services to the
rebels. The government duected local authorities to take v~gdantmeasures to
prevent entry of such mercenaries. Ramsay gave wide publicity to tlus government
~rder.'~
On 1 January, 1858 the rebels made a q h t march to Rudrapur when they

heard about supply of grains to the British camp. The rebels reached Haldwani
around 9 A.M. but a force under Captain Baugh defeated them, killing about 50
rebels. When the stores position became very serious towards the end of January,
1858 Captain Crossman's Cavalry was ordered to go to Kashpur. Raja Sheomj
Singh atranged grain supplies and Captain Crossman returned towards the end
of January with necessary supplies.

Almora and Naini Tal
However, in January 1858 the M e q company at Almora showed symptoms
of disaffection. So many of disaffected soldiers were sent to jail that there was
not adequate space to accommodate all of them. At one stage due to extreme
panic at Naini Tal no labourers were available for the various works in progress
necessary for defence of and adchtional accommodation at Naini Tal, -say
took a desperate step of taking 40 hill-prisoners b m the jad, knocked-off their
irons and used them as coolies, without any guards. They were promised that if
they behaved well they would be released at the end of the year. They worked on
the roads, carried loads and on one occasion even attacked a body of dacoits
near Kala Dhungi, kilhg several of them, behaving extremely well throughout
the year.m
O n the 15 January, 1858 McCausland was asked by Ramsay to take down the
66 Gorkhas to the plains to take position at Haldwani. As now 400 Gorkhas were
sufficiently drilled to guard the ghats and man the guns, 100 levies were deputed
to protect Kala Dhungi, which was threatened by Khan Bahadur's Horses. J. Read's
services were requisitioned to function as Superintendent of Forests, as Rvnsay
had been informed about one Regiment of Europeans proposed dispatch to
Naini Tal. Arrangements had to be made for their accommodation etc in advance
With the improvement in season Ramsay moved down to Haldwani with Col Mc
Causland on 2 February, 1858. Kurnaon levies helped recover Haldwani from the
rebels and now a sufficiently strong continent was left at Naini Tal to protect the
city, especially from Rampur pass side. Col. McCausland came down with the 66
Gorkhas on the 1 February, 1858 and Ramsay joined h m there. By now the
British forces consisted of 1,000 infantry, 250 cavalry, 2 six-pounders and 2
mountain heavy guns. Turai was temporady placed under Ramsays charge from
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the 15 January, 1858 and interestingly Ramsay requested Thornhdl, Secretary to
Government, to join hun in restoring order and wresting the Turai from the
hands o f the rebels. Ramsay wished to a v d Thornlull's aid and influence to induce
the royal peoplc'of Turai andRohdkhand, as the former had a thorough knowledge
of these tracts. Re-occupation o f Rudrapur was the main objective. Col
McClausland defeated Kala Khan's forces on the 10 February at Churpura and
after h s engagement the rebels never settled down in the forest parganas. &la
Khan's army with 4,000 men and 4 guns, which had advanced from Beheri side,
were beaten, 3 guns were captured and their magazine and camp was destroyed.
~ u z l u Khan,
l
with 4,500 men and 4 guns, moving from the east were never able
to join up with Kala Khan's army, and after Churpura, did not face any fight and
withdrew."
As by the 6 April, 1858 it was already an advanced stage of bad season and
no operations were now possible in the Turai Ramsay sought approval to sent
back Ranbirs (loaned Gorkhas) to Doti; 66 Gorkhas back to the hdls and the
Irregular Cavalry under Crossman to Baredly, as they were now requited in the
plains. Rarnsay advised that the hdl force be sent back to the lulls even though
McCausland force was prepared to move to the Turais.

Rarnsay stayed on with McCausland and deputed Captain Maxwell to the
Rudrapur pargana. For restoring order in the east the services of Carmichael,
workmg under Commissioner Alexander and having volunteered to serve, was
detailed to Kilpuri with a small party. Carmichael accompanied McCausland to
Haldwani. Fuzlul Huq's army was s
d at large and they had to be mopped up in
the eastern pargana, for which local influence was necessary. Every h g was to
be speeded up and completed before 15' of April, as Turai became inhospitable
after that date. As Commissioner Alexander wanted Carmichael back, Ramsay
wrote to Government direct for placing Carmichael under his direct control.
British Brigade, stationed near Ramganga, was withdrawn in the middle of
February, which somewhat eased pressure on Khan Bahadur's army; but the
anticipated arrival of Meerut column kept the pressure on the Baheri rebels. Captain
Maxwell had withdrawn, Colvin as yet could not be shifted from Kali Kumaon,
C.H.M. Batten was forced to continue at Naini Tal and Beckett was too far west
away and busy in Garhwal. Colvin was ultimately withdrawn from Kali Kumaon
in June 1858 and kept at Almora to restore the confidence of the local people. He
was now avdable to move in any du-ection, whenever a necessity arose; Batten
was kept at Naini Tal to deal with the stupendous problems of a large European
population, meeting their manifold requirements and keeping orders2'

Rewards and follow-up
Tharus who cultivated Bdheri and Nanakmutta lands but they were forced to
pay revenue to the rebels under extreme pressure were not demanded rgrin u
Ramsay thought it was unethcal to do so. Kdpuri parganas had not paid their
revenue for the past one year and it was proposed to collect it only after the
reoccupation of R o w a n d . Gadarpur, Rudrapur and Bajpur had been phced
under the management of Nawab of Rarnpur during the h t u r b e d period. Ramsay
also alerted the Chief of Staff against the risk of Turai fever to which the proposed
European Reg~rnentwas hkely to be exposed to. Rarnsay took over the control
of Bhabar, as Turai and Bhabar, as under two separate authorities these would
have been d~fficultto control during a hsturbed period. From 15&Apnl1858 he
directed that all reports be made over to h m in respect of Bhabar as well as
Turai. In May 1858 Commissioner Alexander returned to Moradabad, after an
absence of almost one full yeat, accompanied by Carmichael and other B a r d y
refugees. He also received 64,000 rupees from the Nawab of h p u r in goldmohurs, about one lakh as revenue collected and by granting bds on the Moradabad
treasury. Raja of T e h also sent a lakh of rupees and Kumaon officials arranged
to pay their way on a h t e d scale unal the return of better times, when treasure
would be routed through Dehra Dun in adequate measure.
A Narrative was also compiles consisting of &strict-wise narration of events
and this contained accounts contributed by every district and divisional officer of
the events which took place during 1857 and 1858.Ramsay also handled remittances
and contributions which were being collected and sent in favour of the f d e s
of the European c i d a n s and army-men who had been affected during h s period
and arranging for their escort etc through the officials and agencies set up in
Lahore. Recommendations for rewards in land and cash were also bemg forwarded
for those who had shown loyalty towards the government and risked their lives
and properties.

REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
Commissioner Ramsay was witness to a change over from the early Company
day revenue administration in a Non-regulation tract to one mainstreamed into
what was practiced in the rest of the North Western Provinces. Revenue
administration as it evolved during the Bird-Thomason period (1833 - 1853)
was not only rated as a model one but its fmest protagonists were deputed to yet
another Non-regulation province some of during Thomason's incumbency as the
Lieutenant Governor (1843-53), after the Punjab's annexation in 1849. The ninth
revenue revision of Garhwal followed by Kumaon is nothing short of a brief
but most authoritative resume of all the changes which took place between
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1833 to 1874, the year it was finalized by Commissioner Ramsay. Easily the
most important activity during the incumbency of Commissioner Ramsay was
the ninth revenue revision and settlement of Garhwal and Kumaon districts.

Beckett's Ninth R e v e n u e 'Revision and S e t t l e m e n t

Garhwal
John Hallet Batten's eighth revision of settlement of Garhwal and Kumaon,
was the fust settlement based on Regulation XX of 1833 and we have aheady
lughhghted the sea-change whch took place after this novelty. The process-wdhg
hrghlights the surprise and bewilderment of an officer trained in the plains' district
workrng for the fust time in a Non-Regulation tract and of the hill *fficials who
had not been exposed to the ways of the main-land administration. This new
settlement was for twenty years, far longer than the quinquennials htherto in vogue.
Batten's settlement was made for 20 years, it was to come to an end in 1860
and before its expiry it was decided that the next settlement should be preceded
by a survey. Beckett, who was then the Senior Assistant Commissioner ( present
day Deputy Commissioner) was made the Settlement Officer. Thus it was during
this settlement that the frrst ever actual measurement of the cultivated area took
place in Garhwal and Kurnaon. The measurement followed the same system that
. had been usual in the verification of land in civil and revenue suits up to that time.
Thls had been applied by Henry Ramsay as District Officer in Kumaon in 1852,
to the measurement of sadburt patties of Kutauli and Maharyuri. Beckett,
somehow, has omitted to describe the actual process of this measurement in h s
report or anywhere else.
There were two surveyors and two chainmen..they arrived at a field, the
chainman measured its longest length and took one or two measurements,
dependmg on whether its shape was regular or otherwise. The surveyors sat a
little way off and as the measurements were called out one man entered these
latter into the khasra and worked out there and then the area by mensuration,
while the other plots the measurement by aid of a rough paper scale constructed
by hunself, on to the plan,'and sketched in the contour of the field by eye; the next
field was then taken. The chain was actually a thin rope twenty yards long, whlch
was divided by marks easily recognuable, into half, quarters and tenths. " Every
field, however small, was measured and numbered, and any one may easily be
pointed out by reference to the shijra and khasra. Many contained less than ten
yards and some vdlages have upwards of 3,000 numbers in the khasra. Under
such circumstances it is not," wrote Beckett, " I thmk, surprising that the cost of
work is close on eight anna per bisi."
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This included the preparation of the records of nghts, includmg the khasra,
the muntakhb (a record showing all the fields under the name of their cultivators),
the tehrij (a record giving the totals of the muntaklub for each cultivator), and the
phant, showing the holding of each prbprietor and khaekar, and the revenue and
cesses payable by hun. It was very seldom that the records had to be faired out.
Disputes seem to have been few and when an alteration in a rccord was required
it was made in red ink. The survey was in charge of a Deputy Collector who
disposed off dsputes as they arose and tested the entries in the muntakhlb. The
work was carried out between 1856 and 1861, having been interrupted for +teen
months by the mutiny. Provision of a record of nghts for the gunths, sadaburt
and muafi vrllages was another specla1 feature of thrs settlement as these had been
left untouched in all previous settlements. John Strachey had made some
measurements in 1852 under the orders of the Government of the sadburt
parganas and subsequently the control of their revenue was transferred from the
temples to a Local Agency. Beckett got these revised and got them remeasured.
The temples and the proprietors of the muafi lands requests for the preparation
of the record of rights of these asslgned lands as this could remove opportunities
for embezelling the revenue, as had happened in the past
Yet another reason for their regular assessment was that cesses were being
imposed from this settlement for the f i s t time and this was to be imposed on all
villages, revenue-paying and revenue-free alrke. These cesses went into items k e
road-makmg and establishing the tahsildari schools. All former erght settlements
of Garhwal had been based mainly on the previous demand whch was bemg
changed from this settlement. Under h s survey land was classified at the survey
into irrigated, first class dry, second class dry, periodcally cultivated (terraced)
land, and waste (terraced land). These were reduced to a common standard by
d o u b h g the irrigated area, taking one-third more the area of h s t class dry land,
and halving the area of periodcal cultivation. Second class land was the standard
and remained unaltered while waste was omitted altogether. For the whole district
the assessable area reduced to a common standard worked out to much the same
Ggures as the total area and the ordmary village revenue appeared to have been
obtained by a p p l p g the average rate to this reduced area, and by apply~nga rate
of eight annas to the population and takulg a mean between the two sums thus
arrived at. Standard revenue was lowered for various reasons k e vicinity to heavy
jungle, or h g h elevation etc. Beckett inspected every patti himself before'assessing
it, to ascertain the actual local condtions. Garhwal settlement was concluded in
1864 and the demand was raised from Rs. 69,274 to Rs. 96,311, an enhancement
of Rs. 27,037 or 39O/0. Considering that the population had increased during the
term of the previous settlement from 131,916 to 233,326, the assessment was
considered as moderate. Gunth revenue was assessed at Rs 7,139, sadaburt at Rs.
3,626 and the muafi at Rs. 263.23
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After completing Garhwal settlement Beckett's health had compelled bun to
proceed to England before he could submit h s final settlement report for Kumaon
&strict and after h s return from sick leave, in close consultation with Commissioner
Ramsay, he again worked incessantly so hard for the next five years that he was
obliged to go back to England again and h s fmal report had to be fmalzed by
Commissioner Ramsay himself. Kumaon district's revision of settlement
commenced in 1863 but it could be completed only in 1873; and as it was necessvy
to show all alterations made on appeal, the statements could not be closed
the
end of January, 1874.
Batten's Garhwal revision was valid up to 1860 but land measurements were
commenced as early as in 1856, w h c h remained suspended during June 1857 to
December 1858, due to the uprising o f 1857. Land measurement work was
completed in 1860 and paper work was completed in 1861. The revision of
settlement in Garhwal and Kumaon was quite different from the work undertaken
by Settlement Officers in the plains. Average pergunnah rates, rent-rates, putwarees'
village papers did not exist in Kumaon. The only record of any h d , as regards
area, was the guess measurement book of 1823; and the only paper of last
settlement giving any details connected with payment of revenue or rent was the
"phurd phant" o r revenue and rent-roll, which showed how the pudhan
(malgoozar) was to collect the revenue, and where rent was due from assamees.
Writing the ninth Final Settlement Report, on behalf of Beckett on medical
leave, provided Commissioner Ramsay an opportunity to share his own experience
of the developments in revenue administration w h c h had taken place during his
33 years' long associations with the region. Thus Beckett's Settlement report is as
much a Ramsay report and it should more appropriately be called Beckett-Ramsay
report as there are many a d e t d s w h c h could have been known to Commissioner
Ramsay a l ~ n e . ' ~

Review of the p&ous eightrevenueassessment
The measurement books of 1823 were of little use except as regards
boundaries, which was prepared in 1823 by the native officials who sat on
commanding positions and summoned the pudhans of all villages w i t h sight or
easy distance, when they wrote down from their information the name of thokes
of land and their areas. O n these estimated areas all subsequent settlements were
based (during Trad's time, upto 1835). But even this was a vast improvement on
the utter blank of former times. During the eighth settlement Batten had created
the assameewar phant which showed the shareholders and kharkars (permanent
tenants) and the quotas of revenue and rent paid by each. However, as these
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papers were prepared by the d a g e r s themselves there existed a possibility of
concealment and desire to show their d a g e as poor as possible. In practice the
revenue was divided amongst a very few of the shareholders in the phurd phant
and except where the khvkars were on bad terms with the proprietors a large
number of tenants names were omitted. Rarnsay felt that it was natural as Batten
held dual charge of settlement as well as the district and he was not supported by
adequate staff and he was able to call for information from those who derived
most benefit by withholding the real state of affairs.
Even if full of the above mentioned defects these phurd phants prepared on
Batten's orders paved the way for more accurate detads as at least the people
became aware that they had some rights capable of being defined and secured.
Gradually they learned to assert these rights and before the close of 20 years'
settlement a large number of villages had been measured in the adjustment of
disputes which arose during this period, providmg practical experience to a good
with khusrah measurement
number of qualified ameens. People became fa&
and became agreeable to accept it as the basis of new settlement Th.ts resulted in
educating the cultivators that their rights ought to be correctly recorded and for
this fully ascertained. A demand for khusrah survey was thus generated whch
hghlighted the fact of actual cultivation, hltherto unknown, and furnished
information from which a correct record could be prepared with the willtng cooperation of the people. Ramsay felt that owing to comparative poverty and
ignorance of the people it would have been impossible to conduct a settlement
on the basis of khusrah survey 30 years ago and it would have been impossible to
introduce in 1860-63 without the assistance of Batten's phurd phant.
B.W Colvin commenced measurement operations in November, 1863 and
on hls transfer in 1865 the work was completed by Beckett. The measurement
was carried out on the following two principles;
First, All terraced land was to be measured, unless it had relapsed into forest;
but forest clearings, and slopes cultivated only after a lapse of q h t or ten years,
known as khd of "kanula", were not to be measured. Each field was to be
measured separately;
Second, the whole of the terraced land was to be shown under four quahties,
(a) irrigated, @) good unirrigated, (d) second-rate unirrigated, and (d) casual
cultivation (ijran).
As the ameens and the d a g e r s did not correctly observe these rules therefore
all the land included in the measurement was afterwards classified under the
following three headmgs:
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(i)
Permanent cultivation,
(ii]

Casual cultivation (ijran), and

(11Waste.
Waste' here meant uncultivated terraced land and did not refer to 'grassy
slopes or forests included w i t h the nominal boundaries of a village'.
The ameens also prepared a census of the village and h s return, with the
completed map of the khusrah, was sent to then superintendent, who marked a
number of fields with blue chalk and deputed a partal amen to test the measurement
and the records of ownership, tenants etc. The purtal amen returned the papers
with a written report to the superintendent who made them over to an officer
portal. He tested the work a second time and returned the papers with h s report.
Accordmg to the reports of these two men the measurement papers were accepted
or rejected, or submitted to the Settlement Officer. As the fields were often of the
most irregular shapes on the side of a steep hill these measurements were accepted
only an approximation and the papers were valued more as a record- of- right as
regards fields than an accurate return of the area. Rainy season was used by the
measuring parties in drawing out the moontakhib and teerij of the villages
measured in the working season and in preparing schedules of holding for
each asamee named in the khusrah. These last one at once distributed. O n the
completion of the papers of a puttee, a mouzawar abstract was made, giving all
the information obtained as regards land and population and this was entered in
Beckett's book.
The schedule of holding given to everyone named in the measurement papers
known as purcha made every asamee aware of the action of the ameens or
others in regard to his land and if he took the trouble to know what was in it
made hrm expose any roguery or incorrect entries before the papers passed out
of the Settlement Officer's hands. It was so easy to compare the number of fields
with entries in purchas, as regards quantity or quahty, and if there was an ground
for suspicion get them measured. It accordingly became the responsibhty of
every one to inform about the inaccuracies if any and it was not open to hun later
to complain that h s land had not been measured properly. The procedure followed
was the most practical way of makulg every asamee acquainted with h s recorded
possession and the information thus imparted enabled the Settlement Officer to
rectify any mistakes at the time of settlement.

The area of 1823 was assumed as the assessable area in the former e&t
settlements were entered in Beckett's book whch enabled hun compare the
prevatltng rates per besee (acre) under the old settlements and the according to the
actual measured area as well. Next, it was necessary to ascertain the qualrty and
quantity of the land to be assessed and the whole area was to be reduced to one
standard, i.e., to that o f second-rate unirrigated land, known in the M s as doweem
oopraon (doyam upraon) The entire land subject to assessment in any v~llagehad
to come under one, or some, or all the four heads- (i) irrigated, (ii) first quality dry
land, (iii) second quality dry land, and (iv) ijran (or casual cultivation). These were
all to be reduced to the standard of No. 3 by t r e b h g No. 1 (irrigated), by adding
50°/0 to No. 2 (frrst quality dry land), and reducing No. 4 (ijran) to one-half.
Calculation of average rates was worked out after ascertaining average yleld
per acre for various h d s o f grain and their average money value. As land was
left fallow for one crop every second year Ramsay entered a return of only half
an acre in the second money column of calculation table. The total showed what
could be considered the average yleld in one year of an acre of the second quahty
(dry)land, to which standard all was reduced in calculating the assessment. Ramsay
and Beckett agreed that Re 1 per besee, second quahty dry land, was quite wasonable
as the standard rate. T r d ' s assessment in 1823 gave a revenue rate of Re 0-12-2
per besee; Batten's revenue in 1842 is given at Re. 1-6-0 in Ramgarh, Re 1-3-5 in
Palee, Re 1-0-11 in Baramandal, and Re 0-11-9 per besee on cultivation for the
entire district; the proposed settlement rate for Kumaon d~sttictwas Re 0-13-10
per besee on total malgoozaree area. For Garhwal, already assessed it was Re O12-7 per besee.
Table below shows the rates p r e v d g during the previous settlements and
the actual rate fmed for Garhwal and Kumaon during the ninth settlement and the
fat that Kurnaon was always able to pay a much hgher rate than Garhwal:

Trails rates
(1 823)

Batten S rates
(1 842)

Ninth setthment
(1 860 - 73)

Garhwal

&maon

Garhwal

Kumaon

Gathwal

Kwmaon

RsAP

RsA P

RsAP

Rs A P

RsA P

Rs A

Connected important statistics for previous Garhwal settlements compared
to the ninth are glven below.''
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E ~ , - Villages
1822
1824
1840
1864

2929
2929
4103
4392

Cultivable besees

]urnma

57,432
76,340
89,653
1,49,379

58, 511
66,361
68,682
95, 456

Remarks
During T r d ' s settlement
30135 besees, except culturable waste and Bhote
Mehals

For Kumaon district the sanctioned jumma was Rs 1,27,112 at the Batten's
settlement and it was raised to Rs. 2,30,628; an increase o f 1,03,518 or 81.43 Ole.
The work of revision of settlement was commenced in 1863 and it could be
completed in 1873 only; and as it was necessary to show all alterations made on
appeal the statements could not be closed dl the end of January, 1874.

Process ofand delay in the &ion
Beckett before calculating the jumma of the vdlage cut out all the waste land
which the vdlagers had insisted on being measured which ought not to have been
measured at all. He also struck out a great deal of kanla, or temporary clearings; in
fact he excluded all such lands. N o demarcation of village boundaries was made
excepting where the boundary was (i) disputed, or (ii) adjoining Government
forest, or (iii) land was taken out where the area was excessive. The papers of the
last settlement gave a written description of the boundaries of each vdlage The
measurement undertaken during the ninth settlement supplied only the boundaries
where the cultivation of one vdlage adjoined the lands of its neighbour. The
record of the map rendered the erection of pdlars unnecessary. When the arnins
found in the course of their survey that a dispute regardmg a boundary existed
the disputed portion was coloured yellow in the map and a report was sent to the
Settlement Officer and during the rains all such cases were taken up. These cases
were (i) resolved through f h g a razinama; or (ii) agreement was filed to settle the
dspute by oath, or (iii) they appointed the Settlement Officer arbitrator undertaking
to abide by his decision. For two years the Settlement Officers was mainly engaged
in s e t t h g boundary disputes.
The vdlagers had, however, the full powers to use such land as they liked as
well as to extend their cultivation in the unmeasured or forest tracts and they had
the benefit of such extension without any increase in demand during the currency
of settlement. It was due to this system mainly that immense increase in cultivation
had taken place and there was every prospect that in the less cultivated parts there
was going to be more of new cultivation at the end of this settlement. As all
cultivated had been assessed by the process followed during the settlement Ramsay
felt that a need for summary settlement might arise in such vdlages on many
grounds e.g. land may be washed away by floods or destroyed by landslips, cattle
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disease, or death o f asamees or other necessities rmght arise for rendering relief,
temporary or permanent necessary.
The unusually long time taken in this settlement was accounted for by Becken's
sick leave o f about 18 months. Then there was every field in 6,333 vdlages,
containing 286,670 besees, besides thousands of besees (measured but) struck out
by the Settlement Officer had to be measured by yards; measurement and
occupancy entries had to be carefully tested and before fixing the jumma the
Settlement Officer had to inspect every village and settle many questions very
important to the cultivators. Every objection raised by the villagers had to be
heard and answered, every d a g e had to be settled separately and these 6,333
vdlages were scattered over 6,000 square rmles. Beckett after completing Garhwal
settled Kumaon and almost the entire settlement work by done hun without
much assistance from Deputy Collectors and commissioner Rarnsay felt such a
quality work could not have been done in a shorter time.x

FOREST MANAGEMENT
Ramsay's Report on the state of the Sub-Himalayan Forests below Kumaon
and Garhwal in 1861 is a most valuable reference and source on forestry hstory
used both by Atlunson and subsequent e&tors of District Gazetteers. The subHimalayan forests of Kurnaon and Garhwal extended from the Ganges to the
Sarda, covering the lower spurs and ridges of the Himalaya and ran down some
&stance into the Bhabar. The Turai forests contained a little Sal, of inferior growth,
barely sufficient for the requirement of the cultivators and were not included in
the tracts under the Forest Department. With the exception of a portion of the
Chandni Chauk, whch belonged to the Turai, almost all the islands in the Sarda
below Kumaon had been given to Nepal. A cart-road running along the foot of
the h a s from the Ganges to the Sarda generally formed the southern boundary
of the forests in Garhwal, but further east several blocks reserved for Government
purposes lay to the south of the road and were included in the existing reserved
forest area.
The western Ramganga and its tributaries, the Barsoti and Kotirao, formed
the boundary between the two great forest divisions of Kumaon and Garhwal,
wMe the outer Himalaya gave a well defined boundary on the north. Except
the Kumaon Iron Company's grant and a number of d a g e s , all of whose
rights had been recorded and for whom blocks of forest had been left open, the
entire area described formed one vast State forest in one compact block.
W i h these h u t s no private rights existed whch could prove injurious to the
best Sal forests and cattle grazing was prohbited in all portions whch were free
of village rights. The most valuable timber was Sal which grew with great
vigour in many parts and covered about one fourth of the forest area. Tun and
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sissoo were plentiful in the low, moist valleys and flats, while other jungle trees
were found mixed with Sal everywhere, even when the last predominated. Among
the minor forest produce the bamboo took the first rank and next the matting
and cordage materials and indigenous drugs, tans and dyes.
The contract arrangements for the fehng continued in Kumaon unul the year
1858 and consequently no system of conservancy could be introduced. The forests
of the Kumaon division denuded of good trees in all easily accessible places and
were it not that it was nature which made sal, sisu, khair and dhauri highly
reproductive the newly formed Forest Department would not hive anythmg to
conserve at all. Between 1855 and 1857 the demands o f the rqlway authorities
induced numerous speculators to enter into contracts for sleepers and to secure
favourite areas for themselves they were allowed to cut down acres of old trees
very far in excess of what they could possibly export. For some years even after
the regular forest operations commenced the department was asked to concentrate
on cutting up and bring to the depots the dead timber whlch had been left b e h d
by these contractor^.^'
Major Ramsay was the first Conservator. He abolished the contract system in
1858and gradually introduced a better arrangement by whlch cultivation of patches
of land in the forest proper was discouraged and the cultivators were introduced
to take up lands chiefly south of the cross-road from Haridwar to Barmdeo,
leaving the valuable forest land to the north untouched. This first attempt at real
conservancy would have probably succeeded had not the management of forests
been taken away from Commissioner Ramsay in 1868 as such arrangements
consume much time and efforts. Rarnsay also introduced the system of having all
trees marked by responsible officers before permission was gven for felling and
commenced arrangements for protecting the reserved forests from fire. O n the
whole the administration of forests was a marked success. The forests not only
gave a better return but were conserved for the first time and arrangements were
made for the better protection of the young plantations and planting out the
denuded tracts. Major Pearson took charge of the Kumaon Forest division in
1868 but he made only a few changes in the worlung arrangements. It was only in
1877 that the reserved forests in the Kumaon Bhabar were formally demarcated.

The only important private forest was the one belonging to the Kumaon Iron
Company whose grant extended from the Manar Gadhera, about one mde west
of the Dhabka, as far as the Bhakra river, about half way between Kaladhungi
and Haldwani. This grant was bounded on the north by the Himalaya and on the
south towards the Bhabar by a line of pdlars and the area was about 350 square
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rmles. The collection from t h s tract for timber and minor forest produce from
1861 to 1881 amounted to more than two lakh of rupees and it constituted in
1882 one of the most valuable forests in Kumaon. It was difficult to say what
portion of their rights Government had granted the Company, as the deed was
never executed, but from the draft it appears that only fuel-rlghts were intended
and nothing else was expressed. The issue of these forests and the company's
claim to them were under consideration of the Government in 1882.2R

REFLECTIONS ON KUMAON
Kumaon district's ninth revenue revision settlement Final Report was to be
frnalrzed by J. OB. Beckett, the Settlement Officer. Owing to h s hard work in
Garhwal settlement and relapse into serious dl-health he was constrained to go
back to England, whch compelled Commissioner Rarnsay to substitute for h
in March, 1874. It was Ramsays's 331d year in Kurnaon. Major General H. Rarnsay
mentions in h s report how Beckett had made 'rough notes from whch h s reports
would have been prepared' and how both of them had 'arranged all general
principles before the settlement commenced and consulted freely'. Rarnsay was
fully aware of Beckett's work whch was expected to be included in the final
report and he had also 'seen some of the papers of almost every v h g e in the
&strict'. In the very opening paragraph of the report Commissioner Ramsay
makes it clear that under the special circumstances the report should be considered
their 'joint report', as under the normal practice he would have written his
forwarding comments alone. This joint nature of the Final Report makes it
invaluable in many respects, primarily because it provided an opportunity to the
Commissioner to add his most valuable insights into almost all aspects of
administration related to Kumaon.
Commissioner Ramsay also avoided i n c l u h g 'many interesting detads usually
gven in the settlement reports' as all of these were soon going to appear 'at length
in the valuable Gazetteer now being prepared by Mr. Atkulson.' Accordingly,
Ramsay confrned hunself to the 'briefest notice of all matters that are not closely
connected with the subject immediately under report'.29General Ramsay, therefore
took the reader down h s own memory lane on many an issues whch would not
have been possible for Beckett to relate, as these could be shared by General
Ramsay alone. Some aspects are taken up whch hglhght the change whch were
clearly hscernible by the end of 1874, a decade prior to Ramsay's retirement.
Kumaon district had eighteen pergunnahs and out of them one i.e. Kutolee
and Mahrooree, consisting of two sudaburt puttees, had no clearly defined
boundaries as their vdlages intermingled with those of Baramandal, Ramgarh,
Dhyaneerow and Chowgurkha.
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Gangoh situated in the lower half of the mountainous Doab between the
Ramgunga and the Sarjoo had undergone 'a wonderful change' during the last
thirty years. At the time of Batten's settlement the pergunnah was overrun with
tigers, bears and deer; and the population was unequal to the task of fighting
agmst them. They were a wretchedly poor people, 'cowed by brahmmcal influence,
without any independence, and apparently aspiring to no better state'. By 1874
the old brahrninical influence had considerably d e c h e d and Gangoli men were
seen to have been improved greatly and their 'fierce nature' was said to have been
completely conquered. Shikaris had become so abundant that deer could only be
found in the forest on the high hdls at a great distance from cultivation. If a tiger
strayed into the valley of Ramganga or Sarju it was generally disposed off on its
k d h g the second or thud buffaloe. The Berinag tea plantation, with several small
gardens, offered employment to a large number of men and pumped much
money into the pergunnah than it is required to pay its revenue. The jungle to a
great extent had disappeared and cultivation had considerably increased. Gangoli
was now connected with Almora by good roads and there was a large demand
among the tea plantations on the spot for its surplus grain, as well as the 'Bhotias',
and at Bageshwar. Gangoli was loohng up and Ramsay expected the pergunnah
'to make great progress during the current settlement, by a yearly increase of
cultivation and wealth.'

Chorekot, in Pali, Kutyur and Sult
These had also improved considerably. A large hdl in Chuokote, known as
Lukhora, was almost a jungle 30 years ago and it was now studded with prosperous,
growing vdlages. Katyur had improved solely from the benefit conferred on the
country by tea plantations. At the time of the last settlement no one would take
whole vdlage on Rs. 4 of jumma, now the revenue rent was Re 0-7-9 per bessee
of doyam upraon and land was fifty times more valuable than it had been for
many generations. The people had not only come out of debt, which used to
keep them low, but were now well off, more independent and hard worhng. The
cultivation of thls formerly despised puttee paid so well that the tea planters
could not get sufficient labour from the surrounding country and were obliged to
procure men from other parts, or from Nepal.

Taluka of Askot
The taluka of Askot at the last settlement consisted of two estates but it now
belonged to the Rajwar Pushkar Pal. It was situated north of Shore, on the banks
of the Kali river, and reached up as far as Darma. The Rajwar was treated as a
zemindar at the time of settlement but on his representing the political importance
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of maintaining the Rajwar position the Leutenant Governor sanctioned hu reaining
the whole Taluka on the terms on which he had previously held h s 84 villages
( G.O. No. 1950 A., dated 11 September, 1873 ), i.e., the Rajwar may increase the
cultivation to his own profit and make such arrangements as he considers
advantageous to the Taluka. However, he could not interfere with the permanent
tenants' possessions recorded in the phant. Ramsay concurred with Batten's last
settlement terms that, "It has hitherto been assumed that so long as the Rajwar
~rovidesdecently and respectably for h s clan he is hunself entitled to the full
enjoyment of all the profits and privileges accruing from the Rajwari estate". The
Taluka contained 142 d a g e s , large and small, and was assessed.

It had also improved considerably but not to the extent of Gangoli. It was
pretty well cultivated at the last settlement. Prices had arisen considerably, as price
of grain had arisen significantly,which meant that rupee had become cheap and
the people had become rich, and thus were not compelled to sell grain at low
rates. When Ramsay had come to the province in 1840 he :emernbered wheat
selltng at a maund and barely at 70 seers for the rupee at Pithoragarh cantonment.
In early 1870s' wheat had not been procurable in that cantonment at 20 seers, not
because there was no wheat, but because Bhotia traders purchased it at a hrgher
rate, and 15 or 16 seers of atta was now the common price.

Tulla Churaal is the country near Champawat which at one time had been the
capital of Kumaon. The land was very good but the proprietors of most of the
vdlages belonged to f d e s of broken-down native gentlemen, who were unfit
for hard work themselves; too proud to sell to others and as a consequence of
their cattle remaining in the Bhabar for so long in the Bhabar to avoid cold at
Charaal, the land was not so productive as it could have been.

Kutolee and M h r e e , Sadaburtputtees
These sudaburt puttees contained 24 d a g e s , with a cultivated area of 6,718
beesees, yielding a revenue of Rs. 5,800, formerly belonged to the temples of
Badrinath and Kedarnath. The assignments had been made for the purpose of
distributing food gratis to indigent pilgrims visiting these shrines. Mr Strachey,
later Sir John Strachey, K.C.S.I., when in charge of Garhwal &strict, brought to
the notice of Government how these funds were abused; and after full enquiry,
the revenues of these outtees together with those of Garhwal, assigned for the
same purpose ) were, with the sanction of the Government, placed under charge
of local agents in 1852, and the revenue applied to the maintenance of dispensaries
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for the relief of pilgrims and others, which benefited these poor people much
more than the name of 'sadaburt', which had no real existence. The Kumaon
puttees were at the same time taken charge of by the district authorities, and they
now yielded a revenue of Rs. 5,800, which in the spirit o f the origlnal assignment,
was expended on really charitable institutions, under the management of a local
agency, of which the Rawuls of Badrinath and Kedarnath were members.

Maafee Grants
There were 92 maafee grants in Kumaon, aggregating 3,297 beesees. The
largest maafee belonged to the Shashtrees Ramaputtee, Neeldhur & etcetra. The
revenue on which the cess has been levied amounted to Rs 3,412. There were a
few vdlages held maafee by residents in the districts but most of them belonged
to Brahmins who lived at or in the vicinity of Alrnora. The maafees of Kumaon
were thoroughly investigated in 1855-56 and those recommended for resumption
were not distributed trll the present settlement, when 41 maafee estates were
resumed, and their revenue added to the jumabundies. It was discovered that a
few maafeedars who were absent from the &strict when the former enquiries
were made escaped notice altogether at that time. They claimed very small estates
and their cases were separately recommended to the Board. Had they been
investigated in 1855-56 they would have been included in the list whch accompanied
the orders of the Government of India, No. 2044, dated 18'h October, 1859.

Goonth andTemple lands
There were numerous assignments made in favour of temples, excluding the
sadaburt puttees. All the sunnuds were carefully examined in 1855-56 and the
Government sanction was obtained (No. 2044, dated 18thOctober, 1859) to all
that were upheld. The temple assignments numbered 444, with a cultivated area
of 9,476 beesees with a revenue of Rs. 8,447; of them 35 have been resumed.

Commissioner Ramsay had observed much change under the head of tenure
during the past 33 years he had been in charge of Kumaon &vision, especially
from the 'advancing position of the parties concerned'. "It is useless trying to
classify the hdl tenures", he says, "under the definitions gven in the Circular
Directions" as the terms like "perfect " and "imperfect putteedaree" etc. are
utterly unknown. Out here the permanent property in the soil previous to 1815
rested with the sovereign, not only theoretically; for the unrestricted power of
alienation was exercised at the wdl of the ruling power in the time of the Rajahs,
and to the end of the Gorkhali Government. A village could be given to an
astrologer, a vaidya, a cook, a barber; and the assamees in possession, whatever
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their former status, became to aU intent and purposes the cultivators of the new
owner. If they did not like the maafeedar's terms, they moved elsewhere, and they
retained no rights in the land whch they could assert to the prejudice of the
grantee.
Thls grantee also, he adds, q h t be ousted exactly in the same manner, at the
caprice of the r u h g power, if the vdlage was required for any other favourite. In
those times land was abundant, assamees were scarce, and the cruel oppression to
which people had been long accustomed, some time drove them away to parts
of the districts where they could be comparatively free from the exactions of
their oppressors. Ramsay observes that the lull people are strongly attached to
their land, and quoting Commissioner T r d he also endorses the view that, "
throughout the greater part of the province landed property has been subjected
to few violent changes and by the process of Hindu law of inheritance it has now
been reduced to the minutest degree of sub-&vision."
Historically maafee villages whlch derived some protection from the grantees
were more prosperous than khalsa villages but at the same time the maafee assamees
were only so far better than their neighbours that they had to please one who was
to a great extent interested in their not running away, instead of being b&ed by
any official or soldier requiring their services. This state of government for a
number of years took the spirit out of the people and they became so accustomed
to obey those immediately above them that even those who had not been ousted
became quite accustomed to obey the thokdar or headman of the d a g e as if
they were his slaves.
As a rule this was the situation when the British took over the administration
of Kumaon. Commissioner T r d reahzed the revenue through the thokedars and
sayanas and after he had seen the country he made mouzawar settlements. But the
people had recovered so little that during those early settlements the lease was
often supposed to include the proprietary right in the land. From 1825 to 1835, as
is evident from the cases of that time, that the people had improved and begun
more generally to feel that they had nghts in the land and t h s feeling grew with the
prosperity of the country. During Batten's 20 year settlement the &st record was
attempted by Mr. Batten, who hampered with the charge of the &strict side by
side with that of the Settlement Officer, had to struggle against the Ignorance of
the people and to contend agarnst the few who could appreciate the difference
between hissedar (proprietor), khaikar (permanent tenant), and sirtan (tenant at
will) and quite ready to make use of their knowledge a w s t those who were
ignorant or apathetic.
Revenue courts were simply flooded with cases about hissedaree and khaikuree
after Batten's 20 year settlement. These cases helped sharpen the intellect of the
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people who before the end of the settlement thoroughly understood what exactly
was involved in these terms which were merely little more than names in
Commissioner T r d ' s time. Assamees could then make their own terms and he
pudhans, thokedars, or proprietors could not afford to displease their tenants, as
they were too poor to pay on waste land and could not afford to easily replace
the assamees who left. In short, the undefined position o f proprietor and tenant
remained for about 20 years or say up to 1835. During that time, says Commissioner
Ramsay, "Mr T r d might have transferred even a whole vdlage and h s right to do
so would not have been questioned, except perhaps by a very few. From the date
of Mr. T r d ' s last settlement the people began to improve generally, and the 20
years' settlement enlightened them in many ways."
Subsequent litigation made great changes and by the time Beckett commenced
h s work o f settlement he found every one wished to be recorded as a proprietor.
The old generation had passed away and the existing one could hardly realrze he
position as it obtained 50 years ago. It was a very difficult work to determine the
real position of many who claimed under Commissioner T r d ' s settlement, the
measurement book of 1823, Batten's phants, decrees of court, or as relations of
those who considered they had rights under any of these authorities. Beckett tried
h s level best 'to put each man in hls right place and those who were dissatisfied
were referred to the revenue courts'.
The state of cultivation in the best pergunnahs had entirely changed during
Commissioner Ramsay's time as compared to Commissioner Traill's period;
asamees had become abundant in the well cultivated parts and land was scarce.
"The paharee", observed Commissioner Ramsay, "is extremely attached to his
home a;nd it is difficult to induce a khaikar even to move to another part, although
the change might carry with it proprietary rights. I do not see the migratory spirit
that appears to have prevailed in Mr. T r d ' s time and my experience is that villagers
w d put up 'with great hardship as regards revenue rather than g v e up his vrllage.
If a tiger or sickness carry off shareholders, the remaining few w d never give up
if they can pay the revenue by any means. Some Kalee Kumaon people are
exception to this rule. They are headstrong, obstinate and spiteful. If they had a
thokdar or pudhan whom they dislked, a whole vdlage might resign and go
elsewhere rather than be compelled to pay hun recogntzed dues."

Tenures in Temple lands
Commissioner Ramsay found temple land tenures as very doubtful. A few
court decrees had recognized that a 'goonth' assamee had a right to sell his land. In
other cases, the proprietary rights was considered vested in the temple. To hun it
appeared unnecessary to place temple lands on a different footing from the khalsa
as regards proprietary right. The representative of a temple could not sell its land.
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The temple, or its representative only requite the revenue to meet their wants.
Goonth cultivators had often sold their land but it could not matter to the temple
authorities who cultivated as long as the revenue was paid. Accordingly all the old
cultivators in temple lands were recorded proprietors as in khalsa lands. This was
expected to put an end to many disputes and prevent troublesome pujaris creating
unnecessary annoyance.

Under the old settlement the position of proprietor and tenant was very
different from what it had become by 1874. Earlier very few of the tenants were
recorded at all although their khaikaree rights were not interfered with and thls
situation gave the proprietors much power. The usual perquisite was a rupee on
the marriage of each daughter, and other offerings, whtch were very vexatious
and could even be made use of to bully any assamee who d d not glve what the
proprietor asked for. The perquisite of this class were commuted to 25% on the
revenue during the settlement, whch was also more than the proprietor was
legally entitled to under the former system. In other cases where small payments
of grain were made in addtion to these perquisites 50% has been given and
where large quantities of grain were given, and money in addtion to these offerings,
in some instances three and four times more than the jumrna, 100% has been
given. Under the last situation, half of the gross rental has been divided equally
between the Government and the proprietor.

JoharBhot
Commissioner T r d ' s celebrated account of the Bhotia Mehals submitted to
the Supreme Government in 1828 and later published in the Asiatick Researches is
eminently updated in 1874 by Commissioner Ramsay, as much through hts official
understandmg as hls personal acquaintance, as names of some of the prominent
Johari Saukas of his age are mentioned by hun as an exceptional g e s t ~ r e . ~
Bhote pergunnah of Johar, situated north of the outer snowy range on the
banks of the Gori river, informs Ramsay ' has no land of any value but a very
thriving trade '. During the rains the Bhotea f d e s live in their allages in Johar
while the men are employed in going to and from Tibet with their jooboos, goats
and sheep, from October to May these are employed in bringmg down borax
and salt from the upper villages, whlch they deposit at different depots and in
carrylng up grain, goor etc. For instance they bring all their Tibetan products to
Munshlari before they attempt to carry part lower down. O n leaving Munshtan
they generally form depots at Tejum, Buggar, Sera Gangoli or other phces, where
their f a d e s are to live during the winter. At Tejum in Johar, Looathul and at
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other places in Gangoli and elsewhere they had b d t houses. Many of them erect
temporary shelter and whde the women were employed in weaving blankets, or
looking after the ewes and cattle, some of the men are busy with their goats and
sheep, carrying borax to Bageshwar or Ramnagar, and salt to the vdlages. The
former was sold to the bunniahs, or to Phaldakot men at Ramnagar and the
Bhoteas took back grain or goor to their depots. Thus they went on UU they had
sold all their borax and collected as much grain as they were able to carry on to
their homes in the snow. The salt was bartered for the grain in the villages.
The Bhoteas kept a few ewes for themselves and they bought a large number
of Chamba sheep for lading, which were brought by Kangra men for sale at
Ramnagar and all they could get from Malla Danpur pergannah. A few ponies
were also brought down but since the Srkh invaded Tibet about thuty years ago
the pony trade had been ruined, as the S~khscarried off nearly all the good mares.
Consequently a good pony in 1874 which cost Rs 300 now could have been
earlier bought for only Rs. 100.
Commissioner Ramsay rated the 'Joharees as the best of their race'. Some of
the Johari Bhoteas were well off and in the 'old race, among whom Deboo (who
assisted Moorcroft), Hugguroo, and Futteh Singh were well known, had passed
away, and none of the present generation could exercise the power and influence
they did.' Commissioner Ramsay noted that 'the Joharees are decidedly the most
intehgent and most wealthy of all the Bhoteas of t h s province'. Dhunnoo, a very
enterprising man, went to Calcutta every year to purchase his own supplies of
cloth, corals, etc., for the Tibet market; Manee, son of Deboo, who distinpshed
himself with Schlagintweit, and under the Great Trigonometrical Survey, was
putwaree of Darma. Commissioner Ramsay mentioned Mani, the putwari, Mani
son of Futteh Singh (Mani Budha), Dhunnoo Jangpang and Gyani, son of
Hugguru, as the leading men among the Johari Bhoteas in 1874. The murrain
among cattle was very fatal in some places above Bageshwar and was 'liable to
carry off sheep by thousands'.
Ramsay considered the revenue fixed on the Bhotea villages, w h c h was not
on land only but on their profits generally, 'quite fair (whch they should pay)
because they occupied an immense tract of country to the exclusion of all others,
for six months they grazed their sheep and cattle all over the country, they had the
benefits of the roads and bridges, made at great expense and with these advantages
they made large profits, whde they paid almost ntl to the Tibet Government'.
With their consent it was arranged that the vdagers should make their own phant
or distribution of jurnrna every year for all they had to pay in excess of the land
revenue, ' as they knew who among them had suffered from the loss of sheep, or
had been crippled in trade, and who had been able to make larger profits than
usual.'
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However, Ramsay added, 'although fair jumrna have been fixed, in the event
o f severe loss from murrain, remission should be freely made; because it is very
disheartening in payment of this h d to be called upon to pay on profits when
murrain had caused actual loss. Strictness in demandrng jurnrnas now fixed in bad
seasons, when murrain had destroyed their flocks,might throw the poorer Bhoteas
into the hands of the bunniahs, whch would be a terrible calamity.' But if there is
no murrah epidemic 'the jurnma now fmed can be easily paid, and w d be cheerfully
given.'

BhotiasofByms and Datma
Ramsay noted the eastern Bhoteas of Byans and Darma 'very far b e h d
those of Johar in every way. They are much more obedent and pay a good deal
to the Tibetan Government. . ..They drink very much. ...the Byans people can
easily evade any objectionable order by crossing over the border into Nepal and
they have no respect for law except in so far as they may be made to feel its
power.' The most enterprising men in this tract are the Kambas, who came ongrnally
from Tibet.. .Chodans is altogether different from Byans and Darma. Its c h a t e
is so d d that people can live there and cultivate throughout the year.'

Cess of lW/o
A ten per cent cess had been levied and it was to be applied to education,
district postal service and putwarees' pay.

Education
Great difficulty was being experienced in bringing 'education with.in reach of
all' though t h s objective did not aim hlgher than 'to read and write, and arithmetic
of the simplest kind.' It was considered sufficient for the masses and if any sharp
boy wished to pursue lugher education, whrch his father could not afford, he
received an allowance to admit hrm to 'the school at Almora'. A fixed number,
accordmg to the funds available, was provided for this on the recommendation
of the inspector or the district officer. A boatding-house was under construction
at A h o r a where such boys were to be looked after. Teachers in the hulkabundee
schools received only Rs 5 per mensum and thls was considered 'sufficient to
procure men capable of teachmg a11 that was &ed at and it was considered
more beneficial to impart to many the useful knowledge of reading and writing
sufficient for their everyday use than to give a smaller number a better education
by employing qualified but more expensive teachers. Expensive schools were not
required and as a rule sheds were erected by the people and the school masters
could be removed to different localities from time to time as reqoired.
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There were 99 hulkabundee and six tuhseele schools in Kumaon which had
an average d d y attendance in 1872 o f 2,014 boys. The schools were looked after
by the inspector and they were to be supervised by the district officer and no
pundit was allowed to draw hts pay for doing n o h n g . Ramsay observed that the
hulkabundee schools w d prosper or d e c h e 'according to the interest taken in
them by the district officer.' According to Ramsay Kumaon could boast of 'a
kgher percentage who can read and write than any other district in the North Western Provinces.'"

Mstrict Post and PutwPolice arrangements o f the district were comprehensively dependent on an
efficient functioning of the &strict post and to ensure uninterrupted communication
from all parts of the district the putwarees and rural police were kept on thek
toes. To look after an area spread over 6,000 square miles there were 91 putwarees
through whom the police arrangements were carried out and a large number of
men were required on the district post establishment to convey reports from d
parts of the district to Altnora. Prior to the settlement there were 42 putwarees
on a Rs 5 per month basis borne on the tuhseel establishment. The circle of some
of them contained an area of 300 square miles and consequently they could only
do a part of what was expected of them. The number was increased to 91, k e
in Garhwal, to be paid off from the cess fund imposed. The ones who were
wholly paid received Rs 10 per mensum whde an allowance of Rs 5 each was
given from the same to those old putwarees borne on the tuhseel establishment as
were qualified by a knowledge of survey work. The circles were reduced to an
average size of 50 square miles, paying a revenue of about Rs. 2,500. These
putwarees in addition to the duty of collecting the revenue and their ordmary
police work had to measure land when required, execute decrees where land is
concerned, look after the repair of district roads, arrange for supplies to travelers,
procure coolies when required and keep the district officer informed of all that
was going on. There were no village putwarees s d a r to the class of vdlage
accountants in the plains.

Police
There was no regular police in the Kumaon hills except at Naini Tal, R a d h e t
and Champawat, nor were there any vdlage chowhdars, as in the plains districts.
The few chaprasees attached to the courts and tahsils were required to perform
the police duties of escorting prisoners or apprehending criminals, which was
done with the assistance of the thokdars and pudhans.
The rural police were the pudhans of villages who in heinous cases were
required to apprehend criminals, report crimes to the putwarees and arrange for

the safe transport and custody of the Government revenue from h t a n t p u u to
Almora. If they faded in makmg police reports the thokdar was bound to bnng
to the putwaree's notice any serious crime committed that had been conceded or
not reported by the pudhan.
"In all parts of the &strict every thokdar or pudhan ",reports Commissionu
Rarnsay, had "enemies who were ready to bring his neglect of duty to notice;
crimes unreported soon got talked of in the village, and this extended to friends
beyond the village when some one was sure to make a report to the putwaree or
the &strict officers." Ramsay believed that "our rural poiice system worked better
than any other in India and it would be most unwise to interfere with i t I t has the
merit of being cheap, i.e. costs the State n o h g (I do not here include the Bhabur
police, which is separate); and the absence of annoyance and worry inseparable
from a paid police is not its smallest recommendation."

The only subject on which Henry Rarnsay changed his pre-Mutiny opinion
relates to the office and role of the Thokdars. During Batten's incumbency Captain
Ramsay and John Strachey who were Senior Assistant Commissioners of Kurnaon
and Garhwal &stricts had come to a conclusion that the thokdars were oppressive
and it was on their recommendation that the Government had ruled in 1856 that
their services should be dispensed with, as far as possible, and in the cases where
the same could not be done they should get a percentage on the revenue of their
sayancharee villages. Both the officials had held that soon after the British take
over the thokdars were entrusted with the collection of the revenue. Sayanas,
kumeens, thokdars and boorahs had appeared to them synonymous terms-being
local terms for the same h g . Sayanacharee and booracharee, according to them,
had in time got mixed up with the hlssedaree, probably with the object of exduding
land from the revenue demand. Ramsay conceded that there were great dtfferences
between some o f those called by these names. For example Tej Singh, syana of
Kukurgaon, Narain Singh of Tamadhon, Kalyan Singh of Juspoor, Mulk Singh
of Danpoor and some others were quite different from the common thokdats.
Batten believed that they occupied a feudal place in the estimation of their subjects.
Ramsay recalled that when he came to Kumaon in 1840 " Mulk Singh was a kmg;
h s word was law in upper Danpoor. He &d what he Lked; he took what he
wanted, and the people &d not gr~mble."'~
Rarnsay, wriang in 1874 says, "since that time I have been compelled to change
my view," The reason he gives for doing so, as he himself admits, is that "the
people have altered so much since 1856, that it was absolutely necessary to maintain
thokedars as far as possible, to ensure the due performance of police duties on
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the part of the pudhans." He also mentions that he saw that "the abolition of the
office of thokedar, which had existed so long, would be very unpopular with
except the democrats who, more than others, required to be kept in check."
Clearly it was the shock which the British had experienced during the peat
upheaval of 1857 and blame -game launched a p s t the Bird-Thomason schoolsp
officers, the opposition of Talukadars in Oudh etc, whtch had forced Ramsay to
reconsider hts earlier stand a p s t the thokedars in Kumaon. Ramsay accordmgly
represented to the Board and Government in favour of the necessity o f keeping
up all the old thokdars and the Lieutenant Governor authorized him to do what
he deemed necessary. Henry Ramsay had already redeemed h s e l f in h o l h g
forth during the disturbed times of 1857-58 and had been instrumental in restoring
British control in the disturbed districts of the North-Western Provinces and
recapture of Delhl.
In the course of appeals Commissioner Ramsay examined all the thokdari
misls (fdes) and he came to the conclusion that Commissioner T r d ' s order whch
reduced all thokdari dues to 3% was never acted upon except when a small
thokedar came into court. The important thokedars never applied to courts as in
those times "they made asamees do whatever they liked". At the Batten's settlement
the thokedars in many cases recorded very heavy payments in the phants. Others,
resting on their thokedari sunnuds, felt it unnecessary to record their thokedari
dues at all. Ramsay and Beckett decided that some of the most important men
should receive lo%, and some 6%, as in Garhwal, on all the d a g e s where their
thokedari was entered in the 20 years' settlement phant and the remaining were to
be given 3% whose names were in the thokedari pattas if thokedari was upheld
among those who were descended from men in office when Kumaon was
conquered.
As all the settlements had been completed before these thokdari claims were
recognized Ramsay directed the Settlement Officer to deduct the amount from
the Government demand. The total amount required to meet the dues was Rs
2,156.

Under the old settlement there was only one pudhan of a village but at the 20
years' settlement some d a g e s had as many as ten. The asamees found the mistake
of having many pudhans who created a great deal of mischief. When there were
separate dharas or clans in a village each was allowed to have its pudhan or where
there were a very large number of proprietors of dfferent castes more than one
pudhan was allowed. As a rule no more pudhans were appointed than necessary.
Where pudhancharee land existed in sufficient quantity that was the pudhan's
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remuneration. Where there was not enough, or none at all, 5% was pven In some
cases sub-pudhans i.e., ghur pudhans were appointed with the object of loolung
after the asamees rlghts and collecting the revenue. These ghur pudhans could at
any time be removed by the &strict officer or Commissioner on being shown
that they could be dispensed with without injury to the vdage."

N o correct return o f population existed for Commissioner T r d ' s time. The
frrst ever census was taken in 1852 not by counting all in one day but by collecting
the requisite information through putwarees. This was a work of months and as
the births were probably nearly equal to and not less than deaths during the time
occupied this return was more correct than any that could have been made on a
particular day. The last census was attempted in the common way of counting all
present on a certain day. The settlement census, including the town of Alrnora,
but not the stations of Naini Tal and Ranrkhet, showed the population of each
place as they were counted during the progress of the field survey, which extended
over several years. All showed a great increase in the agricultural population of the
district.

PopulationReturn Kumaon

Males

1852
Femahs

Total

Senkment Census
Males Femaks Total

Census 1871
Males Fcmaks

Total

Tea Cultivation
Commissioner Rarnsay was happy to report that the prospects of tea cultivation
whlch had been gloomy and disheartening of late had changed entirely and there
was hope that not only the existing plantations would yield satisfactory returns bu:
that other investors may be encouraged by their success to establish new
plantations. He felt that if some large plantations were to settle here it would have
infused life into eastern Kumaon where land could be purchased and labour is
abundant. The Kausani and Katyur companies had changed Katyur from a desert
into a prosperous tract and it required only time and men to convert much of the
remaining jungle into fruitful fields. Ramsay observed great improvement in
Katyur, the tea planters having done for Katyur what Batten in his settlement
report had anticipated and Ramsay wished that the people from over-crowded
parts would be induced to settle in that puttee, where they would find good
masters in the present tea-planters and abundance of land o n whlch they could
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locate their f a d e s . The D o o n a p i plantation had thrown a vast amount of
wealth into the surrounding country from which derives labourers. The &inag
and other smaller plantations have done much for Gangoli, Julna also has in some
way g-reatlybenefited the country east of Almora and there were smaller plantations
which had been of immense value to the district. Earlier the planters faced problem
of disposing off their product but now the purchasers were coming to their
doors and malung long term deals at reasonable prices.
Last fifteen years the tea-planters invested h e a d y in the district and this
improved the condition of the people as well as the quality of the houses bullt.
Ramsay was hopeful that soon the planters would be in a position to reap the
benefit of their investments in the district. There were 19 tea plantations in fee
simple tenure, four grants and 39 vdlages assessed in the usual way, belonging to
tea-planters in the district. Some had little tea planted where some had nothing at
all. The fee simple estates aggregated 13,942 beesee bought at a cost of Rs. 32,389
and they paid Rs 182 under the 10 per cent cess. This cess was fixed by charging
10% on the amount given by 4% on the purchase money, i.e., if a fee simple had
been purchased for Rs. 2,000, 4% on thls would be Rs 80, and 10°/o on that sum
would glve a cess of Ks. 8. The rule did not apply to the purchase money of a
ready made tea plantation, but merely to the value of the land, which was
determined without reference to the value of the tea or buildings on it.
Commenting on the list of tea sites finalized by Beckett Ramsay found that
many of them were rather small and he thought it would be far better for a tea
planter 'to purchase a vdlage with extensive pasturage ground than to attempt
high cultivation on a small area, where adequate quantity of manure would be
difficult to come by. Small vdlages with large tracts of jungle could be purchased
in Kali Kumaon, Gangoli, Dhyanirow and some other parts in Kumaon.
List of lands available (at 33 identified) tea sites included l a d pieces at
Kairharon and Mahriyuri in Baramandal (2); Chugarhkha, Darroon, Lakhanpur
Malla and Rangarh in Chugarkha (5); Bichla Danpur, Talla Danpur and Malla
Katyur in Danpur (4); Choubhansie and Malh Rao in Dhyanirow (2); Bol, Bherung,
Burhaon and Pungrao in Gangoli (8); Gumdes, Sipti and Usee in Kali Kumaon
(3); Talla Chukot and Pulla Giwar in Pali (2); Mali, Barbisi and Dindihat in Seera
(4) and Raul, Tala Waldiya and Soun in Shore (3).34

Markets
All British' administrators, Tradl onwards down to Ramsay, were essentially
Company officials with a keen sense of market, all believers in free trade and the
principle o f demand and supply. Commissioner Ramsay provides an excellent
situation analysis of the existing markets in 1874 and their potentials.
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"No &strict could be better off for markets," informs Commissioner Runsay,
'Naini Tal, Raukhet and Almora would consume far more than lulls could supply."
The fust two cities had established market for labour with potential to provide
continued employment and the labour rates were such that 'a man could probably
pay the whole of h s quota of revenue by carrying a load from Alrnora to Naini
Tal and back, or by serving a fortmght at a tea plantation.' Near Ranrkhet the
d a g e s could pay their revenues by s e h g their bhoos (chaff) and rice straw. Mdk
attracted fabulous price at all the stations. Vegetables and fruits also fetched good
prices as these very eagerly bought. Rtce and atta was seldom cheaper than ten
seers per rupee whde turmeric, red pepper, pomegranate, tamarind and a great
variety of forest products were brought down during the cold season to the
markets at the footlds. It was es titnated that hrll products valuing nearly Rs 3,00,000,
came from Tibet, both cultivated and natural, and brought down to Ramnagar
alone every year. This did not include borax. Exports worth Rs. 1,50,000, of
whch red pepper and turmeric accounted for Rs. 80,000, took place annually and
this could be added large amounts for grain, if it prices were h g h in the plains.
By 1874 Bageshwar market for borax had declmed, compared to what it
used to be earlier; though the number and quality of houses had improved owing
to increased prosperity of the place. It strll remained the principal market for
borax, where Alrnora bunniahs purchased the tincal from the Bhoteas. A good
quantity of the same was brought down to Rarnnagar by the Bhoteas themselves
without the medium of the bunniahs and s d a r l y most of it which used to come
from Darma now went down to Bururndeo (near Khatima, in Nepal now), or
sold raw to Tula Ram at Champawat or to the Pllrbhit bunniahs. Bageshwar on
the 12"' of January fair, Thul in April attracted large crowds to its fairs where
extensive transaction were entered into between the bunniahs and Bhotea, clearing
up accounts and makmg advances for next years transactions. Large sheep purchases
were also made at Thul.

Roads and bridges
A cart-road from plains to Alrnora via Ranikhet and another to Naini Tal was
in use and all the important parts of the district were connected with good bridle
roads suited to laden ponies. Fair bridle roads were within easy reach of all the tea
plantations. All the difficult rivers had been bridged on the main lmes of road and
there were 27 suspension bridges and a new h n d of wire-rope bridge, introduced
by Mr. Lawder, was found very suitable for the h d part of the &vision. There
were as many as 25 staging bungalows. The important lines of roads were
maintained at Government expense. At the same time it was customary for the
people to keep the district roads in repair by giving personal service as they beheved
that the roads were for their benefit and the advantages are enjoyed by all.
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Ramsay mentions that it was impossible to expect the Government to repair
cross roads and it was essential for the prosperity of the district that all parts
should be connected with the main lines. It used to be the practice to send a road
jemadar, armed with an order to putwaree to supply coolies to repair roads but
it was found that the weak suffered from the strong, or the more wealthy induced
the jemadar to release them. To avoid this situation the old system had been
improved and now the roads were divided off to the vdlages w i t h reasonable
distance. This merely assigned to each village or plantation a part of what under
the old system many were required to do collectively. The putwaree or a jemadar
was now entrusted with the duty o f seeing the repairs done. If any one refused or
neglected to do his part the same could be done by the paid coolies and the cost
was to be realized from the vdlage of a fee simple estate. Bridges requiring s u e d
labour were constructed at Government expenses.35

1st Class Cart Roads

1. Cart road from Ramnagar to Ranikhet and thence to Almora
2. Cart road from Haldwani to Naini Tal

2nd Class Broad bridle roadswith graduated slopes
1. Almora to Haldwani and branch to Naini Tal
2. Alrnora to Lohaghat
3. Almora to Pithoragarh, slopes steep
4. Almora to Beri Nag
5. Almora to Bageshwar
6. Almora to Katyur and Garhwal frontier
7. Almora to Garhwal via Deghat
8. Almora to Ramnagar with branch to Naini Tal, from Khairna
9. Naini Tal to Haldwani
10. Naini Tal to Kaladhungi
1I. Naini Tal to Bhim Tal
12. Naini Tal to Dwarahat via Ranikhet
13. Dwarahat to Garhwal via Masi or Deghat
14. Dwarahat to Bageshwar
15. Ganai to Ramnagar
16. Ganai to Lobha
17. Pithoragarh to Birmdeo via Lohaghat
18. Bhim Tal to Mulooa Tal, steep slopes
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3d Class Bridle road made without good gradients and n a r m
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Bageshwar to Pindari glacier
Bageshwar to Milurn Johar
Bageshwar to Askot viaBeriNag
Pithoragarh to Thal via good (?)
Pithoragarh to Darma and Byans
Lohaghat to Birmdeo, via Chalthee
Ranikhet to Pant Ka Peepal

Mines, Minerals and Labour
Ramsay mentions that even though iron and copper availability was in
abundance but the labour situation, their dearness, rendered the value of mines
nearly worthless. The Sones, or miners, had gven up their old trade and taken to
contracts. In the earlier times mining was attractive owing to "cheapness of grain
in the khetsari valley", where iron was extensively manufactured. This situation
had changed with the expansion of Ranikhet, whch had doubled the price of
grain, and the miners found it d~fficultto exchange their labour for small margin
through ironworks. The situation of copper mines was no dfferent. Earlier some
vdlages where the miners resided were included in the mining leases c~fKumaon
and Garhwal. These vdlages now had been settled with the miners and h s freed
them from the clutches of the contractors, who was in the habit of extracting
maximum profits at their cost. These contractors had no technical knowledge of
the mining technology and they did not have enough money to extend the mining
area beyond the existing worked-out galleries.
The mines had collapsed and it was not possible to make them profitable
without substantial fresh investment, labour had become expensive and the English
copper could be bought at a cheaper rate at Alrnora. Ramsay did not expect the
native contractors to make any profits from the resident miners, who worked at
their own convenience and worked on an arrangement of tahng half the ore for
themselves as their margn and share. Undoubtedly there was an abundance of
copper in Gangoli but the existing quantity of copper and iron being manufactured
was barely sufficient for local consumption. This small production went into
mahng agricultural implements for the people of neighbouring d a g e s and a few
copper vessels. As all the mines were in the interior areas and far away from a
good market it was not k e l y to prosper in near future.

Spirituous liquor
"It is not the custom for hdl-people in Kumaon," writes Ramsay," to drink;
and unless they are taught, by having grog shops planted over the d s tict, I do not
thmk they will take to t h s demoralizing practice." Ramsay had strictly prohibited
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the extension of grog shops and h t e d them to stations where they could not be
dispensed with. He was convinced that if the grog shop contractors are not
watched they wLU "in a quite way encourage the habit of drinktng beyond their
licensed capacity, and having taught a few to drink, wLU apply for licenses. Such
extensions should be vigorously opposed and except at the stations hitherto supplied
with liquor shops I hope no others may ever be permitted in Kumaon. They are
not required to check smuggling and they can not be required to introduce drinking
habits and they can not be required to introduce drinktng habits among a people
wondrously free from the vice."
"Bhoteas", added Ramsay, "are utterly beyond the check of grog shops.
They make their own liquor wherever they halt, but they do not sell it, or encourage
other castes to drink. It is impossible to prevent their making liquor and therefore
useless to attempt to do so."

The battle between the wild animals and man was at its fiercest peak and the
former outnumbered the latter. Danpur, Gangoli, Seera and Kali Kumaon were
home to extremely rich forests and these were home to numerous bears but as
compared to the past "very few bears left". In Sera Ramsay reports that during
the settlement operations Beckett was approached by a slukari with 13 skins for a
reward and this gives some idea about the number of "these mischievious beasts".
A man-eating tiger occasionally created great alarm but he reports that this was
rare. As a rule tigers which kill cattle were shot immediately. Shlkaris hunted for
these destructive animals and this kept up the numbers for which rewards were
paid.
During the last 13 years, Ramsay reports, 479 tigers, 1,86 leopards and 2,869
bears had been killed and paid for. Naturally a much larger number was U e d but
not reported. The amount paid for destruction of the tigers, leopards and bears
in 13 years i.e., January 1860 to December 1872 was Rs. 20,413.
State of the district and people

Settlement reports are veritable periodical socio-economic surveys of the
districts and the constituents of a district i.e. tahsils and parganas. Dabral has in
fact used these periodical revenue revision settlements to classify and d i s t i n p s h
132 years ofBritish administration into three distinct stages ;First, 1815 to 1864 as
a period of village expansion and agricultural expansion, covering seven settlements
of Commissioner T r d and the eighth of Batten, as Settlement Officer; Second,
1864 to 1914 as a period of agriculture expansion within village boundaries,
Beckett-Samsay's ninth settlement of Garhwal and Kumaon district; and Third,
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1714 to 1947 as the age o f 'awakening' covering the tenth revenue revisions of
Pauw and Ibbotosn. In district Garhwal alone Dabral mentions that from 2Y27
villages in 1822 the number went up to 4417 in 1864, the cultivated area jumping
from 57,432 beesees to 149,379 beesees during the same period. During these 42
years number of vdlages increased by 50% and cultivated area by 260O/0.~
Concludmg h s report Commissioner Rarnsay mentions that Commissioner
Traill had reported that, "from the subdivided state of landed property whlch
exists here few individual land-holders have the means of acquiring wealth; but
though all connected with soil are confmed to a state of equality, their condtion
as a body is no doubt superior to that of a s d a r class of tenants in any part of
the Company's territories." Commissioner Rarnsay comparing the present situation
with the one 40 years ago remarks that "if t h s really was the state of Kumaones
upward of 40 years ago it is much more applicable to them now. At the time
when Mr Traill wrote as above he stated that four lakhs of rupees had been
expended in ten years among the labouring classes. I find that in addtion to the
revenue of the province - the abkaree, stamp revenue, the forest revenue, the
revenue of the terai, and miscellaneous receipts-the large sum of 24 lakhs of
rupees have been remitted in cash to K u m o n during the last three years, which
gves an average of Rs. 8,00,000 for each year. No money is sent down to the
plains. The sums I have specified above, & addition to cash p a d €p.r remittances
to other treasuries, and the probable amount expended on tea plantations, makes
a total of nearly 20 lakhs of rupees for each of the last three years; and the sum
has been expended in Kumaon. I entirely agree with Mr T r d and consider that
Kumaonese are better off than any peasantry in the whole of In&. With the
increasing prosperity of Ranrkhet and Naini Tal, the price of grain or labour d
not fall, whlle the prospects of tea cultivation are so hopeful that, as far as I can
judge, there is every reason to look forward to s d greater prospkrity among the
people.""

EVANGELICALISM AND ADMINISTRATION
Evangelicalism and promotion of Christian missionaries' activities and
involvement of civil servants therein has not been examined as an integral part of
administration, as hitherto it has been perceived as something personal to the
practitioners and not a matter of public domain. Company civil servants and later
British administrators professed a religion which was ahen to the vast number of
subjects whom they governed and sooner or later it was only natural that the
social and private life of the rulers was bound to impact on their public life.
Appreciating this eventuality the East India Company pursued a clear policy in
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rePrd to interference in the matter of their subjects' religious sentiments and
practices. This policy, as practiced, could be divided into three clear periods :

(i) the period of strict neutrahty (1775- 1833),

I ]the period of neutrality, without indfference (1834- 1850), and
(i@ the period of open avowal (1850- onwards).
During the last decade of the eighteenth century whde the European countries
were busy setting up their colonies in far out places of the globe during the same
period several Protestant societies were being established in Europe and the New
World. In India while the old missionary societies like The Society for Promoting
Christian Knowledge (S.P.C.K.) and Society for the Propagation of the Gospel
(S.P.G.)were existing for over a century there was almost a flood of newly formed
societies during the last decade and the frrst decade of the nineteenth century.
Baptist Missionary Society (B.M.S., 1792), London Missionary Society (L.M.S.,
1795), Church Missionary Society (C.M.S., 1799) and Wesleyan Methodist
hlissionary Society YM.M.S., 1813) were the principal ones. In America the
Amcrican Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions, established in 1810,
gave birth to a new approach following which all prominent protestant branches
commenced having a dedicated wing for promoting Christianity in non-Christian
regions. This new approach ensured that wherever new colonies of European
countries were established the missionary units followed with their missionary
activities. In British colonies likewise the Cross followed the Union Jack."
The East In&a Company was an out an out commercial undertahng and the
Company share-holders were opposed to both the introduction of missionaries
and the Indian Christians ahke, as they feared that their commercial interests might
be jeopardized by their activities. O n the occasion of the renewal of the Company's
charter in 1793 the Directors strongly opposed proposals of missionaries like
Wilberforce for introduction of chaplains and school masters during the
parliamentary debates. It was feared that any interference in the religious sentiments
of Indians might raise their anger agaulst the British administration. The Parliament
rejected the proposal of Wilberforce and for the next twenty years the Company
opposed entry of missionaries both in England and India. As during this period
no European could enter their territories without their express permission it was
not very difficult to implement the policy. Accordingly for the next twenty years,
1793 - 1813, there are no visible activities of the missionaries in the Company
territories. This truly was a period of strict neutrality in religous matters in India.
By the time the Company charter a p n came up for renewal in 1813 the President
o f Company's Board of Directors, Charles Grant, had successfully persuaded
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the Parliamentarians about the religious needs of Company servants and sanction
of an ecclesiastical establishment to address the same. Prior to the renewd of the
charter a Committee of Parliament conducted hearings on the petitions submitted
by the societies of missionaries, opposition by the business associations etc. Along
with the renewal of the charter in 1813 a Bishopric was sanctioned for Calcutta
and Archdeacons for the other two Presidencies. Protestant missions were also
allowed entry into India and with h s protest missions expanded their activities.
However, the main objective was to improve the functioning of the chaplains
workmgin English churches and their effective supervision. It was sall not intended
to promote missionary work or encourage missionary activities amongst Indun
population. Thus the o f f i d policy remained that of smct n e u d t y in the relqqous
matters for the next twenty years agiun. However, during the next rwenty years,
1813-1833, even though the official policy remained that of strict neutraltty a
perceptible change occurred on ground.39
Thls period in Kumaon, as we have seen, corresponds to the tenure of the
frrst two Commissioners, Gardner (1815) and T r d (1815-1835). While in the rest
of the Bengal Presidency and especially the North Western Provinces, of which
British Kumaon was and integral part since 1830, this policy was stictlp followed.
However, Kumaon was put under the Non-Regulation mode, whch meant simpler
and alrnost a personal form of government. We have observed that Commissioner
T r d went ahead with his own mode of governance, following his own procedure
for settling the land revenue, dstinctly unique patwari system dfferent from the
plains etc. What was, however, discussed in whspers outside Kumaon was the
way he had handled the sadaburt and goonth, acquiring their management and
deploying them for road-makmg and feeding the pilgrims, openly violating the
official policy of strict neutrality. Interestingly during thls period Kumaon was
visited by Bishop Heber, a product of renewal of charter in 1813, and he was
hghly appreciative of the way Commissioner T r d handled the province. Bishop
Heber's journal covering his tour of Kumaon in 1824, is the best testimony of the
fact that the current policy of strict neutrality was being followed in these parts in
its true spirit. Hence far from being enraged the Kumaonese held Commissioner
Traill in their esteem next only to Lord V i s h n ~ ! ~
Commissioner Col. Gowan's period (1836-38), a highly controversial one,
highlighted the fact that open cow-slaughter was lughly resented by the Hindus
and Commissioner Traill had taken measures respecting people's sentiments.
Commissioner Lushington's tenure (1838-48) followed the policy almost
mechanically and it resulted in restoration of certain r e b o u s grants, withheld or
withdrawn earlier after an objective enquiry, whch resulted in praise by beneficiaries
of a rather lackadaisical official. By 1839 Kumaon had become a Commissionery
in the legal sense, with two districts, and a Commissioner who strictly went by the
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rule book. By 1840, Maharaj Ranjit Singh had died and Company's expansion
west of Yamuna was a certainty whch resulted in the annexation of the Punjab in
1849. In the meanwhile James Thomason had taken over as the Lt.- Governor of
N.W Provinces in 1843 and for the next ten years the Punjab had quite a few
officials handpicked by Thomason. Like James Thomason, the officials who
received his favour and patronage, were all deeply religous and all came either
from missionaty f d e s or were themselves deeply religious. The Bird-Thornason
school, which reigned supreme in N.W Provinces, from 1830 to 1870, substantially
altered the ground condition, and the policy w h c h was followed was that of
neutrality, but without indifference to ones's own religon. Thomason a deeply
religous man, whde followed the official policy of neutrality in religious matters
publicly, openly participated socially in private religious functions of h s s u b o r h a t e
officials and he openly promoted their religous efforts."
Annexation of the Punjab in 1849, s h f t in the official policy from strict
neutrality to one of neutrality, without indifference, followed by James Thomason,
from 1843 onwards, ensured that by late 1840s even this policy changed into that
of an open avowal. Thls policy s h f t of open avowal is best manifested in the
establishment of the Kumaon Mission in 1850 at Almora.

Kumaon Mission, 1850
Henry Rarnsay and John Hallet Batten, who had taken over as a Commissioner
in 1848; and who sincerely believed that Commissioner T r d had violated the
official policy of strict neutrality with impunity before he really understood the
real meaning and intent of this policy later, invited personally Reverend John
Henry Budden of the London Missionary Society to shift from Mirzapur to
Almora for establishment of Kumaon Mission. Commissioner Batten himself
became the president of the Mission, Henry Ramsay the Treasurer with Reverend
Budden as the main functionary. Thus from 1850 the policy of strict neutrality
became one of open avowal in so far as public intervention in religous matters
was ~oncerned.~'
Commissioner Henry Ramsay took over as the next Commissioner when
Commissioner Batten went on a furlough in 1856 and he remained Commissioner
of Kumaon for the next 28 long years. Much before he took over the reigns of
Kumaon in 1856 evangelical work received open support from him as well as
other officials. In the chapter d e a h g with Commissioner Batten's tenure we observe
Henry Ramsay openly admitting the involvement of British officials in missionary
and educational activities, a well known fact to e~eryone.~'
Commissioner Ramsay's nearly three decade long tenure as the senior-most
official of Kumaon is a series of public interventions which were less a government
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scheme as we understand them today and more by way of missionary interventions,
often not excluding h s personal contributions. Commencing with his attention to
the plight of leprosy affected individuals as soon as he came to Almora way back
in 1840 as the Commandant of the Kumaon Provincial Battalton, to opening of
a school for boys, then for p l s , construction of Churches in Almora and Naini
Tal, mission school and office in Pauri Garhwal and various places like Ranlkhet,
Dwarahat etc. shows that many of these interventions were not o f f i d interventions
but a part of r e b o u s duty towards the poor and the needy.44
Lest Commissioner Ramsay's real intentions are misunderstood it would be
in the fitness of thrngs to evaluate h s various other initiatives lrke promotion of
tea cultivation, health and sanitation,almost every other activity in the public domain
would show that not everything was attempted with an eye on conversion of the
local communities. Owing to a near total lack of access to public documents in a
colonial-rule set up it is not surprising if the various efforts made by Commissioner
Ramsay have been viewed, in context of his open support to missionary activities
and personal involvement in quite a few of the same, by some exclusively from
the tainted glasses of a particular r e l i g ~ o n . ~ ~
Henry Rarnsay hunself considered the honour conferred on hun to preside
over the Conference of the Wssionaries in Calcutta in 1884 as the highest amongst
all which he had received speaks volumes of h s firm conviction in Christian
values, which were manifest in h s various deeds and interaction with a l l those
with whom he had any dealmg. Perhaps Henry Rarnsay, lrke James Thomason
before him, truly practiced what came to be known as a policy of 'neutralrty,
without indifference' towards ones' own religious beliefs and practices.

ATKINSON'S GAZETTEER OF HIMALAYAN DISTRICTS
While George Wdham T r d and John Hallet Batten immortalized their
indefatigable official efforts and unquestionable commitment to the welfare of
the simple hd-people through their celebrated reports in the volumes of the
Asiatick Researches and the Journal of Asiatic Society of Bengd, Henry Rarnsay
does not appear to have any comparable literary c l a ~ n sBesides
.~
completing the
Ninth Revenue Revision SettlementReport for Kurnaon &strict both as the Settlement
Officer and as the forwarding divisional Commissioner the only report credited to
hun is h s Report on the Sub-Himalayan Forests, used by Edwin T. Atkrnson as an
introduction to the Sub-halayan Forests, in h ~Economic
s
Botany, Forestry section."
Atkmson's celebrated Gazetteer of the Himalayan Districts was originally
planned as a Memoir to thoroughly examine the territories lying between the Tons
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and the Kah, as had been done for Ceylon by Tennent, and a reasonable summary
of the existing knowledge of the Himalaya-Tibet region. It was expected to be a
b d o f w d e book for the entire Himalaya through which its 'physical unity with
its historical connections' could be correctly understood, a more rounded view
of the Himalayas than what was known through a huge mass of disconnected
published material which had appeared upto 1880s. As it was from or through
Himalayas that the pre-Aryan and the Aryan races were believed to have come
and subsequently inhabited the plains of India in historical times it was assumed
that only 'the beliefs which had their o r i p in or beyond the Himalayas whch
must have influenced the religious systems of India' from the earliest ages down
to the 1880s. Thus this Special Gazetteer was commenced with the objective of
understanding the 'political and religious history of the plains' and for which
special efforts were made to collect all possible published material to arrive at an
'adequate conception of the physiography, ethnography, and history o f the
Himalaya-Tibe tan tract.'
Accordingly all possible published material on the Himalayan districts of the
North-Western Provinces were collected and the impressive list which emerged
stand included as 'References' of Chapter I. The plan to achieve this objective
was suggested by Mr. R.N. Cust in 1866. for the preparation of a 'Catlogue
reaisonne of every h d of printed information connected with the North-Western
Provinces' and Atkinson gave preference to 'all special and local reports of those
engaged in administration'. In the meanwhile District Memoirs like the one by
G.R.C. Wdharns had made their appearance in 1870s which though substantially
obviated the need of collecting and indexing such lists s d faded to address 'subjects
of general importance.. . which even these local accounts did not subserve'. Upper
most among these, of course, was 'hstory' as Atkinson put it 'in its widest term,
of the Himalayan -Tibetan region'. T h s Special Gazetteer's one major contribution
was a list of 'references as the nucleus of a complete index' to the extant knowledge
of the physiography, products, peoples and institutions', of the Himalayan-Tibetan
region.
By 1881, when the first volume of Athnson's Gazetteer came out, a
considerable advance in accumulation of information had taken place, but it was
not avadable in a processed form and in print. This Gazetteer processed all extant
knowledge in the fields of Scientific and Economic Botany, Economic Minerology,
Meteriology, Geology, with a summary and the 'gulde to materials for the study
~iJctails'. What added real value to thls celebrated work was the fact that all of
it was 'new, or embodied information buried in correspondence and reports, and
practically as inaccessible to the public as it had never been committed to writing'.
General hchard Strachey, Mr. H.B. Medlicott, Mr. S.A. Hdl, Dr. h g , Dr. Watson,
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Mr. Winterbottom, Mr. F. Duthte, Mr. Grieg, Major Garstein and Colonel Walker,
were all civil servants or scientists who had been in service in the North Western
Provinces or had their offices located withtn it. Latest information on the patties
or subdivisions adopted at the latest settlement by Beckett were also used. A coordinated effort was put in preparation of maps used in the fust volume took
place between the office of the Great Trrgonometrical Survey and the Kurnaon
Commissionery officials under the gutdance of Henry Ramsay. The great 'one inch to one-rmle' sheets were photographed down to a smaller scale and were
sent to Atkinson who obtained the correct names in Hindi of all d a g e s , rivers
etc., numbering about 8,000 in Kurnaon and Garhwal, entered agarnst each as
correctly transliterated for use in a new map, names of all halting-places on every
ordinary route, patwari headquarters, places of note, trade centers and names of
vdlages containing over one hundred inhabitants were entered, corrected and
returned after fairing out. For the trans-Himalayan portion of the map, to whtch
the survey had not extended, the help of patwaris was taken and their selection
was aided by Beckett. T h s massive enterprise certainly was 'not intended to be
solely a popular account of the dstricts.. .but to contain, fust of aU, a record of
all facts of permanent scientific or economic value that had been gathered' by
Atkinson hunself during h s visits to Kumaon and Dehra Dun and those whch
were contributed by others. Atkinson had devoted many years of k s leisure time'
to publish h s first volume in December 1881 and he hoped that it would be 'of
some use to hls successors and enable them to produce a more worthy record for
those who were truly interested in the moral and material progress of the NorthWestern province^'.^'
The next volume could be published more than two years later on 2OCh
March, 1884 as since Apnl 1876 A h s o n was not in charge of North-Western
Provinces Gazetteers and whatever he could do was accomplished 'in the few
hours of leisure that he could secure for the task without assistance of any hnd'.
During 1882-83 A h s o n had gone on furlough and it was carried through the
press w h e n . ~ t k m s o nwas far away from any references. A t h s o n hoped that the
content on this new volume may be found suggestive to many, of the h e s that
they should take up, not for the hgher aim of aiding in the great work of dffusing
a knowledge of India and its peoples, but for the personal aim of following-out
some study w h c h may glve to the student a fresh interest in life and help to
dissipate the 'general dissatisfaction' which an eternal round of hearing petty cases
and going through d r d s and parades, added to clunatic influences, is certain to
effect.
"The materials lie around in abundance whch ever way one's taste may lie",
added A h s o n . and "it has been my principal object in all that has been written,
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to suggest to the rising generation of officials what they can do, and help them
on the way." T h s volume included information on Zoology, History o f the
Khasias o f Kumaon, connection between,the Khasas and Katyuri rulers in
Kumaon and others as suggested by late Sir H.M. EUlott, the celebrated historian
and Secretary to the Board o f Revenue at Allahabad for more than a decade,
and Religion. Contributions came from Mr. Grieg, Major G.F.L. Marshall, Mr
Theobold, Sir John Strachey who transmitted valuable notes of one Rudra Datt
Pant, a learned Brahmin of Alrnora. Suits related to revenue-free grants of land
decided by Commissioner Traill, travels of Hwen Thsang were given a close
look and as mentioned Sir H.M. Ehott's hypothesis was also put under a close
review for the first time. The last, the presence of Katyuris, is considered an
enduring contribution of Atkmson to the historiography of Kumaon-Garhwal
and continues to engage serious attention of scholars of all shade^.^"
The last volume came out on 19"' February, 1886 w h c h was not generic as
the past two volumes had been but was focused on the topographcal, statistical
and other local information for each fiscal sub-&vision and important tract, town
or place, in the Kumaon, Garhwal, Tarai, Dehra Dun and Jaunsar-Bawar districts.
This thud and frnal volume draws very extensively from 'everything of interest
not only in the local official records but also in papers w h c h had been printed at
any time besides the result of much origmal inquiry'. By now G.R.C. William's
Memoir was easily accessible but the final settlement report of Dehra Dun had
not been received. Beckett's Garhwal and Kumaon report were avdable and
these two had been substantially used and extensively referred. Lrke Williams, P.
Whalley's report was also used, as the material extracted by him and annoted as
Appendices in h s report. Atkmson's third and last volume literally stands as one
publication which has been extensively referred to ever since its publication. So
much so if any error has been entered in this report that too has been recyled
many times, all these years. Availabhty of this volume has also resulted in many
researchers and scholars not consulting the primary sources, always so very essential.
It is in this last volume that A k n s o n has acknowledged the 'assistance and
advice' rendered by Sir Henry Ramsay 'throughout the work, and especially for
the materials for the notice of the Bhabar, the administration of which has been
especially his own work.' The fact that Sir Henry Ramsay was very closely associated with the progress of Athnson's Gazetteer is also proved by the fact that
whde concluding the Settlement Report on behalf of Beckett, for district Kumaon,
Ramsay mentioned that no map is being included with the Settlement Report, as
was the practice, as a better map was being prepared for inclusion in the first
volume of the Himalayan Gazetteer.'"
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Involvement and contribution of Sir Henry Ramsay and h s team of several
officials, over a long period of time, with the ground-work related to the
publication of Atkinson's celebrated Hunalayan Gazetteer, could well be considered
a literary production quite in the genre of what Commissioners T r d and Batten
had been able to produce. The only difference being that the literary contributions
of the fust two came out in an age when British Kumaon was just transiting
from a feudal era, with the worst h d of administration in the living memory of
the hill-people, and a modern administration was being introduced. By the time
Commissioner Henry Ramsay appeared on the scene not only the new mode of
governance was well known and functioning smoothly, all h n d s of official
information was not only available but the same was being used in courts, modern
educational institutions and communication revolution had educated common
masses to such an extent that the fust ever political association of Indians, the
Indian National Congress, was founded only a year after Commissioner Ramsay
ended his record tenure of office. Not only the political awareness but also rehgous
activities had also expanded to such an extent that Commissioner Rarnsay had the
great privilege of presidmg over the Annual Conference of Missionaries held at
Calcutta in 1884. A h s o n ' s Gazetteer thus also becomes a veritable compendium
of accumulated knowledge in several &sciphes of science and humanities and
the last volume an official account of the progress the Himalayan districts had
made during the first seven decades of the British rule in these parts. It also
documented the role played by each of the Commissioner whose tenures have
been taken as milestones for narrating the admhstrative hlstory of these tracts.
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Table I: Chronological Table of Rwmue andJudicial Admidstration
Year

Date

1815

3 May, 1815

18 May, 1815

27 May, 1815
2 June, 1815

8 July, 1815

2 Dec, 1815
26 Dec, 1815

-

Appointment of Edward Gardner as Commissioner for
the Affairs of Kumaon and Agent, Governor Genera;
Secy to Govt. to Edward Gardner, Futtehgarh.
Sanction given for appointing the revenue and police
establishment for Kumaon, proposed by the
Commissioner as a temporary measure
Gorkha revenue system to be adopted for the first year.
Continuation of transit duties sanctioned; and abolition
of traffic in chrldren approved. The duty on the sale of
children was the only one gven up.
Appointment of G.W. Traill, as Assistant to the
Commissioner on Rs. 700 a month;
Secy to Govt to Commissioner.
Conclusion of the treaty by which Kumaon was ceded
to the British Government.
Traill proposes arrangements revenue and police
administration o f ' Garhwal; G.W T r d to E. Gardner

1816

1 Mar, 1816 T r d submits Garhwal settlement report.
Rules regulating surrenders of prisoners to Nepal.
1 Jun, 1816
19 Oct, 1816 Kumaon placed under the Board of Commissioners at
Farrukhabad; Secy to Govt, Secret Deptt to offg
Commissioner of Kumaon.
19 Oct, 1816 The pressing of coolies for the use of private persons
prohibited; Sect to Govt to offg Commissioner of
Kumaon.

1817

7 July, 1817

T r d appointed Commissioner for the affairs of Kumaon
and Garhwal on Rs 1,500, from 1" Aug 1817.
22 July, 1817 Regulation X, 1817 received the ascent of GovernorGeneral in Council.
28 Aug, 1817 Settlement of Kumaon, Garhwal sanctioned by Governor
General in Council, except that of the Bhote Mehals;
Board of Commissioners. 22 Sep, forwarding G.O.No.
488, dated 28 Aug, 1817.
25 Sep, 1817 Board of Commissioners sanction the collection of
Kutbans and Kut Mehals
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1818

10 Feb, 1 8 18

19 Jun, 1818

1819

11 Jun, 1819

6 Aug, 1819

1 Oct, 1819

1 Oct, 1819
12 Oct, 1819
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Enquiry made in to the system of farming the customs
duties on the boundaries of Kumaon; Secy of Bd of
Cornmrs to Commr of Kumaon.
Abolition of all transit duties, customs, and sayer from
the commencement of the e n s q Fuslee year; Secy to
Govt to Board of Commrs at Farmkhabad.
Settlement account of Bhote Mehals confirmed;
Consultation, Govt of I d a , Nos. 41-3
Proclamation issued, under sanction of GovernorGeneral in Council, disallowing the immunity from
punishment enjoyed under the Gorkha Government by
the slayer of an adulterer; Secy to Govt to Commr
Sanction of Governor General in Council of the
settlement of the resumed canoongoe lands; From Secy
to Govt,
Appointment of putwarees as paid servants of Govt
authorized; Secy to Govt,
No tulbana levied in the Revenue Department; Comrnr
of Kumaon to Board of Comrnrs,

5 and 24 Nov
and; 16 Feb

1820

Deputation o f the canoongoes of Kali Kumaon and
P h b h t to adjust the boundary of the htlls and plains;
C o m m of Kurnaon to Collector of B a r d y ,
23 Dec, 1819 Report on the system of cooly supply; Cornmr to Chef
Secy to Govt,

1820

4 Jan,1820

Instructions solicited by the Commr relating to the fourth
settlement of Kumaon. Long leases deprecated on
account of the migratory habits of the cultivators, and a
three year's settlement proposed; to Bd of Commr,
Farrukhabad.
14 Apl, 1820 Three year's settlement approved. Proceedings of
Governor General, Consultation,
Dispute regarding the sale by Bareilly Civil Court of certain
22 Jul, 1820
lands situate within the province of Kumaon, and claims
of Major Hearsey in reference thereto,
Report of the settlement of the jungle mehals; to Bd of
5 Sep, 1820
Commissioners,
14 Nov, 1820 Report of a murder induced by behef in witchcraft; to
Political Secy to Govt,
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1821

14 Mar, 1821,
4 Apl and
25 Apl, 1821 Report of the settlement of Pergunnahs Kalee, Kuttoor,
Kuriee, Danpore, and of the Bhootea Mehals; to the Bd
of Commissioners,
No Government opium disposed of in Kumaon; to Civil
5 ~ p l 1821
,
Audtor,
21 May, 1821 Proposal for five additional putwarees in Kumaon; to
Bd of Commissioners,
30 Jun, 1821 Report of the settlement of pergunnah in Tehsil Shore,
to Bd of Commissioners,

1822

29 Mar, 1822 Release of convicts on His Majesty's birthday; G O No.
168,
Enquiries
of Mr Glyn respecting the sale of chrldren,
5 Jul, 1822
8 Oct; and
19 Dec, 1822 Inquests ordered to be held in cases of suicides; Paras
16-17 of Mr Glyn's report; and para 11 Resolution of
Govt,
9 Apl, 1823 Legal rate of interest fured at 12%; paras 3 and 4 of a
letter from the Court of Directors,
Proclamation prohibitory of the sale of wives and
5 Jun, 1823
widows; G.O.,

1824

5 May, 1824 Transfer of Turai; Mr Adam's letter,
21 May, 1824 Decision of Government on the boundary between
Kumaon and Moradabad; G.O.,
21 May, 1824 Rule for the sale of lands; Resolution of Govt.,
13 Oct, 1824 Board's rules for regarding the tax on foreign produce;
from Board to Mr. Halhed,

1825

17 Mar, 1825 Traill's salary raised to Rs. 2,500 per mensem; Resolution
of Govt.,
25 June, 1825;
& 8 Dec, 1825 Correspondence regarding the transfer of Pergunnah
Chandee to Kumaon; Proceedings of G G in Council,
N0.61, and Resolution of Govt.,

1826

Correspondence on Mr. T r d ' s quinquennial settlement
Annexation of Deyrah Doon and Chandee to the
Jurischction of the Commissioner of Kumaon, and issue
of administrative orders; Proceedings of G G Council,
Judlcial Department

8 Dec 1825

Henry Ramsay
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1827

18 Oct 1827

1828

28 Feb 1828 &
15 May 1828 Regsters of burials, baptisms, and marriages prescribed;
Proceedings of Governor General in Council No. 215
and Proceedmgs of Government No. 31

Magistrates' jurisdmion in the case of petty offences
committed by sepoys; Letter from Secretary to
Government to Mr. Tradl, No. 2059

Change in the constitution of revenue authorities.

1829

Stipulations of k s tbundee approved; Letter ftom Sudder
Board of Revenue
10 Mar 1829 Canoongoes and pundit empowered to try c i d suits;
& 14 Jul1829 G O 717 and G O 2024
12 May 1829 Separation of Deyrah Doon from Kumaon from 01
May.
12 May 1829 Pergunnah Chandee placed under the Commissioner of
Kurnaon; Letter from Secretary to Government to Mr.
Traill
Mr. Traill, settlement of certain pergunnzhs confirmed
for five years.

19 Feb 1829

14 Jul 1829 &
3 Nov 1829 Appointment of a Munsif; G O 2024 and G O 2983
Measures for the suppression of sutteel; GO
5 Dec 1829
1830

24 Sep 1830

1831

15 Nov 1831 Mr. Robertson's power as Commissioner of Circuit;

Mr. T r d directed to take up charge of the Baredly
Division
Letter from Senior Secretary Sudder Nizamut Adawlut,
No 1295
Spirit of revenue law prescribed for Kumaon by
Regulation X of 1831, Sec 5 , 7

1832

19 Jan and
14 April 1832 Proceedings in the case of Deboolee, charged with
10 Apr 1832

1833

05 Jan 1833

murder.
Mr. Campbell appointed Commissioner to try suits under
Regulation X of 1817
Extension of Kurnaon settlements for a further period
of five years
Orders of Government respecting the supplies of g r ~ u r
for troops; Letter from Officiating Secretary to
government to Mr. Tradl, No. 67
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Regulation of customs dues in Kurnaon entrusted to the
Sudder Board by Regulation I of 1833
Opinion of Government on the surrender of revenue
defaulters to Nepal; Letter from Court of Directors, No.
2
Recommendation of the Board of Revenue that Mr.
Traill's settlement should be extended for a period of
twenty years negatived.
Mr. T r d rehquishment of the office of Commissioner
of Kurnaon (December 31); G.O. No. 3706

1835

28 Oct 1835

1836

28 Jan 1836 &
24 Feb 1826 Abolition of the traffic in slaves; G O No. 4 and G O No.
604
19 Jan 1836 Renewed investigation of rent-free tenures; Letter from
Special Commissioner Meerut No. 6
27 May 1835 Directions as to the mode of demanding the surrender
of refugees; Paras. 32-36 of Letter from Court of
Directors No. 19
31 May 1836 The Courts forbidden to receive suits for the recovery
of slaves; Letter to Commissioner of Kumaon
10 Jun 1836 Arrangement of records enjoined by the Board of
Revenue; Letter from Secretary to sudder Board of
Revenue to Officiating Commissioner of Baredly No. 37
3 Apr 1835
Insanes to be removed to Divisional Hospital; Circular
from Registrar of Calcutta Court to Commissioners and
Magstrates Lower Provinces

1837

20 Jan 1837

Magistrates forbidden to order the restoration of wives
to their husbands; Circular, Sudder Nizamut Adawlut
4 Mar 1837 The entertainment of an establishment for service of
processes authorized and tulubana ordered to be crechted
to Government; Revenue Proceedings.
10 May 1837 Suggestions of the Board for abolishmg the oppressive
system of obtaining supplies of grain for the troops
judged impracticable; Revenue Proceedings.
9 Mar 1837 Slaughter of h e for troops restricted to cantonment
lirmts; Judlcial Civil Proceedrngs
Canoongoeshtp declared not heredtary
13 Jun 1837 Mr. Bird's note on Kumaon submittecl to Government
by sudder Board of Revenue; Letter from Secretary to
sudder Board of Revenue
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10 Jul 1837

31 Jul 1837

28 Jun 1837

12 Sep and
29 Sep 1837

13 Nov and
7 Dec 1837

1838
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Orders re-annexing the Kasheepore Pergunnahs to their
proper districts and the Turai to the conaguous R o w a n d
Collectorates; G.O. in Revenue Department
Importation of slaves into the plains from Kumaon held
to be dlegal and criminal in reference to Regulation 111.
Of 1832; From Secretary to Government to Regstrar,
Sudder Nizarnut Adawlut
Question raised regarding the legahty of the ordeal by
hot iron; Letter from J.H. Batten, Assistant Commissioner
Garhwal to Collector Gowan No. 3
Refusal of Commissioner to supply certain information
to the sudder Board of Revenue and orders of
Government thereon Sec. Section 3 Regulation XXV of
1803; Letter from Secretary Board of Revenue and G.O.
in the Revenue Department
The Question of the recogmtion of badshahee grants in
Kumaon referred t o the Government of India
Government of In&a declme to lay down any general
rule; G.O. Revenue Department

27 Apr 1838

Questions concerning maafce holdings in Garhwal and
Kumaon submitted to Government; Letter ftom Secretary
Board Revenue
Orders concerning ditto; G.O. Revenue Department
4 Jul1838
Kumaon placed under control of sudder Dewany
Adawlut Suddei Nizarnut Adawlut and Sudder Board
of Revenue; Act X 1838
24 Nov 1838 Carrying out of the transfer of Kumaon and Garhwal
Turai to the plains and Consequent reorganization of the
system of police; letter to sudder Board of Revenue.

26 Jan 1839

15 Feb 1839

Separation of offices of canoongoe and moonsiff. Jan
26th letter from Commissioner of Kumaon dated 25th
July 1837 under orders of 15th July 1837
Introduction of Assam Procedure Rules and other
changes consequent on enactment of Act X 1838,
Resolution
Mr. J.H. Batten made Senior Assistant to Commissioner
of Kurnaon on Rs. 700 a month, Resolution
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9 Mar 1839
8 Jun 1839

Placed in charge of revenue settlement of Kumaon,
Resolution
Confirmation of Court declared not necessary to
appointment of moonsiffs; From Sudder Dewany
Adawlut
Appointment of a Deputy Collector under Regulation
IX of 1833

25 Jun, 12 Aug
& 14 Nov 1839 Rules regarding stamped paper in Kumaon Rules
contained in Section 17 Regulation X of 1829 dispensed
with in appellate cases origmation in Kumaon
Constitution of an office for registering deeds in Kurnaon;
6 Sep 1839
G.O. No. 2192
14 Sep 1839 Authority given to Commissioner of Kumaon to exercise
hls dscretion in entertaining original civil suits hunself or
leaving them to be instituted in the lower tribunals; From
Secretary to Government to Sudder Dewany Adawlut
Court's permission for the record of proceedings in
Nagree.
1840

30 Jan 1840

15 Feb 1840

12 Jun 1840

Authority gtven to the Sudder Court to issue instructions
to modify the practice of the Civil and Criminal Courts
in cases of the abduction or elopement of women from
their husbands; Orders of Government in Judicial
Criminal Department
Commissioner authorized to exercise the power of
granting rewards under clause 3 Section 14 Regulation
XVII of 1816 and Section 18 Regulation XVI of 1810;
G.O. No. 542
Instructions regarding the interference o f the
Commissioner in the appointment and dsrnissal of priests
of Hindoo temples. GO in Judicial Criminal Department

1841

18 Mar 1841

Mr. Batten's report on the management of the Turai;
From J.H. Batten Esq. to Commissioner of Kumaon

1842

31 Dec 1842

Revised settlement of Garhwal con fumed for a term of
twenty years; G O

1843

9 Jun 1943

Wish of the Government intimated that the enquiries into
cases of abduction and adultery should be strictly
governed by the rules in force in the plains; Orders of
Government on the Report of Police Adnlinistration
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11 May 1844 Directions for an addition to the Civil Rules to empower
the Native Judges in and dispense with replications and
rejoinders; To Sudder Dewany Adawlut from Secretary
to Government

1845

27 Feb 1845

7 Jul 1845

3 Jul 1845

25 Aug 1845

20 Sep 1845
1846

6 Apr 1846
2 Jun 1846

1847

Commissioner directed to observe the provisions of
Regulation I of 1824 in t h g up land for a public road;
GO
Notification containing rules for the settlement at Nynee
Tal and resolution introducing the provisions of Act X
of 1842 into that settlement
Supplementary Civil Rules regardmg the c o p a n c e of
suits moonsiffs and the regstration of deeds passed by
the Hon'ble the Lieutenant Governor.
Directions regardmg the farm of Talooqua Chandee and
the forest tracts. The right of Government to the forest
should be asserted either by holdrng kham or farming,
G.O. Revenue Department
Advertisement in the Gazette of Pokree and Dhampore
mines in Garhwal; G.O. Revenue Department
Rules issued for the use of ju&cial stamps; Resolution of
Judiual C i d Depattrnent
Confirmation of the settlement of Kumaon; Revenue
Department G O

18 May and
3 Sep 1846
4 May, 21 May
& 26 Jun 1847 Definition of the duties of the local authorities in respect
of the succession and investiture of the Rawuls of the
temples of Badrinath; Proceedmgs of Government in
Revenue Department

1848

6 Nov 1848

Death of Mr. G.T. Lushington and appointment of Mr.
J.H. Batten as Commissioner of Kumaon; Resolution

1849

24 Jul1849

Introduction of the rule for the refund of stamp duty in
cases adjusted by razeenamas; G.O. No. 49

1850

8 Oct 1850

Directions issued for the local officers to assume change
of the Sudaburt estates. Granted to the temple of
Badrinath and Kedarnath as a trust in the spirit of
Regulation XIX of 1810; G.O. of Revenue Department
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10 Feb 1851

Mr. Thomason's Note on the levy of forest dues along
the foot of the Kumaon hills.
Rules respecting zernindaree tea plantations.

26 Sep 1855
6 Oct 1855

Rules respecting grants for tea lands; Notification No.
2109
Revision of Revenue Rules; G.O. No. 4085

20 Feb 1856

Captain H. Ramsay appointed Commissioner o f
Kumaon

11Jan 1858

Transfer of the Turai to the charge of the Commissioner
of Kurnaon; Resolution of Chief Commissioner

Re-attachment of the Turai to the Rohilkhand Division;
Notification
24 Jun 1861 Instructions to Commissioner of Kumaon direction
observance of Sections 243, 244 of Act VIII of 1859;
G.O. No. 184A
18 Dec 1861 Extension of Criminal Procedure Code to Kumaon;
Notification No. 1226A; Judicial Criminal Department
2 Apr 1861

20 Mar 1862
22 Aug 1862
8 Apr and
29 Apr 1863

Extension of Act XIV of 1859; Notification No. 57A
Introduction of Jhansie C i d Rules; G.O. No. 2207A
Correspondence with Sudder Dewany Adawlut
respecting the withdrawal of the supervising authority
hitherto exercised by them and amendment of the new
Civil Rules; From Reg. Sudder Dewany Adawlut No.
636 to Reg. Sudder Dewany Adawlut No. 165A

8 Apr 1864

Enactment of Act XXIV of 1864 and introduction of
C i d Procedure Code.

1 Oct 1868

Act XXIV of 1868, inoculation in Kumaon and Garhwal.
The Scheduled Districts Act

Table 11: Governors-General, Governors, L t G o v e r n o r s a n d
Commissioners
Sr Year

Governor-General of India
Governor / U.-Governor

1. 1813-23 Lord Hastings
(Lord Moira'

CommLribmr

Edward Giudner
G.W Traill

2. 1823-28 Lord Arnherst
G.W Traill
3. 1828-35 Lord Wrlliam Bentinck
G.W T r d
Governor Agra
14 Nov 1834 20 Mar 1835 Sir C.T. Metcalfe
20 Mar 1835 1.Dec 1835 Mr. W. Blunt
1 Dec, 1835 1 Jun 1836 Mr A. Ross

4. 1835-36 Sir Charles Theophdus Metcalfe

G.W. T r d
G.T. G o w n

Lt. Governor, NWP
1Jun 1836 1 Jun 1838 Sir C. T. Metcalfe

5. 1 8 3 7 4 2 Lord Auckland

G.E. Gowan.
G.T. Lushington

1Jun 1838 Sir C.T. Metcalfe
4 Feb 1840 Mr. T.C. Robertson

6. 1 8 4 2 4 4 Lord Ellenborough
30 Jun 1843 Sir G. R. Clark
22 Dec 1843 Mr. James Thomason

G.T. Lushtngton

7. 1844-48 Lord Hardinge
(Sir Henry Hardinge)
Mr. James Thomason

G.T. Lushmgton
J.H. Batten

8. 1848-56 Lord Dalhousie
10 Oct 1853 Mr. James Thomason
10 Oct 1853 Mr A.W Begbie ( i/c)
7 Nov 1853 Mr. J. R. Colvin

J.H. Batten

J.H. Batten
9. 1856-58 Lord Charles John
H. Ramsay
& Viscount Canning
10 Dec 1857 19 Jan 1859 Mr. E.A. Reade ( i / c)
1858-May 1862 G.G. & Vice-roy Canning
19 Jan 1859 27 Feb 1863 Sir George Fred& Wdmonstone
27 Feb 1863 7 Mar 1863 Mr. R. Money ( i / c )
H. Ramsay
10. 1862-63 Lord Elgm
7 Mar 1863 10 Mar 1868 Edmond Drurnmond
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11. 1864-69 (Sir) Lord John Lawrence
H. Ramsay
10 Mar 1868 Edmond Drurnond
10 Mar 1868 7 April 1874 Sir Wllllam Muit
12. 1869-72 Lord Mayo

H. Ramsay
Sir Willlam Muir

13. 1872-76 Lord Northbrook

H. Ramsay

Sir Mllllam Muir
7 Apl 1874 26 Jul 1876 Sir John Strachey

14. 1876-80 Lord Lytton
H. Ramsay
26 July 1876 Sir John Starchey
26 Jul 1876 15 Feb 1877 Sir George Ebenezer Wilson Couper
Lt. Governor & Chef Commissioner Oudh
Sir G.E. Wilson Couper
H. Ramsay
15.1880-84 Lord k p o n
17 Apl 1882 Sir G.E. Wilson Couper
17 Apl 1882- 21 Nov 1887 Sir Alfred Comyn Lyall
16. 1884-88 Lord Dufferin
H. Ramsay
21 Nov 1887 Sir Alfred Comyn Lyall
21 Nov 1887 28 Nov 1892 Sir Auckland Colvin

Table III: Revenue Revision Settlements (1815-1884)
--

-

--

Sr.No. Year

Unit

Duration

I
I1
I11

Kumaon
Kumaon
Kumaon
Kumaon
Kumaon
Kumaon
Kumaon
Kumaon
Garhwal
Kumaon
Garhwal

G.W T r d
Annual
Annual
G.W T r d
Triennial
G.W T r d
Triend
G.W Trail1
Quinquennial G.W T r d
Q u i n q u e n d G.W T r d
Quinquennial G.V(!T r d
Twenty Years J.H. Batten
Twenty Years J.O'Beckett
Twenty Years J.O'Beckett
Twenty Years E.K. Pauw

IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
M

1815
1816
1817
1820
1823
1828
1833
1839
1864

Settlement Oficer

Demand
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CHAPTER 7
Henry Ramsay
George Smith in his Twelve InQan Statesmen (1897) includes Sir Henry Ramsay
as one of the Twelve Indian Statesmen who were 'chef among the Empire
builders of the nineteenth century'. He puts Sir Henry Ramsay in the august
company of Charles Grant, Sir Henry Lawrence, Lord John Lawrence, Sir
James Outram, Sir Donald M'Leod, Sir Henry hlarion Durand, Lt.-General
C o h Mackenzie, Sir Herbet B. Edwardes, John Clark Marshman, Sir Henry
Summer Maine and Sir Charles U. Aitchson. Dr. George Smith knew all of
them except Charles Grant and counted them 'as intimate friends'. He mentions
it as an accident 'that the twelve unconsciously revealed that strain of Puritanism
which had been said to mark the greatest and most zealous patriotism', see
Preface and pages, 275-286. Charles Grant, creQted with being 'the fust to
work out the ethlcal principles on whlch alone Great Britain could found its
Indian Empire', and also with 'being the chef influence in education public
opinion (in England), and persuading Parliament to glve these principles active
authority'. According to Dr. Smith these were applied to the Princes and Armies
of In&a by Henry Lawrence, to its People by John Lawrence. Henry Lawrence
had as his dsciples James Outram, Herbert Edwatdes, Henry hiarion Durand,
and C o h Mackenzie; John Lawrence was followed by Henry Ramsay and
Charles Aitchison. The Historian who recorded and the Journalist who
continuously influenced much of Imperial Policy on Puritan hies was John
Marshman. The Jurist who justified and applied these principles to the India of
the Queen Empress, embodying them in legdative forms, so that they became
fruitful for ever, was Henry Maine. Badri Datt Pande's assertion that Dr. Smith's
inclusion of Henry Ramsay, as one of the twelve Statemen of India, was owing
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to commitment of Rarnsay towards Christianity and open support of missionaries,
is thus borne out from t h s unambiguous admission. However, that Ramsay
wished to convert whole of Kumaon to Christianity is not proved from any
document or his public actions; cf Badri Datt Pande, Kumaon ka Itihas, page
454-455.
For his other biographlcal detads see Modern English Biography, volume 11, R
to 2, Frederic Boase, Frank Ross & Co Ltd, 1965, page 26; List of Officers of
Bengal Army, 1758-1834, Part 111, by Maj. V.C.P. Hodson, Phrllimore & Co
Ltd, 1946, page 601-602; an Obituari in The Times, December, 1893, page 4:
Issue 34140; col B; also Indian Office Library, London : L/MIL/9/ 180.6 626;
he was also remembered by the descendants of those individuals who had been
close to him and one such publication came from Lala Debi Das Kayastha of
Almora, as A Short Memoir of General Sir Henry Ramsay & His Works in
Kumaon; The K.P. Works, Almora, pages 1 - 3. An engraving of Major General
Sir Henry Ramsay appeared i n the London Illustrated News of March 25,
1878, and the cutting came to hght in context of visit of the Prince of Wales,
later Edward VII, to Kumaon, on a tiger hunting expedition. Another obituary
in the Chronicle of 1893 noted hls adroit handling of the 'great Mutiny of
1857-8' when hls province 'remained loyal and tranquil'. The Lt.-Governor of
the North Western Provinces at that time wrote that ' h s sway was a pattiarchal
sway; he was the Father of his people; h s word was law. Liberal, large-hearted,
and unceasing in his journeying through the province, attending to the minutest
wants as well as the larger interest of h s people, Kumaon never had a better
man as its head, or is likely to have a better "King".'
Ramsay's Administrative Report on the Bhabar and C h h a Estates in May
1884 was hls last one and its paragraphs 22 - 39, kept in the State Archives of
Uttar Pradesh, Lucknow, record an over-all assessment of h s entire stay in
Kumaon, especially the main changes to whch Ramsay was a witness. Beckett's
Ninth Settlement of Garhwal and Kumaon, the last one to be done by a single
Settlement Officer, after John Hallet Batten, provided Ramsay yet another
opportunity to sum up hls impressions of changes which came over during
Ramsay's four decades stay in Kumaon. The Kumaon part of the Ninth Revenue
Revision of Kumaon &vision accordingly has been taken by this author as his
'reflections on Kumaon', as a separate chapter. T h s author has also analyzed
h s entire tenure as Commissioner in an independent monograph entitled The
Office of Kumaon Commissioner and Its Subordinate Offices, 1856-84, first
published by t h e Centre for Development Studies, UP Academy of
Administration, Naini Tal and recently included in Some Aspects of
Administrative History of Uttarakhand, 2009, by the same publisher. A
summarized version is included in this volume. Much remains in various
publications of English and American Missionaries and the Pre Mutiny Records
at UP State ,irchives. The pre-mutiny primary references on Ramsay have
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been also noticed in the preceding chapters upto year 1856. His Report on the
Sub-Himalayan Forests, 1861, was one major source material for Edwin T.
Atkmson's Gazetteer of Himalayan Districts, Forestry chapter, 1882, and this
Report had been published earlier by the N. W. Provinces Government. Tlus
author is parucularly grateful to Dr. Pushhn Phartyal of CHEA, Naini Tal for
the written and photographc material he accessed from the British Library and
the School of Oriental and African Studies, University of London. Henry Ramsay
richly deserves a full scale study on h s life and times whch would be of great
value to the understanding of Uttarakhand of today.
2.

3.

These particulars have been gleaned from the origlnal Detailed Statement of
Salaries & Establishment of the Kumaon Commissioner's Office, as on 1"
May, 1863, and subsequent years upto 1" May, 1885; kept under Orders of
s
provides us an interesting inslght
Revenue &Judicial department. T h ~ Statement
into the growth of the establishment of the Office of Kumaon Commissioner:
the way the particulars regarding each permanent staff was improved upon
from time to time and the additions which were made in 1867, adding the
numerically largest Nazarat establishment mainly consisting of the menial ranks
as supporting staff; addition in 1869 of 8 persons. After 1871 those over 55
years of age were recommended for extension of their tenures from the Nazarat,
Turai Office, Garhwal Office and there after changes which took place in
1872, 1873, 1874 etc on annual basis right upto 1884, the year Ramsay himself
superannuated. All told it made up a roll of just 99 persons, including the
Commissioner hunself. T h s part precisely pinpoints the manner in whch the
offices multiplied into English, Vernacular and hliscellaneous Offices, followed
by the Judicial branch expansion and the biggest of them all the support staff/
Nazarat establishment. Man-power planning becomes more detailed, c h g for
minutest of personnel detds. By and large the offices in Uttar Pradesh and
Uttarakhand remain modeled after t h s evolution and not much has changed in
the Collectorates, Tahsils and police thanas.
Extract paragraphs 22 - 39 from a Report on the Administration of the Bhabar
and Chdkia Estates upto the end of May, 1884, by General Sir Henry Ramsay,
Commissioner Kumaon Division, U.P. State Archives, Lucknow. This was the
last d e t d e d Annual Report submitted by Ramsay and whde writing it he became
conscious of the fact that it would be so. Accordingly he expanded the scope of
this report to include some of the impressions which he thought were
overpowering enough to merit mention by him. Bhabar and Chilkia
,idmlnistration for quite some time remained one of his most enduring
coiltributions where he had demonstrated what is possible to be acheved in
one's own life-time, a rarer phenomenon these days. The statistical table at the
end of the report really dustrates this achievement. What is popularly also
known as the 'Kham' management of Haldwani and Kotdwara, both Bhabar
retained t h s management right into the seventies of the present century, when
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this author had occasion in 1970s to manage it in Kotdwara and in 1990s in
Haldwmi, as Commissioner of Kumaon. The fresh water channels, old boulderhouses with slate-roofs, old orchards etc now stand replaced with multi-storey
houses, even some modern-day shopping Malls !
4. What Ramsay has brought to our notice by way of his parting remarks and
warning was to be later fully expanded by V. A. Stowell, I. C. S. in 1953 in his
celebrated work A Manual of the Land Tenures of the Kumaun Division (Hdl
Tracts). Stowell observed that ' to a new comer from the plains the distinctions
of measured and unmeasured lands (nap and benap) and all the questions
regarding unmeasured waste and forest lands present a somewhat complicated
problem.. . and the subject formed ... one of the chief branches of district
administration in the M s , perhaps the most important of all, and in no other
matter local knowledge and experience was so essential.. . for very many questions
relating to Nayabad, district forest management and the rights and practices of
villagers not merely a general knowledge of principles and rules, but an actual
local knowledge of each portion of the district was necessary.' Ramsay reiterated 'the immense importance of personal investigation and arrangements
on the spot.'; see Stowell's, A Manual of the Land Tenures of the Kumaun
Division ( H a Tracts), Centre for Development Studies, Readings, U.P. Academy
of Administration (1953, reprint 1996), page 163-185.
Settlement Officers' different h a n d h g of such waste-lands illustrates this best.
We find Pauw, on the other hand, at the time of the Tenth Settlement later in
Garhwal, stricking off all such land, as had relapsed in to jungle or permanent
waste, or had never been cultivated, the area recorded in the names of vdlagers
and settling with them in the cadastrally surveyed tracts only. The plots, however,
remained on the settlement records in the name of the State (Kaisar-i-Hind) as
hssadar. Other waste plots, whch intervened among the cultivation and were
plotted in the new cadastral survey maps, were similarly recorded in the vdlage
papers. Such areas are known as Kaisar-i-Hind land, and so far as villagers'
rights are concerned they rank as un-measured land. The villagers had no
proprietary right over them, as they did in Almora lands w h c h sull remained
recorded as their hlssadari. Subject, however, to the usual precaution about the
destruction of trees the Kaisar-i-Hind plots were considered a legitimate field
for the extension of cultivation.

Naini Tal, presented yet another picture and came between Almora and Garhwal
in a way. The villagers retained the old measured waste or fallow of Beckett's
settlement; it had not been struck off the village, or made Kaisar-i-Hind land;
and there are further the surveyed plots of "zone" land of the new settlement,
which somewhat resembled Beckett's 'laik awadi' land or Kaisar-i-Hind land in
Garhwal. Each hissadar had the fullest rights over his own share of the measured
and assessed land; he could do whatever he ltked with it, subject only to the
customary rules of law regarding the rights of other individuals. The State had
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nothing to do with such land so long as the revenue on it was paid and the terms
of the settlement agreement observed. The same was the case whh the common
and waste lands in which the villagers were recorded as proprietors, they could
have them partitioned and cultivate them or leave them waste as they thought
fit.
As recently as in 1937, the Kumaon Laws Committee also included the Nayabad
as one of the t h e e n major items (item 4) to be deliberated. O f the various
opinions received by the Committee it was felt that 'no hard and fast rules be
made to permit the Forest department to interfere with the discreaon of Civil
and Revenue authorities when a channel or panchayat extends in the reserved
forests' and 'the Nayabad should only be given to those who are permanent
residents of the place and have no lands already and it should not be given to
any outsider'. It was admitted in 1937 that 'Nayabad has been a source of
litigation, it has been instrumental in getting hlll tops deforested, whlch have
eventually led to unprecedented floods and landslips during the past fifteen
years...therefore.. .no further extension of cultivation should be allowed, with
the proviso that landless people should be granted pieces of land for cultivation
in selected civil forest areas'.
The wastelands, the Nayabad and the Forest Act provisions on Protected Forests
were now getting interlinked inextricably and like h s predecessor Commissioners
Ramsay also strongly believed that the Government, or say the state, was a
major stake-holder and had at least 'an equal right in all jungle land' if not more
than the vdagers and the vdages. The debate continues to this day, as a part of
a wider 'Jal, Jameen and Jungle (Water, Land and Forest)' rights issue and with
deeper democratization the state now shares these rights and prideges, rather
than monopolue it absolutely.
5. Extract paragraph 35, Report on the Administration of the Bhabar and Chilkta
Estate, ibid.
6 . See Whdey's British Kumaon, ibid, pages 101-119, Appendix K.p.
7. P. Whalley's The Law of the Extra-Regulation Tracts, Subordinate to the
Government of N.WP, was originally published in 1870 and it is most surprising
that notwithstanding its mention in Atkmson's and Nevlll's Gazetteers and the
kiemoits of G.R.C. Williams this seminal work was not readily available. After
a painstaking search of nearly a decade when t h s author sent a copy of its
partially reprinted edition to the doyen of Uttarakhand History Dr. Shiv Prasad
Dabral he in hls letter of 3"'July 1999 elaborated the frustratingly h a l e search
he had to undertake himself. Whalley and G.R.C. 'VS'dhams were detaded to
undertake an in-depth examination of the extant laws in the Non-Regulation
tracts of British Kumaon and Dehra Dun, respectively. Whalley was able to
complete it in 1870 whereas Wdhams was delayed on many counts, including
h s transfer out of Dehra Dun. The re-print styled as Whalley's British Kumaon
was undertaken by Vishwavidyalaya Prakashan of T'aranasi, in 1991, with an
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Introduction by R.S. Tolia for the re-print, and the same forms the base for this
part.
8. Compiled from the United Provinces Code, 1906. The United Provinces Code,
1906; which consists of The Bengal Regulations and the Local Acts of the
Governor General in Council in force in the United Provinces of Agra and
Oudh, The Acts of the Lieutenant-Governor of the United Provinces of -igra
and Oudh in Council and the enactments which have been declaredk force in,
or extended to the Scheduled Districts of the Province of Agra by Notification
under the Scheduled Districts Act, 1874, with A Chronological Table and Index
(in two volumes) (Fourth Edition), 1906 see Appendix, pages 964-984, for
Kumaon and Garhwal, pages 985-1001, for the Tarai Parganas, and pages
1003 - 1013, for Jaunsar Bawur. These are given in the Appendix. The Code,
after 1882 adds one more category, Acts of the Lieutenant-Governor of the
United Provinces, from 1901 onwards and there are only 5 entries in this
category, all of them for the year 1901 and related only to one subject, United
Provinces Land Revenue Act, 1901, which extended certain provisions of that
Act after certain modifications, given in column 5 of the tables. For Tarai
Parganas also there are three categories. In category 2 there is only one entry
after 1882 i.e. for 1890 on Rdways, declaring the Indian Rdways Act, 1890
(IX of 1890) was also in force in Tarai Pargana; and just one entry in category
3 i.e. for 1901, whereby the Land Revenue Act, 1901 was extended on the 5'
January, 1906. Jaunsar Bawur had only two additions after 1884 i.e. Act V I T
and Act X of 1888, both extending amendments in the Code of Civil Procedure.
For Jaunsar Bawur there is no entry in category 3.
9. After annexation of the Punjab, Dalhousie required officers to man the districts
of the Punjab, where Lt-Governor James Thomason enthusiastically helped
him with the transfer of "nineteen of the best blood". Elhott informed the
Punjab Board, "they have all been selected for their known and presumed
qualifications,. . .you will find them as efficient a body of public servants as
have ever been employed in a smgle province in India".
The Thomasonian Rule in the Punjab, Peter Penner, The Patronage Bureaucracy
in North India, The Robert hi. Bird and James Thomason School 1820-1870;
Chanakya Publications, Delhi, 1986; pages 284-285 and 305. 'This association
of NWP officials with the Punjab proved critical and assisting John Lawrence
in being later hailed as the saviour of the Empire. Not only during the disturbed
period but in the post-mutiny relief and rehabilitation of the British and
European affected famhes both Ramsay and John Lawrence played a major
role. Lahore Fund and collective efforts of the Thomasonian officials in the
rehabhtation efforts is yet another research theme Eor which ample primary
material exists in the pre mutiny records of the various arcluves. Rehabilitation
of the affected Indian families by the Thomsaonian officials is reflected in the
hlethodist missions' work in Orphanages, widows' upliftment and printing
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workshops. The Narrative by Keene, contained a very brief account of
happenings in Kumaon. This article, being the fust detailed account fixst appeared
in the Uttaranchal sp;cial Issue, Vol. V, 2005 and also in The Journal of the
Meerut University History Alumni (MUHA), Special Issue on the even of the
150 years of 1857, edited by Dr. Devesh C. Sharma, pages 339-349.
10. Keene, H.G., Indian Districts During the Revolt, (1883); reprinted as Briush
Administration during the Revolt of 1857 (1985), pages 124, 127, 129-133,
and 137.
1I . Beckett to Ramsay, 15 May 1857, MLR, vol. 109; Ramsay to hluir, 23 July
1858, No. 258, The Narrative from which most of the material is taken, JLI,
vol. 45; to Dickson, 20 July 1857, JLI, vol. 45; Becjett to Ramsay, 16 June
1857, MLR, vol. 109.
12. The Narrative, op cit.
13. A certificate issued to hloti Ram Shah and several testimonials gven by scores
of European officials (printed list) is a testimony of the loyalty of various
residents towards administration in the hour of need. A portrait of the builderphilanthropist Moti Ram Shah has been made avadable by the hrs descendant
Rajen Nath Shah, who has also established a Trust for the maintenance of
worship at the Nanda Devi temple, following the family tradition. hloti Ram
Shah's charitable acts extend to setting up drinkmg water channels, grants for
hospital at Alrnora and establishment of trusts ldce Nanda Devi temple; Ramsay
to McCausland, 15 Dec 1857, JLI, vol 45; Ramsay to Thornhd, 3 Feb 1858,
vol 45; to Muir, 29 Jan 1858, JLI, vol 45; Ramsay to Mc Causland, 13 July
1857, vol 45; to Brigaher Chamberlain, 13 July 1857, JLI, vol 45.
14. The Narrative, op. cit.
15. Copies of panvanas to all Kumaon Battalion men through patties to march to
D e h , on 2 P d June 1857, JLI, vol. 45; to Col McCausland, 4 July, 1857, JLI,
vol. 45; and The Narrative, op. cit. Both SACSreceived the extraordinary powers
conferred by the Acts of XIV and XVI on 3rd September only. By the first
week of September recruiting parties were all over Kumaon in search of Gorkha
recruits, such as the 20' Punjab Regiment, the Guards etc.; also the Narrative,
op. cit. There had been only two occasions, the uprising of 1857 and later the
non-cooperation movement of 1942, when the local officers have acutely felt
the absence of a regular police for maintaining law and order. Alternative
arrangements, as the situation remains the same, have to be thought out.
16. Ramsay to Lt Dickson, 20 July 1857, JLI, vol45; to Beckett, 12 Aug 1857, JLI,
vol. 45.
17. The Narrative, op. cit; to h4uir, 4 May 1858, JLI, vol 45.
18. Ramsay to Muir, 4 hlay 1858, JLI, vol 45; to Colvin, 17 Jul 1858, JLI, vol 45.
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19. Ramsay to Muir, 13 Jul 1858, JLI, vol 45; H. Vansittart to Superintendent
Debra Dun, 2 Dec 1857, MLR, vol 109; Thornhrll to Ramsay, 23 Dec 1857,
MLR, vol 109.
20. The Narrative, op.cit ; to Thornhrll, 15 Jan 1858, JLI, vol 45; and Ramsay to
Muir, 6 Apl 1858, JLI, vol 45; to Maj Gen Mansfield, 6 Apl 1858, JLI, vol 45.
21. Ramsay to Alexander, 12 Feb 1858, JLI, vol45; to Muir, 26 Feb 1858, JLI, vol.
45; to Alexander, 27 Feb 1858, JLI, vol 45.
22. Ramsay to Muir, 13 July 1858, Statement of persons recommended for Medals,
JLI, vol. 45 ; Ramsay to Muir, 6 Apl 1858, JLI, vol. 45; to Maj Gen Mansfield,
6 .rip1 1858, JLI, vol 45; to Colvin, 10 Apl 1858, JLI, vol 45.
23. The next, the Tenth settlement of Garhwal was E.K. Pauw for twenty years;
see Report on the Tenth Settlement of the Garhwal district, by E.K. Pauw,
published by the Government Press, Allahabad, 1896. Some authors have termed
Batten's settlement as the ninth whtch is patently mistaken. Thls conhsion has
been caused by Atkinson and has even been carried over to the works of
scholars hke Dr Shiv Prasad Dabral and others who followed hun.See Dabral's
Uttarakhand Ka Itihas, volume 7, p 190. That Beckett's settlement was the
ninth revision is also expressly mentioned in paragraph 2 of the Report on the
Settlement of Kumaon District itself; Major General Henry Ramsay to E.C.
Buck, Secretary to the Board of Revenue, NWP, camp Haldwani, No. 223 of
1874, dated 7' March, 1874. Ramsay also mentions that he is skipping other
interesting d e t d s as a Gazetteer was being prepared by Mr. Atkmson most of
these aspects. E . K. Pauw, quoting from a description given by Colonel Pitcher,
Director of Land Records and Agriculture, in 1888, describes this measurement
process; see para 62, page 58 of Report on the Tenth Settlement of the Garhwal
District, 1896. For Garhwal settlement, also see Pauw's Tenth Settlement of
Garhwal District, ibid, para 62, pages 53-54.
24. Beckett, Report on the Revision of Settlement in the Kumaon District, 1874,
ibid, para 25, p 13.
25. Dabral, D r Shiv Prasad, Uttarakhand Ka Itihas, vol 7, p 190-202.
26. Beckett, ibid, p 1-11.
27. Ramsay, Major Henry: Report on the Sub-Himalayan Forests, 1861, in North
Western Provinces Gazette Supplement, 19 December, 1861.
28. Atkmson, E.T.: Himalayan Districts of the North -Western Provinces, p 852853.
29. Ramsay, Major General H. Ramsay, Commissioner of the Kumaon Division to
E.C. Buck, Offg. Secretary to the Board of Revenue, N.WP., dated camp
Haldwani, the 7' March, 1874; Report on the Settlement of Kumaon District,
No. 223 of 1874, p 1.
30. Ramsay, ibid, p 17-18; and Dabral, ibid p.
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3 1. Ramsay, ibid, p 19; and Dabral, p.
32. Ramsay, ibid, p 20; and Dabral.
33. Ramsay, ibid, p 21; and Shiv Prasad Dabral, Uttarakhand Ka Itihas, vol 7, p
202.
34. Appendix No. 11, List of Lands available at Tea sites, Beckett's report, ibid, p
36 D.
35. Appendix 13, Roads, Beckett's Report of the Revision of Settlement, Kumaon
district, Allahabad, 1874, p 36 D.
36. Dabral, Dr. Shiv Prasad, Uttarakhand ka Itihas, vol 8, p 5. Whalley divides the
same period of 13 decades into three periods viz., those of Commissioner
T r d (1815-1 835), Commissioner Batten (1848-56) and Commissioner Ramsay
(1856 - 1870, or 84). Dabral unfortunately could not access P. Whalley's report.
37. Beckett's Report on the Revision of Settlement in the Kumaon District, 1874,
p 29.
38. Firth, Cyril Bruce: An Introduction to Indlan Church History, The Christian
Student's Library No. 23, The Senate of Serampore College, by SPCK, 2007,
pages 143-144 and 147-155; Arthur Mayhew's Christianity and the Government
of India, Final Triumph of Wilberforce, pages 100-101; and for an indepth
examination of the subject, Peter Penner's Patronage Bureaucracy in North
India; The Robert Mertinn Bird and James Thomason School, 1820-1870,
pages 240-241 and 246.
39. This period covers the years b e p n i n g with K'rllram Carey's arrival in India to
the renewal of Company's charter in 1813; also see Peter Penner, ibid, page
241 and foot-note 6, page 265; and C.B. Firth, ibid, page 158-160, Part 11,
Bishops and Missionaries, 1814-1 858, pages 55-84, 41 1 and 41 5. Bishop
Reginald Heber, Lord Bishop of Calcutta, Journal, covers a narrative of a
journey through the Upper Provinces of India, from Calcutta to Bombay, 182426, with Notes on Ceylon; published by John Murray, London, 1873 (New
Edition)' see pages 243-286.
40. Bishop Heber's Journal is singularly deficient on his personal thoughts on possible
missionary activity and interestingly enough hlghly appreciative of the efforts
and work of Commissioner T r d , who in the opinion of hls fellow-colleagues
openly flouted the then current policy of 'strict neutrality' in rehgious matters
of the natives.
41. Penner, Peter: The Patronage Bureaucracy in North Indla, Chankya Publishers,
1986, pages 346-347; List of Hadebury and Adiscombe hien appearing in the
text; also see Mayhew, ibid, "most important of all perhaps was the influence
brought to bear by the persistent and scholarly Professor of Ben@ (E'dham
Carey) on the young cadets of the Company who sat under h m in Fort \ V h , "
page 69.
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32. Gibbs, M.W: The Anglican Church in India, 1600-1970, ISPCK, pages 27-29,
9-97 and 102-115; also Rev. E.S. Oakley, Almora, page 825 in Bishop Brenton
T. Badley, Visions and Victories in Hindustan, A Story of the Mission Stations
of the Methodist Episcopal Church in Southern Asia, Diamond Jubilee Edition,
Alethodist Publishmg House, Madras, India, 1931; Indian Missionary Directory
and Memorial Volume, 1881, Lucknow; Methodist Episcopal Church Press:
Rev. B.H. Badley and a compilation of three generations of John Henry Budden
by Major J.K. Pant, Shanti Bhawan, Almora.
43. See chapter on education where Commissioner Batten acknowledges his own
and S-IC Ramsay's private association with Almora Mission School, chapter V.

44. Wellesly C. Bailey (1886-87) in his A Glimpse at the Indian Mission Field and
Leper Asylums mentions that 'the leper asylum at Almora in the United Provinces
is the oldest institution.. it owed its inception to a young officer, Lieutenant
Ramsay, afterwards Sir Henry Ramsay, K.C.S.I., C.B., whose sympathies had
been drawn to the mendicant lepers in the district when stauoned at Almora
with his regiment in 1835. O n lus return to the district in 1840 he erected some
simple stone huts for the shelter of about twenty sufferers, and from this
insignificant begmning there developed in the course of time a well organized
and ffilely situated leper asylum, with an home for untainted children. In 1851
the asylum was placed under the charge of Rev. J.H. Budden, of the London
Alissionary Society, and in 1866 there were over one hundred inmates. It was
the fourth institution to receive help from the Mission, the frrst grant being
made in 1879', page 42. All over Europe 'leper hospitals' and 'Lazar houses'
were opened by monks and nuns to case for those whom church and society
had rejected. The 'Lazar house' derived their names from St Lazarus - though
no one could ever be certain whether he was the man with leprosy who sat at
the rich man's gate in Jesus's parable, or Jesus' own friend Lazarus who was
raised from the dead; Caring Comes First: The Story of Leprosy hfission, Cyril
Davey; hlarshall Morgan and Scott, UK, 1987, page 17.

45. Badri Dutt Pande, Kumaon K; Ithas, 19-37, pages 454-455 and Sluv Prasad
Dabral, Uttarakhand Ka Iuhas, 1978, volume 8, pages 147 - 153, have covered
the administration of Henry Ramsay and dealt with his contributions and
assistance to missionary work. Accordmg to Pande Rev. Dr. George Smith has
included Henry Ramsay amongst the 12 Great Statesmen of India perhaps
because Ramsay was a great supporter of Christianity and helped the missionaries
openly. It was h s wish that entire Kumaon should embrace Christianity. Whde
Henry Ramsay was certainly a deeply religious person mainly responsible in
persuading Rev. Budden to s h f t from Mirzapur to Almora and set up the
Kumaon Mission through the London Missionary Society and later expandmg
missionary work in Pauri and other places in Kumaon, he followed, lrke James
Thomason a policy w h c h was publicly that of neutraltty in public affairs but
without sacrificing hls own faith (neutraltty, without indifference). Shlv Prasad
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Dabral has quoted Badri Datt Pande, while the latter's contentions are n o t
borne out by either the public behaviour or records whch have been left behmd.
Holltster, Dr. John N.: The Centenary of the Methodst Church in Southern
Asia, Lucknow, India, 1956, pages 1-5.
Asiatick Researches, A Statistical Sketch of Kumaon, XVI, 137-234; Report on
the Bhotia Mahals of Kumaon, G.W Tr&.J.A.S., Bengal 11, 551, reprinted in
Kumaon Reports; A Few notes on the subject of the Kumaon and Rohdkhand
Tarai, J.H. Batten, J.A.S. B., XII., 887; Extract form the Journal of J.Weller, on
a trip to Bulcha and Ooncha Dhoora passes, edited by J.H. Batten, J.A.S.B.,XII,
78; Journal of a visit to Melum and the Oonta Dhoora pass in Jawahir, by E.
Manson, edited by J.H. Batten, J.A.S.B., XI, 1157; Note of a visit to the Kiti
pass of the grand Himalayan chain, J.H. Batten, VII, 310 and a Notice of a trip
to the Niti pass, J.A.S.B, XIX, 79. Batten also contributed articles in other
Journals in England e.g. on a hstory of tea-cultivation in the Journal of the
Royal Society.
Major Ramsay's Report on the condition of the forests in 1861 in North Western
provinces Gazette Supplement, 19 December, 1861; quoted in A h s o n ' s The
Himalayan Districts of the North Western Provinces, Vol I, 853-854; published
by Low Price Publication, Reprinted in LPP 2002 (First Published in 1881).
Edwin T. Atkinson, The Hunalayan Districts of the North-Western Provinces
of India, Vol I, see Preface by Atkmson, 17 December, 1881.
Preface, Vol 11, see A h n s o n , ibid.
Preface, Vol. I, see Atkmson, ibid; and Report on the Settlement of Kumaon.
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Miscellaneous Letters Received, U.P. State Archives, Lucknow.

MLR
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Miscellaneous Letters Received, U.P. State Archives, Lucknow
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SLI

Settlement Letters Issued, U.P. State Archives, Lucknow.
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Settlement Letters Received, U.P. State Archves, Lucknow.
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Moradabad ..... 7, 14, 15.45. 58, 59.66. 68,
71.72. 83.91,92. 112. 114. 116. 117.
119.145.147.152,163,184.190,191.
269.270.284.288,289. 29 1. 297
Mosley Smith ....................... 3 1. 44. 75. 76.
77.79.133. 178
Mosque ....................................................44
Moti Ram Sah ............... 113, 188. 189. 191.
192,237.290. 29 1
Mourusi Asamee .................................... 146
Mouzah ....................................96. 200. 226
Mr. Theobold ........................................ 332
Mr. Atkinson ........................................307
Mr. F. Duthie ........................................ 33 1
Mr. Grieg .......................................331. 332
Mr. H.B. Medlicott ...............................330
Mr. Halhed ............................................... 11
Mr. Lawder ....................................32 1. 242
Mr. Macdonald ......................................270
Mr. Pauw ................................................. 12
Mr. R.N. Cust .................................... 330
Mr. Robert ............................................. 164
Mr. Robert Mertinns Bird ..................... 276
Mr. S.A. Hill .......................................
330
Mr. Trail1 ................................
1 1. 86. 215
Mr. Tuner ..............................................215
Mr. Watson ........................................230
Mr. Winterbottom .................................33 1
Muchee ....................................................38
Mughal empire .......................................288
Muhrori ...................................16. 155, 156
Muir .......................................................283
Mujhari .....................................................4
Mukhtars ...............................................276
Mules Establishment .........................46, 53
Mulk Singh of Danpoor .........................3 17
Mulla Sulan .......................... 25, 3 1. 79, 226

Municipal Committee ........... 134. 135. 136.
159.169. 170.189. 192

Munsarim ..............................................263
Munshiari ......................................104. 313
Munsif ...............16. 30.32. 35. 36. 94. 100.
121. 122. 123. 140. 144. 153. 174. 175.
176. 179.197.214.220. 282
Muntakhib .............................................299
Murder ...............................................4 1.8 8
Murray .....................................................54
Murrora .................................................160
Murwara ................................................173
Muslim ..................... 44. 164. 239. 288. 290
Mussaraff Ali ......................... 239. 244. 250
Mussoorie .......viii. 13 1. 136. 188. 190. 283
Musta Khan of Rarnpur ........................ 292
Mutiny ........................................... 268. 272
Mutsuddi ...71.97. 105. 146. 154.201. 204

N.W. Provinces .... 1 1.85.96. 119. 122. 127
Nabhi .....................L................................56
Nagari Society ........................................ 164
Nagari Translator ................................... 180
Nagpur pargana ..................... 13. 16. 28. 3 1.
57.79.109. 130
Nagri character ....................................... 137
Nahecn Khan ........................................... 15
Naib Peshkar .................................. 263. 264
Naib Serishtedar .............. 154.239. 240. 256
Naib Tahsildar ........................ 209. 2 14. 220
Naib Wasil Baki Navis ........................... 256
Naibad ................................................... 139
Naib Thanedar ....................................... 260
Naik ....................................... 185. 187. 188
Naini Tal .....viii. 10.99. 131.136. 150.152.
157. 158. 162. 166. 169. 173. 186.
188.192.234.237.238.274.276.
288-293.295.296.3 16.3 19.321.
322,325.329
Najibabad ......................................... 44. 132
Nakal Navises ........................................ 105
Nala Pattan ............................................ 143
Nali ....................................................... 201
Namboori Brahmin ................................129
Nanakmutta ............. 58. 114. 119. 286. 297
Nanda Devi ................28. 55. 128. 144. 207
Nandiya Balooni .................................... 294
Nankar .................................................. 6.70
Nar Singh .............................................. 294

Narajn Choudhuri ....................................16
Narain Sin& ...........................................31 7
Narrative .........................................297
Native Battalions .....................................55
Native Commissioners .......................30. 35
Native Doctor ..........73. 130. 158. 159.259
Native Establishment ................... 18 19 87
Native Infantry ....................................
6.46
Native Judges .........................................277
Native or Hindi Office ...........................246
Native Tehri State ............................55. 262
Nawab of Rarnpur ......44. 58.93. 1 13. 150.
291. 297
Nayabad grants ...................... 152.203.274
Nayagaon ...............................................15 1
Nayar-ghat .................................................4
Nazar Andazi .........................................273
Nazarat ..................................240. 248.250
Nazibabad .............................................. 293
Nazir .........18. 32. 178. 197.202.239.240.
241.242.243.244.245.248. 267
Nee1 Dhar ..................................... 294. 310
Negi ...................................................... 164
Nepal ...................I. 2. 45. 56. 57. 129. 194.
291.305.308. 315. 321
Nepal Commissioners ................................ 5
Nepal Court ...................................
5. 22. 23
Nepal Government ......................56. 57. 77
Netoo .....................................................
200
Neutrality ..............................................
326
Nidha Upreti ..........................................24 1
Nigarmr ................................................. 260
Ninth Settlement ...................... 80. 274. 329
Niti ............................24. 56. 132. 219. 289
42
Nizarnut Adawlut ....................................
Non-dakhili ............................................ 226
Non-Regulation ...................... v. vi. 31. 14 1.
182.238.253.254.276.279.
280.286.287.297.298. 327
Non-resident tenants ...............................27
North Western Provinces .... vi. viii. ix. 39.
61. 107. 193. 194.234.254.262.275.
277.279.282.283.285.287.288.297.
3 16.327.330. 33 1
North Division of Moradabad ................ 15.
39.58. 66
Northern Parganas of Kumaun .............. 228
Norwood ............................................... 235
Nuliana ................................................... 150

. .
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Nulleea road ......................................... 152
Nur Singh ...............................................294
Nusseeri battalions ..................................46
Nuzul lands ............................................102
N w a r undazce ...............14. 201. 202. 209
O'Beckett ...........................................
185
Offg Stamp Daroga ................................242
Okeden .....................................................
91
Okhimath .......................................110. 130
Old Fort of Almora ..................................55
Onchkot ................................................. 16
Oochor ..................................................... 16
Ordeal-trials .............................................42
Ordnance (Clothing) ................................51
Ordnance Departments ............................46
Oriental Club .............................................9
Oriental Steamer off Keilgree ................232
Orissa ........................................................
vi
Orphan Fund .........................................246
Oudh .........................................ix, 254,288
Ousely Grove ........................................237
P. Barron ..........................10. 133. 134. 189
P. Whalley's ...........................................332
Padarn Singh Negi ......... 1 12.1 13. 1 14. 1 16.
241. 290
Padarn Singh Taragi ................................294
Padhans ..... 16. 19.20.29.47. 51. 155. 157.
161.162. 172.202.203.211.223.
224.226.228. 255.271. 316. 318
Padi Thatola ...........................................245
Paharees ....................................... 191. 271
Paikasht ......................................... 27. 212
Painkhanda ........................4. 13. 23. 31. 57.
79.205.206. 219
Palestine ...................................................
27
Pali ..........................13. 16. 17. 25. 26. 53.
144. 163.303. 308
Pali Pachao ...............................3. 12. 16.46
Pandit Raghubar Dutt ............................127
PannaLal. I.C.S. ............................284. 285
Pargana ................... 13. 25. 47.96.21 1. 266
Pargana Patwaris ..............................21. 202
Parliament .................................ix. 236. 326
Parmanand Choudhury ............................18
Partal ......................................................302
Parwana ................................47. 48. 53. 207
Patha ..............................................200. 201

Patli Dun ..................... 15. 66. 92. I 12. 113.
114.116.153. 170
Patli Dun Garhwal ...................................66
Patogurh ................................................. 143
Patta .........................74. 202. 210. 213. 223
Patti ................................................. 47. 2 14
Pattidari ................................................. 195
Paturs ....................................... 37. 185. 188
Patwari .... x. 17- 20.29.30.32.43.68. 102.
106. 108. 154. 156. 157. 162. 166.
178,186.2 17.224.227.258. 3 16
Patwari-war Towji ................................. 104
Patwari-wise statement ......................... 156
Pauri .................. 10.72. 122. 158. 171. 173.
226.291. 329
Pauw ................................................ 11. 325
Pearson ..................................................178
Peepal Parao ............................................
91
Peerzalds ................................................ 135
Penal Code .............................................275
Penner .................................................... 197
Perguna Registers .................................. 102
Perjury and Forgery .............................. 182
Permanent Settlement ...................... 2 1. 193
Persian (Urdu) .......................3. 7 1. 99. 104
Peshkar ................. 12. 44. 47. 48. 140. 154.
217.242.258.260.264. 281
Petoonds ..................................................20
Petty affrays ............................................
89
Peura ...................................................... 170
Phalda Kota .............................................13
Phaldakot .......3. 12. 16. 17.25.31.46. 314
Phant ...................................... 157. 202. 214
Pharkandiyal .......................................... 173
Pheeka .................................................... 270
Philip Mason (Woodruff) ............10. 11. 36
Phurd phant ...........................................300
Pidcock .................................................. 190
Pilgrim .................................................... 120
Pilgrim Road ..... 63.73. 109. 110. 127. 130.
132.143.160.170.176. 186
Pilibhit ...... 8.44.66.91.92. 117. 145. 147.
190.272.290. 32 1
Pindari Valley ...........................................28
Pinglaon .........................................162. 172
Pioneer ............................................... 46. 54
Pipalkoti ..........................................28. 143
Pithoragarh .... 45. 46.49.50. 53.55.61.64.
70. 132. 155. 159. 162. 168. 186.
291.309.322. 323

Plaints ...................................................... 32
Plant collector .................................. 44. 170
Pleaders .......................................... 276 279
Police ............................................. 182. 3 16
Police Administration ........ 90. 94. 120. 186
Police arrangements ....................... 2 1 1. 3 16
Police Law in Kumaun ........................... 183
Police Sawars .................................... .... 293
Police Station ......................................... 259
Political Agency ...................................2. 56
PoliticalAgent ........2.75.99.262.282. 283
Political Departments .............................. 99
Poomanand Upreti ................................241
Pootkeea Mahamari ...............................162
Population ........................................ 319
Post Master General ......................... 7. 170
Post Master of Kumaun ..........................69
Postal Dak ......................................... 69. 96
Pouchang . Capt . Huddleston ................. 171
Powalgarh .............................................. 150
Pratap Singh ................................... 128. 243
Presidency of Bengal ............................... 41
Presidency of Fort Wiliam ..................... 279
President ................................................ 326
President of the Board of Trade ............ 233
Principal Sudder A m e n ......... 120. 122. 282
Printed Rules for Kumaon .............137. 178
Pritam Shah .............................................. 57
Procedure Code ......................................275
Proceedings (robkaree) ...................207. 338
Professional Survey ...............................221
Prostitution .............................................. 75
Protected Hill States .......................... 3 1. 61
Protestant missions ....................... 326. 327
Province ................................................. 138
Provincial Government .. 13 1. 162. 169. 188
Public and Law ......................................247
Public Department ................................247
Public Holidays .....................................I l l
Public Mules establishment ..................... 54
Public Work .....................................46. 131
Pudam Singh ..........................................153
Pudhan khangec .......................................20
Pudhancharee .........................106. 140. 3 18
Puharee System of Police ......................183
Puharees .........................................139. 149
Pundit .....................................................
164
Punjab ...... ix, 138. 141.234.254.276.277.
287.288.297. 328
Punjab Hill Districts ..............................231

.
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Purcha ....................................................302
Purkayees ................................................ 18
Purkhandi ................................. 28. 143. 144
Puma Kumbha .........................................29
Purushottarn Joshi .............................. 243
Putalya .....................................................
20
Puttin .......................................................91
Putulti .................................................... 115
Putun ........................................................
28
Quinquennial ............................................2 1
R.C. Glyn ............................................... 75
R.H. Clarke ............................................ 118
R.H.Scott ................................................94
R.M. Bird ............................. 38. 78. 79. 81.
84.85.90.97. 220

R.T. Glyn .....................................33.38. 40
Radhe Bhandari ......................................244
Radrapur ................................................ 117
Rae Kot ..................................................184
Rai Singh Bora .......................................243
288
Raikes .....................................................
Railway ..................................269. 270. 272

Raja Baj Bahadur Chand ..........................23
Raja of Kumaun .............................128. 220
Raja of Nepal .........................................280
Raja of Tehri ..................................169. 297
Raja Sheo Raj Singh ....................... 268. 295
Raja Sooraj Singh ................................
29 1
Raja Sudarshan Shah .................. 57. 76. 290
Rajahs ............................................. 11. 310
Rajbahas .................................................27 1
Rajinamas ............................................. 209
Rajpur ................................................14. 18
Rajputs ....................................77. 130. 164
Rajwar .......................................... 308. 309
Ram Kishan .............................................16
Ram Nagar ........................................... 269
Rarna .........................................
. . . ........... 5
Rameshwar .........................
.
.........64. 24 1
Rarnganga .......................... 60. 64. 116. 132.
161. 170.296.305. 308
12. 16. 25. 3 1.
63.132.170.303. 307
Ramjee Sahib ......................................... 235
Ramkishan ......................................... 94. 97
Ramnagar ........................... 3.314.321. 322
Rampur ....................68. 186. 29 1. 293. 295

Ramgarh ..............................

Rampur. Naini Tal ................................. 293
Ramsay ................. v. 14. 20. 116. 120. 128.
138.153.155.156.159.
162.166. 168.
171. 172. 173. 178. 179. 181. 182.
183.185. 186. 188.23 3.333
Ranbirs (loaned Gorkhas) ...................... 296
Rangarh in Chugarkha ............................ 320
Ranger .................................................... 136
Ranghera ...............................................200
Ranihath ................................................. 110
Ranikhet ....................................... 267. 3 16.
3 19.321.323.325. 329
Ranjor .........................................................
5
Rata Mani Nautiyal ...............................244
Ratan Singh Bisht .................................. 113
Ratanpati Joshi ........................................16
Raul .......................................................
320
Ravi Dutt Ghildiyal ............................... 241
Rawain ...............................................
57. 58
Rawannas ............................................... 150
Rawasu Par ............................................ 116
Rawasu War .......................................... 116
Rawatgaon .............................................173
Rawuls ........8.29. 110. 128. 129. 130. 143.
144. 174. 175. 176.206. 3 10. 341
Razinama ........................................
34. 223
Reader ....................241. 242. 243. 256. 263
Reala thaplas ............................................ 67
Record Keeper ..96.197. 2 19. 24 1.256. 263
Record Guard .................................246. 249
Record of Rights ............................196. 299
Regiment ..................................
45. 235. 295
Reginald Thomton ............................... 178
3 1. 120. 133. 178
Register ............................
Registering Deeds ..........................102. 122
Registration of Deeds ............................ 102
Registry Navis ...................................... 242
Regular police ........................................188
Regulation .................21. 24.033. 37. 43. 50.
67.102.155. 22 1. 222
Regulation Districts ............................. 287
Regulation I of 1809 ................................. vi
Regulation I of 182 1 ......................183. 194
Regulation I1 of 1824 ............................... 70
Regulation I1 of 1834 .............................181
Regulation IV of 1817 .................... 280. 281
Regulation IV of 18 18 .................... 283. 284
Regulation V of 1829 ............................. 281
Regulation VI of 18 19 ............................ 110

Index 403
Regulation VI. 183 1 .............................. 100
Regulation VI of 1831 ........................... 182
Regulation V11 of 1822 .................... 85, 194
Regulation VII, 1818 ............................. 183
Regulation VII, 1831 ............................. 106
Regulation IX of 1833 ................ 10, 11, 18,
78, 85, 86,88, 102. 196,
198,203,209,228, 282
Regulation X of 1807 ............................ 193
Regulation X of 1817 ..... 33, 37, 85, 89, 93,
100, 183, 281
Regulation X, 183 1 ................................ 100
Regulation XI of 1806 ............................. 45
Regulation XI of 1819 ............................. 69
Regulation XI1 of 1817 ............................18
Regulation XIV of 18 18 ...........................70
Regulation XVI, 1810 ............................121
Regulation XVII, 1816 ...........................121
Regulation XIX, 1810 ............ 128, 143, 144
Regulation XX of 1817 .......................... 183
Regulation XX of 1817 ..........................280
Regulation XX of 1833 .......................... 298
Regulation XXI of 1825 .................. 14, 28 1
Regulation XXIII of 1814 ........................3 1
Regulation XXV, 1803 ............................. 95
Regulations of 1803 ............................... 194
Regulation of 1804 .................................. 18
Regulation Provinces ............................. 280
Rehar ........................................................ 59
Reid ....................................................... 253
Rent Rolls ........................................ 156
Report on the state of the
Sub-Himalayan Forests
below Kumaon .......................305, 329
Residency ................................................ 30
Resident ..................................................... 1
Resolution of 1839 ................................ 100
Revenue Accountant of N.W.P. ............ 144,
258, 263
Revenue Administration .................. 94, 101
Revenue and Civil law of Kumaon ........ 275
Revenue and General Administration .... 139
Revenue Police ............................... 258, 280
Revenue Regulations ............................. 22 1
Revenue Vernacular Ofice ............. 255, 256
Reverend John Henry Budden ............... 328
Revised Criminal Rules in 185 1 .... 182, 184
Rewa Dhar ............................................. 242
Richard Strachey ............................ 174, 175

Right Wing of Nusceree ........................... 46
Rinia ....................................................... 132
Rishikesh ................................................ 90
Riuni ....................................................... 16
Road Fund ............. 130. 13I. 166. 32 1. 322
Robert Colquhoun ................................... 50
Robert Mertinns Bird ....................... vii. 10.
194.195. 262
Robert Stuart ........................................... 30
Robertson ......................................9. 28. 38
Robinson ................................................ 147
Robkar Navis ........................... 18. 154. 242
Rohilkhand ..... vii. ix, l I. 34.39.58.59.60.
68. 87. 88.90, 1 15.1 16. 118.
147.148.288.292.296. 297
Rohilkhand administrators ........ 93. 95. 117.
146. 262
Rohilkhand Division ........................... 9. 14.
33.89, 188. 288
Rohilkhand Native Infantry ................... 291
Rohilkhand pice ....................................... 70
Rohilla .................................................... 288
Rongkali ...................................................56
Roop Singh ............................................ 241
Roorkee .................................................. 169
Rudra Dan Pant ............. 174. 175. 242. 332
Rudraprayag .................................. 1 10. 169
Rudrapur ... 58.92. 1 19. 145. 146. 147. 152.
264.266.286.293.295.296. 297
Rules for Assam ..................................... 220
Rules for Guidance of Revenue
Courts of Kumaun and Garhwal ... 14 1
Rules of Procedure ................................ 182
Ruqba (area) ........................................... 201
Rural police ............................................ 316
Russeea .................................................. 173
Rutgot ....................................................200
Rutherford ............................................. 1. 8
Ryotwari .................................................. 25
Sadaburt .... 27.63. 128. 139. 143. 144. 174.
175.206.298.299.309. 310
Sadar Kanungo ...................................... 256.
Sagar ......................................................... vii
Saharanpur .... 14.68. 72.90. 137. 170. 193.
196.282.283. 284
Sainspur ................................................... 44
Salary List ...................................... 246. 251
Sale of females ............... 4 1. 43 75. 77. 126
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sal-forests ................................................ 66
salpoongIa .............................................. 109
Sal-thaplas ............................................... 67
........................................................ 16
samvat 1880 .................................... 2 1. 198
Sanatorium ............................................. 189
Sanitation regulations ............................. 185
Sanjeev Chopra ..........................................x
Sanskrit .................................................. 127
Sarda ............... 112. 115. 147. 148. 272. 305
Saju ....................................................... 308
Sarkar ..................................................... 185
Sarkari Phant ........................................
227
Saroop Singh .......................................... 245
Saryu .................................. 24. 64. 132. 133
Saryu at Bageshwar ...............................168
Sat Tal .................................................... 270
Saugar and Nerbudda ..................... 123. 182
Sawars .................................................... 260
Sayana .............4. 16. 19. 20. 129. 142. 21 1.
213.227. 317
Sayanas of Mana village ........................ 129
Sayer .......................................... 3. 4. 18. 64
Schedule of Rates .................................... 50
Scheduled Districts Act. 1874 .. 285.286. 287
Schlagintweit ........................................
3 14
Scotts ..................................................... 233
Second Anglo-Sikh War .................. 234. 235
Second Assistant ........................................ I
Second Class .......................................... 259
Second Class Thana ................................ 266
Second Clerk .................. 238. 239. 247. 248
Seemi ...................................................... 110
Seera ....................................................... 324
Seishtedar ............................... 2 14. 24 1. 243
Selections from Revenue Records ......... 102
Selling & kidnapping women .............4 1. 89
Senior Assistant Commissioner .............. 32. .
100. 101. 102. 104. 107. 116. 120.
123. 124. 137. 139. 153. 154. 168.
171.220.236.249.253.277. 298
Senior Merchant ................................... 1 , 9
Senril ................................................ 64. 132
Separation Of Office ............................... 153
Sepoys ................................... 187. 260. 26 1
Sera .....................................................324
Sera Askot ..............................................
13
Sera Gangoli ........................................... 3 13
Sergeant Haptio ..................................... 289

Serishtedar ........ 18.96. 140. 198. 154.239.
241.243.244.246.256. 267
Session Judge ......... 126. 153. 181. 183. 184
Seton .................................... ............. 15. 58
Settlement Officer ........ 101. 137. 140.212.
213.215.217.218.219.222-225.228.
276.298.300.302.304.305.307. 318
Shadewell Morely Boulderson .......... 78. 85
Shahjehanpur ................... 91. 116. 133. 288
Shajras (field-maps) ............................... 157
Shashtras ................................ 127. 129. 185
Shashtrees Ramaputtee ..........................310
Sheonathpur ........................................... 147
Sher-ka-Danda ............................... 133. 136
Sherwood in Gaiwala Khet ............ 134. 136
Shibdeb Dhoundiyal ..............................245
...
Shiv Prasad Dabral ...................................m
Shiv Ram ................................................241
Shivanand Khanduri ......................122. 174.
175.214. 220
Shobha Ram ........................................... 288
Shor .....3. 11. 13. 16. 17.25.31.44.46. 50
64.68.69.76. 105. 309
Shorepur .................................................. 44
Shri Krishna Joshi ................................. 241
Siah Navis ...................................... 260. 264
Sigauli ......................................................... 2
Siguddi ....................................................... 3
Sikh ............................................... 3 14. 234
Silkhana ....................................................16
Silkhet ....................................................
173
Simla ........................ viii. 100. 13 1. 188. 190
Simulkha .................................................. 16
Sipti and Usee in Kali Kumaon ............. 320
Sir Robert Colquhoun .... 10.30. 54. 7 1. 170
Sir Francis Shore Jr.................................. 51
Sir H.M. Elliott ...................................... 332
Sir Henry Lushington ............................ 234
Sir Henry Ramsay ....................... 10. 11.5 5
Sir John Strachey ................... v. xi. 309. 332
Sir W. Richards .............. 135. 136. 188. 192
Sira .....................................5. 14. 16. 31. 46
............... 25
Sira-Askote .......................... .
.
Sirgirohs ................................................. 271
Sirmour Battalions ................................. 291
Sirogis .................................................... 293
Sirtan ......................................................311
Sirtee Bhent ............................................. 27
Slaughter of cattle .................................. 82
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Slavery ......................................... 75. 77. 78
Small-pox ...............................................
73
Smith ........................................................ 77
Soban Singh ............................................ 244
Society for Promoting Christian
Knowledge ..................................... 326
Society for the Propagation of
the Gospel .....................................326
Sohan Singh ............................................ 244
Sornadi .................................................... 164
SomnathMukherji ......................... 138. 161
Son of Hugguru ...................................... 3 14
Sonat Rupee ............................................ 70
Sookha Tal ............................................. 133
Sookhee .......................................... 147. 148
Sowar (Mounted) .................................. 261
Special Commission for the Ceded
and Conquered Provinces ... vii. 2 1.33.
38.37.45.49.75. 194
Special Gazetteer ................................... 330
Spirituous liquor .................................... 323
Srinagar .....3.4. 5.7. 12. 15. 16.23. 31.38.
39.43.52.57.61.63.69.70. 126. 127.
132. 153. 158. 159. 160. 166. 167. 169.
170.174. 175. 176.177. 186.291. 293
St. Marks Church ................................. 189
Staff Corps ............................................ 235
Staging Bungalows ................................. 170
Stamp Daroga .......................................... 18
Stamp Revenue Statement ..................... 107
Stamp Rules ........................................... 123
Standing Orders ..................................... 163
Statement of Irrecoverable Balances ...... 107
Statement of Salaries ............................. 246
Station Commander ..................... 45. 48. 54
Statistical Clerk ..................................... 256
Stowell ..................................................... 11
Strachey (later Sir John) ................. 11. 138.
140-145. 156. 159-163. 165. 167-170.
172. 173. 176. 178. 179. 181. 182.
183. 185. 187. 188
Sub Assistant Surgeon .................. 13 I. 158.
159. 160. 163
Sub Committee ............. 143. 160. 168. 174.
175. 176
Subathu ................................ 3 1. 6 1. 97. 121
Sub-divisional Magistrate ...................... 157
Sudarshan Shah ........................................ 58
Suddar Diwani and Nizamut
Adalut .......... vii. 3 1. 37. 276. 279. 282

Sudder ................................................... 338
SudderAmin ... 32. 100. 122. 123. 124. 140.
174. 175. 176. 182.220. 240
Sudder Amin Ganga Dutt Uprcti ........... 239
Sudder Amin Garhwal ..... 3 1.243. 244.245.
246,247,248,250.25 1.277. 278
Superintendent of Police ..........................vii
Sudder Board of Revenue ...........24. 78. 79
81. 100. 194. 195. 196.214.220.
222.276. 279
Sudder Board of Revenue on
Deputation .............................193. 198
Sudder Court ....99. 180. 282. 283. 284. 285
Sudder Kutcheri ....................................... 17
Sudder Nizamat Adawlut ...... 38. 41.45. 72.
85.87.89.90.93. 100. 121. 140.
180. 182-185.276.277. 283
Sudder Office ............................... 3. 12. 154
Suder Amla .............................................237
Suder Board .............. 95. 99. 204. 209. 2 10.
21 I. 214. 219
Suder Malguzar ...................... 106. 202. 209
Sugut Singh Bisht .................................. 250
Sukkut Singh Bisht ................................240
Sulan .................................................... 79
Sult ....................................................... 308
Sumat Singh ........................................... 290
Sum& ..................................................... 150
Summary Suits ............................... 106. 107
Sunadpur ................................................ I51
Sunea .............................. 15.44.45.61. 126
Sunnads granted ..................................... 143
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